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“Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go 

from here?” 

“That depends a good deal on where you want to get 

to” said the cat 

“I don’t much care where.....” 

Then it doesn’t much matter which way you go” said 

the cat. 

“...so long as I get somewhere” Alice added as an 

explanation 

“Oh, you are sure to do that” said the cat.  
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%8-(%--35B(@"&(E'#$"10(.&$10%5(%"&(C1F&(,#''#%1F&5(#,.(0-/3.(#1.(,/'5&5(%-(F15/#315&(%"&1'(5-/'0&5(-C(0#'&&'(

C/3C134&,%B(@"&(C1'5%(%--3(15(C-'(,/'5&5(%-('&C3&0%(/$-,(%"&1'(0#'&&'5(#,.(%"&(5&0-,.("&3$5(4#,#E&'5(&F#3/#%&(

,/'51,E($-5%5(#,.(4#I(A&($#'%10/3#'3I(/5&C/3(1C(#($-5%(15(31L&3I(%-(A&(.1CC10/3%(%-(C133B(

(

(

(

(  
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Abbreviations used in the text 

ZeO( Z001.&,%(#,.(O4&'E&,0I(.&$#'%4&,%9(,-8(4-'&(0-''&0%3I('&C&''&.(%-(#5(O4&'E&,0I(

]&$#'%4&,%(SO]U(

ZK2( ( Z.F#,0&.(K/'5&(2'#0%1%1-,&'(

G[O( ( G3#0L(#,.(41,-'1%I(&%",10(

G[_( ( G'1%15"([&.10#3(_-/',#3(

GR0fGZ(( G#0"&3-'(-C(R01&,0&(f(G#0"&3-'(-C(Z'%5g(#(C1'5%(.&E'&&(

!KR( ( !31,10#3(,/'5&(5$&01#315%(

!h2]( ( 0"'-,10(-A5%'/0%1F&($/34-,#'I(.15&#5&(S,-8(.&50'1A&.(#5(0"'-,10(#1'8#I5(3141%#%1-,U(

!2](i(!22]( 0-,%1,/1,E($'-C&551-,#3(.&F&3-$4&,%(i(0-,%1,/1,E($'-C&551-,#3(#,.($&'5-,#3(.&F&3-$4&,%(

!bZ( !#'.1-F#50/3#'(#001.&,%(S$-$/3#'3I('&C&''&.(%-(#5(X5%'-L&YU(

O]( O4&'E&,0I(]&$#'%4&,%9(-C%&,(5%133('&C&''&.(%-(#5(#001.&,%(#,.(&4&'E&,0I(SZeOU(

OOZ( ( O/'-$&#,(O0-,-410(Z'&#((

Oj( ( O/'-$&#,(j,1-,(

QO+( ( Q1E"&'(O./0#%1-,(+,5%1%/%&(

+@j(f(+!j( +,%&,51F&(%"&'#$I(/,1%(f(+!j(+,%&,51F&(0#'&(/,1%(

[R0(f([Z( [#5%&'(-C(R01&,0&(f([#5%&'(-C(Z'%5g(#("1E"&'(-'(5&0-,.(.&E'&&(

KQR( ( K#%1-,#3(Q&#3%"(R&'F10&(

K[!( ( K/'51,E(#,.([1.81C&'I(!-/,013(

2a]1$( ( 2-5%(E'#./#%&(.1$3-4#9(%#/E"%(#%(%"&(5#4&(3&F&3(#5([R0(A/%(81%"-/%(#(.155&'%#%1-,(

2+a]( ( 2'&J14$3#,%#%1-,(E&,&%10(.1#E,-515(

kK+( ( k/&&,5(K/'51,E(+,5%1%/%&(

H!K( ( H-I#3(!-33&E&(-C(K/'51,E(

HK( ( H&E15%&'&.(K/'5&(

j\( ( @"&(j,1%&.(\1,E.-4(

jRZ( ( @"&(j,1%&.(R%#%&5(-C(Z4&'10#(
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Chapter 1:  Introduction and background 

@"15(0"#$%&'(1,%'-./0&5(%"&(%"&5159($3#01,E(1%(1,%-(#(81.&'(0-,%&D%(#,.(C#0131%#%1,E(%"&('&#.&'(%-(,#F1E#%&(

%"&(8-'LB(

@"15(%"&515('&$-'%5(#,(1,N/1'I(8"10"(&D$3-'&.(%"&(0#'&&'(5%-'1&5(-C(,/'5&5(%-(&5%#A315"(8"#%(1,C3/&,0&5(

,/'5&5Y(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(#,.(8"&%"&'(#,I(0-"&'&,%(#00-/,%(0#,(A&($'-F1.&.(-C(%"&4B(@"&(14$&%/5(C-'(

%"&(1,N/1'I(#'-5&(C'-4(%"&('&5&#'0"&'Y5(8-'L(81%"(5%/.&,%(,/'5&5(#,.('&E15%&'&.(,/'5&5(SHKY5UB(R"&(

-A5&'F&.(4-5%(,/'5&5(.-(,-%("#F&(0#'&&'($3#,5(#,.("#F&(#(3141%&.(/,.&'5%#,.1,E(-C(%"&1'($'-C&551-,B(

@"&I(#'&(%"/5(1,(.#,E&'(-C(,-%(C/33I(&D$3-1%1,E(%"&(-$$-'%/,1%1&5(%"&'&1,B(@"15(5&&4&.(/,5#%15C#0%-'I9(

I&%(%"&'&(8#5(#(.&#'%"(-C(&F1.&,0&(%-(/5&(1,(E/1.1,E(%"&(,/'5&5(1,(%"&1'(0#'&&'5(-'("&3$1,E(%"&1'(0#'&&'(

$'-E'&551-,B((

@"15(1,%'-./0%-'I(0"#$%&'(&D$3#1,5(8"I(%"15(1,N/1'I(15(14$-'%#,%(#,.(%"&(0-,%'1A/%1-,(1%(4#L&5B((

 The nature of career and career decisions 

Z'%"/'(S6TT:9($#E&();;U(.&C1,&.(#(0#'&&'(#5(^%"&(&F-3F1,E(5&N/&,0&(-C(#($&'5-,Y5(8-'L(&D$&'1&,0&(

-F&'(%14&`B(Z'%"/'Y5(S6TT:U(.&C1,1%1-,(15('#%"&'(3141%&.(A&0#/5&(1%(5&&45(%-(-,3I(1,03/.&($#1.(8-'L(#,.(

C-'(G#',&59(G#55-%9(#,.(!"#,%(S6T))U(^0#'&&'`(1,03/.&5(&F&'I(8#I($&-$3&(&,E#E&(81%"(5-01&%I9(

1,03/.1,E(/,$#1.(8-'L9(C#413I(31C&9(#,.(3&15/'&(#0%1F1%1&5B(+%(15(#(31C&J3-,E(0-,5%'/0%1-,(-C(1.&,%1%IB(+,(%"15(

1,N/1'I9(%"&(%&'4(,/'51,E(0#'&&'(15(%#L&,(%-(4&#,(%"&(,/'5&5Y(#,.(&DJ,/'5&5Y($#1.(&4$3-I4&,%(#,.(

'&3#%&.(5%/.1&5B(Q-8&F&'9(#5(8&(5"#33(5&&9(%"&5&("#F&(51E,1C10#,%(14$#0%5(-,(#33(#5$&0%5(-C(,/'5&5Y(

31F&5B(

!#'&&'(.&0151-,5(0#,(1,03/.&(0-4$3&D(155/&5(5/0"(#5(8"10"(0-/'5&(%-(5%/.Ig(3&#F1,E(#(M-Ag(4-F1,E(%-(

#(.1CC&'&,%(3-0#%1-,g(#,.('&%1'&4&,%(S+,.&&.B0-49(6T)WUB(@"&I(0#,(1,03/.&(.&3#I(-C(E'#%1C10#%1-,9(

$'1-'1%151,E9($3#,,1,E9(#,.($&'5-,#3(#0%1-,(S]1L9(R#'E&,%9(#,.(R%&E&'9(6TT:UB(!#'&&'(.&0151-,5(#'&(

#4-,E5%(%"&(4-5%(14$-'%#,%(.&0151-,5(#,(1,.1F1./#3(&F&'(4#L&59($'-C-/,.3I(#CC&0%1,E(%"&1'(&0-,-410(



!"#$%&'()*(+,%'-./0%1-,(
)<(

"&#3%"9(31C&(5#%15C#0%1-,9(#,.(5-01#3(0-,%#0%5(Sl13.&m9(G&5L&5&9(#,.(G-mA/'#9(6T)<UB(l&%(8-'L&'5(-C%&,(

C#13(%-(E1F&(%"&4(%"&(E'#F1%#5(%"&I(8#''#,%(SR0"8#'%m9(6TT:UB(!#'&&'(.&0151-,5(#'&(#35-(.1CC10/3%(%-(

'&F&'5&B(a133#,(S6T)>U(.150/55&.(8&33J&5%#A315"&.('&5&#'0"(.&4-,5%'#%1,E(%"#%(-,0&(#(.&0151-,("#5(

A&&,(4#.&9(1%(1,0'&#51,E3I(#$$&#'5(%-(A&(%"&(4-5%(#%%'#0%1F&(-$%1-,9(8"10"(.150-/'#E&5(C/'%"&'(

&D$3-'#%1-,B(+,(0-,C1'4#%1-,(-C(%"159(a'&&,A#,L(S6T)>U(.&50'1A&.(#,(^&50#3#%1-,(-C(0-441%4&,%`(S$#E&(

):>U(#4-,E5%(5%/.&,%5g(#5(%14&($#55&59(%"&I("#F&(0-,%'1A/%&.(&F&'(E'&#%&'('&5-/'0&5(%-(%"&1'(.&E'&&(

#,.(0#'&&'(0"-10&59(5-(%"&I(A&0-4&(1,0'&#51,E3I(/,81331,E(%-('&JF151%(%"&4B(

P/'%"&'9(%"&(,#%/'&(-C(%"&5&(.&0151-,5("#5(0"#,E&.B(!#'&&'5(#'&(,-8(0"#'#0%&'1m&.(AI(/,$'&.10%#A131%I(

#,.(4/3%1$3&(%'#,51%1-,5(S\'1&5"-L9(G3#0L9(#,.([0\#I9(6TTWUB(P1D&.(5%'/0%/'&5(8&'&(%"&(,-'4(C-'(4#,I(

6T%"(0&,%/'I(8-'L&'59(8"10"(5#8(%"&4(5%&#.13I(#50&,.(#("1&'#'0"I(%-(#%%#1,(1,0'&#51,E('&5$-,51A131%I9(

$'&5%1E&9(#,.(1,0-4&B(@"&5&("#F&(A&&,('&$3#0&.(AI(#(3&55(C-'4#3(#,.(3&55($'&.10%#A3&(5I5%&4B(@"15(

1,0'&#5&5(%"&('&5$-,51A131%I(-C(%"&(8-'L&'(%-(C1,.(%"&1'(0#'&&'($#%"(S\'1&5"-L9(G3#0L9(#,.([0\#I9(6TTWU9(

'#%"&'(%"#,(C-33-8(#('-/%&($'-F1.&.(C-'(%"&4B([#,I(#/%"-'5(SC-'(&D#4$3&(ZMm&,9(6T))g(#,.(2'I-'(#,.(

G'1E"%9(6T))U(#0L,-83&.E&(%"#%(0#'&&'(0"-10&(15(%"&(4&55I('&5/3%(-C(A#510(1,5%1,0%59(5-01#3(-'(&0-,-410(

$'&55/'&59(#,.(/,0-,501-/5(4&,%#3($'-0&55&5B(H#%"&'(%"#,(-00#51-,#3(&F&,%59(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(

5"-/3.(A&(#(0-,%1,/#3(5&'1&5(-C('&5$-,5&5(%-(%"&(&,F1'-,4&,%(#,.(#(8-'L&'5Y(0"#,E1,E($&'5$&0%1F&B(

Q&#3%"0#'&(15(,-(&D0&$%1-,(#,.(0/''&,%(/$"&#F#35(4#L&(C-'(0"#33&,E1,E(%14&5(A/%(#35-(-CC&'5(,/'5&5(

,&8(#,.($-551A3I(/,&D$&0%&.(0#'&&'(-$$-'%/,1%1&5(#,.('&8#'.5B(@"&(#14(-C(#(0#'&&'(.&0151-,(1,(

,/'51,E(15(C-'(,/'5&5(%-(C1,.(%"&1'(8#I(%-(C/3C1331,E(8-'L(8"10"(8133(&,#A3&(%"&4(%-(8-'L(%-(#("1E"(

5%#,.#'.(#,.('&./0&(%"&1'(,&&.(%-(3&#F&B(l&%9(%"&'&(15(&F1.&,0&(%"#%(,/'5&5(%"&45&3F&5(#'&(,-%(

#38#I5(#8#'&(-C(%"&(-$$-'%/,1%1&5(81%"1,(%"&($'-C&551-,(S7/,.A&'E(&%(#39(6T))U(#,.(%"15(3#0L(-C(

1,C-'4#%1-,(8133("#F&(#(.&3&%&'1-/5(&CC&0%(-,(%"&(N/#31%I(-C(%"#%(.&0151-,B((

 The nursing workforce 

K/'51,E(15(#(A1E($'-C&551-,(J(%"&'&(#'&(-F&'(?TT9TTT('&E15%&'&.(,/'5&5(#,.(41.81F&5(SK/'51,E(#,.(

[1.81C&'I(!-/,0139(6T6TU(1,(%"&(j,1%&.(\1,E.-4(Sj\U9(4-5%3I(8-'L1,E(C-'(%"&(K#%1-,#3(Q&#3%"(R&'F10&(
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SKQRUB(@"&I(8-'L(1,(#33("&#3%"(C#0131%1&5(#,.(1,(#(F#'1&%I(-C('-3&5B(@"15(F#'1&%I(15(1,0'&#51,E(C-33-81,E(%"&(

$/A310#%1-,(-C([-.&',151,E(K/'51,E(!#'&&'5(S]&$#'%4&,%(-C(Q&#3%"9(R-01#3(R&'F10&59(#,.(2/A310(

R#C&%I9(6TT;U(8"10"(C-5%&'&.(.&F&3-$4&,%(%-(%"&(50-$&(-C(,/'51,E($'#0%10&B(@"15(.-0/4&,%(5&%(-/%(#(

F151-,(C-'(#("1E"3I(5L133&.(#,.(C3&D1A3&($'-C&551-,9(81%"(#,(&4$"#515(-,("&#3%"($'-4-%1-,B(+%(8#5(

&5$&01#33I(1,C3/&,%1#3(1,(&,0-/'#E1,E(%"&(&F-3/%1-,(-C(,/'51,E('-3&5(1,(#.F#,0&.(-'(5$&01#315%($'#0%10&B(

@"&5&(.&F&3-$&.(%-($'-F1.&(#(C3&D1A3&(#,.('&5$-,51F&(5&'F10&(#,.(%-(#..'&55(%"&($'-A3&45(0'&#%&.(AI(

%"&(O/'-$&#,(d-'L1,E(@14&(]1'&0%1F&9(8"10"(&CC&0%1F&3I('&5%'10%&.(%"&(,/4A&'(-C("-/'5(8-'L&.(AI(

M/,1-'(.-0%-'5(S[0!3-/E"&,9(hYG'1&,9(#,.(_#0L5-,9(6TTWUB(@"&(%1%3&(-C(%"&5&($-5%5(4#L&5(%"&4(

0-4$#'#A3&(%-(4&.10#3(0-,5/3%#,%59(#,.(1,.&&.(%"&'&(#'&(51413#'1%1&5B(@"&5&(,/'5&5(8-'L(4-'&(

#/%-,-4-/53I(%"#,(-%"&'(,/'5&5(#,.(0#,(-C%&,(%#L&(-,('&5$-,51A131%1&59(5/0"(#5($'&50'1A1,E(.'/E59(

8"10"(8&'&(-,0&(%"&(.-4#1,(-C(4&.10#3($'#0%1%1-,&'5B(@"&I($'-F1.&(#(F#3/#A3&(5&'F10&(%-(031&,%59(

&5$&01#33I(%"-5&(81%"(3-,EJ%&'4("&#3%"(,&&.5(SG/%3&'(&%(#39(6T))(#,.(G&E3&I(&%(#39(6T)=U9(#,.(C'-4(%"&(

$&'5$&0%1F&(-C(%"&(,/'5&59(%"&I(-CC&'(#('#,E&(-C(1,%&'&5%1,E(#,.($'&5%1E1-/5($-51%1-,5(C-'(%"&4B(

K/'5&5(#'&(0&,%'#3(%-(%"&(N/#31%I(-C(0#'&(#F#13#A3&(SH-3&810m(#,.(2#34&'9(6T)WU9(I&%(%"&'&(15(#(0"'-,109(

8-'3.J81.&(5"-'%#E&(-C(,/'5&5(8"10"(5&&45(%-(A&($#'%10/3#'3I(5&F&'&(1,(7-,.-,(S@"&(H-I#3(!-33&E&(-C(

K/'51,E9(N/-%&.(AI(\3&&A#/&'9(6T);UB(Z(5"-'%#E&(-C(,/'51,E(5%#CC(8#5(.&50'1A&.(AI(%"&(\1,EY5(P/,.(

#5(^%"&(3#5%(5%'#8`(S[&#.-859(7&F&,5-,9(#,.(G#&m#9(6TTT9(%1%3&($#E&U(C-'(#("&#3%"0#'&(5I5%&4(#3'&#.I(

%-%%&'1,E(/,.&'(%"&(1,C3/&,0&(-C(C1,#,01#3(0-,5%'#1,%59(1,0'&#5&.(&D$&0%#%1-,59(#,.(#,(#E&1,E(

$-$/3#%1-,B(@"15($/%5(#(5%'#1,(-,(%"&('&4#1,1,E(5%#CC9(1,0'&#51,E(%"&(0"#,0&5(-C(C/'%"&'(5%#CC(3&#F1,EB(

@"15('&,.&'5(%"&(8-'LC-'0&(0'1515(1,(%"&(KQR(#5(5&F&'&(#5(%"&(C1,#,01#3(-,&(SH-3&810m(#,.(2#34&'9(

6T)WUB(K/'51,E(5"-'%#E&5(#'&(31L&3I(%-(A&0-4&(4-'&(5&'1-/5(A&0#/5&(%"&(,/'51,E(8-'LC-'0&(15(#E&1,E(

S7&1C&'9(6TT<UB((

@"&(5"-'%#E&(-C(,/'5&59(%"&,9(,&&.5(%-(A&(/'E&,%3I(#..'&55&.(A/%(%"&'&(#'&(-,3I(#(C&8(4&#,5(-C(

'&F&'51,E(1%B(h,&(15(%-(1,0'&#5&(%"&(,/4A&'(-C('&0'/1%5(%-(5%/.&,%(,/'51,E($'-E'#44&5(S.150/55&.(AI9(

C-'(&D#4$3&9(H#I4-,.(&%(#39(6T):UB(Z,-%"&'(15(%-('&0'/1%(1,%&',#%1-,#33I(S.150/55&.(AI9(C-'(&D#4$3&9(
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7#'5&,(&%(#39(6TT<g(#,.(Z."1L#'1(#,.([&31#9(6T)<U(-'(%-('&$3#0&(HK5(81%"(,&8(,/'51,E('-3&59(5/0"(#5(

#5515%#,%($'#0%1%1-,&'5(Sd#%&'59(6T))UB(@"&5&(4&%"-.5(-C(1,0'&#51,E(,/'51,E(#F#13#A131%I(#'&(#33(-/%51.&(

%"&(50-$&(-C(%"15(1,N/1'I9(A/%(%8-(C/'%"&'(4&#,5(#'&('&3&F#,%B(@"&(C1'5%(15(%-('&./0&(#%%'1%1-,9(8"10"(15(

"1E"(1,(,/'51,E(#,.(15(A&0-41,E(1,0'&#51,E3I(5&'1-/5B(G&%8&&,(6T)6(#,.(6T):(%"&(,/4A&'(-C(,/'5&5(

3&#F1,E(%"&(KQR(8&,%(C'-4(6?9)TT($&'(#,,/4(%-(=>9)TT($&'(#,,/49(#,(1,0'&#5&(-C(6<n(S7&#.&'9(

6T)WUB(Z%%'1%1-,(C'-4(,/'51,E(15(,-%(5&%(%-(14$'-F&(A&0#/5&(#,(1,%&',#%1-,#3(5%/.I(S]&!-3#(#,.(

H1EE1,59(6T)TU(C-/,.(-,3I(<6n(-C($'#0%151,E(,/'5&5(&,F151-,&.(%"&45&3F&5(5%133(1,(%"&($'-C&551-,(#C%&'(

#,-%"&'(<(I&#'59(8"10"(15(#(5&'1-/5(8#5%&(-C(#(F#3/#A3&('&5-/'0&(SG--%"9(6T))UB(@"&'&(#'&($'-A#A3I(

4/3%1$3&(#,.(0-4$3&D('&#5-,5(C-'(,/'5&5(3&#F1,E(#,.(%"15(1,N/1'I(8133(0-,%'1A/%&(%-(/,.&'5%#,.1,E(

5-4&(-C(%"&4B(@"&(5&0-,.9('&3#%&.9(4&#,5(15(%-(&,5/'&(%"&(,/'51,E(8-'LC-'0&(15(.&$3-I&.(&CC&0%1F&3I(

#,.(&#0"(,/'5&(15(1,(%"&(0-''&0%('-3&(C-'(%"&4(#%(%"&(%14&B(Z5(8&33(#5(5%#I1,E(1,($-5%9(1%(5&&45(31L&3I(

,/'5&5(8"-(#'&(0-,%&,%(#,.(C/3C13(#$$'-$'1#%&('-3&5(8133(#35-(8-'L(%-(#("1E"&'(5%#,.#'.(SZ'EI3&9()W:W(

#,.(Z"-3##LL-9(6T))UB((

j,"#$$1,&55(#%(8-'L(#,.(#%%'1%1-,(C'-4(%"&(,/'51,E($'-C&551-,(15(#35-(#($'-A3&4(C-'(,/'5&5(

%"&45&3F&5(A&0#/5&(4-5%(&,%&'&.(%"&($'-C&551-,(5&&L1,E(#(3-,EJ%&'4(0#'&&'(S[0!3-/E"&,9(hoG'1&,9(

#,.(_#0L5-,9(6TTWU(#,.(,/'5&5(#'&(-C%&,("1E"3I(0-441%%&.(%-(0#'1,E(C-'(%"&1'(031&,%5(S[0!#A&9(

@"-4#59(#,.(@"-4#59(6TT:UB(@"&'&C-'&9(%"&("1E"(,/4A&'5(3&#F1,E(%"&($'-C&551-,(41.J0#'&&'(

5/EE&5%5(,/'5&5(&,%&'(%"&($'-C&551-,(81%"("1E"("-$&5(A/%(#'&(.15#$$-1,%&.(81%"(%"&1'(0#'&&'5B(d"#%(

#'&(%"&I(.15#$$-1,%&.(#A-/%V(!"#,.'#(S6TT=U($'-$-5&.(#(C&8($-%&,%1#3('&#5-,59(1,03/.1,E(3-8($#I9(

"1E"(3&F&35(-C(5%'&559(#,.(#,(/,C#F-/'#A3&(5"1C%($#%%&',B(@"&5&(#'&(#33($-%&,%1#3(0#/5&5(-C(,/'5&5(

3&#F1,E9(I&%(!"#,.'#(S6TT=U($'-F1.&.(,-(&F1.&,0&(C-'(#,I(-C(%"&4B([/''&3359(H-A1,5-,9(#,.(a'1CC1%"5(

S6TT:U(C-/,.(,/'5&5(8&'&(0-,515%&,%3I(#,.(1,0'&#51,E3I(.155#%15C1&.(81%"(%"&1'($#I9(8"10"(8#5(

$#'%10/3#'3I(,-%10&#A3&(#4-,E5%(7-,.-,(,/'5&5(A/%([&#.-859(7&F&,5-,9(#,.(G#&m#(S6TTTU(C-/,.($#I(

8#5(#('&3#%1F&3I(41,-'(C#0%-'B(Q-8&F&'9(%"15(15(4-5%3I(%"&-'&%10#39(#,.(31%%3&(15(L,-8,(#A-/%(8"I(,/'5&5(

3&#F&(S_-,&5JG&''I9(6T)?UB(+,.&&.9(8&(L,-8('&4#'L#A3I(31%%3&(#A-/%(#,I(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(1,(,/'51,EB(

2&'"#$59(C-'(5-4&9(%"&(8-'L(&,F1'-,4&,%(15(L&I(%-(-00/$#%1-,#3("#$$1,&55B(h'(4#IA&(%"&(4-5%(
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14$-'%#,%(C#0%-'5(#'&(-/%51.&(8-'L9(5/0"(#5(%"&(,#%/'&(-C(%"&1'(M-/',&I(%-(8-'L(p(.-&5(#(5#%15CI1,E('-3&(

8#''#,%(#(.1CC10/3%(M-/',&I(#,.("-8(#'&(%"&I(%-(A#3#,0&(%"&1'($'-C&551-,#3(#,.($&'5-,#3(31F&5V(h'(

4#IA&(%"&(&./0#%1-,#3(-$$-'%/,1%1&5(#'&(14$-'%#,%B(h'($&'"#$5(%"&I(8#,%(%-(%'#F&3B(d"#%&F&'(%"&(

'&#5-,5(C-'(0#'&&'(.15#$$-1,%4&,%9(%"&(&CC&0%5(#'&(5&F&'&(A&0#/5&(%"&(14$-'%#,0&(-C($#1.(8-'L(%-(

4-5%(1,.1F1./#35(15(#5(E'&#%(#5(&F&'(Sd&&9(6T)>UB(P#131,E(%-(4&&%(-,&Y5(0#'&&'(&D$&0%#%1-,5(0#,("#F&(

3-,EJ%&'4(,&E#%1F&(0-,5&N/&,0&5(C-'(%"&(1,.1F1./#3Y5(8&33JA&1,E(SG&'%-,1(#,.(!-'#mm1,19(6T):UB(+,(

0-,%'#5%9(%"&'&(15(0-,51.&'#A3&(&F1.&,0&(%"#%(5#%15C#0%1-,(1,(%"15(4#M-'(#5$&0%(-C(31C&(3&#.5(%-(#($-51%1F&(

#55&554&,%(-C(#33(#5$&0%5(-C(-,&Y5(31C&(S[#5.-,#%19([#55-/.19(#,.(H-551&'9(6TTWU(#,(&CC&0%(&F1.&,%(

&F&,(#C%&'('&%1'&4&,%(SR%&F&,5JH#%0"C-'.9(6T))UB((

P1,#33I9(,/'5&5(3&#F1,E(%"&($'-C&551-,(5"-/3.(#35-(0-,0&',(/,1F&'51%1&5(SQ1E"&'(O./0#%1-,(+,5%1%/%&59(-'(

QO+5UB(@"&5&("#F&(#('&5$-,51A131%I(%-($'-4-%&(%"&(0#'&&'5(-C(%"&1'(E'#./#%&5(#,.(1,('&0-E,1%1-,(-C(%"15(

QO+5(#'&(,-8('#,L&.($#'%3I(-,(%"&(.&5%1,#%1-,5(-C(%"&1'(E'#./#%&5(ShCC10&(C-'(R%/.&,%59(6T)WUB(l&%(8&(

L,-8(31%%3&(#A-/%("-8(,/'5&5(0"--5&(%"&1'(C1'5%($-5%5(#,.(3&55(#A-/%("-8(%"&I(.&01.&(%-(4-F&(-,(C'-4(

%"&'&B(!-,5&N/&,%3I9(QO+5(.-(,-%(L,-8("-8(%-("&3$(%"&1'(5%/.&,%(,/'5&5Y(0#'&&'($'-E'&551-,B(@"&(

1,N/1'I('&$-'%&.("&'&(8133($'-F1.&(&F1.&,0&(-C(1,C3/&,0&5(-,(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(1,(,/'51,E(#,.(4#I(

133/41,#%&(4&#,5(-C(&,"#,01,E(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5B((

 Objectives of the inquiry 

R1,0&(8&(.-(,-%(L,-8("-8(,/'5&5(A/13.(%"&1'(0#'&&'5(,-'(8"#%(%"&I(#5$1'&(%-9(8&(0#,,-%(#..'&55(%"&(

155/&5(-C(#%%'1%1-,(C'-4(%"&($'-C&551-,(,-'("-8(%-(&,5/'&(%"&(4-5%(5/1%#A3&(,/'5&(C1335(&#0"(-C(%"&(81.&(

F#'1&%I(-C($-5%5(#F#13#A3&B(@"15(1,N/1'I(#145(%-($'-F1.&(#,(&F1.&,0&JA#5&(C-'(&D$3#1,1,E(,/'51,E(0#'&&'(

.&0151-,5B(@"15(5"-/3.(E/1.&(,/'5&5(0-,51.&'1,E(%"&1'(0#'&&'59(#,.(%"-5&(8"-(5&&L(%-(#5515%(%"&49(

81%"(1,C-'4#%1-,(-,(8"#%(%"&I(5"-/3.(0-,51.&'(C-'(%"&1'(0#'&&'5(#,.(8"#%(0-/3.(14$#0%(%"&1'(0#'&&'(

.&0151-,5B(

@"&(C-33-81,E(-AM&0%1F&5(8&'&(1.&,%1C1&.*(
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• !-,./0%(#(,#''#%1F&('&F1&8(-C(%"&(31%&'#%/'&(#,.(#$$'#15&(0/''&,%('&5&#'0"(1,%-(,/'51,E(0#'&&'(

.&0151-,5(%-(1.&,%1CI(#,I(E#$5(1,(%"&(31%&'#%/'&(#,.(%-("&3$(5"#$&(%"&(1,%&'$'&%1F&(3&,5(/5&.(C-'(

%"15(1,N/1'I(S0"#$%&'(6UB((

• P-'4/3#%&(#('&5&#'0"(N/&5%1-,(%-(5%#'%(%-(#..'&55(E#$5(1,(-/'(L,-83&.E&(S5&0%1-,(6B?UB(

• OD$3-'&(#('#,E&(-C($-%&,%1#3(4&%"-.-3-E1&5(#,.(1.&,%1CI(%"&(4-5%(5/1%#A3&(%-(#..'&55(%"&(

N/&5%1-,(S0"#$%&'(=UB((

• 2'&5&,%(%"&(.#%#(S,#''#%1F&5U(-,("-8(,/'5&5(4#L&(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(#,.(8"#%(1,C3/&,0&5(

%"&5&(S0"#$%&'(>UB(

• 2'&5&,%(#,(#,#3I515(-C(%"&(,#''#%1F&5(#,.(&D$3-'&(%"&5&(1,('&3#%1-,(%-(%"&(&D15%1,E(31%&'#%/'&(

S0"#$%&'(<UB((

• OD#41,&(%"&(.#%#(E&,&'#%&.(C-'(%"15(1,N/1'I(#,.(#,#3I5&(8"&%"&'(&D15%1,E(%"&-'1&5(0#,(

#.&N/#%&3I(&D$3#1,(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(1,(,/'51,E(-'(8"&%"&'(#(,&8(#$$'-#0"(15('&N/1'&.B(

OD$3-'&(,&8(1,51E"%5(#'151,E(C'-4(%"15(1,N/1'I(#,.(8"&%"&'(%"&I(0#,(0-,%'1A/%&(%-(-/'(

/,.&'5%#,.1,E(-C(,/'5&(#%%'1%1-,(S0"#$%&'(;UB(

• [#L&('&0-44&,.#%1-,5(C-'(,/'51,E(4#,#E&4&,%9(&./0#%1-,9(#,.($'#0%10&9(#,.(C/%/'&(

'&5&#'0"(S0"#$%&'(;UB(

 Conclusion to chapter 1 

@"15(0"#$%&'("#5(&D$3-'&.(#(0-,%'#.10%1-,B(h,(%"&(-,&("#,.9($&-$3&(&,%&'(%"&(,/'51,E($'-C&551-,(

"1E"3I(4-%1F#%&.(#,.(5&&L1,E(#(3-,EJ%&'4(0#'&&'(#,.9(1,.&&.9(,/'51,E(-CC&'5(#,(1,0'&#51,E(F#'1&%I(-C(

1,%&'&5%1,E(0#'&&'5(81%"(#('#,E&(-C(-$$-'%/,1%1&5(C-'(0#'&&'(#.F#,0&4&,%B(h,(%"&(-%"&'("#,.9(,/'5&5(

#'&(3&#F1,E(%"&1'($'-C&551-,(&#'3I(1,(.'-F&5B(@"15(4/5%(4&#,(%"&(,/'5&5(%"&45&3F&5(#'&(.15#$$-1,%&.(

#,.(1%(0&'%#1,3I("#5(#(.&3&%&'1-/5(&CC&0%(-,("&#3%"0#'&(#,.(-,(%"&('#,L1,E(-C(%"&1'(/,1F&'51%1&5B(

Q-8&F&'9(4/0"(-C(%"&(.150/551-,(1,(%"15(0"#$%&'(8#5(5$&0/3#%1F&(A&0#/5&(31%%3&(15(L,-8,(#A-/%(0#'&&'(

.&0151-,5(1,(,/'51,EB((

@"15(1,N/1'I(8133($'-F1.&(&F1.&,0&(#A-/%(%"&(1,C3/&,0&5(-,(,/'5&5Y(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5B(@"15(8133(E/1.&(

,/'5&5(%"&45&3F&5(1,(A&1,E($'-#0%1F&(1,(%"&1'(0#'&&'5B(+%(8133($'-F1.&(#,(&F1.&,0&JA#5&(C-'(%"-5&(8"-(

&,.&#F-/'(%-(#5515%(,/'5&5Y(0#'&&'($'-E'&551-,9(8"&%"&'(%"&I(#'&(QO+Y59(4#,#E&'59(0#'&&'(E/1.#,0&(

$'-C&551-,#35(#,.9(14$-'%#,%3I(%-(,/'5&59(C'1&,.5(#,.(0-33&#E/&5B(
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@"&(,&D%(0"#$%&'(8133($'&5&,%(#('&F1&8(-C(&D15%1,E('&5&#'0"(1,%-(,/'51,E(0#'&&'5(%-(&5%#A315"(8"#%(15(

#3'&#.I(L,-8,(#,.(%-(1.&,%1CI(E#$5(1,(-/'(L,-83&.E&B(@"15(8133(3&#.(%-(#(C-'4/3#%1-,(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"(

N/&5%1-,B(
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Chapter 2:  Review of the literature 
@"15(1,N/1'I(5%#'%5(81%"(#(,#''#%1F&('&F1&8(-C(%"&(&D15%1,E(31%&'#%/'&B(@"15(15(1,(0-44-,(81%"(#34-5%(#33(

%"&5&59(A&0#/5&(31%&'#%/'&('&F1&85(5&%(-/%(%"&(A'-#.(%&''1%-'I(%"&(8-'L(51%5(81%"1,(S[#0+,%-5"9(6TTWUB(+,(

,#''#%1F&(1,N/1'I9(8-'L(/,.&'%#L&,(AI($'&F1-/5('&5&#'0"&'5(0#,(5/EE&5%(%"&(4#,,&'(1,(8"10"(,&8(

.#%#(0#,(A&(&D#41,&.B(@"15(#5515%5(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(%-("-,&(%"&1'(#$$'-#0"(#,.(5%#'%(%-(0-4$13&(#,(

1,%&'$'&%#%1F&(3&,5B(@"15(4&#,5(%"&(5%-'1&5(E&,&'#%&.(AI(%"15(1,N/1'I(8133(A&(1,%&'$'&%&.(1,(%"&(31E"%(-C(

&5%#A315"&.(%"&-'&%10#3(#$$'-#0"&5B(@"&('&5&#'0"&'(8133(&D#41,&(%"&(5%-'1&5(#,.(#55&55(8"&%"&'(%"&I(

5/$$-'%(-'('&C/%&(&D15%1,E(1,%&'$'&%#%1-,5B(P'-4(%"159(%"&('&5&#'0"&'($'-F1.&5(#('-A/5%(#,#3I515(%-('&C1,&(

#,(&D15%1,E(%"&-'I(-'(-CC&'(#(,&8(%"&-'&%10#3(#$$'-#0"B(@"15(0"#$%&'(8133(M/5%1CI(%"&(4&%"-.5(C-'(

1.&,%1CI1,E(#,.(#$$'#151,E(%"&(N/#31%I(-C(%"&(31%&'#%/'&B(@"15(8#5(0-4$3&D(A&0#/5&(%"&('&5&#'0"(8#5(

C'-4(#(F#'1&%I(-C(.1501$31,&59(1,03/.1,E($5I0"-3-EI9("&#3%"9(&./0#%1-,9(#,.("/4#,('&5-/'0&5B(@"15(15(

'&C3&0%&.(1,(%"&(81.&('#,E&(-C(4&%"-.-3-E1&5(&4$3-I&.(AI('&5&#'0"(1,03/.&.(1,(%"15('&F1&8B(@"15(

0"#$%&'(&D$3#1,5("-8(#,.(8"I(4#,I($-%&,%1#3('&5&#'0"($#$&'5(8&'&(&D03/.&.(#,.(%8-(0"#'%5(5"-8(

%"&('&#5-,(#,.(#%(8"#%(5%#E&(%"15("#$$&,&.B(@"15(.&4-,5%'#%&5(%"&(5&#'0"(8#5(0-,./0%&.(1,(#(

'&$310#A3&(#,.(#/.1%#A3&(4#,,&'B(@"&(0"#$%&'(E-&5(-,(%-(&D$3#1,("-8(%"&(1.&,%1C1&.('&5&#'0"(8#5(

#,#3I5&.(%-(.&'1F&(%"&4&5B(@"&5&(%"&4&5(#'&(%"&,($'&5&,%&.(%-(5%#'%(%-(&D#41,&(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(1,(

,/'51,EB((

 Review of the literature 

@"&(^E-3.(5%#,.#'.`(C-'('&F1&85(-C(%"&(31%&'#%/'&(#'&(-C%&,(5&&,(#5(5I5%&4#%10('&F1&85B(@"&5&(%#L&(

$3#0&(8"&,(4/3%1$3&(5-/'0&5(#'&(0-4A1,&.B(@"&I(#14(%-(C/',15"(-,&(-/%0-4&(#,.(%"&I(#'&(A&5%(

&5%#A315"&.(1,(4&.101,&(8"&'&(%"&(5&#'0"(15(%I$10#33I(C-'(%"&(-,&9(A&5%(%'&#%4&,%B(@"15(#$$'-#0"(8#5(

,-%(#$$'-$'1#%&("&'&(A&0#/5&(%"15(8#5(,-%(#(5&#'0"(C-'(-,&(#,58&'(A/%('#%"&'9(#(5&#'0"(C-'(#($10%/'&(

-C(-/'(&D15%1,E(L,-83&.E&B(P/'%"&'9(%"15(L,-83&.E&(0-/3.(A&(1,(#,I(C-'49(1,03/.1,E(N/#31%#%1F&(#,.(

N/#,%1%#%1F&(5-/'0&5B(@"&'&C-'&9(#(,#''#%1F&(#$$'-#0"(8#5(#.-$%&.B(Z(,#''#%1F&('&F1&8(/5&5(

&5%#A315"&.(#,.(5I5%&4#%10(4&%"-.5(%-(1.&,%1CI(%"&(5-/'0&5(/5&.(#,.(%-(#55&55(%"&1'(N/#31%I(A/%9(./&(
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%-(%"&(81.&('#,E&(-C(5-/'0&5(1,03/.&.9(/5&5(#(3&55(5%'/0%/'&.(#$$'-#0"(%-(%"&(#,#3I515(S2-$&I(&%(#39(

6TT;UB(@"&(#,#3I515(A'1,E5(%-E&%"&'(#33(%"&(1,03/.&.('&5&#'0"(%-(4#L&(0-,03/51-,5(A#5&.(/$-,(

&F1.&,0&B(h,&('&#5-,(C-'(0-,./0%1,E(#(,#''#%1F&('&F1&8(15(%-(#33-8("&%&'-E&,&-/5(5-/'0&59(8"10"(0#,(

'&,.&'(#(5I5%&4#%10('&F1&8(4&#,1,E3&55B(

 Method for identifying and analysing the literature 

R&#'0"1,E(%"&(31%&'#%/'&(5%#'%5(81%"(%"&(C-'4/3#%1-,(-C(#('&5&#'0"(N/&5%1-,9(8"10"(4/5%(A&('&3&F#,%(#,.(

#,58&'#A3&(S2-$&I(&%(#39(6TT;UB(@"&(N/&5%1-,(C-'(%"15('&F1&8(8#5(L&$%(-$&,(%-(1,03/.&(#5(4/0"(#5(8&(

L,-8(#A-/%(,/'51,E(0#'&&'5(#,.(8#5(^"-8(.-(,/'5&5(4#L&(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5V`B((

@"&(5&#'0"(-C(%"&(31%&'#%/'&(5%#'%&.(81%"(#,(&3&0%'-,10(5&#'0"(-C(-,31,&(.#%#A#5&5B(@"&('&F1&8(1,03/.&.(

31%&'#%/'&(C'-4(_#,/#'I(6TT;(/,%13(h0%-A&'(6T)WB(@"&(5%#'%(.#%&(8#5(0"-5&,(A&0#/5&([-.&',151,E(

K/'51,E(!#'&&'5(S]&$#'%4&,%(-C(Q&#3%"9(R-01#3(R&'F10&5(#,.(2/A310(R#C&%I9(6TT;U(8#5(&D$&0%&.(%-(

14$#0%(%"&(,/'51,E($'-C&551-,(AI(1,0'&#51,E(%"&(-$$-'%/,1%1&5(#F#13#A3&B(@"15(4#L&5(6TT;(#(0'1%10#3(

$-1,%(1,(%"&(.&F&3-$4&,%(-C(%"&(,/'51,E($'-C&551-,B(

@"&($3#%C-'4(/5&.(8#5(OGR!h"-5%(8"10"(1,03/.&5(.#%#A#5&5(C'-4(%"&("/4#,1%1&5(#,.("&#3%"B(@"&(

.#%#A#5&5(/5&.(C-'(%"15('&F1&8(8&'&*(

• Z0#.&410(R&#'0"(!-4$3&%&g(#(3#'E&(.#%#A#5&9(8"10"(15(1,%&,.&.(4#1,3I(C-'(50"-3#'5(#,.(

#0#.&410(1,5%1%/%1-,5(5-(1%(4#I(,-%(1,03/.&(#33(%"&($'-C&551-,#3(M-/',#35B(

• !+KZQ7(!-4$3&%&g(%"15(.#%#A#5&(15(4#1,3I(0-,0&',&.(81%"(,/'51,E(%&D%5B(

• [&.31,&(!-4$3&%&*(#(0-4$'&"&,51F&(0-F&'#E&(-C(4&.10#3(M-/',#359(A/%(#35-(-%"&'("&#3%"J

'&3#%&.(5-/'0&5B(

@"&(5&#'0"(%&'45(8&'&(0"-5&,(%-(1,03/.&(#,I(1,C3/&,0&5(-,(%"&(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(-C(HK5B(@"&(5&#'0"(

%&'45(#,.("-8(%"&I(8&'&(0-4A1,&.(#'&(5"-8,(1,(%#A3&(6B)(A&3-8B(

( (
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R&#'0"(%&'4(
G--3&#,(
-$&'#%-'(

R&#'0"(%&'4(

K/'5&q(S1,(%"&(%1%3&U( ZK]( !#'&&'(.&0151-,(S1,(%"&(#A5%'#0%U(

hH(

K/'5&q(S1,(%"&(%1%3&U( ZK]( !#'&&'(0"-10&(S1,(%"&(#A5%'#0%U(

hH(

K/'5&q(S1,(%"&(%1%3&U( ZK]( !#'&&'(.&F&3-$4&,%(S1,(%"&(#A5%'#0%U(

Table 2.1: The search of databases 

@"&(5%#'(813.(0#'.(SqU(&,5/'&.(#33(%"&(.&'1F#%1F&5(-C(%"&(%&'45(8-/3.("#F&(A&&,(1,03/.&.B(P-'(&D#4$3&9(

^,/'51,E`9(^,/'5&`9(^,/'5&5`(#,.(^,/'5&5Y`(8-/3.(#33("#F&(A&&,(1.&,%1C1&.B(H&5%'10%1,E(%"15(%&'4(%-(%"&(

%1%3&(4&#,%(-,3I(%"-5&(#'%103&5($'1,01$#33I(#A-/%(,/'51,E(8&'&(1,03/.&.B(@"&(%&'4(^0#'&&'`(8#5(5-/E"%(

1,(%"&(#A5%'#0%(5-(#'%103&5(.150/551,E(#,I(#5$&0%(-C(0#'&&'(8-/3.(A&(1.&,%1C1&.9(A/%('&N/1'1,E(%"15(%-(A&(

#55-01#%&.(81%"(^.&0151-,`9(^0"-10&`9(-'(^.&F&3-$4&,%`(&,5/'&.(%"&I(8&'&(0-,0&',&.(81%"(%"&(,/'5&5Y(

0#'&&'(.&0151-,5B(7141%&'5(8&'&(#$$31&.(%-(-41%(,-,J50"-3#'3I(4#E#m1,&5(#,.(,&85B(h%"&'(3141%&'5(

8&'&(%"&(C/33(#'%103&(8#5(#F#13#A3&(1,(O,E315"(#,.(8#5($/A315"&.(1,(#($&&'J'&F1&8&.(M-/',#3B(

@"15(I1&3.&.(?6=(#'%103&5(-'(<>T(#C%&'(%"&(&D#0%(./$310#%&5("#.(A&&,('&4-F&.(AI(%"&($3#%C-'4B(@-(%"15(

8#5(#..&.(%8-(#..1%1-,#3(#'%103&5(1.&,%1C1&.(C'-4(%"&('&C&'&,0&5(-C(%"&(#'%103&5(%"&45&3F&5B((

2.2.1 Inclusion and exclusion criteria 

+%(8#5(,-%($-551A3&(%-(.-(M/5%10&(%-(5-(4/0"('&5&#'0"(#,.(%"15(8#5(/,,&0&55#'I(A&0#/5&9(#5(
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0'1%&'1#(8&'&(.&F&3-$&.(%-(1.&,%1CI(-,3I(%"-5&(/5&C/3(C-'(#,58&'1,E(%"&('&5&#'0"(N/&5%1-,B(@#A3&(6B6(

5/44#'15&5(%"&(1,03/51-,(#,.(&D03/51-,(0'1%&'1#9(81%"(#('#%1-,#3&(#,.(%#A3&(6B=(5"-85("-8(%"15(

14$#0%&.(%"&(,/4A&'(-C(#'%103&5(&D03/.&.(#%(.1CC&'&,%(5%#E&5B(@"15(15(5/44#'15&.(1,(%"&(2H+R[Z(

.1#E'#4(S%#A3&(6B=UB(@"&(C1,#3(,/4A&'(-C(#'%103&5(1,03/.&.(1,(%"&(#,#3I515(8#5(C1C%IJ%"'&&B(@"&5&(#'&(

315%&.(1,(@#A3&(#$(6B)9(1,(#$$&,.1D(6B(@"15(%#A3&(1.&,%1C1&5(%"&(5#31&,%(C&#%/'&5(-C(&#0"('&5&#'0"(#'%103&(
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Grounds  

The stage at which the article was excluded from the 
review (after remaining exact duplicates had been 

removed) 

Total for each 
exclusion 

criteria 

Title Abstract or article 
details 

Upon reading the 
full article 

Nature of research 
 

23 
 

170 0 193 

Geography or 
language 91 44 0 135 

Perspective 
 0 60 1 61 

Student experience & 
attrition 7 47 2 56 

Recruitment into 
profession 23 0 0 23 

Personal challenges 
of nurses 0 9 0 9 

Participants involved 
 5 1 0 6 

Total for each stage 149 331 3 483 

Table 2.3 To show impact of inclusion and exclusion criteria. 
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536 titles screened 

 

Exact duplicates manually 

identified and removed = 6 

Records identified through 

database searching 

(n = 540) 
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387 Abstracts assessed for 

eligibility 
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"

Articles excluded using 

title = 149 
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Additional records identified 

through other sources 

(n = 2) 

542 potential articles identified 

53 Studies included in 

synthesis 

 

56 Full articles retrieved 

and assessed for eligibility 

 

Articles excluded using 

abstract or article / author 

details = 331 

 

( Articles excluded upon 

reading full article = 3 

Table 2.4: Prisma diagram showing a progressive reduction in articles 
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 Appraisal of the quality of the literature 

ZC%&'(1.&,%1CI1,E(5/1%#A3&('&5&#'0"(#'%103&59(%"&1'(N/#31%I(8#5(#55&55&.B(@"&('-A/5%,&55(-C(#('&F1&8(

'&31&5(/$-,(A-%"(%"&(N/#31%I(-C(%"&(-'1E1,#3(#'%103&5(#5(8&33(#5(%"&(&CC&0%1F&,&55(-C(%"&('&F1&8&'(S2-$&I(

&%(#39(6TT;UB(@"15(#55&554&,%(1,C-'4&.(%"&(F#3/&(%-(#%%#0"(%-(&#0"($1&0&(-C('&5&#'0"B(]/&(%-(%"&(

F#'1&.(%I$&5(-C('&5&#'0"(1,F-3F&.9(%8-(1,5%'/4&,%5(8&'&('&N/1'&.B(Z33(%"&(N/#31%#%1F&('&5&#'0"($#$&'5(

8&'&(#55&55&.(/51,E(%"&(!ZR2(C'#4&8-'L(C-'(N/#31%#%1F&('&5&#'0"("%%$5*ii0#5$J/LB,&%i0#5$J%--35J

0"&0L315%5i(UB(@"&(C'#4&8-'L(15(#(0"&0L315%(C-'(F&'1CI1,E(%"&(N/#31%I(-C('&5&#'0"B(@#A3&(#$6B6(1,(

#$$&,.1D(6(5"-85(%"&(N/&5%1-,5($-5&.(AI(%"&(C'#4&8-'L(#,.(%"&(-/%0-4&5(C-'(&#0"($1&0&(-C(

'&5&#'0"(#55&55&.(/51,E(1%B(+.&#33I9(#,-%"&'(!ZR2(%--3(8-/3.("#F&(A&&,(/5&.(C-'(%"&(N/#,%1%#%1F&(

'&5&#'0"9(A/%(4-5%(-C(%"&5&(#'%103&5(/5&.(N/&5%1-,,#1'&5(-'(5/'F&I5(#,.(!ZR2(.-&5(,-%(-CC&'(#(

5/1%#A3&(%--3B(Q-8&F&'9(%"&(G'1%15"([&.10#3(_-/',#3(SG[_U(.-&5(-CC&'(#(0-4$#'#A3&(%--39(

S"%%$5*ii888BA4MB0-4i0-,%&,%i5/$$3i6TT>iT<i6?i=6:B?><)B)=)6B]!)(U(#,.(%"15(8#5(/5&.B(@"15(#35-(

#5L5(#(5&'1&5(-C(N/&5%1-,5(S5"-8,(1,(%#A3&(#$(6B=9(1,(#$$&,.1D(6UB(@#A3&(#$(6B>(5"-85(%"&(-/%0-4&5(-C(

%"&(N/#31%I(#$$'#15#3(C-'(&#0"($1&0&(-C('&5&#'0"(/5&.("&'&B(@"&(N/&5%1-,5(#5L&.(1,(%"&(!ZR2(%--3(

E&,&'#33I('&N/1'&(#(514$3&(I&5i,-('&5$-,5&9(81%"(5-4&(50-$&(C-'(8'1%%&,(0-44&,%5B(@"&(G[_(%--3(

%&,.5(%-(#5L(-$&,(N/&5%1-,5(A/%(%-(4#L&(%"&(%8-(%--35(0-4$#'#A3&(%"15("#5(A&&,('&5$-,.&.(%-(#5(#(

51,E3&(8-'.(#,58&'5(81%"(#..1%1-,#3(0-44&,%5B(@"&(G[_(%--3(1,03/.&5(N/&5%1-,5(#A-/%(%"&(C1,.1,E59(

A/%(%"&(!ZR2(%--3(-,3I(N/&5%1-,5(%"&1'('&31#A131%I(#,.(F#31.1%IB(+,(%"15(1,N/1'I(%"&('&5/3%59(C-'(A-%"(%I$&5(

-C(#'%103&59("#F&(A&&,(#..&.(%-(%"&(.#%#(&D%'#0%1-,(%#A3&(S%#A3&(6B)(1,(#$$&,.1D(6U(#,.(5-(15(3&55(

$'-41,&,%(1,(%"&(N/#31%I(#55&554&,%(%--35B(R-4&('&5&#'0"(8#5(.1CC10/3%(%-(#551E,(%-(#(%--3B(@"15(8#5(

'&5-3F&.(#5(C-33-85B(G'-8,(&%(#3(S6TT:U(/5&.(41D&.(4&%"-.5(#,.(8#5(#55&55&.(/51,E(%"&(!ZR2(%--3B(

h,&(-C(%"&(%"'&&(#'%103&5(AI(d#..&33(&%(#3(S6T)<9($#'%()U(8#5(.&50'1A&.(AI(%"&(#/%"-'5(#5(#(

'#,.-415&.(0-,%'-33&.(%'1#3(p(#(!ZR2(0"&0L315%(15(#F#13#A3&(C-'(%"&5&B(Q-8&F&'9(%"&1'(%"'&&('&5&#'0"(

#'%103&5(%#L&,(%-E&%"&'(Sd#..&33(&%(#39(6T)<9($#'%5()9(69(#,.(=U(C-'4(#(3-,EJ%&'4($'-M&0%(%"#%(0-/3.(A&(

4-'&(#00/'#%&3I(.&50'1A&.(#5(#0%1-,('&5&#'0"9(5-(#33(%"'&&(#'%103&5("#F&(A&&,(#$$'#15&.(#5(N/#31%#%1F&(

'&5&#'0"B(K-%#A3I9(A-%"(%--35(8&'&(-'1E1,#33I(1,%&,.&.(%-(#$$'#15&(%"&(N/#31%I(-C(031,10#3(#'%103&5(1,(
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4&.10#3(31%&'#%/'&9(A&0#/5&(1%(15("&#3%"0#'&(8"10"("#5(4-5%(&5%#A315"&.(%"&(#$$'#15#3(-C('&5&#'0"(

N/#31%I(Sb#55#33-9(6T):UB(@"15(5"#'&.(A#0LE'-/,.(#,.(&4$"#515(#35-("&3$5(4#L&(%"&(%8-(%--35(

0-4$#'#A3&B(

2.3.1 Outcomes of the quality appraisal 

@"&'&(8&'&(5&F&'#3($'-A3&45(&,0-/,%&'&.(8"&,(/51,E(%"&5&(0"&0L315%5B(P1'5%9(1%(8#5(,-%($-551A3&(%-(

0-44&,%(/$-,(5&F&'#3(-C(%"&(N/&5%1-,5B(P-'(&D#4$3&9(%"&($'-0&55(-C(%"&(N/#31%#%1F&(#,#3I515(8#5(

-C%&,(,-%(C/33I(.&50'1A&.9($'-A#A3I(./&(%-(%"&(8-'.(3141%5(14$-5&.(AI($/A315"&'5(-C(M-/',#35B(R1413#'3I9(

%"&(!ZR2(%--3(#5L&.(#A-/%(%"&(.15%'1A/%1-,(#,.(#.41,15%'#%1-,(-C(%"&(5/'F&I9(A/%(C&8(#'%103&5(.&50'1A&.(

%"15B(@"&(G[_(%--3(#5L&.("-8(%"&(5&0/'1%I(-C(%"&(.#%#(8#5(&,5/'&.9(#,.(1%(8#5('#'&3I($-551A3&(%-(

1.&,%1CI(%"15B(P/'%"&'9(1%(#5L&.(#A-/%(%"&(C-'4#%(-C(%"&(N/&5%1-,,#1'&9(C-'(1,5%#,0&9(8"&%"&'(,-,J

%"'&#%&,1,E(N/&5%1-,5(8&'&($/%(C1'5%(#,.(8"&%"&'(%"&(%1%3&(-C(%"&(N/&5%1-,,#1'&(#,.(%"&(1,5%'/0%1-,5(C-'(

$#'%101$#,%5(8&'&("&3$C/3B(P&8(#'%103&5($'-F1.&.(5/CC101&,%(.&%#135(%-(#,58&'(%"&5&(#,.(,-,&($'-F1.&.(

%"&('&5&#'0"(%--3(1,(C/33B(R-4&(-C(%"&(N/&5%1-,5(1,(%"&(G[_(%--3(4#I(,-%(A&('&3&F#,%("&'&B(P-'(

1,5%#,0&9(%"&(%--3(#5L5(8"&%"&'(%"&(N/&5%1-,,#1'&5(8&'&(5/1%#A3&(C-'(#33($#'%101$#,%5g(%"15(8-/3.(A&(#(

0-,51.&'#%1-,(1C(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(8&'&(C'#13(-'(F/3,&'#A3&(031&,%59(A/%(51,0&(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(8&'&(,/'5&5(

S-'(5%/.&,%(,/'5&5U(%"15(4#I(A&(3&55(0'1%10#3(C-'(%"&('&5&#'0"(5%/.1&5(/5&.(1,(%"15('&F1&8B((

R&F&'#3(-C(%"&(3#'E&J50#3&(5/'F&I5(/5&.(5%#%15%10#3(%&5%59(A/%(%"&(5/1%#A131%I(-C(5-4&(-C(%"&(4-'&(

0-4$3&D(%&5%5(SC-'(&D#4$3&9(%"&(\'/5L#3Jd#33(%&5%9(/5&.(AI(@"-,E$'18#,(&%(#39(6T)<U("#F&(,-%(A&&,(

F&'1C1&.9(,-'(%"&(#00/'#0I(-C(%"&(#'1%"4&%10(0"&0L&.B(R1413#'3I9(4#,I(-C(%"&(#/%"-'5(5%#%&.(%"&(

'&31#A131%I(#,.(0-,515%&,0I(-C(%"&(.#%#(8&'&(F&'1C1&.(AI(#(5%#%15%10#3(%--3(5/0"(#5(!'-,A#0"o5(rJ

0-&CC101&,%B(@"&5&("#F&(#33(A&&,(#00&$%&.(#%(C#0&(F#3/&(1,(%"15(1,N/1'IB(

k/&5%1-,(>(-C(%"&(G[_(%--3(#5L5(8"&%"&'($#'%101$#,%5("#.(A&&,(1,F-3F&.(1,($3#,,1,E(%"&(8-'L(#,.(%"&(

%"'&&($#$&'5(AI(d#..&33(&%(#3(S6T)<U(8&'&(%"&(-,3I(%-(.-(%"15B(R-4&(SC-'(&D#4$3&9(R%&F&,59(G'-8,&9(

#,.(a'#"#49(6T)=U(/5&.(#($'&J&D15%1,E(-'($'&F1-/53I(F#31.#%&.(N/&5%1-,,#1'&9(%"15(15(1,.10#%&.(#5(
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s/%1315&.s(1,('&5$-,5&(%-(N/&5%1-,(6(-C(%"&(G[_(%--3B([-5%(-C(%"&5&($#$&'59("-8&F&'9(/5&.(%--35(

5$&01#33I(.&F&3-$&.(C-'(%"&('&5&#'0"(8"10"("#.(,-%(A&&,(F#31.#%&.9(#(C#0%(4#.&(4-'&(5&'1-/5(

A&0#/5&(4#,I(8&'&(,-%(&F&,($13-%&.B(P/'%"&'9(C&8($'-F1.&.(%"&(C/33(N/&5%1-,,#1'&(-'(-%"&'(%--359(5-(

%"&('&#.&'(0-/3.(,-%(&D#41,&(%"15(C-'(%"&45&3F&5B(]&F151,E(#,.(/51,E(#(,&8(%--3('15L5(0-,C1'41,E(

&D15%1,E(%"&-'1&5B(@"&(3#0L(-C($13-%5(15(#35-(/,C-'%/,#%&(A&0#/5&(5-4&(-C(%"&($#$&'5(SC-'(&D#4$3&(

G&'L&'I9(@1&',#,9(#,.([-'3&I9(6T)>g(#,.(Z.&,1'#,9(R41%"Ja3#5E-89(#,.(G"#%%#0"#'I#9(6T)=U("#.(#(

"1E"('#%&(-C(/,/5#A3&('&5$-,5&59(#,.(#($13-%(0-/3.("#F&(133/41,#%&.(%"&5&(5-(%"&('&5&#'0"&'5(0-/3.(

"#F&(#.#$%&.(%-(%--3(%-(&3141,#%&(%"15(155/&B((

[#,I(-C(%"&(N/#,%1%#%1F&('&5&#'0"(#'%103&5(0-/3.(,-%(&#513I(A&(E&,&'#315&.B(@"15(0-/3.(A&(./&(%-(%"&(

,#''-8(5&3&0%1-,(-C($#'%101$#,%5(SC-'(&D#4$3&9(ZA'#"#45-,9(6T)<g(Q#3C&'(#,.(a'#C9(6TT;g(Q-4A/'E9(

Q&1E.&,(e(b#3L&,A/'E9(6T)=g(\-&"3&'(&%(#39(6T);g(#,.(2#M10(&%(#39(6T):U(-'(A&0#/5&(-,3I(54#33(

5%#%15%10#3(.1CC&'&,0&5("#.(A&&,(C-/,.(1,(#(54#33(E'-/$(SC-'(&D#4$3&9(Z.&,1'#,9(R41%"Ja3#5E-8(#,.(

G"#%%#0"#'I#9(6T)=g(@"'-,E$'18#5(&%(#39(6T)<g(#,.(Q-F&I(&%(#39(6T):UB(h%"&'('&5&#'0"('&0'/1%&.(

$#'%101$#,%5(C'-4(#(81.&'(#'&#(A/%("#.(#($--'('&5$-,5&('#%&(SC-'(&D#4$3&9(!#,.&3#9(a/%1&''&m9(#,.(

\&#%1,E9(6T)=g(Q-F&I(&%(#39(6T):g(#,.(KE9(O3&I(#,.(@/0L&%%%9(6T);UB(

[/0"(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"(1,03/.&.(1,(%"15('&F1&8("#.(#('#%"&'(5$&01C10(C-0/5B(P-'(1,5%#,0&9(5-4&('&5&#'0"(

&D#41,&.(%"&(14$#0%(-C(#(51,E3&(1,1%1#%1F&(SC-'(&D#4$3&9(Q-',9(213L1,E%-,9(#,.(Q--%&,9(6T)W(#,.(

\-&"3&'(&%(#39(6T);U(-'(%"&('-3&(-C(,/'5&5(1,(#($#'%10/3#'(0-,%&D%(SC-'(&D#4$3&9(G--%"(&%(#39(6TT;U(A/%(

%&,.&.(,-%(%-(&D#41,&(%"15(0-,0&',1,E(%"&(,/'5&5o(-F&'#33(0#'&&'($'-E'&551-,*("-8(%"&I(E-%(%"&'&9("-8(

%"&1'(0/''&,%(8-'L(0-4$#'&5(%-(-%"&'(&D$&'1&,0&9(#,.("-8(%"&I(F1&8(%"&1'(C/%/'&5B(+,5%&#.9(4/0"(-C(

%"&('&5&#'0"(.150/55&.("&'&(&D$3-'&.(0#'&&'(4-F&5(C'-4(%"&($&'5$&0%1F&(-C(#%%'#0%1,E(#,.('&%#1,1,E(

5%#CCB(@"&I(,-%&.(%"&(&CC&0%5(-C(1,1%1#%1F&5(A/%(.1.(,-%(&D$3-'&("-8(%"&(,/'5&5(C&3%(#A-/%(%"&1'(0#'&&'(

4-F&5(,-'(.1.(%"&I(&D#41,&(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(C'-4(%"&(.&01.&'5o($&'5$&0%1F&B(R&F&'#3(-C(%"&5&($#$&'5(

'&F1&8&.(0#'&&'(1,%&,%1-,59(-C%&,(%"&(1,%&,%1-,(%-(3&#F&(SC-'(&D#4$3&9([1335(&%(#39(6T);UB(@"&I(.1.(%"15(

AI(&D$3-'1,E(%"&(.&F&3-$4&,%(-C(0#'&&'($3#,5(#4-,E5%(5%/.&,%(,/'5&5(-'(AI(#5L1,E(HK5(#A-/%(5/0"(
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155/&5(#5($3#,5(%-(3&#F&(%"&1'(M-A5(-'(%"&($'-C&551-,B(Q-8&F&'9(,-,&(C-33-8&.(/$(%-(&D$3-'&(8"&%"&'(

%"&5&(C&&31,E5("#.(A&&,(#0%&.(/$-,(#,.(C&8($#$&'5('&F1&8&.(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(%"#%("#.(#3'&#.I(%#L&,(

$3#0&B((

@-(5/44#'15&(%"15(5&0%1-,9(4/0"(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"("#.(8&#L,&55&5(-'(5"-8&.(5-4&(/,0&'%#1,%I(

'&3#%1,E(%-(%"&1'(N/#31%IB(Q-8&F&'9(,-,&(8&'&(&D03/.&.B(@"15(4&#,5(#33(4&%"-.-3-E1&5(8&'&(1,03/.&.(

#5(8&33(#5('&5&#'0"(-C(F#'1#A3&9(-'(/,0&'%#1,9(N/#31%IB(@"15(8#5(./&($#'%3I(%-(%"&(.&#'%"(-C('&5&#'0"(1,%-(

,/'51,E(0#'&&'5(#,.($#'%3I(%"&(,&&.(%-(.&F&3-$(#,(1,%&'$'&%1F&(3&,5(C-'(%"15('&5&#'0"B(@-(%"15(&,.9(%"&(

8'1%%&,(#,#3I515("#5(A&&,(5/$$3&4&,%&.(AI(%&D%(A-D&5('&C3&0%1,E(/$-,(%"&(0-,%'1A/%1-,(-C(%"&(31%&'#%/'&(

%-(%"&('&4#1,.&'(-C(%"15(1,N/1'IB(@"&(1,03/.&.('&5&#'0"(15(&03&0%10(#,.(1,F-3F&5('&5&#'0"(-C(,/'5&5(1,(#(

81.&(F#'1&%I(-C(5&%%1,E5(#,.(/51,E(#(81.&(F#'1&%I(-C(#$$'-#0"&5B((

2.3.2 Analysis of the literature 

@"15(5&0%1-,(&D#41,&5(8"#%(%"&(1,03/.&.(31%&'#%/'&('&F&#3&.(%-(#,58&'(%"&(N/&5%1-,9("-8(.-(,/'5&5(

4#L&(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5V(

@"&(#,#3I515(-C(%"&(31%&'#%/'&(5%#'%5(81%"(#(.&50'1$%1-,(-C(%"&(1,03/.&.(5%/.1&5(#,.(%"&1'('&5/3%5(S2-$&I(

&%(#39(6TT;UB(@"15(0#,(A&(C-/,.(1,(%"&(.#%#(&D%'#0%1-,(%#A3&(S#$6B)(1,(#$$&,.1D(6UB(@"15(5"-85(%"&(

&55&,%1#35(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"(1,03/.&.(#,.(%"&(L&I(C1,.1,E5('&3#%1,E(%-(%"&('&5&#'0"(N/&5%1-,B(@"&(,&D%(

&3&4&,%(15(#,(#,#3I515(-C(#,I('&3#%1-,5"1$5(A&%8&&,(%"&(5%/.1&5B([-5%(-C(%"&(1,03/.&.(#'%103&5(

#..'&55&.(#(5$&01C10(#,.(,#''-8($'-A3&49(8"10"(8#5(-C%&,('&3#%&.(%-(%"&(5"-'%#E&(-C(,/'5&5B(

Q-8&F&'9(%"&'&(8#5(#(F#'1&%I(-C(#$$'-#0"&5(%-(%"15($'-A3&4(#,.(2-$&I(&%(#3(S6TT;U(.&50'1A&(%"&5&(#5(

^03/5%&'5`(-'(^E'-/$1,E5`(S$#E&()?U9(8"&'&AI(5&F&'#3(#'%103&5(#..'&55&.(51413#'(#5$&0%(-C(%"&($'-A3&4B(

O#0"(-C(%"&5&(03/5%&'5(8#5(%"&'&C-'&('&E#'.&.(#5(#(%"&4&(C-'(%"15(31%&'#%/'&('&F1&8(#,.($'-F1.&.(1%5(

5%'/0%/'&B(2-$&I(&%(#3(S6TT;U(5%#%&.(%"#%9(1C(%"&(.#%#(.-&5(,-%(3&,.(1%5&3C(%-(5%#%15%10#3(#,#3I5159(%"&,(#(

%"&4#%10(#,#3I515(15(%"&(4-5%(0-44-,(C-'4(-C(#,#3I515B(@"15(4&#,%(C1F&(%"&4&5(1,0-'$-'#%&.(4-5%(-C(

%"&('&3&F#,%(4#%&'1#3(C'-4(%"&(#'%103&5B(O#0"(-C(%"&5&(C1F&(%"&4&5('&3#%&.9(#3A&1%(5-4&%14&5(1,.1'&0%3I9(
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%-(5"-'%#E&5(-C(,/'5&59(&1%"&'(3-0#33I(-'(,#%1-,#33IB(@"&'&(8#5(M/5%(-,&(#..1%1-,#3(%"&4&(-00/''1,E(1,(

5&F&'#3(.1CC&'&,%(#'%103&5(#,.(.1.(,-%(,&0&55#'13I('&3#%&(%-(,/'51,E(5"-'%#E&5B(@"&(%"&4&5(8133(A&(

&D$3#1,&.(#,.(M/5%1C1&.(,-8B((

)B @"&(,/'5&5Y($'&J'&E15%'#%1-,(&./0#%1-,($'-E'#44&($'-F1.&5(5%/.&,%5(81%"(#('#,E&(-C(

-$$-'%/,1%1&5(%-(&D$&'1&,0&(.1CC&'&,%(031,10#3($3#0&4&,%5B(@"15(1,C3/&,0&5(%"&(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(

4#.&(-,('&E15%'#%1-,(#A-/%(8"&'&(%"&I(8133(5&&L(8-'LB(hC($#'%10/3#'(0-,0&',(%-(4#,I(

'&5&#'0"&'5(8#5(%"&("1E"(3-55(-C(,&83I('&E15%&'&.(,/'5&5(#,.(4/0"('&5&#'0"(&D#41,&.('-3&(

$'&$#'#%1-,(#,.(%"&(.1CC10/3%1&5(-C(%'#,51%1-,1,E(1,%-(HK(5%#%/5B(@"15(5&0%1-,(&D#41,&5(%"&(

14$#0%(-C($'&J'&E15%'#%1-,(031,10#3(&D$&'1&,0&(-,(,/'5&5Y(0#'&&'(0"-10&5g(%"&($'&$#'#%1-,(

./'1,E(,/'5&(&./0#%1-,g(#,.(%"&(&D$&'1&,0&(-C(&#'3IJ0#'&&'(,/'5&5B(

6B P/'%"&'(%-(%"&(.150/551-,(-C(.1CC&'&,%(031,10#3($3#0&4&,%5(1,(%"&(C1'5%(%"&4&9(%"&'&(15(C/'%"&'(

31%&'#%/'&(#A-/%(8"#%(1,C3/&,0&5(,/'5&5(%-(0"--5&(5$&01C10(031,10#3(5$&01#31545(-'(&,E#E&(1,(

5$&01C10('-3&5B(Z($#'%10/3#'(0-,0&',(8#5(#'&#5(.1CC10/3%(%-('&0'/1%(%-9(5/0"(#5(&3.&'(0#'&(#,.(

4&,%#3("&#3%"(,/'51,EB(h%"&'('&5&#'0"(1,F&5%1E#%&.(4-F1,E(-,(%-(8-'L(#5(#(0-,5/3%#,%(,/'5&(

-'(#,(#.F#,0&.($'#0%1%1-,&'B(@"&5&(#'&(,&8(#,.(-C%&,($1-,&&'1,E('-3&59(5-(31%%3&(15(L,-8,(

#A-/%(%"&4B(H&5&#'0"(-,3I(#A-/%(%"&($'-F151-,(-C("&#3%"(5&'F10&5(8#5(-41%%&.(S5&&(%#A3&(6B)U9(

A/%('&5&#'0"(&D#41,1,E(%"&(&D$&'1&,0&(-C(,/'5&5(1,(%"&5&(,&8('-3&5(8#5(1,03/.&.9(#3-,E(81%"(

%"&1'(0#'&&'($#%"5(%-('&#0"(5/0"(#($-5%B((

=B The third theme focuses on what influences nurses to make a career change or leave 

nursingB(

>B @"&(&CC&0%1F&,&55(-C($-5%J'&E15%'#%1-,(,/'5&(&./0#%1-,(8#5(#,-%"&'($-$/3#'(%"&4&B(@"&5&(

-C%&,(0-,51.&'&.(M/5%(-,&($'-E'#44&(#,.("-8(8&33(1%(0-,%'1A/%&.(%-(,/'5&5(0"--51,E(%-(8-'L(

1,(#(5$&01#3154B(

<B Z(C&8(#'%103&5(&D#41,&.(%"&(&D$&'1&,0&(-C(4&,(1,(,/'51,EB([&,(#'&($&'0&1F&.(#5(A&1,E(

&5$&01#33I(31L&3I(%-(3&#F&(,/'51,E(&#'3I(#,.(5-4&('&5&#'0"(#14&.(%-(/,.&'5%#,.(#,.(#..'&55(

%"159(5-(E&,.&'(1,(,/'51,E(8#5(%"&(,&D%(%"&4&B(

;B h,&(#..1%1-,#3(%"&4&(8#5(1.&,%1C1&.9(8"10"(-00/''&.(1,(5&F&'#3(-%"&'(#'%103&59(,#4&3I(%"&(

&CC&0%5(-C(5/$$-'%9(&,0-/'#E&4&,%9(#,.(4#,#E&4&,%B(@"15(8#5(#..&.(#5(%"&(C1,#39(51D%"9(

%"&4&(#,.("#5(A&&,(%&'4&.(4&,%-'5"1$B(
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 Exploration of the themes in the literature 

@"15(5&0%1-,(&D$3-'&5(%"&(31%&'#%/'&(/,.&'(%"&(51D(1.&,%1C1&.(%"&4&59(%-(&D#41,&(8"#%(&D15%1,E('&5&#'0"(

"#5(%-3.(/5(#A-/%("-8(,/'5&5(4#L&(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5B(@"&5&(%"&4&5(8133($'-F1.&(%"&(3&,59(#33-81,E(%"&(

'&5&#'0"&'(%-(C-0/5(-,(%"&(5%-'1&5(#,.(1,%&'$'&%(%"&4(1,(%"&(31E"%(-C(-/'(0/''&,%(/,.&'5%#,.1,EB(@"15(

4&#,5(%"&(%"&4&5(8133(A&('&#.13I(1.&,%1C1&.(8"&,(%"&I(-00/'(1,(%"&(5%-'1&59(8"135%("1E"31E"%1,E(#,I%"1,E(

,&89(0-,%'#.10%-'I9(-'(/,&D$&0%&.B(@"15(3&#.5(%-(#('10"(#,#3I515(&4$"#5151,E(%"&(0-,%'1A/%1-,(%"&(

1,N/1'I(0#,(4#L&(%-(-/'(/,.&'5%#,.1,E(-C(,/'51,E(0#'&&'5B(O#0"(5&0%1-,(-C(%"15(0"#$%&'(03-5&5(81%"(#(

A-D(0-,%#1,1,E(#('&C3&D1F&(#00-/,%(-C(%"&(0-,%'1A/%1-,(-C(%"#%(5&0%1-,(%-(%"&(0-4$13#%1-,(-C(%"&(

1,%&'$'&%1F&(3&,5B(

2.4.1 Career decisions during pre-registration education, the 

transition to RN status, and starting work 

@"15(5&0%1-,(C1'5%(&D#41,&5(%"&(1,C3/&,0&(-C($'&J'&E15%'#%1-,(&./0#%1-,(-,(,/'5&5Y(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(#,.(

"-8(1%(0-,%'1A/%&5(%-(%"&1'(%'#,51%1-,(%-(HK(5%#%/5B((

Z(5&'1&5(-C(3-,E1%/.1,#3(5/'F&I5(S[0!#,,9(!3#'L9(#,.(7/9(6T)TU(.&4-,5%'#%&.(5%/.&,%5(A&0-4&(

1,0'&#51,E3I(0-,C1.&,%(#A-/%(%"&1'(0#'&&'(1,%&,%1-,5B(Z%(%"&(5%#'%(-C(%"&1'(C1'5%(I&#'9(#A-/%("#3C(-C(%"&(

5%/.&,%5("#.(,-(0#'&&'($3#,5(A&I-,.('&E15%'#%1-,g(1,(%"&1'(5&0-,.(I&#'9(%"15(8#5():n(#,.(M/5%(=n(AI(

%"&(%"1'.(I&#'B(@"15(8#5(,-%9("-8&F&'9(4#%0"&.(AI(1,0'&#5&.(0&'%#1,%I(#A-/%(#0%1-,5(%-(5&0/'&(%"&1'(

.&51'&.(0#'&&'(A&0#/5&(Q10L&I9(R/451-,9(#,.(Q#''15-,(S6T)=U(1,%&'F1&8&.(E'#./#%1,E(,/'5&5(#A-/%(

%"&1'(M-A(#$$310#%1-,5B(@"&I(C-/,.(5%/.&,%5(#$$31&.(C-'(%8-(-'(4-'&(F&'I(.1CC&'&,%(M-A5(#,.(8&'&('&#.13I(

1,C3/&,0&.(AI(#0%1F1%1&5(-C(&4$3-I&'5(.&51E,&.(%-(#%%'#0%(%"&4(%-(8-'L(%"&'&B(2/%(%-E&%"&'9(%"&5&(%8-(

$1&0&5(-C('&5&#'0"(5/EE&5%(,/'5&5(4#I(A&31&F&(%"&I("#F&(3&#',%(#A-/%(0#'&&'5(1,(,/'51,E(./'1,E(%"&1'(

$'&J'&E15%'#%1-,(&./0#%1-,(A/%(%"15(.-&5(,-%(%'#,53#%&(1,%-(#0%1-,(.15$3#I1,E(0#'&&'(.&01.&.,&55B(

!31,10#3(&D$&'1&,0&5(C-'4(#(L&I(C&#%/'&(-C(#33(j\($'&J'&E15%'#%1-,($'-E'#44&59(#00-/,%1,E(C-'(<Tn(-C(

3&#',1,E(%14&(SK/'51,E(#,.([1.81C&'I(!-/,0139(6T):#UB(@"&I(#'&(0'/01#3(%-(%"&(C-'4#%1-,(-C(&#'3I(0#'&&'(
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.&0151-,5(#,.(4-'&(14$-'%#,%(%"#,($3#,5(4#.&(A&C-'&(0-44&,01,E(%"&1'(,/'51,E($'-E'#44&(S[1335(&%(

#39(6T);g([0\&,,#9([0!#33(#,.(d'#I9(6T)Tg(#,.(R0"41.%(#,.(G'-8,9(6T)WUB(R%/.&,%5(/5&(031,10#3(

&D$&'1&,0&5(%-(1.&,%1CI(#'&#5(%-(&1%"&'(5&&L(&4$3-I4&,%(-'(%-(#F-1.(Sd#'&1,E(&%(#39(6T)?U9(#,.(%"&I(

C'&N/&,%3I(-A%#1,(&4$3-I4&,%(81%"1,(%"&1'(C1,#3(C&8($3#0&4&,%5(S[1335(&%(#39(6T);UB(OF&,(1C(%"&I(.-(,-%(

8-'L(.1'&0%3I(1,(%"&(5#4&(C1&3.9(%"&I(8133(-C%&,(0"--5&(#('&3#%&.(C1&3.9(8"&'&(%"&I(0#,(0-,%1,/&(%-(/5&(

5L1335(E#1,&.(#5(#(5%/.&,%(SR0"41.%(#,.(G'-8,9(6T)WUB(+,(#..1%1-,(%-($'-E'#44&.(031,10#3(&D$&'1&,0&59(

0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(#'&(1,C3/&,0&.(AI(&D$&'1&,0&5(E#1,&.(8"135%(/,.&'%#L1,E($#1.(8-'L9($&'"#$5(0#5/#3(

8-'L(81%"(#(,/'51,E(#E&,0I(A&C-'&(-'(./'1,E(%"&1'(5%/.1&5(SQ10L&I9(R/451-,9(#,.(Q#''15-,9(6T)=UB((

Z('&0/''1,E(%"&4&(15("-8(%-(#%%'#0%(,&83I(N/#31C1&.(,/'5&5(1,%-(%"&(3&55($-$/3#'(C1&3.5B(@"&(4-5%J

.150/55&.(/,$-$/3#'(5$&01#31545(#'&(&3.&'(0#'&(#,.(0#'&(-C(%"&(4&,%#33I(/,8&33B(Z/%"-'5(SC-'(&D#4$3&(

R%&F&,59(G'-8,9(#,.(a'#"#49(6T)=g(#,.(Q-F&I(&%(#39(6T):U(4#L&($3&#5(%-(1,03/.&($-51%1F&(

&D$&'1&,0&5(-C(%"&5&(1,($'&J'&E15%'#%1-,(&./0#%1-,B(R/0"($3&#5(#'&(A#5&.(-,(#(A&31&C(%"#%(&D$-5/'&(

&,0-/'#E&5(,&83I('&E15%&'&.(,/'5&5(%-(-$%(%-(8-'L(1,(%"&5&(#'&#5B(O.8#'.(&%(#3(S6T)<U(#,.(

Z3&D#,.&'9(]1&C&,A&0L9(#,.(G'-8,(S6T)<U(.1.(1,.&&.(C1,.(,/'5&5(4-'&(31L&3I(%-(0-,51.&'(4&,%#3(

"&#3%"(,/'51,E(1C(%"&I("#.($&'5-,#3(&D$&'1&,0&(-C(4&,%#3(133J"&#3%"9(0#/51,E(5-4&(,/'5&5(%-(#5$1'&(%-(

"&3$(-%"&'5(8"-(8&'&(5/CC&'1,E(#5(%"&I(p(-'(5-4&-,&(03-5&(%-(%"&4(J("#.(.-,&B(O,0-/'#E1,E3I9(

5%/.&,%(,/'5&5(.-(,-%(,&&.(%-(&D$&'1&,0&(4&,%#3(133J"&#3%"(%"&45&3F&5(A&0#/5&(%"&I(0#,(3&#',(-C(%"&(

$-51%1F&(14$#0%(,/'51,E(0#,(4#L&(C'-4(03#55'--4(%&#0"1,E(-'(031,10#3(&D$&'1&,0&(S@"-,E$'18#,(&%(#39(

6T)<UB(R-4&(-C(Z3&D#,.&'9(]1&C&,A&0L9(#,.(G'-8,Y5(S6T)<U(5%/.&,%($#'%101$#,%5('&$-'%&.(0"--51,E(

4&,%#3("&#3%"(,/'51,E(C-33-81,E(&,0-/'#E1,E(&,0-/,%&'5(./'1,E(%"&1'(031,10#3(&D$&'1&,0&9(5/0"(#5(

"&3$1,E(#('&%10&,%(031&,%(%-(-$&,(/$B(71L&815&9([0!#,,9(!3#'L9(#,.(7/(S6T)TU(C-/,.(E--.(N/#31%I(

031,10#3(&D$&'1&,0&5(#,.(%"&-'&%10#3(%&#0"1,E(1,(4&,%#3("&#3%"(,/'51,E("&3$&.(%"&1'(5%/.&,%5(%-(

0-,51.&'(8-'L1,E(%"&'&B(+,.&&.9(%"15(8#5(5-(5/00&55C/3(%"#%(4&,%#3("&#3%"(,/'51,E(A&0#4&(

1,0'&#51,E3I($-$/3#'(./'1,E(%"&1'(5%/.1&5(#,.(AI(%"&(%"1'.(I&#'(1%(8#5(%"&(5&0-,.(4-5%($-$/3#'(0"-10&9(

#C%&'(#./3%(#0/%&(0#'&B(R%&F&,59(G'-8,9(#,.(a'#"#4(S6T)=U(4#I("#F&(.&4-,5%'#%&.(%"&(1,C3/&,0&(-C(

&D$&'1&,0&(81%"1,(%"&(5$&01#3154(#,.(%"&(,/'5&5o(E'-81,E(4#%/'1%I(8"&,(%"&I(#5L&.(5%/.&,%5("-8(
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#33(,/'5&59('&E#'.3&55(-C(%"&1'(A#0LE'-/,.9('&N/1'&(&D%'#(5/$$-'%(#%(%"15(%14&B(Z.&N/#%&(5/$$-'%(15(

-C%&,(,-%(#F#13#A3&(#,.(%"15(15(#(%14&(-C("1E"(#%%'1%1-,g(/$(%-(;Tn(-C(,/'5&5(0"#,E&(M-A5(SQ#3C&'(#,.(

a'#C9(6TT;U(#,.(#A-/%()?n(3&#F&(%"&($'-C&551-,(#3%-E&%"&'(81%"1,(#(I&#'(-C(E'#./#%1-,(S[#/'-9(

O50#31&'9(#,.(H-5#'1-JR149(6T);UB(h,&(1'-,I(15(%"&(C#5%J$#0&.(#'&#5(,/'5&5(#5$1'&(%-(#'&(#35-(-C%&,(

%"&(4-5%(5%'&55C/3(Sd#'&1,E(&%(#39(6T)?U9(0-,%'1A/%1,E(%-(%"&(C&&31,E5(-C(1,#.&N/#0I9(#,.(/3%14#%&3I(

C/&331,E(%"&("1E"(#%%'1%1-,(&#'3I(1,(,/'51,E(0#'&&'5B((

@"&('&5&#'0"(1,(%"15(31%&'#%/'&('&F1&8(1,03/.&.(5-4&(#%%&4$%5(%-(&#5&(%"&(%'#,51%1-,B(d#..&33(&%(#3(

S6T)<9($#'%(6U(03#14&.(5-4&($'&J'&E15%'#%1-,(03#55'--4(#0%1F1%1&5("&3$(,&83I(N/#31C1&.(,/'5&5(%-(A/13.(

'&01$'-0#3('&3#%1-,5"1$5(#,.(%-($'-#0%1F&3I(5&&L(0#'&&'(-$$-'%/,1%1&5B(@"15($#'%(-C(%"&1'(5%/.I9("-8&F&'9(

-,3I(-CC&'&.(N/#31%#%1F&('&5/3%5(#,.(C1,15"&.(#(I&#'(#C%&'(E'#./#%1-,9(81%"(,-(M-A(0"#,E&5(.150/55&.9(5-(

%"&'&(8#5(,-(-$$-'%/,1%I(%-(1,F&5%1E#%&(8"&%"&'(%"&(1,%&'F&,%1-,(E'-/$(4#.&(.1CC&'&,%(0#'&&'(

.&0151-,5B(Z(%--3L1%(.&51E,&.(AI([#/'-9(O50#31&'9(#,.(H-5#'1-JR14(S6T);U(0-,515%&.(-C(;(8'1%%&,(

#'%103&59(0#5&(5%/.1&59(#,.(-,31,&('&5-/'0&5B(@"&5&(0-F&'&.*(M-AJ"/,%1,Eg(&./0#%1-,(-$$-'%/,1%1&5g(

3&#.&'5"1$g(#,.($-%&,%1#3(0#'&&'($#%"5B(@"15(8#5(1,%&,.&.(%-("&3$(,/'5&5(&5%#A315"(%"&45&3F&5(1,(%"&1'(

0#'&&'5(#,.(C&&.A#0L(C'-4(#(54#33(,/4A&'(-C(E'#./#%&5(8#5($-51%1F&9(A/%(%"&(#/%"-'5(.-(,-%(5%#%&(

"-8(%"&I(&D$&0%&.(1%(%-("&3$(,-'(8&'&(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(#5L&.("-8(%"&I("#.(/5&.(%"&(%--3L1%9(,-%(&F&,(

8"&%"&'(%"&I("#.('&#.(#33(-'($#'%(-C(1%B(+%(15(31L&3I(%-("#F&('&N/1'&.(#(3&,E%"I($&'1-.(-C(5%/.I(#%(#(%14&(

8"&,(,/'5&5(#'&(&5$&01#33I(5%'&55&.B(@"&(#/%"-'5(S[#/'-9(O50#31&'9(#,.(H-5#'1-JR149(6T);U(5%#%&.(

%"15('&5-/'0&(15(#F#13#A3&(-,31,&9(A/%(%"&(31,L(.1.(,-%(8-'L(8"&,(1%(8#5(1,F&5%1E#%&.(C-'(%"15('&F1&8B((

@"15(1,N/1'I(0-,0&',5(,/'5&5Y(0#'&&'(.&0151-,59(A/%(4#,I(,/'5&5(C&&3(%"&I("#F&(31%%3&(0"-10&(-F&'(%"&1'(

C1'5%($-5%(/$-,(E'#./#%1-,9(8"10"(%"&I('&5&,%(S[1335(&%(#39(6T);UB(@"&I(#'&(-C%&,(-A31E&.(%-(8-'L(1,(3&55(

$-$/3#'(#'&#5(C-'(5&F&'#3(4-,%"59($#'%10/3#'3I(&3.&'(0#'&(S\-5L1,&,(&%(#39(6T)6UB(@"15(0-/3.(0-,%'1A/%&(
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%-(%"&("1E"(#%%'1%1-,(-C(,&83I('&E15%&'&.(,/'5&5B(@"-5&('&4#1,1,E9("-8&F&'9(5&%%3&(1,%-(%"&1'('-3&9(

A&0-4&(4-'&(0-,C1.&,%(1,(%"&1'(031,10#3(5L1335(#,.(1,%&'&5%&.(1,(%"&1'('-3&(#5(3&#.&'5(SQ#3C&'(#,.(a'#C9(

6TT;UB(ZC%&'(%"&(C1'5%($-5%(%"&I(.-9($&'"#$5(C-'(%"&(C1'5%(%14&(#5(HK59("#F&(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(%-(4#L&9(

#,.(%"15(15(&D$3-'&.(,&D%B(

Box 2.1: Reflexive commentary on pre-registration experiences, the transition to RN 

status, and starting work 

2.4.2 Choice of clinical specialism 

@"15(5&0%1-,(8133(#55&55(8"#%(,/'5&5Y(0"-10&(-C(5$&01#3154(%&335(/5(#A-/%(%"&1'(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5B(@"15(

'&5&#'0"(0-,%1,/&5(%-(A&(.-41,#%&.(AI(#($&'0&1F&.(,&&.(%-(#%%'#0%(,/'5&5(%-(8-'L(1,(#'&#5(8"&'&(

,/'5&(5"-'%#E&5(#'&($#'%10/3#'3I(5&F&'&B(Z5(.150/55&.(#A-F&9(/,$-$/3#'(#'&#5(1,03/.&(3-,EJ%&'4(0#'&9(

&5$&01#33I(-C(&3.&'59(-'(,/'51,E(%"&(4&,%#33I(133(S[0!#,,9(!3#'L9(#,.(7/9(6T)Tg(#,.([0\&,,#9([0!#339(

#,.(d'#I9(6T)TUB((

K/'5&5("#F&(-,3I(%"&(F#E/&5%(1.&#(#A-/%(0#'&&'5(1,(,/'51,E(#5(%"&I(0-44&,0&(%"&1'(,/'5&(
&./0#%1-,B(@"&5&(.&F&3-$(./'1,E(%"&1'(&./0#%1-,#3($'-E'#44&(#,.(031,10#3($3#0&4&,%5(#'&(-C(
$#'#4-/,%(14$-'%#,0&(p(4-'&(14$-'%#,%(%"#,(03#55'--4(%&#0"1,EB(2'&J'&E15%'#%1-,(031,10#3(
$3#0&4&,%5(4#I(0#/5&(5%/.&,%5(%-(0-,51.&'(3&55($-$/3#'(C1&3.59(A/%(%"15(15(.&$&,.&,%(/$-,(%"&(
N/#31%I(-C(%"#%(&D$&'1&,0&B(+%(15(31L&3I(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(8133(4&,%1-,(%"&1'(031,10#3($3#0&4&,%59(A&0#/5&(
%"&I(#$$&#'(%-("#F&(#(51E,1C10#,%(1,C3/&,0&(/$-,(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(#,.(5-(8133(A&($'-41,&,%(1,(%"&(
#,#3I515B((
K/'5&5(4#I(,-%("#F&(#(E&,/1,&(0"-10&(-C(%"&1'(C1'5%($-5%(A/%9('#%"&'9(#'&(#33-0#%&.(%-(-,&9(-C%&,(1,(#(
3&55($-$/3#'(#'&#B(@"15(0-/3.("1,.&'(%"&4(#5(%"&I(5&&L(%"&1'(^,10"&`B(l&%9(0#'&&'(5&3CJ&CC10#0I(0#,(
$'-4-%&(0#'&&'(5#%15C#0%1-,B(+%(15($-551A3&(%-(0-,./0%(#0%1F1%1&5(.&51E,&.(%-($'-4-%&(%"159(A/%(%"&'&(15(
,-(&F1.&,0&(-C(%"&1'(&CC&0%1F&,&55B(Z55&551,E(,/'5&5Y(0#'&&'(5&3CJ&CC10#0I(0-/3.(A&(#,(14$-'%#,%(
0-4$-,&,%(-C(%"&(#,58&'(%-(%"&('&5&#'0"(N/&5%1-,B(Q-8&F&'9(1%(0-/3.(A&(.1CC10/3%(%-(4&#5/'&B(
K/'5&5(4#I(A&(/,31L&3I(%-(/5&(%"&(%&'4(^5&3CJ&CC10#0I`B(+,5%&#.9(%"&I(0-/3.(A&(#5L&.(#A-/%(%"&(
&D%&,%(%-(8"10"(%"&I(#'&(C'&&(%-(4#L&(%"&1'(-8,(.&0151-,5(-'(#'&(0-,5%'#1,&.(AI(-%"&'(C#0%-'5B(OF&,(
5-9(1C(%"&I(#'&(E'&#%3I(1,C3/&,0&.(AI(%"&1'(01'0/45%#,0&59(%"&I(4#I(,-%($&'0&1F&(%"#%(-'9(1C(%"&I(.-9(
4#I(A&('&3/0%#,%(%-(.150/55(1%B(
(
(
(
(
(
(
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2.4.2.1 Long-term care 

P-'(5-4&(,/'5&59(#,(1,C3/&,0&(-,(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(15(%"&('&5$&0%(#CC-'.&.(%-(%"&4(AI(%"&1'(031&,%5(#,.(

81.&'(5-01&%I(SG#''-,9(d&5%9(#,.(H&&F&59(6TT?g(#,.(d135-,(&%(#39(6TT:UB(K/'5&5(-C%&,('&E#'.(8-'L(1,(

#0/%&9($"I510#3(0#'&(%-(A&(4-'&($'&5%1E1-/5(%"#,(8-'L(81%"(&3.&'3I(031&,%5(-'(%"-5&(#CC&0%&.(AI(3-,EJ

%&'4(133,&55&5(S[#0L1,%-5"9(6TT?g(#,.(\-5L1,&,(&%(#39(6T)6UB(+,(%"159(%"&I(4#I(514$3I('&C3&0%(%"&(

1E,-'#,0&(#,.($'&M/.10&5(-C(81.&'(5-01&%I(S[0!#,,9(!3#'L9(#,.(7/9(6T)TUB(]&$'&551,E3I9(G'-8,(&%(#3(

S6TT:U(#'E/&.(,/'5&5(.-(,-%(,&0&55#'13I(&,%&'(,/'51,E(81%"(#(,&E#%1F&(F1&8(-C(&3.&'(0#'&g(1%(.&F&3-$5(

./'1,E(%"&1'(,/'5&(&./0#%1-,B(OF&,(1C(,/'5&5(E-(-,(%-(3&#',(%"#%(&3.&'(0#'&(15(14$-'%#,%(#,.(5L133&.9(

81%"(#.&N/#%&(0#'&&'($'-5$&0%59(%"&I(,&F&'%"&3&55(8-''I(#A-/%(%"&(3#0L(-C($'&5%1E&(C'-4(8-'L1,E(%"&'&(

S\-5L1,&,(&%(#39(6T)6UB(@"&(5/'F&I(AI(t1#-9(R"&,9(#,.(2#%&'5-,(S6T)=9(.150/55&.(1,(5&0%1-,(6B<B6BU(

5&&45(%-(0-,%'#.10%(%"159("-8&F&'9(A&0#/5&(%"&(!"1,&5&(#,.(Z/5%'#31#,(5%/.&,%5(A-%"(.1531L&.(&3.&'(

0#'&9(&F&,(%"-/E"(%"&(!"1,&5&(5%/.&,%5(8&'&(1,(#(0/3%/'&(8"&'&(&3.&'5(#'&('&5$&0%&.9(#34-5%(

'&F&'&.B((

Z,-%"&'(1,C3/&,0&(-,(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(15(,/'5&5(8#,%(%"&1'(8-'L(%-(A&(-C(.1'&0%(A&,&C1%(%-(031&,%5B(P-'(

I-/,E(5%/.&,%5(%"15(4#I(4&#,(%"&I(0"--5&(#'&#5(0#'1,E(C-'(#./3%5(8"-("#F&(#(51,E3&("&#3%"($'-A3&4(

#,.(#(0"#,0&(-C(%"15('&5-3F1,E(S[1335(&%(#39(6T);UB(K/'5&5(4#I('&E#'.(4&,%#3(133J"&#3%"(#5(,-%(

#4&,#A3&(%-(,/'51,E(1,%&'F&,%1-,5(S@"-,E$'18#,(&%(#39(6T)<U(A&0#/5&(%"&I(#'&(1E,-'#,%(-C(%"&(F#'1&%I(

#,.(&CC&0%1F&,&55(-C(%"&'#$&/%10(1,%&'F&,%1-,5(,/'51,E(0#,(-CC&'B(ZA'#"#45-,(S6T)<U(C-/,.(,/'5&5(

.15$3#I1,E(#("1E"(50-'&(1,(#3%'/154(8&'&(,-%(4-'&(31L&3I(%-(&,%&'(%"&(3&55($-$/3#'(C1&3.5(-C(&3.&'(0#'&(-'(

4&,%#3("&#3%"(,/'51,EB(@"15(15(5/'$'151,E9(E1F&,(%"&(-AF1-/5(,&&.5(-C(%"&5&(031&,%59(A/%(1%(4#I(A&(

0#/5&.(AI(%"&(L,-83&.E&(%"#%(%"&5&(031&,%5(#'&(/,31L&3I(%-(4#L&(#(0-4$3&%&(-'('#$1.('&0-F&'IB(

K/'5&5(#35-(5&&L(8-'L(8"10"(8133(A/13.(%"&1'(5L1335(#,.(0-,C1.&,0&(#,.(C-'(%"159(I&%(#E#1,9(%"&I($&'0&1F&(

%"&(A&5%(8-'L(15(1,(#0/%&9(C#5%J$#0&.(&,F1'-,4&,%5(5/0"(#5(5/'E10#3(,/'51,E(#,.(1,%&,51F&(0#'&(S[1335(

&%(#39(6T);UB(R%/.&,%(,/'5&5(%&,.(%-(/,.&'&5%14#%&(%"&(5L1335(#,.(L,-83&.E&('&N/1'&.(%-(0#'&(C-'(&3.&'5(

-'(%"-5&(81%"(4&,%#3("&#3%"($'-A3&45(SZA'#"#45-,9(6T)<UB(Q-8&F&'9(#0/%&(0#'&(%&,.5(%-(A&(
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.-41,#%&.(AI(%"&(4&.10#3($'-C&551-,(#,.(,/'5&5(C#13(%-(#$$'&01#%&(%"&("1E"(3&F&3(-C(0'&#%1F1%I(031&,%5(

81%"(3-,EJ%&'4(0-,.1%1-,5('&N/1'&(#,.(%"&($-%&,%1#3(C-'(,/'5&5(%-("#F&(E'&#%(14$#0%(SR%&F&,59(6T))UB(

R-4&(,/'5&5(.-9("-8&F&'9(3&#',(%-(#$$'&01#%&($'-F1.1,E("-315%109(0-4$3&D9(0#'&(-C(031&,%5(81%"(0"'-,10(

-'(4/3%1$3&($'-A3&45(SZA'#"#45-,9(6T)<UB((

!#'35-,(&%(#3(S6T)>U(#.-$%&.(#(N/#31%#%1F&(#$$'-#0"(%-(&5%#A315"(8"#%(,/'5&5(8-'L1,E(1,(3-,EJ%&'4(

0#'&(-C(&3.&'5(C&3%(#A-/%(%"&1'(8-'LB(Z33(%"&($#'%101$#,%5("#.(8-'L&.(%"&'&(C-'(#%(3&#5%(&1E"%&&,(4-,%"5(

#,.(5-(%"15(5"-/3.("#F&('&$'&5&,%&.(#($-51%1F&(0"-10&B(@"&5&(,/'5&5Y(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(8&'&(

1,C3/&,0&.(AI(%"&(.&&$9(3-,EJ3#5%1,E9(#,.('&5$&0%C/3('&3#%1-,5"1$5(81%"(%"&1'(031&,%59(8"10"(0-,%'#5%(81%"(

%"&(A'1&C(#,.(5/$&'C101#3('&3#%1-,5"1$5(81%"1,(#0/%&(0#'&B(@"&I(C&3%(%"&1'(5L1335(#,.("-315%10(0#'&(5%'&%0"&.(

A&I-,.(%&0",10#3($'-0&./'&5(#,.(8#5($'-C-/,.3I('&8#'.1,EB(@"&I(0-/3.(-A5&'F&(C-'(%"&45&3F&5(%"&1'(

8-'L(0-,%'1A/%1,E(%-(%"&(N/#31%I(-C(31C&(-C(%"&5&(F/3,&'#A3&(031&,%5B(@"&I(0-/3.(#35-(-CC&'(5/$$-'%(%-(%"&(

C#4131&5(-C(031&,%59(&5$&01#33I(./'1,E(%14&5(-C(0'1515(5/0"(#5(8"&,(%"&("&#3%"(-C(%"&1'(3-F&.J-,&(

.&%&'1-'#%&5B(!-,%'#'I(%-(4#,I(5%/.&,%59(%"&I(C&3%(%"&1'(8-'L(8#5("1E"3I(5L133&.(#,.(0-4$3&D9(#,.(

'&N/1'&.($'1-'(&D$&'1&,0&(1,(#,(#0/%&(5&%%1,EB(Z5(8&33(#5(%"&(1,1%1#3(0"-10&(%-(&,%&'(4&,%#3("&#3%"(

,/'51,E9(S5&0%1-,(6B<B)U(Z3&D#,.&'9(]1&C&,A&0L9(#,.(G'-8,(S6T)<U(8&'&(1,%&'&5%&.(1,(8"I(,/'5&5(

5%#I&.(%"&'&9(#,.(C-/,.($-51%1F&(%&#4(.I,#4105("&3$&.(%"&4(%-('&4#1,("-$&C/39(&F&,(1,(%"&(C#0&(-C(

0"#33&,E1,E(031&,%5B(

2.4.2.2 Advanced practice 

[#,I(,/'5&5Y(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(#'&(1,C3/&,0&.(AI(%"&(815"(%-("#F&(#(.1'&0%(14$#0%(/$-,(031&,%(8&3C#'&9(

81%"-/%(03-5&(4&.10#3(5/$&'F151-,(SG/'%-,9(G&,,&%%9(#,.(a1AA-,9(6TTWU(#,.(%"&I(4#I(C1,.(5/0"(8-'L(

1,(#.F#,0&.($'#0%10&(-'(0-,5/3%#,%($'#0%1%1-,&'($-5%5B(@"&(.&F&3-$4&,%(-C(%"&5&($-5%5(8#5(

&,0-/'#E&.(AI([-.&',151,E(K/'51,E(!#'&&'5(S]&$#'%4&,%(-C(Q&#3%"9(R-01#3(R&'F10&5(#,.(2/A310(

R#C&%I9(6TT;9(1,%'-./0&.(1,(5&0%1-,()B6UB(Q-8&F&'9(%"&I(8&'&(,-%(C-'4#33I('&0-E,15&.(1,(O,E3#,.(#%(

%"&(%14&(-C(%"15(1,N/1'I9(#3%"-/E"(%"&I(8&'&(8&33(&5%#A315"&.(1,(d#3&5(#,.(R0-%3#,.B(G--%"(&%(#3(S6TT;U(

C-/,.9(&F&,(1,(R0-%3#,.9(%"&'&(8&'&(5%133(1,0-,515%&,01&5(#,.(%"&('-3&5(8&'&($--'3I(.&C1,&.(#,.("1E"3I(
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F#'1#A3&(1,(%"&1'(&4$"#515(#,.(#35-(1,(%"&1'($#I(#,.(0-,.1%1-,5B(2&'"#$5(A&0#/5&(%"&I(8&'&(,&89(%"&(

0#'&&'($#%"5(8&'&(/,03&#'9(%"/5(4#L1,E(1%(.1CC10/3%(C-'(,/'5&5(%-($3#,(#('-/%&(C'-4(%"&1'($-5%(%-(

#.F#,0&.($'#0%10&B(@"15(8#5(#35-(1.&,%1C1&.(AI(7/0L9(d13L&59(#,.(hYG#/E"(S6T)<U9(8"-(1,%&'F1&8&.(

,/'5&5(8-'L1,E(#5(#.F#,0&.($'#0%1%1-,&'5(1,(Z/5%'#31#B(@"&1'($#'%101$#,%5("#.(F#'1&.(#00-/,%5(-C("-8(

%"&I(-A%#1,&.(%"&1'($-5%(#,.(4-5%(#%%'1A/%&.(%"&1'(0#'&&'(5/00&55(%-(5&'&,.1$1%IB(R-4&(#0L,-83&.E&.(

%"&I("#.(A&&,(&,0-/'#E&.(%-(#$$3I(AI(%"&1'($&&'5(-'(4#,#E&'9(A/%(0-,%1,/&.(%-(1.&,%1CI(%"15(#5(E--.(

C-'%/,&B(R-4&("#.(A&&,(5&0-,.&.(C'-4(-%"&'($-5%59(8"10"(8#5(F1&8&.(#5($#'%10/3#'3I("#$"#m#'.*(

^'1E"%(%14&9('1E"%($3#0&`(S7/0L9(d13L&59(#,.(hYG#/E"9(6T)<9($#E&(<>UB(@"&5&(,/'5&5('&$-'%&.(%"&1'(

0#'&&'5("#.(A&&,(5"#$&.(AI($-31%10#39(1,5%1%/%1-,#39(#,.(C1,#,01#3(C#0%-'59(8"10"(8&'&(#33(-/%51.&(%"&(

0-,%'-3(-C(%"&(,/'5&5B(@"15(5/EE&5%5(5&3CJ&CC10#0I(0#,("#F&(3141%#%1-,5(S5&&(5&0%1-,(6B<B)U9(A&0#/5&(

7/0L9(d13L&59(#,.(hYG#/E"(S6T)<U(&D$3#1,&.(%"&5&(,/'5&5(8&'&($#'%10/3#'3I(5&3CJ4-%1F#%&.(#,.(

#'E/&.(,/'51,E(5"-/3.(A&0-4&(A&%%&'(-'E#,15&.(#%(.&F&3-$1,E(%"&(0#'&&'5(-C(1%5($'#0%1%1-,&'5B((

G/'%-,9(G&,,&%%9(#,.(a1AA-,(S6TTWU('&0'/1%&.($#'%101$#,%5(C'-4(#(C-'4#3(,&%8-'L(-C(5%'-L&(

S0&'&A'-F#50/3#'(#001.&,%U(,-,J4&.10#3(0-,5/3%#,%5(%-(1,F&5%1E#%&(%"&1'(0#'&&'($#%"5B([-5%(-C(%"&5&(

8&'&(,/'5&59(A/%(%"&I(#35-(1,03/.&.($"I51-%"&'#$15%5(#,.(5$&&0"(#,.(3#,E/#E&(%"&'#$15%5B(71L&(7/0L9(

d13L&59(#,.(hYG#/E"(S6T)<U9(G/'%-,9(G&,,&%%9(#,.(a1AA-,(S6TTWU(&D$'&55&.(0-,0&',(#A-/%(%"&(

"#$"#m#'.(#''#,E&4&,%5(C-'(#$$'#15#3(#,.($'-C&551-,#3(.&F&3-$4&,%B(K&F&'%"&3&559(G/'%-,9(G&,,&%%9(

#,.(a1AA-,(S6TTWU(5%133('&0-44&,.&.(%"#%($'&$#'#%1-,(C-'(%"&('-3&(5"-/3.(0-,%1,/&(%-(A&(C3&D1A3&(#,.(

'&515%&.(4-F&5(C-'(#(C-'4#39(C1D&.($#%"8#IB(@"&I(F#3/&.(%"&(-$$-'%/,1%1&5(C-'(,/'5&5(%-('&5$-,.(%-(%"&(

,&&.5(1,(%"&1'(3-0#3(#'&#(#,.(C-'(&D15%1,E(0-,5/3%#,%5(%-(%#L&('&5$-,51A131%I(C-'(5/00&551-,($3#,,1,E9(1,(

#(4#,,&'(A&5%(5/1%&.(%-(%"&1'(031&,%5Y(,&&.5(#,.(%"-5&(-C(%"&($/%#%1F&(0-,5/3%#,%B((

@"&5&(5&,1-'($'#0%1%1-,&'5(8#,%(%-(8-'L(1,(1,,-F#%1F&(#,.(0'&#%1F&(8#I5(#,.(C1,.(%"&('1E"%(0-4A1,#%1-,(

-C(#/%-,-4I(#,.($'-C&551-,#3(4&,%-'1,E(C#0131%#%&5(%"15(SG/'%-,9(G&,,&%%9(#,.(a1AA-,9(6TTWg(#,.(

G--%"(&%(#39(6TT;UB(Z/%-,-4I(A&0-4&5(1,0'&#51,E3I(14$-'%#,%(%-(,/'5&5(#5(%"&I(A&0-4&(4-'&(5&,1-'(

Sd135-,(&%(#39(6TT:U(#,.(#(3#0L(-C(#/%-,-4I(0#,(%'1EE&'(,/'5&5(%-($-,.&'(3&#F1,E(%"&1'(M-A59(-'(&F&,(
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%"&($'-C&551-,(#3%-E&%"&'(S@/44&'59(a'-&,&F&3.9(#,.(7#,L"##'9(6T)=UB(Q10L&I(#,.(Q#''15-,(S6T)=U(

1,(Z/5%'#31#('&$-'%&.('/'#3(#.F#,0&.($'#0%1%1-,&'5(&,M-I&.(#/%-,-4I9(8"10"(%"&I("#.(,-%(#,%101$#%&.(

#5(5%/.&,%5B(@"15(15(1,%&'&5%1,E(51,0&(1%(5/EE&5%5(5-4&(,/'5&5(C1,.(%"&1'(0#'&&'5(4-'&('&8#'.1,E(%"#,(

&D$&0%&.(#,.(0-,%'#5%5(81%"(4#,I(-%"&'(.150/551-,5(-,(.15133/51-,4&,%5B(K/'5&5(8"-(8-'L(1,(031&,%5Y(

-8,("-4&5(51413#'3I(.&50'1A&.(&,M-I1,E(#/%-,-4I(#,.(%--L(4/0"($'1.&(1,(%"&1'('-3&(#5(%"&(^3I,0"$1,`(

S]&(a'--%9([#/'1%59(#,.(P'#,0L&9(6T):9($#E&(&W?U9(81%"(%"&45&3F&5(#,.(%"&(031&,%(#%(%"&(0&,%'&(-C(#(

,&%8-'L(-C(0#'&(#''#,E&4&,%5B(@"15(0#/5&.(%"&4(%-(C&&3(%"&1'(8-'L(8#5(E/1.&.(AI(%"&(,&&.5(-C(%"&1'(

031&,%59('#%"&'(%"#,(%"&('/3&5(-C(#,(-'E#,15#%1-,B(

R-(C#'9(%"15(0"#$%&'("#5(5"-8,(,/'5&5Y(F#3/&5(#,.(#5$1'#%1-,5(0#,(.&F&3-$(./'1,E(%"&1'(0#'&&'5B(+,(

&D#41,1,E(%"&(0"-10&(-C(031,10#3(5$&01#31549(%"15(0"#$%&'("#5(&D$3-'&.(5-4&(#5$&0%5(-C(8"#%(,/'5&5(

#'&(5&&L1,E(#%(8-'L(#,.(8133(,-8(&D#41,&(.155#%15C#0%1-,(#%(8-'L(#,.(4-F1,E(M-A5B(

Box 2.2: Reflexive commentary on choice of clinical specialism 

2.4.3 What influences nurses to move jobs or leave nursing? 

[/0"(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"('&$-'%&.("&'&(8#5(0-,0&',&.(81%"($'&F&,%1,E(,/'5&(#%%'1%1-,B(R#%15C#0%1-,(#%(

8-'L(15(14$-'%#,%(A&0#/5&(1%(15(1,0'&#51,E3I(,&&.&.(%-($'-F1.&(#,(-F&'#33(5&,5&(-C(C/3C134&,%9(1.&,%1%I9(

Z0/%&(031,10#3(0#'&(15(-C%&,($&'0&1F&.(#5(4-'&($'&5%1E1-/5(#,.($'-F1.1,E(5/$&'1-'(0#'&&'(#.F#,%#E&B(@"15(
8-'L(0#,(#35-(#$$&#'(4-'&(5L133&.(#,.(-CC&'(%"&('&8#'.(-C(031&,%5(4#L1,E(#(0-4$3&%&('&0-F&'IB((
K&F&'%"&3&559(5-4&(,/'5&5(.-(0-4&(%-(#$$'&01#%&(%"&($'-C-/,.('&8#'.5(1,(3-,EJ%&'4(0#'&(#5(%"&I(
.&F&3-$(#,.(E'-8(1,(4#%/'1%IB(@"15(1,N/1'I(8133(E1F&(F-10&(%-(4#%/'&(,/'5&5(8"-(4#I('&C3&0%(-,(%"&(8#I(
1,(8"10"(%"&1'($&'0&$%1-,(-C(8-'%"8"13&(-'('&8#'.1,E(8-'L("#5(.&F&3-$&.B(
Z.F#,0&.($'#0%10&(4#I($'-F1.&(%"&(-$$-'%/,1%I(%-(.1'&0%3I(14$#0%(031&,%(-/%0-4&59(A/%('-/%&5(1,%-(
#.F#,0&.($'#0%10&(#$$&#'("#$"#m#'.9(#5(#'&(%"&(#''#,E&4&,%5(C-'(%&'45(-C(5&'F10&9(#$$'#15#39(#,.(
$'-C&551-,#3(.&F&3-$4&,%B(+%(15(,&8(1,(7-,.-,9(5-(31%%3&(15(L,-8,(#A-/%(0#'&&'($'-E'&551-,(1,%-9(-'(
A&I-,.9(#.F#,0&.($'#0%10&B(@"15(1,N/1'I(0-/3.(4#L&(#(F#3/#A3&(0-,%'1A/%1-,9(&D$3-'1,E(%"&($#'%101$#,%5Y(
'-/%&5(1,%-(#.F#,0&.($'#0%10&(#,.($-551A3&($'-E'&551-,(A&I-,.B(
R-4&(5&,1-'(,/'5&5(#0"1&F&(51E,1C10#,%(#/%-,-4IB(+%(15(1,%&'&5%1,E(%"15(15(14$-'%#,%(%-(%"&4(I&%(#5(M/,1-'(
,/'5&5(%"&I("#.(,-%(#,%101$#%&.(1%B(@"15(5/EE&5%5($#'%101$#,%5(1,(%"15(1,N/1'I(4#I("#F&(E#1,&.(4-'&(
#/%-,-4I(%"#,(%"&I(&D$&0%&.9(#,.(1%(8133(A&(F#3/#A3&(%-(&D$3-'&(81%"(%"&4("-8(%"&I(C&&3(#A-/%(
#/%-,-4I(#,.(8"&%"&'(5&&L1,E(1%(14$#0%5(%"&1'(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5B(
(
(
(
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#,.(5-01#3(0-,%#0%5(Sd135-,(&%(#39(6TT:g(#,.(G#''-,9(d&5%9(#,.(H&&F&59(6TT?UB(Q-8&F&'9(Q-4A/'E9(

Q&1E.&,9(#,.(b-3L&,A/'E"(S6T)=U(C-/,.(,-(&F1.&,0&(-C(,/'5&5($3#,,1,E(4-F&5(%-(&,"#,0&(%"&1'(

0#'&&'5(-'(5&&L1,E(.1CC&'&,%(5-/'0&5(-C(5#%15C#0%1-,B(+,5%&#.9(%"&I(#,.(-%"&'5(SC-'(&D#4$3&9(]#85-,(&%(

#39(6T)>U('&$-'%&.(,/'5&5Y(0#'&&'(4-F&5(#'&(%'1EE&'&.(AI(,&E#%1F&(1,C3/&,0&5(#,.(4-F1,E(#8#I(C'-4(

$'-A3&45B(]#85-,(&%(#3(S6T)>U(C-/,.(#(4#M-'(0#/5&(-C(3&#F1,E(8#5(1,#.&N/#%&(5%#CC1,E9(8"10"(8#5(

&D#0&'A#%&.(AI($--'(4#,#E&4&,%B(@"15(3&#.5(%-(#(.-8,8#'.(5$1'#39(.&50'1A&.(AI([&#.-859(

7&F&,5-,9(#,.(G#&m#(S6TTTU9(A&0#/5&(#5(4-'&(,/'5&5(3&#F&9(%"15(0#/5&5(%"&(8-'L3-#.(%-(A&0-4&(

1,0'&#51,E3I(1,%-3&'#A3&B (

K/'5&5(#'&(#3%'/15%10(#,.(8#,%(%-("&3$($&-$3&(SO.8#'.(&%(#39(6T)<U9(^%-(4#L&(#(.1CC&'&,0&`(Sd#'&1,E(&%(

#39(6T)?9($#E&(6=)U(#,.(%"&($&'0&$%1-,(C-'(#(,/'5&(%"#%(%"&1'(0#'1,E(15(1,5/CC101&,%(15($'-C-/,.3I(.&J

4-%1F#%1,E(#,.(#(0#/5&(C-'(%"&4(%-($-,.&'(3&#F1,E(SP31,L4#,(#,.(R#3#,%&'u9(6T)<U9(C&&31,E(A&%'#I&.(

#,.(.15133/51-,&.(S]#85-,(&%(#39(6T)>UB(h%"&'(5-/'0&5(-C(/,"#$$1,&55(1,03/.&(.155#%15C#0%1-,(81%"(

4#,#E&4&,%9(3#0L(-C(5%#CC(-'(-%"&'('&5-/'0&5(3&#.1,E(%-($--'(0#'&(Sd#3L&'9(!3&,.-,9(#,.(d133159(

6T):U9(#,.(A/33I1,E9("#'#554&,%9(-'(&D$&'1&,01,E(F&'A#3(#A/5&(C'-4(031&,%5(#,.(%"&1'(C#4131&5(S]#85-,(

&%(#39(6T)>UB(@"&5&(#33(3&#.(%-(C&&31,E(/,.&'F#3/&.(AI(%"&1'(4#,#E&'5(-'(%"&(81.&'(5-01&%Ig(#,.(C&&31,E(

1E,-'&.(AI(4#,#E&4&,%(81%"(31%%3&(-$$-'%/,1%I(%-(1,C3/&,0&($-310I(#,.(0#'&(.&0151-,5(S!3&#'3I(&%(#39(

6T))UB(R-4&(I-/,E(,/'5&5(0#,(#35-(C&&3(%"&(8-'L(15(%--(s-,&J51.&.s(SP31,L4#,(#,.(Salanterä9(6T)<g(

$#E&()T<=U(81%"(,/'5&5(0-,5%#,%3I(&D$&0%&.(%-(E1F&(-C(%"&45&3F&59(81%"(31%%3&(1,('&%/',B((

d13L&5(&%(#3(S6T)?U(&D#41,&.("-8(.1CC&'&,%(#5$&0%5(-C(,/'51,E(#..&.(%-(-'(.&%'#0%&.(C'-4(,/'5&5Y(

&,M-I4&,%(-C(8-'L(#,.(5"-8&.(,/'5&5(F#'I(E'&#%3IB(P-'(1,5%#,0&9(%"&(C#0%-'(-C(^#(A/5I(8-'L3-#.`(8#5(

31L&.(#,.(.1531L&.(AI(#(51413#'(,/4A&'(-C(,/'5&5(S><n(#,.(=:n('&5$&0%1F&3IUB(+,.&&.9(#33(%"&(C#0%-'5(

315%&.(8&'&(A-%"(31L&.(#,.(.1531L&.(AI(#%(3&#5%(-,&($#'%101$#,%B(@"&(4-5%(.#4#E1,E(C#0%-'5(8&'&(#,E'I(

5%#CC(SWTn('#%&.(%"15(,&E#%1F&3IU(#,.(%"&($'&5&,0&(-C(A/33I1,E(#,.("#'#554&,%B(+,(0-,%'#5%9(%"&'&(8&'&(

,1,&(C#0%-'5(,/'5&5(C&3%("#.($-51%1F&(14$#0%5B(@"&5&(8&'&*(&./0#%1,E(-%"&'5(SW6n($-51%1F&3I('#%&.(

%"15Ug(0-,,&0%1,E(81%"(-%"&'5g(F#'1&%Ig(8-'L1,E(81%"(-%"&'59(#,.(5/$$-'%1,E(-%"&'5B(]155#%15C#0%1-,(81%"(
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$#I(15(#,-%"&'($-%&,%1#3(1,C3/&,0&(-,(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5B(j\(,/'5&5(/,"#$$I(81%"(%"&1'($#I(#'&(31L&3I(%-(

$3#,(%-(3&#F&(%"&($'-C&551-,(#3%-E&%"&'9('#%"&'(%"#,(4-F&(%-(#,-%"&'(,/'51,E($-5%(Sd135-,(&%(#39(6TT:UB(

@"15(15($'-A#A3I(A&0#/5&(,#%1-,#3($#I(#''#,E&4&,%5(4&#,(%"&I(#'&(/,31L&3I(%-('&0&1F&(4-'&($#I(

&35&8"&'&(C-'(#(51413#'($-5%(SG#''-,9(d&5%9(#,.(H&&F&59(6TT?UB(K&F&'%"&3&559(1,%&,%1-,5(%-(3&#F&(0#,(

A&('&3#%&.(%-($#I9(5/0"(#5(C&&31,E(%"#%(%"&I("#F&(%--(4/0"(%-(.-(-'(1C(%"&I(8-'L(/,$#1.(-F&'%14&(

SP31,L4#,(#,.(R#3#,%&'#9(6T)<UB((

@"&(&4$"#515(-,(A&1,E(&,#A3&.(%-(.-(%"&1'(8-'L(8#5(5&&,(#4-,E5%(,/'5&(C#0/3%I(4&4A&'5(S/5/#33I(

'&C&''&.(%-(#5(#0#.&410(5%#CC(1,(%"&(j\U(1,(#33(QO+5(1,(Z4&'10#B(!#,.&3#9(a/%1&''&m9(#,.(\&#%1,E(

S6T)=U(5/'F&I&.(#0#.&410(,/'5&5(#,.('&$-'%&.(%"#%(A&1,E(&,#A3&.(%-(%&#0"(%-(#("1E"(5%#,.#'.(8#5(

4-'&(14$-'%#,%(%"#,(&D$&0%#%1-,5(-C($'-4-%1-,g(8-'L3-#.g(#(0-,C310%(A&%8&&,(&./0#%1-,#3(#,.(

'&5&#'0"(.&4#,.5g(#,.(%"&(0/3%/'&(81%"1,(%"&(/,1F&'51%IB(Z3%"-/E"(%"&(N/#31%I(#$$'#15#3(S5&&(%#A3&(#$(

6B>9(#$$&,.1D(6U(5/EE&5%5(%"&1'('&5/3%5(4#I(,-%(A&(E&,&'#315#A3&9(1%(,&F&'%"&3&55(.-&5(5/EE&5%(-,&(

5$&01C10(E'-/$(-C(,/'5&5(5"#'&(#($"&,-4&,-,(C-/,.(#4-,E5%(-%"&'(,/'5&59(,#4&3I(A&1,E(#A3&(%-(

8-'L(%-(#("1E"(5%#,.#'.(15(14$-'%#,%(#,.(,-%(A&1,E(#A3&(%-(15(4-'&(31L&3I(%-(%'1EE&'(#(0#'&&'(4-F&(%"#,(

-%"&'(#%%'1A/%&59(5/0"(#5(&D$&0%#%1-,5(-C($'-4-%1-,(-'($#IB(

@"&(,&E#%1F&(1,C3/&,0&5(4#I(A&0-4&(&F&,(4-'&($'-41,&,%(A&0#/5&(5-4&('&5&#'0"&'5(SC-'(&D#4$3&9(

d135-,(&%(#39(6TT:(#,.(2'10&(&%(#39(6T):U(03#14&.(%-($'-F1.&(&F1.&,0&(%"#%(5/00&551F&(E&,&'#%1-,5(-C(

,/'5&5(#'&(3&55(5#%15C1&.(81%"(4-5%(#5$&0%5(-C(%"&1'(8-'L(0-4$#'&.(%-(-3.&'(,/'5&59(#,.(%"15(8#5(

#$$#'&,%(&F&,(8"&,(.1CC&'&,%(4&%"-.-3-E1&5(#'&(/5&.B(@"&5&(#,#3I5&5(8&'&(A#5&.(/$-,(#33-0#%1,E(

,/'5&5(%-(.1CC&'&,%(E&,&'#%1-,5(#00-'.1,E(%-(%"&1'(I&#'(-C(A1'%"9(#3%"-/E"(%"15(0#,(#$$&#'('#,.-4(#,.(

%"&5&('&5&#'0"&'5(8&'&(1,0-,515%&,%(1,(%"&1'(.&C1,1%1-,5(-C(E&,&'#%1-,5B(2'10&(&%(#3(S6T):U(C-/,.(-3.&'(

,/'5&5(8#,%&.(%-(A&(1,F-3F&.(1,(4#,#E&4&,%(.&0151-,5(#,.('&5&,%&.("#F1,E(%"&5&(514$3I("#,.&.(

.-8,(%-(%"&4B(d135-,(&%(#3(S6TT:U(C-/,.(5/00&551F&(E&,&'#%1-,5(-C(,/'5&5(8&'&(1,0'&#51,E3I(3&55(

5#%15C1&.B(@"&I(0-,./0%&.(#(5%#%15%10#3(#,#3I515(-C(,/'5&5Y(C&&31,E5(#A-/%(5&F&,(#5$&0%5(-C(%"&1'(8-'L(

#,.(C-/,.(I-/,E&'(,/'5&5(8&'&(3&55(5#%15C1&.(1,(C1F&(-C(%"&49(8"10"(8&'&($#I9('-5%&'1,E9(0#'&&'(
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-$$-'%/,1%1&59($'#15&(#,.('&0-E,1%1-,9(#,.(#/%-,-4IB(@"&'&(8&'&(,-(.1CC&'&,0&5(1,(%"&(E&,&'#%1-,5Y(

C&&31,E5(#A-/%(C'1&,.5"1$5(#,.(5-01#3151,E(#%(8-'LB(Q-8&F&'9(%"&5&(.1CC&'&,0&5(8&'&(,-%($'-,-/,0&.9(

#,.(1%(15($-551A3&(%"&5&(5%/.1&5(4&'&3I(5"-8&.(/$(.1CC&'&,0&5(A&%8&&,(8-'L&'5(-C(.1CC&'&,%(#E&5B(G-%"(

5%/.1&5(8&'&(0'-55J5&0%1-,#39(5-(%"&I(0-/3.(,-%(1,.10#%&(8"&%"&'(%"&5&(C&&31,E5(8&'&(#(0"#'#0%&'15%10(

-C(%"&(E&,&'#%1-,(1,%-(8"10"(%"&I(8&'&(A-',(-'(8"&%"&'(%"15('&C3&0%5(%"&(0/''&,%(#E&(-C(%"&(,/'5&5(#,.(

%"&1'(5&,1-'1%IB(+,.&&.9(1%(5&&45(31L&3I(%"&5&(C&&31,E(0"#,E&(#5(,/'5&5(4#%/'&(#,.(%"&-'15%5(5/0"(#5(

R/$&'(S)W?<U(03#14(I-/,E&'(8-'L&'5(&,E#E&(1,(4-'&(0#'&&'(4-F&5(8"135%(&D$3-'1,E9(A&C-'&(5&%%31,E(%-(

-,&(-'(M/5%(#(C&8(&4$3-I&'5B(!'-55J5&0%1-,#3('&5&#'0"9(5/0"(#5(%"&5&9(0-/3.(E1F&(%"&(14$'&551-,(%"#%(

4-'&('&0&,%(E&,&'#%1-,5(#'&(3&55($#%1&,%(#,.(5#%15C1&.(#%(8-'LB(Q-8&F&'9(%"&('&#31%I(0-/3.(A&(%"#%(

I-/,E&'(8-'L&'5(#'&(#38#I5(31L&3I(%-(A&(4-'&('&5%3&55(#,.(0'1%10#3(#,.(%"15(15(#33(d135-,(&%(#3(S6TT:U(

#,.(2'10&(&%(#3(S6T):U(1.&,%1C1&.B(

d#3L&'9(!3&,.-,9(#,.(d13315(S6T):U(&D#41,&.(8"I(,/'5&5(0"--5&(%-('&%1'&(&#'3IB(@"15('&5&#'0"("#.(

%"&($-%&,%1#3(%-(A&('&F&#31,E(A&0#/5&(1%(1,03/.&.(,/'5&5(8"-("#.(3&C%9('#%"&'(%"#,(%"&(4-'&(%I$10#3(

'&5&#'0"(8"10"('&$-'%5($-,.&'1,E(3&#F1,EB(@"&I(C-/,.(5/0"(.&0151-,5(#'&(,-%(%#L&,(31E"%3I(#,.(C-33-8(

4-,%"5(-'(I&#'5(-C(%"1,L1,E9($3#,,1,E9(#,.(%#L1,E(#.F10&(A/%9(31L&(.&0151-,5(%-(0"#,E&(M-A59(%"&(

.&0151-,(%-('&%1'&(&#'3I(15(-C%&,(%"&('&5/3%(-C(,&E#%1F&($'&55/'&5B(@"&(4-5%(0-44-,('&#5-,5(#'&(8-'LJ

$3#0&(0-,0&',5*(%"&5&(1,03/.&.("1E"(8-'L3-#.(#,.(1,#.&N/#%&(5%#CC1,E9(1,5/CC101&,%(%14&9(A/33I1,E(#,.(

F1-3&,0&9(-/%J-CJ%-/0"(4#,#E&4&,%9(#,.(/,5#C&(&,F1'-,4&,%5B(@"&(5&0-,.(E'-/$(-C('&#5-,5(#'&(

$'-A3&45(5/0"(#5(5%'&55(-'(133J"&#3%"B(@"&(%"1'.(E'-/$(-C('&#5-,5(15(%"&(3#0L(-C($'-C&551-,#3(

'&0-E,1%1-,9(3-55(-C(0-,C1.&,0&(#,.(#(3#0L(-C(-$$-'%/,1%1&5(%-(.&F&3-$B(@"&(3#5%('&#5-,(15($&'5-,#3(

155/&5(5/0"(#5(C#413I(0-441%4&,%5B(@"15('&5&#'0"(15(14$-'%#,%(A&0#/5&(1%(5/EE&5%5(4#,I(4#%/'&(

,/'5&5(#'&(,-%(0"--51,E(%-(3&#F&(,/'51,E(C-'($-51%1F&('&#5-,5(A/%9('#%"&'9(#'&(A&1,E(.'1F&,(#8#I(AI(#,(

/,#00&$%#A3&(&,F1'-,4&,%(%"&'&B(
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Box 2.3: Reflexive commentary upon moving jobs or leaving nursing 

2.4.4 Post-registration education 

@"&(5&0%1-,(#A-F&(.150/55&.(5%/.&,%(,/'5&5Y(%"-/E"%5(#A-/%(%"&1'(0#'&&'5B(Q-8&F&'9(&./0#%1-,(-C(

,/'5&5(0-,%1,/&5(#C%&'(%"&I("#F&('&E15%&'&.(#,.(15('&C&''&.(%-(#5($-5%J'&E15%'#%1-,(&./0#%1-,B(@"15(15(

E'&#%3I(F#3/&.(AI(,/'5&5(SQ#3C&'(#,.(a'#C9(6TT;g(#,.(d135-,(&%(#39(6TT:UB(+%(15(5&&,(#5(#,(

&,0-/'#E&4&,%(%-(5%#I(1,(#('-3&(#,.(#5(#('-/%&(%-(0#'&&'($'-E'&551-,B(+,.&&.9(5-4&($-5%59(5/0"(#5(

#.F#,0&.(,/'5&($'#0%1%1-,&'9(#'&(,-%(#F#13#A3&(81%"-/%(#("1E"&'(.&E'&&(S-'(8-'L1,E(%-8#'.5(-,&UB(l&%9(

!3&#'I(&%(#3(S6T))U(C-/,.(,/'5&5(0-4$3#1,&.(#A-/%(#(3#0L(-C(5/$$-'%(C-'(&./0#%1-,(#,.(%"&I(-C%&,(.1.(

,-%('&0&1F&(5%/.I(3&#F&(-'(%"&I(C-/,.(%"&(0-/'5&5(%"&I(5-/E"%(8&'&(%--(1,C3&D1A3&(%-(4&&%(%"&1'(8-'L1,E(

-'(%'#F&3('&N/1'&4&,%5B(Z($&'0&1F&.(5"-'%#E&(-C($-5%J'&E15%'#%1-,(&./0#%1-,(-$$-'%/,1%1&5(8133(0#/5&(

,/'5&5(%-($-,.&'(3&#F1,E(%"&1'(&4$3-I4&,%(SP31,L4#,(#,.(R#3#,%&'u9(6T)<g(@/44&'59(a'-&,&F&3.9(

#,.(7#,L"##'9(6T)=g(#,.(!3&#'I(&%(#39(6T))UB(

[-5%(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(4#.&(AI(,/'5&5(#'&(C-'(,&E#%1F&('&#5-,59(4-F1,E(#8#I(C'-4($'-A3&459(
'#%"&'(%"#,($-51%1F&('&#5-,5(5/0"(#5(0#'&&'(#.F#,0&4&,%B(K/'5&5(F#'I(1,(8"#%(%"&I(31L&(-'(.1531L&9(
A/%(#("1E"(8-'L3-#.9(5%#CC1,E(5"-'%#E&59(-'(-%"&'(C-'0&5(,&E#%1F&3I(14$#0%1,E(%"&(N/#31%I(-C(0#'&(
$'-F1.&.(5&&4(%-(A&(#(4#M-'(%'1EE&'(C-'(0#'&&'(4-F&5B(h%"&'(,&E#%1F&(1,C3/&,0&5(1,03/.&(%"&(
$&'0&$%1-,(-C($--'(4#,#E&4&,%(-'(A/33I1,EB(P/'%"&'9(,/'5&5(8#,%(%-(C&&3(#$$'&01#%&.(#,.(
'&5$&0%&.B(@"15(1,N/1'I(8133(1,F&5%1E#%&(%"&(%'1EE&'5(C-'(3&#F1,E(,/'51,E(M-A5(#,.(8133(5&&L(%-(0-,C1'4(
%"&($#'%101$#,%5(8&'&(4-5%3I(1,C3/&,0&.(AI(,&E#%1F&('&#5-,59(#,.(8"#%(%"&5&(#'&B(
2#I(15(4/0"(.150/55&.9(A/%(.1CC&'&,%('&5&#'0"&'5(.-(,-%(#E'&&(-,("-8(14$-'%#,%(1%(15(%-(,/'5&5B(+,(
F1&8(-C(%"&($'-41,&,0&(E1F&,(%-($#I(1,(%"&('&5&#'0"9(1%(15(31L&3I(%-(C&#%/'&(1,(%"&(5%-'1&59(8"10"(
5"-/3.(0-,%'1A/%&(%-(%"&(.&A#%&(#A-/%(1%5(1,C3/&,0&(-,(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5B(
@"&(5#4&(,&E#%1F&('&#5-,5(0#/51,E(I-/,E&'(,/'5&5(%-(3&#F&(%"&($'-C&551-,(0#,(0#/5&(-3.&'(
,/'5&5(%-($-,.&'('&%1'&4&,%B(R/0"(#(4-F&(15(0-,51.&'&.(8&33(A&C-'&(%"&I(3&#F&(#,.(,/'5&5("#F&(
-%"&'(-$%1-,5(51,0&('&%1'&4&,%("#5(A&0-4&(4-'&(C3&D1A3&9(81%"(%"&(#A-31%1-,(-C(%"&(.&C#/3%(
'&%1'&4&,%(#E&(#,.(%"&(-$$-'%/,1%I(%-('&./0&("-/'5(%-8#'.5(%"&(&,.(-C(#(8-'L1,E(31C&B(@"&5&(
,/'5&5(8133(#33(A&('&3#%1F&3I(4#%/'&9(#,.(1%(8133(A&(1,%&'&5%1,E(%-(&D$3-'&(%"&1'(C&&31,E5(#A-/%(
'&%1'&4&,%B(
(
(
(
(
(
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d"I(15(1%(5-("1E"3I(F#3/&.V(Q-',9(213L1,E%-,9(#,.(Q--%&,(S6T)WU(C-/,.(%"&(4-5%(14$-'%#,%('&#5-,(15(

14$'-F1,E(031&,%(0#'&(#,.($&'5-,#3(C/3C134&,%9(8"135%(1,0'&#5&.(5#3#'I(#,.($'-4-%1-,(-$$-'%/,1%1&5(#'&(

3&#5%(14$-'%#,%(%-(%"&4B(!3&#'I(&%(#3(S6T))U(C-/,.(4&,%#3("&#3%"(,/'5&5(C#F-/'&.(3-0#33I9(%#'E&%&.9(

&./0#%1-,#3(-$$-'%/,1%1&5(8"10"(8&'&(5$&01C10(%-(%"&1'(031&,%5Y(,&&.5B(KE9(O3&I9(#,.(@/0L&%%(S6T);U(

0-,C1'4&.(%"#%($-5%E'#./#%&(N/#31C10#%1-,5(1,(%"&1'(5$&01#315%(C1&3.(1,0'&#5&.(,/'5&5Y(0-,C1.&,0&(1,(%"&1'(

5L13359(#,.(8#5(%"&('&#5-,(4-5%(-C(%"&4(E#F&(C-'(&4A#'L1,E(/$-,($-5%J'&E15%'#%1-,(&./0#%1-,B([-5%(

#35-(5%#%&.(1%(1,0'&#5&.(%"&1'(0#'&&'(5#%15C#0%1-,(#,.(0#'&&'($'-5$&0%5B(l&%9(-F&'("#3C(-C(KE9(O3&I9(#,.(

@/0L&%%Y5(S6T);U(5$&01#315%(,/'5&5(.1.(,-%("#F&(#("1E"&'(N/#31C10#%1-,(,-'(8&'&(/,.&'%#L1,E(-,&B(@"&(

/$%#L&(-C("1E"&'(&./0#%1-,(8#5(&D$3-'&.(AI(G'#,.(&%(#3(S6T);U(#4-,E5%(,&-,#%#3(,/'5&59(-,&(-C(%"&(

4#,I(#'&#5(1,(,/'51,E(0/''&,%3I(&D$&'1&,01,E(5"-'%#E&5g(%"&I(0-4$3#1,&.(4#,I(,/'5&5(815"(%-(

A&0-4&($'#0%1%1-,&'59(I&%(C&8(0-44&,0&(%'#1,1,E(C-'(%"15B(@"-5&(0-44&,01,E(5$&01#315%(%'#1,1,E("#.(

E-,&(%"'-/E"(#(5&N/&,0&(-C(&F&,%5(#,.(5-4&(8-/3.JA&(%'#1,&&5(8-/3.(.'-$(-/%(#%(&#0"(5%#E&B(@"&(

5&N/&,0&(5%#'%&.(81%"(%"&(,/'5&5Y(.&0151-,(%"#%(,&-,#%#3(1,%&,51F&(0#'&(8#5(%"&1'(4&.1/4J(-'(3-,EJ

%&'4(0#'&&'(0"-10&9(#00-4$#,1&.(AI(%"&(.150-F&'I(-C(%"&($'#0%1%1-,&'('-3&9($&'"#$5(%"'-/E"(-A5&'F1,E(

$'#0%1%1-,&'5(#%(8-'LB(@"15(,&&.5(%-(A&(C-33-8&.(AI('&#.1,&559(8"10"(0-/3.(A&(.&3#I&.(/,%13(%"&I("#F&(

A-%"(%"&(%14&(#,.(%"&(4-,&I(%-(5%/.IB(h,0&(%"&I("#F&(.&01.&.(%-(&4A#'L(/$-,(#($-5%J'&E15%'#%1-,(

N/#31C10#%1-,9(%"&I(8133(%I$10#33I(&D$&0%(%-('&4#1,(81%"1,(%"#%(C1&3.(C-'(#%(3&#5%(5&F&'#3(I&#'5B(

K/'5&5(F#3/&(C/'%"&'(&./0#%1-,9(5&&1,E(1%(#5(#('-/%&(%-($&'5-,#3(C/3C134&,%(#,.(&,#A31,E(%"&4(%-(
$'-F1.&(&,"#,0&.(0#'&9('#%"&'(%"#,(#('-/%&(%-($'-4-%1-,B([-'&(,/'5&5(#5$1'&(%-("1E"&'(&./0#%1-,(
%"#,(#0%/#33I(&4A#'L(/$-,(1%(A&0#/5&(-C(#(5&'1&5(-C(-A5%#03&5(%"&I(4/5%(-F&'0-4&(%-(5%#'%(#(
$'-E'#44&(-C(5%/.IB(@"15(4&#,5(5-4&($-5%59(5/0"(#5(#.F#,0&.($'#0%10&9(#'&(/,-A%#1,#A3&(C-'(
5-4&(,/'5&5(81%"-/%(51E,1C10#,%(5/$$-'%(C'-4(4#,#E&'5(#,.(-%"&'5B(
@"&($#'%101$#,%5(1,(%"15(1,N/1'I(8133(#33("#F&(&D$&'1&,0&.($'&J'&E15%'#%1-,(&./0#%1-,(#,.(#'&(31L&3I(%-(
"#F&(&D%&,51F&(&D$&'1&,0&(-C($-5%J'&E15%'#%1-,(&./0#%1-,B(+,.&&.9(,/'51,E(.&E'&&5(8&'&(/,/5/#3(
/,%13('&0&,%3I(#,.(5-(5-4&($#'%101$#,%5(4#I("#F&(E#1,&.(%"&1'(,/'51,E('&E15%'#%1-,(81%"(#,(
#0#.&410(N/#31C10#%1-,(#%(0&'%1C10#%&(-'(.1$3-4#(3&F&3(#,.(E'#./#%&.(8"135%(8-'L1,E(#5(#(,/'5&B(
@"&1'(5%-'1&5(5"-/3.(A&(&D#41,&.(%-(#55&55(%"&(1,C3/&,0&(-C(5/0"(&./0#%1-,(/$-,(%"&1'(0#'&&'(
.&0151-,5B(
(

Box 2.4: Reflexive commentary upon post-registration education 

(
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2.4.5 Gender and nursing 

@"&(14$#0%(-C(E&,.&'(15(4/0"('&5&#'0"&.(1,(0#'&&'(31%&'#%/'&B(R-4&(%"&-'15%5(03#14(0"13.'&,(3&#',(F&'I(

I-/,E(-C(%"&(&D$&0%#%1-,5('&3#%&.(%-(E&,.&'B(P-'(&D#4$3&9(a-%%C'&.5-,(S)W:)U(5"-8&.(%"#%(C'-4(M/5%(

51D(%-(&1E"%(I&#'5(0"13.'&,(#'&(-'1&,%#%&.(%-(5&D('-3&5(#,.(3&#',(0&'%#1,('-3&5(#'&(-,3I(5/1%#A3&(C-'(-,&(

E&,.&'9('&,.&'1,E(5&F&'#3($-%&,%1#3('-3&5(#$$#'&,%3I(/,5/1%#A3&(C-'(%"&4B(P-'(1,5%#,0&9(#(I-/,E(0"13.(

4#I(A&(&D$-5&.(%-(A--L5(#,.(%&3&F151-,(5"-85(8"10"(.&$10%(8-4&,(1,(0#'1,E9(,/'%/'1,E('-3&5(#,.(

.&01.&(,/'51,E(15(-,3I(5/1%#A3&(C-'(8-4&,B(+,(4-'&('&0&,%(8-'L9(d&&(S6T)>U(C-/,.(%"15(E&,.&'(

5%&'&-%I$1,E(15(5%133($&'F#51F&9(A&0#/5&(5"&(#5L&.(I-/,E(#./3%5(%-(4#L&("I$-%"&%10#3(0#'&&'(0"-10&5(

#,.(C-/,.(&F1.&,0&(%-(5/$$-'%(a-%%C'&.5-,Y5(S)W:)U(#55&'%1-,(%"#%(1C(%"&I(#'&(C-'0&.(%-(0-4$'-415&9(

8-'L&'5(5#0'1C10&(-%"&'(#5$&0%5(-C(%"&1'(1.&#3(M-A(A&C-'&(%"&I(5#0'1C10&(E&,.&'(5%&'&-%I$1,EB(@"15(3&#.5(

%-(.1CC10/3%1&5(1,(0-4A1,1,E(#(0#'&&'(81%"($#'&,%1,E(#,.("-4&4#L1,E('&5$-,51A131%1&5B(@"&5&(./%1&5(C#33(

.15$'-$-'%1-,#33I(/$-,(8-4&,(#,.(0#,(4&#,(C#413I('&5$-,51A131%1&5(5%-$(8-4&,(,/'51,E(8"135%(%"&1'(

0"13.'&,(#'&(I-/,E(SQ-4A/'E9(Q&1E.&,9(#,.(b#3L&,A&'E9(6T)=Ug($-5%$-,&(%"&1'(&,%'I(1,%-(5$&01#315%(

%'#1,1,E(SKE9(O3&I9(#,.(@/0L&%%9(6T);Ug(-'(4&#,(%"&I(0#,,-%(4#L&(#.F#,%#E&-/5(0#'&&'(4-F&5(S7/0L9(

d13L&59(#,.(hYG#/E"9(6T)<UB(

l&%9(1,(-%"&'(8#I59(1%(4#I(A&(4&,(8"-(#'&(.15#.F#,%#E&.9($#'%10/3#'3I(#%(%"&(-/%5&%(-C(%"&1'(0#'&&'5B(

7&55(%"#,()Tn(-C(#./3%(,/'5&5(#'&(4&,9(#,.(%"15("#5($&'515%&.(.&5$1%&(.&F&3-$4&,%5(%-8#'.5(

E&,.&'J&N/#3(,/4A&'5(1,(-%"&'($'-C&551-,5(SR#I4#,9(6T)<UB([&,(4#I(A&(.150-/'#E&.(C'-4(&,%&'1,E(

%"&($'-C&551-,(1,(%"&(C1'5%(1,5%#,0&(Sd&#F&'(&%(#39(6T)>g(#,.(hY!-,,-'9(6T)<U(8"10"(4&#,5(%"-5&(%"#%(

.-(#'&(-C%&,("1E"3I(4-%1F#%&.(%-(C-'E&(#(0#'&&'(1,(,/'51,EB(OF&,(5-9(4&,(5%'/EE3&(%-(&5%#A315"(#,(

1.&,%1%I(#,.($'-C&551-,#3('&3#%1-,5"1$5(1,(,/'51,E(#,.(#'&(#%(1,0'&#5&.('15L(-C(3&#F1,E(SR#I4#,9(6T)<UB(

[#3&(,/'5&5(.&50'1A&.(%-(R#I4#,(S6T)<U(C#01,E(.&'-E#%-'I(0-44&,%5(-,(#,(#34-5%(.#13I(A#515(#,.(1%(

4#I(A&(4&,(#'&($#'%10/3#'3I(1,C3/&,0&.(AI(%"&(A/33I1,E(&,F1'-,4&,%(5-4&(#/%"-'5("#F&(,-%&.(Sd13L&5(

&%(#39(6T)?g(]#85-,(&%(#39(6T)>g(#,.(d#3L&'9(!3&,.-,9(#,.(d133159(6T):UB(R&F&'#3('&3#%&.(C&&31,E(%"&I(
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"#.(%-($&'C-'4(A&%%&'(%"#,(%"&1'(C&4#3&(0-/,%&'$#'%5g(%"&I("#.(%-(A&(%"&(^E-J%-(E/I`(SR#I4#,9(6T)<9(

$#E&()>UB(]&5$1%&(%"159(4#,I(&D$&'1&,0&.(0#'&&'(C'/5%'#%1-,5(#,.(,-%(A&1,E(#A3&(%-($'-E'&55B((

Q-8&F&'9(%"&(51%/#%1-,(4#I(A&('&F&'5&.(1,(3#%&'(0#'&&'g(#%(3&#.&'5"1$(3&F&35(1,(%"&($'-C&551-,(1%(4#I(A&(

%"&(8-4&,(8"-(C#0&(.150'141,#%1-,B(Z00-'.1,E(%-(G/'%-,9(G&,,&%%9(#,.(a1AA-,(S6TTWU9("#,.5J-,(0#'&(

15(3&55(51E,1C10#,%(%-(0-,5/3%#,%(,/'5&59(8"-(1,5%&#.(5%'&55(%"&(14$-'%#,0&(-C(3&#.&'5"1$(#,.(5&'F10&(

.&F&3-$4&,%B(l&%(G&'L&'I9(@1&',#,9(#,.([-'3&I(S6T)>U(C-/,.(4#3&(,/'5&5(#,.(41.81F&5(J(A/%(,-%(

C&4#3&(,/'5&5(-'(41.81F&5(J(%&,.(%-(&D$&0%(4&,(%-(.&4-,5%'#%&(5/$&'1-'(3&#.&'5"1$(0#$#A131%1&5(

0-4$#'&.(%-(8-4&,B(G&'L&'I9(@1&',#,9(#,.([-'3&I(S6T)>U(.-(,-%(&D#41,&(8"&'&(%"&5&(&D$&0%#%1-,5(

#'15&9(-'(8"&%"&'(%"&I(#'&(514$3I(A#5&.(-,(5-01&%IY5(,-'459(A/%(%"&I(&D$'&55(0-,0&',(#A-/%(%"&(

$'-C&551-,(A&0-41,E(^%8-J%1&'`(S$#E&(?)?UB(@"15(15(A&0#/5&(4&,('15&(4-'&('#$1.3I(81%"1,(%"&(

$'-C&551-,9(8"10"('&1,C-'0&5(%"&(E&,.&'(5%&'&-%I$1,E(A/%(8-/3.(A&(.&J4-%1F#%1,E(%-(C&4#3&(,/'5&5B(

G&'L&'I9(@1&',#,9(#,.([-'3&I(S6T)>U(,-%&(%"15(E&,.&'(5%&'&-%I$1,E(15(8&33J&5%#A315"&.(%"'-/E"-/%(

5-01&%I(#,.(5/'F1F&5(&F&,(1,(#($'-C&551-,(.-41,#%&.(AI(8-4&,B(@"&I(%#L&(5-4&(0-4C-'%9("-8&F&'9(

C'-4(C1,.1,E(5%/.&,%5(5&&4(%-(#."&'&(3&55(%-(E&,.&'(5%&'&-%I$1,EB((

Box 2.5: Reflexive commentary on gender in nursing 

2.4.6 The role of managers and mentors in career decisions 

[/0"(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"(4&,%1-,&.(%"&5&(1,(-%"&'(0-,%&D%5(#,.(%"&I("#F&(A&&,(E#%"&'&.("&'&(%-(C-'4(

%"&(C1,#3(%"&4&B(2'10&(&%(#3(S6T):U(C-/,.(5%/.&,%(,/'5&5(#,.(,&83I(N/#31C1&.(HK5(8#,%&.(#(5/$$-'%1F&(

@"&('&5&#'0"(31%&'#%/'&(#34-5%(/,1F&'5#33I(#0L,-83&.E&.(A&1,E(#(8-4#,(15(#(.15#.F#,%#E&(%-(
0#'&&'($'-E'&551-,B(+%(8133(A&(1,%&'&5%1,E(%-(0-33&0%(%"&($#'%101$#,%5Y(5%-'1&5('&3#%&.(%-(E&,.&'(#,.(
&F#3/#%&(8"&%"&'9(&F&,(1,(#($'-C&551-,(.-41,#%&.(AI(8-4&,9(%"&5&(.15#.F#,%#E&5(0-,%1,/&(%-(
#$$3IB(P-'(4&,(1,(,/'51,E9(%"&(51%/#%1-,(15(0-4$3&DB(@"&I(5%#'%(-CC(81%"(#(.15#.F#,%#E&(#,.(,&&.(
%-(A&(N/1%&('&5131&,%(%-(5&&(1%(%"'-/E"9(A/%(%"&('&8#'.59(1,(%&'45(-C(0#'&&'($'-E'&551-,9(C-'(%"-5&(
8"-($&'515%9(#'&($-%&,%1#33I(#%%'#0%1F&B(
@"15(1,N/1'I(4/5%(1,03/.&(4&,B(+.&#33I9(%"&($'-$-'%1-,(5"-/3.('&C3&0%(%"&(E&,.&'(A#3#,0&(-C(
7-,.-,(,/'5&5B(@"&I(0#,,-%(A&(#5L&.($-1,%&.(N/&5%1-,5(#A-/%(.150'141,#%1-,(-'(0#'&&'(
#.F#,%#E&(S51,0&(#,I(5/0"(N/&5%1-,5(,&&.(%-(#35-(A&(#5L&.(-C(%"&(8-4&,($#'%101$#,%5U9(A/%(1%(8133(
A&(1,%&'&5%1,E(%-(&D#41,&(%"&1'(5%-'1&5(%-(1.&,%1CI(#,I(5/0"(4#%&'1#3B(
(
(
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&,F1'-,4&,%(1,(8"10"(%-(A/13.(%"&1'(0#'&&'5B(K&83I('&E15%&'&.(HK5(3--L&.(%-(%"&1'(4#,#E&'(%-($'-F1.&(

#(03&#'(5%'/0%/'&(1,(8"10"(%-(8-'L9(5%'-,E(3&#.&'5"1$9(E/1.#,0&9(C&&.A#0L9('&#55/'#,0&9(#,.(5/$$-'%(

81%"($'-C&551-,#3(.&F&3-$4&,%g(A/%(%"&I(8&'&(-C%&,(.15#$$-1,%&.B([-5%(0-4$3#1,&.(%-(2'10&(&%(#3(

S6T):U(%"&1'(4#,#E&'(8#5(3#'E&3I(1,F151A3&(#,.(4&'&3I('&N/1'&.(&F&'J1,0'&#51,E(#.41,15%'#%1F&(8-'L(

C'-4(%"&4B(P31,L4#,(#,.(R#3#,%&'u(S6T)<U(51413#'3I(C-/,.(#(3#0L(-C(5/$$-'%(1,(%"&1'(,&8('-3&(4#I(

0-,%'1A/%&(%-(HKY5(3&#F1,E(%"&($'-C&551-,B(OD$&'1&,0&.(,/'5&5('&$-'%&.(%"#%(C-'(4-5%(-C(%"&1'(0#'&&'5(

%"&I("#.(A&&,(^-,(%"&1'(-8,`(S2'10&(&%(#39(6T):9($#E&(;=WU(8"10"(4#.&(%"&4(C&&3(/,#$$'&01#%&.B(2'10&(

&%(#3(S6T):U(#,.(P31,L4#,(#,.(R#3#,%&'u(S6T)<U(#33(,-%&.(%"&(C&8(,/'5&5(8"-(C-/,.($-5%5(-CC&'1,E(

E--.(5/$$-'%(%&,.&.(%-('&4#1,(%"&'&(C-'(3-,E&'(%"#,(-%"&'815&B((

+,(j\(,/'51,E9($'&0&$%-'5"1$(15(#('&N/1'&4&,%(-C(%"&(K/'51,E(#,.([1.81C&'I(!-/,0139(-'(K[!(SK/'51,E(

#,.([1.81C&'I(!-/,0139(6T))U(C-'(%"&(C1'5%(I&#'(C-33-81,E('&E15%'#%1-,B([/0"(31%&'#%/'&(-,(5/$$-'%(#,.(

&,0-/'#E&4&,%(C-'(,&8(HK5(15(514$3I(0-,0&',&.(81%"(%"&($#551,E(-,(-C(5L1335(#,.(#%%1%/.&5(%-(M/,1-'(

,/'5&5(#,.("&3$(81%"($'#0%10#3(#5$&0%5(5/0"(#5('-5%&'1,E(Sd135-,(&%(#39(6TT:UB(l&%9(E--.(4&,%-'1,E(

0#,(A&(4/0"(4-'&B(Z.&,1'#,9(R41%"Ja3#5E-89(#,.(G"#%%#0"#'I#(S6T)=U(5%#%&.('&0&1F1,E(4&,%-'5"1$(

15(&55&,%1#3(C-'($'-C&551-,#3(E'-8%"(#,.("&3$5(%"&4(C1,.(%"&1'(,10"&(S[1335(&%(#39(6T);UB(Q-8&F&'9(

4&,%-'1,E(5/0"(#5(%"15(15(-C%&,(#A5&,%(S[1335(&%(#39(6T);UB(Z.&,1'#,9(R41%"Ja3#5E-89(#,.(G"#%%#0"#'I#(

S6T)=U(,-%&.(1,%&',#%1-,#33I(&./0#%&.(,/'5&5(%&,.(%-(4#L&(53-8(0#'&&'($'-E'&55(0-4$#'&.(%-(

1,.1E&,-/5(,/'5&5(#,.(5/EE&5%&.(%"15(8#5(A&0#/5&(1,%&',#%1-,#3(,/'5&5(#'&(3&55(31L&3I(%-('&0&1F&(

0#'&&'(4&,%-'1,EB(

2"131$$-/(S6T)<U(#5L&.(,/'5&5(%-('#%&(%"&(.&E'&&(-C('&5$-,51A131%I(4#,#E&'5(#,.(,/'5&5("#.(C-'(

.1CC&'&,%(#5$&0%5(-C(0#'&&'(.&F&3-$4&,%B(@"&I($'&5&,%&.(#(5%'#1E"%JC-'8#'.(5%'/0%/'&*(4#,#E&'5(#'&(

'&5$-,51A3&(C-'(5"-'%J%&'4(.&F&3-$4&,%9(%"'-/E"(%"&($'-F151-,(-C(.&F&3-$4&,%#3(#0%1F1%1&5(#,.(

0-/'5&5g(%"&(4#,#E&'(#,.(%"&(,/'5&(5"#'&('&5$-,51A131%I(C-'(4&.1/4J%&'4(#0%1F1%1&59(5/0"(#5(

1.&,%1CI1,E(#,.(#..'&551,E(8&#L,&55&5(#,.(A/13.1,E(/$-,(5%'&,E%"5B(@"&(,/'5&5(#,.(4#,#E&'5(

5"-8&.(5-4&(531E"%(.15#E'&&4&,%(#A-/%(%"15(A&0#/5&(&#0"(5%#%&.(1%(5"-/3.(4-5%3I(31&(81%"(
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%"&45&3F&5B(@"&'&(8#5(4-'&(#E'&&4&,%(%"#%(%"&(,/'5&("#5(%"&(3-,EJ%&'4('&5$-,51A131%I(-C(A/13.1,E(#(

0#'&&'($#%"(#,.(0-,515%&,%(81%"(%"159(5&,1-'(5%#CC(8&'&(4-'&(81331,E(%"#,(M/,1-'(%-(#00&$%('&5$-,51A131%I(

C-'(%"&1'(0#'&&'(.&F&3-$4&,%B(2"131$$-/(S6T)<U(.1.(,-%(&D$3-'&(8"&%"&'(%"15('#%"&'(,&#%(#''#,E&4&,%(15(

8"#%("#$$&,&.(A/%(.1.(,-%&(A-%"(4#,#E&'5(#,.(,/'5&5(%&,.(%-($&'0&1F&(1.&#33I9(%"&(&4$3-I&'(8-/3.(

%#L&(4-'&('&5$-,51A131%I(%"#,(%"&I(.1.B((

Z.F10&(#,.(&,0-/'#E&4&,%(0-/3.(A&(&5$&01#33I(14$-'%#,%(C-'(,/'5&5(8"-(815"(%-(C-33-8(#,(

/,0-,F&,%1-,#3(-'(/,$-$/3#'(0#'&&'($#%"B(+%(8#5(,-%&.(S5&0%1-,(6B<B>U(&4A#'L1,E(/$-,($-5%J

'&E15%'#%1-,(%'#1,1,E(1,F-3F&5(5&F&'#3(5%&$5(#,.(8-/3.JA&(%'#1,&&5(0#,(.'-$(-/%(#%(&#0"(5%&$B(h,&(

'&#5-,(C-'(%"159(#00-'.1,E(%-(5-4&(-C(KE9(O3&I9(#,.(@/0L&%%%Y5(S6T);U($#'%101$#,%59(15(%"&I(8&'&(

.150-/'#E&.(AI(%"&1'($&&'5(#,.(1%(%--L(0-,51.&'#A3&(0-,C1.&,0&(%-(E-(#E#1,5%(%"15(#.F10&(#,.(%-(

-F&'0-4&(,&E#%1F&(5%&'&-%I$&5B(Z3&D#,.&'9(]1&C&,A&0L9(#,.(G'-8,(S6T)<U(&D#41,&.("-8(,/'5&5(

5&3&0%&.(#,.('&4#1,&.(81%"1,(%"&(/,$-$/3#'(C1&3.(-C(4&,%#3("&#3%"B(ZE#1,9(%"&I(C-/,.(%"&5&(,/'5&5(

"#.(%-(.15'&E#'.(/,5-3101%&.(#,.(-C%&,(0-,%'#.10%-'I(#.F10&(C'-4($&&'5B(h,(%"&(-%"&'("#,.9(

&,0-/'#E&4&,%(C'-4(#('&5$&0%&.(5&,1-'(0-33&#E/&9(5/EE&5%1,E(%"&I(8&'&($#'%10/3#'3I(5/1%#A3&(C-'(

4&,%#3("&#3%"(,/'51,E9(8-/3.(&,0-/'#E&(%"&4(%-(0-,51.&'(#(0#'&&'($#%"(4-5%("#.(,-%($'&F1-/53I(

$-,.&'&.B(@"&I(%&'4(%"15(^F#31.#%1-,(-C($-%&,%1#3`(SZ3&D#,.&'9(]1&C&,A&0L9(#,.(G'-8,9(6T)<9($#E&(

>>WU(#,.(1%(1,F-3F&5('&#55/'1,E(%"&(,/'5&(%"&I("#.(%"&('&N/1'&.(5L1335(81%"(C/'%"&'($-%&,%1#3(%-(A&(

&CC&0%1F&B(R/0"(&,0-/'#E&4&,%(8#5($#'%10/3#'3I(F#3/#A3&(1C(%"&(#.F15-'("#.(81%,&55&.(%"&4(1,(

$'#0%10&B((

Z.&,1'#,9(R41%"Ja3#5E-89(#,.(G"#%%#0"#'I#(S6T)=U(1.&,%1C1&.(4-5%(,&83I('&E15%&'&.(HK5(8&'&(#A3&(

%-(1.&,%1CI(#(4&,%-'(#,.(5#8(%"&4(#5(#(5-/'0&(-C(1,C-'4#%1-,(A/%(8&'&(3&55(31L&3I(%-(5&&(%"&4(#5(#('-3&(

4-.&3B(@"-5&(%"#%(.1.9("-8&F&'9(8&'&('&8#'.&.(81%"(1,0'&#5&.(0#'&&'(&D$&0%#%1-,5(#,.(#(03&#'&'(1.&#(

-C("-8(%-($'-E'&55(1,(%"&1'(0#'&&'5B(Q-8&F&'9(4&,%-'5"1$(15(14$-'%#,%(%"'-/E"-/%(%"&1'(0#'&&'5(#,.(
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G--%"(&%(#3(S6TT;U(C-/,.(031,10#3(,/'5&(5$&01#315%(E'&#%3I(F#3/&.(%"&(5/$$-'%(#,.(&,0-/'#E&4&,%(-C(

C&33-8(5$&01#315%(,/'5&5B(

Box 2.6: Reflexive commentary upon the influence of mentors and managers on career 

decisions. 

 Conclusion to chapter 2 

@"15(0-,03/.1,E(5&0%1-,(8133(5/44#'15&(8"#%(%"&(&D15%1,E(31%&'#%/'&(%&335(/5(#A-/%(0#'&&'5(1,(,/'51,E(

#,.(8"#%(8&(5%133(,&&.(%-(3&#',9(8"10"("#5(A&&,("1E"31E"%&.(1,(%"&('&C3&D1F&(0-44&,%#'1&5B(P'-4(%"&'&9(

%"&('&5&#'0"(N/&5%1-,(C-'(%"15(1,N/1'I(8133(A&(C-'4/3#%&.B(

R%/.&,%5(&,%&'(%"&1'(,/'5&(&./0#%1-,(81%"($--'3I(.&F&3-$&.(0#'&&'($3#,59(5-(#,I($3#,5(%"&I(&,%&'%#1,(

8133("#F&(.&F&3-$&.(-,0&(%"&I(#'&(81%"1,(%"&($'-C&551-,B(!#'&&'(1.&#5(0#,(E'-8(./'1,E(5%/.&,%(

$3#0&4&,%5(#,.(#(E--.(&D$&'1&,0&(1,(0"#33&,E1,E($3#0&4&,%5(4#I(133/41,#%&(0#'&&'($#%"5(%"&I(8-/3.(

,-%("#F&(-%"&'815&(0-,51.&'&.B(R%/.&,%(,/'5&5(-C%&,(5%#'%(-/%(A&31&F1,E(#0/%&9("-5$1%#3JA#5&.(0#'&(15(

%"&(4-5%(5L133&.(#,.(1,%&'&5%1,E9(8"135%(0#'1,E(C-'(031&,%5(81%"(3-,EJ%&'4(0#'&(,&&.5(15("-$&3&55(#,.(

./33B(Q-8&F&'9(5-4&(5%/.&,%5(.&F&3-$(1,51E"%5(1,%-(%"&(14$#0%(,/'51,E(0#'&(0#,("#F&(#,.(3&#',(%-(

#$$'&01#%&(%"&(#.F#,0&.(5L1335('&N/1'&.(%-(0#'&(C-'(5/0"(031&,%5B(K&F&'%"&3&559(&CC-'%5(%-($-'%'#I(&3.&'(

0#'&(1,(#($-51%1F&(31E"%(4#I(A&("#4$&'&.(AI(%"&('&#31%I(-C(5-4&(031,10#3(&,F1'-,4&,%5B((

@"&($'-C&551-,("#5(81%,&55&.(#(E'-8%"(1,(#.F#,0&.(#,.(5$&01#315%($'#0%10&B(@"&5&($-5%5(-C%&,(1,F-3F&(

0#'1,E(C-'(031&,%5(81%"(0"'-,10($'-A3&459(5/0"(#5($&-$3&(8"-("#F&(&D$&'1&,0&.(#(!bZB(K/'5&5(

&,%&'1,E(%"&5&(C1&3.5(8133("#F&(3&#',%(-C(%"&(C/3C134&,%(#F#13#A3&(1,(0#'1,E(C-'(5/0"(031&,%59(A&0#/5&(%"15(

[&,%-'1,E(15(-C%&,(5&&,(#5(514$3I($#551,E(-,(5L13359(A/%(E--.(4&,%-'1,E(0#,(A&(#($-8&'C/3(#,.(
'&8#'.1,E('&3#%1-,5"1$B(+%(0#,(&,0-/'#E&(8-'L&'5(%-('&4#1,(3-,E&'(1,($-5%(A/%(%-(4#L&(A-3.&'(
0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(8"&,(%"&I(.-(4-F&B(l&%(4#,I(,/'5&5(.-(,-%('&0&1F&(N/#31%I(4&,%-'1,EB(H#%"&'9(
%"&I(4/5%(4#L&(%"&1'(-8,(8#I(%"'-/E"(%"&1'(0#'&&'5B((
[-5%(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"(1,%-(4&,%-'1,E(S-'(3#0L(-C(1%U(15(C'-4(%"&('&01$1&,%5Y($-1,%(-C(F1&8B(Q-8&F&'9(
%"15(1,N/1'I(8133(1,03/.&(4#,#E&'59(&./0#%-'59(#,.(5&,1-'(,/'5&59(#,.(5"-/3.(&D$3-'&(81%"(%"&4(
%"&(&D$&'1&,0&(-C($'-F1.1,E(4&,%-'1,EB(

(
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15(,-%(#$$#'&,%(%-(4-5%(5%/.&,%(,/'5&5B(@"&5&(#.F#,0&.($'#0%1%1-,&'($-5%5(#'&(#%%'#0%1F&(A&0#/5&(-C(

%"&(.&E'&&(-C(#/%-,-4I(%"&I(-CC&'B(Q-8&F&'9(%"&I(#'&($--'3I(#,.(&''#%10#33I(-'E#,15&.(#,.('-/%&5(%-(

%"&4(#'&(,-%(%'#,5$#'&,%B((

h,0&('&E15%&'&.9(,/'5&5(8#,%(%-(E1F&(E--.(0#'&(#,.(%-('&0&1F&('&5$&0%(#,.('&0-E,1%1-,(C-'(%"&1'(

0-,%'1A/%1-,5B(P&&31,E(%"&1'(0#'&(15(1,5/CC101&,%9(C-'(8"#%&F&'('&#5-,9(15($'-C-/,.3I(.&J4-%1F#%1,E9(

0#/51,E(,/'5&5(%-($-,.&'(3&#F1,EB(K/'5&5(#%(#33(3&F&35('&$-'%(C'/5%'#%1-,(81%"($--'(4#,#E&4&,%(#,.(#(

3#0L(-C('&5$&0%9(#5(,/'5&5(#'&(&D03/.&.(C'-4(4#,#E&4&,%(#,.(5%'#%&E10(.&0151-,J4#L1,EB([#,I(

0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(%-(0"#,E&(M-A59(-'(&F&,(%-(3&#F&(,/'51,E(#3%-E&%"&'9(#$$&#'(%'1EE&'&.(AI(,&E#%1F&(

1,C3/&,0&5(1,(%"&1'($-5%59('#%"&'(%"#,(%"&($'-5$&0%(-C(0#'&&'($'-E'&551-,B(K&F&'%"&3&559(,/'5&5(#'&(

L&&,(%-('&0&1F&($-5%J'&E15%'#%1-,(&./0#%1-,(A&0#/5&(%"&I(A&31&F&(%"15(8133("&3$(%"&4(.&31F&'(A&%%&'(

0#'&B(Q-8&F&'9(%-(&4A#'L(/$-,(C-'4#3($-5%J'&E15%'#%1-,(&./0#%1-,(15(#(51E,1C10#,%(/,.&'%#L1,E(#,.(

,/'5&5(0#,(A&(.&%&''&.(AI(%"&(&D$&,5&(-'(%14&(0-441%4&,%59(-'(&F&,(AI(%"&(#%%1%/.&5(-C(%"&1'($&&'5B((

@"&(C1,.1,E5(-C(%"15('&F1&8(0-,0&',1,E(E&,.&'(#'&(0-4$3&DB(!#'&&'(%"&-'I(E&,&'#33I(.&&45(A&1,E(#(

8-4#,(15(.15#.F#,%#E&-/5(%-(#(0#'&&'9(I&%(%"&('&5&#'0"(5/EE&5%5(4#3&(HK5(&D$&'1&,0&(

.150'141,#%1-,(&#'3I(1,(%"&1'(0#'&&'B(Q-8&F&'9(8"&,(1%(0-4&5(%-(3&#.&'5"1$9(5-4&(,/'5&5(%&,.(%-(

&D$&0%(4&,(%-(.-(%"15(4-'&(&#513I(#,.(4&,(4#I(C1,.(%"&45&3F&5(#%(#,(#.F#,%#E&(8"&,(%"&I(#$$3I(C-'(

5&,1-'($-5%5B(R1413#'3I9(HK5(C'-4(%"&(A3#0L(#,.(41,-'1%I(&%",10(SG[OU(0-44/,1%I(4#I(#35-($#'%10/3#'3I(

A&,&C1%(C'-4(&,0-/'#E&4&,%B((

d"&,(4&,%-'5"1$(15($'&5&,%9(#33(,/'5&5(8133(5%'1F&(%-(.-(%"&1'(A&5%9(&,M-I(8-'L1,E9(#,.(#'&(3&55(31L&3I(%-(

3&#F&B(Q-8&F&'9(%--(-C%&,(1%(15(,-%($'&5&,%9(0&'%#1,3I(3#%&'(%"#,(-,&(I&#'(#C%&'('&E15%'#%1-,B([#,I(,/'5&5(

C&&3(%"&I(#'&(-,(%"&1'(-8,(#,.(,&&.(%-(A/13.(%"&1'(0#'&&'5(1,(15-3#%1-,9(&F&,(%"-/E"(%"&I(8-/3.(F#3/&(#(

4&,%-'5"1$('&3#%1-,5"1$B(

@"&('&F1&8(-C(%"&(31%&'#%/'&(#35-(1,C-'4&.(%"&(.&F&3-$4&,%(-C(%"&(4&%"-.-3-EI9(#,.(%"15(15(.150/55&.(

#%(%"&(5%#'%(-C(%"&(,&D%(0"#$%&'(S0"#$%&'(=UB(Z,-%"&'($/'$-5&(-C(%"&(31%&'#%/'&('&F1&8(8#5(&D$3#1,&.(#%(
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%"&(5%#'%(-C(%"15(0"#$%&'(,#4&3I9(%-(.&F&3-$(%"&(1,%&'$'&%1F&(3&,5(5-(%"&(5%-'1&5(0-/3.(A&(/,.&'5%--.(1,(

%"&(31E"%(-C('&0&,%('&5&#'0"B((

!-,0&',1,E(%"&(0/''&,%(#'&#(-C(1,%&'&5%9(%"&(31%&'#%/'&('&F1&8("#5($'-F1.&.(5-4&(1,51E"%(1,%-(1,C3/&,0&5(

-,(,/'5&5(%-(5%#I(1,(%"&1'($-5%5(-'(0-,51.&'(4-F1,E9(A/%(4/0"(-C(%"15(15(3141%&.(%-(&#'3I(0#'&&'5B(@"&'&(

15(,-(31%&'#%/'&(C-0/5&.(-,("-8(%-(5/$$-'%(,/'5&5Y(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5B([/0"(-C(%"15('&5&#'0"(8#5(C'-4(

%"&($&'5$&0%1F&(-C(%"&(&4$3-I1,E(-'E#,15#%1-,(#,.(%"&1'(,&&.(C-'(5/CC101&,%(,/'5&5(%-(.&31F&'("1E"J

N/#31%I(0#'&9(C&8(&D#41,&.(%"&(,/'5&5o($&'5$&0%1F&B(OF&,(%"-5&(1,F&5%1E#%1,E(%"&(,/'5&5Y($&'5$&0%1F&(

/5&.(3#'E&J50#3&(5%#%15%10#3(5/'F&I5(%-(4&#5/'&(#%%1%/.&59(C-'(&D#4$3&9(\-5L1,&,(&%(#3(S6T)6U(#,.(

G#''-,(#,.(d&5%(S6TT?UB(@"&(C1'5%(%8-(5&0%1-,5(-C(%"&(G[_(#$$'#15#3(%--3(#5L(8"&%"&'(%"&(4&%"-.(15(

#$$'-$'1#%&(C-'(%"&($/'$-5&B(@"&5&("#F&(4-5%3I(A&&,(0-4$3&%&.(sI&5s(A&0#/5&(%"15(15(#,(&5%#A315"&.(

'&5&#'0"(4&%"-.(SG#'JZ,#, and K-5&L9(6T)>U9(A/%(8&(5"-/3.(,-%&(1%5(3141%#%1-,5B(Z('&0&,%(0'1%1N/&(AI(

\'#4-,(#,.(d&E"-'5%(S6T)WU(&D$'&55&.(0-,0&',(#A-/%(%"&(F#31.1%I(-C(4&#5/'1,E(#%%1%/.&5(81%"(

'&5&#'0"(%--35(1,F-3F1,E(3&,E%"I(315%5B(R&F&'#3('&5&#'0"($#$&'5(/5&.(1,(%"15('&F1&8(.1.(M/5%(%"#%(#,.(

03#14&.(%-('&$-'%(%"&(,/'5&5o($&'5$&0%1F&(A#5&.(-,(5%#%15%10#3(0-''&3#%1-,5B(P-'(&D#4$3&9(7#'5&,9(7&1'9(

#,.(P'#/,.1&,5%(S6T)6U(#5L&.($#'%101$#,%5(%-(0"--5&(A&%8&&,(0#'&&'(-$%1-,5(#,.(!#,.&3#9(a/%1&''&m9(

#,.(\&#%1,E(S6T)=U(#5L&.($#'%101$#,%5("-8(4/0"(%"&I(#E'&&.(81%"(#(315%(-C(5%#%&4&,%5B(G-%"(8&'&(

.&%&'41,&.(1,(#.F#,0&(#,.(,&1%"&'(8&'&($13-%&.(S5&&(%#A3&(#$6B>(1,(#$$&,.1D(6UB(@"15(4&#,%(

$#'%101$#,%5(-,3I("#.(%"&(-$$-'%/,1%I(%-(0-44&,%(/$-,(#5$&0%5(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"(N/&5%1-,(%"&(

'&5&#'0"&'5("#.(#3'&#.I(A&31&F&.(14$-'%#,%B(\1..(S6TT;U(0-4$3#1,&.(0#'&&'('&5&#'0"("#5(3-,E(A&&,(

.-41,#%&.(AI($5I0"-3-EI9(8"10"(%'#.1%1-,#33I(C#F-/'5(3#'E&J50#3&9(N/#,%1%#%1F&(5%/.1&5B(R/0"(

#$$'-#0"&5(0#,(1.&,%1CI(%'&,.5(A/%(#'&(3&55(F#3/#A3&(1,(/,.&'5%#,.1,E($&-$3&Y5(4-%1F#%1-,59("-$&59(

#,.(C&#'5B(k/#31%#%1F&($#$&'5(#'&(E&,&'#33I(A&%%&'(#%(0#$%/'1,E($#'%101$#,%5Y(C&&31,E5B(R&F&'#3(-C(%"&5&(

1,03/.&.(1,(%"15('&F1&8(/5&.(C-0/5(E'-/$5B(d"135%(%"&(5"#'&.(&D$&'1&,0&(-C(#(5/$$-'%1F&(E'-/$(0#,(

"&3$(.&C1,&(,-F&3(0-,0&$%5(S[1335(&%(#39(6T);U9(1%(15($-551A3&(5-4&(.&&$(C&&31,E5(#A-/%(%"&1'(0#'&&'59(

5/0"(#5(C#13/'&(-'(.15#$$-1,%4&,%9(4#I(,-%(A&('&F&#3&.(%"&'&B(l&%9(%"&(1,.1F1./#3Y5(&D$&'1&,0&(15(

0&,%'#3(%-(%"15(1,N/1'IB(
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Z,(#..1%1-,#3($'-A3&4(15(4/0"(-C(%"&(&D15%1,E('&5&#'0"(&D#41,&.(5%/.&,%(,/'5&5Y(1,%&,%1-,5(/$-,(

'&E15%&'1,E(SC-'(&D#4$3&9([0!#,,9(!3#'L9(#,.(7/9(6T)TU(-'(HK5Y(1,%&,%1-,5(%-(3&#F&(%"&1'(0/''&,%(

&4$3-I4&,%(SC-'(&D#4$3&9(@/44&'59(a'-&,&F&3.9(#,.(7#,L"##'9(6T)=UB(P&8&'(1,F-3F&.(,/'5&5(8"-(

"#.(3&C%(#,.(%"&'&(4#I(A&(#(.1CC&'&,0&(A&%8&&,(1,%&,%1-,5(#,.(#0%1-,5B(@"15(1,N/1'I(8133(&D#41,&(

0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(1,('&%'-5$&0%B(@"&'&(#'&(-%"&'($'-A3&45(81%"(%"&(&D15%1,E('&5&#'0"g(4#,I(-C(%"&5&(

5%/.1&5(8&'&(C'-4(-F&'5&#5*(,1,&%&&,(8&'&(C'-4(K-'%"(Z4&'10#(#,.(#(C/'%"&'(%"1'%&&,(8&'&(C'-4(

Z/5%'#3#51#(81%"(M/5%(C1F&(C'-4(%"&(j\(-'(+'&3#,.B(@"15(4&#,5(4/0"(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"(8#5(0-,./0%&.(1,(#(

0-,%&D%(8"&'&(,/'5&5(%'#1,(#5(E&,&'#315%5(#,.(%"&,(-$%(C-'(#(C1&3.B(@"15(15(51413#'(%-(%"&(%'#1,1,E(4#,I(

-C(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(1,(%"&(0/''&,%(1,N/1'I(8-/3.("#F&(&D$&'1&,0&.9(A/%(0/''&,%3I9(j\(,/'5&5(0"--5&(

%"&1'(C1&3.(#%(%"&(-/%5&%(#,.(4-F1,E(A&%8&&,(C1&3.5(15(/,/5/#3B(@"15(1,N/1'I(8133(0-,%'1A/%&(%-(-/'(

L,-83&.E&(-C(0#'&&'5(81%"1,(%"&(j\B(

P/'%"&'9(4#,I(-C(%"&5&(5%/.1&5('&F1&8&.(&#'3I(0#'&&'(.&0151-,59(#..'&551,E(%"&(8&33J.-0/4&,%&.(

$'-A3&4(-C(,/'5&5(3&#F1,E(%"&($'-C&551-,(5"-'%3I(#C%&'('&E15%&'1,E(SC-'(&D#4$3&9(P31,L4#,(#,.(

Salanterä9(6T)<g(#,.(d#'&1,E(&%(#39(6T)?UB(h%"&'5(8&'&(0-,0&',&.(81%"(4&#5/'1,E(5%/.&,%(,/'5&(

1,%&,%1-,5(%-(&,%&'(5-4&(-C(%"&(3&55($-$/3#'(C1&3.5(SC-'(&D#4$3&9(O.8#'.(&%(#39(6T)<(#,.(7&#(&%(#39(

6T):UB(Z,-%"&'('&#5-,(C-'(0-,0&,%'#%1,E(/$-,(&#'3I(0#'&&'59("-8&F&'9(4#I(A&(&D$&.1&,0&9(A&0#/5&(

%"&('&5&#'0"&'5(#'&(31L&3I(%-("#F&(.&%#135(C-'(%"15($-$/3#%1-,(#,.(%"&I(#'&('&#.13I(1.&,%1C1&.B([-F1,E(-,(

C'-4(%"&(C1'5%($-5%(15(3&55('&5&#'0"&.9(#,.(%"&(0#'&&'5(-C(5&,1-'($'#0%1%1-,&'5(S&D0&$%(#.F#,0&.(

$'#0%10&U(#'&(3#'E&3I(-F&'3--L&.B((

]&5$1%&(0-,51.&'1,E(-F&'(<TT('&0&,%('&5&#'0"(#'%103&59(8&(5%133(L,-8(31%%3&(#A-/%(%"&(0#'&&'(1,%&,%1-,5(-C(

&D$&'1&,0&.(,/'5&5(1,(%"&(j\9(,-'("-8(%"&I($&'0&1F&(%"&1'(0#'&&'5B(@"&'&(#$$&#'5(%-(A&(#(E#$(1,(-/'(

L,-83&.E&(0-,0&',1,E(,/'5&5(81%"(8&33J&5%#A315"&.(0#'&&'5(#,.(8&(L,-8(31%%3&(#A-/%("-8(,/'5&5(A/13.(

%"&1'(0#'&&'5(1,(%"&(4&.1/4J(#,.(3-,EJ%&'4B(@"&(31%%3&(8&(.-(L,-8(15(-C%&,(C'-4(,/'5&5(1,(.1CC&'&,%(

0-/,%'1&59(8"&'&($'&$#'#%1-,(%-(&,%&'(%"&($'-C&551-,(15(.1CC&'&,%B(@"&'&(15(5-4&('&5&#'0"(1,%-(

#.F#,0&.($'#0%10&9(A/%(%"&5&(%&,.(%-('&F1&8(%"&(&CC&0%1F&,&55(-C(%"&5&(,&8($-5%5(-,(14$'-F1,E(031&,%(
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 Research question 

K/'5&5Y($&'5$&0%1F&5(#5(%"&I(4#L&(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(#C%&'(N/#31C10#%1-,("#F&('&0&1F&.(50#,%(#%%&,%1-,9(

$#'%10/3#'3I(1,(%"&(j\9(#,.(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(#'&(%"&'&C-'&(#,(/,.&'J'&5&#'0"&.(C1&3.B(a1F&,(%"&(3141%&.(

1,C-'4#%1-,(#F#13#A3&(0-,0&',1,E(,/'51,E(0#'&&'59(%"&('&5&#'0"(N/&5%1-,(C-'(%"&(.#%#(0-33&0%1-,($#'%(-C(

%"15(1,N/1'I(5"-/3.(A&(A'-#.B(@"&(31%&'#%/'&('&F1&8(#..'&55&.(#(F&'I(A'-#.(N/&5%1-,(%-(1,03/.&(#5(

4/0"(.#%#(#5($-551A3&B(R/0"(#(N/&5%1-,(8#5(31L&3I(%-(A&(%--(A'-#.(%-(#.&N/#%&3I(0-F&'(1,(#(51,E3&(

$1&0&(-C('&5&#'0"B(!"#$%&'()(1.&,%1C1&.(%"&(14$&'#%1F&(-C(&D$3-'1,E(8"I(,/'5&5(3&#F&(%"&($'-C&551-,(

&#'3I(#,.(5-4&(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"(1,03/.&.(1,(%"15(0"#$%&'(&D#41,&.(%"&(1,%&,%1-,(%-(3&#F&(#(E1F&,($3#0&(

-C(&4$3-I4&,%B(Q-8&F&'9(-/'(L,-83&.E&(-C(,/'51,E(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(15(,-%(5/CC101&,%(%-(#,58&'(

5$&01C10(N/&5%1-,5B(@"&(N/&5%1-,(#..'&55&.(AI(%"15('&5&#'0"(,&&.&.(%-(A&(5/CC101&,%3I(A'-#.(%-(-$&,(#(

,&8(#'&#(-C('&5&#'0"(I&%(5/CC101&,%3I($'&015&(%-(4#L&(#(0-,%'1A/%1-,(%-(-/'(/,.&'5%#,.1,E(-C(,/'5&(

#%%'1%1-,B(P/'%"&'9(%-(0-4$3&4&,%(%"&(&D15%1,E('&5&#'0"9(8"10"(%&,.5(%-(0-,0&,%'#%&(-,(%"&($&'5$&0%1F&(

-C(%"&(&4$3-I&'5(#,.("&#3%"0#'&($'-F1.&'59(#(N/&5%1-,($/%%1,E(,/'5&5(#%(%"&(0&,%'&(-C(%"&(1,N/1'I(8#5(

'&N/1'&.B(@"&('&5&#'0"(N/&5%1-,(%-(#..'&55(%"&5&(%8-('&N/1'&4&,%5(8#5*(^8"#%(1,C3/&,0&5(,/'5&5Y(

0#'&&'(.&0151-,5V`B(

@"&(,&D%(0"#$%&'(S0"#$%&'(=U(&D#41,&5("-8(%"15(N/&5%1-,(8#5(#..'&55&.B

(  
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Chapter 3:  Research methodology and method 
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'&F1&8&.9(#,.(%"&(0"-5&,(#$$'-#0"(&D$3#1,&.(#,.(M/5%1C1&.B(@"&(,&D%(5&0%1-,(&D#41,&5("-8(%"&(

N/#31%I(-C(%"15('&5&#'0"(8#5(#55/'&.B(@"&(0"#$%&'(E-&5(-,(%-(&D$3#1,(%"&($'#0%10#3(5%&$5(1,(%"&(

.&F&3-$4&,%(-C(%"&(.#%#(0-33&0%1-,(%--35(#,.("-8(%"&(.#%#(8#5(4#,#E&.B(@"&(0"#$%&'(E-&5(-,(%-(

&D$3#1,("-8(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(C-'(%"&(1,N/1'I(8&'&(1.&,%1C1&.(#,.('&0'/1%&.B(@"&(0'/01#3(155/&5(-C(&%"105(15(

&D#41,&.B(@"&(0"#$%&'(%"&,(%/',5(%-(%"&(#,#3I515(-C(%"&(.#%#(#,.(&D$3#1,5("-8(%"&(0#'&&'(5%-'1&5(8&'&(

.&'1F&.(#,.(#,#3I5&.(%-(I1&3.(#(5&'1&5(-C(,#''#%1F&5(#,.(%"&(0-,%'1A/%1-,(-C(%"&(4#,#E&'5(#,.(

&./0#%-'5B(+%(E-&5(-,(%-(&D$3-'&("-8(4&4A&'(0"&0L1,E(1,0'&#5&.(%"&('1E-/'(#,.(%'/5%8-'%"1,&55(-C(

%"&(#,#3I515B(P1,#33I9(%"&(0"#$%&'(-/%31,&5("-8(%"&('&5&#'0"(8#5(8'1%%&,(/$B(

 Research question and objectives 
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%"&(.#%#(0-33&0%1-,(5%#E&(-C(%"&(1,N/1'I(8&'&(1.&,%1C1&.(%-(#,58&'(%"15B(@"&I(8&'&(.&'1F&.(C'-4(%"&(

31%&'#%/'&('&F1&8(#,.(%"&('&5&#'0"&'Y5(-8,(&D$&'1&,0&*((

)B OD$3-'&(8"#%(,/'5&5(5&&L(1,(%"&1'(0#'&&'5B(

6B OD#41,&(C#0%-'5(8"10"(14$#0%(/$-,(,/'5&5Y(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5B(

=B OD$3-'&(8"&,(#,.(8"I(,/'5&5(0"#,E&(M-A5B(

>B O5%#A315"(8"&%"&'(,/'5&5(5&&L9('&0&1F&9(-'($'-F1.&(0#'&&'(4&,%-'1,EB(

<B OD$3-'&(8"&%"&'(,/'5&5("#F&($3#,5(C-'(%"&1'(0#'&&'5(#,.(8"&%"&'(%"&5&(#'&(14$3&4&,%&.B(

 Review of potential research methodologies 
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1.&,%1C1&.(AI(\1..(S6TT;UB(!-,5&N/&,%3I9(1%(#5L5(-C(,/'5&5(N/&5%1-,5(#A-/%(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(5/0"(#5*(

^"-8`9(^8"I`9(#,.(^8"#%(1C`V(k/#31%#%1F&(4&%"-.5(#'&(.&51E,&.(C-'(#,58&'1,E(5/0"(N/&5%1-,5(A&0#/5&(

%"&I(0&3&A'#%&(1,.1F1./#3(&D$&'1&,0&5(#,.(#0L,-83&.E&(%"&(14$-'%#,0&(-C(5-01#3(0-,%&D%B(@"&(
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31%&'#%/'&('&F1&8(1,03/.&.(5-4&(&D#4$3&5(-C(N/#31%#%1F&(4&%"-.5(%-(&D$3-'&(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5B(@"&5&(

8&'&(/5&.(%-("&3$(1,C-'4(%"&(.&51E,(-C(%"15(1,N/1'I(#,.(8133(A&(.150/55&.(,&D%B(

@"&'&(8&'&(#(C&8($-551A3&(N/#31%#%1F&(4&%"-.-3-E1&5(#F#13#A3&B(h,&($-551A131%I(8#5(%-(#.-$%(#(

$"&,-4&,-3-E10#3(#$$'-#0"(%-(&D$3-'&(4#L1,E(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5B(@"15(8-/3.("#F&(1,F-3F&.(

$#'%101$#,%5('&C3&0%1,E(1,(.&%#13(#,.(#,(1,(/,5%'/0%/'&.(4#,,&'(-,(%"&(.&0151-,J4#L1,E($'-0&55(#5(1%(

$'-0&&.&.B(Z3&D#,.&'9(]1&C&,A&0L9(#,.(G'-8,(S6T)<U(/5&.(8"#%(%"&I(.&50'1A&.(#5(#(.&50'1$%1F&(

$"&,-4&,-3-E10#3(#$$'-#0"(%-(&D#41,&("-8(1%(C&&35(%-(A&(8-'L1,E(1,(#('#%"&'(/,$-$/3#'(C1&3.(-C(

,/'51,EB(Z($"&,-4&,-3-E10#3(#$$'-#0"(8-/3.("#F&(&D$3-'&.(8"#%(1%(C&&35(31L&(%-(4#L&(#(0#'&&'(

.&0151-,9(A/%(5/0"(#,(#$$'-#0"(4#I(,-%("#F&(#33-8&.(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(%-('&F1&8(.&0151-,5(81%"(%"&(

815.-4(-C("1,.51E"%B(Z,-%"&'($-551A3&(4&%"-.-3-EI(8-/3.("#F&(A&&,(#,(&%",-E'#$"10(#$$'-#0"B(

R/0"(#,(#$$'-#0"(8-/3.("#F&("#.(%"&(#.F#,%#E&(-C(/51,E(8&33J&5%#A315"&.(4&%"-.5(-C(-A5&'F1,E(#,.(

#,#3I51,E(%"&(5/AM&0%(-C(1,%&'&5%B(Q-8&F&'9(&%",-E'#$"I("#5(#,%"'-$-3-EI(#5(1%5(A#515(SQ#''15-,9(

6T):U(#,.(1,(1%5($/'&5%(C-'4(1,F-3F&5(144&'51F&(C1&3.8-'L(8"10"(&D#41,&5(&F&'I(#5$&0%(-C(%"&(

$#'%101$#,%5Y(31F&59(8"-(0-4&(C'-4(#(.15%1,0%(#,.(.150'&%&(0/3%/'&B(+,(0-,%'#5%9(#3%"-/E"(%"&5&(

$#'%101$#,%5(5"#'&.(#($'-C&551-,#3(A#0LE'-/,.9(,/'51,E(15(#(.1F&'5&($'-C&551-,(S5&&(C-'(&D#4$3&(

Z."1L#'1(#,.([&31#9(6T)<U(8"10"(15(-,&(-C(%"&($'-C&551-,Y5(5%'&,E%"5(S2"1331$5(#,.([#31,&9(6T)>UB(

]&5$1%&(%"&(5"#'&.(-00/$#%1-,#3(A#0LE'-/,.(1,(8"10"(%"&(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(-00/'9(%"&I(#'&(#35-(31L&3I(

%-(A&(1,C3/&,0&.(AI(%"&(,/'5&5Y(C#413I(A#0LE'-/,.(#,.(%"&(&D$&0%#%1-,5(-C(%"&1'(0/3%/'&9(8"10"(#'&(

31L&3I(%-(A&(.1CC&'&,%B(@"15(4#I(&D$3#1,(8"I(%"&'&(8&'&(,-(&D#4$3&5(-C(#,(&%",-E'#$"10(#$$'-#0"(

/5&.(1,(0"#$%&'(6B(h,&(8#I(1,(8"10"(0/3%/'&5(F#'I9(8"10"(15(,-%#A3I('&3&F#,%(%-(%"15(1,N/1'I9(15(1,(%"&(

&D$&0%#%1-,5($&'%#1,1,E(%-(%"&(0#'&&'5(-C(8-4&,(SP-/#.(&%(#39(6T)<UB(@"&'&C-'&9(&%",-E'#$"I9(8"10"(

5&&L5(%"&(0-44-,(&D$&'1&,0&(#,.(0/3%/'&(SQ#''15-,9(6T):U9(8#5(,-%(.&&4&.(5/1%#A3&(%-(#,58&'(%"15(

'&5&#'0"(N/&5%1-,B((
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$&'5$&0%1F&5(#,.(C-'(&D$3#1,1,E(.&0151-,J4#L1,E9(F#3/&59(#,.(A&"#F1-/'(Sl1,9(6TT=UB([#E,/5-,9(
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#,.(8&'&(5/'$'15&.(#%(%"&(N/#31%I(-C(%"&(.#%#(%"&1'(4&%"-.(I1&3.&.B(@"&(31%&'#%/'&('&F1&8(0"#$%&'(

S0"#$%&'(6U(1,03/.&.(&D#4$3&5(-C(0#5&(5%/.1&59(5/0"(#5(G/'%-,9(G&,,&%%9(#,.(a1AA-,(S6TTWU(#,.([1335(

&%(#3(S6T);UB(R-4&(#5$&0%5(-C(%"&(0/''&,%(5%/.I(8&'&(31L&(0#5&J5%/.I('&5&#'0"(A&0#/5&(1%(8#5(5&&L1,E(

$#%%&',5(1,(#(5I5%&4(#,.(/5&.(-A5&'F#%1-,5(%-(1,C-'4(3-E10#3('&#5-,1,E(#,.(0-"&'&,%(1,C&'&,0&5(

Sa'&&,A#,L9(6T)6UB(Q-8&F&'9(-%"&'(#5$&0%5(-C(%"15(5%/.I(8&'&(,-%(0-,515%&,%(81%"(0#5&J5%/.I(

4&%"-.-3-EIB(P-'(&D#4$3&9(0#5&J5%/.1&5(/5/#33I(/5&(.1CC&'&,%(%I$&5(-C(.#%#(5/0"(#59(1,(%"15(1,5%#,0&9(

M-A(5$&01C10#%1-,5(#,.(&4$3-I4&,%('&0-'.5B(@"15(8-/3.("#F&(&4$"#515&.(%"&(0-,%&D%(-C(%"&(.&0151-,5B(

d"135%(0-,%&D%(15(14$-'%#,%9(%"15(5%/.I(8#5(0&,%'&.(/$-,(%"&(.&01.&'5o($&'5$&0%1F&9(#,.(%"&'&(8-/3.(

"#F&(A&&,(#(.#,E&'(-%"&'(.#%#9($&'"#$5(C'-4(%"&(&4$3-I1,E(%'/5%59(8-/3.("#F&(0-4&(%-(.-41,#%&(%"&(

5%/.I(#,.(.&%'#0%(C'-4(%"&(,/'5&5o($&'5$&0%1F&B(+,5%&#.9(%"&('&5&#'0"(N/&5%1-,('&N/1'&.(L&&$1,E(%"&(

C-0/5(-,(,/'5&59(%"&(0-E,1%1F&($'-0&55&5(#,.(155/&5(14$#0%1,E(%"&1'(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5B(@"&'&C-'&9(%"&(

-,3I(5-/'0&(-C(.#%#(8#5(,/'5&5(%"&45&3F&5B(@"&(4&%"-.-3-EI(,&&.&.(%-(L&&$(%"&(,/'5&9(#,.("-8(

%"&I($&'0&1F&.(%"&1'(0#'&&'(.&0151-,59(#%(%"&(C-'&C'-,%(-C(%"&(5%/.I(#,.(%-(#,#3I5&("-8(%"&I(4#.&(

5&,5&(-C(%"&1'(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5B(K#''#%1F&(1,N/1'I(15(#(4&%"-.-3-EI(0&,%'1,E(-,(%"&(&D$&'1&,0&(-C(%"&(

$#'%101$#,%5(S!-/51,9(6TTWU9(#,.(5-(8#5(0"-5&,(C-'(%"15(5%/.IB(+%("#5(A&&,(/5&.(1,(0#'&&'('&5&#'0"(

A&C-'&9(C-'(1,5%#,0&9(1%(C-'4&.(%"&(N/#31%#%1F&(0-4$-,&,%(-C(G&,,&%%(#,.(Q&,,&L#4Y5(S6T):U(5%/.I(-C(

0#'&&'5(1,(%"&(0'&#%1F&(1,./5%'1&5(#,.(2'10&(&%(#3(S6T)=U(/5&.(,#''#%1F&(1,N/1'I(C-'('&5&#'0"1,E(

4-%1F#%1-,5(C-'(&,%&'1,E(%"&(,/'51,E($'-C&551-,B(Q-8&F&'9(1%(4#I(A&(#(,-F&3(#$$'-#0"(C-'('&5&#'0"1,E(

%"&(0#'&&'5(-C(HK5B(

3.2.1 Philosophy of narrative inquiry 

R%-'1&5(#'&(#(F&'I(-3.(8#I(-C(5"#'1,E(&D$&'1&,0&5(#,.(0#F&($#1,%1,E5(C'-4(#A-/%(>T9TTT(I&#'5(#E-(

5"-8(&#'3I("/4#,5(8&'&(.&$10%1,E(5%-'1&5(%-(&#0"(-%"&'(Sa&-'E&9(6T)WUB(l&%9(%"&(#,#3I515(-C(%"&(

5%-'1&5(15('&3#%1F&3I(,&8B(K#''#%1F&(1,N/1'I(15(A#5&.(-,(]&8&IY5(0-,0&$%1-,(-C(&D$&'1&,0&(S.150/55&.(1,(

!3#,.1,9(6TT;UB(K-A-.I(0#,("#F&(#,-%"&'Y5(&D$&'1&,0&9(A/%(%"&I(0#,(0-4&(%-(3&#',(C'-4(1%(%"'-/E"(
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5%-'1&5B([0Z.#45(S6T)6U(0"#'#0%&'15&.(,#''#%1F&(1,N/1'I(#5(5&#'0"1,E(&#0"(/,1N/&(5%-'I(C-'(%"&(

-00/''&,0&(-C('&$&#%&.(%"&4&5B(+,(,#''#%1F&(1,N/1'I9(%"&5&(#'&('&C&''&.(%-(#5(,#''#%1F&5B((

K#''#%1F&(1,N/1'I(1,F-3F&5(%"&(#,#3I515(-C($&-$3&Y5(5%-'1&5B(@"&(#$$'-#0"("#5(A&0-4&(1,0'&#51,E3I(

$-$/3#'(#,.("#5(0-4&(%-('&$'&5&,%(#(81.&('#,E&(-C(#$$'-#0"&5(#0'-55(4#,I(%'#.1%1-,5(SQ-35%&1,(#,.(

a/A'1/49(6T)6UB(+%(15(C'&N/&,%3I(&4$3-I&.(AI(&./0#%1-,#315%5(A&0#/5&(^31C&(15(&./0#%1-,`(S!3#,.1,9(

2/5"-'9(#,.(h''9(6TT?9($#E&(6)U(#,.(31F&5(#'&(31F&.(#00-'.1,E(%-(3&#',1,EB(@"&'&(#'&(5&F&'#3('&#5-,5(

1%(15($#'%10/3#'3I(5/1%#A3&(C-'('&5&#'0"1,E(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5B(P1'5%9(#,#3I51,E(5%-'1&5(&4$"#515&5(%"&(

0-,%&D%(#,.(0-,%'#5%5(81%"(-%"&'(N/#31%#%1F&(#$$'-#0"&59(8"10"(-C%&,(5&#'0"(C-'(1,.1F1./#3(4&#,1,E(1,(

#(4-'&(15-3#%&.(C'#4&(-C('&C&'&,0&(SQ/,%&'9(6T)TU(#,.(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(#'&(%#L&,(81%"1,(#(5$&01C10(

0-,%&D%9(8"10"(15(14$-'%#,%(%-(%"&('&5&#'0"B(R&0-,.9(8"&,($&-$3&(%&33(5%-'1&5(#A-/%(%"&45&3F&59(%"&I(

8133(-C%&,(5$-,%#,&-/53I(5%'&55(%"&1'(-$%1-,5(#,.(.&0151-,5(SQ/,%&'9(6T)TUB(@"1'.9(5%-'1&5(5"-8("-8(

$&-$3&(4#L&(5&,5&(-C(%"&(0-4$3&D(8-'3.(#'-/,.(%"&4(#,.(,#F1E#%&(%"&1'(8#I(%"'-/E"(1%(SG&339(6TT6UB(

P1,#33I9(%"&(31%&'#%/'&('&F1&8(S0"#$%&'(6U("#5(5"-8,(,/'5&5("#F&(E--.(1,51E"%(1,%-(%"&1'(0#'&&'5(#,.(

#'&(#A3&(#,.(81331,E(%-(&D$3-'&(%"&5&B(

K#''#%1F&(#,#3I515("#5(%"'&&(C-/,.#%1-,#3($'-$-51%1-,5(S[0Z.#459(6T)6UB((

2&-$3&(0-,5%'/0%(#,.(1,%&',#315&(%"&1'(5%-'1&5(%-(4#L&(5&,5&(-C(%"&1'(31F&5B(d-'L1,E(81%"1,(0#'&&'59(

R#F10L#5(S6T)=U(8#5(5/'$'15&.(1,.1F1./#35(-C%&,("#F&(E'&#%&'(1,51E"%(1,%-(%"&1'(^31C&($#%"`(S$#E&(;<;U(

%"#,(&F&,(%"&I('&#315&.B((

)B @"&5&(5%-'1&5(#'&(5/CC101&,%3I('-A/5%(#,.(14$-'%#,%(%-(A&('&J%-3.B((

6B @"&5&(5%-'1&5(0#,(A&(#,#3I5&.(%-(I1&3.($5I0"-3-E10#39(5-01#39(#,.(0/3%/'#3(4&#,1,E(8"10"(0#,(

A&(/5&.(%-(/,.&'5%#,.(%"&(5&%%1,E(#,.(#'&(%"/5(-C(F#3/&(%-(-%"&'5B((

!3#,.1,(S6TT;U(&D$3-'&.(%"&(^A-'.&'3#,.5`(S$#E&(>U(-C(,#''#%1F&(1,N/1'I(8"10"("&3$C/33I(3-0#%&5(

,#''#%1F&(1,N/1'I(#4-,E5%(-%"&'(%'#.1%1-,59(A-''-81,E(C'-4(5-4&(4&%"-.5(8"135%(-CC&'1,E(5&F&'#3(

.15%1,0%1F&(0"#'#0%&'15%105(8"10"(#'&("&3$C/3(%-(#,58&'1,E(%"&('&5&#'0"(N/&5%1-,("&'&B(@"&(C1'5%(A-'.&'(
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15($-51%1F15%5B(Z3%"-/E"($-51%1F15%5(,-(3-,E&'(#%%&4$%(%-(.&50'1A&($'-F#A3&(%'/%"59(%"&I(5%133(5&&L(%-(

$'-F1.&(#,(#00-/,%(-C(%"&('&#31%I(%"#%9(31L&(#(501&,%1C10(&D$&'14&,%9(0-/3.(A&(C#351C1&.B(@"&1'($"13-5-$"I(

15(%"#%(#A5-3/%&9(&D%&',#3(%'/%"(&D15%5B(+,(0-,%'#5%9(,#''#%1F&(1,N/1'I(1,515%5(%"&($&'5-,Y5(5/AM&0%1F&(

&D$&'1&,0&(15($#'#4-/,%(#,.(15(0&,%'#3(%-(1,N/1'IB(R/0"(#,(#00-/,%(0#,,-%(A&(.&&4&.(C#35&(A&0#/5&(

1%(15('&#3(%-(%"&($&'5-,(8"-5&(5%-'I(1%(15B(Z(5&0-,.(A-'.&'(15(0'1%10#3(%"&-'I9(-C%&,($#'%(-C(%"&([#'D15%(-'(

$-5%J[#'D15%(%'#.1%1-,B([#'D15%5(-C%&,(%#3L(#A-/%(sC#35&(0-,501-/5,&55s(S!3#,.1,9(6TT;U9(A/%(1,(,#''#%1F&(

1,N/1'I(%"&(1,.1F1./#3(5%-'I(15(0&,%'#3(#,.(%"&1'(0-,501-/5,&55(0#,,-%(A&(C#35&B(@"&(C1,#3(A-'.&'(15($-5%J

5%'/0%/'#31549(8"10"(&4$"#515&5(%"&(31,E/15%10(5%'/0%/'&(-C(L,-83&.E&(#,.(15(1,%&'&5%&.(1,("-8($&-$3&(

'&$'&5&,%(%"&1'(8-'3.B(K#''#%1F&(1,N/1'I("#5(A&,&C1%%&.(C'-4(%"&('&0-E,1%1-,(%"&'&(4#I(A&(4-'&(%"#,(

-,&(8#I(%-('&$'&5&,%(%"&(8-'3.9(A/%(5%133(%#L&5(%"&($&'5-,Y5(&D$&'1&,0&9(1%5&3C9(#5(0&,%'#3B(@"15(1,N/1'I(

,&&.5(%-(&D#41,&(1,C3/&,0&5(-,(,/'5&5Y(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5B(K/'5&5Y(0#'&&'(5%-'1&5(&D$3-'&(%"&1'(

/,.&'5%#,.1,E(#,.(&D$&'1&,0&(-C(%"&1'(0#'&&'B(R%-'1&5(1,03/.&(%"&(#0%1-,5(-C(-%"&'59(0#/5&(#,.(&CC&0%9(

#,.("-8(%"&(#0%-'5(C&&3(#A-/%(%"&5&B(Z33(%"&5&(0-/3.(A&('&3&F#,%(%-(#,58&'1,E(%"&('&5&#'0"(N/&5%1-,(

#,.(%-(133/41,#%&(#,.(&D$3-'&(%"&(1,C3/&,0&5(/$-,(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5B(

H1&554#,(S)WW=U(#0L,-83&.E&.(,-%(#33(,#''#%1F&5(#'&(5%-'1&5(#,.(.&3F&.(1,%-(O,E315"(31%&'#%/'&(%-(

133/41,#%&(%"&(C&#%/'&5(-C(#(,#''#%1F&(4#L1,E(1%(#(5%-'IB(R"&(#E'&&5(81%"(!/33&'(S)W:TU(%"#%(,#''#%1F&5(

4/5%("#F&(#(0"'-,-3-EI(-'(#(5&N/&,0&(-C(&F&,%5B(@"15(/5/#33I(1,03/.&5(#(5%#'%(#,.(#(41..3&9(A/%(,-%(

,&0&55#'13I(#,(&,.B(Z(0"'-,-3-EI9("-8&F&'9(.-&5(,-%(,&0&55#'13I(4#L&(#(5%-'I(#,.(H1&554#,(S)WW=U(

#E'&&.(81%"(G/'L&(S)W><U9(#(5%-'I(4/5%(#35-(1,03/.&(#($3-%(81%"(C1F&(&3&4&,%5B([-5%(14$-'%#,%3I9(

5%-'1&5(,&&.(#($/'$-5&9(8"10"(C1%5(81%"(%"&(,-%1-,(-C(0#'&&'(5%-'1&5B(R%-'1&5(#35-('&N/1'&(#0%1-,5(-'(

&F&,%5g(#(50&,&(-'(0-,%&D%g(#,(#E&,%(-'(#0%-'g(#,.(#,(#E&,0I9(-'("-8(1%(8#5(#0"1&F&.B(@"&5&(0#,(#33(

A&(#,#3I5&.(#,.(0-,%'1A/%&(%-(#,58&'1,E(%"&('&5&#'0"(N/&5%1-,B(

R%-'1&5(&,0#$5/3#%&("-8(#0%-'5(4#L&(5&,5&(-C(%"&1'(8-'3.(#,.(0-,F&I(1%(%-(-%"&'5(SG&''I9(6T);UB(@"/59(

"-8(1%(15(%-3.(15(F1%#3(#,.(#33-85(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(#,.($#'%101$#,%(%-(&D$3-'&(%"&(0-,%&D%(#,.(%"&(

/,.&'3I1,E(1,C3/&,0&5(-,(%"&(5%-'IB(Q/,%&'(S6T)TU(5%'&55&.(%"&(14$-'%#,0&(-C(/51,E(%"&($#'%101$#,%5Y(
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-8,(8-'.5B(R%-'1&5(#'&(#35-(/5&C/3(C-'(&D$3-'1,E(4#'E1,#315&.(E'-/$59(-'(%"-5&(,-%(-C%&,("&#'.(SG&339(

6TT6U(#,.(5-(4#IA&(51,E/3#'3I(/5&C/3(C-'(&D$3-'1,E(,/'51,E9(8"10"("#5(5-(3-,E(A&&,(.-41,#%&.(AI(%"&(

4&.10#3($'-C&551-,B(!#'&&'(.&0151-,5(AI(4&.10#3($'#0%1%1-,&'5(#'&(4/0"('&5&#'0"&.(S'&0&,%(&D#4$3&5(

1,03/.&(H#%&33&(&%(#39(6T)>g(Z$$3&%-,(&%(#39(6T)?g(#,.(a-3.&,A&'E9(d1331#459(#,.(R$-33&,9(6T)?UB(

R%-'1&5(0#,(#35-(A&("&3$C/3(1,(&D$3-'1,E(#,(#'&#9(31L&(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(1,(,/'51,E9(,-%(-C%&,(.150/55&.(

1,(%"&(31%&'#%/'&B((

@"15(4&%"-.-3-EI(8#5(&,%1'&3I(.&$&,.&,%(/$-,(%"&($&'5$&0%1F&(-C($#'%101$#,%5(#,.(%"&'&(8#5(#(

.#,E&'(-C($#5%(&F&,%5(A&1,E(1,#00/'#%&3I('&0#33&.B(@"15(0-/3.(3&#.(%-(0-,0&',5(#A-/%(%"&(F&'#01%I(-C(

%"&(#00-/,%(A&1,E($'-F1.&.B(H1&554#,(S)WW=U($-1,%&.(-/%(#($"&,-4&,-3-E10#3(#$$'-#0"(8-/3.(5%#%&(

%"&(4&'&(%&331,E(-C(#,(#00-/,%(8-/3.(4#L&(1%(%'/&9(A/%(1,(,#''#%1F&(#,#3I5159(%"&(1,%&'$'&%#%1-,(-C(%"&(

,#''#%1F&(15(0'1%10#3B(P'#,L(S6T)6U(E'#$$3&.(81%"(%"15(8"&,("&('&3/0%#,%3I(#.41%%&.(%"#%("&("#.("&#'.(

-,&(5$&01C10(5%-'I(C'-4(5&F&'#3($&-$3&9(&#0"(03#141,E(%"&(5%-'I(#5(%"&1'(-8,B(@"&(,#''#%1F&5('&$'&5&,%(

%"&(M/,0%1-,(A&%8&&,("15%-'I9(A1-E'#$"I9(#,.(5-01&%I(SQ/,%&'(6T)TU(#,.(1%(4#I(,-%(A&(,&0&55#'I(%-(

%'#0&(%"&(&F&,%5(%-(#($#'%10/3#'($&'5-,(-'($3#0&B(H#%"&'9(%"&(%&331,E(AI(5&F&'#3($&-$3&(0-/3.(1,.10#%&(

%"&(51%/#%1-,(A&1,E(&D$3-'&.(8#5(#/%"&,%10B(@"&($#'%101$#,%5Y(/,.&'5%#,.1,E(-C(%"&(.&0151-,5(%"&I("#F&(

4#.&(15(14$-'%#,%9(,-%(%"&(C#0%/#3('&J%&331,E(-C(&F&,%5B(K#''#%1F&(#,#3I515(15(,-%(5&&L1,E(%-(/,0-F&'(

5-4&(%'/%"(%"#%("#5(&50#$&.(%"&(5%-'I%&33&'9(A/%('#%"&'(%-(#0%(#5(#(^81%,&55`(SP'#,L9(6T)69($#E&(=;U(%-(

%"&($'-0&559(1,(%"15(1,5%#,0&(-C(4#L1,E(#(0#'&&'(.&0151-,(1,(,/'51,EB((

@"&(,#''#%1F&5(,&&.(,-%('&$'&5&,%(5-4&(&D%&',#33I($'-F#A3&(%'/%"(A&0#/5&(5%-'1&5(.&$&,.(/$-,(%"&(

0-,%&D%(SQ/,%&'9(6T)TUB(@"&I('&$'&5&,%(#,(1,.1F1./#3Y5(#%%&4$%(%-(#50'1A&(4&#,1,E(%-(#,(&F&,%9(

51%/#%1-,9(-'(31C&(0-/'5&B(@"&'&(15(,-(^%'/&`(,#''#%1F&(-'(^#00/'#%&(#00-/,%`B(2&-$3&(0-,5%'/0%(5%-'1&5(%-(

5/$$-'%(%"&1'(1,%&'$'&%#%1-,(-C(%"&45&3F&5(#,.(8133(-41%(#,I%"1,E(/,.&'41,1,E(%"#%(SG&339(6TT6UB(H#%"&'(

%"#,(A&1,E(#($'-A3&49(1%(15(%"15(4&#,1,E(%"#%(,#''#%1F&(#,#3I515(5&&L5(%-(&D#41,&9(#,.(%"&(,#''#%1F&5(

.&'1F&.(C'-4(%"&(5%-'1&5($'-F1.&(-'.&'(#,.(4&#,1,E(%-(&F&,%59(8"10"(0#,(A&(5"#'&.B(K#''#%1F&(

#,#3I515(#35-(#0L,-83&.E&5(%"&('-3&(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(1,(%"&(0-J0-,5%'/0%1-,(-C(5%-'1&5B(@"&(
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'&5&#'0"&'(8#5(,-%(#($#551F&(315%&,&'9(A/%(1,5%&#.(8#5($#'%(-C(%"&(0-,%&D%(C'-4(8"10"(%"&($#'%101$#,%(15(

%&331,E(%"&1'(5%-'IB(@"&('&5&#'0"&'(.-&5(,-%(514$3I('&0-'.(%"&(8-'.5(-C(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(A/%(&,0-/'#E&5(

#,.(#5515%5(1,(%"&(%&331,E(-C(%"&(5%-'IB(@"/59(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(8133(,-.(-'(5"-8(&4-%1-,(AI(3#/E"1,E(#%(

C/,,I(#,&0.-%&5(-'(5"-81,E(5-''-8(/$-,(%"&('&0-/,%1,E(-C(5#.(5%-'1&5B(@"&('&5&#'0"&'(#,.(

$#'%101$#,%(M-1,%3I(,&E-%1#%&.(#(0-J0-,5%'/0%&.(4&#,1,E(%"'-/E"(%"&(,#''#%1F&B(@I$10#33I(C-'('&5&#'0"(

1,F-3F1,E(0-J0-,5%'/0%1-,(-C(L,-83&.E&9(%"&5&(1.&#5(8&'&(4/%/#33I(.&F&3-$&.(#5(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(#,.(

$#'%101$#,%(%-E&%"&'(&D$3-'&.(5-4&%"1,E(%"&I(A-%"(C-/,.(1,%&'&5%1,EB(@"15(4&#,5(1%(15(,-%(#38#I5(

$-551A3&(%-(1.&,%1CI(8"-(5#1.(8"#%(C1'5%(,-'(%-(#%%'1A/%&(#(,&8(1,51E"%(%-(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(-'(%"&(

$#'%101$#,%(S!'#A%'&&9([133&'(#,.(]#85-,&'#9)WWWUB((

R-(C#'9(%"15(0"#$%&'("#5(&D$3#1,&.(%"#%(,#''#%1F&(1,N/1'I(8#5(%"&(0"-5&,(4&%"-.-3-EI(A&0#/5&(1%(

#33-85(&D#41,#%1-,(-C(%"&(4/3%1%/.&(-C(1,C3/&,0&5(/$-,(#(0#'&&'(C'-4(%"&(.&01.&'o5($&'5$&0%1F&B(+%(

#33-85(%"&($"&,-4&,-,(-C(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(%-(A&(&D$3-'&.(1,(%"&(0-,%&4$-'#'I(&F&,%5(#,.(

#0L,-83&.E&5(%"&(1,.1F1./#3(#5(#,(#0%1F&(#E&,%(8"-(1,%&'#0%5(81%"(%"&1'(51%/#%1-,(1,(#(.I,#410(

4#,,&'9(E1F1,E(4&#,1,E(%-(31F&.(&D$&'1&,0&B(

Q#F1,E(M/5%1C1&.(%"&(%"&-'&%10#3(#$$'-#0"9(%"15(0"#$%&'(8133(&D$3#1,("-8(%"&(1,N/1'I(8#5(0-,./0%&.B(

G&C-'&(%"15(0#,(A&(0-44&,0&.9("-8&F&'9(1%(15(,&0&55#'I(%-(&D#41,&("-8(%"&('&#.&'(0#,(A&(#55/'&.(

-C(%"&(N/#31%I(-C(%"&(.#%#(0-33&0%1-,(#,.(#,#3I5159(A&0#/5&(%"15(15(0-4$3&D(1,(,#''#%1F&(1,N/1'IB(

 The assurance of quality 

H&5&#'0"(4/5%(A&(-C("1E"(N/#31%I(%-(A&(8-'%"I(-C(#%%&,%1-,B(H-3C&(S6TT;U(&D$3#1,&.(%"&(4#M-'(4&#5/'&(

-C(N/#31%I(1,(,#%/'#3(501&,0&5(15(%"&('&31#A131%I(-C(%"&('&5/3%5(p(0#,(%"&('&5&#'0"(A&('&$&#%&.(81%"(%"&(

5#4&(-/%0-4&5V(k/#31%#%1F&('&5&#'0"(15(#34-5%(14$-551A3&(%-('&$&#%(#,.(5-(%'/5%8-'%"1,&55(15(#(

A&%%&'(4&#5/'&(-C(%"&(N/#31%I(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"(%"#,('&31#A131%IB(@'/5%8-'%"I('&5&#'0"(15(0'&.1A3&9(

%'#,5C&'#A3&9(.&$&,.#A3&9(#,.(0-,C1'4#A3&(SH-3C&9(6TT;UB(@"&(,#%/'&(-C(%"&5&(N/#31%1&59(#,.("-8(%"&I(

8&'&(#55/'&.9(8133(A&(&D$3-'&.(,&D%B(
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3.3.1 Credibility  

!'&.1A3&('&5&#'0"(15(A&31&F#A3&9(1%(5&&45($3#/51A3&(%-(%"&('&#.&'B(Z5(&D$3#1,&.(#A-F&(S5&0%1-,(=B6B)U(

,#''#%1F&(1,N/1'I(15(A#5&.(/$-,($#'%101$#,%5Y(1,%&'$'&%#%1-,5(#,.(8-'3.(F1&85B(@"&($#'%101$#,%5Y(#00-/,%(

4#I(,-%(A&(^%'/&`9(A/%(1%(15(4&#,1,EC/3(%-(%"&4B(@"15(4&#,5(,#''#%1F&(1,N/1'I(5"-/3.(A&(M/.E&.(-,(

.1CC&'&,%(0'1%&'1#9(&F&,(%"#,(%"-5&(#$$31&.(%-(4-5%(N/#31%#%1F&('&5&#'0"(4&%"-.-3-E1&5(Sd&A5%&'(#,.(

[&'%-F#9(6TT?UB(@"&('&31#,0&(/$-,($#'%101$#,%5o(4&4-'1&5(-C(%"&1'(.&0151-,J4#L1,E($-5&.(#($-%&,%1#3(

$'-A3&4(A&0#/5&(.&0151-,5(0#,(A&(4#.&(81%"-/%(0-,501-/5(%"-/E"%9(#,.(1%(8#5(%"&(%#5L(-C(%"&(

'&5&#'0"&'(%-(4#L&(5-4&(-C(%"&5&(&D$3101%B(@"15(#E#1,(5"-85(%"&(#0%1F&('-3&(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(1,(

"&3$1,E(%-(4#L&(5&,5&(-C(%"&($#'%101$#,%5Y(&D$&'1&,0&5B((

Z(5%'&,E%"(-C(,#''#%1F&(1,N/1'I(15(%"&(14$-'%#,0&(-C('&C3&D1F1%I9(8"10"(&D$3-'&5(#,.('&$-'%5(-,(%"&5&(

/,0-,501-/5($'-0&55&5B(@-E&%"&'9(%"&($#'%101$#,%(#,.(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(&D#41,&(%"&($#'%101$#,%Y5(5%-'I(

#,.("-8(1%("#5(/,C-3.&.(C-'(%"&4B(H&C3&D1F1%I(1,('&5&#'0"(1,F-3F&5(%"&(5I5%&4#%10(#,#3I515(-C(%"&(

5/AM&0%(A&1,E(&D#41,&.(#,.(5"#'1,E(1%5(4&#,1,E(C-'(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(#,.(%"&($#'%101$#,%(SP1,3#I9(6TT6UB(

@"&($#'%101$#,%5Y(5%-'1&5(#'&($#'#4-/,%9(A/%(%"&I(.-(,-%(5%#,.(#3-,&B(H#%"&'9(%"&I(#'&(1,%&'$'&%&.(1,(

%"&(31E"%(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"&'Y5($'&J&D15%1,E(1.&#5(#3-,E(81%"(%"&(0/''&,%('&5&#'0"(S&D#41,&.(1,(0"#$%&'(

6UB(@"15("&3$5(0-/,%&'(%"&(($-%&,%1#3(A1#5&5(-C(%"15(#,.(-C(-%"&'('&5&#'0"&'59(A&0#/5&(,-(-,&(

1,%&'$'&%#%1-,(.-41,#%&59('#%"&'(%"&I(#33(4#L&(#(0-,%'1A/%1-,(#,.(#'&(/5&.(%-(C-0/5(/$-,(%"&(,&8(

5%-'1&5B(R-4&(-C(%"&(.150/551-,($-1,%5(8133(A&(&D$&0%&.(#,.(8133(0-,C1'4($'&J&D15%1,E(1.&#59(-%"&'5(4#I(

0-,%'#.10%(%"&5&(#,.(5%133(-%"&'5(4#I(-$&,(/$(,&8(8#I5(-C(%"1,L1,E(,-%(0-,51.&'&.(A&C-'&B(@"15(1,N/1'I(

#145(%-(4#L&(&D$3101%(4/3%1$3&(%"-/E"%($'-0&55&5(E-1,E(1,%-(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(#,.(%-(&4$"#515&(%"&(

%'/%"(C'-4(%"&($&'5$&0%1F&(-C(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(Sd&A5%&'(#,.([&'%-F#9(6TT?UB(@"&(1,%&'F1&85(1,03/.&.(

5-4&(.150/551-,(-C(C/%/'&($3#,59(5/0"(#5('&%1'&4&,%B(@"15(3&.(%-(%"&(.#,E&'(5-4&($#'%101$#,%5(4#I(

C#A'10#%&(1.&#5(#,.($-%&,%1#33I(4&#,%(%"15(1,N/1'I('&$-'%&.(0-E,1%1F&($'-0&55&5(,-%(&D15%1,E($'1-'(%-(%"&(

1,%&'F1&8B(@"15(15(,-%(1,(1%5&3C(#(A#.(%"1,E9(A&0#/5&(1%(0-/3.(5%133('&F&#3(%"&(A#0LE'-/,.(#,.(1,C3/&,0&5(

#E#1,5%(8"10"(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(#'&(%#L1,E($3#0&B(@"&('&5&#'0"&'(#,.($#'%101$#,%(&,E#E&.(1,(0-J
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0-,5%'/0%1-,(-C(L,-83&.E&B(K&F&'%"&3&559(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(,&&.&.(%-(A&(F1E13#,%(#E#1,5%(0-,5%'/0%1,E(

C#,%#51&5(#,.(%"&('&5/3%1,E(.#%#(,&&.&.(%-(A&(0'&.1A3&9(-'(A&31&F#A3&B((

H-3C&(S6TT;U(#'E/&.(1,(%"&(5-01#3(501&,0&59(0-,%&D%(#,.(%"&($&'5-,#3(1,F-3F&4&,%(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(

#'&(14$-'%#,%B(+,(%"&(0#5&(-C(,#''#%1F&(1,N/1'I9(%"&(.#%#(15(#(5&'1&5(-C(5%-'1&59(8"10"('&C3&0%(%"&(

$#'%101$#,%5(&D$&'1&,0&(SQ/,%&'9(6T)Tg(#,.(G&339(6TT6U(#,.(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(15(5&&L1,E(%-(0-,F&I(%"&(

$#'%101$#,%5Y(4&#,1,E(#,.(&D$&'1&,0&B(Z5(.150/55&.(#A-F&(S5&0%1-,(=B6B)U9(%"15(0#,,-%(A&(C#351C1&.B(

@"&(1,N/1'I(4/5%('&$'&5&,%(%"&($#'%101$#,%5Y(/,.&'5%#,.1,E(-C(%"&($"&,-4&,-,B(G&33(S6TT6U(5%#%&.(#(

E--.(,#''#%1F&(1,N/1'I(,-%(-,3I('&$-'%5(%"&($#'%101$#,%o5(5%-'1&5(%-(-%"&'5(A/%(&,"#,0&5(%"&($#'%101$#,%5Y(

/,.&'5%#,.1,E(-C(%"&1'(-8,(31C&($#%"5B(@"&(,#''#%1F&(1,N/1'I(5"-/3.(#$$&#'(0'&.1A3&(%-(%"&($#'%101$#,%9(

'&5&#'0"&'9(#,.('&#.&'(Sd&A5%&'(#,.([&'%-F#9(6TT?UB(@"&(5%-'1&5('&$'&5&,%&.(1,(%"&('&5&#'0"(S#,.(

%"&(,#''#%1F&5U(5"-/3.(5-/,.(%'/&(A&0#/5&(%"&I('&41,.(%"&4(-C(%"&1'(-8,(&D$&'1&,0&9(-'(%"&I(

E&,&'#%&(#(,&8(/,.&'5%#,.1,E(-C(%"&1'(-8,(5%-'I(-'(&D$&'1&,0&B(@"15(15(14$-'%#,%(A&0#/5&(%"&(5%-'1&5(

0#,,-%(A&(C#351C1&.9(,-'(0#,(%"&I(A&(.&4-,5%'#%&.(%-(A&(C#35&(AI('&#5-,1,E(-'(3-E10B(@"&I(0#,(#,.(

5"-/3.9("-8&F&'9(.&4-,5%'#%&(#/%"&,%101%IB(@"15(15(#0"1&F&.(AI(%"&('&5&#'0"&'($'-F1.1,E(5/CC101&,%(

.&%#135(C-'(%"&('&#.&'(%-(A&(5#%15C1&.(%"&(5%-'I(15(%'/&(#,.(%"&(,#''#%1F&5(#/%"&,%10B(

3.3.2 Transferability 

@"15(15(4-'&($'-A3&4#%109(A/%(#%(3&#5%(5-4&(-C(%"&(3&55-,5(3&#',%(0-/3.(31L&3I(A&(#$$31&.(%-(-%"&'(

8-'L&'59(&5$&01#33I(81%"1,("&#3%"0#'&B(@"&(F#3/&(-C(N/#31%#%1F&('&5&#'0"(31&5(,-%(1,(1%5('&$'&5&,%#%1F&(

,#%/'&(A/%(1,(%"&(&D%&,%(%-(8"10"(1%(0#,(-CC&'(1,51E"%5(#,.(/,.&'5%#,.1,E5(%"#%(0-/3.("&3$(133/41,#%&(

-%"&'(51%/#%1-,5(SH-3C&9(6TT;UB(@"&('&#.&'(-C(%"15(1,N/1'I(8133(%#L&(C'-4(1%(8"#%&F&'(%"&I(0-,51.&'(4#I(

A&('&3&F#,%(%-(%"&(51%/#%1-,(%"&I(#'&(1,%&'&5%&.(1,B(@-(.-(5-(%"&I(,&&.(&,-/E"(.&%#135(-C(%"&(0-,%&D%(-C(

%"&(1,N/1'I(%-(&F#3/#%&(%"&(%'#,50'1$%5(#,.(%"&1'('&3&F#,0&(%-(%"&4B(@"15(1,N/1'I(1,F-3F&.(M/5%(-,&(E'-/$(

-C(8-'L&'5(1,(-,&($3#0&(S1B&B9(,/'5&5(81%"(&D$&'1&,0&(-C(7-,.-,U(-F&'(#(5"-'%($&'1-.B(@"&1'(51%/#%1-,(15(

&D$3#1,&.(#,.(&D$3-'&.g(%"15(8133(C#0131%#%&(%"&('&#.&'(1,(#55&551,E(8"&%"&'(%"15(133/41,#%&5(#,I%"1,E(-C(

'&3&F#,0&(%-(%"&45&3F&5B(
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3.3.3 Dependability  

@"15('&C&'5(%-(%"&(5%#A131%I(-'(0-,515%&,0I(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"($'-0&55&5(SH-3C&9(6TT;UB(]&$&,.#A3&(

'&5&#'0"(15(A&31&F#A3&(A&0#/5&(-C('1E-'-/5(.#%#(0-33&0%1-,(#,.(#,#3I515(#,.(%"&(0'&.1A131%I(-C(%"&(

'&5&#'0"&'S5U9(%"&1'(5/$&'F15-'S5U(#,.(%"&1'(QO+(SH-3C&9(6TT;UB(Q&,0&(%"&(14$-'%#,0&(-C(%"15(0"#$%&'(1,(

$'-F1.1,E(#,(#/.1%(%'#13(-C(%"&($'-0&55B(@"&('&#.&'(5"-/3.(A&(#A3&(%-(#$$'#15&(%"&(N/#31%I(-C(%"&(

'&5&#'0"(AI('&#.1,E(%"&(.&%#135(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"(4&%"-.B(@"15(&4$"#515&5(%"&(14$-'%#,0&(-C(#(03&#'(

4&%"-.(8"10"(0-/3.(A&(F&'1C1&.(1C(,&0&55#'IB([-'5&(&%(#3(S6TT6U(#'E/&.('1E-/'(31&5(1,(%"&(0-,./0%(-C(

%"&('&5&#'0"B(@"&('&5&#'0"&'5(5"-/3.(F&'1CI(%"&(N/#31%I(-C(%"&(8-'L(#5(1%($'-E'&55&5(AI(0"&0L1,E(%"&1'(

/,.&'5%#,.1,E(-C(%"&($#'%101$#,%5Y(#00-/,%5(./'1,E(%"&(1,%&'F1&85g(#33-81,E(415%#L&5(%-(A&('&0%1C1&.(

A&C-'&(%"&I(#'&(8-F&,(1,%-(%"&(#,#3I515B(@"/59(./'1,E(%"&(1,%&'F1&85(C-'(%"15(1,N/1'I9(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(

#,.('&5&#'0"&'5(.150/55&.(%"&(&#'3I(#,#3I5159(A#5&.(-,(%"&(0/''&,%(#,.($'&F1-/5($#'%101$#,%5B(]/'1,E(

%"&(1,%&'F1&859(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(0-,%1,/#33I(3--L&.(C-'(0-,0&$%5(%-(A&('&C1,&.(-'(0-,C1'4&.B(+,(,#''#%1F&(

1,N/1'I(^#00/'#0I`(15(3&55(14$-'%#,%9(A&0#/5&(%"&(1,N/1'I(8#5(#A-/%(%"&(4&#,1,E(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(E#F&(

%-(%"&1'(,#''#%1F&9('#%"&'(%"#,(C#0%/#3(#00/'#0IB(ZC%&'(%"&(1,%&'F1&85(8&'&(0-4$3&%&.9(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(

8&'&(-CC&'&.(#,(-$$-'%/,1%I(%-(F1&8(%"&(.#%#(#,.(#,#3I515(#5(.&50'1A&.(1,(5&0%1-,(=B?B=9(A&3-8B(@"15(

1,F1%&.(%"&4(%-(0-''&0%9('&C1,&9(-'(&4A&3315"(%"&1'(5%-'1&5B(P/'%"&'9(&./0#%-'5(#,.(4#,#E&'5(#35-(

$#'%101$#%&.9($-%&,%1#33I(-CC&'1,E(#,(-AM&0%1F&($&'5$&0%1F&B(@"&5&($#'%101$#,%5(8&'&(31L&3I(%-("#F&(5&&,(

4#,I(,/'5&5(4#L1,E(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(#,.(-A5&'F&.(5-4&(-C(%"&(-/%0-4&5B(

3.3.4 Confirmability  

@"15('&C&'5(%-(%"&(N/#31%I(-C(%"&('&5/3%5*(#'&(%"&I(5/$$-'%&.(AI(%"&($#'%101$#,%5V(@"&('&5/3%5(-C(%"15(

1,N/1'I(S0"#$%&'(>U(#'&(0-4$-5&.(#34-5%(&,%1'&3I(-C(.1'&0%(N/-%&59(#33-81,E(%"&('&#.&'(%-(F&'1CI(-'(

0"#33&,E&(%"&(1,%&'$'&%#%1-,($'-F1.&.(AI(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(1,(0"#$%&'(<B(@"/59(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(F-10&5(

.1'&0%3I(0-,%'1A/%&.(%-(%"&(#,#3I515(#,.(0-,03/51-,5B(d&A5%&'(#,.([&'%-F#(S6TT?U(%&'4(%"15(

#00&551A131%I9(A&0#/5&(%"&('&#.&'(0#,(5&&(%"&('&5&#'0"(.#%#(#,.(0-,C1'4(C-'(%"&45&3F&5(%"&(0-.1,E(%-(

E&,&'#%&(%"&(,#''#%1F&5B(((
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!-,C1'4#A131%I("#5(A&&,(&,"#,0&.(AI(&4$3-I1,E(%'1#,E/3#%1-,(%-(1,0'&#5&(%"&(F#31.1%I(-C(-A5&'F#%1-,5(

#,.(1,%&'$'&%#%1-,5B(@"15(15(&D0&$%1-,#33I(/5&C/3(1,(%"&(,#''#%1F&(1,N/1'I(A&0#/5&(%"&(4&%"-.(3#'E&3I(

$'&03/.&5(%"&(%'#.1%1-,#3(5%#,.#'.5(-C(.15%#,0&(#,.(-AM&0%1F1%I(S\149(6T);UB(@"&(%I$&5(-C(%'1#,E/3#%1-,5(

&4$3-I&.("&'&(8&'&(.#%#(5-/'0&(%'1#,E/3#%1-,(#,.(1,F&5%1E#%-'(%'1#,E/3#%1-,B(]#%#(5-/'0&(%'1#,E/3#%1-,(

15(8"&'&(%"&(5#4&(&CC&0%(15(-A5&'F&.(#%(.1CC&'&,%(%14&5(-'(81%"(.1CC&'&,%(#0%-'5B(@"/59($#'%101$#,%5(

1,03/.&.(#('#,E&(-C(.1CC&'&,%(%I$&5(-C(,/'5&5B(@"&I(8-'L&.(1,(.1CC&'&,%(5$&01#31545(#,.(1,(.1CC&'&,%(

$-5%5(#,.(%"&1'(5%-'1&5(C-'4&.(%"&(5&'1&5(-C(,#''#%1F&5B(@"&5&(8&'&(5/$$-'%&.(AI(0-,%'1A/%1-,5(C'-4(

,/'5&(4#,#E&'5(#,.(,/'5&(&./0#%-'5B(+,F&5%1E#%-'(%'1#,E/3#%1-,(/5&5(.1CC&'&,%('&5&#'0"&'5(%-(&D#41,&(

%"&(5#4&(.#%#B(h,&(-C(%"&($'-M&0%(5/$&'F15-'5(0"&0L&.(#,.(F&'1C1&.(%"&(#,#3I515(#%(&#0"(5%#E&B(R"&(

'&#.(#(5#4$3&(-C(%"&(-'1E1,#3(%'#,50'1$%5(#,.(#33(%"&(0#'&&'(5%-'1&5B(@"15($-%&,%1#33I(3&#.5(%-(%"&-'I(

%'1#,E/3#%1-,9(8"&,(5-4&-,&(81%"(#(.1CC&'&,%($&'5$&0%1F&(-CC&'5(#,(1,%&'$'&%#%1-,(-C(%"&(5#4&(.#%#9(

A'1,E1,E(#A-/%(#(0-4$3&D(A/%($-8&'C/3(#,#3I515B((

@"&(31%&'#%/'&('&F1&8(S0"#$%&'(6U(&4$3-I&.(%8-(%--35(S5&&(#$$&,.1D(6U(%-(#55&55(%"&(N/#31%I(-C(%"&(

'&5&#'0"(/5&.(%"&'&B(@"&(%--3($'-F1.&.(AI(%"&(G[_9('&3#%1,E(%-(N/&5%1-,,#1'&59(#,.(%"&(%--3($'-F1.&.(

AI(!ZR29('&3#%1,E(%-(N/#31%#%1F&(5%/.1&59(8&'&(/5&.(%-(&,5/'&(#33(155/&5('&3#%1,E(%-(N/#31%I("#.(A&&,(

&D$3-'&.(1,(%"15(0"#$%&'B(+%(8#5(,-%&.(4#,I(-C(%"&($/A315"&.(#'%103&5(.1.(,-%($'-F1.&(5/CC101&,%(.&%#135(

-C(%"&(4&%"-.(%-(#55&55(%"&1'('1E-/'B(+,(#(%"&515(5/0"(#5(%"159(%"&'&(15(#(4-'&(E&,&'-/5(8-'.J3141%9(#,.(

%"&(N/&5%1-,5(#5L&.(1,(%"&(%--35(0#,(A&(#,58&'&.(1,(%"15(4&%"-.5(0"#$%&'9(#,.(1,(#(51413#'(5&N/&,0&B(

P-'(&D#4$3&9(%"&(!ZR2(%--3(#5L&.(8"&%"&'(%"&($#'%101$#,%5("#.(A&&,(5&3&0%&.(/51,E(#,(#$$'-$'1#%&(

4&#,5(#,.(8"&%"&'(%"&('&3#%1-,5"1$(A&%8&&,(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(#,.(%"&('&5&#'0"&'("#.(A&&,(&D$3-'&.9(

#,.(%"15(0"#$%&'(8133(&D$3101%3I(&D#41,&(#,.(M/5%1CI(%"15(S5&&(5&0%1-,(=B<B)9(A&3-8UB(+%(8#5(,-%&.(1,(%"&(

N/#31%I(#55&554&,%(S5&&(5&0%1-,(6B=U(-C(N/&5%1-,,#1'&5(4#,I("#.(/5&.(/,F#31.#%&.(%--35B(@"15(1,N/1'I(

/5&.(#(,&8(%--39(.&F15&.(&5$&01#33I(C-'(%"15(%"&5159(A/%(%"&(%--3(8#5(F&'1C1&.(/51,E(%8-($13-%(1,%&'F1&85B(

P/'%"&'9(%"&(G[_(%--3(#5L5(8"&%"&'(^0-,5/4&'5`(8&'&(1,F-3F&.(1,(%"&(.&F&3-$4&,%(-C(%"&(%--39(#,.(%"&(

#,58&'(C-'(%"15(1,N/1'I(15(^I&5`9(A&0#/5&(%"&(N/&5%1-,5(i($'-4$%5(8&'&('&F15&.(C-33-81,E(%"&($13-%5(#,.(

%"&(&#'3I(1,%&'F1&85(%-('&C3&0%(%"&(5%-'1&5(#,.(%"&(&4&'E1,E(,#''#%1F&5(S5&&(5&0%1-,(=B>B)9(A&3-8UB(
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 Conduct of the inquiry – the research method 

Q#F1,E(M/5%1C1&.(%"&(4&%"-.-3-E10#3(#$$'-#0"9(

%"15(0"#$%&'(,-8(E-&5(-,(%-(3--L(#%(%"&(

4&%"-.9(-'(%"&($'#0%10#3(.&%#135(-C(0-,./0%1,E(

#(,#''#%1F&(1,N/1'IB(@"15(5%#'%5(81%"(-/%31,1,E(

%"&(.#%#(0-33&0%1-,(%--35B(@"&(.#%#(0-33&0%1-,(

5%#'%&.(81%"(5&41J5%'/0%/'&.(1,%&'F1&85B(P'-4(

%"&(1,%&'F1&85(81%"(%"&(,/'5&($#'%101$#,%5(

8&'&(.&'1F&.(0#'&&'(5%-'1&5B(@"15('&N/1'&.(#(

5$&01#3(%I$&(-C(1,%&'F1&89(,#''#%1F&(

1,%&'F1&81,E9(8"10"(15(5$&01C10#33I(0-,51.&'&.B(

Z35-(0-,51.&'&.(15(1,51.&'('&5&#'0"B(@"15(

5&0%1-,(%"&,(E-&5(-,(%-(&D#41,&(%"&(

$'#0%10#31%1&5(-C($13-%(1,%&'F1&859(4#,#E1,E(%"&(

1,%&'F1&85(#,.(%'#,50'1$%1-,B((

@-(C#0131%#%&(%"&(C-'%"0-41,E(.150/551-,9(1%(8133(

A&(/5&C/3(%-(.15%1,E/15"(A&%8&&,(%'#,50'1$%59(

5%-'1&59(#,.(,#''#%1F&5B(@"&(%'#,50'1$%(8#5(%"&(

F&'A#%14('&0-'.(-C(&#0"(-C(%"&(6;(1,%&'F1&85(

#,.(1,03/.&5(#33(%"#%(8#5(5#1.(#,.(5-4&(

#..1%1-,#39(.&50'1$%1F&9(%&D%(C'-4(%"&(,-%&5(-C(

%"&('&5&#'0"&'B(P'-4(%"&(%'#,50'1$%5(-C(%"&(

,/'5&($#'%101$#,%5(SA/%(,-%(%"&(4#,#E&'(-'(

&./0#%-'($#'%101$#,%5U9(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(.&'1F&.(

5%-'1&5B(@"&5&(8&'&(5"-'%(#00-/,%5(-C(&#0"(,/'5&($#'%101$#,%5(0#'&&'9(5%133(4-5%3I(/51,E(%"&1'(8-'.5B(

H&5&#'0"($'-$-5#3(

(
H&E15%'#%1-,(#5(#(2"](5%/.&,%(

(
+,1%1#3('&#.1,E(#,.(.&F&3-$4&,%(-C(1.&#5(

(
@"&(C1'5%(.'#C%(-C(31%&'#%/'&('&F1&89(#,.(4&%"-.(

(
R/A41551-,(-C(&%"105(#$$310#%1-,5(Sa'#,%&.(Z$'13((

6T)=9(#4&,.&.(R&$%&4A&'(6T)>U((

(
213-%(1,%&'F1&85(#,.('&F151-,5(%-(1,%&'F1&8(

$'-4$%5((

(
!-,%#0%1,E($-%&,%1#3($#'%101$#,%5(

(
+,%&'F1&85(_/,&(6T)=JZ/E/5%(6T)<(

(
[&4A&'(0"&0L1,E*(%'#,50'1$%5(#,.(5%-'1&5(5&,%(%-(

$#'%101$#,%5(#5(%"&I(8&'&('&#.I(

(
O4#13(-C(5/'F&I5(%-($#'%101$#,%5(

(
!-4$13#%1-,(-C(%'#,50'1$%5(#,.(5%-'1&5(

(
Z,#3I515(-C(.#%#(

(
!-4$3&%1-,(-C(8'1%1,E(#,.($'&5&,%#%1-,(

$

$

(

Table 3.1: Process of the inquiry 
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@"&I(#'&(#33(#F#13#A3&(1,(#$$&,.1D(=B(@"&(5%-'1&5(1,03/.&(#33(4#%&'1#3(C'-4(%"&(1,%&'F1&85(81%"(,/'5&(

$#'%101$#,%5('&3#%1,E(%-(%"&1'(0#'&&'(.&0151-,59("-8(%"&I(C&3%(#A-/%(%"&49(#0%1-,5(%"&I("#.(%#L&,9(#,.(

%"&1'(0-,5&N/&,0&5B(R-4&(#/%"-'5('&C&'(%-(%"&5&(#5(s0#'&&'(5%-'1&5s9(A&0#/5&(4#%&'1#3(,-%('&3#%1,E(%-(

%"&($#'%101$#,%5o(0#'&&'5(8#5(-41%%&.B(+,(%"15(1,N/1'I9(%"&(%&'4(s5%-'1&5s("#5(A&&,(#.-$%&.9(C-'(A'&F1%I(

#,.(A&0#/5&(1%(15(,-%(#38#I5($-551A3&(%-(.15%1,E/15"(A&%8&&,(0#'&&'(#,.(-%"&'(#5$&0%5(-C(%"&(

$#'%101$#,%5o(31F&5B(P'-4(#33(%"&(5%-'1&5(81%"(,/'5&59(,#''#%1F&5(8&'&(.&'1F&.B(@"&(,#''#%1F&5(0-,%'#5%(

81%"(%"&(#0%/#3(&F&,%5(A&0#/5&(&#0"(,#''#%1F&(15(A#5&.(-,(%"&($&'0&$%1-,(-'(-A5&'F#%1-,(-C(%"&(&F&,%(

SQ/,%&'9(6T)TU(#,.(#'15&(C'-4(5&F&'#3(5%-'1&5B(@"&(,#''#%1F&5(8&'&(#,I%"1,E(5&F&'#3(-C(%"&(,/'5&(

$#'%101$#,%5(1.&,%1C1&.(#5(1,C3/&,01,E(%"&1'(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5B(@"&5&(,#''#%1F&5(1,C-'4(%"&(.150/551-,(1,(

0"#$%&'(<B(@"&(%'#,50'1$%5(-C(%"&(%"'&&(4#,#E&'5(#,.(%"'&&(&./0#%-'5(8&'&(,-%(1,%&,.&.(%-(A&(/5&.(#5(

5%-'1&5(#,.(8&'&(,-%(C-'4&.(1,%-(5%-'1&5(A/%(8&'&(&D#41,&.(3#%&'(C-'(#..1%1-,#3(4#%&'1#3B((

@"&(1,N/1'I(8#5(0-,./0%&.(S$#'%J%14&U(-F&'(#($&'1-.(-C(#A-/%(&1E"%(I&#'5B(Z,(-F&'F1&8(-C(%"&(

0"'-,-3-EI(#,.(5&N/&,0&(15($'&5&,%&.(1,(@#A3&(=B)9(#A-F&B(

3.4.1 Data collection tools 

+,(\F#3&Y5(S6TT?U(5&41,#3(8-'L9("&(5%#%&.(1C(8&(8#,%(%-(L,-8(#A-/%($&-$3&Y5(31F&59(8&(%#3L(%-(%"&4(#,.(

3&#',(#A-/%(%"&1'(8-'3.*(^%"&1'(.'&#459("-$&59(#,.(C&#'5`(S$#E&(=U(#,.(5&F&'#3('&5&#'0"&'5(01%&.(1,(

0"#$%&'(6(/5&.(1,.1F1./#3(1,%&'F1&85B(+,%&'F1&85(#'&(5/1%#A3&(C-'('&5&#'0"(1,F-3F1,E(4&4A&'5(-C(%"&(

5#4&($'-C&551-,(#,.(0"#'#0%&'15&(%"&('&5&#'0"(-C([#0L1,%-5"(S6TT?U(#,.(hY!-,,-'(S6T);UB(Z,-%"&'(

&D#4$3&(8#5(G'#,.(&%(#3(S6T);U9(8"-(&D$3-'&.(#(51,E3&(0#'&&'(.&0151-,9(,#4&3I(%"&(.&0151-,(%-(

&4A#'L(/$-,($-5%J'&E15%'#%1-,(%'#1,1,E(1,(,&-,#%#3(,/'51,EB(@"&(,/4A&'(#,.(F#'1&%I(-C(%"&5&(5%/.1&5(

5"-85(%"15(#$$'-#0"(15(C3&D1A3&B(j,C-'%/,#%&3I9(4-5%(-C(%"&5&($#$&'5($'-F1.&.(41,14#3(.&%#135(-C(%"&(

%--35(-'(%"&(#,#3I515(S5&&(.150/551-,(1,(5&0%1-,(6B=U9(A/%(4-5%3I($'&5&,%&.(#(0-4$3&%&.(#,#3I515(-C(%"&(

0-,%&,%(-C(%"&(1,%&'F1&85B(
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@"&($#'%101$#,%5(1,(%"15(1,N/1'I(1,03/.&.(,/'5&5(#%(.1CC&'&,%(0#'&&'(5%#E&5(#,.(1,(#(F#'1&%I(-C(5&%%1,E5B(

@"&I(8&'&(#5L&.(#A-/%(%"&1'(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(#,.(%"&I(%-3.(%"&1'(5%-'1&5(5-(C#'g(%"&I(&D#41,&.(8"#%(

"#.(-00/''&.(1,(%"&($#5%9(%"&1'($'&5&,%(51%/#%1-,9(#,.(C/%/'&($-551A131%1&5B(@"&5&(8&'&(&D$3-'&.(%-(

133/41,#%&(8"#%("#.(1,C3/&,0&.(%"&1'(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5B(K/'5&(&./0#%-'5(#,.(4#,#E&'5(8&'&(#35-(

1,%&'F1&8&.(A&0#/5&(1%(8#5(#,%101$#%&.(%"&I(0-/3.(-CC&'(1,51E"%5(1,%-("-8(,/'5&5(4#L&(0#'&&'(

.&0151-,5*(%"&I(8&'&(31L&3I(%-("#F&(L,-8,(,/'5&5(#%(.1CC&'&,%(5%#E&5(1,(%"&1'(0#'&&'59("#F&(81%,&55&.(

%"&($'-0&55(%"&I("#.(E-,&(%"'-/E"(./'1,E(0#'&&'(.&0151-,J4#L1,E9(#,.(4#I("#F&(#.F15&.(%"&4B(

h00#51-,#33I($&-$3&(1,(%"&5&('-3&5(#'&(,-%(,/'5&5(A/%(%"-5&(1,F-3F&.(1,(%"15('&5&#'0"(#33(8&'&B(@"&I(

8&'&(,-%(%-(A&(1,%&'F1&8&.(#A-/%(%"&1'(-8,(0#'&&'5(#,.(.1.(,-%($'-F1.&(0#'&&'(5%-'1&5B(@"&'&C-'&(%"&I(

.1.(,-%(,&&.(%-(4&&%(%"&('&N/1'&4&,%5(-C(%"&(,/'5&($#'%101$#,%59(A/%(1,(%"&(&F&,%9(#33(8-/3.("#F&(

C/3C133&.(%"&(0'1%&'1#(C-'(,/'5&($#'%101$#,%5(&D0&$%(5-4&("#.(A&&,(N/#31C1&.(C-'(3-,E&'B(

@8-(5"-'%(315%5(-C(N/&5%1-,5(8&'&($'&$#'&.B(h,&(8#5(C-'(/5&(81%"(%"&(,/'5&($#'%101$#,%5(#,.(8#5(

.&51E,&.(%-(133101%(%"&1'(5%-'1&5B(@"&(-%"&'(81%"(%"&(&./0#%-'(#,.(4#,#E&'($#'%101$#,%5(#,.(8#5(

.&51E,&.(%-(E#%"&'(1,C-'4#%1-,(-,(%"&(,#%/'&(-C(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(1,(,/'51,EB(@"&5&(8&'&(A'-#.9(-$&,(

N/&5%1-,5(.&51E,&.(%-(#33-8(%"&($#'%101$#,%(#,.('&5&#'0"&'(%-(&D$3-'&(1,C3/&,0&5(-,(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(

C'-4(#(F#'1&%I(-C($&'5$&0%1F&5B(

@"&(#,#3I515(15(.150/55&.(A&3-8(S5&0%1-,(=B?U(A/%(5/CC10&(%-(,-%&("&'&(%"#%(1%(8#5(#,(1%&'#%1F&($'-0&55(

A&0#/5&(1%(5%#'%&.(&F&,(#5(&#0"(1,%&'F1&8(8#5($'-E'&551,E9(#,.(C/'%"&'(#,#3I515(8#5(.-,&(1,(

$'&$#'#%1-,(C-'(%"&(,&D%(1,%&'F1&8B(+.&#5(#,.("I$-%"&5&5(8&'&(C-'4&.(#,.(0"&0L&.(%"&,(#,.(1,(

5/A5&N/&,%(1,%&'F1&85B(@"15(4&#,%(5-4&%14&5(%"&(#,#3I515(-C(%"&(&#'3I(1,%&'F1&85('&F&#3&.(#..1%1-,#3(

N/&5%1-,5(8&'&('&N/1'&.(-'(5-4&(#4&,.4&,%(-C(%"&(8-'.1,E(-C(%"&(50"&./3&(C-'(5/A5&N/&,%(

1,%&'F1&85B(+,(%"15(8#I9(&4&'E1,E(,#''#%1F&5(8&'&(&D$3-'&.B(P-'(1,5%#,0&9(-,&(-C(%"&(&#'3I($#'%101$#,%5(

0-4$3#1,&.('&%1'&4&,%(8#5('#'&3I(.150/55&.(AI(,/'5&5(#,.(I&%(8#5(#(0-,0&',(C-'("&'9(5-(%"15(8#5(

#..&.(%-(%"&(50"&./3&B(h,(%"&(-%"&'("#,.9(1%("#.(A&&,(#55/4&.($#I(8-/3.(#'15&(5$-,%#,&-/53I(1,(%"&(

.150/551-,9(A/%(1%(.1.(,-%9(5-(%"159(%--9(8#5(#..&.B((
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+,.&&.9(%"&($'-E'&55(-C(%"&(1,%&'F1&85(.&4-,5%'#%&.(%"&(50"&./3&(C-'(,/'5&($#'%101$#,%5('&N/1'&.(#(

0-4$3&%&('&J5%'/0%/'&B(@"15(8#5(A&0#/5&(#%(%"&(-/%5&%(1%(8#5(#(315%(-C(-$&,(N/&5%1-,59(1,(#(5&N/&,0&(

%"#%(#$$&#'&.(3-E10#3(./'1,E($'&$#'#%1-,g(1,($'#0%10&9(,-(1,%&'F1&8(C-33-8&.(%"#%($#%%&',B(+,5%&#.9(&#0"(

8#5(/,1N/&(#,.(.&4-,5%'#%&.(%"&(1,%&'&5%5(#,.(5%-'1&5(-C(%"&($#'%101$#,%5B(@"15(4&#,%(5-4&(

N/&5%1-,5(8&'&(/,,&0&55#'I(#,.(%"&(5&N/&,0&(0-/3.(/,./3I(0-,5%'#1,(%"&(1,%&'F1&8($'-0&55B(

@"&'&C-'&9(%"&(50"&./3&(C-'(,/'5&($#'%101$#,%5(8#5('&J-'E#,15&.(1,%-(#(5"-'%&'(315%(-C($'-4$%59(8"10"(

8&'&($-%&,%1#3(155/&5(%-(A&(&D$3-'&.B(Z,#3I515(-C(%"&(&#'3I(1,%&'F1&85(5"-8&.(5-4&($&'%1,&,%(155/&5(

"#.(A&&,('#15&.(A/%(,-%(&D#41,&.9(%"&'&C-'&9(&#0"(-C(%"&($'-4$%5(-,(%"&('&F15&.(315%(1,03/.&.(

5/EE&5%&.($'-A&59(-'(#'&#5(%-(&D$3-'&9(1C(#$$'-$'1#%&B(@"15(1,03/.&.(5/0"(5/EE&5%1-,5(#5(8"#%("#.(

1,1%1#%&.(%"&(.&0151-,9(8"#%(%"&I(8&'&(#141,E(C-'9(%"&(%"-/E"%($'-0&55&5(%"&I(8&,%(%"'-/E"(#,.(#,I(

-%"&'(1,C3/&,0&5(/$-,(%"&1'(.&0151-,5B(Z$$&,.1D(=($'-F1.&5(%"&(50"&./3&5B(@"&(,/'5&5Y(15(5"-8,(1,(1%5(

1,1%1#3(#,.(C1,#3(C-'4B(@"&(1,%&'F1&8(50"&./3&(C-'(4#,#E&'5(#,.(&./0#%-'5(15(-,3I(1,(-,&(C-'4(A&0#/5&(

1%(.1.(,-%('&N/1'&(51E,1C10#,%(&.1%1,EB(@"15(8#5($'-A#A3I(A&0#/5&(%"&(&./0#%-'(#,.(4#,#E&'(1,%&'F1&85(

8&'&(4-5%3I(#A-/%(-%"&'($&-$3&o5(0#'&&'5(p(0&'%#1,3I9(%"#%(8#5("-8(%"&I("#.(A&&,($3#,,&.(J((%"&I(

8&'&(,-%(%&331,E(%"&1'(-8,(5%-'I(#,.(1%(4#I(A&(%"15('#%"&'(14$&'5-,#3(4#%&'1#3(3&.(%-(C&8&'(.1F&'51-,5(

#,.(3&55(0-4$3&D(.150/551-,B(@"&5&('&F151-,59(#3-,E(81%"(%"&(.&F&3-$1,E(5L1335(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"&'9(

4&#,%(%"&(3#%&'(1,%&'F1&85("#.(#("1E"&'(^0-.1,E(.&,51%I`(%"#,(%"&(&#'31&'(-,&5B(

@"&(1,%&'F1&85(#33-8&.(%"&($#'%101$#,%(#,.(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(%-(&D$3-'&(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(%-E&%"&'(1,(#(

$'1F#%&(#,.(0-4C-'%#A3&(&,F1'-,4&,%9(#55/'&.(-C(0-,C1.&,%1#31%I(#,.(#,-,I41%IB(@"&(-,&J%-J-,&(C-'4#%(

8#5(.&51E,&.(%-(#33-8($#'%101$#,%5(%-(&D$'&55(%"&45&3F&5(C'&&3I9(1,03/.1,E(155/&5(%"&I(4#I(,-%(

-'.1,#'13I(%#3L(#A-/%(%-(0-33&#E/&5B((

+,%&'F1&85(#'&(#,(&5%#A315"&.(4&#,5(-C(E#%"&'1,E(.#%#9(I&%(%"&I("#F&(-,3I(A&&,(5I5%&4#%10#33I(

5%/.1&.(51,0&(%"&()W;T59(#,.(%"&1'(0-44-,J$3#0&(C-'4(0#,(.&0&1F&(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(1,%-(/,.&'J

$'&$#'1,E(C-'(%"&4B(Z3%"-/E"(%"&'&(#'&(C&8(5%#,.#'.('/3&5(-'(C-'4#%5(S\F#3&9(6TT?U9(E--.($'&$#'#%1-,(

0#$1%#315&.(-,(%"&(8&#3%"(-C(%"&($#'%101$#,%5Y(&D$&'1&,0&B(+%(15(,-(3-,E&'(#00&$%#A3&(%-(0-,51.&'(&#0"(
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N/&5%1-,(#(5%14/3/5(#,.(%"&(#,58&'(1,.&$&,.&,%3I(4&#,1,EC/3(S!'#A%'&&9([133&'9(#,.(]#85-,&'#9(

)WWWU9(#,.(%"&('&5&#'0"(1,%&'F1&8(15(,-%(#(,-'4#39(5-01#3(0-,F&'5#%1-,B(+,(%"15(1,N/1'I9(#,.(%I$10#3(C-'(

%"15(%I$&(-C('&5&#'0"(S&BEB(R41%"9(6T)6g(#,.([#E,/5-,9(d130-D-,9(#,.(K-'&49(6TT=U9(%"&(1,%&'#0%1-,(

8#5(1,1%1#%&.(AI(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(8"-(.&01.&.(1,(#.F#,0&(8"#%(#'&#5(8-/3.(A&(.150/55&.(S5&&(

#$$&,.1D(=UB(@"&($#'%101$#,%5(,&&.&.(%-(A&(C'&&(%-(&D$'&55(%"&45&3F&59('&F&#31,E(,-F&3(1,51E"%5(#,.(

&D#41,1,E(1.&#5(,&1%"&'('&5&#'0"&'(,-'($#'%101$#,%(4#I("#F&($'&F1-/53I(%"-/E"%(#A-/%9(8"10"(0#,(A&((

#(C&#%/'&(-C(%"&(0-J0-,5%'/0%1-,(-C(L,-83&.E&B(@"&(1,%&'F1&85(-C(%"&(&./0#%-'5(#,.(4#,#E&'(

$#'%101$#,%5(C-33-8&.(#(51413#'($#%%&',(%-(%"-5&(-C(%"&(,/'5&($#'%101$#,%59(A/%(%"&(N/&5%1-,5(8&'&(3&55(

$&'5-,#3(#,.(%&,.&.(%-(#5L(#A-/%(#,I(,/'5&(8-'L1,E(1,(%"&1'(#'&#B(@"&'&(8&'&(C&8&'($'-A&5(#,.(%"&(

1,%&'F1&85(%&,.&.(%-(A&(5"-'%&'(1,(./'#%1-,B((

3.4.1.1 Narrative interviewing 

@"15(15(#(5$&01#3(C-'4(-C(1,%&'F1&89(/5&.(81%"(%"&(,/'5&($#'%101$#,%5B(

+,("&'(03#5510(%&D%(-,(,#''#%1F&(#,#3I5159(H1&554#,(S)WW=U($-1,%&.(-/%(1,F&5%1E#%-'5(.-(,-%("#F&9(,-'(

.-(%"&I('&N/1'&9(.1'&0%(#00&55(%-(#,-%"&'Y5(&D$&'1&,0&g(1,5%&#.9(%"&I(.&#3(81%"(%"&(#0%-'5o(

'&$'&5&,%#%1-,5(-C(1%(1,(5$-L&,(-'(8'1%%&,(#00-/,%5B(+,(,#''#%1F&(1,N/1'I9(%"&(.#%#(15($&-$3&Y5(5%-'1&59(1,(

8"10"(%"&I(.&50'1A&(%"&(%/',1,E($-1,%5(1,(%"&1'($#5%9(155/&5(1,(%"&($'&5&,%9(#,.("-8(%"&I(#,%101$#%&(

%"&1'(C/%/'&5B(H1&554#,(S)WW=U(5/44#'15&.(%"&($'-0&55(-C(,#''#%1F&(#,#3I515(#5(-,&(-C(

^'&$'&5&,%#%1-,(-C(&D$&'1&,0&`(S$#E&(WUB(@"&5&('&$'&5&,%#%1-,5(#'&(5%-'1&59(8"10"($'-F1.&(4&#,1,E5(

%-(&F&,%5(#,.(^5&3CB`(K#''#%1F&(1,N/1'I(0&,%'&5(-,("-8($&-$3&(/,.&'5%#,.(%"&45&3F&5(#,.(8"#%("#5(

"#$$&,&.(%-(%"&4B((

H1&554#,(S)WW=U9(G&''I(S6T);U(#,.(-%"&'5(%#01%3I(#55/4&(%"&(,#''#%1F&5(8133(A&(-A%#1,&.(%"'-/E"(

1,%&'F1&85B(+,(0-,%'#5%9(!-/51,(S6TTWU(5/EE&5%&.(%"&(5%-'1&5(0-/3.(A&(8'1%%&,(81%"-/%(&F&,(%"&(

'&5&#'0"&'(A&1,E($'&5&,%9(-'(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(0-/3.(/5&($/A315"&.(A1-E'#$"1&5(SP'#,L9(6T)6UB(Z5L1,E(

%"&5&($#'%101$#,%59("-8&F&'9(C-'(8'1%%&,(#00-/,%5(0-/3.("#F&(A&&,(/,./3I(-,&'-/5(1,(%&'45(-C(%"&1'(

%14&9(#,.(%"&(,&&.(%-(&D$'&55($&'5-,#3(&D$&'1&,0&5(1,(8'1%1,E(0-/3.("#F&(.150-/'#E&.($-%&,%1#3(
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$#'%101$#,%5B(K/'5&5(#'&(-C%&,(4-'&(0-,C1.&,%(1,(&D$'&551,E(%"&45&3F&5(1,(5$&&0"('#%"&'(%"#,(8'1%1,E9(

51,0&(,/'51,E(15(#($'-C&551-,(A#5&.(-,("/4#,(0-44/,10#%1-,(SG&''I9(6T);UB(

K#''#%1F&(1,%&'F1&85(0-,%'#5%(81%"(4#,I(-%"&'(N/#31%#%1F&(1,%&'F1&85(A&0#/5&(%"&I(E&,&'#%&(#(5%-'IB(

@"&(1,%&'F1&85(81%"(%"&(,/'5&($#'%101$#,%5(#14&.(%-('&0-'.(%"&1'(5%-'1&59(8"10"(15(#(4&#,1,EJ4#L1,E(

.&F10&9('#%"&'(%"#,(-A%#1,(#,58&'5(%-(#(5&'1&5(-C(N/&5%1-,5B(+,(%"15(8#I9(%"&($#'%101$#,%(A&0-4&5(%"&(

,#''#%-'(#,.(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(#,(#0%1F&(315%&,&'(#,.(50'1A&B(+,(%&331,E(5%-'1&59(%"&(,#''#%-'(15(,-%(M/5%(

'&3#%1,E(&D$&'1&,0&59(A/%(4#L1,E(5&,5&(-C(%"&4B(@"&('&5&#'0"&'(.-&5(,-%(1,%&'F1&8(%-(^E&%(#(5%-'I`(A/%(

'#%"&'9(5"&(&,%&'5(%"&(5%-'I(81%"(%"&($#'%101$#,%(SG&/%"1,9(6T)>UB(@"&'&C-'&9(%"&(1,%&'F1&85(8&'&(

41,14#33I(5%'/0%/'&.(#,.(A&0#4&(3&55(5%'/0%/'&.(81%"(&#0"(1%&'#%1-,(-C(%"&(E/1.&(#5(%"&(5L1335(-C(%"&(

'&5&#'0"&'(.&F&3-$&.B(h,&(M-A(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(15(%-(C#0131%#%&(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(%-(#0"1&F&(,#''#%1F&(

0-"&'&,0&9(%-($'-F1.&(#(5%-'I(%"#%(4#L&5(5&,5&B((

H&1554#,(S)WW=U('&0-44&,.&.(N/&5%1-,5(5"-/3.(-$&,(%"&(%-$10(#,.(#33-8($#'%101$#,%5(%-(0-,5%'/0%(

%"&1'(-8,(#,58&'5B(@"&($'-4$%5($'1F13&E&(%"&($#'%101$#,%5Y($&'5$&0%1F&9(81%"-/%($'-A1,E(A&I-,.(8"#%(

%"&I(8&'&(81331,E(%-(5"#'&B(Z3%"-/E"($#'%101$#,%5(-C%&,(A&0-4&(4-'&(81331,E(%-(5"#'&(.&%#135(#5(%"&(

1,%&'F1&8($'-E'&55&59(%"&(1,1%1#%1F&(C-'(%"15(4/5%('&4#1,(81%"(%"&($#'%101$#,%(SO4&'5-,(#,.(P'-5"9(

6TT>UB(H&1554#,(S)WW=U(5%#%&.(%"&(1,5%1,0%(%-(0-,5%'/0%(5%-'1&5(#$$&#'5(#34-5%(/,1F&'5#39(#,.(4-5%(

$#'%101$#,%5(8133('&#.13I('&3#%&(5%-'1&5(1,(#,58&'(%-(-$&,(N/&5%1-,5B(R"&(#,.(-%"&'5(S&BEB(O4&'5-,(#,.(

P'-5"9(6TT>U('&0-44&,.(M/5%(#(C&8(L&I(N/&5%1-,5(-'(5/EE&5%1-,5(C-'(%#3L1,E9(8"10"(#33-8(%"&(

$#'%101$#,%(%-(&D$3-'&(#'&#5(14$-'%#,%(%-(%"&4B(@"15("#$$&,&.(A&0#/5&(&#0"(1,%&'F1&8(81%"(%"&(,/'5&(

$#'%101$#,%5(1,03/.&.(#'&#5(,-%($'&$#'&.(1,(#.F#,0&B((

@"&('&5&#'0"&'(#33-8&.(%"&(,/'5&($#'%101$#,%5(%-(.'1F&(%"&(0-,F&'5#%1-,(#,.(#F-1.&.(0-,%'-331,E(%"&(

0-,F&'5#%1-,(-'(.1541551,E(4#%&'1#3(#5(1''&3&F#,%B(@"15(0-,%'#5%5(81%"(4-5%(N/#31%#%1F&(1,%&'F1&859(

8"&'&(%"&(1,%&'F1&8&'(.1'&0%5(%"&(0-,F&'5#%1-,9(A/%(1,(%"&5&(1,%&'F1&859(%"&($#'%101$#,%(.1'&0%5(%"&(

0-,F&'5#%1-,(%-(%&33(%"&1'(5%-'IB(h,&(N/&5%1-,(#,.('&3#%&.($'-A&5(#'&(5&%(-/%(1,(%#A3&(=B69(A&3-8B(

Z3%"-/E"(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(8&'&(%&331,E(%"&1'(-8,(5%-'I9(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(.1.(,&&.(%-(C-0/5(-,(#5$&0%5(-C(
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%"&(5%-'I(4-5%($&'%1,&,%(%-(%"&('&5&#'0"(N/&5%1-,9(8"135%(A&1,E(0#'&C/3(,-%(%-(-F&'3I(3&#.(%"&($#'%101$#,%(

SG&/%"1,(6T)>UB(2'-A&5(#33-8&.(%"&($#'%101$#,%(%-($'-F1.&(&D#4$3&59(&D$3#,#%1-,5(-'(M/5%1C10#%1-,5B(

(

 

 

Table 3.2 Example of prompts and probes 

@"&('&5&#'0"&'(#0%1F&3I(315%&,&.(#,.(8#5(&4-%1-,#33I(#%%&,%1F&(%-(%"&($#'%101$#,%B(@"15(.&F&3-$4&,%(-C(

'#$$-'%9(8"10"(15(&5$&01#33I(14$-'%#,%(1,(,#''#%1F&(1,%&'F1&859(0'&#%&5(#(5#C&(5$#0&(C-'(%"&($#'%101$#,%(

%-('&0-/,%(%"&1'(5%-'IB(@"15(4#I(A&(8"I(5&F&'#3('&$-'%5(-C(,#''#%1F&(#,#3I5&5(1,03/.&(1,%&,5&3I(

$&'5-,#3(#00-/,%5(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(S5&&9(C-'(&D#4$3&9(!3#,#.1,9(2/5"-'9(#,.(h''9(6TT?g(#,.(G&/%"1,9(

6T)>UB(@"&('-3&(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(15(#(0-4$3&D(-,&(1,(,#''#%1F&(1,%&'F1&85(#,.(1,F-3F&5(0-,%1,/#33I(

,&E-%1#%1,E(5&F&'#3(A#3#,01,E(#0%5(SG&/%"1,9(6T)>UB(@"&5&(1,03/.&9(C-'(&D#4$3&9(0-,./0%1,E(%"&(

1,%&'F1&8(1,(#($'-C&551-,#39(5L133&.(4#,,&'9(8"135%('&4#1,1,E(#/%"&,%10(#,.('&5$-,51F&g(-'(A&%8&&,(

A&1,E(8#'4(#,.(C'1&,.3I9(I&%(#35-(#A3&(%-(&,.(%"&('&3#%1-,5"1$(#%(%"&(#$$'-$'1#%&(4-4&,%B(

3.4.1.2 Online survey 

]/'1,E(%"&(#,#3I515(S.150/55&.(1,(5&0%1-,(=B?9(A&3-8U9(5-4&($'-A3&45(8&'&(A&0-41,E(#$$#'&,%B(

Z3%"-/E"(%"&(0-.&5(8&'&(#33(4&,%1-,&.(AI(5&F&'#3($#'%101$#,%59(,-,&(8&'&(4&,%1-,&.(AI(#33B(+,(5/0"(#(

"&%&'-E&,&-/5(5#4$3&9(4/0"(51413#'1%I(4#I(,-%(A&(&D$&0%&.9(#,.(&#0"(0-.&(0-/3.(5%133(A&(14$-'%#,%9(

A/%(1%(8#5(.1CC10/3%(%-(A&(5/'&B(@"&'&(8#5(#(.#,E&'(-C(-F&'J&D%'#$-3#%1,E(C'-4(8"#%(8#5(5#1.(#,.(#(

$-%&,%1#3(,&&.(%-('&1E,(1,(-F&'J&,%"/51#54(-,(%"&($#'%(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"&'B(@"&5&(0-/3.(3&#.(%-(03#145(

%"&($#'%101$#,%5(8-/3.(,-%('&0-E,15&B(@"&'&C-'&9(5-4&(,&8(1.&#5(8&'&(0-,F&'%&.(1,%-(#(5&'1&5(-C(5"-'%(

5%#%&4&,%5(#A-/%(,/'51,E(0#'&&'59(/51,E(R/'F&I([-,L&I9("%%$5*ii888B5/'F&I4-,L&IB0-B/LiB(@"&(

5/'F&I5(#5L&.($#'%101$#,%5(%-(5%#%&(%"&(#4-/,%(-C(#E'&&4&,%(%"&I(C&3%(81%"(&#0"(5%#%&4&,%B(

d"#%(#'&(I-/(3--L1,E(C-'(1,(I-/'(0#'&&'V(
• Why did you enter nursing originally? 
• Why did you apply for this/that particular post/type of work? 
• What do you enjoy most about your work? 
• What motivates you? 
• What do you feel about the pay you receive? 

(
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@"&'&(8&'&(%8-(F&'51-,5(-C(%"&(5/'F&I9(-,&(C-'(%"&(,/'5&5(#,.(-,&(C-'(%"&(&./0#%-'5(-'(4#,#E&'5B(

@"&I(8&'&(51413#'9(0-,0&,%'#%1,E(/$-,(%"&(5#4&(,&8(1.&#59(A/%(%"&(C-'4&'(8#5($"'#5&.(%-(#5L(#A-/%(

%"&1'(-8,(0#'&&'(.&0151-,59(8"135%(%"#%(-C(%"&(4#,#E&'5(#,.(&./0#%-'5(#5L&.(#A-/%(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(1,(

,/'51,E(E&,&'#33IB(@"/59(%"&(,/'5&($#'%101$#,%5(8&'&(#5L&.(%-('&5$-,.(%-(%"&(5/'F&I(/51,E(%"&1'(-8,(

0#'&&'5(#5(#(C'#4&(-C('&C&'&,0&9(8"135%(%"&(4#,#E&'5(#,.(&./0#%-'5(8&'&(#5L&.(%-('&5$-,.(4-'&(

A'-#.3I9($&'"#$5(A#5&.(-,(,/'5&5(%"&I("#.(8-'L&.(81%"B(@"&(5/'F&I5(8&'&(&4#13&.(%-(#33(%"&(

$#'%101$#,%59(81%"(-,&(C-33-8J/$('&41,.&'(C-/'(4-,%"5(3#%&'B(@"&(%14&(3#$5&(A&%8&&,(%"&(%8-('&N/&5%5(

%-(0-4$3&%&(%"&(5/'F&I(#33-8&.(C-'(-,&($#'%101$#,%(J(8"-(8#5(L,-8,(%-(A&(-,(&D%&,.&.(3&#F&(J(%-(

0-4$3&%&(1%(-,("&'('&%/',9(8"10"(5"&(.1.B(@"&(5/'F&I(1,F1%&.(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(%-(5%#%&(%"&(&D%&,%(%-(

8"10"(%"&I(#E'&&.(81%"(&#0"(5%#%&4&,%9(/51,E(#(C1F&J$-1,%(71L&'%J%I$&(50#3&B(GI(#5L1,E(%"&4(%-(

'&5$-,.(%-(5-4&(1,1%1#3(1.&#59(%"&(5/'F&I5($'-F1.&.(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(81%"(%"&(-$$-'%/,1%I(%-(0-,%'1A/%&(

%-(%"&(.&F&3-$1,E(%"&-'I9(#,.(5-(8&'&(#(C-'4(-C(1,F&5%1E#%-'(%'1#,E/3#%1-,B(@"&(5/'F&I5(#35-(1,F1%&.(

#..1%1-,#3(^C'&&(8'1%%&,`(0-44&,%5B(Z$$&,.1D(>(5"-85(%"&(N/&5%1-,5(C'-4(%"&(5/'F&I5(#,.(#33(%"&('#8(

.#%#B(R-4&(.#%#(C'-4(%"&(5/'F&I5(15(1,03/.&.(1,(%"&('&5/3%(0"#$%&'(S0"#$%&'(>UB(

3.4.2 Insider research 

+,(%"15(1,N/1'I9(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(#,.(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(5"#'&.(#(,/'51,E(A#0LE'-/,.9(5-(1%(8#5(#,(&D#4$3&(

-C(1,51.&'('&5&#'0"9(8"10"(-00/'5(8"&,(#('&5&#'0"&'(15(5%/.I1,E(%"&1'(-8,(#'&#B(@"15(4&#,%(A-%"(8&'&(

A-/,.(AI(%"&(5#4&($'-C&551-,#3(0-.&(#,.(4#I("#F&(4&#,%(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(A&31&F&.(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(

8-/3.(/,.&'5%#,.(5-4&(-C(%"&(&,M-I4&,%5(#,.(C'/5%'#%1-,5(1,($'-C&551-,#3(31C&B(@"15(C#0131%#%&.(#(.&&$(

&D$3-'#%1-,(-C(0-4$3&D(4#%&'1#3(A/%(0-/3.("#F&(4&#,%(%"&('&5&#'0"(8#5(,-%(-AM&0%1F&B(Q-8&F&'9(

d13L1,5-,(#,.(\1%m1,E&'(S6T)=U(5%#%&.(0-4$3&%&(-AM&0%1F1%I(15(14$-551A3&(1,(%"&(5-01#3(501&,0&5(#,.(

4#I(&F&,(A&(/,&%"10#3B(+,(,#''#%1F&(#,#3I5159(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(4/5%(#00&$%(%"&(5%-'I(%"&I("#F&("&3$&.(

0-,5%'/0%(4#I(A&(.1CC&'&,%(C'-4(%"#%(8"10"(#,-%"&'(1,%&'F1&8&'(4#I("#F&(0-4$13&.(SG&/%"1,9(6T)>UB(

@"&('&5&#'0"&'(8#5(,-(3-,E&'(#(031,10#3(,/'5&(#,.(/5&.(%"15(%-(5%'1F&(C-'(5-4&(.&E'&&(-C(-AM&0%1F1%IB(
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G&/%"1,(S6T)>U(#'E/&.(#33(,#''#%1F&(1,N/1'1&5(#'&(1,51.&'('&5&#'0"9(A&0#/5&(-C(%"&(5"#'&.(,#%/'&(-C(%"&(

5%-'IJ%&331,EB(P/'%"&'9(%"&(5"#'&.(,/'51,E(A#0LE'-/,.(1,(%"15(1,N/1'I(1,C-'4&.(1%B(@"&($#'%101$#,%5(

$&'0&1F&.(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(#5(#(C&33-8(,/'5&(#,.('&3#%&.(%-("&'(#5(-,&g(1,.&&.9(%"#%(4#I("#F&(A&&,(

$#'%3I(8"I(%"&I(#E'&&.(%-($#'%101$#%&B(@"15(5"#'&.($'-C&551-,#3(A#0LE'-/,.(4#I("#F&(1,C3/&,0&.(%"&(

'&5&#'0"&'Y5(#,#3I515(#,.(1,%&'$'&%#%1-,(-C(%"&(5%-'1&59(8"10"(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(8-/3.("#F&(&D$&0%&.B(

Z..&.(%-(%"15(5"#'&.(A#0LE'-/,.9(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(#35-(1,%&'$'&%5(%"&1'(5%-'1&5(1,(%"&(31E"%(-C(%"&(

31%&'#%/'&(S.150/55&.(1,(0"#$%&'(6UB(Z33(%"15(3&#.5(%-(#('10"(/,.&'5%#,.1,E(-C(%"&(0-,%&D%(#,.(C'&&5(%"&(

$#'%101$#,%5(C'-4(C&&31,E(1%(,&0&55#'I(%-(#38#I5(&D$3#1,(%"&45&3F&59(8"10"(0-/3.(1,%&'C&'&(81%"(%"&(C'&&(

&D$3-'#%1-,(-C(%"&1'(5%-'IB(K&F&'%"&3&559(1%(8#5(14$-'%#,%(%"&('&5&#'0"&'Y5(/,.&'5%#,.1,E(-C(%"&(

0-,%&D%9(#,.(%"&(,#''#%1F&(8#5(F&'1C1&.9("&,0&(%"&(14$-'%#,0&(-C(4&4A&'(0"&0L1,EB(@"&(5"#'&.(

$'-C&551-,#3(A#0LE'-/,.(4#I("#F&(#5515%&.(1,(A/13.1,E(#,(1,J.&$%"($10%/'&9(A/%(R4&%"&'"#4(S)W?:U(

8#',&.(#E#1,5%(%"&(.#,E&'(-C(#55/41,E(-%"&'5(&D$&'1&,0&(%"&($"&,-4&,-,(1,(%"&(5#4&(8#I(#5(%"&(

'&5&#'0"&'(#,.(R41%"(S6T)6U(0#/%1-,&.(-C(%"&(.#,E&'5(-C(#33-81,E(%"&(1,51.&'('&5&#'0"&'Y5(F-10&(%-(

.-41,#%&B(Z(5#4$3&(-C(%"&(.#%#(C'-4(%"15(1,N/1'I(8#5(&D#41,&.(AI(-,&(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"(5/$&'F15-'5(%-(

F&'1CI(%"15("#.(,-%(-00/''&.B(@-(#..(C/'%"&'('1E-/'9(%"&(5%-'1&5(8&'&(&D#41,&.(1,(%"&(31E"%(-C(%"&(

&D15%1,E('&5&#'0"B(@"15(4&#,%(%"&(#,#3I515(0#,(0-,C1'4(%"&(5%#%&(-C(&D15%1,E(L,-83&.E&9(A#5&.(-,(%"&(

'&5&#'0"&'Y5(/,.&'5%#,.1,E("-,&.(%"'-/E"(%"&(31%&'#%/'&B(@"&(#,#3I515(5"-/3.(#35-("1E"31E"%(#'&#5(

8"10"("#F&(,-%(A&&,($'&F1-/53I(.150/55&.(#,.(#'&($-%&,%1#33I(,&8(1,51E"%5(1,%-(%"&(&D$&'1&,0&(-C(

4#L1,E(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(1,(,/'51,EB(@"&5&(8133(A&($'&5&,%&.(1,(%"&(%"&515(#,.(5"-/3.(0-,%'1A/%&(%-(%"&(

1,%&'$'&%1F&(3&,5(-C(%"-5&(8"-(C-33-8(81%"(C/'%"&'('&5&#'0"9(#,.(5-(-,B(@"15(4&#,5(%"&(&F1.&,0&(A#5&(

'&3#%1,E(%-(,/'5&5Y(0#'&&'59(8"10"(15(5/'$'151,E3I(3141%&.(0-,51.&'1,E(%"&(,/4A&'5(1,F-3F&.(1,(%"&(

$'-C&551-,9(8133(E'#./#33I(A/13.(/$B(

d13L1,5-,(#,.(\1%m1,E&'(S6T)=U(5%#%&.(1,51.&'(5%#%/5(4#I(C#0131%#%&(E#1,1,E(#00&55(%-($#'%101$#,%59(8"-(

8-/3.(#00&$%(%"&4(4-'&('&#.13I(#,.(%#3L(C'&&3I9(/51,E(1,C-'4#3(F&',#0/3#'B(R41%"(S6T)6U(5%#%&.("&'(

1,51.&'('&5&#'0"(#4-,E5%(8-4&,(%&#0"&'5(&,#A3&.("&'(%-(-A%#1,('10"(.#%#(#,.($'-F1.&.(#..1%1-,#3(

1,51E"%5(1,%-(#(0-4$3&D(51%/#%1-,B(R1413#'3I9([#E,/5-,9(d130-D-,(#,.(K-'&4(S6TT=U(/5&.(%"&1'(1,51.&(
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L,-83&.E&(%-(1.&,%1CI($-%&,%1#3($#'%101$#,%59(#,.(%"&(1,%&'F1&85(8&'&(#(M-1,%(&D$3-'#%1-,9(81%"(4/%/#3(

'&5$&0%(#$$#'&,%B(+,(,#''#%1F&(1,N/1'I9(%"&('&5&#'0"&'Y5(F-10&(5"-/3.(A&("&#'.g(1,(5-4&(-%"&'('&5&#'0"(

4&%"-.-3-E1&59(.150-F&'1,E(%"&('&5&#'0"&'Y5($'&5&,0&(1,(%"&(#,#3I515(8-/3.(A&(E'-/,.5(C-'(

5/5$&0%1,E(%"&('&5&#'0"(0-/3.(A&(A1#5&.B(Q-8&F&'9(1,(,#''#%1F&(1,N/1'I9(,-%("&#'1,E(1%(0-/3.(A&(

E'-/,.5(C-'(5/5$&0%1,E(.&0&$%1-,(SG&''I9(6T);U9(A&0#/5&(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(#,.(%"&($#'%101$#,%(5"-/3.(

"#F&(0'#C%&.(%"&(5%-'I(%-E&%"&'B(K&F&'%"&3&559(1%('&4#1,&.(14$-'%#,%(1%(8#5(%"&($#'%101$#,%5Y(,#''#%1F&(

8#5("&#'.9(,-%(%"&('&5&#'0"&'Y5(S!-/51,9(6TTWUB(@"15("#.(%"&(&CC&0%(-C(-CC&'1,E(5-4&(0-4$&,5#%1-,(C-'(

%"&(14A#3#,0&(-C($-8&'(S0-,51.&'&.(1,(5&0%1-,(=B;U9(8"10"(15(#,(1,&F1%#A3&(C&#%/'&(-C('&5&#'0"(

1,%&'F1&85B((

]1#3-E/&5(#'&(-,&(-C(%"&(C&#%/'&5(-C(,#''#%1F&(1,N/1'IB(@"&I(.15%1,E/15"(1%(C'-4(4-5%(-%"&'(

4&%"-.-3-E1&59(8"10"(#'&(&55&,%1#33I(4-,-3-E/&5(SP'#,L9(6T)6U(8"&'&AI($#'%101$#,%5(#,58&'(%"&(

'&5&#'0"&'5Y(N/&5%1-,5B(Z..1%1-,#33I9(%"&'&(#'&(%"&(F-10&5(-C(-%"&'($&-$3&(8"-(1,%&'#0%(81%"(%"&(

$#'%101$#,%B(+,(%"15(1,N/1'I9(4#,I(-C(%"&($#'%101$#,%5('&$&#%&.(8"#%(-%"&'5("#.(5#1.(%-(%"&4B(d"135%(%"&(

'&5&#'0"&'(.150-/'#E&.(^E-551$`9(5-4&($&'5$&0%1F&5(C'-4(-%"&'($#'%1&5(8&'&(,-,&(%"&(3&55(

&,31E"%&,1,E9(8"10"(15(0-,515%&,%(81%"(,#''#%1F&(#,#3I5159(8"&'&(%"&(&4$"#515(15(-,(&D$3-'1,E(%"&(

0/3%/'&(14$#0%1,E(&F&,%59(#,.(%"&(5-/'0&(-C(815.-4(15(3&55(14$-'%#,%B((

d13L1,5-,(#,.(\1%m1,E&'(S6T)=U(N/&'I(8"&%"&'(#,I('&5&#'0"(15(%'/3I(-AM&0%1F&9(#,.(1%(8-/3.9(%"&'&C-'&9(

A&(4-'&("-,&5%(%-(4#L&(#,I(#55/4$%1-,5(&D$3101%B(H&C3&0%1,E(/$-,("&'(5%/.I9(R41%"(S6T)6U(C&3%(1%(8#5(

/,'&#315%10(%-('&4#1,(.&%#0"&.(C'-4(%"&(#00-/,%5(-C(%"&5&(8-4&,(8"-5&(5%-'1&5(8&'&(31L&("&'(-8,(

#,.(5-4&(-C(8"-4(8&'&(0-33&#E/&5(#,.(C'1&,.5B(@"15(&4$"#515&5(1,%&'F1&85(5"-/3.(,-%(A&(%'&#%&.(#5(

,-'4#3(5-01#3(1,%&'#0%1-,59(#,.(C-'(R41%"(S6T)6U9(%"15(8#5(#,(-,JE-1,E(#,.(.&310#%&(A#3#,01,E(#0%B(@"&(

A#3#,01,E(#0%(8#5(#(31%%3&(&#51&'(1,(%"15(1,N/1'I(A&0#/5&9(/,31L&(R41%"(S6T)6U9(%"&('&5&#'0"&'5Y(C'1&,.5(

#,.(03-5&(0-33&#E/&5(8&'&(5$&01C10#33I(&D03/.&.(C'-4($#'%101$#%1,EB(@"15(#33-8&.(#(31%%3&(C-'4#31%I(%-(

&,%&'(%"&(.150/551-,9(#,.(C-'(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(%-('&4#1,(531E"%3I(.&%#0"&.B(P/'%"&'9(4#,I(-C(%"&(
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$#'%101$#,%5(8&'&(8-'L1,E(1,(C1&3.5(-C(8"10"(%"&('&5&#'0"&'("#.(,-(&D$&'1&,0&9(#,.(5"&(#.41%%&.(

1E,-'#,0&9('&N/&5%1,E(&D$3#,#%1-,5(8"&,(#$$'-$'1#%&B((

3.4.3 Pilot interviews 

@8-(HK5(#E'&&.(%-(A&(1,%&'F1&8&.(#5(#($13-%(C-'(%"15('&5&#'0"B(@"&I(/,.&'5%--.(%"&1'(1,%&'F1&85(8-/3.(

A&(&D03/.&.(C'-4(%"&(#,#3I515(A/%(8-/3.(,&F&'%"&3&55(0-,%'1A/%&(%-(%"&('&5&#'0"B(@"&($13-%(1,%&'F1&85(

#33-8&.(%"&(N/&5%1-,5(%-(A&(%&5%&.(%-(F&'1CI(%"&I(I1&3.&.(%"&("-$&.JC-'(.#%#B(@"&I(.1.(1,.&&.9(A/%(%"&I(

#35-($'-F1.&.(4/0"(#..1%1-,#3(4#%&'1#3(#A-/%(%"&($#'%101$#,%5Y(0/''&,%($-5%5B(@"&($13-%5(#35-(5"-8&.(

%"&(1,%&'F1&85(0-/3.(%#L&(3-,E&'(%"#,(8#5(#00&$%#A3&B(@"&(,/4A&'(-C(N/&5%1-,5(S5/A5&N/&,%3I(

'&4-.&33&.(#5($'-4$%5U(8&'&(0-,5&N/&,%3I('&./0&.(1,(,/4A&'9(8"135%(-%"&'(N/&5%1-,5(8&'&('&C1,&.(%-(

&,0-/'#E&(.150/551-,(#A-/%(%"&(.&0151-,5(3&#.1,E(%-(0#'&&'(4-F&5B(@"&($13-%5(#35-(5"-8&.(%"&(

#''#,E&4&,%5(C-'('&0-'.1,E(%"&(1,%&'F1&85(8&'&(5#%15C#0%-'I(#,.(#33-8&.(%"&('&0-'.1,E(%-(A&(

%'#,5C&''&.(%-(#(0-4$/%&'(C-'($3#IA#0L9(A/%(%"&(#''#,E&4&,%5(C-'(%'#,50'1A1,E("#.(%-(A&('&F15&.B(

@"&5&(%8-(1,%&'F1&85(#35-($'-F1.&.(%"&(-$$-'%/,1%I(C-'(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(%-(5%#'%(%-("-,&("&'(1,%&'F1&8(

5L1335B(

3.4.4 Management of the interviews 

h,0&(5-4&-,&("#.(#E'&&.(%-(#,(1,%&'F1&89(#(4/%/#33I(#E'&&#A3&(%14&(#,.($3#0&(8&'&(#''#,E&.B(h,&(

$#'%101$#,%(S@'/.I(tU(8#5(,-(3-,E&'(A#5&.(1,(7-,.-,9(A/%("&'(.#%#(0-/3.("#F&(A&&,(F#3/#A3&(A&0#/5&(

5"&(8#5(%"&(-,3I($#'%101$#,%(8"-("#.(A&&,(/,"#$$I(1,("&'(,/'51,E(0#'&&'B(Q-8&F&'9(%"&(F&'I(C#0%(

8"10"(4#.&(%"15(0-,%'1A/%1-,(F#3/#A3&(#35-(4#.&(1%(4-5%(.1CC10/3%(%-(0-33&0%(A&0#/5&(5"&(8#5('&3/0%#,%(

%-('&F151%(#,(/,"#$$I(%14&(1,("&'(31C&B(R"&(-$%&.(%-($'-F1.&(8'1%%&,(#,58&'5B(@"&5&('&5$-,5&5(8&'&(

A'1&C(A/%(133/41,#%1,E(#,.(/5&.(%-(0-4$-5&(#(5"-'%(0#'&&'(5%-'IB(

O#0"(1,%&'F1&8(0-44&,0&.(81%"(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(%"#,L1,E(%"&($#'%101$#,%(C-'("&3$1,E(#,.(A-%"(

0-4$3&%&.(#,.(51E,&.(%8-("#'.(0-$1&5(-C(%"&(0-,5&,%(C-'49(-,&(8#5(L&$%(AI(&#0"(-C(%"&4B(@"&(

$#'%101$#,%5(8&'&(#35-($'-F1.&.(81%"(#("#'.(0-$I(-C(%"&(1,C-'4#%1-,(3&#C3&%B(@"&5&9(#,.(#33(-%"&'(
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0-44/,10#%1-,5(81%"(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(#'&(#F#13#A3&(1,(#$$&,.1D(=B(H&5&#'0"(1,%&'F1&85(#'&(,-%(#($#'%(

-C(&F&'I.#I(31C&(#,.(&F&,(%"&5&($'-C&551-,#33I(0-4$&%&,%(8-'L&'5(0-/3.(C1,.(%"&4(1,%141.#%1,EB(

@"&'&C-'&9(%"&(1,%&'F1&85(C-33-8&.(%"&(#.F10&(-C(!-/51,(S6TTWU(#,.(5%#'%&.(81%"(,-,J%"'&#%&,1,E(

N/&5%1-,59(%-("&3$(%"&($#'%101$#,%('&3#D(#,.(5%#'%(%-(A/13.(#('#$$-'%(A&%8&&,($#'%101$#,%(#,.('&5&#'0"&'B(

@"/59(A&C-'&(%"&('&0-'.1,E(8#5(0-44&,0&.9(%"&($#'%101$#,%(8#5(#5L&.(%-(0"--5&(%"&1'($5&/.-,I49(

8"10"(%"&I(5&&4&.(%-(&,M-IB(@"&('&0-'.1,E(8#5(0-44&,0&.9(#,.(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(#5L&.(%"&(C1'5%(

C-'4#3(N/&5%1-,9(#A-/%(%"&1'(-'1E1,#3(.&0151-,(%-(&,%&'(%"&($'-C&551-,B(@"15(8#5(#,-%"&'(N/&5%1-,(4-5%(

$#'%101$#,%5(C-/,.(1%(&#5I(%-(#,58&'9(#,.(5-4&(&F&,(C-/,.(1%(#4/51,E(%-(3--L(A#0L(-,(%"&1'(I-/,E&'(

5&3F&5B(@"&($#'%101$#,%5(8&'&(/5/#33I(%"&,(#5L&.(#A-/%(%"&1'($'&5&,%($-5%9(#C%&'(8"10"9(&#0"(1,%&'F1&8(

C-33-8&.(#(.1CC&'&,%($#%"9B(O#0"(1,%&'F1&8(%--L(#A-/%(-,&("-/'B(Z%(%"&(0-,03/51-,9(%"&('&0-'.1,E(8#5(

5%-$$&.9(#,.(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(0"&0L&.(#,I(A1-E'#$"10#3(1,C-'4#%1-,(/,03&#'(C'-4(%"&(1,%&'F1&8B(@"&(

$#'%101$#,%(8#5(#E#1,(%"#,L&.B(h,&(51%/#%1-,(#'-5&(-,(%"'&&(-00#51-,5*(#C%&'(%"&('&0-'.&'("#.(A&&,(

581%0"&.(-CC9(%"&($#'%101$#,%(#..&.(5-4&%"1,E(-C(E'&#%(1,%&'&5%B(@"15('&3#D1,E(-C(%&,51-,(#5(%"&(

'&0-'.&'(15(581%0"&.(-CC(8#5(,-%&.(AI(G&/%"1,(S6T)>UB(+,(&#0"(0#5&(%"&('&5&#'0"&'('&N/&5%&.(

$&'41551-,(%-(#..(%"15(%-(%"&(.#%#9(/51,E(8'1%%&,(,-%&5(S-'(1,(-,&(0#5&(%"&('&0-'.1,E(8#5('&5%#'%&.U9(

#,.(%"15(8#5(#38#I5(E'#,%&.B((

P-33-81,E(&#0"(1,%&'F1&89(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(&,E#E&.(1,(5&3CJ'&C3&D1F1%I(%-(0-,51.&'("-8("&'(/,.&'5%#,.1,E(

#,.(1,%&'$'&%#%1-,("#.(#..&.(%-(#,58&'1,E(%"&('&5&#'0"(N/&5%1-,B(@"&(&4&'E&,%(,#''#%1F&5(0-/3.(

#CC&0%(%"&(5&3&0%1-,(-C($#'%101$#,%5B(P-'(1,5%#,0&9(,-(#00-/,%("#.(A&&,(%#L&,(./'1,E(%"&(1,1%1#3($3#,,1,E(

%-(#33-8(C-'(8"&'&(,/'5&5("#.(A&&,(A-',9(E'-8,J/$9(-'(%'#1,&.B(Q-8&F&'9(.150/551-,5(5"-8&.(,/'5&5(

C'-4(-/%51.&(-C(%"&(j\(8&'&(51E,1C10#,%(1,(7-,.-,(#,.(0-/3.(,-%(A&(1E,-'&.(1,(#(5%/.I(#A-/%(%"&(

0#'&&'5(-C(7-,.-,(,/'5&5B(@8-(-C(%"&(&#'3I($#'%101$#,%5(Sa&4(K(#,.(_-5"(KU(8&'&(%'#1,&.(-F&'5&#5(

#,.(-%"&'5(8&'&(A-',(-F&'5&#5(A/%(8&'&(%'#1,&.(81%"1,(%"&(j\B(+%(8#5(C&3%(%"15(4#I(,-%(C/33I('&C3&0%(#33(

%"&(0-4$3&D1%1&5(1,F-3F&.9(&5$&01#33I(#59(AI(0-1,01.&,0&9(%"&I("#.(A-%"(%'#1,&.(1,(%"&(2"131$$1,&5B(

Z,-%"&'(,/'5&(8"-(0-/3.($'-F1.&(.#%#(#A-/%(%"#%(#5$&0%(-C(,/'51,E(0#'&&'5(8#5(5-/E"%(S/51,E(

$#'%101$#,%5(#3'&#.I(1,F-3F&.(#5(1,C-'4&'5U9(#,.(21%0"1&(K(#00&$%&.(#,(1,F1%#%1-,(%-($#'%101$#%&B(
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3.4.5 Transcription 

]/'1,E(%"&(1,%&'F1&89(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(L&$%(A'1&C(8'1%%&,(,-%&59(A/%(L&&$1,E(#(C/33(8'1%%&,('&0-'.(8#5(

31L&3I(%-($'-F&(#(A#''1&'(%-(%"&('&5&#'0"&'('&5$-,.1,E(%-(8"#%(%"&($#'%101$#,%(8#5(5#I1,EB(R13F&'4#,(

S6TTTU('&0-44&,.&.(#/.1-J'&0-'.1,E(1,%&'F1&85B(Q&(#0L,-83&.E&.(,-%(&F&,(#(F1.&-(0#4&'#(0-/3.(

'&0-'.(&F&'I%"1,E9(A/%(#,(#/.1-('&0-'.1,E(8-/3.('&%#1,(4-'&(%"#,(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(0-/3.('&4&4A&'B(+%(15(

.1CC10/3%(%-('&0#33(&F&'I%"1,E(14$-'%#,%9(#,.(#34-5%(14$-551A3&(%-('&0#33(155/&5(,-%(#$$&#'1,E(14$-'%#,%(

#%(%"&(%14&9(A/%(8"10"(0-/3.(#55/4&(E'&#%&'(51E,1C10#,0&(3#%&'B(@"&'&C-'&9(%"&(1,%&'F1&85(8&'&(

'&0-'.&.(/51,E(#(.1E1%#3(F-10&('&0-'.&'(Sh3I4$/5(dRJ=)TUB(@"&($#'%101$#,%5(8&'&(#5L&.(8"&%"&'(%"&I(

#E'&&.(%-(%"15(#,.(#339(&D0&$%(C-'(@'/.I(t(S5&&(5&0%1-,(=B>B>U9(#E'&&.B((

@"&('&0-'.1,E5(8&'&(%'#,5C&''&.(%-(#(0-4$/%&'9(%"&,(.&3&%&.(C'-4(%"&('&0-'.&'B(@"&(F-10&J'&0-'.&.(

1,%&'F1&85(8&'&(%-(A&(0-,F&'%&.(1,%-(8'1%%&,(%'#,50'1$%59(8"10"(H1&554#,(S)WW=U('&C&'5(%-(#5(^C1D#%1-,`(

S$#E&())UB([-5%('&5&#'0"&'5(C1,.(1%(&#51&'(%-(8-'L(81%"(8'1%%&,(%&D%5(#,.(%"&I(#'&(&#51&'(%-(5"#'&(81%"(

%"&('&5&#'0"(%&#4(#,.(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(%"&45&3F&5(S5&&(5&0%1-,(=B?B=9(A&3-8UB(P/'%"&'9(%'#,50'1$%1-,(

8#5(&55&,%1#3(1C(&D%'#0%5(8&'&(%-(A&(1,03/.&.(1,(%"15(%"&515B(@"&('&0-'.1,E5(8&'&($3#I&.(8"135%(%"&(

8-'.J$'-0&55&.(.-0/4&,%(8#5($'&$#'&.B(+%(15($-551A3&(%-(/5&(%"&(0-4$/%&'(4-/5&(%-(0-,%'-3(%"&(

%#$&9(A/%(%"&($13-%5(5"-8&.(%"15(8#5(1,#00/'#%&(#,.(0/4A&'5-4&B(@"&'&C-'&9(%'#,50'1$%1-,(-C(%"&(

1,%&'F1&85(8#5(#0"1&F&.(/51,E(#(C--%($&.#3(S+,C1,1%I(jRG(C--%($&.#39(-$&'#%&.(AI(OD$'&55(R0'1A&(2'-(

5-C%8#'&U(%-(0-,%'-3(%"&('&0-'.1,E9(3&#F1,E(%"&(C1,E&'5(C'&&(%-(%I$&B((

\F#3&(S6TT?U($-1,%5(-/%(%'#,50'1A1,E(#,(1,%&'F1&8(15(,-%(M/5%(#(03&'10#3(%#5L(#,.(15(0-4$310#%&.(AI(%"&(

.1CC&'&,0&5(A&%8&&,(5$&&0"(#,.(8'1%1,EB(@'#,50'1A1,E(8#5(.&50'1A&.(AI(O4&'5-,(#,.(P'-5"(S6TT>U(

#5(#,(#0%(-C(4&#,1,EJ4#L1,EB(h00#51-,#33I9('&5&#'0"&'5(4/5%(E-(%-(&3#A-'#%&(3&,E%"5(%-(0#$%/'&(%"&(

&55&,0&(-C(8"#%(15(A&1,E(5#1.(SH1&554#,9()WW=g(#,.(O4&'5-,(#,.(P'-5"9(6TT>U(#,.(C1,.(1%(,&0&55#'I(

%-(#..(#..1%1-,#3(F-0#315#%1-,5(-'(%-(A'&#L(.-8,(5$&&0"(1,%-(5%#,m#59(%-(.-(M/5%10&(%-(%"&('10",&55(-C(

%"&(F&',#0/3#'B(O4&'5-,(#,.(P'-5"(S6TT>U(&D$3#1,&.(%"15(15(4-'&(31L&3I(1C(%"&($#'%101$#,%Y5(0/3%/'&(15(

F&'I(.1CC&'&,%(%-(%"&('&5&#'0"&'5YB(+,(5/0"(51%/#%1-,59(%"&(#,#3I515(4#I(,-%(&F&,(0-44&,0&(/,%13(#C%&'(
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%"&(%'#,50'1$%1-,B(Q-8&F&'9(1,(%"15(1,N/1'I9(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(#,.($#'%101$#,%5(5"#'&.(#(51413#'(

A#0LE'-/,.9(#,.(%"&(.#%#(#,#3I515(5%#'%&.(./'1,E(%"&(1,%&'F1&8(#,.(5/A5&N/&,%(%'#,50'1$%1-,(8#5($#'%(

-C(%"&(#,#3I515B((

K-(%'#,50'1$%(0#,(C/33I(0#$%/'&(#33(%"&(.#%#(#F#13#A3&B(R-4&(.#%#(S5/0"(#5(A-.I(3#,E/#E&U(15(3-5%(8"&,(

%"&(1,%&'F1&8(15('&0-'.&.(#,.(4-'&(15(3-5%(S5/0"(#5(%-,&(-C(F-10&U(8"&,(%"&('&0-'.1,E(15(%'#,50'1A&.9(

#3%"-/E"(A-%"(3-55&5(8&'&('&./0&.(AI(#..1,E(1,(4#%&'1#3(C'-4(%"&(8'1%%&,(,-%&5B(@"&(3&,E%"I($'-0&55(

-C(%'#,50'1A1,E(%"&(1,%&'F1&859(#,.(%"&(4/3%1$3&(.&0151-,5(4#.&(1,('&$'&5&,%1,E(%"&49(4&#,%(%"&(

'&5&#'0"&'(A&0#4&(C#4131#'(81%"(%"&(.#%#(#,.(0-,C1'4&.(4#,I(#/%"-'5o(&D$&'1&,0&(SC-'(&D#4$3&9(

R13F&'4#,9(6TTTU(%"#%(%"&(F&'I(#0%(-C(E&,&'#%1,E(%"&(%'#,50'1$%(15($#'%(-C(%"&(#,#3I515B(O#0"(5&0%1-,(-C(

%"&('&0-'.1,E5(8#5($3#I&.(#%(3&#5%(%"'&&(%14&5B(]/'1,E(%"&(C1'5%($3#I1,E9(M/5%(%"&(8-'.5(8&'&(

%'#,50'1A&.(#,.(1,(%"&(5&0-,.($3#I1,E(%"&(,-,JF&'A#3(/%%&'#,0&5(#,.('&$&%1%1-,5(8&'&(#..&.9(#3-,E(

81%"(-00#51-,#3(1,03/51-,5(C'-4(%"&('&5&#'0"&'o5(,-%&5(#,.(,-,JF&'A#3(03/&5(8&'&(/5&.(%-(1,5&'%(

E'#44#'(SC/33(5%-$5(#,.(5-(-,UB(h,(%"&(%"1'.($3#IJA#0L9(.&%#13&.(0-''&0%1-,5(%--L($3#0&B(+%(8#5(

,&0&55#'I(%-('&$3#I(5&F&'#3(5&0%1-,5('&$&#%&.3I9(%-(C/33I(0#$%/'&(%"&($#'%101$#,%5o(%'/&(4&#,1,E(#,.(

'&,.&'(%"&(%'#,50'1$%(#5('&31#A3&(#5($-551A3&B(@"&(C1,#3(%'#,50'1$%1-,5(8&'&(%"&'&C-'&(F&'A#%149(1,03/.1,E(

#33(%"&('&$&%1%1-,5(#,.(,-,JF&'A#3(/%%&'#,0&5(5/0"(#5($#/5&59('&$&%1%1-,59(3#/E"%&'9(#,.(&D03#4#%1-,5B(

@"&5&(#33(#..(%-(%"&(4&#,1,E(-C(%"&(.150-/'5&(S]I,&39(6T))U9(#3-,E(81%"(,-,JF&'A#3(0-44/,10#%1-,9(

A&0#/5&("-8(%"&(5%-'I(15(%-3.(15(14$-'%#,%(1,(,#''#%1F&(1,N/1'I(S!-/51,9(6TTWUB(K-,JF&'A#3(3#,E/#E&(

5/0"(#5(E&5%/'&59($-5%/'&9(#,.(A-.I(3#,E/#E&(8&'&(.1CC10/3%(%-('&0-'.(#,.(8&'&(4-5%3I(&D03/.&.(C'-4(

%"&(%'#,50'1$%1-,59(#3%"-/E"(-00#51-,#3(E&5%/'&5(8&'&(#..&.(%-(%"&(%'#,50'1$%5(8"&,(%"&I(0-,%'1A/%&.(

%-(%"&(4&#,1,EB(

 Participants 

@"15(5&0%1-,(8133(&D$3#1,(#,.(M/5%1CI(%"&(5&3&0%1-,(-C($#'%101$#,%5B(@"&(0'/01#3(155/&(-C("-8(%"&I(8&'&(

$'-%&0%&.(15(&D#41,&.(1,(#(5/AJ5&0%1-,(-,(&%"105B(
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K/'51,E(15(#(3#'E&(#,.(0-4$3&D($'-C&551-,9(81%"(5&F&'#3(.1CC&'&,%(A'#,0"&5(S-'(C1&3.5U(#,.(1%(15(,-%(

$-551A3&(%-(E1F&(C/33(#%%&,%1-,(%-(%"&4(#33B(@"&('&5&#'0"(%&#4(,&&.&.(%-(.&01.&(8"10"(#5$&0%5(%-(E1F&(

#%%&,%1-,(%-(#,.(&,5/'&(%"&(50-$&(-C(%"&(1,N/1'I(8#5(%1E"%3I(.&C1,&.B(]&C1,1,E(%"&5&($#'#4&%&'5(L&$%(

%"&(1,N/1'I(4#,#E&#A3&(#,.(#5515%5(%"&('&#.&'(1,(#$$3I1,E(%"&('&5&#'0"(%-(%"&1'(-8,(,&&.5(#,.(

51%/#%1-,5B((

R%/.&,%5(&4A#'L1,E(/$-,(,/'5&(&./0#%1-,(1,(%"&(j\(4/5%(0"--5&(8"&%"&'(%-(5%/.I(#./3%(,/'51,E9(

4&,%#3("&#3%"(,/'51,E9(0"13.("&#3%"(,/'51,E(-'9(4-'&('#'&3I9(3&#',1,E(.15#A131%I(,/'51,EB(@"&'&(#'&(5-4&(

0-4A1,&.(0-/'5&5(#F#13#A3&(#,.(%"&'&(15(5-4&(3141%&.($-551A131%I(-C(0"#,E1,E(C1&3.5B([#,I(#./3%(

,/'5&5(5/A5&N/&,%3I(0"--5&(%-(%'#1,(#5(41.81F&59(A/%(51,0&(%"&(&#'3I()WWTY5(1%("#5(A&&,($-551A3&(%-(

%#L&(#(.1'&0%J&,%'I('-/%&(%-(41.81C&'I(SH#.C-'.(#,.(@"-4$5-,9()WW=UB(@"&(1,N/1'I(1,F-3F&.(-,3I(

,/'5&5('&E15%&'&.(1,(#./3%(,/'51,EB(K/'5&5(1,(-%"&'(C1&3.5(-'(41.81C&'I(8&'&(-,3I(1,03/.&.(1C(%"&I(#35-(

"&3.(#,(#./3%('&E15%'#%1-,B(@"&'&(8&'&(5&F&'#3('&#5-,5(C-'(%"15B(P1'5%9(#./3%(,/'51,E(15(%"&(51,E3&(A1EE&5%(

E'-/$(-C(HK59(8"10"(4&#,5(%"15(1,N/1'I(8133(A&(4-'&(81.&3I(#$$310#A3&B(R&0-,.9(#./3%(,/'51,E(15(%"&(

'&5&#'0"&'5Y(-8,(C1&3.B(@"1'.9(A/%($-551A3I(4-5%(51E,1C10#,%3I9(#./3%('&E15%'#%1-,(15(4-'&(31L&(%"&(,/'51,E(

'&E15%'#%1-,(E#1,&.(-F&'5&#5B(+,.&&.9(,/'51,E('&E15%'#%1-,5(-%"&'(%"#,(#./3%(#'&(-C%&,(,-%('&0-E,15&.(

AI(-%"&'(0-/,%'1&5(SH-I#3(!-33&E&(-C(K/'51,E9(6T6TUB(GI('&5%'10%1,E(%"15(1,N/1'I(%-(#./3%(,/'5&59(%"&(

'&5/3%5(8133(A&(4-'&('&#.13I(%'#,5C&''&.(%-(-%"&'(0-,%&D%5B(P/'%"&'9(%"&(1,51E"%5(E#1,&.(C'-4(%"&(

31%&'#%/'&('&F1&8(S0"#$%&'(6U(8133(A&(&#51&'(%-(#$$3I(%-(%"15(1,N/1'IB(2#'%101$#,%5(1,03/.&.(,/'5&5(8"-(

8&'&(&4$3-I&.(#5(HK5(#,.(HK5(8"-("#.(-$%&.(%-(3&#F&(%"&($'-C&551-,B(Z33(8&'&(8-'L1,E(#%(%"&(%14&(

-C(%"&(1,N/1'I9(#3%"-/E"(5-4&(8&'&(1,($#'%J%14&(8-'LB(@"&5&(#'&(#33('&C&''&.(%-(1,(%"15(1,N/1'I(#5(s,/'5&(

$#'%101$#,%5sB(

KQR(&4$3-I&'5('&0-E,15&(C1F&(.1CC&'&,%(C1&3.5(-C(,/'51,E(S5&&(C1E/'&(=B)UB(@"15('&5&#'0"(1,F-3F&.(

'&E15%&'&.(#./3%(,/'5&5(8-'L1,E(1,(-,3I(C-/'(-C(%"&5&9(,#4&3I*(

• Z0/%&(#,.(0'1%10#3(0#'&B(

• P1'5%(0-,%#0%9(#00&559(#,.(&4&'E&,0I(0#'&B((
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• R/$$-'%1,E(3-,E(%&'4(0#'&B((

• P#413I(#,.($/A310("&#3%"B(

@"15(-41%%&.(4&,%#3("&#3%"(#,.($5I0"-5-01#3(0#'&B(K/'5&5(8-'L1,E(%"&'&(8-/3.(,-'4#33I("-3.(#(

'&E15%'#%1-,(1,(4&,%#3("&#3%"(,/'51,E(#,.(%"15('&E15%'#%1-,(J(#3-,E(81%"(%"&('&E15%'#%1-,5(1,(!"13.'&,Y5(

K/'51,E9(7&#',1,E(]1CC10/3%I(K/'51,E(#,.([1.81C&'I(J(8&'&(&D03/.&.(C'-4(%"15(1,N/1'IB(j,N/#31C1&.(

,/'5&5(8&'&(#35-(&D03/.&.B(@"-5&($'&$#'1,E(%-('&E15%&'(#5(Z./3%(K/'5&5(0-/3.("#F&(#5$1'&.(%-(8-'L(1,(

#,I(-C(%"&(#A-F&(C-/'(5&E4&,%59(#,.(#,&0.-%#3(&F1.&,0&(5/EE&5%&.(E'#./#%&5(4-F&(C'&&3I(A&%8&&,(

%"&4B((

(

Fig 3.1: Nursing wheel, as envisaged by NHS Employers (2010)  
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Z..1%1-,#33I9(%"&(5%/.I(8#5('&5%'10%&.(%-(7-,.-,B(@"&'&(15(&F1.&,0&(SG/0"#,9(6T))U(7-,.-,(#0%5(#5(#(

,#%1-,#3($-8&'"-/5&(C-'(,/'5&5(1,(%"&(j\9(A&0#/5&(-C(%"&(8&#3%"(-C($'-C&551-,#3(-$$-'%/,1%1&5(

#F#13#A3&(%"&'&B(@"15(4&#,5(%"&(51%/#%1-,(1,(7-,.-,("#.(,#%1-,#3(51E,1C10#,0&(#,.9(%"&'&C-'&9(%"&(

C1,.1,E5(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"(0-/3.(A&('&3&F#,%(A&I-,.(7-,.-,B(7-,.-,(8#5(.&C1,&.(#5(#,I(-C(%"&(7-,.-,(

G-'-/E"59(1,(-%"&'(8-'.59(%"&(#'&#(#.41,15%&'&.(AI(%"&(a'&#%&'(7-,.-,(Z/%"-'1%IB(K/'5&5(#,.(&DJ

,/'5&5(8&'&(-,3I(1,F1%&.(%-($#'%101$#%&(1C(%"&I("#.(8-'L&.(C-'(#%(3&#5%(%"'&&(I&#'5(-C(%"&1'(0#'&&'59(

C-33-81,E('&E15%'#%1-,9(1,(7-,.-,B(@"'&&(I&#'5(8#5(0"-5&,(A&0#/5&(%"#%(8-/3.("#F&($'-F1.&.(%"&4(

81%"(%"&(-$$-'%/,1%I(%-(4-F&($-5%(-'(%-(/,.&'%#L&(#..1%1-,#3(&./0#%1-,#3(-$$-'%/,1%1&5B(

@-(0#$%/'&('&0&,%(%'&,.5(1,(0#'&&'(.&0151-,59(1,1%1#33I(%"&(,/'5&5(1,F1%&.(%-($#'%101$#%&("#.(N/#31C1&.(S-'(

-A%#1,&.(%"&1'(K[!('&E15%'#%1-,U(A&%8&&,(C1F&(#,.(C1C%&&,(I&#'5($'&F1-/53I(S)WW:J6TT:UB(Q-8&F&'9(1%(

A&0#4&(#$$#'&,%(%"15(-41%%&.(5&,1-'(,/'5&5(8"-("#.(4#.&(#(5&'1&5(-C(0#'&&'(.&0151-,59(#,.(,/'5&5(

8"-("#.(A&&,(.&4-,5%'#A3I(5/00&55C/3(1,(%"&1'(0#'&&'59(A-%"(-C(8"-4(0-/3.(-CC&'(/5&C/3(1,51E"%5B(

@"&'&C-'&9(%"&('&E15%'#%1-,(%14&(8#5('&F15&.(%-(A&%8&&,(C1F&(#,.(%8&,%IJC1F&(I&#'5(#E-(S)W::J6TT:UB(

@"&($#'%101$#,%5(#'&(1.&,%1C1&.(AI(#($5&/.-,I49(8"10"(%"&I(0"-5&B(@"15(8#5(#,-%"&'(&D#4$3&(-C(

&CC-'%5(%#L&,(%-($'&F&,%(%"&($-551A131%I(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(14$-51,E("&'(C&&31,E5(-,(%"&(5%-'1&5B(h,&(

$#'%101$#,%(0"-5&(%"&(,#4&(-C(#(4/0"JF#3/&.(S,-,J,/'5&U(0-33&#E/&9(#,.(#,-%"&'(0"-5&(#(,#4&(5"&(

"#.(#38#I5(31L&.B(R-4&(-C(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(8-/3.("#F&(0"-5&,(#('#%"&'(-AF1-/5(,#4&9(5/0"(#5(%"&1'(

5&0-,.(E1F&,(,#4&9(A/%(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(#.F15&.(#E#1,5%(%"15(A&0#/5&(1%(4#I("#F&(4#.&(%"&4(

1.&,%1C1#A3&(%-(#('&#.&'(8"-("#.(&F&,(5/$&'C101#3(L,-83&.E&(-C(%"&($#'%101$#,%B(@-(%"&($5&/.-,I4(8#5(

#..&.(#(3&%%&'(#%(%"&(&,.*(%"&(3&%%&'(sKs(.&,-%&.(%"&I(8&'&(0/''&,%3I(8-'L1,E(#5(#(,/'5&9(#,.(%"&(3&%%&'(

sts(.&,-%&.(%"&I(8&'&(,-(3-,E&'(8-'L1,E(#5(#(,/'5&B(@#A3&(=B=(5"-85(%"&(1,03/51-,(#,.(&D03/51-,(

0'1%&'1#(C-'(,/'5&($#'%101$#,%5B(

@"&(.#%#(1,03/.&.(%"&(%'#,50'1$%5(-C(%"&(%"'&&(&./0#%-'5(#,.(%"'&&(4#,#E&'5B(@"&I(8&'&(,-%(%-(

$'-F1.&(%"&1'(0#'&&'(5%-'1&59(1,5%&#.(%"&I(8&'&(#5L&.(#A-/%(%"&1'($&'5$&0%1F&(-,(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(1,(

,/'51,EB(Q-8&F&'9(8"&,(%"&(%'#,50'1$%5(8&'&(#,#3I5&.9(%"&'&(8#5(31%%3&(%-(.15%1,E/15"(A&%8&&,(%"&(%8-(
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5&%5(-C(.#%#B(@"15(8#5(A&0#/5&(%"&(,/'5&($#'%101$#,%5(#35-(%-3.(5%-'1&5(C'-4(%"&(0#'&&'5(-C(C'1&,.5(#,.(

0-33&#E/&5B(!-,F&'5&3I9(%"&(&./0#%-'(#,.(4#,#E&'($#'%101$#,%5(%-3.(%"&1'(-8,(0#'&&'(5%-'1&5B(

K&F&'%"&3&559(%"&(%8-(5&%5(-C(.#%#(8&'&(L&$%(.15%1,0%(#,.(8&'&(#,#3I5&.(.1CC&'&,%3I(S5&&(5&0%1-,(=B?UB((

3.5.1 Identification of participants 

R&3&0%1,E(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(15(0&,%'#3(%-(#,I('&5&#'0"B((

2-%&,%1#3($#'%101$#,%5(8&'&('&0'/1%&.(/51,E($/'$-51F&(5#4$31,E9(8"10"(15(0"--51,E($#'%101$#,%5(31L&3I(%-(

0-,%'1A/%&(#(/5&C/3($&'5$&0%1F&B(d"135%(,-(#%%&4$%(8#5(4#.&(%-(4#L&(%"&(5#4$3&(5%#%15%10#33I(

'&$'&5&,%#%1F&9(%"&'&(8#5(#,(#%%&4$%(%-(&,5/'&(#5(4#,I(#5$&0%5(#5($-551A3&(-C(%"&(81.&(#,.(0-4$3&D(

$'-C&551-,(C&#%/'&.(1,(%"15('&5&#'0"B(

Table 3.3: Eligibility for nurse participants  

@"&(5&3&0%1-,(-C(,/'5&($#'%101$#,%5(5%#'%&.(81%"(-,&(-C(%8-(5%'#%&E1&5*(

)B @"&('&5&#'0"&'(8#5(E'#,%&.(#00&55(%-(5-4&(.&%#135(-C(#3/4,1(8"-("#.(/,.&'%#L&,($'&J'&E15%'#%1-,(

,/'5&(&./0#%1-,(#%(%"&('&5&#'0"&'Y5(QO+B(@"&5&(315%5($'-F1.&.(.&E'&&(%1%3&(S8"10"('&F&#3&.(%"&(A'#,0"(

!*$+1.+-.$)"#$(,-)#,-%$*+$%$01,&#$'%,)-(-'%0)8$)"#<$"%=$)*Q$$

• R#$H*,$"%?#$A##0I$,#7-&)#,#=$>-)"$)"#$5KM$%&$%0$%=1.)$01,&#:$

• 6A)%-0#=$)"#-,$5KM$,#7-&),%)-*0$A#)>##0$+-?#$%0=$)>#0)<P+-?#$<#%,&$%7*$H-:#:$A#)>##0$STUU$%0=$VWWUI:$

• X%?#$&'#0)$%)$.#%&)$)",##$<#%,&$*+$)"#-,$(%,##,$%+)#,$,#7-&),%)-*0$-0$Y*0=*0:$$

• R#$H*,$"%?#$A##0I$>*,C-07$-0$%(1)#$%0=$(,-)-(%.$(%,#J$+-,&)$(*0)%()J$%((#&&$%0=$#9#,7#0(<$(%,#$*,$&1''*,)-07$.*07$

)#,9$(%,#J$+%9-.<$%0=$'1A.-($"#%.)":$$

23(.1&-*0$(,-)#,-%$-0(.1=#=Q$

• @#*'.#$>"*$"%=$*)"#,$01,&-07$*,$9-=>-+#,<$D1%.-+-(%)-*0&$H#:7:$9#0)%.$"#%.)"8$.#%,0-07$=-&%A-.-)-#&$01,&-07$*,$("-.=$

"#%.)"$01,&-07I$A1)$0*)$%=1.)$01,&-07:$51,&#&$"*.=-07$%0$%=1.)$,#7-&),%)-*0$%&$>#..$%&$%0*)"#,$,#7-&),%)-*0$>#,#$#.-7-A.#$

)*$'%,)-(-'%)#:$

• K-=>-?#&8$*,$01,&#&$0*>$>*,C-07$%&$9-=>-?#&:$$

• 51,&#&$>"*$,#7-&)#,#=$.#&&$)"%0$+-?#$<#%,&$%7*$*,$9*,#$)"%0$)>#0)<P+-?#$<#%,&$%7*$

• 51,&#&$>"*$"%=$0#?#,$>*,C#=$*,$&)1=-#=$H'*&)P,#7-&),%)-*0I$-0$Y*0=*0$*,$&'#0)$.#&&$)"%0$)",##$<#%,&$)"#,#:$

• Z,-#0=&$%0=$(.*&#$(*..#%71#&$*+$)"#$,#&#%,("#,$

(
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-C(,/'51,E(%"&I(8&'&('&E15%&'&.(1,U9(%"&1'(.#%&(-C(E'#./#%1-,9(%"&1'(0/''&,%($-5%9(#,.(8"&,(%"&(.#%#(8#5(

/$.#%&.B(@"&5&(A'1&C(.&%#135(8&'&(/5&.(%-(5&3&0%(#3/4,1(81%"(#(81.&('#,E&(-C(0/''&,%($-5%5(#,.(

%'#1,1,E(.#%&59(81%"1,(%"&(0'1%&'1#B(R-4&($-%&,%1#3($#'%101$#,%5(8&'&(&D03/.&.(A&0#/5&(%"&I(8&'&9(#%(

%"&(%14&(-C(.#%#(E#%"&'1,E9(#E#1,(5%/.&,%5(-C(%"&(QO+9(-'("#.(#$$31&.(%-('&%/',B(h%"&'5(8&'&(&D03/.&.(

A&0#/5&(%"&I("#.(,-%("#.('&0&,%(0-,%#0%(81%"(%"&(/,1F&'51%IB(h,0&(%"&('&5&#'0"&'("#.(1.&,%1C1&.(

#3/4,1(5"&(8-/3.(31L&(%-(1,%&'F1&89(5"&(5&,%(%"&(5%/.&,%(,/4A&'5(%-(%"&(#3/4,1(-CC10&(8"-(/5&.(%"&(

.&%#135(%"&I("&3.(%-(0-,%#0%(%"&(1.&,%1C1&.(#3/4,19(1,F1%1,E(%"&4(%-($#'%101$#%&B(@"&(&4#13("#.(A&&,(

.'#C%&.(AI(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(A/%(8#5(5&,%(AI(%"&(#3/4,1(-CC10&B(+C(1,%&'&5%&.9(%"&(#3/4,1(8&'&(#5L&.(%-(

'&5$-,.(AI(&4#131,E(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(.1'&0%3IB(@"1'%IJC-/'(,/'5&5(8&'&(#$$'-#0"&.(%"15(8#I9(51D(

0-,%#0%&.(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(#,.(#33(-C(%"&5&(8&'&(1,%&'F1&8&.B(@"&(#3/4,1(-CC10&(5&,%(#('&41,.&'(&4#13(%-(

%"-5&(8"-("#.(,-%('&5$-,.&.(#C%&'(%"'&&(8&&L59(A/%(%"&'&(8&'&(,-(#..1%1-,#3('&$31&59(#,.(,-(C/'%"&'(

0-,%#0%(8#5(4#.&B(@"&(%'#,50'1$%5(-C(#33(%"&5&(0-44/,10#%1-,5(0#,(A&(F1&8&.(1,(#$$&,.1D(=B(@"15(

-00/''&.(A&C-'&(%"&(a&,&'#3(]#%#(2'-%&0%1-,(Sa]2HU(3&E153#%1-,(-C(6T):(A/%(8-/3.(5%133("#F&(A&&,(

0-4$31#,%*(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(.1.(,-%(F1&8(%"&(#3/4,1(,#4&59(0-,%#0%(.&%#1359(-'(-%"&'(1.&,%1CI1,E(

1,C-'4#%1-,g(-,3I(%"&1'(5%/.&,%(,/4A&'B(P/'%"&'(.&%#135(8&'&(-,3I('&F&#3&.(AI(%"&($-%&,%1#3($#'%101$#,%5(

8"&,(%"&I(0-,%#0%&.(%"&('&5&#'0"&'B(@"&5&(315%5(8&'&(0-4$13&.(#5(&#0"(0-"-'%(-C(5%/.&,%5(

0-4$3&%&.B(Z%(%"#%($-1,%9(#3/4,1(8&'&(1,F1%&.(%-(L&&$(%"&(QO+(1,C-'4&.(-C(%"&1'(0#'&&'(4-F&5(#,.(

0"#,E&5(-C(0-,%#0%(.&%#1359(A/%(%"&(-,/5(C-'(5-(.-1,E(8#5(/$-,(%"&(5%/.&,%5B(GI($'-F1.1,E(5/0"(

.&%#1359(%"&(#3/4,1(E'#,%&.($&'41551-,(C-'(%"&1'(QO+(%-(0-,%#0%(%"&4B(OD03/.1,E(%"-5&(#3/4,1(8"-("#.(

,-%(4#1,%#1,&.(%"&1'(.&%#135(81%"(%"&(#3/4,1(-CC10&("#.(%"&(&CC&0%(-C(&D03/.1,E(#,I(8"-(4#I(,-%("#F&(

815"&.(%-('&4#1,(1,(%-/0"(81%"(%"&(QO+B(

6B K/'5&5(#,.(&DJ,/'5&5(8"-(8&'&($'-C&551-,#3(#0N/#1,%#,0&5(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"(%&#4B(@"15(1,03/.&.(&DJ

5%/.&,%5(#,.(-%"&'($'-C&551-,#3(0-33&#E/&59(8"-(4&%(%"&(0'1%&'1#9(A/%(,-%(#,I-,&(%"&('&5&#'0"&'5(

8-'L&.(03-5&3I(81%"(-'("#.(#(C'1&,.5"1$(81%"B(@"&5&(8&'&(#$$'-#0"&.(.1'&0%3I(AI(%"&('&5&#'0"&'B(@"&(

#$$'-#0"(8#5(4#.&(/51,E(&4#139(8"10"(#33-8&.(%"&4(%-(.&031,&(-'(514$3I(1E,-'&9(%"/5(#F-1.1,E(#(

C#0&J%-JC#0&('&C/5#3B(Z33(51D(,/'5&5(8"-(8&'&(#$$'-#0"&.(1,(%"15(4#,,&'(8&'&(81331,E(%-(A&(1,F-3F&.(

#,.(8&'&(1,%&'F1&8&.B(Z..1%1-,#33I9(-,&(,/'5&("&#'.(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"(#,.(-CC&'&.(#,(1,%&'F1&8B(

@"&5&(%8-(#$$'-#0"&5(3&.(%-(%"&(%"1'.(5%'#%&EI*(

=B R,-8A#33(5#4$31,E(-00/'5(8"&,(-,&(1,.1F1./#3(81%"(#,(1,%&'&5%(1,(%"&('&5&#'0"('&0-44&,.5(#,-%"&'(

8"-(0-/3.(0-,%'1A/%&B(h,(5-4&(-00#51-,59(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(0-,%#0%&.(%"&(,#4&.($&'5-,9(#E#1,(F1#(#,(

&4#13(#..'&55(5/$$31&.(AI(%"&(1,C-'4#,%B(j5/#33I9("-8&F&'9(%"&(1,C-'4#,%(#$$'-#0"&.(%"&($-%&,%1#3(

$#'%101$#,%(-,(%"&(A&"#3C(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"&'B(O1E"%($-%&,%1#3(,/'5&($#'%101$#,%5(8&'&(#$$'-#0"&.(1,(%"15(
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4#,,&'9(-,&(.1.(,-%('&5$-,.(%-(%"&(&4#139(A/%(%"&(-%"&'5(#33('&5$-,.&.($-51%1F&3I9(5-(5&F&,(-C(%"&(

,/'5&($#'%101$#,%5(8&'&('&0'/1%&.(1,(%"15(4#,,&'B((

Z33($-%&,%1#3(,/'5&($#'%101$#,%5(8&'&(0"&0L&.(#E#1,5%(%"&(1,03/51-,(#,.(&D03/51-,(0'1%&'1#(A&C-'&(%"&I(

8&'&(1,F1%&.(%-($#'%#L&B(

+,(%"15(8#I9(&D$&'1&,0&.(#./3%(,/'5&5(8"-("#.(8-'L&.(&D%&,51F&3I(1,(G'1%15"("&#3%"(0#'&(J(-'(8"-("#.(

%"#%(-$$-'%/,1%I(J(8&'&(1.&,%1C1&.B(@8&,%I($#'%101$#,%5(8#5(51413#'(%-(%"&(,/4A&'(1,F-3F&.(1,(%"&(

'&5&#'0"(AI(a'&&,A#,L(S6T)6U(A/%('#%"&'(4-'&(%"#,([#E,/5-,9(d130-D-,(#,.(K-'&4(S6TT=U(#,.(

R41%"(S6T))UB(+%(8#5(#35-(4-'&(%"#,(%"&(41,14/4(-C(C1F&(%"#%(!-/51,(S6TTWU('&0-44&,.&.9(A/%(1%(8#5(

C&3%(%"15(,/4A&'(8#5(,&&.&.(%-($'-F1.&(5/CC101&,%(1,51E"%5(1,%-(%"&(F#'1&%I(-C($-5%5(81%"1,(,/'51,E9(8"135%(

,-%(A&1,E(/,./3I(-,&'-/5(#,.(5%133(#33-81,E(1,J.&$%"(&D#41,#%1-,(-C(&#0"(%'#,50'1$%B(OF&,(81%"(%"&(

#$$310#%1-,(-C(%"&(0'1%&'1#9(%"15(5#4$3&(8#5("&%&'-E&,&-/59(1,(%&'45(-C(%"&1'(0/''&,%(#,.($'&F1-/5(

$-5%5B(_-,&5(S6T)=U(5%#%&.(#(54#339(F#'1&.(5#4$3&(0#,(A&(0-4$3&D(%-(#,#3I5&9(A/%(#35-(4&#,5(#,I(

'&0/''1,E(,#''#%1F&5(#'&(31L&3I(%-(A&(E&,/1,&3I(14$-'%#,%(C1,.1,E5B(

@"&($#'%101$#,%5o($5&/.-,I45(#'&(315%&.(1,(%#A3&(>B)9(81%"(%"&1'(I&#'(-C('&E15%'#%1-,g(%"&(%1%3&(-C(%"&1'(

0/''&,%($-5%(S1,03/.1,E(#,I(/$0-41,E9(L,-8,(M-A(0"#,E&5Ug(%"&1'(E&,.&'g(#,.(%"&1'(#$$'-D14#%&(#E&B(+%(

8#5(1,%&'&5%1,E(%-(-A5&'F&(-,&(/,1,%&,.&.(0-,5&N/&,0&(-C(5,-8A#331,E(8#5(#("1E"(,/4A&'(-C(,/'5&5(

8-'L1,E(1,(-,&(5$&01#31549(,#4&3I(E#5%'-1,%&5%1,#3(-'(,/%'1%1-,#3("&#3%"B(+,(0-,%'#5%9(,/'5&5(1,(%"&(

0-44/,1%I(8&'&(.1CC10/3%(%-('&0'/1%9(#,.(%"15(4#I("#F&('&C3&0%&.(-,&($'-A3&4(-C(8-'L1,E(1,(%"&(

0-44/,1%I9(8"10"(8#5(%"#%(1%(0#,(A&($'-C&551-,#33I(15-3#%1,EB!

@"&(&./0#%-'5(#,.(4#,#E&'5(8&'&(1.&,%1C1&.(/51,E(1,51.&'(L,-83&.E&(#,.(5,-8A#331,EB(@8-(

&./0#%-'5(#,.(%8-(4#,#E&'59(L,-8,(%-(%"&('&5&#'0"(%&#49(A/%(,-%(03-5&(0-33&#E/&5(-'(C'1&,.59(8&'&(

#$$'-#0"&.(.1'&0%3I(AI(%"&4B(Z33(C-/'(#E'&&.(%-($#'%101$#%&9(#,.(5/EE&5%&.(-,&(#..1%1-,#3(&./0#%-'(

#,.(-,&(4#,#E&'(8"-(0-/3.(4#L&(#(F#3/#A3&(0-,%'1A/%1-,(%-(%"&('&5&#'0"B(@"&5&(%8-(8&'&(

#$$'-#0"&.(#,.(#E'&&.(%-($#'%101$#%&B(@"&5&($#'%101$#,%5(#'&('&C&''&.(%-(#5(^&./0#%-'5`(-'(

^4#,#E&'5`B(71L&(%"&(,/'5&($#'%101$#,%59(%"&I(0"-5&(#($5&/.-,I4(%-(8"10"("#5(A&&,(#..&.(#,([(SC-'(
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4#,#E&'U(-'(#,(O(SC-'(&./0#%-'UB(@"&5&(%'#,50'1$%5(I1&3.&.(#..1%1-,#3(&D#4$3&5(%-(&4A&3315"(%"&(

,#''#%1F&5(.&'1F&.(C'-4(%"&(0#'&&'(5%-'1&5B(]/'1,E(%"&(1,%&'F1&85(#,.(5/A5&N/&,%(#,#3I5159(1%(8#5(

&F1.&,%(%"&(&./0#%-'(#,.(4#,#E&'($#'%101$#,%5(F-3/,%&&'&.(1,C-'4#%1-,(#,.(1,51E"%5(C'-4(%"&1'(-8,(

0#'&&'5B(

GI(%"&(&,.(-C(%"&(1,%&'F1&859(%"&('&5&#'0"&'("#.(6;(%'#,50'1$%5B(@"&I(F#'1&.(1,(3&,E%"(A/%(8&'&(/5/#33I(

#A-/%(51D(%-(&1E"%(%"-/5#,.(8-'.59(.&'1F&.(C'-4(#,(1,%&'F1&8(8"10"(8#5(%I$10#33I(M/5%(/,.&'(#,("-/'(1,(

./'#%1-,B 

3.5.2 Ethical considerations  

O%"105(#'&($#'#4-/,%(#,.(#33('&5&#'0"(1,F-3F1,E($#'%101$#,%5(5"-/3.(0-,51.&'(%"&(&CC&0%(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"(

-,(%"&49(1,(%"&(144&.1#%&(#,.(3-,E&'J%&'4(S\F#3&9(6TT?U(#,.(%"&1'(8&3C#'&(4/5%(A&('&F1&8&.(#%(#33(

5%#E&5(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"B(O%"105(15(&F&,(4-'&(14$-'%#,%(1,(,#''#%1F&(1,N/1'I9(A&0#/5&(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(

"#F&(A/13%(/$(#('&3#%1-,5"1$(81%"(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(#,.(%"&I("#F&(5"#'&.(%"&1'($'1F#%&(5%-'1&5(S!3#,.1,9(

2/5"-'(#,.(h''9(6TT?g(#,.(G&339(6TT6U(#,.9(1,(5-(.-1,E9("#F&(-$&,&.(%"&45&3F&5(/$(%-(%"&(

'&5&#'0"&'(SG&/%"1,9(6T)>UB(@-(%&33(#(5%-'I(5/00&55C/33I9(%"&'&(4/5%(A&(#(4&#,1,EC/3('&3#%1-,5"1$(

A&%8&&,(%"&($#'%101$#,%(#,.(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(8"10"(C#0131%#%&5(%"&(.&F&3-$4&,%(-C(#(C1,&3I(,/#,0&.(

/,.&'5%#,.1,E(SG&''I9(6T);U(#,.(%"15(%'/5%(4/5%(,-%(A&(#A/5&.(SG&/%"1,9(6T)>UB(K#''#%1F&(1,N/1'I(A3/'5(

%"&(A-/,.#'I(A&%8&&,(31C&(#,.('&5&#'0"9(#33-81,E(-,&(%-(1,%'/.&(/$-,(%"&(-%"&'9(8"10"(C/'%"&'(

1,0'&#5&5(%"&(&%"10#3(./%1&5(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(S!3#,.1,9(6TT;U9(

H&5&#'0"(1,%&E'1%I(15(#,(&F&,(81.&'(155/&(#,.(0-,0&',5(%"&("-,&5%I(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(#,.(%"&(

%'#,5$#'&,0I(-C(%"&1'(8-'LB(+,%&E'1%I(15(&5$&01#33I(0'1%10#3(1,('&5&#'0"(.-,&(%"'-/E"(1,%&'F1&85(A&0#/5&(

5-01#3(1,%&'#0%1-,(15(%"&(0"1&C(%--3(C-'(-A%#1,1,E(.#%#B(Z00-'.1,E(%-(G&''I(S6T);U(,/'5&5(#'&(C#4131#'(81%"(

3&#',1,E(C'-4(5%-'1&5(A&0#/5&(1%(15(#(8&33J&5%#A315"&.(%'#.1%1-,(%-(3&#',(C'-4(%"&(5%-'1&5(-C(031&,%5B(@"15(

4&#,5(%"&I(#'&($#'%10/3#'3I(5L133&.(#%(A/13.1,E(#('#$$-'%(81%"(1,.1F1./#35B(+,(,#''#%1F&(1,N/1'I9(%"&(

'&5&#'0"&'(0'&#%&5(#,(#$$#'&,%3I(5#C&(51%/#%1-,(#,.("#5(%"&($'1F13&E&(-C("&#'1,E($'1F#%&(%"-/E"%5(#,.(
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C&&31,E5(8"10"(#'&(5"#'&.(C-'(3#%&'($/A310(/5&B(@"15(4&#,5($#'%101$#,%5(0-/3.('&F&#3(4-'&(%"#,(%"&I(

1,%&,.&.9(3&#F1,E(%"&4(C&&31,E(&D$-5&.(#,.(F/3,&'#A3&(SG&''I9(6T);UB(@"&'&C-'&9(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(8#5(

F1E13#,%(#E#1,5%($'-A1,E(#,I(#'&#5(%"&($#'%101$#,%(#$$&#'&.(%-(A&('&3/0%#,%(%-(%#3L(#A-/%(#,.(#F-1.&.(

.150/551,E(.&%#135(,-%('&3&F#,%(%-(%"&('&5&#'0"(N/&5%1-,B((

@"&($-8&'(-C(5%-'I%&331,E(15(1,.10#%&.(AI(%"&(-A5&'F#%1-,(%"#%(5%-'I%&331,E(0#,(A&(/5&.(#5(#(%"&'#$&/%10(

%--3B(@"15(15(A&0#/5&(5%-'I(%&331,E("&3$5($&-$3&(4#L&(5&,5&(-C(%"&1'(51%/#%1-,(#,.(#%%'1A/%&(4&#,1,E(%-(

8"#%("#5("#$$&,&.(%-(%"&4(SQ/,%&'9(6T)TUB(@"15(0#,(A&(/5&.(%-("&3$(.15%'&55&.(031&,%5(%-('&F1&8(%"&1'(

51%/#%1-,9(A/%(1%(#35-('&41,.5(/5(%"&(%--3(0#,(/,3&#5"($-8&'C/3(&4-%1-,5B(@"&'&C-'&9(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(

,&&.&.(%-(A&($#'%10/3#'3I(F1E13#,%(1,(E/#'.1,E(%"&('1E"%5(-C(%"&($#'%101$#,%59(AI(#."&'1,E(%-(&%"105(

E/1.&31,&5(#,.(AI(A&1,E(01'0/45$&0%(1,(0-,%'1A/%1,E("&'(-8,(-$1,1-,(%-(%"&(.150/551-,(S\F#3&9(6TT?UB(

[#,I(#/%"-'5(SC-'(&D#4$3&9(P1,3#I9(6TT6U("#F&(&D$'&55&.(0-,0&',(#A-/%(%"&($-8&'(14A#3#,0&(1,(%"&(

'&5&#'0"(1,%&'F1&89(#,.(1,515%(1%(15(%"&('&5$-,51A131%I(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(%-(E/#'.(%"&('1E"%5(-C(%"&(

$#'%101$#,%59(#,.(,-%('&3I(/$-,(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(&D$'&551,E(0-,0&',5(#A-/%(%"&('&5&#'0"($'-0&55B((

@"15('&5&#'0"(1,F-3F&.(KQR(5%#CC(#,.($-%&,%1#33I('&N/1'&.(&%"105(#$$'-F#3(C'-4(%"&(KQR(Q&#3%"(

H&5&#'0"(Z/%"-'1%IB(Q-8&F&'9(#(.&0151-,(%'&&(-,(%"&(KQR(Q&#3%"(H&5&#'0"(Z/%"-'1%I(8&A51%&(SKQR(

H&5&#'0"(Z/%"-'1%I9(6T)<U(5"-8&.(%"15(8#5(,-%(,&0&55#'I(SR&&(#$$&,.1D(=U(#%(%"&(%14&(%"&(1,N/1'I(

8#5(0-,./0%&.9(A/%(1%(5%133('&N/1'&.(&%"105(#$$'-F#3(C'-4(%"&(QO+B(H&5&#'0"(-'E#,15#%1-,5('/,(&%"105(

0-441%%&&5(8"10"(#$$3I(E/1.&31,&5(5/0"(#5(%"-5&($'-F1.&.(AI(%"&(G'1%15"(O./0#%1-,#3(H&5&#'0"(

Z55-01#%1-,(SGOHZ9(6T)<UB(@"&5&(/,.&'$1,(%"&($'-0&55&5(-C(%"&(&%"105(0-441%%&&5(#,.('&5&#'0"&'5(

/5&(%"&4(%-(&,5/'&(#33(#'&#5("#F&(A&&,(0-,51.&'&.(8"&,($3#,,1,E('&5&#'0"B(@"15(1,N/1'I(8#5(

-F&'5&&,(AI(%"&(.&$#'%4&,%('&5$-,51A3&(C-'(5/$$-'%1,E(3&#',1,E(#,.(%&#0"1,E(1,(%"&(QO+B(Z($'-$-5#3(

8#5(5/A41%%&.(%-(%"&(.&$#'%4&,%Y5(&%"105(0-441%%&&9(8"10"(0-4$'15&.(5&F&'#3(1,.1F1./#35g(5-4&(8&'&(

&D$&'%5(1,('&5&#'0"(&%"1059(8"135%(-%"&'5('&$'&5&,%&.(1,%&'&5%&.($#'%1&59(1,03/.1,E(%"&($/A310B(@"15(

0-441%%&&(50'/%1,15&.($3#,5(C-'(%"&(1,N/1'I9($#'%10/3#'3I(%"&(1,C-'4#%1-,(%-(A&(E1F&,(%-($-%&,%1#3(

$#'%101$#,%5(#,.(-%"&'(#''#,E&4&,%5(.&51E,&.(%-($'-%&0%(%"&49(5/0"(#5(&,5/'1,E(#,-,I41%I(#,.(
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5%-'1,E(%"&(.#%#B(@"&(&%"105(0-441%%&&(E'#,%&.($&'41551-,(C-'(%"&(1,N/1'IB(Z..1%1-,#33I9('&5&#'0"(#,.(

.&F&3-$4&,%(#$$'-F#3(8#5(5-/E"%(#,.(E'#,%&.(C'-4(-,&(-C(%"&(4#M-'(@'/5%5(%"&(QO+(8-'L&.(81%"9(%-(

#33-8(%"&(/5&(-C(@'/5%(C#0131%1&59(5/0"(#5(#('--4(C-'(1,%&'F1&81,E(%"&1'(5%#CCB(R%#CC(C'-4(-%"&'(@'/5%5(8&'&(

1,%&'F1&8&.(#%(%"&('&5&#'0"&'o5(QO+(-'(#($/A310($3#0&9(5/0"(#5(#(0-CC&&(5"-$B(

@"&5&($'-0&./'&5(5#C&E/#'.&.(%"&('1E"%5(-C(%"&($#'%101$#,%59(8"-(8&'&(#/%-,-4-/5(#,.(0-/3.(E1F&(-'(

81%""-3.(0-,5&,%(C'&&3I(#,.(81%"-/%(0-&'01-,B(@"&I(L,&8(1,(#.F#,0&(%"&($/'$-5&(-C(%"&(5%/.I(#,.(%"&(

0-441%4&,%($#'%101$#%1-,(8-/3.(1,F-3F&9(81%"(#,(&5%14#%&(-C(%14&(0-441%4&,%5B(@"&(1,1%1#3(&4#13(

&D$3#1,&.(%"&(5%#%/5(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"&'g(8"I(%"&($#'%101$#,%("#.(A&&,(1,F1%&.g(8"#%($#'%101$#%1-,(

1,F-3F&.(#,.("-8(3-,E(1%(8-/3.(%#L&(SA&%8&&,(51D%I(#,.(,1,&%I(41,/%&5Ug($#'%101$#%1-,(8#5(F-3/,%#'Ig(

#,.(%"&I(0-/3.(81%".'#8(#%(#,I($-1,%B(2&-$3&(8"-(&D$'&55&.(1,%&'&5%(1,(%"&('&5&#'0"('&0&1F&.(#(

C/'%"&'(&4#13(#%%#0"1,E(%"&(315%(-C(%"&($'-4$%5(1,(/5&(#%(%"&(%14&g(#(0-$I(-C(%"&(1,C-'4#%1-,(3&#C3&%g(#,.(

0-,5&,%(C-'4B(@"&I(8&'&(&,0-/'#E&.(%-('&C3&0%(-,(%"&1'(0#'&&'(1,(#.F#,0&9($-%&,%1#33I(3&#.1,E(%-('10"&'(

.#%#B(Z3%"-/E"(.&51'#A3&(%-(C/33I(A'1&C(%"&($#'%101$#,%(#A-/%(%"&(1,%&'F1&8(A&C-'&"#,.9(%"15(15(,-%(#38#I5(

$-551A3&9(A&0#/5&(%"&(1,%&'F1&8&'(0-/3.(,-%(L,-8(&D#0%3I(%"&(.1'&0%1-,(1,(8"10"(%"&(.150/551-,(8-/3.(

$'-0&&.(S\F#3&9(6TT?UB((

@"&'&(8#5(#('15L(-C(&D$3-1%1,E(%"&(s.&$&,.#,%('&3#%1-,5"1$5sg(8"&'&(%"&($#'%101$#,%(C&&35(%"&45&3F&5(%-(

A&(A&"-3.&,(%-(%"&('&5&#'0"&'B(!-5%3&I(#,.(a1AA5(S6TT;U(5%#%&.(5-4&(.&E'&&(-C(&D$3-1%1,E($&'5-,#3(

0-,%#0%5(15(1,&F1%#A3&9(#,.(1,.&&.(15(#,(#0L,-83&.E&.(#.F#,%#E&(-C(1,51.&'('&5&#'0"(Sd13L1,5-,(#,.(

\1%m1,E&'9(6T)=U9(A/%(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(8#5(-A31E&.(%-($'-0&&.(81%"(&D%'&4&(0#'&B(R"&(8-'L&.(#5(#(

/,1F&'51%I(3&0%/'&'(1,F-3F&.(1,(,/'51,E($'-E'#44&5(#,.(-,&($-%&,%1#3(5-/'0&(-C($#'%101$#,%5(0-/3.(

"#F&(A&&,($-5%J'&E15%'#%1-,(5%/.&,%5(-C(%"#%(QO+B(Q-8&F&'9(%"&I9(#,.(#$$310#,%5(%-(%"&(QO+9(8&'&(

&D03/.&.(%-($'&F&,%(#,I($&'0&1F&.(0-&'01-,(-'(&D$3-1%#%1-,B(P'1&,.5(#,.(03-5&(0-33&#E/&5(-C(%"&(

'&5&#'0"&'(8&'&(51413#'3I(-41%%&.B(

\F#3&(S6TT?U(5%#%&.($#'%101$#,%5(5"-/3.(&,M-I(%"&(1,%&'F1&8(A&0#/5&(4-5%($&-$3&(31L&('&0&1F1,E(%"&(

/,.1F1.&.(#%%&,%1-,(-C(5-4&-,&(315%&,1,E(%-(%"&4(S!-/51,9(6TTWUB(R41%"(S6T)6U(5%#%&.(%"&(1,%&'F1&8(
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8#5(&4$-8&'1,E(C-'(4#,I(-C("&'($#'%101$#,%59(#33-81,E(%"&4(%-(E#1,(,&8(1,51E"%5(1,%-(%"&1'(31F&5(#,.(

%"&(0"-10&5(%"&I("#.(4#.&B(+,.&&.9(1,(%"&1'('&F1&8(-C(%"&(&%"105(-C($#'%101$#,%('&5&#'0"9(!-5%3&I(#,.(

a1AA5(S6TT;U(5%#%&(%"&(0#'1,E(&%"10(15(4-'&(14$-'%#,%(%"#,(%"&('&5&#'0"(C1,.1,E59(#,.(%"&(-$$-'%/,1%I(

%-("&3$(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(4/5%(A&(&D$&0%&.(#,.(8&30-4&.B([-5%(-C(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(1,(%"15(1,N/1'I(L,&8(

%"&('&5&#'0"&'(8#5(#(3&0%/'&'(1,(,/'51,E9(#,.(-,&(&F&,(5%#%&.(%"&I(8&'&(3--L1,E(C-'8#'.(%-(%"&(

1,%&'F1&8(#5(%"&I(8#,%&.(5-4&(0#'&&'(#.F10&B(+E,-'1,E(%"15(8-/3.("#F&(A&&,(/,E'#01-/59(#,.(5-(%"&(

'&5&#'0"&'("#.(%-(#00&$%(5-4&($#'%101$#,%5(8-/3.('&E#'.("&'(#5(#,(&D$&'%(#,.(,#''#%1F&(%"&'#$I(15(#(

L,-8,(#$$'-#0"(%-($&-$3&(1,(.15%'&55(SQ-35%&1,(#,.(a/A'1/49(6T)6UB(K&F&'%"&3&559(%"&5&(1,%&'F1&85(

8&'&(#A5-3/%&3I(,-%(-$$-'%/,1%1&5(C-'(%"&'#$I9(#,.(%"&('&5&#'0"&'("#.(%-(A&(8#'I(-C(%"&(.&51'&(%-("&3$(

$#'%101$#,%59($&'"#$5(81%"(C&&31,E5(-C(.15#$$-1,%4&,%(-'(AI(E1F1,E(0#'&&'(#.F10&B(K-%(-,3I(8-/3.(

&,E#E1,E(1,(%"&'#$I(A&(-/%51.&(%"&(50-$&(-C(%"&(1,N/1'I9(A/%(1%(8-/3.(#35-("#F&(A&&,($-%&,%1#33I(

"#'4C/3(#5(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(.1.(,-%("#F&(%"&(%'#1,1,E(%-(-CC&'(0-/,5&331,EB(

2'1F#0I(#,.(0-,C1.&,%1#31%I(#$$3I(%-($&-$3&(#,.(3-0#%1-,5(#,.(15(-,&(-C(%"&(-3.&5%(-C(%"&(%&,#,%5(

'&3#%1,E(%-(&%"1059(A&0#/5&(-C(%"&(3-,EJ5%#,.1,E(14$-'%#,0&(#%%#0"&.(%-(%"&($'1F#%&(.-4#1,B(@"&I(0#,(

A&(.1CC10/3%(%-(#0"1&F&(1,(N/#31%#%1F&('&5&#'0"9(8"&'&(%"&(C1,.1,E5(#'&(,-%(s0-4$/%&.(#F&'#E&5s(S\F#3&9(

6TT:9($#E&(6:UB([#1,%#1,1,E(0-,C1.&,%1#31%I(8#5(14$-'%#,%(1,(%"15(1,N/1'I(A&0#/5&(%"&(.#%#(8#5(%"&(

F1&85(#,.(&D$&'1&,0&5(-C(%"&($#'%101$#,%59(5-(0-33&#E/&5(#,.(&4$3-I1,E(@'/5%5(C&#%/'&.B(@"&(

$5&/.-,I45(8&'&(1,%&,.&.(%-(#33-8(&#0"($#'%101$#,%9(A/%(,-(-,&(&35&9(%-('&0-E,15&(%"&1'(0-,%'1A/%1-,(

%-(%"&('&$-'%B(@"&('&5&#'0"&'(L&$%(#($#$&'('&0-'.(-C($#'%101$#,%59(%"&1'($5&/.-,I49(#,.(%"&1'(0-,%#0%(

.&%#135(#3-,E(81%"(%"&1'(51E,&.(0-,5&,%(C-'49(3-0L&.(1,(%"&('&5&#'0"&'Y5(-CC10&9(,-%(-,(#(0-4$/%&'B(

!#'&(8#5('&N/1'&.(1,(/51,E(.1'&0%(N/-%&5(1,(%"&(C1,#3('&$-'%(5-(,-('&#.&'(8-/3.(A&(#A3&(%-(1.&,%1CI(

&1%"&'(%"&($&'5-,(-'(%"&(51%/#%1-,5(1,F-3F&.B(+C(%"&(,#4&(-C(#($&'5-,(S-%"&'(%"#,(%"&('&5&#'0"&'U(-'(

$3#0&(8#5(/5&.(1,(%"15(%"&5159(1%(8#5('&4-F&.9(#,.(%"&(-41551-,(1,.10#%&.(81%"(vwB((

Z,-%"&'(#5$&0%(-C(&%"105(0-,51.&'#%1-,5(15(4#0'-J&%"105(S\F#3&9(6TT?U9(8"&'&AI(%"&('&5&#'0"(15(-C(

F#3/&(%-(%"&(81.&'(0-44/,1%IB(@"&($#'%101$#,%5(%"&45&3F&5(4#I("#F&(8#,%&.(%-(L,-8(%"&(A&,&C1%(%"&(
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'&5&#'0"(0-/3.(/3%14#%&3I(A&9(A/%(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(,&&.&.(%-(#F-1.(4#L1,E(#4A1%1-/5(03#145(C-'("&'(

1,N/1'IB(K&F&'%"&3&559(1%(8-/3.("#F&(A&&,(8'-,E(%-(/5&(%"&($#'%101$#,%5Y(%14&(#,.(E--.J8133(1,(#,(

&,.&#F-/'(81%"(,-(0"#,0&(-C(A&1,E(-C(F#3/&(%-(-%"&'5B(+,.&&.9(4#,I(-C(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(5%#%&.(%"&I(

%"-/E"%(%"&(1,N/1'I(8#5(14$-'%#,%(#,.(#%%&,%1-,(%-(,/'51,E(0#'&&'5(8#5(3-,E(-F&'./&B(Z33(%"&(

$#'%101$#,%5(C&#%/'&.(1,(%"&(C1,#3(1,N/1'I(#,.(#33(-C(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(8&'&(.1'&0%3I(N/-%&.(#%(3&#5%(%810&9(

8"10"(.&4-,5%'#%&5(&#0"(0-,%'1A/%1-,("#.(A&&,(F#3/&.B(@"&(C1,.1,E5(-C(%"15('&5&#'0"(0-/3.(A&(/5&.(

%-("&3$(E/1.&(,/'5&5(1,(%"&1'(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(#,.(%-(1,0'&#5&(5%#CC('&%&,%1-,9(#,.(%"&5&(0-/3.(A-%"(A&(

$-51%1F&(-/%0-4&59(-C(A&,&C1%(%-(A-%"(,/'5&5(#,.(%"&($#%1&,%5(%"&I(0#'&(C-'B(

@"&(C1,#3(&%"105(0-,51.&'#%1-,(15(%-(&,5/'&(%"&(5#C&%I(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(#,.($#'%101$#,%5B(@"&(

1,%&'F1&85(8&'&(#''#,E&.(#%(%"&($#'%101$#,%5Y(-'('&5&#'0"&'Y5($3#0&(-C(8-'L9(1,(#($/A310($3#0&9(-'(AI(

%&3&$"-,&B(@"&('&5&#'0"&'Y5(0#3&,.#'(8#5(-$&,(%-(5&F&'#3($&-$3&(81%"1,(%"&(QO+(#,.(0-,%#1,&.(

.&%#135(-C(%"&(%14&(#,.(#..'&55(-C(%"&(4&&%1,E($3#0&9(A/%(,-%(%"&(,#4&(-C(%"&($#'%101$#,%B(

 Data analysis 

@"&(#,#3I515(15(#(0'/01#3(#5$&0%(-C(#,I('&5&#'0"($'-M&0%(I&%('&$-'%5(F#'I(1,("-8(4/0"(.&%#13(%"&I(

$'-F1.&B(P'1&m&(#,.(R13F&'(S6T)=U(5%#%&.(%"&(#,#3I515(-C(.#%#(15(/,.&'J&D$3-'&.(1,(%"&(5-01#3(501&,0&59(

A/%('&5&#'0"&'5("#F&(#('&5$-,51A131%I(%-(&D$3#1,(%"&($'-0&55(%"&I("#F&(E-,&(%"'-/E"B(R-4&%14&5(

1,%&'$'&%#%1-,(15(0-,./0%&.(81%"-/%(C-'4#3($'-%-0-3(#,.(15(.&50'1A&.(#5(1,%/1%1F&9(#34-5%(4I5%10#3B(

R%#L&(S)WW<U(#,.(P'#,L(S6T)6U(5%#%&.(#,#3I51,E(5%-'1&5(15(#(0'#C%9(,-%(#($'-0&./'&B(K&F&'%"&3&559(#5(

,#''#%1F&(1,N/1'I(A&0-4&5(4-'&(&5%#A315"&.9(1%5(4&%"-.5(#'&(A&0-41,E(4-'&(0-4$3&D(#,.('1E-'-/5(

SQ-35%&1,(#,.(a/A'1/49(6T)6UB(@"15(15(-,&(-C(%"&(4-5%(14$-'%#,%(#5$&0%5(-C('&C3&D1F1%I(SP1,3#I9(6TT6U9(

8"&'&(%"&('&5&#'0"($'-0&55(15(&D#41,&.9(#,.(AI(4#L1,E(%"15(%'#,5$#'&,%9(%"&($'1F#%&(&D$&'1&,0&(-C(

0-,./0%1,E(%"&('&5&#'0"(A&0-4&5($/A310(L,-83&.E&B(@"15(5&0%1-,(8133(.&50'1A&(#,.(M/5%1CI(%"&($'-0&55(

-C(#,#3I5159(5-(%"&($'-0&./'&5(%#L&,("&'&(0#,(A&(0"#33&,E&.(AI(%"&('&#.&'(#,.($-551A3I('&$&#%&.B(
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H&$'&5&,%#%1-,(0-44&,0&5(81%"(#,(#00-/,%(-C(#,(&D$&'1&,0&9(8"10"(15(-C%&,(/,$3#,,&.(#,.(/,J

5-/E"%B(d&(#33("#F&(4/3%1$3&(&D$&'1&,0&5(4-5%(.#I5(8"10"(0-/3.(A&($-%&,%1#3(5%/.1&59(I&%(4-5%(#'&(

-F&'3--L&.B(R-4&%14&59("-8&F&'9(1,%&'&5%(15($1N/&.B(H1&554#,(S)WW=U('&41,.&.(/5(%"&'&(#'&(5&F&'#3(

5%#E&5(1,(#,#3I515(#,.(5-4&("#F&(#3'&#.I(%#L&,($3#0&(A&C-'&(%"&('&5&#'0"(&F&,(0-44&,0&.B(@"&(

$#'%101$#,%("#.(#,(&D$&'1&,0&9(I&%(%"&1'(#%%&,%1-,(8-/3.("#F&(A&&,(5&3&0%1F&9(81%"(4-'&(#%%&,%1-,(

.&F-%&.(%-(#5$&0%5(14$-'%#,%(%-(%"&4(#%(%"&(%14&B(@"15(.1CC&'&,%1#3(#%%&,%1-,(15(1,0'&#5&.(1C(%"&I(%"&,(

%&33(%"&(5%-'I(%-(-%"&'5(A&C-'&(%"&('&5&#'0"&'B(Z%(&#0"(%&331,E9(%"&(315%&,&'5(0-,%'1A/%&(AI('&N/&5%1,E(

4-'&(.&%#135(-'(03#'1C10#%1-,B(GI(%"&(%14&(%"&('&5&#'0"&'("&#'5(%"&(5%-'I9($#'%5(4#I("#F&(A&0-4&(

&4A&3315"&.(#5(#('&5$-,5&(%-(%"&(1,%&'&5%(-C(-%"&'59(8"135%(-%"&'5(4#I(A&(-F&'3--L&.B(

Q/,%&'(S6T)TU(.150/55&.(C1F&(^3&,5&5`(S$#E&(>U(/5&.(%-(#,#3I5&(,#''#%1F&5(S-'(5%-'1&5UB(@"&(C1'5%(3&,5(15(

%"&(/,1N/&,&55(-C("/4#,(#0%1-,5g(5&0-,.(15(%"&(F&'A#3(#0%1-,5(#,.(0"-10&5(4#.&g(%"&(%"1'.(15(%"&(

14$#0%(-C(5-01#3(01'0/45%#,0&5g(%"&(C-/'%"(15(%"&(1,%&'#0%1-,(A&%8&&,(%"&($#'%101$#,%(#,.('&5&#'0"&'(

#,.(%"&(C1C%"(15(%"&('-3&(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"&'9(8"10"(0#,(A&(14$-'%#,%(1,(5-4&($#'%101$#,%(-A5&'F#%1-,5B(

71L&(Q/,%&'9(S6T)TU9(%"&(3&,5(4-5%('&3&F#,%(%-(%"15(1,N/1'I(15(%"&(5&0-,.(#,.(%"1'.(3&,59(8"10"(

&4$"#515&(%"&(.&0151-,5(%#L&,(#,.(8"#%("#5(1,C3/&,0&.(%"&5&9(#,.(1%(8#5(%"&5&(%"&(#,#3I515(C-0/55&.(

-,B(d"&,(#(5%-'I(15(%-3.9(-,3I(5-4&($-'%1-,5(-C(%"&(8"-3&(5%-'I(#'&('&3#%&.(#,.(-,3I(5-4&(-C(%"&5&(#'&(

1,03/.&.(1,(%"&(#,#3I515B(d"&,(%"&('&5&#'0"&'("#5(4#.&(%"&(5&3&0%1-,(S'#%"&'(%"#,(%"&($#'%101$#,%(

.&031,1,E(%-(5"#'&(.&%#135U9(%"15(5&3&0%1-,(4/5%(A&(%'#,5$#'&,%9(#,.(5-(%"&(#,#3I515(5"-/3.(A&(

$'&5&,%&.(#5(#(^5&'1&5(-C(0"-10&5`(S!3#,.1,9(6TT;9($#E&(;UB(@"15(4&#,5(A/13.1,E(#(4&#,1,EC/3(

.&50'1$%1-,(15(3#'E&3I(1,./0%1F&B(

[-5%(&4$1'10#3(5%/.1&5(I1&3.(%8-(%I$&5(-C(.#%#B(P1'5%9(.#%#(8"10"(0-,C1'45(%"&('&5&#'0"&'5Y(#,.(

'&#.&'5Y(&D15%1,E(/,.&'5%#,.1,E(S&%10(155/&5U9(#,.(%"&,(%"&'&(#'&(,&8(C1,.1,E5(&D%&,.1,E(-'(

0"#33&,E1,E(%"#%(/,.&'5%#,.1,E(S&410(155/&5UB(@'#.1%1-,#33I9('&5&#'0"&'5(.&'1F&(E'&#%(5#%15C#0%1-,(C'-4(

.&F&3-$1,E(&410(155/&5B(@"&I(#'&(14$-'%#,%(C-'(#(.-0%-'#3(%"&515(5/0"(#5(%"15(8"&'&(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(15(

5&&L1,E(-'1E1,#3(L,-83&.E&(%-(0-,%'1A/%&(%-(8"#%(15(L,-8,B(+%(8#5(#$$#'&,%(,&8(1,51E"%5(8&'&(1,.&&.(
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&4&'E1,EB(@"&(5%-'1&5(8&'&(A-%"(.&J0-,5%'/0%&.(%-('&F&#3($-8&'C/3(1,.1F1./#3(.150-/'5&5(#,.(

"1&'#'0"1&5(SQ/,%&'9(6T)TU(8"135%(#35-(#,#3I5&.(81%"1,(%"&(A'-#.(5-01#39("15%-'10#39(#,.(0/3%/'#3(

0-,%&D%5B(@"15(0-,%&D%(8#5($'-F1.&.(AI(%"&('&5&#'0"&'Y5(1,51.&(L,-83&.E&(#,.(AI(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(

%"&45&3F&5B(

[-5%('&5&#'0"&'5($'-F1.&(#%(3&#5%(5-4&(.&%#135(-C(%"&(#,#3I5159(A/%(-C%&,(5/EE&5%(1%(5%#'%&.(-,0&(%"&(

.#%#(0-33&0%1-,(8#5(0-4$3&%&B(h%"&'5(SC-'(&D#4$3&9(R41%"9(6T))U(5%#%&(%"&(1,%&'$'&%#%1-,(A&E1,5(&#'31&'(

#,.(15(-,E-1,EB(Z5(&D$3#1,&.(1,(5&0%1-,(=B>B)9(#A-F&9(%"&(3#%%&'(8#5(%"&(#$$'-#0"(#.-$%&.("&'&(#,.(

%"&($#'%101$#,%5("&3$&.(%-(0'&#%&(#,.(.&F&3-$(%"&(&4&'E1,E(1.&#5B(@"&(,#''#%1F&(0"#,E&5(#E#1,(8"&,(

1%(15(%'#,50'1A&.(#,.(#,#3I5&.(#,.(C-'(#(C1,#3(%14&(8"&,(%"&(#,#3I515(15('&#.(#,.(%"&('&#.&'5(#$$3I(

%"&1'(-8,(/,.&'5%#,.1,E9(%"/5(0-,%'1A/%1,E(%"&(C1,#3(3#I&'(%-(%"&(#00-/,%B(

@"&(#,#3I515(15(%"&(4-5%(0-4$3&D(5%#E&(-C(#(,#''#%1F&(1,N/1'I(A&0#/5&(%"&'&(15(#(.#,E&'(%"&(

'&5&#'0"&'(A&0-4&5(&,%'#$$&.(AI(#(81.&('#,E&(-C(5%-'1&5(8"10"(3#0L(#(.150&',1A3&($#%%&',(SQ-35%&1,(

#,.(a/A'1/49(6T)6UB(P'#,L(S6T)6U(5%#%&.(#,#3I515(1,F-3F&5(5&3&0%1,E(4#%&'1#39(AI(1,03/.1,E(-,3I(

4#%&'1#3(81%"(%"&(4-5%(4&#,1,EB(+,(%"15(1,N/1'I9(4#%&'1#3(8#5(-,3I(1,03/.&.(1C(1%("&3$&.(#,58&'(%"&(

'&5&#'0"(N/&5%1-,B(+%(8#5(%&4$%1,E(%-(1,03/.&(4#,I(1,%&'&5%1,E(.&50'1$%1-,5(-C(%"&(8-'3.(-C(8-'L9(A/%(

%"&(C1,#3('&$-'%(-,3I(1,03/.&5(.&%#135($&'%#1,1,E(%-(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5B(Q-35%&1,(#,.(a/A'1/4(S6T)6U(

$-1,%&.(-/%(%"&($#'%101$#,%5("#F&(-C%&,(#3'&#.I($'-F1.&.(#(5%'/0%/'&(A&0#/5&(%"&(5%-'1&5(%"&I(%&33("#F&(

A&&,(C-'4&.(%-(4#L&(5&,5&(-C(%"&1'(31F&5(#,.(%"&1'(&D$&'1&,0&5B(+%(15(%"15(4&#,1,E(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(

&,.&#F-/'5(%-(0#$%/'&B(+%("#5(#3'&#.I(A&&,(1.&,%1C1&.(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(15(3&55(1,%&'&5%&.(1,(%"&("15%-'10#3(

#00/'#0I(-C(%"&(#00-/,%59(A/%('#%"&'(81%"(%"&(14$#0%(%"&5&("#.(-,(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(#,.("-8(1%(

1,C3/&,0&.(%"&1'(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5B(K&F&'%"&3&559(%"&("15%-'10#3(&F&,%5('&4#1,&.(14$-'%#,%(A&0#/5&(

4#,I(-C(%"&5&(,#''#%1F&5(8&'&(%-3.(#E#1,5%(%"&(A#0LE'-/,.(-C('&J-'E#,15#%1-,5(#,.(5"-'%#E&5(81%"1,(

"&#3%"0#'&B(@"&(14$-'%#,0&(-C("15%-'10#3(0-,%&D%5(4#I(A&(E'&#%&'(1,(0#'&&'('&5&#'0"(%"#,(1,(-%"&'(

,#''#%1F&(#,#3I515B(
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3.6.1 Development of the stories 

h,0&(%"&(%'#,50'1$%1-,(8#5(0-4$3&%&9(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(/5&.(%"&4(%-(.&F&3-$(#(5%-'I(C-'(&#0"(-C(%"&(

,/'5&($#'%101$#,%5B(@"&5&(8&'&(8'1%%&,(#00-/,%5(-C(%"&($#'%101$#,%5Y(0#'&&'5(5-(C#'B(@"&I(8&'&(#A-/%(

)9<TT(%-(=9TTT(8-'.5(1,(3&,E%"(#,.(8&'&(0-4$-5&.(4-5%3I(-C(%"&($#'%101$#,%Y5(-8,(8-'.59(81%"(5-4&(

0-44&,%#'I(S-'(1,%&'M&0%1-,5(C'-4(%"&('&5&#'0"&'U(%-(C-'4(#(0-"&'&,%(5%-'IB(@"&I(#'&(#33(#F#13#A3&(1,(

#$$&,.1D(>B(@"&I(8&'&(#(%--3(#33-81,E(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(%-(1.&,%1CI(%"&(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(1,(%"&(31E"%(-C(%"&(

A&31&C59(1,%&,%1-,59(#,.(4-%1F#%1-,5(-C(%"&($#'%101$#,%59(#E#1,5%(#(A#0LE'-/,.B(71L&(_-,&5(S6T)=U(%"15(

1,N/1'I(/5&.(%"&(0#'&&'(5%-'1&5(%-(4#L&(#(0-"&'&,%(#00-/,%(-C(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(C'-4(%"&(.&01.&'Y5(

$&'5$&0%1F&B(@"&(0#'&&'(5%-'1&5(&4$"#515&.(%"&(0#'&&'(.&0151-,J4#L1,E($'-0&55&5B(OD%'#,&-/5(

4#%&'1#3(8#5('&4-F&.9(A/%(%"&(0-,%&D%(8#5(1,03/.&.9('&,.&'1,E(1%(&#51&'(%-(&D#41,&(%"&(.&0151-,(1,(

0-,%&D%(A/%(81%"-/%(#..1%1-,#3(1,C-'4#%1-,(8"10"(0-/3.(-A50/'&(%"&(.&0151-,B((

[#,I(1,%&'&5%1,E(A/%(3&55('&3&F#,%(.&%#135(8&'&(-41%%&.9(5/0"(#5(#,(#00-/,%(-C(%"&1'(0/''&,%(8-'L9(A/%(

1,C-'4#%1-,(#A-/%($#5%(#,.($-%&,%1#3(0#'&&'(4-F&5g(%"&(1,C3/&,0&5(14$#0%1,E(%"&5&g("-8(%"&I(C&3%(

#A-/%(%"&4(#%(%"&(%14&(-C(%"&(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5g(#,.("-8(%"&I(C&3%(#A-/%(%"&4(#%(%"&(%14&(-C(%"&(

1,%&'F1&8(8&'&('&%#1,&.B(@-(%"&(,#''#%1F&5(8#5(-00#51-,#33I(#..&.(.&%#135($'-F1.&.(%"'-/E"(

5/A5&N/&,%(0-''&5$-,.&,0&(81%"(%"&($#'%101$#,%59(/5/#33I(#A-/%(5/A5&N/&,%(0#'&&'(4-F&5B(@"&(

5%-'1&5(1,03/.&.(%"&(%"'&&(^0-44-,$3#0&5`(-C(,#''#%1F&(1,N/1'I(S!3#,.1,9(2/5"-'9(#,.(h''9(6TT?($#E&(

6=g(#,.(\149(6T);9($#E&(WTU9(8"10"(#'&(%&4$-'#31%I9(5-01#31%I(#,.($3#0&B(@&4$-'#31%I(#0L,-83&.E&5(#33(

15(1,(%'#,51%1-,g($&-$3&9($3#0&59(#,.(&F&,%5(#'&(#33($'-0&55&5B(@"&I(#'&(,&F&'(5%#%10(#,.(#,(&F&,%(4#I(

A&(1,%&'$'&%&.(.1CC&'&,%3I(-,(-,&(.#I(0-4$#'&.(%-(#,-%"&'B(@"/59(#5(8&33(#5(&D$3#1,1,E(8"#%(%"&I(.1.(

#,.(8"I9($#'%101$#,%5(0-/3.(.150/55("-8(%"&I(C&3%(#A-/%(1%(A-%"(%"&,(#,.(./'1,E(%"&(1,%&'F1&8B(@"15(

&4$"#515&5(%"&(.I,#410(,#%/'&(-C(5%-'1&5B(R-01#31%I(#0L,-83&.E&5(C&&31,E5(#'&(14$#0%&.(AI(%"&(

&,F1'-,4&,%(#,.($&-$3&(5/''-/,.1,E(%"&4B(+,(%"15(1,N/1'I9(#33(%"&(#,#3I515(0-,0&',&.(%"&(8-'3.(-C(

8-'L9(8"10"(0-/3.(A&(14$#0%&.(AI(0-33&#E/&59($-31%1059(C1,#,0&9(#,.(E-F&',4&,%(14$&'#%1F&5B(@"&(

5%-'1&5(1,03/.&.(8"#%(-%"&'($&-$3&("#.(5#1.(%-(%"&($#'%101$#,%5B(@"&(3#5%(0-44-,$3#0&(15($3#0&9(8"10"(
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15(%"&($"I510#3(-'(A/13%(&,F1'-,4&,%(#E#1,5%(8"10"(%"&(5%-'I(%--L($3#0&B(@"/59(%"&(8-'L1,E(&,F1'-,4&,%(

0-/3.(A&(14$-'%#,%(%-(%"15(1,N/1'IB(@"&(5%-'1&5(1,03/.&.(A-%"(8"#%(#,.("-8(SQ-35%&1,(#,.(a/A'1/49(

6T)69($#E&(?UB(+,(%"&(#,#3I515(-C(8"#%9(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(5-/E"%(%-(&5%#A315"(8"#%("#$$&,&.9(#,.(%"15(

#$$'-#0"(15(%"&(-3.&5%(#,.(4-5%($-$/3#'(#$$'-#0"B(Z(,&8&'(#$$'-#0"(15(%-(#5L("-89(8"10"(15(

1,0'&#51,E3I($-$/3#'(#4-,E5%($5I0"-3-E15%5(A&0#/5&(1%(&D$3-'&5(%"&(.&F&3-$4&,%(-C(%"&($#'%101$#,%5o(

1,,&'(1.&,%1%IB(G-%"(8&'&(1,03/.&.(1,(%"&(5%-'1&5(#,.(8&'&(14$-'%#,%(1,(%"15(1,N/1'IB((

3.6.2 Coding of data and the development of the narratives 

P'1&m&(#,.(R13F&'(S6T)=U(0"#'#0%&'15&.(%"&(#,#3I515($'-0&55(#5(K!@9(8"10"(15(K-%10&g(!-33&0%g(@"1,LB(

@"15(31,&#'(#$$'-#0"(8#5(0'1%1015&.(AI(R1,L-F105(#,.(Z3C-3.1(S6T)6U(8"-(5%#%&.(.#%#(#,#3I515(15(4-'&(

s4&55Is(%"#,(%"15(A&0#/5&(1%(4/5%(0-,%&,.(81%"(8"#%(%"&I(%&'4(%"&(&%10J&410(%&,51-,(S$#E&(:66UB(@"15(

15(%"&(0-,C310%(#'151,E(8"&,(%"&(&%10(155/&5(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(8#5(&D$&0%1,E(14$&.&(#$$'&01#%1-,(-C(%"&(

,&8(&410(-,&59(.&'1F&.(C'-4(%"&($#'%101$#,%5B(Z(4-'&(C3/1.(#$$'-#0"(8#59(1,.&&.9('&N/1'&.(1,(%"15(

1,N/1'I(A&0#/5&(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(5%#'%&.(81%"(5-4&(A'-#.($&'5$&0%1F&5(A#5&.(-,(%"&(31%&'#%/'&(#,.(

"1E"31E"%&.(1,(%"&('&C3&D1F&(,#''#%1F&5(S%"'-/E"-/%(0"#$%&'(6UB(@"&5&(#'&(%"&(&%10(155/&5(8"10"(8&'&(

/5&.(%-(5%#'%(.&F&3-$1,E(%"&(3&,5B(@"15(8#5(.&F&3-$&.(AI(#..1,E(%"&('&5&#'0"&'Y5(-8,($&'5$&0%1F&9(C-'(

5"&(8#5('&5&#'0"1,E("&'(-8,($'-C&551-,(S5&&(5&0%1-,(=B6B>(-,(1,51.&'('&5&#'0"9(#A-F&U(#,.(5"&(

#..&.("&'(3&,5(.&F&3-$&.(AI("&'(-8,(&D$&'1&,0&B(@"15(15(&D0&$%1-,#33I(#$$'-$'1#%&(1,(,#''#%1F&(

1,N/1'I(A&0#/5&(Q/,%&'(S6T)TU(&D$3#1,&.(5%-'1&5(5"-/3.(A&(1,%&'$'&%&.(81%"1,(#(81.&'(0-,%&D%B(Z5(%"&(

.#%#(8#5(E#%"&'&.(5-4&(&4&'E1,E(155/&5(0"#33&,E&.(%"&5&($&'5$&0%1F&5B(@"&5&(8&'&(%"&(&410(

155/&5(8"10"9(1,(%/',9(1,C3/&,0&.(%"&(N/&5%1-,5(#5L&.(1,(5/A5&N/&,%(1,%&'F1&859(8"10"(#3%&'&.(

5/A5&N/&,%(.#%#9(#,.(5-(-,B(R1,L-F105(#,.(Z3C-3.1(S6T)6U(#'E/&.(%"15(#$$'-#0"(3&#.(%-($'-E'&551F&(

C-0/51,E9(8"&'&AI(%"&(C1,.1,E5(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"(#'&(0-,%1,/#33I('&C1,&.B((

P'1&m&(#,.(R13F&'(S6T)=U(03#14&.(4/0"(N/#31%#%1F&(#,#3I515(15(,&1%"&'(%'#,5$#'&,%(,-'('&$&#%#A3&B(l&%(

%"&(.#%#(.-&5(,-%(^5$&#L(C-'(1%5&3C`(Sl1,9(6T)69($#E&()<U(#,.(%-(4#L&(1%(#00&551A3&(%-(%"&('&#.&'(-C(%"&(

1,N/1'I9(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(0-.&5(1%B(@"&(1,C3/&,0&(-C(%"&(&D15%1,E(31%&'#%/'&(S0"#$%&'(6U(8#5(#$$#'&,%(
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A&0#/5&(%"&(31%&'#%/'&(5/EE&5%&.(5-4&(1.&#5(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(0-/3.(&D$&0%B(@"15(15(&D$3-'&.(C/'%"&'(

A&3-8B(O#0"(-C(%"&(%8&,%I(5%-'1&59($'-F1.&.(AI(%"&(,/'5&($#'%101$#,%59(8#5('&#.(#,.9(/51,E(#(8-'.(

$'-0&55-'9(#,I%"1,E('&3#%1,E(%-(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(8#5(0-$1&.(#,.($#5%&.(/,.&'(#(.&50'1$%1F&(0-.&B(

Q/,%&'(S6T)TU(1,515%5(%"&($#'%101$#,%5Y(-8,(8-'.5(5"-/3.(A&(/5&.(#5(C#'(#5($-551A3&9(5-(%"&(0-.&5(

8&'&(-C%&,(31C%&.(C'-4(#(5%-'IB(@"15(4&#,%(%"&(%&'45(/5&.(C-'(%"&(0-.&5(8&'&($'-F1.&.(AI(#($#'%101$#,%B(

]/'1,E(%"&(#,#3I5159(%"&('&5&#'0"&'("#.(%"&(-$$-'%/,1%I(%-('&J,#4&(%"&49(8"10"(-C%&,(1,F-3F&.(

0"--51,E(A&%8&&,(.1CC&'&,%(%&'45(-CC&'&.(AI(.1CC&'&,%($#'%101$#,%5B(@"&('&5&#'0"&'(#35-('&J-'E#,15&.(

%"&(0-.&5(%-(4#L&(#(0-"&'&,%(#00-/,%(8"10"(8-/3.(A&(#00&551A3&(%-(%"&('&#.&'B(@"&(0-.&5(8&'&(

%&'45(A&5%(C1%%1,E(8"#%(%"&($#'%101$#,%(8#5(5#I1,EB(d"&,(#(,-F&3(1.&#(8#5(1.&,%1C1&.9(#(,&8(0-.&(8#5(

0'&#%&.(A/%9(#5(%"&(#,#3I515($'-E'&55&.9(&D15%1,E(0-.&5(0-/3.(A&(#..&.(%-B(O#0"(0-.&(#'15&5(C1'5%(1,(

-,&(5%-'I(#,.(%"&,(15(5-/E"%(1,(%"&(-%"&'5(SG&''I9(6T);UB(@"&5&(0-.&5(8&'&(1,1%1#3(-A5&'F#%1-,5(#,.(

8&'&(,-%(&'/.1%&9(A/%(8&'&(#(/5&C/3(5%#'%1,E($-1,%(C-'(1.&,%1CI1,E(1,C3/&,0&5(/$-,(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5B((

R-4&(&D#4$3&5(4#I("&3$(133/5%'#%&(%"&('&C1,1,E(-C(%"&(1,%&'$'&%1F&(3&,5B(2#I(15(4/0"(.150/55&.(1,(%"&(

0#'&&'(31%&'#%/'&(#,.(1%(8#5(&D$&0%&.(%-(#'15&(5$-,%#,&-/53I(1,(%"&(5%-'1&5(#,.(5-(,-(N/&5%1-,5(

'&3#%1,E(%-($#I(8&'&(1,1%1#33I(1,03/.&.(1,(%"&($'-4$%5B(Q-8&F&'9(C&8(-C(%"&(&#'3I($#'%101$#,%5(&F&,(

4&,%1-,&.(1%9(-'(.1.(5-('#%"&'(.1541551F&3IB(@"&('&5&#'0"&'(,-8("#.(#(0"-10&B(h,(%"&(-,&("#,.9(1C($#I(

8#5(,-%(14$-'%#,%(%-(,/'5&59(5"&(0-/3.(M/5%(0-,%1,/&(%-(1E,-'&(1%9(-'(5"&(0-/3.(5$&01C10#33I(#5L(#A-/%(1%B(

R"&(%--L(%"&(3#%%&'(#$$'-#0"(51,0&($#I(15($'-41,&,%(1,(4-5%(0#'&&'('&5&#'0"B(P/'%"&'9(.1CC&'&,%(

'&5&#'0"&'5(.'#8(.1CC&'&,%(0-,03/51-,5('&3#%1,E(%-(%"&(51E,1C10#,0&(-C($#I(%-(,/'5&59(5&&(P31,L4#,(#,.(

R#3#,%&'#(S6T)<U(#5(-$$-5&.(%-([&#.-859(7&F&,5-,9(#,.(G#&m#(S6TTTUB(@"15(1,N/1'I(8#5(%"&'&C-'&(

#,(-$$-'%/,1%I(%-(1,F&5%1E#%&(8"#%(,/'5&5(%"&45&3F&5(%"1,L(#A-/%(%"&(1,C3/&,0&(-C($#I(-,(0#'&&'(

.&0151-,5B(h,(%"&(-%"&'("#,.9(%"&(&#'3I(1,%&'F1&85(5"-8&.('&3#%1-,5"1$5("#F&(#("/E&(14$#0%(/$-,(

0#'&&'(.&0151-,5B(@"&(31%&'#%/'&('&F1&8(-,3I(0-,51.&'&.(,/'5&5Y('&3#%1-,5"1$5(81%"(%"&1'(031&,%59(#,.(

%"&5&(#'&(1,.&&.(14$-'%#,%(%-(,/'5&5B(Q-8&F&'9(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(1,(%"15(1,N/1'I(5$-L&(#%(3&,E%"(#A-/%(

%"&(14$#0%(-C(%"&1'('&3#%1-,5"1$5(81%"(0-33&#E/&59(&5$&01#33I(,/'5&(0-33&#E/&59(-,(%"&1'(0#'&&'(

.&0151-,5B(+%(8#5(14$&'#%1F&(%"&(#,#3I515('&C3&0%(%"&(51E,1C10#,0&(-C('&3#%1-,5"1$5(%-(,/'5&59(%-(.-(
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M/5%10&(%-(%"&1'(5%-'1&5B(@"&'&C-'&9(%"&(14$#0%(-C('&3#%1-,5"1$5(81%"(0-33&#E/&5(-,(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(8#5(

5$&01C10#33I(5-/E"%(#,.(0-.&.(1,(%"&(5%-'1&5B(R1413#'3I9(%"&(31%&'#%/'&(4-5%3I(.150/55&.(%"&('&%1'&4&,%(-C(

,/'5&5(#5(#($'-A3&4(1,(%&'45(-C(%"&(,/'51,E(8-'LC-'0&9(I&%(#,(&#'3I($#'%101$#,%(&D$'&55&.(

&D#5$&'#%1-,(%"#%(,/'5&5(%"&45&3F&5(,&F&'(.150/55&.('&%1'&4&,%B(@"15(#3&'%&.(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(%"#%(1%(

4#I(,-%(#'15&(5$-,%#,&-/53I9(1%(8#5(%"&'&C-'&(#..&.(%-(%"&($'-4$%5(%-(A&(5/'&(%-(E#1,(%"&(,/'5&5Y(

$&'5$&0%1F&(-,(%"15(14$-'%#,%(0#'&&'(.&0151-,B(h,(%"&(-%"&'("#,.9(%"&(31%&'#%/'&('&F1&8(S5&0%1-,(6B>B>U(

5/EE&5%&.($-5%J'&E15%'#%1-,(&./0#%1-,(8#5(#,(14$-'%#,%(C&#%/'&(-C(#(,/'51,E(0#'&&'(#,.(%"15(8#5(

1,.&&.($'-41,&,%(1,(%"&(5%-'1&5(#,.(8#5(0-.&.(&#'3I(1,(%"&(#,#3I515B(@"&5&(&D#4$3&5(5"-8("-8(1.&#5(

C'-4(%"&(31%&'#%/'&("&3$&.(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(%-(C-0/5(/$-,(#5$&0%5(-C(%"&(5%-'1&5(8"135%(0-,5%#,%3I('&C1,1,E(

%"&(&4&'E1,E(,#''#%1F&5B(

R41%"(S6T)6U(#.F15&.(#E#1,5%(0-.1,E(%"&(.#%#(%--(&#'3I9(8"10"(0#,(.15%-'%(1%(-'(#33-8(5-4&(4#%&'1#3(%-(

A&(3-5%B(+,(%"15(0#5&9(0-.1,E(8#5(0-44&,0&.(#C%&'(%"&(3#5%(1,%&'F1&8("#.(%#L&,($3#0&9(#,.(AI(%"#%(%14&(

%"&('&5&#'0"&'("#.(5-4&(1.&#5(C'-4($'&F1-/5('&5&#'0"(#,.(%"&(5%-'1&5(#,.(8#5(5&&L1,E(%-(C-'4#315&(

%"&5&(1,%-(#(0-"&'&,%(#00-/,%B(@"15(4&#,%(AI(%"&(%14&(0-.1,E(8#5(0-44&,0&.9(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(#,.(

$#'%101$#,%5("#.(#3'&#.I(.&F&3-$&.(5-4&(&4&'E1,E(1.&#59(#,.(%"&(0-.1,E(8#5(#(4&#,5(-C(F&'1CI1,E(

%"&5&B(h,&(14$-'%#,%(#.F#,%#E&(-C(&3&0%'-,10("#,.31,E(-C(%"&(.#%#(15(%"&(0-.&5(0#,(A&('&$&#%&.3I('&J

-'E#,15&.B(@"15(#33-8&.(#($'-E'&551-,(-C(%"&(0-.1,EB(+,1%1#33I9(0-.&5(514$3I('&C3&0%&.(.1CC&'&,%(#5$&0%5(

-C(%"&($#'%101$#,%5Y(5%-'1&5B(@"&5&(0-.&5(0-/3.(%"&,(A&(&D#41,&.(1,(%"&(31E"%(-C(%"&(31%&'#%/'&('&F1&8(

S0"#$%&'(6U9(#33-81,E(#(4-'&(%"&-'&%10#3(#$$'-#0"B(@"15($'-E'&551F&('&C1,1,E(#..&.(C1,&55&(#,.(4#.&(

%"&(.#%#(4-'&(#00&551A3&(%-(%"&('&#.&'B(P-'(&D#4$3&9(#5(%"&(#,#3I515($'-E'&55&.(1%(A&0#4&(#$$#'&,%(

5-4&(.1CC&'&,%(0-.&5("#.(A&&,(/5&.(A/%(%"&I('&3#%&.(%-(#(51413#'(1,C3/&,0&B(d"&,(%"15("#$$&,&.(%"&(

0-.&5(8&'&(4&'E&.B(@"&(&D15%&,0&(-C(#(0-.&(.1.(,-%(,&0&55#'13I(4&#,(1%(8-/3.(C&#%/'&(1,(%"&(C1,#3(

.150/551-,9(4&'&3I(%"#%(#,I%"1,E($&'%#1,1,E(%-(1%(8-/3.(A&(,-%&.B((

@"&(0-.&5(5%#'%&.(#5(#(514$3&(315%B(@"&5&(8&'&(%"&,(E'-/$&.(%-E&%"&'(A&0#/5&(1%(8#5(#$$#'&,%(

.1CC&'&,%(0-.&5(5"#'&.(51413#'(0"#'#0%&'15%105(#,.(%"&5&(0-.&5(8&'&(E'-/$&.(%-(C-'4(,#''#%1F&5B(@"&(
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0-.&5(0-/3.(A&('&J-'E#,15&.(1,%-(.1CC&'&,%(,#''#%1F&5(#,.(.1CC&'&,%(4&#,5(-C($'&5&,%1,E(%"&(.#%#(0-/3.(

A&(#55&55&.B(@"15(8#5(.-,&(-,(4/3%1$3&(-00#51-,5(%-('&,.&'(#(0-"&'&,%(#00-/,%(-C(%"&(1,C3/&,0&5(-,(

0#'&&'(.&0151-,59(A/%(-,&(%"#%(8#5(5%133(C#1%"C/3(%-(%"&($#'%101$#,%5o(5%-'1&5B(Z(0-.&(0-/3.(A&(#(,#''#%1F&(

1,(1%5(-8,('1E"%9(#5("#$$&,&.(81%"('&3#%1-,5"1$59(A/%(4-'&(0-44-,3I(%"&I(8&'&(4&'E&.(81%"(-%"&'(

0-.&5(%-(C-'4(#(,#''#%1F&B(@"15(15(8"#%("#$$&,&.(1,(%"&(0#5&(-C($#I(S8"10"(8#5(0-,51.&'&.(#5($#'%(-C(

%"&(,#''#%1F&(-,(8-'LJ31C&(A#3#,0&U(#,.('&%1'&4&,%(S8"10"(8#5(0-,51.&'&.(81%"(3&#F1,E(,/'51,EUB(@"/59(

%"&(3&,5(/5&.(%-(#,#3I5&(%"&(.#%#9(C1'5%(&5%#A315"&.(C'-4(%"&(&D15%1,E(31%&'#%/'&9(8#5(,-%(C1D&.(A/%(

'&C1,&.(81%"(&#0"(#..1%1-,#3(5%-'I(#,.(0-,%1,/&.(%-(A&('&C1,&.(%"'-/E"-/%(%"&(#,#3I5159(#5(,&8(1.&#5(

8&'&(&D#41,&.(#,.('&M&0%&.(-'(.&F&3-$&.B((

]/'1,E(%"15(5%#E&9(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(8#5(3--L1,E(C-'(#,I%"1,E(0-1,01.1,E(81%"(&D15%1,E(%"&-'1&59(&D$&0%1,E(

%-(/5&(1%(#5(#(C'#4&8-'L(%-(-'E#,15&(%"&(0-.&5(1,%-(,#''#%1F&5B(+%(8#5(,-%&.(S5&0%1-,(6B<U(%"#%(,-(51,E3&(

%"&-'I(8#5(/%1315&.(AI(%"&(31%&'#%/'&('&F1&8&.(1,(0"#$%&'(69(5-(#(81.&'(&D$3-'#%1-,(-C(%"&(31%&'#%/'&(

A&I-,.(,/'51,E(8#5(0-,./0%&.(C-'(#(5/1%#A3&(%"&-'IB(@"&(4-5%($'-4151,E(8#5(23#,,&.(Q#$$&,5%#,0&(

S[1%0"&339(7&F1,9(#,.(\'/4A-3%m9()WWWU9(A/%(%"&(4#%0"(8#5($--'9(81%"(5-4&(-C(%"&(23#,,&.(

Q#$$&,5%#,0&(%"&4&5(SC-'(1,5%#,0&9('15LJ%#L1,EU(A#'&3I(C&#%/'1,E(1,(%"&(.#%#(C'-4(%"15(1,N/1'I9(8"135%(

-%"&'(0-.&5(#,.(,#''#%1F&5(8"10"(8&'&(14$-'%#,%(%-(%"&5&($#'%101$#,%5(SC-'(1,5%#,0&('&3#%1-,5"1$5U(

8&'&(,-%(C&#%/'&.(1,(23#,,&.(Q#$$&,5%#,0&B(@"&'&C-'&9(#(,&8(5%'/0%/'&(-C(C1F&(,#''#%1F&5(8#5(

.&F15&.B(@"15(,-F&3(5%'/0%/'&(8#5(#,(&#'3I(#%%&4$%(#%(#(,&8(%"&-'IB(+%(8#5(A#5&.(/$-,(%"&(

$#'%101$#,%5Y(&D$&'1&,0&5(#,.(%"&1'(%&331,E(-C(1%9('&C1,&.(AI(%"&('&5&#'0"&'B(@"15(,&8(#$$'-#0"(15(

$'&5&,%&.(1,(%"&('&4#1,.&'(-C(%"15(%"&515B(!"#$%&'(C-/'($'&5&,%5(%"&(&D%'#0%5(C'-4(%"&(5%-'1&5(

0-,%'1A/%1,E(%-(%"&(,#''#%1F&5(#,.(%"&I(#'&(&D$3-'&.(1,(0"#$%&'(C1F&B(@"&(5%-'1&5(#'&($'&5&,%&.(1,(

#$$&,.1D(>B(O#0"(,#''#%1F&(1,(0"#$%&'(>(0-44&,0&5(81%"(#(0"#'%(5"-81,E(#33(%"&(0-.&5(C-'41,E(%"&(

,#''#%1F&B((

h,0&(%"&(,#''#%1F&5(8&'&(&4&'E1,E9(%"&(%'#,50'1$%5(-C(%"&(&./0#%-'(#,.(4#,#E&'($#'%101$#,%5(8&'&(

&D#41,&.B(Z,I%"1,E(%"#%(#..&.(%-9(&4A&3315"&.9(&D$3#1,&.9(-'($'-F1.&.(&D#4$3&5(C-'(%"&($/%#%1F&(



!"#$%&'(=*(H&5&#'0"(4&%"-.-3-EI(
)T)(

,#''#%1F&5(8#5(#..&.B(@"/59(%"&5&(%'#,50'1$%5(8&'&(,-%(%'&#%&.(#5(5%-'1&5(#,.(%"&(.#%#(I1&3.&.(.1.(,-%(

.1'&0%3I(0-,%'1A/%&(%-(%"&(C-'4#%1-,(-C(%"&(,#''#%1F&59(A/%(%"&I(.1.($'-F1.&(#..1%1-,#3(1,51E"%5(#,.(%"&1'(

/5&(#0%&.(#5(#(5-/'0&(%'1#,E/3#%1-,9(F&'1CI1,E(%"&(&4&'E1,E(,#''#%1F&5B(

3.6.3 Member checking 

Q#44&'53&I(S6TT;U(#0L,-83&.E&.(%"&'&(15(#(.#,E&'(-C(-F&'J1,%&'$'&%#%1-,(#,.(&D%'#$-3#%1-,(-C(%"&(

.#%#($'-F1.&.(AI(%"&($#'%101$#,%59(3&#.1,E(%-(#,(#00-/,%(8"10"(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(0#,,-%('&0-E,15&B(P-'(

%"15('&#5-,9(d&A5%&'(#,.([&'%-F#(S6TT?U('&0-44&,.&.(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(5"-/3.("#F&(%"&(-$$-'%/,1%I(

%-(0-,C1'4(%"&(F&'1514131%/.&9(-'(%'/%"C/3,&559(-C(%"&(#,#3I515B(+,(%"15(1,N/1'I9(4&4A&'(0"&0L1,E(S_-,&59(

6T)=g(#,.(\149(6T);U(8#5(/5&.(%-(5&&L(#55/'#,0&(-C(%"&(%'/5%8-'%"1,&55(-C(%"&(.#%#(#,.(#,#3I515B(

@"&5&(8&'&(-$$-'%/,1%1&5(%-(F&'1CI(%"&(#00/'#0I(-C(%"&(.#%#(#,.(%"&('&5&#'0"&'Y5(1,%&'$'&%#%1-,B(@"&(

C1'5%(-C(%"&5&(8#5(%"&('&5&#'0"(1,%&'F1&8B(]/'1,E(%"159(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(8-/3.(0"&0L("&'(/,.&'5%#,.1,E(

-C(%"&($#'%101$#,%5Y(5%-'1&5(#,.($'-F1.&(%"&4(81%"(%"&(-$$-'%/,1%I(%-('&F15&(-'(&4A&3315"(%"15B(@"&'&(

8&'&(%"'&&(C/'%"&'(-$$-'%/,1%1&5(C-'(5"#'&.('&C3&D1F1%IB(@"&5&(8&'&(8"&,(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(&#0"(

'&0&1F&.(%"&1'(%'#,50'1$%g(8"&,(%"&I('&0&1F&.(%"&1'(0#'&&'(5%-'I(#,.(8"&,(%"&I(8&'&(1,F1%&.(%-(

$#'%101$#%&(1,(%"&(5/'F&IB(@"&5&(#'&(&D$3-'&.(,-8B(

O#0"(%'#,50'1$%(8#5(&4#13&.(%-(%"&('&3&F#,%($#'%101$#,%(#,.(%"&1'(0-44&,%5(1,F1%&.B(@"'&&($#'%101$#,%5(

'&5$-,.&.*(-,&(,/'5&($#'%101$#,%(8#,%&.(%-(03#'1CI(%"&(C#0%5(#A-/%("&'(0#'&&'(A&C-'&(5"&(&,%&'&.(

,/'51,EB(Z,-%"&'(8#5(0-,0&',&.(%"&(.&%#135(1,(%"&(%'#,50'1$%(8&'&(5/CC101&,%(%-(0#/5&(#($-%&,%1#3(

A'&#0"(-C(0-,C1.&,%1#31%IB(Z3%"-/E"(,-(,#4&5("#.(A&&,(1,03/.&.9(%"&(,#%/'&(-C("&'($1-,&&'1,E(8-'L(

8#5(#,.(0-/3.("#F&(A&&,('&0-E,15&.9(5-(%"&5&(.&%#135(8&'&('&4-F&.(C'-4(N/-%&5(/5&.9(1,5&'%1,E(vw(1,(

$3#0&(-C(%"&(.&%#135(-C("&'(8-'LB(@"15($'-4$%&.(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(%-(&,5/'&(-%"&'(N/-%&5(.1.(,-%(1,03/.&(

51413#'($-%&,%1#3(A'&#0"&5(-C(0-,C1.&,%1#31%Ig(%8-(C/'%"&'(%'#,50'1$%5(8&'&(1.&,%1C1&.9(#,.(N/-%&5(/5&.(

8&'&(&.1%&.(%-(&,5/'&(%"15(0-/3.(,-%("#$$&,B(@"&(%"1'.($#'%101$#,%(F-3/,%&&'&.(.&%#135(-C(#(0#'&&'(

4-F&(-00/''1,E(#C%&'(%"&(1,%&'F1&8B(



!"#$%&'(=*(H&5&#'0"(4&%"-.-3-EI(
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@"15(8#5(C-33-8&.9(5&F&'#3(4-,%"5(3#%&'9(AI(%"&(0#'&&'(5%-'I9(8"10"(8#5(5&,%(%-(&#0"(,/'5&($#'%101$#,%(

#5(1%(8#5('&#.IB(@"&(0#'&&'(5%-'1&5(8&'&(0-,015&(#,.(&#5I(%-(5"#'&B(@"&($#'%101$#,%5(#$$&#'&.(%-(C1,.(

%"&4(1,%&'&5%1,E9(A&0#/5&(%"15(E&,&'#%&.(4-'&('&5$-,5&5(S51DU(%"#,(%"&(-'1E1,#3(%'#,50'1$%59(&F&,(

%"-/E"(5&F&'#3(4-,%"5("#.(3#$5&.(A&C-'&(%"&I('&0&1F&.(%"&1'(0#'&&'(5%-'IB(@"&5&(0-44&,%5(4&#,%(

%"&($#'%101$#,%5("#.(%"&(-$$-'%/,1%I(%-('&C3&0%(-,(#(F&'51-,(-C(%"&1'(5%-'I(&4$"#5151,E(%"&($'-0&55(%"&I(

"#.(E-,&(%"'-/E"(8"&,(%"&I(4#.&(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(#,.(8"#%("#.(1,C3/&,0&.(%"&5&B(@"&5&(8'1%%&,(

'&5$-,5&5(8&'&(4#1,3I(0-/'%&-/5(&D$'&551-,5(-C(E--.(815"&59(A/%(%"&I(#35-('&#55/'&.(%"&(

'&5&#'0"&'(-C(%"&(F&'#01%I(-C(%"&(0#'&&'(5%-'1&5B(P-'(1,5%#,0&9(-,&("#.(&D$'&55&.(5-4&(

.15#$$-1,%4&,%(5"&(8#5(,-%(8-'L1,E(1,(#(031,10#3(5&%%1,Eg(%"15(8#5('&C3&0%&.(1,("&'(0#'&&'(5%-'I(#,.(5"&(

5#1.9(1,("&'(C&&.A#0L9(5"&(5%133(C&3%(%"#%(8#I(#,.(8#5(E3#.(%"15(8#5($'&5&,%(1,(%"&(.#%#B(

@"&'&(8&'&(%8-(F&'51-,5(-C(%"&(5/'F&I9(-,&(C-'(%"&(,/'5&5(#,.(-,&(C-'(%"&(&./0#%-'5(-'(4#,#E&'5B(

@"&I(8&'&(51413#'9(A&0#/5&(%"&I(0-,0&,%'#%&.(/$-,(%"&(5#4&(155/&59(A/%(%"&(C-'4&'(8#5($"'#5&.(%-(

#5L(#A-/%(%"&1'(-8,(0#'&&'(.&0151-,59(8"135%(%"#%(-C(%"&(4#,#E&'(#,.(&./0#%-'5(#5L&.(%"&4(#A-/%(

0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(1,(,/'51,E(E&,&'#33IB(@"/59(%"&(,/'5&($#'%101$#,%5(8&'&(#5L&.(%-('&5$-,.(%-(%"&(

5/'F&I(/51,E(%"&1'(-8,(0#'&&'5(#5(#(C'#4&(-C('&C&'&,0&9(8"135%(%"&(4#,#E&'(i(&./0#%-'($#'%101$#,%5(

8&'&(#5L&.(%-('&5$-,.(4-'&(A'-#.3I9(/51,E(,/'5&5(%"&I("#.(8-'L&.(81%"B(@"&(5/'F&I5(8&'&(&4#13&.(

%-(#33(%"&($#'%101$#,%59(81%"(-,&(C-33-8J/$('&41,.&'(C-/'(4-,%"5(3#%&'B(@"&(%14&(3#$5&(A&%8&&,(%"&(%8-(

'&N/&5%5(%-(0-4$3&%&(%"&(5/'F&I(#33-8&.(C-'(-,&($#'%101$#,%(J(8"-(8#5(L,-8,(%-(A&(-,(&D%&,.&.(3&#F&(

J(%-(0-4$3&%&(1%(-,("&'('&%/',9(8"10"(5"&(.1.B(@"&(5/'F&I(1,F1%&.(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(%-(5%#%&(%"&(&D%&,%(%-(

8"10"(%"&I(#E'&&.(81%"(&#0"(5%#%&4&,%9(/51,E(#(C1F&J$-1,%(71L&'%J%I$&(50#3&B(GI(#5L1,E(%"&4(%-(

'&5$-,.(%-(5-4&(1,1%1#3(1.&#59(%"&(5/'F&I5($'-F1.&.(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(81%"(%"&(-$$-'%/,1%I(%-(0-,%'1A/%&(

%-(%"&(.&F&3-$1,E(%"&-'I9(#,.(5-(8&'&(#(C-'4(-C(1,F&5%1E#%-'(%'1#,E/3#%1-,B(@"&(5/'F&I5(#35-(1,F1%&.(

#..1%1-,#3(^C'&&(8'1%%&,`(0-44&,%5B(Z$$&,.1D(>(5"-85(%"&(N/&5%1-,5(C'-4(%"&(5/'F&I5(#,.(%"&('#8(

.#%#B(R-4&(-C(%"&(.#%#(C'-4(%"&(5/'F&I5(#'&(#35-(1,03/.&.(1,(%"&('&5/3%(0"#$%&'(S0"#$%&'(>UB(Z33(%"&('#8(

.#%#(C'-4(%"&(5/'F&I5(0#,(A&(5&&,(1,(#$$&,.1D(>B(



!"#$%&'(=*(H&5&#'0"(4&%"-.-3-EI(
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@"&(5/'F&I5(8&'&(%"&(3#5%(-$$-'%/,1%I(C-'($#'%101$#,%5(%-(0-,%'1A/%&(%-(%"&(.#%#(#,.(#,#3I515B(+%(I1&3.&.(

N/#,%1%#%1F&(.#%#(8"10"(8#5(/5&.(%-(.&'1F&(5-4&(.&50'1$%1F&(5%#%15%105(#,.(5-4&(N/#31%#%1F&(.#%#(1,(%"&(

C-'4(-C(8'1%%&,(0-44&,%5B(@"&(8'1%%&,(0-44&,%5(8&'&(#..&.(%-(%"&(.#%#(C-'(#,#3I515B(+%(8#5(,-%(

$-551A3&(%-(1.&,%1CI(8"10"($#'%101$#,%(S-'(%"&1'($5&/.-,I4U("#.(8'1%%&,(&#0"(0-44&,%9(5-(%"&I(8&'&(

'&C&''&.(%-(AI(%"&(x(,/4&'#3(%"&(5-C%8#'&(#33-0#%&.B(Q-8&F&'9(1%(8#5(L,-8,(8"&%"&'(%"&5&(

0-,%'1A/%1-,5(#'-5&(C'-4(%"&(,/'5&($#'%101$#,%5(-'(%"&(4#,#E&'5(-'(&./0#%-'59(A&0#/5&(%"&I("#.(

'&5$-,.&.(%-(.1CC&'&,%(5/'F&I5B(

3.6.4 Writing the report 

H&#.1,E(15(%"&(C1,#3(5%#E&(-C(H1&554#,Y5(S)WW=U(,#''#%1F&(#,#3I5159(8"&,(-%"&'5(&,0-/,%&'(%"&(8'1%%&,(

'&$-'%9(#,.(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(0-/3.(A&,&C1%(C'-4(C&&.A#0LB(Z%(%"&(&,.(-C(%"&(#,#3I5159(%"15(1,N/1'I("#.(

5&F&'#3(0#'&&'(5%-'1&5(#,.(#(5&'1&5(-C(0-.&.(&D%'#0%5(8"10"("#.(A&&,(E'-/$&.(1,%-(,#''#%1F&5B(@"15(

8#5(,-%('&#.I(C-'(4-5%('&#.&'5(A&I-,.(%"&('&5&#'0"(%&#4(#,.(,&&.&.(%-(A&($'&5&,%&.(1,(#(4#,,&'(

#33-81,E(%"&('&#.&'(%-(#$$'&01#%&(%"&(-F&'#33($#%%&',(-C(1,C3/&,0&5(-,(,/'5&5Y(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5B(+%(15(

,-%10&#A3&9("-8&F&'9(%"#%(H1&554#,(S)WW=U(-41%%&.(.150/551-,(-C("-8(%"&(#,#3I515(15(%'#,5C-'4&.(1,%-(

#(8'1%%&,('&$-'%9(4&'&3I(5%#%1,E(1%(0-/3.(,-%(1,03/.&(#33(%"&(41,/%1#B(@"15(15(1,(5"#'$(0-,%'#5%(%-(%"&(0#'&(

#,.(.&%#13(5"&($'-F1.&.('&3#%1,E(%-(%"&(%'#,50'1$%1-,(-C(%"&(1,%&'F1&85B((

h%"&'(8'1%&'5(.-(5/EE&5%("-8(%-($'-0&&.B(@"15(5%#E&(-C(#,#3I515("#5(A&&,(31L&,&.(%-(8&#F1,E(

SR#EE#'9(6T):UB(O#0"(5%-'I(0-,%'1A/%&5(-,&(-'(4-'&(%"'&#.9(#,.(5&F&'#3(%"'&#.5(#'&(8-F&,(%-E&%"&'(

%-(C-'4(#(,#''#%1F&(#,.(5&F&'#3(,#''#%1F&5(#'&(8-F&,(1,%-(#(,&8(03-%"B(+%(8#5(14$-'%#,%(&#0"(5%-'I(8#5(

'&5$&0%&.(#,.(4#.&(1%5(/,1N/&(0-,%'1A/%1-,(%-(%"&(-F&'#33(C#A'10B(@"15(0-,%'#5%5(81%"(N/#,%1%#%1F&(

#$$'-#0"&59(8"&'&(%"&('&#.&'(3&#',5(#A-/%(%"&(#EE'&E#%&g(,#''#%1F&(#,#3I515(.&$10%5(8"#%(1%(15(31L&(%-(

A&(#%(.1CC&'&,%($-1,%5(1,(%"&(A&33J0/'F&(SR#EE#'9(6T):UB(Q-8&F&'9(R#EE#'(S6T):U(E-&5(C/'%"&'(#,.(

'&0-44&,.5(5%-'I%&331,EB(@"15(15(8"&'&(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(0-,5%'/0%5(,&8(5%-'1&5(%-(0-,F&I(%"&(1.&#5(%"&(

'&5&#'0"("#5(E&,&'#%&.B(d"135%(%"15(15(&4$"#%10#33I(,-%(%"&(#$$'-#0"(#.-$%&.(1,(%"15(1,N/1'I9(R#EE#'(

S6T):U(0#/%1-,5(%"15(15($'&015&3I(%"&(#$$'-#0"(#.-$%&.(AI(%"&($-$/3#'($'&559(%-($&'5/#.&(%"&('&#.&'5(



!"#$%&'(=*(H&5&#'0"(4&%"-.-3-EI(
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-C(%"&(F&'#01%I(-C(%"&1'(1,%&'$'&%#%1-,B(+,(%"15(1,N/1'I9(%"&(#14(8#5(%-($'-F1.&(#,(#00-/,%(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(

8-/3.('&0-E,15&(SH1&554#,9()WW=UB((

@"15(%"&515(#.-$%5(%"&(0-,F&,%1-,#3(#0#.&410(5%I3&9(#,.(%"&(8'1%1,E(15(1,(%"&($#5%(%&,5&B(Q-8&F&'9(

0"#$%&'(>(15(4-5%3I($'&5&,%&.(1,(%"&($'&5&,%(%&,5&9(A&0#/5&(%"#%(15("-8(%"&(5%-'1&5(8&'&(%-3.B(

Z..1%1-,#33I9(%"&(#,#3I515(#,.(#$$310#%1-,(%-($'#0%15&(#'&(.150/55&.(1,(%"&($'&5&,%(%&,5&(A&0#/5&(%"15(

"#5('&3&F#,0&(,-8(#,.(1,(%"&(C/%/'&B(@"&($#'%101$#,%5(N/-%&5(8&'&($'&5&,%&.(/51,E(5%#,.#'.(,-%#%1-,(

%-(#5515%(%"&('&#.&'9(8"10"(15(&D$3#1,&.(#%(%"&(5%#'%(-C(0"#$%&'(>B(@"&(8'1%&'('&C&'5(%-("&'5&3C(#5(^%"&(

'&5&#'0"&'`9(A/%(5"&(15(-00#51-,#33I(,#4&.(1,(%"&(N/-%&5B(@"15($1&0&(-C(8-'L(15('&C&''&.(%-(#5(^%"15(

1,N/1'I`(%-(.15%1,E/15"(1%(C'-4(%"&(4#,I(-%"&'($1&0&5(-C('&5&#'0"(/5&.B((

!"#'%59(%#A3&59(#,.(.1#E'#45(#'&(1,03/.&.(%"'-/E"-/%(%"&(%"&515B(@"&I(#'&($'&5&,%&.(81%"(8"1%&(#,.(

0'&#4(A#0LE'-/,.5(%-('&./0&(0-,%'#5%(#,.(4#L&(%"&4(4-'&(#00&551A3&B(O#0"("#5(#(5/A%1%3&(

/,.&',&#%"(#,.(#'&(3#A&33&.(81%"(#(%8-J$#'%(,/4&'#3(#,.(#(,#4&B(@"&(C1'5%(,/4&'#3(1,.10#%&5(%"&(

0"#$%&'(,/4A&'(#,.(%"&(5&0-,.(%"&(5&N/&,%1#3(,/4A&'B(!"#'%5(1,(%"&(#$$&,.10&5(#'&(3#A&33&.(1,(#(

51413#'(C#5"1-,(A/%(5%#'%(81%"(^#$`9(%-(1,.10#%&(%"15(15(1,(#,(#$$&,.1DB(@"&(,#4&(1,.10#%&5(%"&($/'$-5&(-C(

%"&(1,03/51-,(-'("-8(1%('&3#%&5(%-(%"&(%&D%B(

@"&'&(15(0/''&,%3I(0-,C/51-,(#5(%-("-8(%-('&C&'(%-(%"&($&'5-,(%"&(,/'5&(0#'&5(C-'g(5"-/3.(%"&I(A&(

'&C&''&.(%-(#5(%"&(^$#%1&,%`9(^031&,%`9(-'(p(3&55(0-44-,3I(p(^5&'F10&(/5&'`V(G-,5#33(S6T);U(1,F&5%1E#%&.(

%"&(-'1E1,(#,.("15%-'I(-C(%"&(C1'5%(%8-(%&'45(#,.(&D$3#1,&.(^$#%1&,%`(5/EE&5%5(#($#551F&($&'5-,(8"-(15(

5/CC&'1,E9(8"&'&#5(^031&,%`(5/EE&5%5(#,(#/%-,-4-/5($&'5-,(8"-("#5(5-/E"%("&3$B(@"&(%&'4(^031&,%`(159(

%"&'&C-'&9($'&C&''&.(AI(4#,I(4-.&',(50"-3#'5(#,.("#5(A&&,(#.-$%&.(1,(%"15(%"&515B(Q-8&F&'9(#5(

G-,5#33(S6T);U(#0L,-83&.E&.9(%"&(%&'4(^$#%1&,%`(15(4-5%3I(/5&.(1,(5$&&0"(AI("&#3%"0#'&($'-C&551-,#35(

#,.9(1,.&&.9(8#5(%"&($'&C&''&.(%&'4(1,(4-5%(-C(%"&(1,%&'F1&85B(+,(%"&(&D%'#0%5(/5&.(1,(%"15(5%/.I9(%"&(

8-'.5(/5&.(AI(%"&($#'%101$#,%5("#F&(,-%(A&&,(0"#,E&.(A&0#/5&(1%(8#5(14$-'%#,%(%"&($#'%101$#,%5Y(-8,(

5%-'1&5(#'&("&#'.(#,.(%"&(.1'&0%(N/-%&59(#5(.&50'1A&.(1,(0"#$%&'(>9(#'&(F&'A#%14(#,.("#F&(,-%(A&&,(

^0-''&0%&.`(-'(4-.&',15&.B(
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Z,-%"&'(.13&44#(C-'(%"&(4-.&',(50"-3#'(15(%"&(0-''&0%(/5&(-C($'-,-/,5B(O,E315"(.-&5(,-%("#F&(#(

E&,.&'J,&/%'#39(51,E/3#'($'-,-/,B(@'#.1%1-,#33I9(8'1%&'5(4/5%(/5&("&(-'(5"&9(%"/5(.&,-%1,E(%"&(E&,.&'(

-C(%"&(1,.1F1./#3(A&1,E('&C&''&.(%-9(#,.(-C%&,(/5&.(%"&($'-,-/,(^"&`(A&0#/5&(%"#%(8#5(/,.&'5%--.(%-(

'&C&'(%-(#(4#3&(-'(C&4#3&B([#,I(8'1%&'5(#'&(,-8(/,0-4C-'%#A3&(81%"(%"15(0-,F&,%1-,(A&0#/5&(1%(0-/3.(

A&(5&&,(#5(5&D15%(ShDC-'.(]10%1-,#'1&5B0-49(6T):U9(#,.(%"&'&C-'&(/5&(%"&($'-,-/,(^%"&I`B(R%'10%3I(

5$&#L1,E9(%"15(5"-/3.(A&('&5&'F&.(C-'(%"&($3/'#39(A/%(1%("#5(A&0-4&(#00&$%#A3&(%-(/5&(^%"&I`(#5(#(

E&,.&'J,&/%'#3(^"&`(-'(^5"&`(ShDC-'.(]10%1-,#'1&5B0-4(6T):U9(#,.(15(%"&(%&'4(/5&.(1,(%"15(%"&515B((

 Conclusion to methodology 

@"15(0"#$%&'("#5(#'E/&.(N/#31%#%1F&('&5&#'0"(15(4-5%(5/1%&.(%-(&D$3-'1,E(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(C'-4(%"&(

.&01.&'5Y($&'5$&0%1F&(#,.(,#''#%1F&(1,N/1'I(8#5(%"&(4-5%(#$$'-$'1#%&(4&%"-.-3-EI(%-(#,58&'(%"&(

'&5&#'0"(N/&5%1-,B(@"15(15(A&0#/5&(,#''#%1F&(1,N/1'1&5(-CC&'(/,1N/&(#,.($'#0%10#3(1,51E"%5(1,%-($&-$3&o5(

/,.&'5%#,.1,E(-C(%"&1'(8-'3.(#,.(%"&('&3#%1-,5"1$5(1,(1%B(@"&(0-,%'1A/%1-,(-C(%"&(31%&'#%/'&9(%"&(A&,&C1%5(

-C(1,51.&'('&5&#'0"(#,.(0-J0-,5%'/0%1-,(-C(L,-83&.E&("#F&(A&&,(&D$3-'&.(#,.(0"#33&,E&5(0-,51.&'&.9(

#3-,E(81%"("-8(%-(41,1415&(%"&5&B(@"&(0-33&0%1-,(-C(.#%#("#5(A&&,(&D#41,&.(#3-,E(81%"(&%"10#3(155/&5(

#,.(0-,0&',5('&3#%1,E(%-(%"&(8&3C#'&(-C(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(#,.('&5&#'0"&'B(@"15(0"#$%&'(8&,%(-,(%-(

-/%31,&(%"&(0-4$3&D($'-0&55(-C(&D$3-'1,E(#,.(#,#3I51,E(5%-'1&59(#,.(%"&(0"#33&,E&5(1,($'&5&,%1,E(%"&(

.#%#(#,.(#,#3I515(1,(5/0"(#(8#I(#5(%-(#33-8(%"&('&#.&'(%-(#55&55(%"&(%'/5%8-'%"1,&55(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"B((

@"&(,&D%(0"#$%&'($'&5&,%5(%"&(,#''#%1F&5(C-/,.(81%"1,(%"&(5%-'1&59(/51,E(%"&($#'%101$#,%5Y(8-'.5B(

!"#$%&'(<(&D$3-'&5(%"&5&(,#''#%1F&5(#3-,E51.&('&C&'&,0&5(%-(%"&(&D15%1,E(31%&'#%/'&B(@"&(C1,#3(0"#$%&'(

&D#41,&5(8"#%(%"15(1,N/1'I("#5('&F&#3&.(#A-/%(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(1,(,/'51,E(#,.($'&5&,%5(#(E'#$"10(#,.(

%--35(p(8-F&,(C'-4(%"&(,#''#%1F&5(%-3.(%-(%"&('&5&#'0"&'B(
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Chapter 4:  Results; narratives in the career stories 

@"15(0"#$%&'(-/%31,&5(%"&($#'%101$#,%5Y(.&%#135(#,.(%"&,($'&5&,%5(%"&(.#%#('&J-'E#,15&.(1,%-(,#''#%1F&59(

81%"(41,14#3(0-44&,%#'I(S#5(&D$3#1,&.(1,(0"#$%&'(=UB(@"&(6T(0-4$3&%&(0#'&&'(5%-'1&5(#'&(#F#13#A3&(1,(

#$$&,.1D(>(#,.(0-,515%(4#1,3I(-C(%"&($#'%101$#,%5Y(8-'.5(F&'A#%14B(Z$$&,.1D(>(#35-("#5(%"&(0-4$3&%&(

'#8(.#%#(C'-4(%"&(-,31,&(5/'F&IB(@"&(,#''#%1F&5(#'-5&(1,(%"&(0#'&&'(5%-'1&59(5/$$3&4&,%&.(AI(1,51E"%5(

$'-F1.&.(AI(%"&(4#,#E&'(#,.(&./0#%-'($#'%101$#,%59(#,.(%"&('&5/3%5(-C(%8-(-,31,&(5/'F&I5B(O#0"(

,#''#%1F&(-$&,5(81%"(#(A'1&C(1,%'-./0%1-,(#,.(#(0"#'%(%-(5"-8(%"&(0-.&5(0-,%'1A/%1,E(%-(%"&(,#''#%1F&B(

@"&(0"#'%5(#'&("&#.&.(81%"(%"&(,#''#%1F&(1,(#(E'&&,(A-DB([-5%(-C(%"&(0-.&5(#'&(1,(A3/&(A-D&5B(@"&5&(

#'&(#5$&0%5(,/'5&5(31L&(#,.(#'&(31L&3I(%-(.150-/'#E&(0#'&&'(4-F&59(-'(%"&I(#'&(,&/%'#3(#A-/%B(R-4&(

0-.&5(#'&(1,('&.(A-D&5(#,.('&3#%&(%-(0-.&5(,/'5&5(.1531L&(#,.(0#,(%'1EE&'(0#'&&'(4-F&5B(R-4&(0-.&5(

#'&(1,(%8-(0-3-/'5(%-('&$'&5&,%(,/'5&5('&$-'%1,E(%"15(0-.&(0-/3.(A&(A-%"($-51%1F&(#,.(,&E#%1F&(#5$&0%(

-C(%"&1'(0#'&&'(5%-'1&5B(O#0"(,#''#%1F&(03-5&5(81%"(#(A'1&C(-F&'F1&8B(@"&(,#''#%1F&5(#'&*('&3#%1-,5"1$59(

M-A(5#%15C#0%1-,9(C1,.1,E(%"&('1E"%('-3&9(5%'&559(#,.(8-'LJ31C&(A#3#,0&B(@"&(,#''#%1F&5(#'&(-C(.1CC&'&,%(

3&,E%"9(C-'(&D#4$3&(%"&(,#''#%1F&(-C(C1,.1,E(%"&('1E"%('-3&(15(&D%&,51F&9(8"10"('&C3&0%5(%"&(N/&5%1-,(%"15(

1,N/1'I(5&&L5(%-(#,58&'B(@"&(C-33-81,E(0"#$%&'(S0"#$%&'(<U(&D$3-'&5(%"&5&(,#''#%1F&5(#,.($3#0&5(%"&4(

1,(%"&(81.&'(0-,%&D%B(

@"&(,#''#%1F&5(#'&($'&5&,%&.(4-5%3I(1,(%"&($#'%101$#,%5Y(-8,(8-'.5B(j51,E(F&'A#%14(N/-%&5(0#,('&,.&'(

#,(#'%10/3#%&9(0-"&'&,%(.150-/'5&(.1CC10/3%(%-(0-4$'&"&,.(8"&,(1,(%"&(8'1%%&,(C-'4#%(S\F#3&9(6TT;U(5-(

&D%'#0%5(/5&.("&'&(8&'&(&.1%&.(A&C-'&(1,5&'%1-,*(4-5%(SA/%(,-%(#33U(-C(%"&(,-,JF&'A#3(/%%&'#,0&59(

'&$&%1%1-,59(#,.($"'#5&5(5/0"(#5(I-/(L,-8(-'(L1,.#(SL1,.(-CU(8&'&('&4-F&.(%-(#5515%(%"&('&#.&'9(A/%(

E'#44#%10#3(&''-'59(1.1-459(#,.(M#'E-,(8&'&('&%#1,&.(81%"(&D$3#,#%1-,5(J(1C('&N/1'&.(p(1,(5N/#'&(

A'#0L&%5(vwB(@"15(15(A&0#/5&(#(5%-'I(15(A&1,E(%-3.(#,.(/51,E(%"&(F&',#0/3#'(15(%"&(4-5%(#$$'-$'1#%&(/5&(

-C(3#,E/#E&(S\F#3&9(6TT;UB(h%"&'(5I4A-35(1,(%"&(N/-%&5(#'&($'-F1.&.(1,(%#A3&(>B)9(A&3-8B(

(
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5I4A-3( vw( SU( c( J(

4&#,1,E( 4#%&'1#3(-41%%&.(%-(E/#'.(
0-,C1.&,%1#31%I(

+,5&'%1-,5(%-(14$'-F&(03#'1%I(

/,1,%&331E1A3&( -41%%&.(C-'(A'&F1%I( 1,%&''/$%1-,(

Table 4.1: Symbols used in quotes from the participants 

P1,#33I9(4-5%(-C(%"&(1,%&'M&0%1-,5(-C(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(SZ315-,U(8&'&(#35-(-41%%&.B(

 Participants  

@"&($#'%101$#,%5(#'&($'&5&,%&.(1,(#3$"#A&%10#3(-'.&'(%-(C#0131%#%&(%"&('&#.&'(1,(1.&,%1CI1,E($#'%101$#,%5(

4&,%1-,&.(1,(%"&(%&D%B(

Nurses 

Pseudonym 
Year of 

registration 
Current post at the time of the interview (known, 

certain job moves are indicated with an arrow, Þ) 
Gender 

Approximate 
current age 

Z310&(t( 6TT:( Z1'0'#C%(0#A1,(0'&8( P&4#3&( >T5(

Z4A&'(t( )W:W( R&,1-'(3&0%/'&'(S501&,0&U( P&4#3&( >T5(

]#15I(K( )WW=( !31,10#3(,/'5&(5$&01#315%(SA#,.(:#U( P&4#3&( >T5(

]#,,1(K( )WW)( 2'#0%10&(,/'5&( P&4#3&( >T5(

]&&(K( 6TT<( H&5&#'0"(,/'5&(A#,.(;(Þ(K/'5&($'#0%1%1-,&'( P&4#3&( =T5(

P#I&(K( )WW)( !31,10#3(,/'5&(5$&01#315%(SA#,.(:U( P&4#3&( >T5(

P&3101%I(K( )W:6( !31,10#3(,/'5&(5$&01#315%(SA#,.(:#U( P&4#3&( <T5(

P3-'&,0&(K( )W::( 2'&0&$%-'5"1$(0--'.1,#%-'( P&4#3&( <T5(

a&4(K( 6TTT( R&,1-'(515%&'9(1,%&'F&,%1-,('#.1-3-EI( P&4#3&( >T5(
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_#0L(K( )WW>( R&,1-'(0"#'E&(,/'5&(SA#,.(?U( [#3&( >T5(

_-5"(K( 6T)T( !31,10#3(,/'5&(5$&01#315%(SA#,.(?U( [#3&( =T5(

[#'E#'&%(K( )WW)( H&5&#'0"&'9(0-44/,1%I(,/'51,E( P&4#3&( >T5(

[#'L(t( 6TT:( Z4A/3#,0&(5&'F10&(J($3#,,&'( [#3&( =T5(

[#'I(K( 6TT<( d#'.(4#,#E&'( P&4#3&( <T5(

[&3-.I(K( 6TT?( !31,10#3(,/'5&(5$&01#315%(A#,.(?( P&4#3&( >T5(

2#/3#(K( )W:W( R&,1-'(&D&0/%1F&(,/'5&( P&4#3&( >T5(

21%0"1&(K( 6TT)( !"#'E&(,/'5&( [#3&( >T5(

H-51&(K( 6TT:( H&5&#'0"(,/'5&9(0-44&'01#3(5&0%-'( P&4#3&( >T5(

@#,I#(K( 6TT<( k/#31%I(#55/'#,0&(#,.(0-4$31#,0&(,/'5&( P&4#3&( >T5(

@'/.I(t( )W:W( R-01#3(8-'L&'( P&4#3&( >T5(

 

Educators 

_&55(O( )W:6( R&,1-'(3&0%/'&'9(#./3%(,/'51,E( P&4#3&( <T5(

R#.1&(O( )W?;( 2'-C&55-'(-C(,/'51,E( P&4#3&( ;T5(

d1331#4(O( )W::( Z55-01#%&(.&#,(C-'(&./0#%1-,( [#3&( >T5(
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Managers  

_-",([( 6TTT( [#%'-,9(#0/%&(4&.101,&(Þ(Z55-0B(.1'&0%-'(-C(,/'51,E( [#3&( =T5(

R#'#"([( 6TTT( 7&#.(,/'5&9(8-'LC-'0&(.&F&3-$4&,%(e(N/#31%I( P&4#3&( =T5(

7#/'1&([( )W:6( K/'5&(0-,5/3%#,%9($"#'4#0&/%10#3(5/$$31&'5( P&4#3&( <T5(

Table 4.2: Participant details 

R1D%&&,(S:TnU(-C(%"&(%8&,%I(,/'5&($#'%101$#,%5(8&'&(8-4&,(#,.(C-/'(S6TnU(8&'&(4&,B(@"15(15(#(

"1E"&'($'-$-'%1-,(-C(4&,(0-4$#'&.(%-(%"&(K[!(C1E/'&59(8"10"(5%#%&5())B>n(-C(,/'5&5(1.&,%1CI(

%"&45&3F&5(#5(4&,(SK/'51,E(#,.([1.81C&'I(!-/,0139(6T):AUB(hC(%"&(%8&,%I(,/'5&($#'%101$#,%59(51D%&&,(

S:TnU(8&'&(5%133(8-'L1,E(#5(HK59(#,.(5-(8&'&(#33(%"&(4#,#E&'5(#,.(&./0#%-'5B(Z5(&D$3#1,&.(1,(%"&(

4&%"-.(S0"#$%&'(=U9(,/'5&($#'%101$#,%5("#.(-A%#1,&.(%"&1'('&E15%'#%1-,(A&%8&&,(C1F&(#,.(%8&,%IJC1F&(

I&#'5(#E-B(@"15(15('&C3&0%&.(1,(%"&(#E&5(-C(%"&(,/'5&($#'%101$#,%59(8"-('#,E&.(C'-4(%"&1'(=T5(%-(,&#'3I(

'&%1'&4&,%(#E&B((

(  
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 The narrative of relationships  

Z33($#'%101$#,%5(.150/55&.('&3#%1-,5"1$5(#%(8-'L(#,.(&1E"%&&,(-C(%"&(%8&,%I(,/'5&($#'%101$#,%5(SWTnU(

%#3L&.(#A-/%(1,C3/&,0&5(-C('&3#%1-,5"1$5(-,(%"&1'(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5B(@"&(&D0&$%1-,5(8&'&(_-5"(K(#,.(

[#'L(t9(8"-(4-5%3I(%#3L&.(#A-/%("-8(%"&(%&0",10#3(#5$&0%5(-C(%"&1'(8-'L(1,C3/&,0&.(%"&1'(0#'&&'(

.&0151-,5B((

(

Table 4.3: The narrative of relationships 

@"&(4-5%(C'&N/&,%3I(.150/55&.('&3#%1-,5"1$5(8&'&(81%"(0-33&#E/&59(&5$&01#33I(,/'5&(0-33&#E/&5B(a--.(

'&3#%1-,5"1$5(81%"1,(%"&(%&#4(8133(0-4$&,5#%&(8"&,(-%"&'(#5$&0%5(-C(%"&(8-'L(#'&(.1CC10/3%*(

P#I&(K*(@"&(C#0%(%"#%(I-/Y'&(81%"(#(E--.(%&#49(81%"(#(E--.(3&#.&'(#,.(81%"(%"&(%8-(
0-,5/3%#,%5(%"#%(+(F&'I(4/0"('&5$&0%cB(R-(&F&,(1C(I-/YF&("#.(#('/AA15"(.#I(81%"(
$#%1&,%5(-'(8"#%&F&'(A&1,E(.1CC10/3%9(1C(I-/YF&(E-%(#(,10&(%&#49(%"&,(%"#%Y5(-L#IB(

Z310&(t*(%"#%(8#5(#(,10&(&,F1'-,4&,%9(+(8-'L&.(81%"('&#33I(,10&($&-$3&9(1%(8#5(
0"#33&,E1,E9(A/%(I&59(+('&#33I(&,M-I&.(v1%w(

H&3#%1-,5"1$5(81%"(5%#CC(#,.(3-I#3%I(%-(%"&(%&#4(#'&(5-4&(-C(%"&(4-5%('&8#'.1,E(#5$&0%5(-C(,/'51,E(

#,.(C'&N/&,%3I(.150-/'#E&(0#'&&'(4-F&5B(

Relationships

Therapuetic 
relationships

Staff 
relationships, 
cameraderie

Loyalty

Incivility
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a&4(Kg(+Y4(5%#I1,E(1,(%"15(.&$#'%4&,%(A&0#/5&(-C(%"&('&3#%1-,5"1$(%"#%(8&("#F&(
81%"(%"&(4/3%1.1501$31,#'I(%&#4B(R-9(8&(E&%(#3-,E(8&33(81%"(-/'(.-0%-'5(#,.(81%"(%"&(
'#.1-E'#$"&'59(#,.(4I(,/'5&5(#'&(&D0&33&,%9(+(5"-/3.(5#IB(@"&IY'&(F&'I(5/$$-'%1F&(
#,.(8&(8-'L(#5(#(%&#4B(R-9(&F&,(%"-/E"(1%Y5(#(F&'I(5%'&55C/3(&,F1'-,4&,%9(+(%"1,L(
%"#%Y5(-,&(-C(%"&('&#5-,5(8"I(+(5%#I&.(1,(%"15(.&$#'%4&,%c(G/%(%"&,(+(.-,Y%(8#,%(
%-(3&#F&(4I(J(%"#%Y5(#,-%"&'(%"1,E9(%"&('&#5-,(8"I(+(0-/3.,Y%(3&#F&9(+(.1.,Y%(8#,%(%-(
3&#F&(4I(,/'5&5(1,(%"&(3/'0"B(

_#0L(K*(+(%"1,L(+Y.(C&&3(+(8#5(3&#F1,E9(3&%%1,E(.-8,(4I(%&#4g(8"-(8-/3.(%#L&(%"&4(
-,V(c(G&0#/5&(#(3-%(-,3I(5%#I("&'&(A&0#/5&(-C(%"&(5/$$-'%(#,.(%"&(0#4#'#.&'1&(
-C(%"&(%&#4B(G&0#/5&(%"&I(0-/3.(#33(E-(%-(E&%(%"&(5#4&(4-,&I9(-,(#(4/0"(&#51&'(
8#'.(%"#,(8"#%(8&YF&(E-%("&'&c(Z,.(%"&,(-,0&(#(I&#'9(8"#%(8&(5-4&%14&5(.-(#5(
#(%&#49(8&(#33(/5&.(%-(E-(#8#I9(5-(%"&(A#,.(;Y59(4I5&3C9(%"&(C#4131&59(#,.(%"&,(
8&Y.(#33("1'&(=(-'(>(0#'#F#,5cB(%"&I(A'1,E(%"&1'("/5A#,.59(%"&1'(0"13.'&,B(7#5%(I&#'(
8&("#.(=(0#'#F#,(C/335B(Q#F&(#(A#'A&N/&B(Z,.(%"&I(/5&.(%-(.-(1%(#'-/,.(#A-/%(4I(
A1'%".#IB(

K/'5&('&5$-,.&,%(#<*([I(%&#4(15(8"#%(L&&$5(4&(1,(%"&('-3&B(+C(+(E-(-,(
5&0-,.4&,%9(C&&3(E/13%I(C-'(3&#F1,E(%"&4B(G/%(%"&(C#0%(A&&,(-,(5#4&(8#'.(i('-3&(C-'(
$#5%()?(I&#'5g(81%"-/%(%"&(%&#4(M-A(5#%15C#0%1-,9(A&(F&'I(.1CC&'&,%B(

[#'I(K(3&C%(#(5/$$-'%1F&(&,F1'-,4&,%9(A/%(5--,('&E'&%%&.(1%(#,.(#$$31&.(%-('&%/',(%-("&'(-'1E1,#3(8#'.*(

[#'I(K*(A&0#/5&(%"&($#%1&,%5(A&0-4&(1339(%"#%(C#5%9(1%(8#5(5-(C#5%($#0&.y(l-/(L,-89(
&F&'IA-.I(8#5(J(%"&IY'&(%"&'&(C-'(I-/('&#33Ic*(%"&(8#'.Y5(#38#I5(A&&,(31L&(%"#%c(+(
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Table 4.4 Survey: the influence of relationships with colleagues 
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 The narrative of job satisfaction 
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Table 4.5: The narrative of job satisfaction 
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Table 4.6: Survey: use of nursing skills after leaving the profession. 
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,-(-'1&,%#%1-,9(,-(,-%"1,EB(Z,.(%"&I(5#1.9(^h"(%"15(8#5(I-/'(-'1&,%#%1-,9(A/%(
%"&IYF&(M/5%(53#5"&.(-/'(5%#CC1,E9(5-(1%(E-%('1$$&.(/$`B(+(8#5(31L&(^h"y`B(Z,.(%"&I(
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E-1,E(%-(E&%(C-/,.(-/%`c(R-9(+YF&(A&&,(1,(%"15(M-A(,-8(#(I&#'(#,.($&-$3&9(%"&(A1E(
$&-$3&(1,(%"15(-'E#,15#%1-,(#'&(A&E1,,1,E(%-(L,-89(^h"(2#/3#9('1E"%(2#/3#9(+(L,-8(
2#/3#9(-"(I-/Y'&(2#/3#B`(@"&,(+(5%#'%&.(%-(E&%(C&&.A#0L(C'-4($&-$3&(8"-(#0%/#33I(
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514/3#%1-,(3#A(#,.(%"1,E5(31L&(%"#%9(8"10"(8#5(%"&(C1'5%(&F&'(%14&(+YF&(.-,&(
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^K/'5&5(C&&3(/,.&'($'&55/'&(%-(/,.&'%#L&(C/'%"&'(5%/.I`(

K/'5&5( [#,#E&'5(i(&./0#%-'5(

5%'-,E3I(#E'&&( )(S:nU( <(S)TTnU(

#E'&&( ?(S6<nU( T(

,&1%"&'(#E'&&(,-'(.15#E'&&( 6(S)?nU( T(

.15#E'&&( )(S:nU( T(

5%'-,E3I(.15#E'&&( T( T(

.-,Y%(L,-8( )(S:nU( T(

Table 4.7: Survey: the influence of pressure to undertake study?  
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 The narrative of finding the right role 
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Table 4.8: The narrative of finding the right role 
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Table 4.9: Survey: the influence of clinical placements 
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4#,#E&'(#%("15(-3.(8#'.(#.F15&.("14(,-%(%-('&%/',(%-(%"&(5#4&(8#'.9(A/%(-CC&'&.(#,-%"&'*(

_#0L(K(+($"-,&.(4I(-3.(5&,1-'(,/'5&(#%(vw9(5#1.(^!#,(+("#F&(4I(-3.(M-A(A#0LV`(#,.(
5"&(5#1.(^,-B(+%(8-,Y%(3--L(E--.(-,(I-/'(!BbB(G/%(I-/(0#,("#F&(#(M-A9(-,(%"&(
"#&4#%-3-EI(-,0-3-EI`9(8"10"("#.(%"&(8-'5%('&$/%#%1-,(J((Z,.(#E#1,9(+(%"1,L(5-4&(
-C(%"#%(8#5(%"&(C#0%9(%"#%(%"&(-%"&'(8#'.(8#5(.&5$&'#%&(C-'(5%#CCy(

7#%&'(1,("15(0#'&&'9(_#0L(K(8#5(#.F15&.(#E#1,5%(#$$3I1,E(C-'(#("-5$1%#3(8"10"(8#5(&D$&0%&.(%-(5--,(

03-5&B(Q&(-$%&.(%-(E-(#,I8#I*((

_#0L(K*(G/%(&F&'IA-.I(%"-/E"%(1%(8#5(%"&(%14&(8"&,(vw("#.(%"&(%"'&#%(-C(03-5/'&y(
Z,.(&F&'I-,&Y5(31L&(^8"#%(#'&(I-/(E-1,E(%"&'&(C-'9(1%Y5(03-51,E(.-8,V`(+(5#1.(^+(8#,%(
%-(E-(#,.(5&&(8"#%(%"&I(.-(1,(#(5$&01#315%(0&,%'&`cB(#,.(%"&,(+(-,3I(&F&'(%"-/E"%(
+Y.(0-4&(C-'(;(4-,%"5B(SZ315-,*(R-(%"#%(8#5(%"&('15L(I-/(8&'&($'&$#'&.(%-(%#L&VU(
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Z,.(M/5%(%"1,L9(C-'(;(4-,%"59(%"&,(E-(A#0L(%-(vwB(R-(%"#%(+(0-/3.(%"&,($/%(1,%-(
$'#0%15&(A#0L(%"&1'(5%/CC9(A/%9(+YF&(0-4&(#,.(+YF&(5%#I&.y(

@"&(N/-%&(A&3-8(15(%"&(C1,#3(&D#4$3&(-C("15(1E,-'1,E(#.F10&9(#,.(0-,0&',5("15(0#'&&'(E-1,E(C-'8#'.*(

_#0L(K*(R-4&A-.I(.1.(5#I(%-(4&9(^.-(,-%(E&%(5%/0L(1,(%"#%('-3&(C-'(#(3-,EJ^(#,.(+YF&(
.-,&(&D#0%3I(8"#%(%"&I(5#1.(,-%(%-(.-B(Z,.(+(%"1,L(,-89(A&0#/5&(I-/Y'&(
0-4C-'%#A3&(1,(1%9(+Y4(N/1%&(,&'F-/5(#A-/%9(S3#/E"1,EU(E-1,E(5-4&8"&'&(&35&B((

h,&("1,.'#,0&(1,(M-A("/,%1,E(0-/3.(A&(%"&1'(8-'L(15(#3'&#.I(&D"#/5%1,E9(4#L1,E(1%("#'.(%-(#$$3I(C-'(#(

,&8(M-A*(

H-51&(K*(+(.1.(1%(C-'(#(I&#'($#'%3I(A&0#/5&(1%Y5(F&'I(.1CC10/3%(%-(C1,.(8-'L(8"&,(I-/Y'&(
1,(#(M-A(%"#%(M/5%(%#L&5(&F&'I%"1,E(-/%(-C(I-/y(!-4$3&%&3Ic([I(1.&#3(M-A(8#5(#(
0-44/,1%I(8-'L9(A/%(/,C-'%/,#%&3I(8"&,(+(8&,%(C-'(1,%&'F1&89(+(8#5(5-(&D"#/5%&.(
#,.(+(%"-/E"%(%"#%(%"&(0-44/%&(%-(%"&'&(8-/3.(A&(%--(C#'(J(8"&,(+(E-%(1%(+(%/',&.(1%(
.-8,(C-'(#('&5&#'0"(M-A(%"#%(8#5(N/1%&(,&#'("-4&9(1%(8#5($'-A#A3I(M/5%()<(41,/%&5(
C'-4("-4&(AI(0#'B(+(.1.,Y%('&#33I(8#,%(%-(E-(1,%-('&5&#'0"cHZ315-,*(R-(8"I(.1.(I-/(
E-(1,%-('&5&#'0"(M-AVU(G&0#/5&(+(8#5(&D"#/5%&.(#,.(M/5%(,&&.&.(#,(&50#$&y(+(
,&&.&.(5-4&%"1,E(&#5IB(R-4&%"1,E(%-(3--L(#C%&'(4&B(((

@8-($#'%101$#,%5(.&50'1A&(/51,E(%"&1'("&#'%(%-(4#L&(#(0#'&&'(.&0151-,B(@"15(15(#,(1,%&'&5%1,E($"'#5&9(

$&'"#$5(5/EE&5%1,E(&4-%1-,5(#'&(4-'&(14$-'%#,%(%"#,('&#5-,(1,(4#L1,E(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5B(h,&(-C(%"&(

$#'%101$#,%5(/51,E(%"15($"'#5&(8#5(Z4A&'(t(S5&&(5&0%1-,(>B69(#A-F&U(#,.(%"&(-%"&'(8#5(_#0L*(

_#0L(K*(R-(+(3--L&.(#%(%"&($-51%1F&5(#,.(%"&(,&E#%1F&5(-C(&#0"('-3&BBB(+(4&#,(4I(
"&#.(8#5(%&331,E9(0-5(-,&(-C(%"&(M-A5(8#5(#(;(4-,%"(%&4$-'#'I(M-A9(8"10"(8#5(-,(
#(8#'.(+(8#5(8-'L1,E(-,9(#,.(%"&(-%"&'($-5%(8#5(#($&'4#,&,%($-5%(#%(vw9(1,(%"&(&,.(
+(8&,%(81%"("&#'%9('#%"&'(%"#,(8"#%(4I(A'#1,(8#5(%&331,E(4&9(4I("&#'%(8#5(5#I1,E(+(
8#,%(%-(5%#I(81%"(%"&(%&#4(%"#%(+YF&(8-'L&.B(Z,.(%"&,9(8&1E"&.(1%(/$9(A/%(1,(%"&(&,.(
+(%"1,L(4I("&#'%(8#5(J(+(8#5(#(4&.10#3(,/'5&('#%"&'(%"#,(#(5/'E10#3(,/'5&(J(+(.1.(.-(
%"&('1E"%(%"1,EB(

@"&(0-,0&$%(-C(/51,E(%"&("&#'%(%-(4#L&(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(8#5(%"&'&C-'&(1,F&5%1E#%&.(1,(%"&(5/'F&IB(@"&(

'&5/3%5(#'&(5"-8,(A&3-8*(

(
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(

(

^8"&,(,/'5&(4#L&(0#'&&'(.&0151-,59(%"&I(%&,.(%-(XE-(81%"(%"&1'(
"&#'%5Y`(

K/'5&5( [#,#E&'5(i(&./0#%-'5(

5%'-,E3I(#E'&&( =(S6<nU( T(

#E'&&( >(S==nU( 6(S<TnU(

,&/%'#3( =(S6<nU( )(S6<nU(

.15#E'&&( 6(S)?nU( )(S6<nU(

5%'-,E3I(.15#E'&&( T( T(

Table 4.10: Survey: the influence of the ‘heart’ in career decisions 

!-,515%&,%(81%"(%"&1'(#$$'-#0"(%-(0#'&&'($3#,,1,E(#,.('&3/0%#,0&(%-(4-F&9(1%(15(31L&3I(,/'5&5(8133(A&(1,(

%"&(5#4&($-5%(8"&,(%"&I('&%1'&(I&%(%"&'&(15(5-4&(.15N/1&%(1%(4#I(,-%(A&($-551A3&(%-(0-,%1,/&(8-'L1,E(

#5(%"&I(#'&(.-1,E(#%(%"&(4-4&,%*(

P#I&(K*(+%(8#5(4&E#(A/5IB(+Y.("#F&()W($#%1&,%5(1,(4I(%&#4(81%"(4&(#,.(4#IA&(#(
"&#3%"0#'&(#5515%#,%(J('&#33I(A/5I(#,.("&#FI9(I-/Y.(E&%(&F&'I%"1,E9(#,.(+(3-F&.(1%(
#,.(1%(8#5(#(E'&#%(%&#49(A/%(I-/(0-/3.,Y%(.-(%"#%(C-'(&F&'(4-'&B((

21%0"1&(K(#,.(_#0L(K(A-%"('&C&'(%-(^|144&'(C'#4&5`9(8"10"(#'&(8#3L1,E(#1.5(C-'(C'#13($&-$3&9(8"&,(%"&I(

0-,51.&'(%"&(C/%/'&*(

_#0L(K*(+(8133($'-A#A3I(5%133(A&("&'&9(8"&,(8&('&%1'&y(G/%(%"&,(-%"&'(%14&5(8&(%"1,L(
^Q-8(0#,(8&(5%133(A&('/,,1,E(#'-/,.(31L&(%"15V(d&Y33(A&(-,(-/'(|144&'(C'#4&5y`((

21%0"1&(K*(l-/(5&&9(#%(5-4&($-1,%(-,&("#5(%-(5%#'%($'&$#'1,E(%-('&%1'&9(8"#%(#'&(%"&(
%"1,E5(+("#F&(%-(.-V(l-/(L,-89(+(L&&$(%"1,L1,EB(R-4&%14&5(8&(%#3L("&'&9(^l-/(
.-,Y%(&D$&0%(4&(%-(A&('/,,1,E("&'&(#%(5-4&($-1,%V(d-/3.(+(A&(/51,E(#(|144&'(
C'#4&(%-('/,(%-(0#%0"(/$(81%"(#($#%1&,%(8"-(15(/51,E(%"&(0#33(A&33Vy`(

Z3%"-/E"(%"&(A/%%(-C(M-L&59(%"&($-551A131%I(-C(A&0-41,E($"I510#33I(/,C1%(C-'(,/'51,E(15(#(E&,/1,&(.'&#.*((

R#'#"([*(+('&4&4A&'(8&("#.(5-4&-,&("#.(%'&4-'5(#,.(#%(C1'5%(1%(8#5(C1,&9(A/%(1%(
E-%(%-(#($-1,%(%"#%(#0%/#33I(1%(0-/3.(14$#0%(-,(%"&4(.'#81,E(/$(%"1,E5(E&,&'#33I(#,.(
#0%/#33I(E-1,E(1,%-("-4&5(#,.(%"&(0-,C1.&,0&(-C(%"&($#%1&,%5(#,.(C#4131&59(#,.(%"&(
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4-'&(5"&(8#5(E&%%1,E(#8#'&(-C(%"&1'(C&&31,E59(5"&("#.(4-'&(#,D1&%I(#,.(1,(%"&(
&,.c(5"&(0-/3.('&%1'&(#,I8#I9(5-(%"&'&(8#5(%"#%(-$%1-,(%"&'&9(5-(%-(5/$$-'%(
$&-$3&c(&I&(51E"%(A&&,(#,-%"&'(-,&(8&("#.B(d&YF&("#.(&I&51E"%(A&C-'&(#,.(
8&YF&("#.(%-(E-(%-(4&&%1,E5(%-(E&%(5-4&-,&(%-(3&#F&(A&0#/5&(%"&I(.1.,Y%(8#,%(%-9(
#,.(8&(8&'&(31L&(^A/%(#0%/#33I(I-/YF&(4#.&(#,(&''-'(#,.(8&Y'&(F&'I(5-''I(A/%(I-/(
0-/3.($-%&,%1#33I(L133(5-4&-,&9("#'4(%"&49(N/1%&(5&'1-/53I`B(+%Y5(,-%(#(,10&(p(1%Y5(-,&(
-C(%"&(8-'5%(%"1,E5(I-/("#F&(%-(.-9(1%Y59(1%Y5(#8C/3(

[#'I(K*(l-/(L,-89(8&("#F&(E-%(#(,/'5&(-,("&'&9("&Y5(A&&,(1,(%"&(%'/5%(6<(I&#'59(
%"&,("&Y5(#(C&8(I&#'5(-3.&'(%"#,(4&9(#,.("&Y5(%"1,L1,E(#A-/%('&%1'&4&,%B(Z,.(+(
%"1,L("15(A-.IY5(M/5%(#A-/%("#.(&,-/E"B(Z,.(+Y4(%"1,L1,E9(Xh"(E-5"Y9(M/5%("#F&(%-(
L&&$(C1%9(#,.(L&&$(E-1,Ec(+(.-,Y%(8#,%(%-(%"1,L(#A-/%(%"#%9(0-5(1%Y5(%"1,L1,E(#A-/%(
E&%%1,E(-3.&'y(

@"&(,/'5&5Y(-8,(31F&5(-00#51-,#33I(14$#0%("-8(%"&I($&'0&1F&(%"&1'(8-'L(#,.(0#,(%'1EE&'(0#'&&'(4-F&5B(

R#.1&(O*(Z(3#.I(8"-("#.(#($'&4#%/'&(A#AI(#,.("#.(C#,%#5%10("&#3%"(F151%1,E9(5"&(
8#5(N/1%&(#(5&,1-'($&'5-,(1,("&'(#'&#(-C(,/'51,E(A/%(.&01.&.(%-(0-4&(1,%-("&#3%"(
F151%1,E9(5-(+(.-,Y%(%"1,L(5"&Y.(&F&'(%"-/E"%(#A-/%(1%(A&C-'&B(R-(%"#%("#$$&,59(,-%(
1,C'&N/&,%3IB((

P3-'&,0&(K*(4I("/5A#,.Y5(.1#A&%109(#,.("&(8#5("#F1,E(5-4&A-.I(%-(0-4&(#,.(.-(
"15(C&&%9(#,.9(#,.(%"&,("&(8#5("#F1,E(.1CC10/3%I(C1,.1,E(5-4&A-.I9(5-(+(%"-/E"%(^-"(
8&339(I&#"9(4#IA&(1%Y5(5-4&%"1,E(%"#%(+(0-/3.(.-`B((

@#,I#(4-F&.(1,%-(O](5"-'%3I(#C%&'('&E15%&'1,EB(@"15(8#5(1,5$1'&.(AI(%"&(.&#%"(-C("&'(.#/E"%&'(1,(#(

'-#.(%'#CC10(#001.&,%9(5&F&'#3(I&#'5($'&F1-/53I*((

@#,I#(K*(A&0#/5&(+(M/5%(8#,%&.(%"#%(.1'&0%(0#'&(%-($&-$3&(8"-(#'&("#F1,E(%'#E&.I(
M/5%(31L&(4&9(5-(%"#%Y5(%"&($-1,%(8"&,(+(#00&$%&.(%-(5#I(X`(0#,(,-8('&3#%&(%-($&-$3&(
8"-(#'&(E-1,E(%"'-/E"(8"#%(+(8&,%(%"'-/E"`B(R-(%"#%Y5("-8(+(E-%(%"&("&#31,E(C-'(4I(
.#/E"%&'9(%"#%Y5(%"&(%14&(+(5%-$$&.(%#3L1,E(#A-/%(1%9(A&0#/5&(+(,&F&'(/5&.(%-(5%-$(
%#3L1,E(#A-/%(1%B(+(0-/3.(&D$3#1,(%-(I-/(%"&(.&#%"(#5(1C(1%("#$$&,&.(I&5%&'.#I(
SZ315-,*(+Y4(5/'&U(I&59(A/%(8-'L1,E(1,(Z001.&,%(#,.(O4&'E&,0I9(1%(8#5(M/5%(31L&(
^"&'&(+(#49(%"15(15(%"&($3#0&`B(d"&,(+(0-4&(#0'-55($&-$3&(0-41,E(1,(#C%&'('-#.(
#001.&,%59(%'#/4#9(#,I%"1,E9(+(0#,('&3#%&(%-(%"&4B(R-(1%("&3$&.9(1%(8-'L&.B(

@#,I#(K(5/A5&N/&,%3I(&D$&'1&,0&.(#(0-4$3#1,%(#E#1,5%("&'(S5&&(5&0%1-,(>B69(#A-F&UB(h,&(&CC&0%(8#5(

5"&(0"-5&(%-(4-F&(%-(#(A'#,0"(-C(E-F&',#,0&(.&#31,E(81%"(0-4$3#1,%5*(
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@#,I#(K*(Q&Y5(%"&(-,&(8"-Y.(A&&,(E1F&,(%"&(.1'%I(M-A(%-(1,F&5%1E#%&(4&(#,.("&(C&3%(
5-(A#.9(&F&'I(%14&("&(5&&5(4&B(Q&(5#1.(%-(4&9(^d"#%(.-(I-/(8#,%(%-(.-V`(+(5#1.(^+(
.-,Y%(L,-89(A/%(+(8-/3.,Y%(41,.(4#,#E1,E(0-4$3#1,%5(C-'(I-/`B(Q&(M/5%(5#1.9(^Z'&(
I-/(4#.V`(+(5#1.(^,-9(+Y4(,-%9(+(M/5%(8#,%(%-(4#,#E&(%"&(0-4$3#1,%5y`(

h,(%"&(-%"&'("#,.9(,/'5&5(0#,(#F-1.(8-'L(8"10"('&41,.5(%"&4(-C(%"&1'(-8,($#1,*(

Z310&(t*(+,(%"&(1,%&'149(+(3-5%(4I(A'-%"&'(#,.(%"#%($'-A#A3I(5%-$$&.(4&(,/'51,E(#5(
8&339("&(.1&.(F&'I(5/..&,3I(C'-4(0#,0&'B(+($'-A#A3I(41E"%("#F&(E-,&(A#0L(1,(#(A1%(
&#'31&'9(A/%(+(A#0L&.(-CC(C-'(#(C&8(I&#'5(#,.(+(%"1,L9(4#IA&(+(8-/3.("#F&(%'1&.(%-(
,/'5&9(A/%("&(.1&.(/,C-'%/,#%&3I(#C%&'(+(3&C%(,/'51,E(%"#%($'-A#A3I(8#5(J(Z,.(%"#%(
E1F&5(I-/9(4#IA&(4#.&(4&(3--L(#%(,/'51,E(.1CC&'&,%3IB(

]#,,1(K("#.(#(M-A(1,(0/%%1,E(&.E&(8-'L(1,($'&J14$3#,%#%1-,(E&,&%10(.1#E,-515(S2+a]U9(8"&,("&'(5-,(

8#5(.1#E,-5&.(81%"(#(E&,&%10(0-,.1%1-,B(d-'.5(#34-5%(C#13&.("&'(#5(5"&(.&50'1A&.("&'(C&&31,E5(#A-/%(

%"15*(

]#,,1(K*(G/%(%"&,9(-,0&(%"&5&($'-A3&45(5%#'%&.(%-(0-4&(%-(31E"%(1%(8#59(I&#"9(X%"15(
15,Y%(%"15(15,Y%(E-,,#(8-'LYB(Q&("#5(3-,E(%&'4("&#3%"($'-A3&49("&("#5(#(E&,&%10(
0-,.1%1-,(#0%/#33I9(8"10"(%"&(1'-,I9(%"&(1'-,I(-C(%"#%(M/5%(,&F&'9(1%(,&F&'9(I&#"B((

@"&($#'%101$#,%5(%"&45&3F&5(0#,,-%($'-F1.&(#(0-"&'&,%(#00-/,%(-C(%"&1'(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(A/%(4#,I(

C&&3(%"&'&(15(-,&(-F&''1.1,E(C#0%-'9(,#4&3I(0"#,0&(-'(3/0L*(

2#/3#(K*(+YF&(,&F&'9(&F&'(5&%(/$(#,(#3&'%(81%"(#,I%"1,E(&F&'(1,(4I(31C&B(+(C#33(1,(#,.(
-/%(-C(M-A5B(h"(a-.9(+(%"1,L(+YF&(M/5%(A&&,(&D%'&4&3I(3/0LIy(+(C&33(1,(J(I-/(C#33(1,(#,.(
-/%(.-,Y%(I-/V(Z,.(+(%"1,L(%"15(15(%"&($-1,%9(1,(,/'51,E(I-/(C#33(1,(#,.(-/%(-C(5%/CC9(
#,.(1%Y5(,-%(E--.(&,-/E"B(

[#'E#'&%(K*(+(.-,Y%(%"1,L(+("#F&(&F&'9(&F&'(4#.&(#(0#'&&'(.&0151-,g(&F&'I%"1,E("#5(
M/5%(A&&,(0"#,0&9(L,-0L&.(-,%-(0"#,0&9(L,-0L&.(-,(%-(0"#,0&9(L,-0L&.(-,%-(
0"#,0&B(+("#F&(,&F&'(4#.&(#,I(4#M-'(0#'&&'(.&0151-,c(#,.(#(C&8($&-$3&(L1,.(-C(
L,&8(v4&w9(5-(%"#%Y5(8"I(+(8#5(#$$'-#0"&.(#A-/%(%"#%($-51%1-,9(A/%(1%(4#.&(5&,5&(
C-'(4&(%-(#$$3I(%-(%"#%c(1%Y5(M/5%(A&&,(L1,.(-C(0"#,0&('&#33I9($&-$3&(%&331,E(4&(
#A-/%(M-A59(#5L1,E(4&(%-(#$$3I(C-'(M-A5(J(

]#15I(K*(+(%"1,L(I-/(%#L&(5%&$5(#3-,E(%"&(8#I(#,.(+(%"1,L(I-/("#F&(%-(4#L&(1%(#5(
5-4&%"1,E(0-4&5(/$B((
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d1331#4(O*(P-'(5-4&9(1%Y5(0-4$3&%&(5&'&,.1$1%IB(R-(I-/(5%#'%(-CC9(-$$-'%/,1%I(t(
0-4&5(I-/'(8#I9(^@"#%Y5(1,%&'&5%1,E9(+Y33(%#L&(-$$-'%/,1%I(t9`(%"&,(81%"(-$$-'%/,1%I(
t(15(#('&N/1'&4&,%(%-(.-(#(!22](v0-,%1,/1,E($'-C&551-,#39($&'5-,#3(.&F&3-$4&,%w(
0-/'5&(#,.(#8#I(I-/(E-B(^h"9(%"#%Y5(N/1%&(1,%&'&5%1,E9(+(&,M-I&.(.-1,E(%"#%(0-/'5&9(
+(%"1,L(+(41E"%(%'I(#,.(&D$#,.(%"15(#(A1%(C/'%"&'(#,.(#(A1%(C/'%"&'B`(

R-4&($#'%101$#,%5(.&50'1A&(A&1,E(1,C3/&,0&.(AI(0"#,0&(&,0-/,%&'5*(

]#,,1(K*(+(5%/4A3&.(1,%-(%"#%(M-A(0-4$3&%&3Ig(+(8#5(%#3L1,E(%-(5-4&A-.I(1,(#(A#'(
#,.(%"&I(5#1.9(^I-/(8-/3.(A&(#(E'&#%($&'5-,(%-(0-4&(#,.(8-'L(C-'(/5`(#,.(%"&I(
E#F&(4&(M/5%(#,(#..'&55c(+(8#5(#%(#(0-,C&'&,0&(1,(7-,.-,(8"&,(+(8#5(8-'L1,E(1,(
vw(#,.(E-%(#5L&.(%-(0-4&(.-8,(^-"9(0-4&(#,.("#F&(#(0"#%(81%"(-/'(031,10#3(
.1'&0%-'9(5"&Y.(3-F&(%-(4&&%(I-/(#,.(A3#"`(8"&,(+(E-%(%"&'&(1%(8#5(A#510#33I(#(0#5&(
-C(^'1E"%9(8&Y'&(1,%&'F1&81,E(I-/(#,.(%"15(15(%"&(M-Ay`(!#4&(.-8,(%-(7-,.-,(81%"(#(
C1F&JI&#'($3#,B(l&#"9(%"#%(8#5(#(3-,E(%14&(#E-(S3#/E"5Uy((

[#'E#'&%(K*(+(8&,%(%-(.-(5-4&(#E&,0I(c9(#,.(+(E-%(5"#'$5(1,M/'IcB(5-9(+("#.(%-(
E-(#,.(5&&(%"&(51%&(4#,#E&'(#,.(%"&(51%&(4#,#E&'(&55&,%1#33I(-CC&'&.(4&(#(M-A(
#,.(+(%"-/E"%(^%"15(15(5133I9(+("#F&(A&&,(8#1%1,E(C-'(4I(/'-3-EI(M-A(5-(3-,E(%"#%(+(
41E"%(#5(8&33(%#L&(%"15(M-A`(#,.(1%(8#5(%"&(8'-,E(.&0151-,B(

P1,#33I9(%"15(5&0%1-,(8133(A'1&C3I(&D#41,&(%"&(.&0151-,(%-(3&#F&(,/'51,EB(7&#F1,E(,/'51,E(5"-/3.(A&(.-,&(

81%"(0#/%1-,9(A&0#/5&(1%(15(#(.&0151-,(.1CC10/3%(%-('&F&'5&BB(R"&("#5(%810&(%'1&.(%-('&,&8("&'('&E15%'#%1-,B(

h,(%"&(C1'5%(-00#51-,9(5"&(C-/,.(%"&(#0#.&410(.&4#,.5(%--(E'&#%*((

Z310&(t*(+(8#5(8-'L1,E(C/33(%14&("&'&(#,.(%"&(0-/'5&(8#5(%"&'&(#,.(J(I-/(L,-8(
%"&'&(8#5(0-/$3&(-C(.#I5(1,(%"&(/,1F&'51%I(#,.(%"&,(I-/(8&'&(M/5%(3&C%(%-(%'I(#,.(E&%(
%"15($3#0&4&,%(.-,&(#,.(%"15(&55#I(8"10"(I-/(E-%(E1F&,(#(5&,%&,0&(5#I9(+(#4(,-%(
%"&(4-5%(#0#.&410($&'5-,(#,.(1%(8#5(J("-8(.-(I-/(C1,.(1,C-'4#%1-,9(8"&,(%"&'&(15(
,-(-,&(%-("&3$(I-/V(Z,.(%"&I(0#4&(A#0L(#,.(5#1.(I-/(.1.,Y%(#5L(/5(&,-/E"(A/%9(
%"&I(.1.,Y%('&#33I("&3$(I-/9(I-/(E1F&,(#(5&,%&,0&(#,.(E-%(%-(%'I(#,.(4#L&(#,(&55#I(
-/%(-C(1%9(+(C-/,.(%"#%(1,0'&.1A3I("#'.9(#,.(5-(+(E#F&(/$B((

@"&(5&0-,.(#%%&4$%(8#5('&0&,%9(A/%(5"&(8#5(/,#A3&(%-(-A%#1,(#($3#0&(-,(%"&('&%/',(%-($'#0%10&(

0-/'5&*((

Z310&(t*(%"&I(4&,%1-,&.()>(C/,.&.($3#0&5g(A/%(%"&,(+(%"1,L(5"&(E-%(#(3-%(-C($&-$3&(
#,.(A#510#33I(+(8#5(-,(#("-31.#I(C-'(%"&(C1'5%('-/,.(-C(1,%&'F1&85(#,.(5-(+(4155&.(
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%"#%9(5"&(.1.(1,%&'F1&8(4&(#,.(%"&,(5#1.(8&(.-,Y%(L,-8(81%"(I-/'(0-441%4&,%(81%"(
vwc9(A/%(5"&(.1.,Y%(3&%(4&(-,(%"&(0-/'5&B(R-9(+(5"-/3.(E&%(A#0L(1,(%-/0"(#,.(%'I(
#E#1,B(

Z310&(t(3&C%(A&0#/5&(5"&(8#,%&.(#(0"#,E&(#,.(&,M-I&.(%"15(C-'(#(8"13&9(A/%(,-8(8-/3.(#.F15&(514$3I(

%#L1,E(#(5"-'%(0#'&&'(A'&#LB(

Z310&(t*(+(M/5%(8#,%&.(%-(A'&#L(#,.(J(I&#"(%"#%Y5(v8-'L1,E(#5(#(0#A1,(0'&8(4&4A&'w(
8"#%("#$$&,&.(%-(A&B(+%Y5(,-%(5%'&55C/3(M-A9(/,3&55(5-4&%"1,EY5(E-1,E(%-(E-(8'-,E(
-,(%"&($3#,&9(A/%(1%(15(,-%('&#33I(#(5%'&55C/3(M-A9(%"&'&Y5(,-($'&55/'&B(R-(+(8-/3.(5#I(
%#L&(#(I&#'(-CC(,/'51,E9(C3I(C-'(#(I&#'9(#,.(5&&(%"&(8-'3.(#,.(%"&,(E-(A#0L(%-(
,/'51,E(#,.(%"#%(8-/3.,Y%(A&(8"#%(+(8-/3.(.-(%"#%(I&#'9(A/%(%"#%(8-/3.(8"#%(8-/3.(
'&0-44&,.(5-4&-,&(%-(.-9(M/5%(1C(I-/(#'&(#(A1%(M#.&.(-'(#,I%"1,E9(0-4&(#,.(.-(
%"15y(

[-5%(-C(%"&(,/'5&5(#'&(#8#'&(-C(%"&1'('&%1'&4&,%9(A/%("#F&(%"&(5#4&('&3#D&.(#$$'-#0"(%-($3#,,1,E(1%(

%"#%(%"&I("#F&(%-(-%"&'(#5$&0%5(-C(%"&1'(0#'&&'5*(

P&3101%I(K*(+(.-,Y%(C&&3(#,I%"1,E(31L&(-3.(&,-/E"(%-('&%1'&(I&%B(l-/(.-,Y%(.-(I-/V(l-/(
5-'%(-C(J(1%(0-4&5(/$(-,(I-/(J(+Y4(<>(,-8(J(+(.-,Y%(8#,%(%-('&%1'&y(+Y4(,-%('&#.I(%-(
'&%1'&(#%(<<B(G/%(+Y.(N/1%&(31L&(%-(L,-8(+(0-/3.(1C(+(8#,%&.(%-(S3#/E"5U(

2#/3#(K*((+Y4(><9('1E"%g($-%&,%1#33I(+(0-/3.('&%1'&(#%(<<(X0-5(+Y4(-,(%"#%($'&J)WW<(#,.(
+Y4(E-1,E(%-(L&&$(%"#%(A/EE&'(#5(3-,E(#5(+(0#,y(G/%(%-("#F&(%"&(-$%1-,B(R-($#'%(-C(
4&(M/5%(%"1,L59(^h"9(+(0#,Y%(E-(1,(%&,(I&#'59(#'&(I-/(M-L1,EV(@"#%Y5('&#33I(8&1'.B`(+(
C&&3(31L&(#(%&,JI&#'J-3.B(+(C&&3(6T(5%133(A/%(4I(-%"&'($#'%(-C(4I(A'#1,(E-&59(Xd&339(8&(
"#F&(C#413I(8"-(31F&(1,(vw9(#,.(+(8#,%(%-(A&(1,(vw(%"#,L5(F&'I(4/0"(J(A/%(1,('&#33I(
8&1'.(8#I9(1,(#(L1,.(-C(&%"&'&#3(8#I('&#33I(A&0#/5&(+(0#,Y%(14#E1,&(&F&'(,-%(
8-'L1,E(J(+(0#,Y%(14#E1,&(A&1,E(#,I(-3.&'(%"#,(+(#4y((

4.4.1 Overview of the narrative of finding the right role 

@"15(5&0%1-,("#5(5"-8,(0#'&&'(4-F&5(1,(,/'51,E(0#,(A&('#%"&'("#$"#m#'.B(K/'5&5('#'&3I("#F&(0#'&&'(

$3#,5(#,.(%&,.(%-(-,3I(4-F&(1C(%"&I(#'&(#0%1F&3I(/,"#$$I(#%(8-'LB(@"&I(0-44&,%(/$-,(%"&($--'(

N/#31%I(-C(1,C-'4#%1-,(#F#13#A3&(%-(%"&4(8"&,(%"&I(&,%&'&.(%"&($'-C&551-,9(#,.(%"15(#$$&#'5(%-(

0-,%1,/&(%"'-/E"-/%(%"&1'(0#'&&'5B(@"&I(C1,.(M-A(%1%3&5(-'(.&50'1$%1-,5(0#,(A&(/,'&31#A3&B([-'&("&3$C/3(

1,C-'4#%1-,(0-/3.(A&($'-F1.&.(AI(1,C-'4#39(-'($'&J&4$3-I4&,%(F151%5B(@"&'&(8&'&(-,3I(%8-(5/0"(F151%5(
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.150/55&.9(5/EE&5%1,E(%"&I(#'&(,-%(#(0-44-,(C&#%/'&(-C(,/'51,E(M-A(#$$310#%1-,5B(Z33(%"15(4&#,5(

0#'&&'($#%"8#I5(#'&('#%"&'(-A50/'&(1,(,/'51,E9(8"10"(0-,%'#5%5(81%"(-%"&'(-00/$#%1-,5B(

R-4&(.&50'1A&('&0&1F1,E(&,0-/'#E&4&,%(C'-4(4#,#E&'59(A/%(,-,&(A&,&C1%(C'-4(C-'4#3(0#'&&'(

4&,%-'1,E(#,.(5-4&(#'&(8#'I(#.F10&(%"&I('&0&1F&(0-/3.(A&(A1#5&.(#,.('&$-'%(1,#00/'#%&(1,C-'4#%1-,B(

P&8(0-,515%&,%3I(/5&.(%"&(-,31,&('&5-/'0&5(#F#13#A3&B(OF&,(1C(%"&I(,&&.(%-(4-F&(M-A59(%"&I(8133(-C%&,(

-$%(%-(8#1%(%-(5&&(1C(5-4&%"1,E(,&#'AI(#'15&5B(+,(%"&(C#0&(-C(#33(%"159(1%(15(31%%3&(8-,.&'($#'%101$#,%5(-C%&,(

#%%'1A/%&(%"&1'(0#'&&'(5/00&55(%-(3/0L9(&5$&01#33I(0"#,0&(&,0-/,%&'5B(Z,-%"&'(-F&''1.1,E(4&55#E&(C'-4(

%"15(5&0%1-,(15(%"&(14$-'%#,0&(-C(031,10#3($3#0&4&,%5(#5(5%/.&,%59(8"10"(0#,(A&(-A5&'F&.(5&F&'#3(I&#'5(

3#%&'B(@"&I(0#,(-C%&,(1.&,%1CI(#('-3&(4-.&3B(P1,#33I9(&D$&'1&,0&5(1,(%"&1'(-8,(31F&59(A-%"($-51%1F&(#,.(

,&E#%1F&9(0#,("#F&(#,(14$#0%(/$-,(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5B(

K/'5&5(4#I(,&&.("&3$(#,.(&,0-/'#E&4&,%(C-'(#,-%"&'('&#5-,9(A&0#/5&(5&&L1,E(,&8(8-'L(15(

5%'&55C/3(#,.(%1'1,EB([#,I(/5&.(%"&1'(&4-%1-,5(1,(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(#,.(%"&(-,31,&(5/'F&I(5"-8(5-4&(

3141%&.(5/$$-'%(C-'(%"&(,-%1-,(,/'5&5(C-33-8(%"&1'("&#'%5(1,(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5B((

@"&(5%-'1&5(5"-8(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(0#,("#F&(31C&J3-,E(14$310#%1-,59(5-(5/$$-'%(4#I(A&(14$-'%#,%(#%(

%"&5&(%14&5B(

(  
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 The narrative of Stress 

R%'&55(15(#(0-,5%#,%3I('&0/''1,E(,#''#%1F&(1,(%"&(5%-'1&5B(Z3%"-/E"(,-%(#38#I5($&'0&1F&.(#5(#(A#.(%"1,E9(

$#'%101$#,%5(#'&(#8#'&(-C(%"&(.#,E&'(-C(%--(4/0"(5%'&559(#,.(4#,I("#.(&D$&'1&,0&.(%"#%B(

(

Table 4.11: The Narrative of stress 

R-4&(-C(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(#00&$%(5%'&55(#5($#'%(-C(31C&9(#,.(&F&,(5&&L(0"#33&,E&5*(

]&&(K*(+(%"1,L(4#IA&(+(#4(#(A1%(-C(#(5%'&55(M/,L1&g(+(31L&(A/5I9(A/5I(031,10#3(#'&#5(
31L&(ZeO(#,.(I&59(+(.-(31L&($"I510#33I(A&1,E(A/5I(#,.('/,,1,E(#'-/,.B(ZeO(8#5(#(
A'1331#,%(&D$&'1&,0&(#,.(#%(%"&(%14&(1%(8#5(3-%5(#,.(3-%5(-C("#'.(8-'L(#,.(A&1,E(F&'I(
%1'&.(C-'(I&#'59(A/%(+(3&#',%(5-(4/0"(A&1,E(1,(ZeOy(

+C(%"&1'(8-'L(0#,(A&(.-,&(&#513I9(%"&I(#'&(#%('15L(-C(A&0-41,E(A-'&.*(

P3-'&,0&(K*(R-(+YF&(A&&,(.-1,E(1%(#5(A#,.(?(51,0&9(+(5/$$-5&9(_#,/#'IB(Z4(+(5%133(
&,M-I1,E(1%V(+Y4(&,M-I1,E(1%(S5"-'%($#/5&U(%-(#($-1,%9(+(%"1,L(+Y4(E&%%1,E(%-(5%#E&(
8"&'&(+YF&(L1,.(-C(A&&,(%"&'&9(.-,&(%"#%9(5&&,(1%B(+C(+Y4(0-4$3&%&3I("-,&5%(3--L1,E(
C-'(4-'&(-C(#(0"#33&,E&9(,-8B(+(0#,(.-(1%(C#1'3I(&#513I9(%"&($'-E'#44&('/,59(%"&(
$'-E'#44&Y5(5&%Bc(+%Y5(,-%9(1%Y5($'-A#A3I(%"&(3&#5%(5%'&55C/3(M-A(+YF&(&F&'("#.9(5-(
%"#%($#'%Y5(E--.9(5-(+(L,-8(+(0#,(E-(%-(53&&$(#%(,1E"%y(

2#'%101$#,%5(.&50'1A&(%-3&'#%1,E(5%'&559(-'(,-%(&F&,('&#3151,E(1%(8#5(-00/''1,E9(A/%(&F&,%/#33I(1%(

A&0-4&5(%--(4/0"*((

Stress

Workload Responsiblity Job insecurity
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Z310&(t*(+(.1.,Y%('&#315&9(+(%"1,L(%"#%(%"&(&,F1'-,4&,%(8#5("1E"3I(5%'&55&.9(+(%"1,L(
$&-$3&(1,(%"#%(/,1%(8&'&("1E"3I(5%'&55&.c(+%('&#33I('/AA&.(-CC(#,.(I-/(E-%(%-(%"&(
$-1,%(8"&,(I-/(#'&(8-''1&.(#A-/%(E-1,E(%-(8-'L(A&0#/5&(8"&,(I-/(E-%(5-4&%"1,E(
8'-,Ec%"&I('&#33I(0#4&(.-8,(-,(I-/y(

[#'E#'&%(K*(+("#.(A&&,(8-'L1,E(031,10#33I(4-'&(-'(3&55(C'-4(%"&(#E&(-C(&1E"%&&,(%-(
C-'%IJC-/'(#,.(+(0-/3.,Y%(.&#3(81%"(%"&(#EE'#F#%1-,(#,I4-'&B(+(C&3%(1%(8#5(%#L1,E(
I&#'5(-CC(4I(31C&(%"#%(15(p(8&339(M/5%("#F1,E($#3$1%#%1-,5(&F&'I(.#I(%"1,L1,E(1%(8#5(
,-'4#3(%-(A&(5/$&'(#,D1-/5(J(1%(8#5,Y%(C/,(#,I4-'&y(

R-4&($#'%101$#,%5("#F&(3&C%(8-'L(%"#%(8#5(%--(5%'&55C/3B(h,&(5-/'0&(-C(5%'&55(15(#("1E"(8-'L3-#.9(

8"10"(15($#'%10/3#'3I(L&&,3I(C&3%(1C(031&,%5(#'&(F&'I(1339(#,.(%"&1'(0#'&($-%&,%1#33I(#CC&0%&.*(

H-51&(K*(+,(%&'45(-C(%"&(,/'51,E(5L1335(#,.($'#0%10&(#,.(&D$&'1&,0&(%"#%(1%(E1F&5(
I-/9(1%Y5(#4#m1,E(vA/%(1%(8#5w($'-A#A3I(-,&(-C(4I(8-'5%(&D$&'1&,0&5B(+%Y5(M/5%(%"&(
8-'L3-#.9(%"&(8-'L(5"1C%5g(%"&I(.-(%"15()6J"-/'(5"1C%5(p(F&'I("&#FI(8#'.y(+(0-/3.,Y%(
&F&,(8#3L(C'-4(%"&(5%#%1-,("-4&g(+(8-/3.(A&E(4I("/5A#,.(^$3&#5&($10L(4&(/$`(c(
+,(%"&(KQR(,-JA-.I(15(C'1&,.3Ig(,-%(A&0#/5&(%"&IY'&(,-%(C'1&,.3I(1,(,#%/'&9(A/%(
%"&IY'&(5-(/,.&'($'&55/'&(,-%(%-("&3$(I-/9(,-A-.I("&3$5(I-/(-'(%'#1,5(I-/9(3--L5(
#C%&'(I-/9(%"&'&Y5(#A5-3/%&3I(,-%"1,EB(l-/Y'&(M/5%(%"'-8,(1,(J(5/'F1F&B(+(M/5%(8#5(
.&%&'41,&.(%-(M/5%(3--L(C-'(8-'L(#,.(8"&,(+(3--L&.(C-'(1%9(+(C-/,.(=(M-A5(#%(-,0&B(

Z4A&'(t*("#F1,E(#(6>(A&..&.(/,1%(#,.(A&1,E(%-3.(%"#%(I-/("#.(%-(E&%(=(3-%5(-C(
$#%1&,%5(1,%-(%"&(5#4&(A&.(./'1,E(%"&(.#I9(5-(#0%/#33I(I-/(8&'&(,/'51,E(
5-4&%14&5(=;9(=:9(>Tg(#,.(%"&,('/,,1,E(#(8#'.(#,.(M/5%(C1,.1,E(&F&'I%"1,E(A&1,E(
5-(5%'&%0"&.(J(+("#.(#3'&#.I(5%#'%&.(%-(C&&3('&#33I(C'/5%'#%&.(J(M/5%(C1,.1,E(&F&'I%"1,E(
A&1,E(5-(5%'&%0"&.9(#,.(%"&(-,&(%"1,E(%"#%(+('&4&4A&'('&#33I(F1F1.3I9(8#5(8-'L1,E(
1,(#("-5$1%#3(#,.(-,(#(R/,.#I(-C(#(A#,L("-31.#I(8&&L&,.(+(8#5(#5L&.(C-'(#(A31,.(
3#.I(%-(A&(.150"#'E&.(A#0L(%-("&'("-4&9(#,.(5"&(8#5(C'#139(5"&(8#5(51,E3&9(#,.(1%(
M/5%(4#.&(4&(N/&5%1-,(&F&'I%"1,EB(

]&&(K(.&50'1A&5(4-F1,E(C'-4(031,10#3(8-'L(%-(#('&5&#'0"($-5%(%-(C1,.(#(3&55(5%'&55C/3('-3&B(@"15(4#I(

"#F&(A&&,(1,C3/&,0&.(AI(5&&1,E(%"&(&CC&0%5(-C(5%'&55(-,("&'(0-33&#E/&5*(

]&&(K*(h,&(-C(%"&(,/'5&5(+(8-'L&.(81%"(1,(ZeO9(-,&(.#I(5"&(M/5%(.1.,Y%(0-4&(%-(
8-'L9(#(C&8(.#I5(3#%&'(8&(8&'&(%-3.(%"#%(5"&(8#5(1,(#(4&,%#3("&#3%"(1,5%1%/%1-,9("&'(
"#1'Y5(E-,&(E'&I9(5"&(5$&,%(#(4-,%"(%"&'&9(31%&'#33I(#C%&'(%8-(4-,%"5(5"&(8#5(
3&#',1,E("-8(%-(8#5"("&'("#1'(#E#1,9(#,.(I-/(M/5%(8-/3.,Y%("#F&(L,-8,9(A&0#/5&(
5"&(8-/3.(0-4&(%-(8-'L9(#,.(A&(#33(M-L&I(#,.(3-F&3I9(A/%(#0%/#33I(5"&(8#5("#F1,E(
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#(4#551F&(A'&#L(.-8,c(1%(8#5(%"#%(%"#%(4#.&(4&(%"1,L9(#0%/#33I(I-/(L,-8(1%Y5(
4#L1,E(4I(4#''1#E&(5/CC&'B$(

R%'&55(8#5(4-5%(.150/55&.(1,('&3#%1-,(%-(%"&(8#'.(S-'(%&#4U(4#,#E&'5Y($-5%5*(

R#'#"([*(l-/(5-4&%14&5(C1,.(%"#%(%&#45(4#,#E&'5(8133(A&(%&#4(4#,#E&'5(C-'(#(
8"13&(#,.(%"&,(E-(1,%-(4#%'-,(A&0#/5&(%"&I(A/',%(-/%(AI(A&1,E(#(%&#4(4#,#E&'g(
%"&I(&,M-I(%"&($#%1&,%(0#'&(51.&(-C(1%9(A/%(#0%/#33I(%"&(%&#4(4#,#E&4&,%(51.&(-C(1%(
M/5%(15,Y%(C-'(%"&49(A/%(F&'I('#'&3I(%"&(-%"&'(8#IB(

_-",([*(@"&(A#,.(?(M-A(15(%"&(4-5%(/,.&''#%&.(M-AB(@"&(8#'.(4#,#E&'(15(J(8&(
#34-5%(,&&.(#(E'#.&(1,(1%5&3C(C-'(#(8#'.(4#,#E&'9(+(%"1,LB(+%Y5(#A-F&(#(?9(A/%(
$-551A3I(A&3-8(#(4#%'-,('-3&B(+(4&#,(+('&#33I(.-(%"1,L(%"#%9(1%(/5&.(%-(C'/5%'#%&(4&(
8"&,(I-/Y.("#F&(#(031,10#3(,/'5&(5$&01#315%(8"-Y.(A&(#(8#'.(4#,#E&'9(5#4&(E'#.&(
#5(#(8#'.(4#,#E&'9(#,.(.-(,-%"1,E(1,(0-4$#'15-,(%-(%"&(&D$&0%#%1-,5(-C(#(8#'.(
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Table 4.12: Survey: the influence of worrying about complaints 
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Table 4.10: the influence of redundancy and down-banding 
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4.5.1 Overview of the narrative of stress 
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 The narrative of Work-life balance 
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Table 4.14: The narrative of work-life balance 
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-3.(%81,5(#,.(#();(I&#'(-3.9(%"&($#5%(C1F&(I&#'5(5"&Y5(E-,&(A--49(8-'L&.("&'(8#I(
'1E"%(/$(#,.(5"&Y5(,-8("&#.(-C(41.81C&'IB((

!"13.0#'&('&5$-,51A131%1&5(.-(/5/#33I(.141,15"(&F&,%/#33I9(4#L1,E(1%(3&55(-C(#(A#3#,01,E(#0%(#,.(-$&,1,E(

%"&($-551A131%I(-C(0-,0&,%'#%1,E9(-,0&(#E#1,9(-,(0#'&&'*(

[#'I(K*(+(.-,Y%(%"1,L(+YF&(E-%(#,I(0-,5%'#1,%5B(+(4&#,(%"&(0"13.'&,(#'&(5-'%(-C(4-'&(
E'-8,(/$(,-89(#,.(+(L,-8(4I("/5A#,.(8-/3.(5/$$-'%(4&(1,(#,I%"1,E(%"#%(+(
8#,%&.(%-(.-B(

P&3101%I(K*(+(.-,Y%("#F&(I-/,E(0"13.'&,(,-8g(1%(4#L&5(#("/E&(.1CC&'&,0&9(5-(+(0#,(.-(
%"#%(#,.(+(&,M-I(4I(8-'Lc(+(%"1,L(+YF&($'-F&.(%"#%(I-/(0#,(.1$(-/%(C-'(N/1%&(#(3-,E(
%14&(#,.(5%133('&#0"(#('&#5-,#A3I(.&0&,%(3&F&39(1,($#I(815&(#,.(5#%15C#0%1-,(815&B(

+4$-'%#,%3I9("-8&F&'9(1%(15(,-%(M/5%(8-4&,(81%"(I-/,E(0"13.'&,(8"-5&(0"-10&5(#'&(3141%&.*(

_#0L(K*(+(5/$$-5&(81%"(I-/'($#'&,%5(E&%%1,E(-3.&'9(1%(41E"%(58#I(I-/(#5(%-(8"&'&c(
#,.(4I(A'-%"&'(.1&.(#A-/%(=(I&#'5(#E-(#,.(8#5(I-/,E&'(%"#,(4&(SZ315-,*(h"(
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.&#'9(+(#4(5-''IU(A&0#/5&(%"&IY'&(#'-/,.9(1C(+(8#,%&.(%-9(5#I(J(%"&,(%"#%(0-/3.(A&(
4-F1,E9(1%(0-/3.(A&(8-'L9(31L&(E-(C/'%"&'(#C1&3.9(%"#%(41E"%($'&F&,%(4&(C'-4(.-1,E(
%"#%B(

_-5"(K*(+(3-F&.(%"&(M-A(J(1%(8#5(F&'I(1,%&'&5%1,E(#,.(0"#33&,E1,E9(#,.(%"&,(J(&F&,(
%"-/E"(+(3-F&.(%"&(M-A(J(1%((M/5%("#$$&,&.(4I(81C&9(,-89(8#5(8-'L1,E(#%(7-,.-,c(
5-(S+U(%--L(/$(%"&(5"-'%(5%'#8(SZ315-,*(3#/E"5U(A&0#/5&9(I-/(L,-89(+("#F&(%-(A&(
81%"(4I(E1'3C'1&,.(#%(%"#%(%14&9(5-(+(.&01.&.(%-(3--L(C-'(5-4&%"1,E(%"#%(8-/3.(#35-(
8-/3.(1,%&'&5%(4&B(

]&&(K(.1.(,-%("#F&(0"13.'&,("&'5&3C9(A/%(5%133(F#3/&.("&'($&'5-,#3(31C&*(

]&&(K*(C-'(%"&(514$3&('&#5-,(%"#%(%"&("-/'5(#'&(,10&g(,1,&(%-(C1F&9(I-/'(8&&L&,.5(
#'&(-CC(#,.(I-/(L,-8(+(4&#,(1%(15('&#33I(,10&9(I-/("#F&(3-%(4-'&(%14&5(5$&,%(#%(
"-4&c(A#510#33I(1%Y5(31L&(#(31%%3&('&5$1%&(SA-%"(3#/E"U(c(1%(-CC&'5(#(A'&#%"1,E(5$#0&(
%-(%"1,L9('#%"&'(%"#,9(^h"(a-.9(-Y(03-0L(5%#'%(#,.(A#0L(#E#1,(%-4-''-8(%-(.-(4I(
5"1C%`B(+%(8-/3.("#F&(A&&,(,10&(%-(5-3&3I(C-0/5(-,(4I(0#'&&'9(A/%(31C&(E&%5(1,(%"&(
8#I9(.-&5,Y%(1%V(Z,.(+(%"1,L(I-/(,&&.(%-(.-(8"#%Y5(A&5%(C-'(I-/(%-(L&&$(5#,&y((

@"&(3#5%(1,C3/&,0&(1,(%"15(5&0%1-,(15($#IB(@"15(15(.150/55&.("&'&(A&0#/5&(1%(0#,(0-,%'1A/%&(%-(C#413I(31C&B((

P#I&(K*(I-/("#F&(%-(L&&$(E-1,E(#,.(,-8(A&0#/5&(+YF&(E-%(L1.5(#,.(&F&'I%"1,E9(
#4(4#''1&.(#,.(+(0#,Y%(#CC-'.(%-(,-%(8-'Lc(R-4&(-C(%"&(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(8&'&(
#'-/,.(%"&(C#0%(%"#%(8&(8-/3.(,&F&'("#.(A&&,(#A3&(%-($#I(-/'(4-'%E#E&(-,(4I(
5#3#'I(A&0#/5&(8&(31F&(1,(7-,.-,B(

K&F&'%"&3&559(%"&'&(8#5(#(E&,&'#3(C&&31,E(,/'51,E(15(/,.&'J$#1.9(A/%(%"15(15(%-3&'#A3&(1C(%"&I(#'&(5%133(

#A3&(%-(&,M-I(%"&1'($&'5-,#3(31F&5B(R-4&(&F&,(C&&3(%"#%(%"&I(.-(,-%('&#33I(,&&.(%"&(4-,&IB(

_#0L(K*(l-/(.-,Y%(.-(,/'51,E(C-'(%"&(4-,&Iy((

]&&(K*(+(%"1,L(,/'5&5(#'&(3/0LI(#,.(I-/(.-("#F&(#,(-$$-'%/,1%I(%-(.-(5-4&%"1,E(
I-/(3-F&(#,.(+(%"1,L(3-%5(-C(M-A5(.-,Y%(-CC&'(%"#%9(N/1%&(-C%&,(1%5(4-,&I(-'(M/5%($#I(
%"&(A1335(#,.(I&5(1%Y5(,-%(5-4&(J(%"15(15(#(F-0#%1-,c(d"&,(+(5#1.(+(8#5(3&#F1,E(4I(
4#,#E&'(5#1.9(^8&33(1C(8&(-CC&'&.(I-/(#(A#,.(?(8"#%(8-/3.(I-/(5#IV`B(+(M/5%(.1.,Y%(
"#F&(%"&("&#'%(%-(%&33("&'(%"#%(#,(&D%'#({)TT(-'({6TT(#(4-,%"(C-'(.-1,E(%"&(M-A(15,Y%(
.-1,E(1%(C-'(4&B((

P&3101%I(K*([I("/5A#,.Y5(#38#I5(&#',&.($'-A#A3I(#%(3&#5%(%810&(4/0"(#5(4&(1C(,-%(
4-'&(5-9("&(8#5(#38#I5(%"&(4#1,(&#',&'(#,.(J(+(C&&3(#(A1%(&4A#''#55&.(%-(5#I(1%(J((
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A/%(+(8#5(#38#I5(5#8(4I(5#3#'I(#5(#(A1%(-C(#,(#..(-,('&#33IB(Z,.("15(5#3#'I(8#5(
8"#%(8&(#33(31F&.(-CCc(+(.-,Y%(%"1,L(1%Y5(#A-/%(C1,#,01#3('&8#'.(+(%"1,L(1%Y5(#A-/%(M-A(
5#%15C#0%1-,(#,.(+(.-,Y%(%"1,L(+YF&(&F&'(0-4&(%-(8-'L(#,.(,-%('&#33I(C&3%(31L&(+(8#5(
.-1,E(5-4&%"1,E($/'$-5&C/3(#,.(-C(F#3/&B(

@#,I#(K*(+(L,-8($&-$3&(0-4$3#1,9(^h"9(I-/(L,-8(8"#%9(+Y4(,-%(E&%%1,E(&,-/E"`B(+(
%"1,L(5-4&%14&5(1%Y5(#A-/%(8"#%(I-/(.-(81%"(1%9(15,Y%(1%V(Z,.(+(C&&3(0-,%&,%&.(81%"(
8"#%(+Y4($#1.9(%"&('&#5-,(A&1,E9(+(#4(1,(#($-51%1-,(8"&'&(+(5&&(4I5&3C(A3&55&.B(+Y4(
31F1,E(-,(1%(0-4C-'%#A3IB(+Y4(0-,%&,%&.B(+(.1.,Y%(5%'&%0"(4I5&3C(%-(A&(8"#%(+Y4(,-%B(+(
$3#,(4I(31C&(81%"(8"#%(+("#F&B((

21%0"1&(K*(l-/(L,-89($#I(15(5-4&%"1,E($&-$3&(#'&(,&F&'(5#%15C1&.(81%"9("-8&F&'(
4/0"(4-,&I(%"&I(E1F&(I-/B((

@"&(&D0&$%1-,(%-(%"15(E&,&'#3(5#%15C#0%1-,(81%"($#I(8#59(-,0&(#E#1,9(]#,,1(K*(

]#,,1(K*(+(8#5(#%(-,&($-1,%(G#,.(:Z(#,.(+(,-8(C1,.(4I5&3C(.-8,(#%(%"&(A-%%-4(-C(
%"&(50#3&g(+(#4(&4$3-I&.(-,(%"&(5#4&(3&F&3(#5(-,&(-C(%"&(0-33&#E/&5(8"-(15(A&&,(
N/#31C1&.(51D(4-,%"5y(!-,51.&'1,E(+("#F&(A&&,(,/'51,E(#5(3-,E(+("#F&9(#,.(+("#F&(
%"&(3&F&3(-C(&D$&'1&,0&(%"#%(+("#F&9(+(%"1,L(1%Y5(#$$#331,E('&#33I9(A/%(%"#%Y5(%"&(8#I(1%(
15(J(%"&I(.-,Y%('&#33I(E1F&(I-/(#,(#8C/3(3-%(-C(0'&.1%(C-'(I-/'($'&F1-/5(&D$&'1&,0&B(

h%"&'(,/'5&5(%-('&$-'%(5-4&(.155#%15C#0%1-,5(#'&(%"-5&(A&31&F1,E(-%"&'5(#'&('&0&1F1,E(4-'&*(

a&4(K*(@"&(A#510($#I(15(#0%/#33I(J(+%Y5($'-A#A3I(hL(81%"(4&B(G/%(+Y4(,-%("#$$I(
81%"(,-(1,0'&#5&(&F&'I(I&#'B(Z,.(I-/Y'&(5%#E,#,%B(j,3&55(I-/(.-(1,0'&4&,%c(R-9(
1C(I-/("&#'(%"&(,&85(#A-/%([2Y5(E-1,E(%-(E&%(<n($#I(1,0'&#5&9(-'(&F&,(%"&(
.-0%-'5B(@"&(.-0%-'5(E&%(#($#I(1,0'&#5&9(+(%"1,LV(c(#,.(%"&(E-F&',4&,%(15(5#I1,E(
,-(%-(#()n($#I(1,0'&#5&(C-'(%"&(,/'5&5B(Z,.(%"#%Y5(C'/5%'#%1,EB(G&0#/5&(8"#%(
8-/3.("#$$&,9(I-/Y'&(1,(%"&(C'-,%(31,&9(1C(%"&'&Y5(,-(,/'5&5V(h/'('#.1-E'#$"&'5(C-'(
&D#4$3&9(%"&I(&#',(#(3-%B(G/%(8"&'&Y5(%"&(C#1',&55c((Z,.(8&(0#,,-%(&F&,(E-(-,(#(
5%'1L&y(l-/(M/5%(5%133("#F&(%-(5%#I("&'&9(#,.(3--L(#C%&'($#%1&,%5B(Z3%"-/E"(+(4/5%(5#I(
5-4&(-C(4I(A#,.(<Y59(&#',(4-'&(%"#,(4&B(G&0#/5&(v%"&Iw(.-(-,(0#33B(+(.-,Y%(.-(#5(
4/0"B(

( (
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@"&(5/'F&I(#5L5(8"&%"&'(,/'5&5($'1-'1%15&($#I9(#,.(%"&('&5/3%5(5/EE&5%($#I(15(#('&3#%1F&3I(3-8($'1-'1%I*(

(

(

K/'5&5($'1-'1%15&(1,0'&#51,E(%"&1'($#I(

K/'5&5( [#,#E&'5(i(&./0#%-'5(

5%'-,E3I(#E'&&( T( T(

#E'&&( )(S:nU( )(S6TnU(

,&1%"&'(#E'&&(,-'(.15#E'&&( =(S6<nU( =(S;TnU(

.15#E'&&( ;(S<TnU( )(S6TnU(

5%'-,E3I(.15#E'&&( 6(S)?nU( T(

Table 4.12: Influence of pay 

@-(5&&L("1E"&'($#I(#$$&#'5(/,/5/#39(A/%(5-4&("#F&(.-,&(5-*(

[&3-.I(K*(8"#%(+(8#5(.-1,E(+(L,-8(1%(8#5,Y%(#(A#,.(;($-5%9(1%(8#5(#(A#,.(?($-5%B(
G/%(+(8#5(%-3.(I-/(L,-89(A&0#/5&(-C(%"&(0/%5(#,.(&F&'I%"1,E9(8&(.1.,Y%("#F&(
&,-/E"(C/,.1,E(5-(+(8#5(%-3.(+(8-,Y%(E&%(#(A#,.(?9(+(8133(A&(8-'L1,E(C-'(#(A#,.(;BBB(
X%133(%"I(L1,E.-4(0-4&59(5-(+(5#1.(d&33(1C(5-4&%"1,E(0-4&5(/$9(+(8133(E-B(

@"15(3#0L(-C(1,%&'&5%(1,(C1,#,0&5(1,03/.&5(C1,#,01#3($3#,,1,E(C-'('&%1'&4&,%B((

_-",([*(+YF&("#.(#($&,51-,(51,0&(.#I(.-%BBB(4-5%(-C(4I(C'1&,.5(.-,Y%("#F&(
$&,51-,59(8"-(#'&,Y%(,/'5&5B(+(.-,Y%(L,-8(8"#%(4I($&,51-,Y5(E-,,#(3--L(31L&(%-(A&(
"-,&5%c(l&#"9(+(M/5%(0&'%#1,3I(.-,Y%("#F&(#(C1,#3(5#3#'I($&,51-,(#,I4-'&9(%"#%Y5(
0"#,E&.9(%-(#9(8&33(+(.-,Y%('&#33I(L,-8(8"#%(p(SZ315-,*(!#'&&'(#F&'#E&VU(!#'&&'(
#F&'#E&B(G/%(+(.-,Y%('&#33I("#F&(#(F&'I(03&#'(1.&#(-C("-8(4/0"(+Y33(E&%y(

[#'E#'&%(Kg(%"15(15(4&(,-89(/,%13('&%1'&4&,%c(]-(+($'&$#'&V(j49(,-B(+(L1,.(-C(%"1,L(
#A-/%(4I($&,51-,g(5-(8"&,(+(0#4&(%-(vw9(8&33(-AF1-/53I(+(8#5(-,(5&0-,.4&,%(5-(+(
.1.,Y%("#F&(%-(8-''I(#A-/%(4I($&,51-,9(A/%(%"&,(+(A&0#4&($&'4#,&,%(#%(vw(+("#.(%-(
5%#'%(%"1,L1,E(#A-/%(8"&%"&'(-'(,-%(%-(%'#,5C&'(4I(KQR($&,51-,(-F&'(1,%-9(&'49(
8"#%&F&'(1%(15(0#33&.9(#,.(%"-5&(L1,.(-C(%"1,E5B(SZ315-,*(#'&(I-/($#I1,E(#,I(&D%'#(
Zb!5(-'(#,I%"1,EVU(K-9(+(4&#,(+("#F&(%14&5(%"-/E"%(#A-/%(8"&,(+(8#5(8-'L1,E(1,(
%"&(KQR(A&0#/5&(+("#.(%"&5&(L1,.(-C(C-/'(I&#'5(-/%9(8"&%"&'(%-(A/I(A#0L(%"&(
I&#'59(#,.(+('&4&4A&'(&,N/1'1,E(#A-/%(1%9(#,.(+(0#,Y%('&4&4A&'9(A/%(+(,&F&'(.1.(
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A/I(%"&4(A#0Lg(+(L1,.(-C(815"(+("#.(A/%(J(+(.-,Y%(&F&,(L,-8("-8(-3.(+(#4(E-1,E(%-(
A&(8"&,(+('&%1'&9(5-(+(.-,Y%(L,-89(+(.-,Y%(L,-8B(

@"&(155/&(-C(41551,E(I&#'5(15($&'%1,&,%(C-'(-%"&'($#'%101$#,%5B(P-'(&D#4$3&9(P&3101%IY5(.&0151-,5(#A-/%(

'&%1'&4&,%(#'&(0-4$310#%&.(A&0#/5&(5"&(A&31&F&5(%"&(E#$(1,("&'(5&'F10&(0-/3.("#F&(#(.&3&%&'1-/5(

&CC&0%(-,("&'($&,51-,*((

P&3101%I(K*(%"&,(+(%"-/E"%(+Y.("#F&(#(31%%3&(A1%(-C(#(A'&#Lc(K-89(+("#.(,-(%"-/E"%5(
#A-/%($&,51-,(-'(C/%/'&(X0-5(I-/(.-,Y%(#%(%"#%(#E&B(R-9(+(5/$$-5&(1C(I-/Y'&(3--L1,E(
#%("-8($&-$3&(41E"%(A&(#.F15&.(%"#%Y5(5-4&%"1,E(%"#%(+('&E'&%9(%"#%(+(%--L(#(A'&#L(
1,(0#'&&'(#%(%"#%(%14&B(+('&4&4A&'(5-4&A-.I(5#I1,E(%-(4&(8"&,(+(8#5(1,(4I(=T5*(
^+("-$&(I-/Y'&(,-%(-,&(-C(%"&5&(8-4&,(8"-(%"1,L5(%"&I(0#,('&3I(-,(%"&1'("/5A#,.Y5(
$&,51-,`9(A&0#/5&(#%(%"#%(%14&(%"&'&(8#5(#,(-$%1-,(%-(%-$J/$(#,.($#IJA#0L(1C(I-/(
8&'&(8-'L1,E($#'%(%14&(#,.(+(.1.,Y%(%"1,L(#A-/%(%"&(C/%/'&(J(+(M/5%(C1E/'&.(^8&33(%"#%Y5(
#(3-,E(8#I(-CC(#,.(+Y.('#%"&'("#F&(%"&(4-,&I(1,(4I("#,.(,-8`(#,.(+(8#5(1,(#(
5%#A3&('&3#%1-,5"1$g(4I("/5A#,.(8#5(8-'L1,Eg("&("#.(#(E--.(5#3#'IB(

R-4&($#'%101$#,%5($3#,(%-(3&#F&(7-,.-,(8"&,(%"&I('&%1'&9($#'%3I(A&0#/5&(%"#%(8-/3.(4#L&(C/,.5(E-(

C/'%"&'B(

a&4(K*(G/%(+(.-,Y%(%"1,L(v4I($&,51-,w(15(E-1,E(%-(A&(&,-/E"(1C(+(5%#I("&'&B(@"#%Y5(
-,&(-C(%"&('&#5-,5(+(%"1,LB(SZ315-,*(Q-8(1,%&'&5%1,E9(5-(.-(I-/(%"1,L(%"#%(I-/'(
$&,51-,(8-/3.,Y%(A&(&,-/E"(%-(31F&(1,(7-,.-,9(A/%(41E"%(A&(&,-/E"(%-(31F&(1,(%"&(
2"131$$1,&5VU(l&5(1%(8133(A&(4-'&(%"#,(&,-/E"y(

_-",([*(+(4&#,9(+(31F&(1,(!&,%'#3(7-,.-,B(+(0-/3.,Y%Y(A&(4-'&(0&,%'#3('&#33IB(SZ315-,*(
8"#%(I-/Y33(.-(15(5&33(%"&($'-$&'%I(I-/YF&(E-%(C-'(#(C-'%/,&U(d&33("-$&C/33I9(#,.(%"&,(
4-F&(%-(0-/,%'I9(4-F&(5-4&8"&'&B(+(4&#,($'-A#A3I(5-4&8"&'&(0"&#$&'9(A/%(
%"&'&(15,Y%(%"#%(4#,I($3#0&5(%"#%(+Y.(8#,,#(31F&(%"#%(8-/3.(A&(0"&#$&'B((

4.6.1 Overview of the narrative of work-life balance 

[-5%(,/'5&5("#F&(#($&'5-,#3(31C&(8"10"(15(14$-'%#,%(%-(%"&4(#,.9(1C(%"&I("#F&(0"13.'&,9(%"&1'(8&3C#'&(

8133(#38#I5(%#L&($'1-'1%I(-F&'(%"&1'(0#'&&'B(@"&(&4$"#515(,/'5&5($3#0&(-,(%"&1'($&'5-,#3(31C&Y5(0"#,E&5(

./'1,E(%"&(31C&(0-/'5&(#,.(15(-C%&,(4-5%(0'1%10#3(8"&,(%"&I(#'&(#35-(0#'1,E(C-'(I-/,E(0"13.'&,B(Z%(5/0"(

%14&59(0#'1,E(C-'(%"&1'(0"13.'&,(15(#(4#M-'($'&-00/$#%1-,(C-'(4#,I(,/'5&5B(@"15(0#,(1,F-3F&(#.M/5%1,E(

%"&1'($'-C&551-,#3(31F&5(#,.(/51,E(1,C-'4#3(#,.($#1.JC-'(0"13.0#'&B(2#'%101$#,%5(.150/55&.(%"&(81.&(
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F#'1&%I(-C($-5%5(#,.(8-'L($#%%&',5(#F#13#A3&(1,(,/'51,E(8"10"(0#,(C#0131%#%&(,/'5&5(C1,.1,E(#('-3&(5/1%1,E(

%"&1'($&'5-,#3(31F&5B((

R-4&(,/'5&5(0-4$3&%&3I('&F1&8(%"&1'(8-'L1,E($#%%&',(1,(%"&(31E"%(-C(%"&(.&4#,.5(-C(C#413I(31C&(#,.(

%"&I(4#I(4-F&(M-A5(%-(-,&(,&#'&'(8"&'&(%"&I(31F&9(-C%&,(1,(%"&(5/A/'A5('#%"&'(%"#,(0&,%'#3(7-,.-,B(

@"15(15(%"&(%14&(8"&,(%"&I(,-%10&9($&'"#$5(C-'(%"&(C1'5%(%14&9(3-0#3("-5$1%#35(-CC&'1,E(#%%'#0%1F&(0#'&&'5B(

R-4&%14&5(%"&5&(,/'5&5(#'&(,-%(&F&,(F&'I($#'%10/3#'(#A-/%(8"#%(5-'%(-C(M-A(%"&I(%#L&B((

[-5%(-C(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(31L&.(7-,.-,B(R&F&'#3("#.(A&&,(#%%'#0%&.(%-(%"&(0#$1%#3(1,(%"&(C1'5%($3#0&(

A&0#/5&(%"&I(A&31&F&.(%"&I(8-/3.('&0&1F&(E--.(%'#1,1,E(#,.(0-,%1,/&.(%-(A&31&F&(7-,.-,($'-F1.&5(#(

E--.($'-C&551-,#3(&D$&'1&,0&B(d1%"(#33(7-,.-,("#5(%-(-CC&'9(4#,I(,/'5&5(8#,%(%-(&D$&'1&,0&(8-'L1,E(

%"&'&9(&F&,(1C(-,3I(C-'(#(5"-'%(%14&B(Q-8&F&'9(5-4&(C1,.(7-,.-,(5%'&55C/3(#,.(&D$&,51F&B(h,&(8#I(-C(

A#3#,01,E(%"&(0-,C310%(-C(8#,%1,E(#(E--.($'-C&551-,#3(31C&(#E#1,5%(#(E--.(C#413I(-'($&'5-,#3(31C&(15(31F1,E(

-/%51.&(7-,.-,(#,.(0-44/%1,E(1,%-(0&,%'#3(7-,.-,B(R-4&(&,M-I(0-44/%1,E(#,.(%"&(0"#,E&(-C(

50&,&B(]#,,1(K(4-F&.("&'("-4&(%-(%"&(5/A/'A5(#,.(%'#F&33&.(1,%-(7-,.-,(C-'(8-'LB(Q&'(0-44/%&(

8#5(/$(%-(%8-("-/'5(&#0"(.#IB(@"15(8#5(%-3&'#A3&(A&0#/5&(5"&(8-'L&.()6J"-/'(5"1C%59(5-(5"&(-,3I(

/5/#33I("#.(%-(8-'L(=(-'(-00#51-,#33I(>(.#I5(#(8&&LB(Q-8&F&'9("&'(8-'L1,E(.#I5(8&'&(#'./-/5(#,.(

&F&,%/#33I(A&0#4&(%--(4/0"(5-(5"&(E#F&(/$(C-'(#,(&#51&'(M-/',&I9(A/%(-,(#(3-8&'(E'#.&B(Q&'(M-A(

-/%51.&(7-,.-,9("-8&F&'9(C#13&.(%-(5#%15CI("&'(#,.(5"&(5/A5&N/&,%3I(4-F&.(A#0L(%-(8-'L(1,(7-,.-,B((

Q-8&F&'9(1%(15(,-%(M/5%(%"&(8-'L&'(-'(%"&(8-'L$3#0&(%"#%(4#I("#F&(%-(#.M/5%B([#'I(K(8#5(/,0-4C-'%#A3I(

#8#'&("&'(8-'L("#.(0#/5&.("&'(.#/E"%&'5(%-(4#L&(54#33(5#0'1C10&5(8"&,(%"&I(#%%&,.&.(50"--3(

A'&#LC#5%(03/A9(#,.(2#/3#(Ko5($#'&,%5("#.(%-(4-F&(%-(A&(,&#'(&,-/E"(%-("&3$(81%"(0"13.0#'&B(2#/3#(K(

5%#%&.(5"&(8-/3.(,-%("#F&(E-,&(#"&#.(81%"-/%(%"&(5/$$-'%(-C("&'($#'&,%59(8"10"(#55/'&.("&'(%"#%("&'(

0"13.(8-/3.(A&(8&33J0#'&.(C-'B(+C(%"15(#55/'#,0&("#.(,-%(A&&,(1,($3#0&9(4#,I(8-/3.(,-%("#F&(0-,%1,/&.(

,/'51,E(#,.(3&C%9(M/5%(#5(Z4A&'(t(.1.B(
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@"&1'($#I(15(14$-'%#,%(%-(%"&49(A/%(%"&(&D#0%(#4-/,%(#$$&#'5(%-(A&(3&55(51E,1C10#,%(%"#,(1%5('&31#A131%IB(

2#I('&N/1'&.(#..1,E(%-(%"&(1,%&'F1&8($'-4$%5(A&0#/5&(,/'5&5(#$$&#'(E&,/1,&3I(.151,%&'&5%&.(1,(

4-,&I(#,.(5&F&'#3($#'%101$#,%5(M-L&.9(%"&I("#.(,-%(&,%&'&.(%"&($'-C&551-,(A&0#/5&(-C(%"&($#IB(

+,5%&#.9(,/'51,E(-CC&'5(-%"&'('&8#'.5B(R-4&(#0L,-83&.E&(%"&I("#F&(&,-/E"(4-,&I9(#,.(#'&(E'#%&C/39(

8"135%(-%"&'5(0I,10#33I(5%#%&(%"#%(5-4&($&-$3&(8-/3.(,&F&'(A&(5#%15C1&.(81%"(%"&1'($#IB(Z33(%"15(4&#,5(

$#I('#'&3I(14$#0%5(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5B([-5%(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(1,(,/'51,E(#$$&#'(A#5&.(/$-,(%"&(,&&.5(

-C(%"&1'(C#4131&5(-'(%"&(1,%'1,510(1,%&'&5%(1,(%"&(8-'L9('#%"&'(%"#,(4#L1,E(0#'&&'(4-F&5(%-(#0"1&F&(#(

"1E"&'(5#3#'IB(

(  
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 Conclusion to chapter 4 

@"15(0"#$%&'("#5($'&5&,%&.(%"&(0#'&&'(5%-'1&5(1,(#(5&'1&5(-C(,#''#%1F&59(5/$$-'%&.9(-'('&C/%&.(AI(

'&5/3%5(C'-4(%"&(-,31,&(5/'F&IB((

@"&'&(#'&(4#,I(#5$&0%5(-C(%"&1'(8-'L(,/'5&5(&,M-IB(H&3#%1-,5"1$5(#%(8-'L(#'&(E'&#%3I(F#3/&.(AI(

,/'5&5B(O,M-I4&,%(-C(%"&(8-'L(1%5&3C(-C%&,(C-0/5&5(-,(A&.51.&(0#'&(#,.(031,10#3($'-0&./'&5B(@"&5&(#'&(

#(5-/'0&(-C($'1.&(#,.(&,M-I4&,%9(#,.(,/'5&5(8-''I(#A-/%(4-F1,E(#8#I(C'-4(%"&4B(@"&I(&,M-I(

3&#',1,E(,&8(5L1335(A/%(#'&(3&55(0&'%#1,(#A-/%(%"&(A&,&C1%5(-C(#0#.&410(N/#31C10#%1-,5B(@"&5&(

5#%15C#0%1-,5(&,5/'&(4#,I(,/'5&5('#'&3I(5&&L(,&8(8-'LB(+,5%&#.9(0#'&&'(4-F&5(0#,(A&(%'1EE&'&.(#,.(

#5515%&.(AI('&0-44&,.#%1-,5(C'-4(5&,1-'(0-33&#E/&5(-'(C'1&,.5B([-F&5(5/0"(#5(%"&5&(#'&(-C%&,(

$'-4-%1-,(%-(#(4-'&(5&,1-'($-5%B(

@"&'&(#'&(5-4&(#5$&0%5(-C(%"&1'(8-'L(,/'5&5(.-(,-%(&,M-IB(@"&5&(#'&(14$-'%#,%(%-(%"&('&5&#'0"(

N/&5%1-,(A&0#/5&(A&1,E(/,"#$$I(15(-,&(-C(%"&(C&8(%'1EE&'5(C-'(0#'&&'(4-F&5B(Q-8&F&'9(%"&'&(15(3&55(

/,#,141%I(#A-/%(%"&5&B(P-'(&D#4$3&9(4#,I(,/'5&5(.1531L&(#.41,15%'#%1-,9(I&%(]#15I(K(#0L,-83&.E&.(

%"15(0#,($'-F1.&(#(8&30-4&(A'&#L(C'-4(0-,%1,/#3(C#0&J%-JC#0&(4&&%1,E5(81%"(,&&.I(031&,%5B(Z,-%"&'(

&D#4$3&(15(5%'&559(8"10"(0#,(A&(&,M-I#A3&(C-'(#(5"-'%(8"13&9(A/%(&F&,%/#33I(1%(0#,(A&0-4&(%--(4/0"B(

Q-8&F&'9(%"&($-1,%(%"15("#$$&,5(F#'1&5(C-'(.1CC&'&,%(,/'5&5(#,.(C-'(.1CC&'&,%(%14&5(1,(%"&1'(0#'&&'5B(

R%'&55(0#,(&F&,%/#33I(%'1EE&'(0#'&&'(4-F&59(&5$&01#33I(-/%(-C(8#'.(-'(%&#4(4#,#E&4&,%($-5%5B((

Z('&0/''1,E(%"&4&(15(#(3#0L(-C('&31#A3&(1,C-'4#%1-,('&3#%1,E(%-(-$$-'%/,1%1&5(81%"1,(,/'51,E(#,.(E/1.#,0&(

#A-/%(,#F1E#%1,E(%"&1'(8#I(%"'-/E"(%"&($'-C&551-,B([#,I(-C(%"&(,/'5&($#'%101$#,%5(8-/3.(31L&(0#'&&'(

0-/,5&331,E(#,.(%"15(15(#,(#5$&0%(-C(%"&1'('-3&(%"&1'(4#,#E&'5(#,.(&./0#%-'5(A&31&F&(%-(A&(14$-'%#,%(

#,.(&,M-I#A3&B(l&%9(4-5%(,/'5&5(C&&3(%"&I('#'&3I('&0&1F&(0#'&&'5(#.F10&(#,.(%#L&(.&0151-,5(-,(%"&1'(

-8,9(-'(5/$$-'%&.(AI(%"&1'(C#413I(#,.(C'1&,.5B(
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Z33(%"&(,/'5&9(4#,#E&'9(#,.(&./0#%-'($#'%101$#,%5(4#.&(#%(3&#5%(%"'&&(.1CC&'&,%(0-,%'1A/%1-,5B(@"&(

3&#5%(N/-%&.($#'%101$#,%5(#'&(@'/.I(t(S8"-(0"-5&(%-(4#L&(#(5"-'%(8'1%%&,('&5$-,5&(%-(%"&($'-4$%5U(

#,.(R#.1&(OB(@"&I("#F&(&#0"(0-,%'1A/%&.(%-(%8-(.1CC&'&,%(,#''#%1F&5B((

Q#F1,E(-'E#,15&.9(#,#3I5&.9(#,.($'&5&,%&.(%"&5&(,#''#%1F&59(%"&(,&D%(0"#$%&'(8133(0'1%10#33I(&D#41,&(

"-8(%"&5&(,#''#%1F&5(0#,(1,C3/&,0&(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5B
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Chapter 5:  Discussion of the narratives 

@"15(0"#$%&'(&D$3-'&5(%"&(,#''#%1F&5($'&5&,%&.(1,(0"#$%&'(>9(1,(%"&(5#4&(5&N/&,0&B(@"&5&(#'&(%"&(

,#''#%1F&5(-C('&3#%1-,5"1$59(M-A(5#%15C#0%1-,9(C1,.1,E(%"&('1E"%('-3&9(5%'&559(#,.(8-'LJ31C&(A#3#,0&B(@"&(

1,C3/&,0&(&#0"(-C(%"&5&(,#''#%1F&5("#5(-,(%"&(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(-C(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(15(&D$3-'&.B(@"15(15(

5/$$3&4&,%&.(81%"(1,51E"%5(-CC&'&.(AI(-%"&'('&5&#'0"&'59(#,.(%"&-'15%5B(+C(%"&5&(#'&(#F#13#A3&9(%"&I(

0#,("&3$(F&'1CI(%"&(C1,.1,E5(-C(%"15(1,N/1'I(#,.(%-(&D$3-'&(8"&%"&'(%"&I(0#,(A&(4-'&(81.&3I(#$$31&.B(

h%"&'(C1,.1,E5(&D%&,.(-/'(&D15%1,E(L,-83&.E&(-'(#'&(,-F&3B(@"15(8133(#33-8(#,(&D#41,#%1-,(-C(%"&(

0-,%'1A/%1-,(%"15(1,N/1'I(4#L&5(%-(-/'(/,.&'5%#,.1,E(-C(1,C3/&,0&5(/$-,(,/'5&5Y(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5B(

 The influence of relationships on career decisions 

+%(15(14$-551A3&(%-(-F&'5%#%&(%"&(14$-'%#,0&(-C('&3#%1-,5"1$5(%-(,/'5&5B(P-'(4#,I(,/'5&59(%"&(4-5%(

&,M-I#A3&('&3#%1-,5"1$5(#'&(C'1&,.5"1$5(81%"(,/'5&(0-33&#E/&59(3&#.1,E(%-(0#4#'#.&'1&9(%&#48-'L9(#,.(

#(3-I#3%I(%-8#'.5(%"&1'(%&#4B(@"&'&(#'&(#35-(14$-'%#,%('&3#%1-,5"1$5(81%"(-%"&'($'-C&551-,#3(0-33&#E/&5(

#,.(81%"(%"&(,/'5&5Y(031&,%5(#,.(%"&1'(C#4131&5B(a--.('&3#%1-,5"1$5(#'&(#(5-/'0&(-C(&,M-I4&,%(#,.(

5#%15C#0%1-,9(#,.(-C%&,(0-4$&,5#%&(8"&,(-%"&'(#5$&0%5(-C(%"&1'(8-'L1,E(31F&5(#'&(/,5#%15C#0%-'IB(

+,.&&.9('&3#%1-,5"1$5(4#I(A&0-4&(&F&,(4-'&(14$-'%#,%(8"&,(%"&'&(#'&($'-A3&45(#%(8-'Lg(1C(&F&'I-,&(

8-'L5(%-E&%"&'9(%"&,(,/'5&5(&,M-I(#..1%1-,#3(0#4#'#.&'1&B(]/'1,E(/,5&%%31,E(%14&59(3-I#3%I(%-(%"&1'(

%&#4(A&0-4&5(1,0'&#51,E3I(1,C3/&,%1#3(A&0#/5&(,/'5&5(.-(,-%(8#,%(%-(3&#F&(%"&1'(%&#4(81%"($'-A3&45B(

@"&5&("1E"JN/#31%I('&3#%1-,5"1$5(0#,($'&F&,%(M-A(4-F&5(8"10"(8-/3.(-%"&'815&(-00/'(./'1,E(

/$"&#F#35(#%(8-'LB(

@"15(4&#,5(#(M-A(0"#,E&(%"'&#%&,5(#(8"-3&(,&%8-'L(-C(14$-'%#,%('&3#%1-,5"1$5(8"10"(4#I("#F&(E'-8,(

-F&'(5&F&'#3(I&#'5B(@"&(&CC&0%(-C('&3#%1-,5"1$5(%-(.150-/'#E&(0#'&&'(4-F&59(-'(4#L&(%"&4(4-'&(

.1CC10/3%9(8#5(&F1.&,%(1,(%"&(5%-'1&5B(P-'(&D#4$3&*(8"&,(5"&(8#5(#(,&83I(N/#31C1&.(HK9(]#15I(K(8#5(5-(

"#$$I(81%"(%"&(8&30-41,E(#%4-5$"&'&9(5"&(,&F&'(8#,%&.(%-(8-'L(#,I8"&'&(&35&B(K/'5&5(L,-8(#(

0#'&&'(4-F&(8133(3&#.(%-('&3#%1-,5"1$5(0"#,E1,E(-'(&,.1,E(#3%-E&%"&'B(@"&I(8-''I(#A-/%(C'1&,.5"1$5(
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81%"(%"&1'(0-33&#E/&5(#,.(&,.1,E(%"&'#$&/%10('&3#%1-,5"1$5(81%"(031&,%5B(d"135%(%"15(15(4-5%3I(#($-51%1F&(

#5$&0%(-C(8-'L9(%"&'&(15(#($-%&,%1#3(C-'(%"15(%-(A&(#("1,.'#,0&(A&0#/5&(,/'5&('&5$-,.&,%(x<(5$-L&(-C(

C&&31,E5(-C(E/13%(#A-/%(3&#F1,EB(R-4&(#5$&0%5(-C(%"15(&CC&0%("#F&(A&&,(1,.1'&0%3I(0-44&,%&.(/$-,(AI(

-%"&'5B(Q1%3&'(S6T))U(,-%&.('&3#%1-,5"1$5(#%(8-'L(,&&.(%-(A&(A'-L&,(1C(%"&(8-'L&'(15(%-(4-F&(-,9(A/%(

.-&5(,-%(5&&4(%-(0-,51.&'(%"15(#(.&%&''&,%(%-(0#'&&'(4-F&5B(+,(0-,%'#5%9(%"15(1,N/1'I(5"-85(5-4&(

,/'5&5(#'&(,-%($'&$#'&.(%-(A'&#L(%"&1'('&3#%1-,5"1$5(%-(#0"1&F&(#(0#'&&'(4-F&B(+,5%&#.9(,/'5&5(4#I(

8#1%(8"&'&(%"&I(#'&(1,(%"&("-$&(%"#%(#(5/1%#A3&($-5%(-'($'-4-%1-,(#'15&5(3-0#33I9(8"10"(1%(5-4&%14&5(

.-&5B(Z3&D#,.&'9(]1&C&,A&0L9(#,.(G'-8,(S6T)<U($'-F1.&.(-,&(-C(%"&(C&8($1&0&5(-C(&F1.&,0&(

0-,0&',1,E(%"&(14$-'%#,0&(-C('&3#%1-,5"1$5(%-(,/'5&59(#3%"-/E"(%"&1'('&5&#'0"(0-,0&',&.(-,3I(4&,%#3(

"&#3%"(,/'5&5B(@"&I(1.&,%1C1&.(0#'&&'($3#,5(#'&(#CC&0%&.(AI(%"'&&(1,C3/&,0&5B(@"&(C1'5%(-C(%"&5&(8#5(

$-51%1F&(%&#4('&3#%1-,5"1$59(8"10"(0#,(A'1,E(#A-/%(^3-,E&F1%I`(S$#E&(><)U(1,(,/'51,E9(./&(%-(%"&(

14$-'%#,0&(-C(8-'L$3#0&(C'1&,.5"1$5B(@"&(%8-(-%"&'(&D$3#,#%1-,5(C-'(3-,E&F1%I(#'&(%'&#%&.(#5(5&$#'#%&(

&CC&0%59(I&%(1%(5&&45(31L&3I(%"&(5%#CC('&3#%1-,5"1$5(8-/3.(C-5%&'(A-%"B(@"&5&(#'&(-F&'0-41,E(,&E#%1F&(

$&'0&$%1-,5(-C(4&,%#3("&#3%"(,/'51,E(#4-,E5%(%"&1'(C#413I(#,.(C'1&,.59(#,.(&F&,(#4-,E5%(-%"&'(

,/'5&5B(Z3%"-/E"(Z3&D#,.&'9(]1&C&,A&0L9(#,.(G'-8,(S6T)<U(.-(,-%(&D$3-'&(%"159(1%(5&&45(31L&3I(E--.(

'&3#%1-,5"1$5("&3$&.(%"&(,/'5&5(%-(F#3/&(%"&1'(8-'L(#,.(A&31&F&(1%(%-(A&(14$-'%#,%B(@"&(%"1'.(C#0%-'(8#5(

%"&1'(#$$'-#0"(%-(%"&1'(031&,%5(#,.('&4#1,1,E("-$&C/3g(-,0&(#E#1,9(#(E--.(%&#4(0#,(C-5%&'(#,(-$%1415%10(

#$$'-#0"(%-(%"&1'(,&&.I(031&,%5B(@"&5&("&3$(0-/,%&'(%"&(.#,E&'(4&,%#3("&#3%"(,/'51,E(0#,(5-4&%14&5(

A&($&'0&1F&.(#5("-$&3&55(#,.(%"&'&C-'&(.&$'&551,E(S.150/55&.(1,(5&0%1-,(6B<B6B)U9(8"10"(0#,(0#/5&(

,/'5&5(%-(0"--5&(%-(3&#F&B(Z(0-,%'1A/%1-,(-C(%"15(1,N/1'I(15(%-(.&4-,5%'#%&('&3#%1-,5"1$5(#'&(&N/#33I(

14$-'%#,%(%-(#./3%(,/'5&5(#,.(A&0-4&(&F&,(4-'&(5-(1,(%14&5(-C(.1CC10/3%IB(Z3&D#,.&'9(]1&C&,A&0L9(#,.(

G'-8,(S6T)<U(&D$3#1,(%"&(14$-'%#,0&(-C('&3#%1-,5"1$5(AI(5#I1,E(,/'5&5(&,M-I(%"&5&(C'1&,.5"1$59(A/%(

%"15(1,N/1'I("#5(5"-8,9('#%"&'(%"#,(M/5%(A&1,E(-,&(C#0%-'9(,/'5&5(4#I(0-,51.&'(%"&1'('&3#%1-,5"1$5(#5(

$#'#4-/,%(#,.(%"&($-%&,%1#3(&CC&0%(-,('&3#%1-,5"1$5(15(%"&(4-5%(14$-'%#,%(1,C3/&,0&(%"&I(0-,51.&'(

8"&,(%"&I($-,.&'(0#'&&'(4-F&5B(P/'%"&'9(%"15(.150/551-,("#5(#'E/&.(&F&,(%"&(-%"&'(%8-(1,C3/&,0&5(
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Z3&D#,.&'9(]1&C&,A&0L9(#,.(G'-8,(S6T)<U(1.&,%1CI(0-/3.(#35-(A&(#5$&0%5(-C('&3#%1-,5"1$5B(@"15(1,N/1'I(

"#5(5"-8,(,/'5&5(%"&45&3F&5(#'&(#8#'&(-C(%"&(14$-'%#,0&(-C('&3#%1-,5"1$5(#%(8-'L(A&0#/5&(5-4&(%'I(

%-(#55&55(%"&(N/#31%I(-C(%"&(5%#CC('&3#%1-,5"1$5(#F#13#A3&B(@"15(0#,(A&(.1CC10/3%(%-(M/.E&9(A/%(Z4A&'(t(

&D$3#1,&.(5"&(4#.&(#,(/,&D$&0%&.(0#'&&'(4-F&(A&0#/5&(5"&(^M/5%(0310L&.`(81%"(#($-%&,%1#3(0-33&#E/&(

#%(1,%&'F1&8B((

Z310&(t(#,.(H-51&(K(.&4-,5%'#%&.(8"#%("#$$&,5(8"&,(%"&5&('&3#%1-,5"1$5(.-(,-%(C-'4B(Z310&(t(

#0L,-83&.E&.(%"&5&('&3#%1-,5"1$5(8&'&(#A5&,%($'1,01$#33I(A&0#/5&(5"&(8#5(8-'L1,E(%"'-/E"(#,(

#E&,0IB(R%#CC(8"-(8-'L(%"'-/E"(#,(#E&,0I(/5/#33I(.-(5-(%-(E#1,(1,0'&#5&.(C3&D1A131%I(#%(8-'L(
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$'-F1.&5(#(E'#%1CI1,E(&4-%1-,#3('&5$-,5&9(#,.(%"&I(#'&(F#3/&.B(@"&($#'%101$#,%5(1,(%"15(1,N/1'I(.1.(

1,.&&.(8#,%(#(5#%15C#0%-'I(8-'LJ31C&(A#3#,0&(#,.(&,-/E"($#IB(+%(#35-(C-/,.(,/'5&5(F#3/&.(%"&('&5$&0%(

-C(-%"&'5B(Q-8&F&'9(%"15(1,N/1'I(15(A#5&.(-,(,/'5&5Y(0#'&&'(5%-'1&5(#,.(/5&5(,/'5&5Y(-8,(8-'.5(%-(

&D$3-'&(8"#%(%"&I(31L&B(@"&(,/'5&5(%"&45&3F&5(%&,.(%-(/5&(#(.1CC&'&,%(F-0#A/3#'I(%-(71/9(Z/,E5/'-0"9(

#,.(l/,1A"#,.(S6T);UB(@"&5&(,/'5&5(5%#%&.(%"&(4-5%(14$-'%#,%(4#%%&'(15(&,M-I1,E(8-'L(C-'(1%5(
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1,"&'&,%9(-'(%&0",10#39(1,%&'&5%B(@"15(C&#%/'&.(1,(%"&(5%-'1&5(-C(:(S>TnU(-C(%"&(6T(,/'5&($#'%101$#,%5B(

@"/5(%"&I(.150/55&.(%"&(1,%&'&5%1,E(8-'L(SP#I&(KU(%"&(3-E10#3(,#%/'&(-C(031&,%($'-A3&45(S21%0"1&(K9(1,(

5&0%1-,(>B>U9(%"&(0-4$3&D1%I(-C(%"&1'(8-'L(S_-5"(KU9(%"&(A/5I(#%4-5$"&'&(-,(%"&(8#'.(S]&&(K9(1,(

5&0%1-,(>B<U9(#,.(%"&(,&&.I(031&,%5(S_#0L(Kg(P#I&(KUB(@"&5&(8-/3.(0-''&5$-,.(%-(5&3CJ#0%/#315#%1-,9(

A&0#/5&(%"&I(C1,.(%"&1'(8-'L(#A5-'A1,EB((

Z,(14$-'%#,%(&D#4$3&(15(031,10#3(5L1335(-'($'-0&./'#3(L,-83&.E&B(+,.&&.9(,/'5&5(4#I(&F&,(

-F&'&5%14#%&(%"&(14$-'%#,0&(-C(031,10#3(5L1335(S_-",([UB(d"I(#'&(%"&I(5-(14$-'%#,%(%-(,/'5&5V(h,&(

'&#5-,(15(%"&I(#'&(5&&,(#5($'&5%1E1-/5(S[/,L&M-'.(#,.(@1,EF-3.9(6T)WU9($-551A3I(A&0#/5&(%"&I(#'&(

#55-01#%&.(81%"(4&.10#3($'#0%10&B(+%(15(,-%&8-'%"I(%"#%(%8-($#'%101$#,%5(S]&&(K(#,.(]#,,1(KU(

5$-,%#,&-/53I(4&,%1-,&.(F&,&$/,0%/'&B(@"15(15(#,(1,%&'&5%1,E(&D#4$3&(A&0#/5&(-F&'5&#5(%'#1,&.(

,/'5&5(/5/#33I(.-(%"15(#5($#'%(-C(%"&1'($'&J'&E15%'#%1-,(%'#1,1,E(ShYG'1&,9(6TT?U(A/%(j\(&./0#%&.(,/'5&5(

0/''&,%3I('&N/1'&(#..1%1-,#3(%'#1,1,E(A&C-'&(%"&I(#'&('&#.I(%-(/,.&'%#L&(%"15($'-0&./'&B(Q-8&F&'9(

F&,&$/,0%/'&(15(,-8($#'%(-C($'&J'&E15%'#%1-,(&./0#%1-,(1,(%"&(j\(SK/'51,E(#,.([1.81C&'I(!-/,013(

6T):#UB(@"15(0-,C1'45(%"&5&($'-0&./'&5(#'&(14$-'%#,%(A/%(0#,(A&('&#.13I(3&#',%(S!#'35-,(&%(#39(6T)>U(

#,.(%'#,5C&''&.(%-(-%"&'(031,10#3(#'&#5B(

!-,F&'5&3I9(,/'5&5(4#I(/,.&'&5%14#%&(%"&(14$-'%#,0&(-C(5-J0#33&.(^5-C%(5L1335`B(@"&5&(#'&(

0-44/,10#%1-,9(%&#48-'L9($'1-'1%151,E9(%&#0"1,E9(#,.(.&3&E#%1,EB(@"&5&(#'&(0-'&(%-(,/'51,E(#,.(#'&(

"-8(4/0"(,/'51,E(0#'&(15(#0"1&F&.(SR41%"9(6T)>UB(P&3101%I(K(#0L,-83&.E&.(%"15(S1,(5&0%1-,(>B6U(8"&,(

5"&(5#1.9(^+(%"1,L(%"#%Y5(4I(5L1339(%#3L1,E(%-($#%1&,%5(1,(#(8#I(%"#%(%"&I(/,.&'5%#,.`B(+,(0-,%'#5%9(_-5"(K(

8#5('#%"&'(.1541551F&(-C(5-4&(-C("15(8-'L(8"10"("&(.&50'1A&.(#5(^M/5%(A&(&#5I(%-(%#3L`B(

Z,-%"&'('&#5-,(,/'5&5(F#3/&(031,10#3(5L1335(15(%"&I('&$'&5&,%(%"&1'(0#'&&'($'-E'&551-,(S]&&(K9(H-51&(K9(

P#I&(KUB(@"&5&(5L1335(,&&.(%-(A&(#$$310#A3&(&35&8"&'&(1C(%"&(,/'5&(15(%-(4-F&(-,(#,.(5-4&(

$#'%101$#,%5(.&50'1A&.(5&&L1,E(8-'L(8"10"(8-/3.(&D$3-1%(%"&4B(@"&I(#'&(%"&,(5/'$'15&.(8"&,(%"&5&(

5L1335(#'&(3&55(14$-'%#,%(%"#,(%"&1'(-%"&'(#%%'1A/%&5B(@"15(#E#1,(5/EE&5%5(,/'5&5($/%(/,./&(&4$"#515(
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-,($'-0&./'#3(5L13359(#,.(1,5/CC101&,%(-,(5-C%(5L1335B(@"&(C-'4&'(4#I(A&(5$&01C10(%-(031,10#3(5$&01#315459(

8"135%(%"&(3#%%&'(#'&(/5&C/3(1,(4-5%(#5$&0%5(-C("&#3%"0#'&B(P3-'&,0&(K(8#5(#8#'&(-C(%"15(#,.("&'('-3&(1,(

5%#CC(.&F&3-$4&,%(1,03/.&.(&,0-/'#E1,E(,/'5&5(%-(#$$3I(C-'($-5%5(8"&'&(%"&I(.1.(,-%("#F&(%"&(&D#0%(

031,10#3(5L1335('&N/1'&.B(@"&(1,#A131%I(%-(%'#,5C&'(,/'51,E(5L1335(%-(,&8(#'&#5(15(,-%(4/0"(.150/55&.(1,(%"&(

31%&'#%/'&9(A/%(1%(15(5-4&%"1,E(%"15(1,N/1'I("#5(1.&,%1C1&.(8-''1&5(,/'5&5(%"&45&3F&5B(Z,-%"&'(0-,0&',(

5-4&(,/'5&5(&D$'&55(15(%"&($-551A131%I(-C(3-51,E(%"&1'(5L1335(S.&J5L1331,EUB(K/'5&5(8"-(A&31&F&(%"&I(#'&(

A&0-41,E(.&J5L133&.(4#I(A&0-4&(.15&4$-8&'&.(#,.('&5&,%C/3(-C(%"&($-%&,%1#3(3-55(-C(5%#%/5(

S[/,L&M-'.(#,.(@1,EF-3.9(6T)WUB([#'I(K(3&C%(#(M-A(0#'1,E(C-'(-3.&'(#./3%59(8"10"(5"&(&,M-I&.9(A&0#/5&(

5"&(C&#'&.(5"&(8-/3.(C-'E&%("&'(,&83I(#0N/1'&.(031,10#3(5L1335B(@"15(0-,0/'5(81%"(R%&F&,5(S6T))U(#,.(

5/EE&5%5(,/'5&5(#'&(.&,I1,E(%"&45&3F&5(%"&(-$$-'%/,1%I(-C(8-'L1,E(1,(#'&#5(5/0"(#5(0-,%1,/1,E(0#'&9(

&F&,(1C(%"&I(&,M-I(1%B(l&%9(%"&5&(#'&#5(-CC&'(&D0&33&,%(0#'&&'($'-5$&0%5(81%"(1,%&'&5%1,E9(5#%15CI1,E(8-'L(

S!#'35-,(&%(#39(6T)>g(#,.(R$135A/'I9(6T)<U(81%"(-$$-'%/,1%1&5(C-'(#/%-,-4I9(0'&#%1F1%I9(#,.(1,,-F#%1-,B(

]&J5L1331,E(15(31%%3&('&0-E,15&.(1,('&5&#'0"(#,.(15(-C%&,(-,3I(4&,%1-,&.(1,("1E"3I(5$&01C10(51%/#%1-,59(C-'(

&D#4$3&9(%"&(5%/.I(AI(hYG'1&,(S6TT?U(-C(1441E'#,%(,/'5&5B(Q-8&F&'9(,/'5&5(%"&45&3F&5(.-(5&&4(%-(

A&31&F&(1,(%"&(0-,0&$%(-C(.&J5L1331,E9(#,.(1%5(%"'&#%(%-(%"&4(S5&&9(C-'(&D#4$3&9(0-''&5$-,.&,0&(

A&%8&&,(a#I9(6TT)(#,.(]/CC1,9(6TT)9(A-%"(1,(K/'51,E(5%#,.#'.UB((

@"&(5#%15C#0%1-,(,/'5&5(.&'1F&(C'-4(/,.&'%#L1,E(031,10#3(5L1335('&$'&5&,%5(5&3CJ#0%/#315#%1-,B(\-3%L-J

H1F&'#9(S6TT;U9("-8&F&'9(#'E/&5([#53-8("145&3C(5/5$&0%&.(%"&'&(8#5(#("1E"&'(C-'4(-C(C/3C134&,%9(#,.(

$'&5&,%&.(#('&0%1C1&.(F&'51-,(S5&&(%#A3&(<B)UB(@"15("1E"&5%(3&F&3(15(%&'4&.(AI(\-3%L-JH1F&'#(S6TT;U(#5(

5&3CJ%'#,50&,.&,0&9(8"10"(15(.&50'1A&.(#5(#($&#L(&D$&'1&,0&B(+C(5&3CJ#0%/#315#%1-,(15(8"&,(%"&($&'5-,(

A&0-4&5(C/33I(%"&45&3F&5(#,.(C/3C135(%"&1'($-%&,%1#39(%"&,(5&3CJ%'#,50&,.&,0&(15(8"&,(%"&I(E-(A&I-,.(

%"#%(#,.(%"&(5&3C9(1'-,10#33I9(.141,15"&5B(
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Table 5.1 A “rectified version” of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, suggested by Koltko-

Revera (2006) 

@"&'&(#'&(5&F&'#3(&D#4$3&5(-C($#'%101$#,%5(5&&L1,E(5&3CJ%'#,50&,.&,0&B(G&1,E(#A3&(%-(0-,%'1A/%&(%-(

^5-4&%"1,E(A1E`(8#5(14$-'%#,%(%-([#'L(t(#,.(-%"&'($#'%101$#,%5("#.(&,%&'&.(%"&($'-C&551-,($#'%3I(

%"'-/E"(#3%'/15%10('&#5-,59(0-,C1'41,E(%"&(C1,.1,E5(-C(-%"&'(8'1%&'5(SC-'(&D#4$3&9(O3&I(&%(#39(6T)6UB(@"15(

5/EE&5%5(#141,E(C-'(5&3CJ%'#,50&,.&,0&(15($'&5&,%(1,(%"&(41,.5(-C(I-/,E(#./3%5('#%"&'(%"#,9(#5(\-3%L-J

H1F&'#(S6TT;U(5/EE&5%59(5-4&%"1,E(%"#%(0#,(-,3I(A&(#0"1&F&.(8"&,(#33(%"&(-%"&'5("#F&(A&&,(&D$3-'&.(

#,.(5#%15C1&.B((

l-/,E(,/'5&5(-C%&,(815"(%-(5&&(031&,%5(E&%(A&%%&'(S[#0L1,%-5"9(6TT?UB(Q-8&F&'9(21%0"1&(K(8#5(%"&(

-,3I($#'%101$#,%(1,(%"15(1,N/1'I(%-('&$-'%(%"#%(#5(#(5-/'0&(-C(5#%15C#0%1-,B(+,5%&#.9(%"&5&(&D$&'1&,0&.(

,/'5&5(8#,%&.(%-(C&&3(%"&I("#.(0-,%'1A/%&.(1,(54#33(A/%(14$-'%#,%(8#I5B(@"15(4#I(0-,C1'4(2-/3%-,(&%(

#3Y5(S6TTWU(C1,.1,E(%"#%(,/'5&5Y(0#'&&'(4-%1F#%1-,5(.&F&3-$9(#,.(,/'5&5(1,0'&#51,E3I(F#3/&(#'&#5(5/0"(

#5("&#3%"($'-4-%1-,B(@"15(1,N/1'I(#..5(%"&($-551A131%I(%"#%(,/'5&5(#35-(.&F&3-$(1,%&'&5%5(1,($'-4-%1,E(

%"&(3-,EJ%&'4("&#3%"(-C(031&,%5(81%"(0"'-,109(-C%&,(1,%'#0%#A3&9($'-A3&459(5-4&%14&5('&C&''&.(%-(#5(

Self 
transcendence

Self actualisation

Esteem needs

Belonginess and love

Safety needs

Physiological survival needs
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5&0-,.#'I("&#3%"($'-4-%1-,(SH144&'9()WWWUB(@"/59(]#,,I(K(F#3/&.("&'('-3&(1,(%"&(0-44/,1%I9(8"10"(

$-%&,%1#33I("&3$&.(031&,%5(81%"(!h2](#F-1.('&N/1'1,E(0#'&(1,(#,(+@jB(

@"15(1,N/1'I(0-''-A-'#%&5('&5&#'0"(AI([-,L"-/5&(&%(#3(S6T):U9(5"-81,E(,/'5&5(F#3/&(#/%-,-4IB(@"15(

$'-F1.&5(%"&(C'&&.-4(%-(4&&%(%"&1'(031&,%5Y(,&&.59(81%"-/%(A&1,E(0-,%'-33&.(AI('/3&5(-'(-'E#,15#%1-,#3(

$'-0&./'&5(S]#15I(K9(P&3101%I(K9(#,.([&3-.I(KUB(Z,-%"&'(&CC&0%(-C("#F1,E(#/%-,-4I(15(%"#%(1%(0-,C&'5(

'&5$&0%9($#'%10/3#'3I(C'-4(4&.10#3(0-33&#E/&5(SP&3101%I(KUB(d135-,(&%(#3(S6TT:U(5#1.(,/'5&5(4-F&(M-A5(

5&&L1,E(&,"#,0&.(#/%-,-4I(#,.(]&&(K(8#5($-15&.(%-(.-(M/5%(%"#%B(d135-,(&%(#3(S6TT:U(#..&.(%"#%(

#/%-,-4I(A&0-4&5(4-'&(14$-'%#,%(%-(,/'5&5(#5(%"&I($'-E'&55B(@"&(,/'5&5(1,(%"15(1,N/1'I(8&'&(#33(

N/1%&(5&,1-'(#,.(.1.(1,.&&.(F#3/&(#/%-,-4I9(A/%(%"15(1,N/1'I(0#,,-%(0-,C1'4(%"15(-,3I(.&F&3-$&.(#5(

%"&I(4#%/'&.B(

R&F&'#3(-C(%"&(,/'5&($#'%101$#,%5(8&'&(!KR5(#,.(%"&5&(#'&(/5/#33I(#.F#,0&.(,/'5&($'#0%1%1-,&'5(

SZK25(-'(#'&(8-'L1,E(%-8#'.5(ZK2(5%#%/5UB(R#'#"([(&D$3#1,&.(%"&('-3&5(-C(#(%&#4(4#,#E&'(S8"-(

4#,#E&(#(E'-/$(-C(,/'5&5(1,(%"&(0-44/,1%IU(#'&('#%"&'(31L&(#(8#'.(515%&'(#,.(%"&(0-44/,1%I(4#%'-,5(

S8"-("#F&('&5$-,51A131%I(C-'(#(51,E3&(E'-/$(-C(031&,%5(81%"("1E"(0#'&(,&&.5U(#'&(&N/1F#3&,%(%-(%"&(!KR(

$-5%(1,(%"&("-5$1%#35(#,.(031,105B(@"&5&('-3&5("#F&(.&F&3-$&.(53-83I(S[07-/E"31,9(hYG'1&,9(#,.(

_#0L5-,(6TTW(#,.(R#F'1,9(6TTWU(#,.("#.(,-%(A&&,(C-'4#33I(.&C1,&.(1,(O,E3#,.(SG&E3&I(&%(#39(6T)=U(#%(

%"&(%14&(-C(%"&(1,%&'F1&85B(@"15(3&.(%-(#($3&%"-'#(-C(M-A(%1%3&5(#5($-5%5(&F-3F&.(1,('&5$-,5&(%-(3-0#3(

51%/#%1-,5B(!KR5(#'&("1E"3I(5L133&.(81%"1,(#(%1E"%3I(.&C1,&.(#'&#B(R-4&(-C(%"&4(#'&(F&'I(5$&01#315&.B(

OD#4$3&5(1,03/.&(,/'5&5(%'#1,&.(1,(0-4$'&551-,(A#,.#E1,E(SQ&I&'9(2'-%m9(#,.(Z/E/5%1,9(6T)?U(-'(1,(

C--%(#,.(#,L3&(1,M/'1&5(S]&'L5&,9(6TT?UB(@"15(5$&01#315&.(,#%/'&(0#,(4&#,(1%(15(.1CC10/3%(%-(3&#',(%"&5&(

5L1335B(]#15I(K(3&#',%(4-5%(-C("&'(5L1335(C'-4(4&.10#3($'#0%1%1-,&'5B(@"15(8#5(#(5/00&55C/3(5%'#%&EI(A/%(

4#I(,-%(A&(F1#A3&(1,(%"&(3-,E&'(%&'4B(]#15I(K(#,.(P&3101%I(K(8&'&(1,F-3F&.(1,($'&$#'#%1-,(-C(-%"&'(

,/'5&5(%-(%#L&(51413#'('-3&5(%-(%"&45&3F&5B(@"15(15(#(4-.&3(C-'(.&F&3-$1,E(%"&("1E"(3&F&3(-C(5L133&.(

5$&01#315%($'#0%1%1-,&'(&,F15#E&.(AI(]&$#'%4&,%(-C(Q&#3%"9(R-01#3(R&'F10&5(#,.(2/A310(R#C&%I(S6TT;U9(
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A/%(1%(8133(,-%(0-,%'1A/%&(%-(%"&(,/'5&(-A%#1,1,E(#("1E"&'(.&E'&&9(8"10"(4#I(A&0-4&(&55&,%1#3(C-'(

0#'&&'($'-E'&551-,B(@"&(0-,%'1A/%1-,(-C(%"&1'(.&E'&&5(15(&5$&01#33I(14$-'%#,%(1,(F1&8(-C(%"&(0-5%5(S1,(

%&'45(-C(C1,#,0&(#,.(%14&U(-C(/,.&'%#L1,E(%"&5&(#..1%1-,#3(5%/.1&59(A&0#/5&(P&3101%I(K(5"-8&.(,/'5&5(

8133(3&#F&(#($'-E'#44&(-C(5%/.I(1C(%"&I(C&&3(1%(15(,-%('&3&F#,%B(

!/''&,%('&5&#'0"(1,%-(%"&(!KR(-'(ZK2('-3&5(%&,.5(%-(&D#41,&(%"&(0#'&($'-F1.&.(AI(%"&5&(,/'5&5(SC-'(

&D#4$3&9(G/%3&'(&%(#39(6T)W(#,.(G&E3&I(&%(#39(6T)=U9(%"&1'(0-,%'1A/%1-,(%-($'-C&551-,#3154(E&,&'#33I(

SR#F'1,9(6TTWU(-'(%"&($'&$#'#%1-,(%"&I(,&&.(C-'(%"&('-3&(SC-'(&D#4$3&(P/%'&33(#,.([&3133-9(6TT<UB([-5%(

5%/.1&59("-8&F&'9(-F&'3--L(%"&(,/'5&5Y($&'5$&0%1F&B([#,I(-C(%"&5&('-3&5(.&F&3-$&.(1,(#,(#.("-0(

4#,,&'(1,('&5$-,5&(%-(3-0#3(,&&.5(SR#F'1,9(6TTWU(#,.(-C%&,(#%(%"&(1,5%1E#%1-,(-C(#(3-0#3(3&#.&'9(8"10"(

3&#F&5(%"&(ZK2(i(!KR(F/3,&'#A3&(1C(%"&(4#,#E&'9(8"-("#.(%"&(-'1E1,#3(F151-,(C-'(%"&('-3&9(4-F&.(-,(

S71F&53&I9(d#%&'59(#,.(@#'A/0L9(6TTWUB(Z,(&D#4$3&(C'-4(%"15(1,N/1'I(15(P&3101%I(K9(8"-(.&F&3-$&.("&'(

#.F#,0&.('-3&(#5(#(.1'&0%('&5$-,5&(%-(%"&($&'0&1F&.(,&&.5(-C("&'($#%1&,%59(81%"(&,0-/'#E&4&,%(C'-4(

"&'(4&.10#3(0-,5/3%#,%B([1551,E(C'-4(4/0"(-C(%"&(31%&'#%/'&(15(#(.150/551-,(-C(8"-(%#L&5(%"&5&($-5%59(

8"I9(#,.("-8(%"&I(C&&3(#A-/%(%"&4B(@"&(3#0L(-C(,#%1-,#3(5%'#%&EI(4&#,5(%"&'&(15(,-(51,E3&(#,58&'(%-(

%"15(S2&#'0&(#,.([#'5"4#,9(6TT:UB(Z(0-,%'1A/%1-,(-C(%"15(1,N/1'I(15(%-(1.&,%1CI(,/'5&5(4#I(#5$1'&(%-(

%"&5&($-5%5(A&0#/5&(%"&I(0#,($'-F1.&(#(.&E'&&(-C(#/%-,-4I(#,.(031,10#3(C'&&.-4B(@"&I(#'&(031&,%J

C#01,E('-3&5(81%"(4-.&5%(4#,#E&4&,%(-'(#.41,15%'#%1F&('&5$-,51A131%1&5B(@"&I(#'&(81.&3I('&5$&0%&.(
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-C(%"&(31%&'#%/'&(/5&.(1,(0"#$%&'(6(-,3I(1,F-3F&.(5%/.&,%(,/'5&5(#,.(,&83I(N/#31C1&.(HKY5B((

@"&(C1,#39(A/%(F&'I(14$-'%#,%9(#5$&0%(-C(%"&1'(8-'L(,/'5&5(31L&(15(3&#',1,EB(K/'5&5(-C%&,(-$%(%-(8-'L(

8"&'&(%"&I(A&31&F&(%"&I(8133(A&(8&33J5/$$-'%&.(#,.("#F&(-$$-'%/,1%1&5(%-(3&#',B(_-",([(&D$3#1,&.(

A&1,E(#A3&(%-(#55/'&(,&83I('&E15%&'&.(,/'5&5(%"&I(8-/3.(A&(8&33(5/$$-'%&.(4&#,%(%"&I(8-/3.(0"--5&(

%-(8-'L(%"&'&(#,.(%"15(8#5(#(5/CC101&,%('&#5-,(C-'($'-F1.1,E(5/$$-'%B(]&4-,5%'#%1,E(%"159(_-5"(K("#.(

&F&,(41E'#%&.(%-(#,-%"&'(0-/,%'I(%-(5&&L(-$$-'%/,1%1&5(%-(5%/.I(#,.(-,0&("&'&9(4-F&.(M-A5(%-(-,&(

%"#%(8-/3.(C#0131%#%&(3&#',1,E9(#,(#5$1'#%1-,(-%"&'(41E'#,%(,/'5&5(4#I(5"#'&(SAdhikari and Melia, 

6T)<UB(!-,515%&,%(81%"(Q-',9(213L1,E%-,9(#,.(Q--%&,(S6T)W9(.150/55&.(1,(5&0%1-,(6B<B>U(%"&(

$#'%101$#,%5(%&,.&.(%-(C#F-/'(&./0#%1-,(%"&I(A&31&F&.(8-/3.(&,"#,0&(%"&1'($'#0%10&9('#%"&'(%"#,(

5&&L1,E(0#'&&'(#.F#,0&4&,%B(

+,./0%1-,(%-(#(,&8($-5%(15(#(C-'4(-C(3&#',1,E(5-4&(-C(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(.150/55&.B(@"15(15(#(5&'1&5(-C(

&F&,%5(#,.(4&&%1,E5(.&51E,&.(%-(&#5&(%"&(5%#'%&'(1,%-(%"&1'(,&8('-3&B(@"&(31%&'#%/'&('&F1&8(S5&0%1-,(

6B<B)U(&D#41,&.(%"&(0-,51.&'#A3&(0"#33&,E&5(-C(5%#'%1,E(#5(#(,&8('&E15%'#,%9(8"&,(,/'5&5(#'&(#%(#(

"1E"('15L(-C(3&#F1,E(%"&($'-C&551-,(SO.8#'.5(&%(#39(6T);U(#,.(#($'-E'#44&(-C($'-C&551-,#3(5/$$-'%(15(#(

K[!('&N/1'&4&,%(SK/'51,E(#,.([1.81C&'I(!-/,0139(6TT;UB(Q-8&F&'9(%"&5&(5%-'1&5(1,03/.&.(#00-/,%5(

-C(&D$&'1&,0&.(,/'5&5(C&&31,E(C'1E"%&,&.(AI(%"&(3#0L(-C(5/$&'F151-,(-,(5%#'%1,E(#(,&8(M-AB(h%"&'5(

#E'&&(1,./0%1-,(15(#,(14$-'%#,%($#'%(-C(5%#'%1,E(#(,&8(,/'51,E($-5%B(\#4#/9([&.155#/L#1%&9(#,.(7-$&5(

S6T)<U(C-/,.(#(E--.(1,./0%1-,($'-E'#44&(14$'-F&.(5%#CC(8&3C#'&(#,.('&%&,%1-,B(@"&1'($'-E'#44&(

8#5(%&'4&.(#(M-A($'&$#'#%1-,(0-/'5&(S\#4#/9([&.155#/L#1%&(#,.(7-$&59(6T)<9($#E&(=T?U(#,.(8#5(
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&,%1'&3I(#A-/%("-8(%-(C/3C13(%"&1'('-3&(#5(4&,%#3("&#3%"(,/'5&5B(@"15(8-/3.(0&'%#1,3I("#F&(5#%15C1&.(_#0L(

KY5(,&&.(%-(L,-8("-8(%-(/5&(%"&(^A3&&$`(5I5%&4(#,.(8-/3.("#F&('&#55/'&.(H-51&(K(5"&("#.(%"&(

L,-83&.E&(5"&(,&&.&.(%-(#.41,15%&'(.'/E5B(Q-8&F&'9([0!#331,(#,.(P'#,L5-,(S6T)TU(C-/,.(#(E--.(

1,./0%1-,($'-E'#44&(E-&5(C/'%"&'9(%-(03#'1CI(&D$&0%#%1-,5(#,.(-CC&'(C&&.A#0L(#,.(%"15(5"-/3.(0-,%1,/&(

C-'(#%(3&#5%(5&F&'#3(4-,%"5B(2#/3#(K(&D$3#1,&.(1%(%--L("&'(#A-/%(#(I&#'(%-(5&%%3&(1,%-("&'(5&,1-'('-3&B(

RL14$1,E(-,(%"&(1,./0%1-,($'-E'#44&5(15(0-/,%&'J$'-./0%1F&(A&0#/5&(_#0L(K(3&C%(%"#%($-5%(%-('&%/',(

%-("15(-'1E1,#3(&4$3-I&'(8"&,("&(.1.(,-%(C&&3(5#C&B(R1413#'3I9(H-51&(K(3&C%(%"&(KQR(A&0#/5&(5"&(C&3%(,-(

-,&("#.(F&'1C1&.("&'(#A131%I(%-($'#0%10&9(8"10"(5"-/3.("#F&(-00/''&.(#5($#'%(-C(1,./0%1-,(S5"&(.&50'1A&.(

%"15(#5(A&1,E(^51E,&.(-CC`UB(@"&5&(N/10L(.&$#'%/'&5(#'&(0-,515%&,%(81%"(\#4#/9([&.155#/L#1%&(#,.(

7-$&5Y5(S6T)<U($'&.10%1-,(%"#%($--'(1,./0%1-,(1,0'&#5&5(5%#CC(%/',-F&'B((

@"15(5&0%1-,(,-8(E-&5(-,(%-(&D$3-'&(%"&(.&0151-,(%-(&4A#'L(/$-,(C-'4#3($-5%J'&E15%'#%1-,(&./0#%1-,B(

!-,515%&,%(81%"(Q#3C&'(#,.(a'#C(S6TT;Ug(G'#,.(&%(#3(S6T);Ug(#,.(d135-,(&%(#3(S6TT:U9(%"15(1,N/1'I(

0-,C1'45(%"15(15(#(4#M-'(.&0151-,(#,.(8#5(4/0"(.150/55&.(AI(%"&($#'%101$#,%5B([-5%(5$&01#31545(03#14(

#%(3&#5%(5-4&(-C(%"&(,/'5&5(8-'L1,E(1,(%"&1'(#'&#5(5"-/3.("#F&($-5%J'&E15%'#%1-,(&./0#%1-,(1,(%"&1'(C1&3.(

S&BEB(G'#1,&(#,.(!--L9(6T)<g(#,.(G'#,.(&%(#39(6T);U(%-(#.#$%(#,.(&,"#,0&(%"&1'(5L1335B(l&%9($-,.&'1,E(

"1E"&'(&./0#%1-,(4#I(A&(&D0&$%1-,#33I(.1CC10/3%(C-'(5-4&(,/'5&5(A&0#/5&(%"&(,/'5&($#'%101$#,%5(.1.(,-%(

0-,51.&'(%"&45&3F&5(#0#.&410B([#'E#'&%(K(#,.(P#I&(K("#.(&F&,(A&&,(#%%'#0%&.(1,%-(#($'-C&551-,(

8"&'&(,-%(A&1,E(#0#.&410(,&&.(,-%(.&%'#0%(C'-4("#F1,E(#(E--.(0#'&&'B(K/'5&5(1.&,%1CI(%"&45&3F&5(#5(

^L,-83&.E&#A3&(.-&'5`(S]'&,,#,(#,.(QI.&9(6TT:U9(A/%(%"&'&(4#I(A&(5-4&(0-,C310%(A&%8&&,(%"&(

'&3#%1F&(14$-'%#,0&(-C(%"&-'I(#,.($'#0%10&B(_#0L(K(#,.(-%"&'($#'%101$#,%5(8&'&(4-'&(0-,C1.&,%(-C(%"&1'(

#A131%I(-,(031,10#33I(-'1&,%#%&.(0-/'5&5B(R#.1&(O(8#5(.15#$$-1,%&.(5-4&(,/'5&59(8"-(8&'&(5/1%#A3&(C-'(

5%/.I1,E(#%(4#5%&'5(3&F&39(.&031,&.(%-(.-(5-B(R"&(&D$3#1,&.(%"&I(-$%&.(C-'(%"&(41,14/4(#4-/,%(-C(

5%/.I(#33-81,E(%"&4(%-(-A%#1,(%"&($'-C&551-,#3(#8#'.(%"&I(#5$1'&.(%-B(R#.1&(O(A&31&F&.(%"15(8#5(

0#/5&.(AI(,/'5&5Y(3-8(5&3CJ&5%&&4B(
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@"&(5/'F&I(0-,C1'4&.(,/'5&5(0#,(C&&3($'&55/'15&.(1,%-(&4A#'L1,E(/$-,(#0#.&410($'-E'#44&5B(R/0"(

$'&55/'&(8#5(4-5%(L&&,3I(&D$&'1&,0&.(AI(%"-5&(,/'5&5(8"-(#'&(,-%(E'#./#%&5B(@"&(5%-'1&5(1,03/.&.(

5-4&(.150/551-,(-C(4-F1,E(E-#3$-5%5B(2#'%101$#,%5(C&3%(%"&I(8&'&('&N/1'&.(%-(#0"1&F&(&F&'J1,0'&#51,E(

#0#.&410(N/#31C10#%1-,5B(R$&%m(#,.(G#%&5(S6T)=U($-1,%(-/%(,/'51,E(15(#,(/,/5/#3($'-C&551-,(1,(1%(.1.(

,-%(S#%(%"&(%14&(1,(%"&(j,1%&.(R%#%&5U('&N/1'&(#(.&E'&&9(A/%(%"&I(C-/,.(5%/.I1,E(C-'(#(.&E'&&(A&,&C1%%&.(

%"&(,/'5&(#,.(%"&1'($#%1&,%5B(!-,515%&,%(81%"(%"159(O1m,&A&'E(S6T))U(C-/,.(,/'5&5(8"-(8&'&(E'#./#%&5(

8&'&(4-'&(31L&3I(%-(&,E#E&(1,(&F1.&,0&JA#5&.($'#0%10&B((

R-4&($#'%101$#,%5(1,(%"&(1,N/1'I9(C-'(&D#4$3&9(P&3101%I(K9(.&4-,5%'#%&.(A&,&C1%5(C'-4(5%/.I1,E(C-'(#(

.&E'&&B(@"&(A&,&C1%5(-C(5%/.I1,E(C-'(#("1E"&'(.&E'&&(S[R0U(#'&(3&55(&#5I(%-(1.&,%1CIB(@"&5&(

$#'%101$#,%5(%"-/E"%("1E"&'(&./0#%1-,(8-/3.("&3$(%"&4(.&31F&'(A&%%&'(0#'&9(I&%(%"&I(.1.(,-%(5&&(1%(#5(#(

'-/%&(%-(0#'&&'(#.F#,0&4&,%9(8"10"(15(0-,515%&,%(81%"(%"&(31%&'#%/'&(SC-'(&D#4$3&9(Q-',9(213L1,E%-,(#,.(

Q--%&,9(6T)Wg(\-&"3&'(&%(#39(6T);(#,.(G--%"(&%(#39(6TT;UB(l&%9(#("1E"&'(.&E'&&(15('&N/1'&.(C-'(ZK25(

S-'(A&(8-'L1,E(C-'(-,&9(Q&#3%"(O./0#%1-,(O,E3#,.9(6T)?U(#,.(5-4&(-C(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(%"-/E"%(%"&1'(

5/00&55-'(8-/3.(,&&.(#("1E"&'(.&E'&&B(Q-8&F&'9(4-5%(-C(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(.1.(,-%(0/''&,%3I("-3.(#(

"1E"&'(.&E'&&(I&%(8&'&(5/00&55C/33I(C/3C1331,E(%"&($-5%B(@"15(0-/3.(3&#.(%-(%"&(0-,03/51-,(%"#%(C/'%"&'(

5%/.I(0#,("&3$(0#'&&'($'-E'&551-,(A/%(4#I(,-%(A&(,&&.&.(%-(5/00&55C/33I(8-'L(#%(%"#%(3&F&3B(Q-8&F&'9(

d1331#45(#,.(!-/,%5(S6T)=U(8&'&(#A3&(%-(5"-8(,/'5&5(8"-("#.(5%/.1&.(%"&1'(5$&01#3154(#%(#("1E"&'(

3&F&3("#.(14$'-F&.(L,-83&.E&9(0-4$#'&.(%-(%"-5&(8"-("#.(,-%B(R#.1&(O(5%#%&.(%"&($'-C&551-,(

A&,&C1%5(C'-4(4-'&('&5&#'0"(81%"1,("&#3%"(F151%1,E(#,.("#F1,E(4-'&($'#0%1%1-,&'5(8"-(0-/3.(8-'L(#%(

"1E"&'(3&F&35B((

@"&'&(15(#(.1CC&'&,0&(A&%8&&,(%"&(%'#,50'1$%5(-C(%"&(,/'5&(#,.(&DJ,/'5&($#'%101$#,%5(0-4$#'&.(%-(%"&(

4#,#E&'5(#,.(&./0#%-'5B(@"&(3#%%&'(8&'&($#1,C/33I(#8#'&(-C(%"&(.1CC10/3%I(1,(-A%#1,1,E(C/,.5(-'(%14&(%-(

5%/.I(1,(%"&(KQR(#,.(A&31&F&.(%"15(0-/3.(.150-/'#E&(,/'5&5(C'-4(#$$3I1,E(-'(0#/5&(%"&4(%-(3&#F&9(

8"10"(15(0-,515%&,%(81%"(%"&(31%&'#%/'&(SP31,L4#,(#,.(R#3#,%&'u9(6T)<g(@/44&'59(a'-&,&F&3.(#,.(
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7#,L"##'9(6T)=g(#,.(!3&#'I(&%(#39(6T);UB(l&%9(%"15(8#5(,-%($'-41,&,%(C'-4(%"&(,#''#%1F&5(-C(%"&(,/'5&5(

#,.(&DJ,/'5&59(8"-(5&&4&.(%-(#00&$%(%"&(,&&.(%-(C/,.(1%(%"&45&3F&5B(P-'(1,5%#,0&9(21%0"1&(K(

&D$3#1,&.("&(0-/3.(8-'L(#..1%1-,#3("-/'5(%-($#I(C-'(#(4#5%&'5Y(.&E'&&B(OF&,(P#I&(K9(8"-(C&3%(

'&5&,%4&,%(-,(A&"#3C(-C(#('&3#%1F&("#F1,E(%-($#I(C-'("&'(5%/.1&59(8#5(4-'&(0-,0&',&.(#A-/%(%"&(%14&(

%"15(1,F-3F&.(#,.(%"&(%"'&#%(1C(5"&(8#5(,-%(5/00&55C/3B(@"15(0-/3.($'-F1.&(&F1.&,0&(C-'(2"131$$-/Y5(

S6T)<U(#55&'%1-,(%"#%(4-'&(5&,1-'(,/'5&5(#00&$%('&5$-,51A131%I(C-'(%"&1'(0#'&&'(.&F&3-$4&,%(#,.(

0-,%'#.10%(%"&(C1,.1,E5(-C(!3&#'I(&%(#3(S6T);U9(8"-(C-/,.(,/'5&5('&5&,%&.(%"&(3#0L(-C(5/$$-'%(#F#13#A3&(

C-'(5%/.I(#,.(G'#,.(&%(#3(S6T);U(%"-/E"%(%"&('&N/1'&.(1,F&5%4&,%(1,(5%/.I(4#I(.150-/'#E&(,/'5&5(C'-4(

&4A#'L1,E(/$-,(1%B(

 The influence of finding the right role 

@"15(5&0%1-,(5%#'%5(AI(&D#41,1,E(,/'5&5Y(&#'3I($3#,5(C-'(%"&1'(0#'&&'5(#,.("-8(%"&I(E-(-,(%-(1.&,%1CI(#(

5/1%#A3&($-5%B((

R-4&($#'%101$#,%5(0-4$3#1,&.(#A-/%(%"&(3#0L(-C(N/#31%I(-'(.&%#13&.(0#'&&'5(#.F10&(A&C-'&(0-44&,01,E(

%"&1'(,/'5&(&./0#%1-,B(@"15(0-/3.(&D$3#1,(8"I(]#,%&(&%(#3(S6T)>U(C-/,.(%&3&F151-,(8#5(%"&(L&I(5-/'0&(

-C(1,C-'4#%1-,(#A-/%(,/'51,E(0#'&&'59(C-33-8&.(AI($&'5-,#3(0-,%#0%59(8"135%(#(0#'&&'5(5&'F10&9(

/,1F&'51%1&59(-'(&4$3-I&'5(C&#%/'&.(A#'&3I(#%(#33B(h%"&'('&5&#'0"&'5("#F&(,-%&.(%"&($3&%"-'#(-C(

%&3&F151-,(5"-85(#,.(,-F&35(#A-/%("&#3%"(0#'&9(8"10"(-C%&,($-'%'#I(#(E3#4-'15&.9(^%1.1&'`($10%/'&(-C(

"&#3%"(0#'&9(&4$"#5151,E(#0/%&(0#'&('#%"&'(%"#,(3-,EJ%&'4(0#'&(-C(%"&(0"'-,10#33I(/,8&33(Sa133&5$1&(

#,.([07#'&,9(6T)Tg([0!#,,,9(!3#'L(#,.(7/9(6T)TUB(\/LL-,&,9(R/"-,&,(#,.(R#341,&,(S6T);U(

8-''1&.(%"&5&(#CC&0%(,/'5&5Y(5&3CJ$&'0&$%1-,(#,.(A&0-4&(#(5-/'0&(-C(.155-,#,0&(#5(,/'5&5(C&&3(%"&I(

#'&(,/'51,E(C-'(%"&(8'-,E('&#5-,5(#,.(%"&(8-'3.(%"&I(#5$1'&.(%-(.-&5(,-%(&D15%B(@"&'&(8#5(,-(

&F1.&,0&(1,(%"15(1,N/1'I(-C($#'%101$#,%5(A#51,E(%"&1'(&#'3I(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(-,($-$/3#'(4&.1#B(@"#%(15(

,-%(%-(0-,%'#.10%(%"&(C1,.1,E5(-/%31,&.(#A-F&9('#%"&'(%"15(4#I('&C3&0%(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(8&'&(#33(

&D$&'1&,0&.(,/'5&5(#,.(,/'5&5(8"-(8&'&(.15#$$-1,%&.(1,(%"&1'(0#'&&'(0"-10&(8133(#3'&#.I("#F&(3&C%B(
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K&F&'%"&3&559(&F&,(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(1,(%"15(1,N/1'I(#.41%%&.(%"&I(&,%&'%#1,&.(31%%3&(1.&#(-C(8"#%(#(0#'&&'(

1,(,/'51,E(8#5(31L&(8"&,(%"&I(&4A#'L&.(/$-,(%"&1'($'&J'&E15%'#%1-,($'-E'#44&(#,.("#.('#%"&'(

$'-5#10('&#5-,5(C-'(&,%&'1,E(,/'51,EB((

]#,,1(K(4#I("#F&("1,%&.(#%(#,-%"&'('&#5-,(C-'(&,%&'1,E(,/'51,E(8"&,(5"&(.&50'1A&.("&'(&,%'I(#5(

A&1,E(^AI(.&C#/3%`B(2--'(N/#31%I(#.F10&(4#I(4&#,(,/'51,E(#%%'#0%5(5-4&(0#,.1.#%&5(A&0#/5&(1%(15(

$'-41,&,%(#,.(5-4&(4#I("#F&(C#13&.(%-(0-,51.&'(-%"&'9(3&55($'-41,&,%9(-00/$#%1-,5B(@"15(0-/3.(A&(

.&4-,5%'#%&.(AI($#'%101$#,%59(5/0"(#5(Z310&(K(#,.(_#0L(K9(8"-(&,%&'&.(,/'51,E(C-33-81,E(1,.1'&0%(

&D$-5/'&(%-(,/'51,EB(l&%(5/0"($3#,5(8&'&($--'3I(C-'4&.(#,.(4-5%(-C(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(&,%&'&.(%"&(

$'-C&551-,(81%"(41,14#3(1.&#5(-C(%"&1'(C/%/'&(#,.(#,I(0#'&&'($3#,,1,E(-00/''&.(81%"1,(%"&($'-C&551-,B(

[0\&,,#9([0!#339(#,.(d'#I(S6T)TU(51413#'3I(C-/,.(,/'5&5("#F&(31%%3&(1.&#(-C(%"&(0#'&&'(-$%1-,5(-$&,(

%-(%"&4(#%(%"&(5%#'%(-C(%"&1'($'&J'&E15%'#%1-,(&./0#%1-,B(d#'&1,E(&%(#3(S6T)?U(N/#,%1C1&.(%"15(8"&,(%"&I(

1,F&5%1E#%&.(%"&(0#'&&'($3#,5(-C(&,%'#,%5(%-(,/'51,E(&./0#%1-,(#,.(C-/,.(#A-/%(<Tn("#.(5-4&(3-,EJ

%&'4(0#'&&'($3#,59(#3%"-/E"(-,3I()?n($/%(%"&($3#,(1,%-(#0%1-,B(OF&,(%"#%9("-8&F&'9(15("1E"&'(%"#,(

C-/,.(1,(%"15(1,N/1'I9(8"&'&(-,3I(-,&(S<nU("#.(#($3#,,&.(0#'&&'g(H-51&(K(8#,%&.(%-(A&(#("&#3%"(

F151%-'9(A/%(5"&(.1.(,-%(14$3&4&,%(1%9(%"&('&#5-,5(#'&(&D$3-'&.(1,(5&0%1-,(<B>(Q-8&F&'9(A&1,E(C3&D1A3&(1,(

%"&1'(0#'&&'($3#,5(15(.&4-,5%'#A3I("&3$C/39(51,0&(5&F&'#3(-C(%"&5&(,/'5&5(8&'&(1,($1-,&&'1,E($-5%5(,-%(

&D15%1,E(8"&,(%"&I(&,%&'&.(%"&($'-C&551-,(#,.(5-(0-/3.(,-%("#F&(A&&,($3#,,&.B(

!31,10#3($3#0&4&,%5(#00-/,%(C-'(<Tn(-C(5%/.&,%(,/'5&5Y(%14&(#,.(%"&(3#0L(-C(0-"&'&,%(1,C-'4#%1-,(
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A&&,(4#.&g(5"&("#.(0-4$3&%&.("&'(C1'5%(#,.("1E"&'(.&E'&&5(#,.(4-F&.(1,%-(5&,1-'(4#,#E&4&,%B(

2#/3#(KY5(5%'#%&EI(8#5(%-(#0"1&F&(#(5&,1-'($-5%(A&C-'&('15L1,E(0-4$'-4151,E("&'(0#'&&'(81%"(0"13.J

0#'&('&5$-,51A131%1&5B(@"15(15(#,(1,0'&#51,E3I(0-44-,($#%%&',(S71&CA'-&'9(6TT<U(A/%(1%(15('15LI(#,.9(1C(1%(

.-&5,Y%(8-'L(-/%9(%"&(8-'L&'(0#,(&,.(%"&1'(0#'&&'(C&&31,E(A1%%&'(#,.(.15#$$-1,%&.(SK&8(501&,%15%9(

6T)<UB(\'-&E&'(#,.([#%%1,#(S6T)?U(5$&0/3#%&.('&$'-./0%1F&(%&0",-3-EI(8133(-CC&'(8-4&,(%"&($-551A131%I(

-C($-5%$-,1,E(0"13.A&#'1,E9(A/%(%"15(1,N/1'I(5/EE&5%5(%"15(4#I(,-%(A&(#($-51%1F&(.&F&3-$4&,%9(A&0#/5&(

8-4&,(4#I(/,.&'J&5%14#%&(%"&(&,M-I4&,%(-C(A'1,E1,E(/$(0"13.'&,(#,.(%"&'&C-'&($-5%$-,&(%"15(

$-51%1F&($#'%(-C(%"&1'(31F&5B(

2#I(15(.150/55&.("&'&(A&0#/5&(-C(1%5(0-,%'1A/%1-,(%-(C#413I(31C&B([-5%(-C(%"&(,/'5&5(8&'&(5#%15C1&.(81%"(

%"&1'($#IB(@"&(&D0&$%1-,(8#5(]#,,1(KB(R"&("#.(#,(/,/5/#3(0#'&&'9(0"#'#0%&'15&.(AI(0#'&&'(4-F&5(

A&%8&&,(.1CC&'&,%(5$&01#31545B(R"&(4-F&.(N/1%&(&#'3I(1,%-(1,%&',#%1-,#3('&31&C(#,.(C'-4(%"&'&(%-(2+a](

#,.(%"&,(%-(+@j(#,.(C1,#33I(1,%-($'#0%10&(,/'51,EB(Q&'&9("&'(&03&0%10(&D$&'1&,0&(8#5(/5&C/39(A&0#/5&(

5"&(8#5(1,F-3F&.(1,(5&0-,.#'I($'&F&,%1-,(81%"(031&,%5(#CC&0%&.(AI(!h2](#,.(1,(8-4&,o5("&#3%"B(Q&'(

0#'&&'(.&4-,5%'#%&5(031,10#3(5L1335(3&#',&.(1,(-,&(#'&#(0#,(A&(F#3/#A3&(1,(-%"&'59(I&%(5"&('&5&,%&.("&'(

$#I(A#,.9(8"10"(5"&(A&31&F&.(.1.(,-%('&C3&0%(%"&(A'-#.('#,E&(-C(&D$&'1&,0&(5"&(A'-/E"%(%-("&'('-3&(#5(

#($'#0%10&(,/'5&(A&0#/5&(5"&(.1.(,-%('&0&1F&(^0'&.1%(C-'($'&F1-/5(&D$&'1&,0&`B((
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R-4&('&5&,%4&,%(4#I("#F&(A&&,(C&3%(8"&,(%"&I(0-4$#'&.(%"&1'($#I(%-(-%"&'5B(a&4(K(&D$3#1,&.(

5-4&(-C("&'(,/'5&5(%--L("-4&(4-'&(%"#,(5"&(.1.9(./&(%-(%"&('&3#%1F&3I(E&,&'-/5(/,5-01#3("-/'5(

$#I4&,%5B(@"&'&(4#I(A&(#,-%"&'('&#5-,($#I(.-&5(,-%(14$#0%(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5g(&F&,(1C(%"&I(8#,%(

4-'&($#I9(%"&I(#'&(/,5/'&("-8(%-(-A%#1,(1%B([-5%(,/'5&5(8-'L(C-'(%"&(KQR(8"10"(-CC&'5(5%#,.#'.15&.(

$#I(50#3&5(S5&&(#$$&,.1D()U9(5-(0"#,E1,E(&4$3-I&'(C-'(#($#I(1,0'&#5&(-'(,&E-%1#%1,E(#($#I('15&(15(,-%(

/5/#33I(#('&#315%10(-$%1-,B(l&%9([&3-.I(KY5(5%-'I(5"-85(1C(%"&I(8#,%(4-'&($#I9(1%(15($-551A3&(%-(#0"1&F&B(

R"&(8-'L&.(#5(#(!KR(-,(A#,.(;(C-'(%8-(I&#'59(A/%(31L&(]#,,1(K9(C&3%("&'(A#,.1,E(8#5(,-%(

0-44&,5/'#%&(81%"("&'(5L1335(#,.(5/00&55C/33I(#$$31&.(C-'(#(A#,.(?(!KR($-5%B(@"15(8#5(#%(#(.1CC&'&,%(

@'/5%(#,.([&3-.I(K(C&3%(%"&(8-'L(1%5&3C(8#5(51413#'9(A/%(-,(#("1E"&'(A#,.B([&3-.I(K(5/A5&N/&,%3I(

1,C-'4&.(%"&('&5&#'0"&'(5"&("#.(A&&,($'-4-%&.(%-(,/'5&(0-,5/3%#,%9(8"10"(5"&("#.(.&50'1A&.(./'1,E(

%"&(1,%&'F1&8(#5("&'(XC1,#3(E-#3YB(+%(15(1,%&'&5%1,E(%"#%9(C-'([&3-.I(K9(8#,%1,E(4-'&($#I(.1.(3&#.(%-(#(

0#'&&'(.&0151-,9(8"10"(5/EE&5%5(,/'5&5(8"-(8#,%(4-'&(4-,&I(0#,(-A%#1,($'-4-%1-,B(_-",([(S5&&(

5&0%1-,(>B=U($'-F1.&5(#(51413#'(#00-/,%9(8"&,("&(#.F15&.(#(M/,1-'(0-33&#E/&(#E#1,5%(4-F1,E(514$3I(C-'(

4-'&(4-,&IB(_-",([(A&31&F&.(%"&(A#,.(8#5(#'%1C101#33I("1E"(#,.(%"&('&5/3%(-C(,/'5&(5"-'%#E&5(8"10"(

/3%14#%&3I(.1.(,-%("&3$(%"&(,/'5&Y5(0#'&&'B(

@"&(-,31,&(5/'F&I5(#$$&#'(%-(0-,C1'4(,/'5&5(#'&(1,.1CC&'&,%(%-(%"&1'($#I9(A&0#/5&(:Tn(-C(,/'5&5(#,.(

4#,#E&'5(-'(&./0#%-'5(.15#E'&&.(%"#%(,/'5&5($'1-'1%15&($#I(-'(8&'&(,&/%'#3B(@"15(0-,0/'5(81%"(

Meadows, Levenson, and Baeza (2000). l&%9(%"15(.151,%&'&5%(1,($#I(4#I(A&(0"#,E1,E(#,.(-%"&'(

&F1.&,0&(0-,%'#.10%(%"15(1,N/1'IB(@"&'&(15(5-4&(#,&0.-%#3(&F1.&,0&(S\#'149(6T)<U(-C(,/'5&5(3&#F1,E(

%"&(j\9(,-%(1,(5&#'0"(-C(#.F&,%/'&9(A/%(-C(A&%%&'($#I9(0-,.1%1-,59(#,.(31C&5%I3&B(@"&I(#'&(4-5%3I(

41E'#%1,E(%-(8-'L(1,(!#,#.#9(jRZ9(#,.(#A-F&J#33(Z/5%'#31#9(#33(-C(8"-4(#'&(8&30-41,E(j\(,/'5&5(1,(

1,0'&#51,E(,/4A&'5(S210L&'5E133(6T)6UB(P/'%"&'9(\#3#,.IL(#,.(2&,#'J|#.#'L-(S6T)=U(C-/,.(W?B?n(-C(

%"&1'(,/'5&('&5$-,.&,%5(5%#%&.(3-8($#I(8#5(#($'-A3&4(C-'(%"&4(#,.(Q#0L&%%(S6T6TU(5%#%&.(-F&'(-,&(

%"1'.(-C(,/'5&5(#'&($-,.&'1,E(3&#F1,E9(4#1,3I(./&(%-($&'0&1F&.(3-8($#IB(P/'%"&'9(%"&(,/'51,E($'&55(
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'&$&#%&.3I('&$-'%5('&5&,%4&,%(S&BEB(a133&,9(6T)=(#,.(\&,.#33JH#I,-'9(6T);U(0#/5&.(AI($&'0&1F&.(3-8(

$#IB(

@"&('&3#D&.(#%%1%/.&(-C(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(%-(C1,#,0&5(&D%&,.5(%-(%"&1'('&%1'&4&,%B(K-,&(-C(%"&(

$#'%101$#,%5(8#5(4#L1,E(#..1%1-,#3($&,51-,(0-,%'1A/%1-,5(#,.(5-4&("#.(81%".'#8,(4-,&I(C'-4(%"&1'(

$&,51-,(C/,.5(8"&,(%"&('/3&5($&'41%%&.(%"#%B(]&5$1%&(#33(-C(%"159(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(8&'&(4-5%3I(-$%1415%10(

#A-/%(%"&1'('&%1'&4&,%B(@"&I(8&'&(#8#'&(%"&I(S/,31L&(5-4&(-C(%"&1'(,-,J,/'51,E(C'1&,.5U("#.(#(5&0/'&(

-00/$#%1-,#3($&,51-,(50"&4&9(8"10"(%"&I(%'/5%&.(%-($'-F1.&(#($&,51-,B(K&F&'%"&3&559(%"&I(8&'&(

0-,0&',&.(#A-/%(%"&(51m&(-C(%"#%($&,51-,(#,.(_-",([(#,.(a&4(K(8&'&(A-%"(8-''1&.(%"&($&,51-,(4#I(

,-%($'-F1.&(&,-/E"(%-('&%1'&(1,(7-,.-,B((

 Conclusion to chapter 5 

@"15(0"#$%&'("#5(.150/55&.(%"&(,#''#%1F&5('&3#%&.(%-(0#'&&'(.&0151-,59(1.&,%1C1&.(C'-4(%"&(5%-'1&5B(

K/'5&5(-C%&,(&,%&'(%"&($'-C&551-,(81%"("1E"(1.&#35(A/%(31%%3&(/,.&'5%#,.1,E(-C(8"#%(#(0#'&&'(1,(,/'51,E(

&,%#135B(@"&(,#''#%1F&5(1,C3/&,01,E(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(#'&('&3#%1-,5"1$59(8"10"(15(3#'E&3I(-F&'3--L&.(1,(

%"&(31%&'#%/'&B(@"&(5&0-,.(,#''#%1F&(15(M-A(5#%15C#0%1-,B(@"15(#$$&#'5("1E"(#4-,E5%(%"&($#'%101$#,%59(

8"-(8#,%(F#'1&.(#,.(1,%&'&5%1,E(8-'L(81%"(%"&(-$$-'%/,1%I(%-(E1F&(E--.(0#'&(#,.(%-(3&#',(#,.($'#0%10&(

031,10#3(5L1335B([-5%(-C(%"&5&(,/'5&5(#$$&#'(%-("#F&(#0"1&F&.(%"15(I&%9(%"&(%"1'.(,#''#%1F&(8#5(C1,.1,E(

%"&('1E"%(8-'L(#,.(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(-C%&,(0#,,-%($'-F1.&(#(0-"&'&,%(#00-/,%(-C("-8(%"&I(4#,#E&.(1%9(

-C%&,(#%%'1A/%1,E(%"&1'(0#'&&'(5/00&55(%-(5&'&,.1$1%IB(K/'5&5(&,%&'(%"&($'-C&551-,(81%"-/%(3-,EJ%&'4(

0#'&&'($3#,5(#,.(%"&'&(#$$&#'5(%-(A&(#($#/01%I(-C(E--.(N/#31%I(1,C-'4#%1-,(81%"1,(%"&($'-C&551-,B([-5%(

-C(%"&($#'%101$#,%5(.&,1&.('&0&1F1,E(0#'&&'5(#.F10&(-'(4&,%-'1,E9(I&%(5&F&'#3("#.(4#.&(0#'&&'(4-F&5(

#%(%"&(5/EE&5%1-,(-C(#,-%"&'(,/'5&B(@"&(C-/'%"(,#''#%1F&(8#5(5%'&55(#,.(4-5%(,/'5&5('&$-'%(%"15(#%(

%14&59(#3%"-/E"(%"&I(F#'1&.(1,("-8(4/0"(5%'&55(%"&I(C1,.(#00&$%#A3&9(#,.(%--(4/0"(5%'&55("#.(-C%&,(

%'1EE&'&.(#(0#'&&'(4-F&g(I&%(5-4&("#.(4-F&.(%-(#(N/1&%&'($-5%9(-,3I(%-(C1,.(%"&I(8&'&(,-8(/,.&'J

5%14/3#%&.B(@"&(C1,#3(,#''#%1F&(8#5(8-'LJ31C&(A#3#,0&B(@"&(31%&'#%/'&(5/EE&5%5(%"15(0#,(A&(.1CC10/3%(%-(
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#0"1&F&(1,(4-.&',(G'1%#1,(#,.(5&F&'#3($#'%101$#,%5(.&50'1A&.($/%%1,E(%"&1'(0#'&&'(5&0-,.(%-(%"&1'(C#413I(

31C&B(+4$-'%#,%3I9("-8&F&'9(C&8('&5&,%&.(%"15(#,.(8&'&($'-/.(-C("-8(%"&I("#.(4#,#E&.(A-%"(#(

$&'5-,#3(#,.($'-C&551-,#3(31C&B((

Q#F1,E(&D$3-'&.(%"&(.#%#(1,(%"&(31E"%(-C(%"&(&D15%1,E(L,-83&.E&9(%"&(,&D%(0"#$%&'(8133("1E"31E"%(%"&(

0-,%'1A/%1-,(-C(%"15(%"&515(%-(-/'(/,.&'5%#,.1,E(-C(,/'51,E(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5(#,.(5/EE&5%(5-4&(

$'#0%10#3(#$$310#%1-,5(-C(%"&5&(1,51E"%5B
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Chapter 6:  Conclusion and outcomes of the inquiry 

@"&(%8-($'&F1-/5(0"#$%&'5($'&5&,%&.(#,.(.150/55&.(%"&(.#%#B(@"15(8#5(%"&(5%-'1&5(-C(%"&(%8&,%I(

,/'5&($#'%101$#,%5B(@"&5&(8&'&(5/$$3&4&,%&.(81%"(1,51E"%5($'-F1.&.(AI(51D(&./0#%-'(#,.(4#,#E&'(

$#'%101$#,%5(#,.('&5/3%5(C'-4(%"&(-,31,&(5/'F&I59(#33(&D#41,&.(1,(%"&(31E"%(-C(&D15%1,E('&5&#'0"B(@"15(

C1,#3(0"#$%&'(&F#3/#%&5(%"&(0-,%'1A/%1-,(-C(%"15(1,N/1'I(%-(#,58&'1,E(%"&('&5&#'0"(N/&5%1-,*(^8"#%(

1,C3/&,0&5(,/'5&5Y(0#'&&'(.&0151-,5V`B(+,(#,58&'1,E(%"&(N/&5%1-,(%"15(%"&515(-CC&'5(5-4&(-/%$/%5(-C(%"&(

1,N/1'IB(P1'5%9(%"&'&(#'&(%"&(5%-'1&5(%"&45&3F&59(#33(0#,(A&('&#.(1,(#$$&,.1D(>B(H-3C&(S6TT;U(5#1.(%"&(

F#3/&(-C(N/#31%#%1F&('&5&#'0"(31&5(1,(1%5(#A131%I(%-(133/41,#%&(%"&(51%/#%1-,5(-C(-%"&'5(#,.(G&33(S6TT6U(

5%#%&5(#(E--.(,#''#%1F&(1,N/1'I(&,"#,0&5(%"&(/,.&'5%#,.1,E(-C(%"&($#'%101$#,%59(%-(%"15(0-/3.(A&(#..&.(

%"&('&#.&'5(4#I(#35-(E#1,(#..1%1-,#3(1,51E"%5(1,%-(%"&1'(51%/#%1-,5B(R&0%1-,(=B=B)(#'E/&.(5%-'1&5(5"-/3.(

A&(0'&.1A3&(%-(%"&('&#.&'($#'%3I(A&0#/5&(%"&I('&C3&0%(%"&('&#.&'5Y(-8,(&D$&'1&,0&(Sd&A5%&'(#,.(

[&'%-F#9(6TT?UB(@"&'&C-'&9(%"&(5%-'1&5(4#I("#F&(F#3/&(1,($'-F1.1,E(4#%&'1#3(C-'(,/'5&5(%-('&C3&0%(/$-,9(

%-("&3$(4#L&(5&,5&(-C(%"&1'(-8,(31F&5(#,.($-%&,%1#3(0#'&&'5B(@"&(5%-'1&5('&0-/,%(0#'&&'(5/00&55(1,(

,/'51,E(#,.(C/3C134&,%(S]&&(K9(2#/3#(K9(P&3101%I(K9(#,.(P#I&(KU9(-C(8-'L1,E(#/%-,-4-/53I(S]&&(K9(

]#15I(K9(P&3101%I(K9(#,.(P#I&(KU9(5&&1,E(%"'-/E"(0"#33&,E1,E($'-M&0%5(S]#15I(KU(#,.(#00&$%1,E(

51E,1C10#,%('&5$-,51A131%1&5(SP3-'&,0&(K(#,.(a&4(KUB(@"&I(#35-(1,03/.&(#00-/,%5(-C(,/'5&5(

&D$&'1&,01,E(A/33I1,E(S2#/3#(K(#,.(P3-'&,0&(KU(%'#E&.I(S@#,I#(KU(#,.(C'/5%'#%1-,(S[#'L(t9(@'/.I(t9(

#,.(]#,,I(KUB(Z,I(-C(%"&5&(0-/3.('&5-,#%&(81%"(%"&('&#.&'5Y(&D$&'1&,0&B(

@"15(0"#$%&'($'&5&,%5(#(,&8(E'#$"109(^0#'&&'5(1,(,/'51,E`(S5&&(C1E/'&(;B)U9(8"10"(0#$%/'&5(#5$&0%5(-C(

8-'L(%"15(1,N/1'I("#5('&F&#3&.(14$#0%5(-,(,/'5&5o(0#'&&'(5#%15C#0%1-,B(@"15(15(#00-4$#,1&.(AI(%8-(

%--35(S%#A3&5(;B)(#,.(;B6(1,(5&0%1-,(;B)UB(ZC%&'($'&5&,%1,E(%"&(E'#$"10(#,.(%--359(%"&(0"#$%&'(&D$3#1,5(

%"&1'(.&F&3-$4&,%(#,.("-8(%"&I(0-/3.(A&(/5&.(S5&0%1-,(;B=UB(+%(E-&5(-,(%-(1.&,%1CI(%"&(/,1N/&(

0-,%'1A/%1-,(-C(%"15(1,N/1'I(%-(-/'(L,-83&.E&(-C(,/'51,E(0#'&&'5(#,.(%"&(14$310#%1-,5(C-'(%"&($'-C&551-,(

S5&0%1-,(;B>UB(@"&(3141%#%1-,5(-C(%"&(1,N/1'I(#'&(#0L,-83&.E&.(S5&0%1-,(;B<U(A/%(%"&,(5-4&(
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'&0-44&,.#%1-,5(C-'($'#0%10&9(&./0#%1-,9(#,.('&5&#'0"(#'&(-/%31,&.(S5&0%1-,(;B;U(#,.(%"&(-AM&0%1F&5(

'&F1&8&.(S5&0%1-,(;B?UB(@"&(0"#$%&'(0-,03/.&5(81%"(#($&'5-,#3('&C3&0%1-,(-,(%"&(#/%"-'o5(M-/',&I(1,(

'&5&#'0"(S5&0%1-,(;B:UB(H&C3&D1F1%I(15(#,(14$-'%#,%(C&#%/'&(-C(,#''#%1F&(1,N/1'I(SP1,3#I9(6TT6U(#,.(%"&(

'&5&#'0"&'5Y('&C3&0%1-,5(4#I(E/1.&(C/%/'&(/5&(-C(%"15(4&%"-.-3-EI(#5('&5&#'0"&'5(5&&L(%-(/,.&'5%#,.(

0#'&&'5(1,(,/'51,EB(((

 Proposed graphic and tools 

@"&(E'#$"10(^0#'&&'(C/3C134&,%(1,(,/'51,E`(514$3I($'-F1.&5(#(5%'/0%/'&(C-'(.150/551,E(0#'&&'5(1,(,/'51,EB(

@"&(C1F&(,#''#%1F&5(#'&(.&$10%&.(1,(%"&(E'#$"10(SC1E/'&(;B)UB(@"15(0-/3.("&3$(,/'5&5(F15/#315&(%"&1'(

0/''&,%('-3&(#,.(4#I(C#0131%#%&(E'-/$(-'(03#55(.150/551-,5(-C(0#'&&'5(1,(,/'51,EB(@"&(E'#$"10("#5(A&&,(

/5&.(%-(.&F&3-$(%8-(%--35B(@"&5&(#'&*(^H&C3&0%1,E(-,(I-/'(0#'&&'(1,(,/'51,E`(S%#A3&(;B)U(#,.(

^H&C3&0%1,E(/$-,(,/'51,E(#$$-1,%4&,%5`(S%#A3&(;B6UB((

@"&(C1'5%(%--39(^H&C3&0%1,E(/$-,(0#'&&'(C/3C134&,%(1,(,/'51,E`(S%#A3&(;B)U("&3$5(,/'5&5(#,.(%"&1'(#.F15-'5(

%"1,L(#A-/%(%"&1'(0/''&,%($-5%(#,.(%"&1'(C/%/'&(#5$1'#%1-,5B(+%("#5(A&&,(,-%&.(,/'5&5(%&,.(%-(-,3I(4#L&(

0#'&&'(4-F&5(8"&,(%"&I(#'&(/,"#$$I9(%"15(%--3("#5(A&&,(.&51E,&.(%-("&3$(%"&4($-,.&'(%"&1'(0#'&&'5(

1,(%"&(3-,E&'(%&'4B(@"&I(#'&(&,0-/'#E&.(%-('&F1&8(5#%15C#0%1-,(1,(%"&1'(0/''&,%($-5%(#,.(0-,51.&'(

8"&'&(%"15(0-/3.(3&#.(%"&4B(@"&(1,N/1'I("#5(5"-8,(,/'5&5(.150/55(0#'&&'(.&0151-,59(&F&,(1C(-,3I(-,(
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Figure 6.1: Career fulfilment in nursing 

Job Satisfaction Right Job

Stress Balance

Relationships
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Reflecting on career fulfilment in nursing 

Instructions for use: the first column suggests aspects of work nurses say make their work enjoyable. You can rate each one and then consider 

whether this aspect of your work could be improved. Towards the end of each section are “cautions” in red. These seriously undermine fulfilment 

at work and should be addressed if present. Remember this is your work, you should score your role as you find it. 

Relationships 

Aspect of role 

Score out of 5 

1=absent; 2=low; 
3=okay; 4=good; 5= 

excellent 

What would a five in this area look like? 

What actions would you need to take to reach that? 

Camaraderie 

friendships and working relationships with 
nurses and professional colleagues 

 

  

 
Therapeutic relationships 

(i.e. with clients, their families etc.) 
 
 

  

Challenges: any bullying or harassment? 

What actions should you take? 

 

!
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Job Satisfaction 

Aspect of role 

Score out of 5 

1=absent; 2=low; 
3=okay; 4=good;  

5= excellent 

What would a five in this area look like? 

What actions would you need to take to reach that? 

Technical or clinical interest   

Opportunities to use clinical skills and a caring 
role 

  

Autonomy   

Variety   

Opportunity for career mobility and 
promotion 

  

Formal educational opportunities   

Challenge: Is there a risk of boredom or excessive routinisation?  

Challenge: Is there an unacceptable administrative burden?  
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The right role 

Aspect of role 
Score out of 5 

1=absent; 2=low; 
3=okay; 4=good;  

5= excellent 

What would a five in this area look like? 

What actions would you need to take to reach that? 

Is there career mentoring available?   

Do you get the chance to meet other 

professionals or to hear about new 

developments? 

  

Does your role complement aspects of your 

personal life? 

  

Challenge: is career information you receive up-to-date and 

reliable? 
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Stress 

Remember the amount of stress that is right varies between individuals. You may like a “buzz” or prefer a quieter role! 

Aspect of role 

Score out of 5 

1= too much stress or  not 
enough to do (boredom); 
2=not quite right; 3=okay; 

4=good; 5= excellent 

What would a five in this area look like? 

What actions would you need to take to reach that? 

Amount of responsibility   

Workload   

Freedom to work at high standards   

Job security   

Exposure to risk   

Challenge: is stress affecting your health?  
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Work-life balance 

Aspect of role 
Score out of 5 

1=bad; 2=poor; 
3=okay; 4=good;  

5= excellent 

What would a five in this area look like? 

What actions would you need to take to reach that? 

Adequate time for family   

Interaction between home and work   

Adequate time for work   

Journey to work   

Pay   

!
(  
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Thinking about your future (allow plenty of time for this!) 

In this section you should consider your future and how you think this role is helping you achieve the future you would like. 

What are you currently learning that could be relevant 
to future job moves? 

(

Are there any opportunities you could take to increase 
your career fulfilment? 

(

Is there anything from this tool you would like to share 
with a colleague or your manager? 

(

What sources of information can you access about 
careers? 

(

Is there anyone you admire, perhaps the way they work 
or the job they do? 

Can you contact them and ask to talk to them about 
their work or to “shadow” them? 

(

Table 6.1: Reflecting on your career in nursing 
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Reflecting on appointments and roles in nursing 

Instructions for use: the first column suggests aspects of work nurses say make their work enjoyable. You can rate each one for the post you are considering 

and, in the third column, reflect on whether this aspect of the role could be improved. There are some suggestions for features of a nursing role that may help 

improve a score. At the bottom of each section are “cautions” in red. These seriously undermine fulfilment at work and must be addressed if present. 

Relationships  
!

Aspect of role 

Score out of 5 
1=absent; 2=low; 

3=okay; 4=good; 5= 
excellent 

Can the score be improved? 
What action can be taken 

Camaraderie 
friendships and working relationships with 

nurses and professional colleagues 

 Effective leader 
Social, charitable or other events available 

 

Therapeutic relationships 
(i.e. with clients, their families etc) 

 Support when dealing with needy clients 
Training in therapeutic relationships and opportunities to reflect 
 
 
 

 
Challenges: any incivility (bullying, harassment) 

 

Staff development or transfers, involvement of HR or outside agencies 
 
 
 
 

!! !
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Opportunities to learn about the role 

Aspect of role 

Score out of 5 

1=absent; 2=low; 
3=okay; 4=good;  

5= excellent 

Can the score be improved? 

What action can be taken 

How well-known is the 
specialism? 

 

Provide explanation of role that applicants may not be familiar with. 
Informal visits, role shadowing? 
 
 

 

Students and visitors  

Does the area /role take student nurses on placements 
And / or will students see or experience the role? Consider “micro placements” or 
electives. If impossible, could visits or lectures be organised? 
Ensure students and others made welcome, taught, and encouraged to consider 
returning as RN? 
 
 
 

Induction  

Provision of a programme offering orientation, discussion of expectations, feedback 

 

 

Challenge: does the role lack prestige or status? 

Increase status e.g. by encouraging contributions at Trust level or beyond. 

 

 

(
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Job satisfaction 
!

Aspect of role 

Score out of 5 
1=absent; 2=low; 
3=okay; 4=good;  

5= excellent 

Can the score be improved? 
What action can be taken 

Technical or clinical interest 
 

 Identify those aspects of the work the nurse could be responsible for (for example) clinical 
developments, research, placements, teaching, discharge planning. 
 
 

Supervision, professional 
support, mentoring, & 

Informal learning 

 Provision of study time, named career mentor, learning opportunities in (for example) other 
departments 
 
 

Formal educational 
opportunities 

 Expectations for study for BSc / MSc made explicit? Realistic timeline and support in 
place? 
 
 
 

Autonomy 

 Opportunity to contribute to management decisions, future strategy, and wider issues.  
Will the nurse have the opportunity to contribute to “something big”? 
 
 

Opportunity for career 
mobility and promotion 

 Will they get the chance to act up, work in other departments, and hear of new 
opportunities? 
 
 

Variety 

 Opportunities to work with other departments, rotation, variety in role 
 
 
 

Challenge: Is there is risk of boredom or 
excessive routinisation? 

 

Challenge: Is there a high or unacceptable 
administrative burden? 
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Stress 
Remember the amount of stress that is right varies between individuals. 
!

Aspect of role 

Score out of 5 
1=absent; 2=low; 3=okay; 

4=good;  
5= excellent 

Can the score be improved? 
What action can be taken 

Workload 
  

 
Acceptable and clearly defined workload 

 
 
 

Amount of responsibility  

Clearly defined areas of responsibility, with provision to ensure and reassure nurse 
they are competent. Pay commensurate with responsibility 

 
 

Freedom to work at high 
standard  

Requirements of high standards are explicit, with arrangements for facilitating 
and ensuring these 

 

Job security  

Provision of job security. If new, temporary, or experimental, assurance of 
alternative employment in place. 

 
 

Relationship with 
management  

Opportunity to contribute to management and strategic decisions? 
 
 
 

Challenge: Is there a high administrative burden? If so, is 
there appropriate support in place 

 
 
 

Challenge: Is this a very stressful role and, if so, is 
appropriate support in place? 
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Work-life balance 

Aspect of role 

Score out of 5 

1=absent; 2=low; 
3=okay; 4=good;  

5= excellent 

Can the score be improved? 

What action can be taken? 

Suitable for nurse with other 
responsibilities 

  
Consider part time / job share / family friendly or flexible hours. 
Availability of workplace or other childcare arrangements? 
 
 

Geographical location 

  
Explanation of arrangements for public transport, parking etc. in place? Is there a 
need to consider travelling at unsocial hours? 
 
 
 
 

Is the pay commensurate with 
responsibilities 

 Ensure pay grade correct and explicit. 
Consider arrangements for pay progression 
 
 
 

Requirement to work 
unpredictable hours or risk of short 

notice changes 

 Possibility of regular (albeit unsocial) hours? 
Arrangements for changes in work hours to be provided in advance? 
 
 

Table 6.2: Reflecting on nursing appointments
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 Developing the graphic and tools 
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-+..&#A/&0?(@"#%(9&#,0(%"10(19$+'%#,%('+.&(10(8/.81..&6(7B($&+$.&(,+%(0$&-181-#..B($'&$#'&6(8+'(1%=(#,6(

%"&'&8+'&(#(019$.&(#,6('&.&<#,%(%++.(-+/.6(#0010%(,/'0&0(1,(%"&1'(&<&'B6#B(-+,<&'0#%1+,0(:1%"(,/'01,A(

8'1&,60(#,6(-+..&#A/&0?(@"&0&(-+,%'17/%1+,0(#'&(19$+'%#,%(7&-#/0&("&.$1,A(+%"&'(,/'0&0(:#0(%"&(

9+%1<#%1+,(+8(9#,B(+8(%"&($#'%1-1$#,%0(#,6(+%"&'0(:"+(-+,%'17/%&6(%+(%"&('&0&#'-"?((
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5/'0&(9#,#A&'0=($#'%1-/.#'.B(1,(T+,6+,=(#'&(1,%&'&0%&6(1,(0%'#%&A1&0(%+(#%%'#-%(#,6('&%#1,(0%#88?(@"&(%++.(

CD&8.&-%1,A(+,(#$$+1,%9&,%0(1,(,/'01,AE(P%#7.&()?2R(-+/.6(7&(/0&6(7B(9#,#A&'0(-+,016&'1,A(,/'01,A(

$+0%0?(G%(:1..(7&(&0$&-1#..B("&.$8/.(8+'(9#,#A&'0(:1%"(#($+0%(%"#%(9#B(7&(61881-/.%(%+(81..(P8+'(&I#9$.&=(%"&(

:#'6(010%&'[9#,#A&'(+'(%&#9(9#,#A&'('+.&R(+'(.&00($+$/.#'(#'&#0(P8+'(&I#9$.&=(&.6&'(-#'&R?(@"10(%++.(

-+/.6(#.0+(7&(/0&8/.(18(%"&(%&#9(6B,#91-0(#'&(,+%(&88&-%1<&?(@"10(%++.(#.0+(6+&0(,+%(A1<&(#6<1-&(7/%(

6+&0(1,-./6&(0+9&(16&#0(8+'(&,"#,-1,A(#(,/'01,A('+.&?(S+'(1,0%#,-&=(%"&(%++.(#0F0(18(%"&'&(#'&(9&,%+'0(

#<#1.#7.&(7&-#/0&(%"&(:#'6(010%&'[9#,#A&'(+'(%&#9(9#,#A&'0X($+0%("#0(%"&($+%&,%1#.(%+(7&(#('#%"&'(

10+.#%&6('+.&=(#,6(9+0%(+8(%"&($#'%1-1$#,%0(0%#%&6(%"&B(:+/.6("#<&(:&.-+9&6(9&,%+'0"1$?(G%(#.0+(

'&91,60(9#,#A&'0(#7+/%(%"&(19$+'%#,-&(+8(1,6/-%1+,(8+'(,&:(0%#88?(V0(:&..(#0(%"10=(%"&(1,M/1'B(0"+:&6(

,/'0&0(-+9$.#1,(#7+/%(%"&($++'(M/#.1%B(+8(1,8+'9#%1+,(#<#1.#7.&(#7+/%(-#'&&'0(1,(,/'01,A=(#,6(%"&(%++.(

CD&8.&-%1,A(/$+,(#$$+1,%9&,%0(#,6('+.&0E(P%#7.&()?2R(&,-+/'#A&0(9#,#A&'0(%+(-+,016&'(%"&(

1,8+'9#%1+,(#<#1.#7.&(#7+/%(%"&($+0%(/,6&'(-+,016&'#%1+,(#,6(0/AA&0%0(#('#,A&(+8(0%'#%&A1&0?(

G,(8/%/'&=(1%(9#B(7&($+0017.&(8+'(%"&(A'#$"1-(#,6(%++.0(%+(7&(#--&00&6(&.&-%'+,1-#..B(#,6(8+'(%"&9(%+(7&(

.1,F&6?(@"10(:+/.6(9&#,(%"&(/0&'(-+/.6(C-.1-FE(+,(&#-"(#'&#(+8(%"&(A'#$"1-(#,6(%"10(:+/.6(.&#6(%+(%"&(

'&.&<#,%(0&-%1+,(+8(%"&(%++.(+$&,1,A?(G8(%"&B(:&'&(+,.1,&=(%"10(:+/.6(9#F&(%"&9(9+'&(:16&.B(#<#1.#7.&=(

#,6(1%(-+/.6(7&(/0&6(#0($#'%(+8(#,(#$$'#10#.(+'(%"&('&8.&-%1+,(-+9$+,&,%(+8(5>!('&<#.16#%1+,?(@"&(

.+-F6+:,("#0(6&9+,0%'#%&6(9#,B(:+'F&'0(#'&(,+:(-+98+'%#7.&(:+'F1,A(#,6(-+..#7+'#%1,A(+,.1,&?(

@"10(%++.(-+/.6(8#-1.1%#%&(610-/001+,0('&.#%1,A(%+(#$$+1,%9&,%0(#,6(#$$'#10#.0(8+'(,/'0&0?(

 Contribution to knowledge 

@"10(%"&010(+$&,&6(:1%"(%"&(+70&'<#%1+,(%"&(,/'01,A($'+8&001+,(+88&'0(#(:16&(<#'1&%B(+8(1,%&'&0%1,A(

$+0%0=(B&%(%++(9#,B(,/'0&0(.&#<&(%"&($'+8&001+,(&#'.B?(@"10(.&#60(%+(,/'01,A(0"+'%#A&0=(:"1-"($/%0(

0%'#1,(+,(%"&('&9#1,1,A(0%#88?(@"10(.+00(-+/.6(#.0+(7&(610#$$+1,%1,A(%+(%"&(,/'0&0=(:"+("#6(&,<10#A&6(

%"&90&.<&0(0%#B1,A(1,(%"&($'+8&001+,?(!&'%#1,.B=(+8(%"&(8+/'(&I;,/'0&0(1,<+.<&6(1,(%"10(1,M/1'B=(+,&(

'&A'&%%&6(.&#<1,A?(N"#%("#0(%"10(%"&010(0"+:,(%+(1../91,#%&(+'(&<&,('&.1&<&(%"10($'+7.&9\(
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]&0$1%&(%"&(-+9$.&%&6(1,M/1'B=(%"&'&('&9#1,0(,+(01,A.&(#,0:&'(%+(%"&(M/&0%1+,=(C:"#%(1,8./&,-&0(

,/'0&0X(-#'&&'(6&-101+,0\E?(5&<&'%"&.&00=(#0(%"&B(&I$.+'&6(6&-101+,0(1,('&%'+0$&-%=(9#,B(+8(%"&(,/'0&(

$#'%1-1$#,%0(:&'&(#7.&(%+(9#F&(0&,0&(+8(%"&9(1,(#(9#,,&'(%"&B(9#B(,+%("#<&(7&&,(#7.&(%+(#%(%"&(

%19&?(@"&(#$$'+#-"(+8(%"10(1,M/1'B(-+,%'#0%&6(:1%"(9/-"(+8(%"&(&I10%1,A(.1%&'#%/'&(P&I$.+'&6(1,(-"#$%&'(

2R=(:"1-"(9+0%.B(610-/00&6(8/%/'&(-#'&&'(1,%&,%1+,0=(7/%(%"&0&(,/'0&0('&-+/,%&6(6&-101+,0(:"1-"("#6(

#.'&#6B(+--/''&6?(@"&B('&$+'%&6('&0$+,61,A(%+(,&:=(+8%&,(/,&I$&-%&6=(-#'&&'(+$$+'%/,1%1&0(#,6(

&,H+B&6(#6#$%1,A(%"&1'(0F1..0(%+(,&:(01%/#%1+,0?(V%(%"&(-+,-./01+,(%+(%"10(1,M/1'B=(81<&(,#''#%1<&0(#'&(

$'+$+0&6(:"1-"(1,8./&,-&(,/'0&0^(-#'&&'(6&-101+,0?(@"&B(0%'1<&(8+'(0$&-181-(0+/'-&0(+8(8/.81.9&,%(1,(

%"&1'(-#'&&'0(#,6=(+8%&,(&<&,(9+'&($+:&'8/..B=(0+/A"%(%+(#<+16(+%"&'0?(!"#$%&'(Q(&I#91,&6(%"&(

,#''#%1<&0(8+/,6(1,(%"&(-#'&&'(0%+'1&0(#,6(-+9$#'&6(%"&0&(:1%"(%"&(&I10%1,A(.1%&'#%/'&?(N"1.0%(0+9&(+8(

%"&(,#''#%1<&0(#'&(:&..;F,+:,=(0/-"(#0(%"&(&88&-%0(+8(0%'&00(#,6(:+'F.+#6=(+%"&'0(#'&(,&:?(@"10(

-"#$%&'(,+:(A+&0(+,(%+('&<1&:(%"&0&(#,6(%"&(/,1M/&(-+,%'17/%1+,(%"10(1,M/1'B("#0(9#6&(%+(+/'(

F,+:.&6A&(#7+/%(-#'&&'(6&-101+,0(1,(,/'01,A?(O/-"(-+,%'17/%1+,0(#'&(%"&("#..9#'F(+8(#(Y"](%"&010(

P>#-F1,%+0"=(2_4)R?(@"&(610-/001+,(#.0+(&,-+9$#00&0(-+,-&',0(#7+/%(,/'0&(#%%'1%1+,(&I$.+'&6(1,(

-"#$%&'(4?(

@"&'&(:#0(0+9&(&I10%1,A('&0&#'-"(-+,-&',1,A(%"&($'+A'&00(+8(,/'0&0(1,(%"&(81'0%(B&#'(+'(%:+(#8%&'(

'&A10%'#%1+,?(G%(10(%"&'&8+'&(:&..;&0%#7.10"&6(,/'0&0("#<&(61881-/.%B(#6H/0%1,A(%+(.18&(#0(#('&A10%&'&6(

$'#-%1%1+,&'(#,6(#'&(#%('10F(+8(.&#<1,A(-/''&,%.B?(>/-"(.&00(10(F,+:,=("+:&<&'=(#7+/%(%"&(-#'&&'(

$'+A'&001+,(+8(&0%#7.10"&6('&A10%'#,%0(#,6("+:(%"&B(#6#$%(%"&1'($'+8&001+,#.(.1<&0(%+(6&<&.+$9&,%0(1,(

%"&1'(+:,(.1<&0(#,6($&'0$&-%1<&0?(@"10(1,M/1'B(+,.B(1,<+.<&6(&I$&'1&,-&6(,/'0&0(#,6(&I;,/'0&0(#,6(

0"+:0(%"&B(%&,6(,+%(%+(#,%1-1$#%&(8/%/'&(-#'&&'(9+<&0(+'('&%1'&9&,%?(@"&B(6+(,+%($.#,(9+<&0(+'(

-#'&&'($'+A'&001+,=(/0/#..B(+,.B(0&&F1,A(,&:(:+'F(:"&,(#-%1<&.B(/,"#$$B?(@"10(0/AA&0%0(,/'0&0(:"+(

.&#<&(7&8+'&('&%1'&9&,%(#A&("#<&('#'&.B(9#6&(#,(#-%1<&(-"+1-&(7/%("#<&(7&&,(6'1<&,(#:#B(7B(

$'+7.&90(#%(:+'F?(
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@"&(0%+'1&0(-+,81'9&6(`1':&(#,6(D/69#,X0(P2_42R(81,61,A0(%"#%(,/'0&0(+7%#1,(-#'&&'(8/.81.9&,%(8'+9(

0&<&'#.(0+/'-&0?(@"&(19$+'%#,-&(+8('&.#%1+,0"1$0(9#B(7&(#-F,+:.&6A&6(7B(,/'0&0(%"&90&.<&0=(7/%(

%"&B(#'&(/0/#..B(+<&'.++F&6(1,(-#'&&'('&0&#'-"=(+'($&'-&1<&6(9&'&.B(#0(#,(#%%'#-%1<&(7+,/0(+8(:+'F?(

@"10(1,M/1'B("#0(0"+:,('&.#%1+,0"1$0(A/16&(-#'&&'(6&-101+,0(#,6(,/'0&0(:1..(7&(#%%'#-%&6(%+(:+'F(1,(

#'&#0(:"&'&(%"&'&(10(A++6(-#9#'#6&'1&(#<#1.#7.&?(G%("#0(-+,81'9&6(%"&(6&0%'/-%1<&(&88&-%0(+8(1,-1<1.1%B(

7/%(6&9+,0%'#%&6(%"10(10('#'&.B('&0+.<&6(:1%"1,(%"&(%&#9(#,6(+8%&,(+,.B(&,6(:"&,(%"&('&-1$1&,%(.&#<&0=(

:1%"+/%(%"&(-#/0&0(+8(%"&(610'/$%1+,(&<&'(7&1,A(#66'&00&6?(5/'0&0(:"+(6+(,+%(8+'9(A++6(

'&.#%1+,0"1$0(#'&(#%('10F(+8(6'18%1,A(7&%:&&,(H+70(#,6($+0017.B(+/%(+8(,/'01,A(#.%+A&%"&'?(

@"&'&(10=("+:&<&'=(#,+%"&'(#0$&-%(+8('&.#%1+,0"1$0?(V0(:&..(#0(7&1,A(&,H+B#7.&=(%"10(1,M/1'B(0"+:0(

9#,B(,/'0&0(7&,&81%(8'+9(1,8+'9#.(-#'&&'(A/16#,-&(#,6(&,-+/'#A&9&,%(8'+9(-+..&#A/&0=($#'%1-/.#'.B(

9#,#A&'0?(@"10(10(#(A'&#%(#6<#,%#A&=(#.%"+/A"(1%(9#B(7&(/,6&';'&-+A,10&6(7B(,/'0&0(#,6(9+0%(6&,B(

'&-&1<1,A(-#'&&'(9&,%+'1,A?(a,+:1,A("+:(%+(9+<&($+0%0(9#B(7&(&0$&-1#..B(19$+'%#,%(%+(,/'0&0=(:"+(

+8%&,(-+9$.#1,(+8(7+'&6+9(+'(&I-&001<&('+/%1,10#%1+,?(@"10(1,M/1'B(0"+:0(6188&'&,%1#.0(1,(%"&(M/#.1%B(+8(

1,8+'9#%1+,(#<#1.#7.&?(O+9&($#'%1-1$#,%0(7&,&81%%&6(8'+9(A++6(#6<1-&(#,6('&-+/,%&6("&.$(#,6(

&,-+/'#A&9&,%(%"&B("#6('&-&1<&6?(T1F&:10&=(%"&(9#,#A&'0(:&'&(F&&,(%+(CA'+:(%"&1'(+:,E(0&,1+'(

,/'0&0?(b%"&'0=("+:&<&'=(-+9$.#1,&6(%"&B(P+'(+%"&'0R('&-&1<&6(1,8+'9#%1+,(#,6(#6<1-&(%"#%(:#0(

1,#--/'#%&(+'(71#0&6?(5/'01,A(6+&0(,+%("#<&(#(-.&#'("1&'#'-"B(#,6(0+(A++6(M/#.1%B(9&,%+'1,A(

#00/9&0(&<&,(A'&#%&'(01A,181-#,-&?(@"10('#10&0(%"&(:+''B1,A($+00171.1%B(0+9&(,/'0&0(#'&(.&#<1,A(

,/'01,A(7&.1&<1,A(%"&($'+8&001+,("#0(,+%"1,A(%+(+88&'(%"&9(#,6(/,#:#'&(+8($+%&,%1#.($+0%0(#<#1.#7.&?(

Y.#,,&6(L#$$&,0%#,-&(P>1%-"&..=(T&<1,=(#,6(a'/97+.%J=(4cccR($'+$+0&0(0/--&008/.(-#'&&'10%0(610$.#B(

-"#'#-%&'10%1-0(0/-"(#0(#("1A"(.&<&.(+8(-/'1+01%Bd(#(:1..1,A,&00(%+(%#F&('10F0d(#,(#71.1%B(%+(#6#$%d(

$&'010%&,-&d(#,6(#,(+$%1910%1-(+/%.++F?(@"10(1,M/1'B(8+/,6(0+9&(&<16&,-&(+8(%"&0&(-"#'#-%&'10%1-0(

1,8./&,-1,A(,/'01,A(-#'&&'0?(>+'&+<&'=(%"&(8+'9#%1+,(+8(0/--&008/.(9&,%+'1,A('&.#%1+,0"1$0(-+/.6(7&(

$#'%(+8(%"10?(G%(10($+0017.&(%"&0&($#'%1-1$#,%0=(:"+("#6(#..($/'0/&6(8/.81..1,A(-#'&&'0=("#6(.10%&,&6(%+(
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#6<1-&(#,6(9#6&(H/61-1+/0(/0&(+8(1%?(>#,B(+8(%"&($#'%1-1$#,%0(#%%'17/%&6(%"&1'(-#'&&'(0/--&00(%+(./-F(+'(

-"#,-&=(1%(10($+0017.&(%"+0&(:"+("#6('&-&1<&6(A++6(M/#.1%B(1,8+'9#%1+,(:&'&(%"&(+,&0(:"+(8&.%(%"&B(

"#6(7&&,(C./-FBE?(Y.#,,&6(L#$$&,0%#,-&(P>1%-"&..=(T&<1,=(#,6(a'/97+.%J=(4cccR(0/AA&0%0(%"&(:+'F&'(

-#,(&,0/'&(%"&B(7&,&81%(8'+9(%"10(./-F=(:"1-"(10(,+%('#,6+9?(>#,#A&'0(:1..(:#,%(%+(&,0/'&(#..(%"&1'(

0%#88(#'&(C./-FBE(#,6('&-&1<&(A++6(M/#.1%B(-#'&&'0(#6<1-&(#,6(9&,%+'1,A?(O191.#'.B=(LfG0(9#B(7&(#7.&(

%+(%&#-"(0+9&(+8(%"&(7&"#<1+/'0(Y.#,,&6(L#$$&,0%#,-&(0/AA&0%0(-#,($'+9+%&(-#'&&'(0/--&00=(

#.%"+/A"(,/'0&(&6/-#%+'0(9#B('&M/1'&(#661%1+,#.(%'#1,1,A(%+(8/.81.(%"10(19$+'%#,%('+.&?(]+1,A(%"10(:1..(

"&.$(%"&(LfG0(8/.81.(%"&1'('&0$+,0171.1%B(+8(&,0/'1,A(%"&1'(0%/6&,%0(+7%#1,(%"&(9#I19/9(-#'&&'(7&,&81%(

8'+9(%"&1'(0%/61&0?(

5/'0&0(&,H+B(.&#',1,A(#,6(:1..(0&&F(%+(:+'F(:"&'&(%"10(:1..(7&(8#-1.1%#%&6?(@"&B(&0$&-1#..B(<#./&(%"&(

+$$+'%/,1%B(%+(.&#',(18(%"&B(7&.1&<&(1%(:1..(&,"#,-&(%"&(-.1,1-#.(-#'&(%"&B($'+<16&?(L+:&<&'=(%"10(1,M/1'B(

"#0('&<&#.&6(%"#%(&I$&'1&,-&6(,/'0&0(9#B(.&#<&(18(%"&B(8&#'(7&1,A(+7.1A&6(%+(0%/6B(8+'(#(6&A'&&(

P/0/#..B(#(KO-R(+'("1A"&'(6&A'&&(P/0/#..B(#,(>O-R?(5/'0&0("#<&(#(.+:(+$1,1+,(+8(%"&1'(#-#6&91-(#71.1%B(

#,6(9#B(8&#'(#-#6&91-(#00&009&,%0(#,6(#<+16(%"&9?(>+0%(-.1,1-#.(,/'0&0(6+(,+%(7&.1&<&(0%/6B1,A(8+'(

#("1A"&'(6&A'&&(:1..(-+,%'17/%&(%+(%"&1'(&88&-%1<&,&00(#%(:+'F?(O+9&(+8(%"&($#'%1-1$#,%0(616(,+%("+.6(#(

6&A'&&(B&%(#-F,+:.&6A&6(%"&1'(0/--&00+'(10(.1F&.B(%+('&M/1'&(+,&?(@"&B("#6(91I&6(8&&.1,A0(#7+/%(%"10*(

01,-&(%"&B(#'&(6&9+,0%'#7.B(&88&-%1<&(:1%"+/%(#("1A"&'(6&A'&&=(10(+,&(,&-&00#'B\(N+'0&=(10(,/'01,A(

.+01,A(0+9&%"1,A(19$+'%#,%=(#0(%"&($'+8&001+,(7&-+9&0(9+'&(#-#6&91-\(

>+0%(+8(%"&0&(&I$&'1&,-&6(,/'0&0("#6(#-"1&<&6(#(A++6(:+'F;.18&(7#.#,-&=(7/%(8+'(%"+0&(:1%"(8#91.1&0=(

%"10(#.9+0%(#.:#B0(1,<+.<&6(1,8+'9#.(-#'&(8+'(%"&1'(-"1.6'&,?(@"10(-+/.6(7&(6/&(%+(%"&1'(,&&60(8+'(

8.&I17.&(-"1.6-#'&=(+/%016&(/0/#.(+881-&("+/'0=(+'(%"&(-+0%0(+8(-"1.6-#'&?(@"#%(,/'01,A(6+&0(,+%(#.:#B0(

%#F&($.#-&(6/'1,A(+881-&("+/'0(-#,(8#-1.1%#%&(,/'0&0(:+'F1,A(:"1.0%(#.0+(8/.81..1,A($#'&,%1,A(

'&0$+,0171.1%1&0?(5/'0&0(0+9&%19&0(,&&6(%+(7&($'+#-%1<&(1,(#''#,A1,A(%"10(7&-#/0&(1%(10('#'&.B(+88&'&6(

+'(0/AA&0%&6?(V..(%"&($#'%1-1$#,%0(:&'&(&9$"#%1-(%"&(:&.8#'&(+8(%"&1'(-"1.6'&,(-#9&(81'0%(#,6(%"&B(
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:+/.6(,+%(H&+$#'610&(%"#%?(S/'%"&'=(1%(:#0(,+%(H/0%(:+9&,(:1%"(B+/,A(-"1.6'&,(:"+($/%(%"&1'(8#91.1&0(

81'0%=(9&,(#,6($#'%1-1$#,%0(:"+(616(,+%("#<&(-"1.6'&,('&$+'%&6(-+,-&',0(8+'(&.6&'.B($#'&,%0(+'(%"&(

&88&-%0(+8(:+'F$.#-&(0%'&00(+,(%"&1'('&.#%1+,0"1$0(#,6(9#''1#A&0?(

Y#'%1-1$#,%0('&$+'%&6(-+,-&',0(#7+/%(#A&1,A(%"&90&.<&0?(@"10(10($&'%1,&,%=(A1<&,(%"&(#A&1,A(,/'01,A(

:+'F8+'-&(P0&&(0&-%1+,(4?2R(#,6(%"&(81A/'&0(610-/00&6(1,(0&-%1+,(Q?3(-+,-&',1,A(1,H/'B(%+(,/'0&0?(

O+9&($#'%1-1$#,%0(&,H+B&6(#(0%'&008/.(#,6(7/0B(&,<1'+,9&,%=(7/%(&<&,(%"&B(#-F,+:.&6A&6(%"&B(:1..(

,+%(#.:#B0(7&(#7.&(%+(:+'F(#%(%"#%(.&<&.?(O&<&'#.($#'%1-1$#,%0(&I$'&00&6(910A1<1,A0(#7+/%(%"&1'(

$"B01-#.(#71.1%B(%+(-+,%1,/&(:+'F1,A(#0(%"&B(-/''&,%.B(:&'&(/$(%+('&%1'&9&,%?(V.%"+/A"(+8%&,($"'#0&6(1,(

H&0%=(%"10(-+/.6(-+,-&#.(#(A&,/1,&(6&%&''&,%(%+(-+,%1,/1,A(%+(:+'F(#0(#(,/'0&(#,6(1%(10($+0017.&(0+9&(

,/'0&0($'+#-%1<&.B(-"++0&(%+(.&#<&('#%"&'(%"#,(8#-&(#,(&<&';1,-'&#01,A(0%'/AA.&(%+(-+,%1,/&(:+'F1,A?(

>#,#A&'0(6'&#6(%"10(01%/#%1+,(7/%=(9+'&($+01%1<&.B=(,/'0&0(-+/.6(7&(#.&'%&6(%+(#.%&',#%1<&('+.&0(+'(%"&(

$+00171.1%B(+8(8.&I17.&('&%1'&9&,%?(@+(%"10(9#B(7&(#66&6(%"&(&88&-%0(+8(:+'F1,A(1,(T+,6+,?(5/'0&0(.1F&(

%"&($'+8&001+,#.(-"#..&,A&(7/%(-#,(81,6(%"&(-#$1%#.(#(61881-/.%(&,<1'+,9&,%(%+(.1<&(1,?(O+9&('&0+.<&(%"10(

7B(-+99/%1,A=(7/%(+%"&'0(81,6(%"&('&0/.%1,A(H+/',&B(/,#--&$%#7.&?(@"&B(+8%&,(.&#<&(8+'(.+-#.(

&9$.+B9&,%=($+0017.B(#--&$%1,A(#(.+:&'(A'#6&(+'(#(.&00(1,%&'&0%1,A($+0%?(

!"+1-&(+8(0$&-1#.109("#0(7&&,(#($+$/.#'(0/7H&-%(8+'(9&61-#.('&0&#'-"=(7/%(%"&(-"+1-&(+8(,/'01,A(81&.6(

10(.&00(-+99+,.B(1,<&0%1A#%&6?(N"&,(1%(10('&0&#'-"&6=(1%(10(/0/#..B(#7+/%(#%%'#-%1,A(,/'0&0(1,%+(.&00(

$+$/.#'(#'&#0?(@"10(1,M/1'B($'+<16&0(&<16&,-&(,/'0&0(-"++0&(%"&1'(0$&-1#.109(8+'(%"&(1,%'1,01-(1,%&'&0%(

#,6('#'&.B(-+,016&'("+:(#,B($+0%(-+/.6(.&#6(%"&9(%+(8/'%"&'(-#'&&'(9+<&0?(@"&(19$+'%#,-&(+8(-.1,1-#.(

$.#-&9&,%0(#0(0%/6&,%0(10('&-+A,10&6(1,(0+9&(&I10%1,A('&0&#'-"(7/%(%"10(1,M/1'B(#660(%"10(1,8./&,-&(10(

.+,A;.#0%1,A?(@"10(1,M/1'B(1,<+.<&6(&I$&'1&,-&6(,/'0&0X(#,6(&I;,/'0&0X(-#'&&'(0%+'1&0(#,6(%"&B(:&'&(

+8%&,(#7.&(%+(16&,%18B(&#'.B(1,8./&,-&0=(0/-"(#0(#(8'1&,60"1$=(:1%"(#(.+,A;.#0%1,A(1,8./&,-&(/$+,(%"&1'(

-#'&&'(6&-101+,0?(@"10(:#0(6&0-'17&6(#0(%"&(7/%%&'8.B(&88&-%(PY'B+'(#,6(K'1A"%=(2_44R?(V.%"+/A"(%"&(

&88&-%0(+8(-.1,1-#.($.#-&9&,%0(:&'&('&A#'6&6(#0(#($+01%1<&(1,8./&,-&(7B(%"&($#'%1-1$#,%0=(1%(10($+0017.&(
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%"&1'(&,6/'1,A(19$+'%#,-&('&8.&-%0(%"&(.#-F(+8(1,8+'9#%1+,(#7+/%(-#'&&'0(#<#1.#7.&(#8%&'(%"&B("#<&(

-+9$.&%&6(%"&1'($'&;'&A10%'#%1+,(&6/-#%1+,?(

O&-%1+,(2?Q?3(&I$.+'&6(-+,%'#61-%+'B(&<16&,-&(#7+/%(%"&(19$+'%#,-&(+8($#B(%+(,/'0&0?(@"10(1,M/1'B(

#A'&&0(:1%"('&0&#'-"&'0(:"+(0#B($#B(10(.&00(19$+'%#,%(%+(,/'0&0?(5&<&'%"&.&00=(%"&B(&I$&-%(%"&1'($#B(

%+(7&(8#1'(#,6('&0&,%(8&&.1,A(%"&B(#'&($#16(#%(#(.+:&'(.&<&.(%"#,(%"&1'(0F1..0(:#''#,%?(@"&B(#.0+(:#,%(

%"&1'($#B(%+(7&('&.1#7.&(#,6(610.1F&(H+7(1,0&-/'1%B?(K+%"(%"&0&(01%/#%1+,0(-#,(-#/0&(%"&9(%+(.&#<&?(

G,%&'&0%1,A.B=("+:&<&'=(,/'0&0(:#,%1,A(#("1A"&'(1,-+9&(0&&9&6(#7.&(%+(#-"1&<&(1%(:1%"+/%(.&#<1,A(

,/'01,A?(5&<&'%"&.&00=(#('&M/&0%(8+'(#($#B('10&(10('#'&.B(0/--&008/.(#,6(,/'0&0(9#B("#<&(%+(.&#<&(8+'(

#,+%"&'(@'/0%?((

@"&(19$+'%#,-&(+8(-#'&&'(9&,%+'1,A("#0(7&&,('&1%&'#%&6(%"'+/A"+/%(%"10(1,M/1'B=(8+'(#(,/97&'(+8(

'&#0+,0?(G%(10(&<16&,%(,/'01,A(6+&0(,+%=(9+0%(,+%#7.B(#%("1A"&'(.&<&.0=("#<&(#(-.&#'(-#'&&'(0%'/-%/'&(+'(

8+'9#.(#''#,A&9&,%0(8+'(1%0($'#-%1%1+,&'0X($'+A'&001+,?(@"10(9#B(7&(&I#-&'7#%&6(7&-#/0&(+,&(+8(%"&(

0%'&,A%"0(+8(V5Y(+'(!5O($+0%0(10(%"&B(6&<&.+$(%+('&0$+,6(%+(0$&-181-(.+-#.(,&&60=(7/%(%"#%(-#,(9&#,(

1%(-#,(7&(61881-/.%(%+(F,+:("+:(%+(+7%#1,(0/-"(#($+0%?(!"#$%&'(2(0/AA&0%&6(,&:(,/'0&0(%&,6(%+($'&8&'(

,/'01,A(-.1&,%0(:1%"(#(01,A.&=(#-/%&($#%"+.+AB?(@"10(1,M/1'B("#0(0"+:,(,/'0&0(+8%&,(6&<&.+$(#,(1,%&'&0%(

1,($'&<&,%1<&(#,6(0&-+,6#'B($'&<&,%1+,(#0(%"&B(9#%/'&?(@"10(10($'&-10&.B(%"&(&9$"#010(+8(9#,B(

#6<#,-&6($'#-%1-&($+0%0(#,6(0/AA&0%0(%"&0&('+.&0(:1..(7&-+9&(9+'&(#%%'#-%1<&(#0(,/'0&0($'+A'&00(1,(

%"&1'(-#'&&'0?(!#'&&'(9&,%+'1,A(:1..("&.$(,/'0&0(&I$.+'&(%"&1'(9#%/'1,A(+/%.++F0(#,6($'1+'1%1&0?((

@"10(1,M/1'B("#0(0"+:,(V5Y(#,6(!5O($+0%0(#'&(#%%'#-%1<&(7/%(%"&1'(#$$&#.(-#,(9#F&(%"&(:#'6(

010%&'[9#,#A&'(+'(%&#9(9#,#A&'($+0%(#$$&#'('&.#%1<&.B(.&00(#%%'#-%1<&?(@"&(.#%%&'(-#,(7&(61881-/.%(%+(81..(

6/&(%+(%"&1'(-+9$.&I(,#%/'&(#,6(#(.#'A&(#9+/,%(+8(0%#88(9#,#A&9&,%?(@"&B(#'&(/0/#..B($#16(#%(7#,6(

e=(:"1-"(9#F&0(%"&9(-+9$#'#7.&(%+(#(!5O(+'(V5Y('+.&?(b,(%"&(+%"&'("#,6=(#(610#6<#,%#A&(+8(%"&(

V5Y(#,6(!5O('+.&0(10(%"&B(#'&(,+%($&'-&1<&6(#0(#('+/%&(1,%+("1A"&'(9#,#A&9&,%(#,6(0%&$$1,A(+/%(+8(

0/-"(#('+.&(10(.1F&.B(%+(1,<+.<&(#(0%&$(6+:,?(V.%"+/A"(0+9&(+8(%"&($#'%1-1$#,%0(1,(%"10(1,M/1'B(:&'&(
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0#%1081&6(:1%"(%"10=(1%(-+,%'#0%0(:1%"(%"&(8.&I17.&=(9+71.&(:+'F8+'-&(&,<10#A&6(7B(>+6&',101,A(,/'01,A(

-#'&&'0(P]&$#'%9&,%(+8(L&#.%"=(O+-1#.(O&'<1-&0(#,6(Y/7.1-(O#8&%B=(2__)R?(b,&(-+9$.1-#%1+,(10(%"&(

!5O('+.&(9#B(#$$&#.(%+(,/'0&0(:"+(8&#'(7/',;+/%?((

@"&'&(10(0+9&(610-/001+,(1,(%"&(.1%&'#%/'&(P0&&(0&-%1+,(2?Q?2?2R(#7+/%($'&$#'#%1+,(8+'(%#F1,A(#(!5O(+'(

V5Y($+0%?(@"&0&($+0%0(-#,(7&("1A".B(0$&-181-=(#,6(1%(10(/,.1F&.B(%"&'&(:1..(7&(0/1%#7.&(>O-(

$'+A'#99&0(#<#1.#7.&(%+(9&&%(#..(%"&(61<&'0&(&6/-#%1+,#.(,&&60?(O&<&'#.(+8(%"&(,/'0&0(1,(%"10(1,M/1'B(

'&$+'%&6('&-&1<1,A(%'#1,1,A(#,6(&,-+/'#A&9&,%(8'+9(9&61-#.($'#-%1%1+,&'0?(@"10(9#B(,+%(7&(

0/0%#1,#7.&=(#,6(%"&($'+8&001+,(,&&60(%+(-+,016&'("+:(%"&0&(,/'0&0(-#,(7&(6&<&.+$&6(1,(8/%/'&?(@"10(

1,M/1'B(-+,81'9&6(%"&(81,61,A0(+8(%"&(.1%&'#%/'&(P-"#$%&'(2Rd(,/'0&0('#'&.B(0&&F(!Y](8+'(1%0(+:,(0#F&=(+'(

8+'(-#'&&'($'+A'&001+,=(7/%(%+(&,"#,-&(%"&1'(0F1..0(0+(%"&B(-#,(7&%%&'(9&&%(%"&(,&&60(+8(%"&1'(-.1&,%0?(G,(

-+,%'#0%(%+(%"&(.1%&'#%/'&('&<1&:=(%"10(1,M/1'B(8+/,6(,/'0&0(#--&$%(%"&(,&&6(%+(1,<&0%(1,(%"&1'($+0%;

'&A10%'#%1+,(&6/-#%1+,?(@"&(81,61,A0(+8(%"10(1,M/1'B(9#B('&8.&-%(#(9+'&(9+6&',(#$$'+#-"(%+(8/'%"&'(#,6(

"1A"&'(&6/-#%1+,=(:"&'&(1%(10(<1&:&6(#0(%"&('&0$+,0171.1%B(+8(%"&(:+'F&'(g($#'%1-/.#'.B(8+'(9+'&(0&,1+'(

$'#-%1%1+,&'0?((

 Limitations 

@"&0&(81,61,A0(#'&(%&,%#%1<&(#,6(,&&6(%+(7&(%&0%&6(+,(#(:16&'(#,6(9+'&(61<&'0&($+$/.#%1+,?(G%(:#0(

#-F,+:.&6A&6(8'+9(%"&(+/%0&%(,/'01,A(10(#(71A=(-+9$.&I($'+8&001+,=(#,6(1%(:#0(,&-&00#'B(%+(6&81,&(

H/0%(+,&=(09#..($#'%(+8(1%(%+(0%/6B?(f<&,("#<1,A(6+,&(0+=("+:&<&'=(1%('&9#1,&6(#(-"#..&,A&(%+('&-'/1%(

$#'%1-1$#,%0(%+(8/..B('&8.&-%(T+,6+,(#6/.%(,/'0&0?(@"&'&(:#0(,+(#%%&9$%(%+(&,0/'&(%"&($#'%1-1$#,%0(:&'&(

0%#%10%1-#..B('&$'&0&,%#%1<&(+8(%"&(:16&'($'+8&001+,=(7/%(%"&'&(:&'&(#%%&9$%0(%+(&,0/'&(#0(9#,B(

$&'0$&-%1<&0(#0($+0017.&(:&'&(1,-./6&6(1,(%"10(1,M/1'B?(@"&(0,+:7#..1,A(%&-",1M/&(+8('&-'/1%1,A(

$#'%1-1$#,%0(.&#6(%+(%"&(6#,A&'(%"#%($#'%1-1$#,%0(:+/.6(7&(-./0%&'&6(1,(H/0%(#(8&:(0$&-1#.1090=(#,6(

1,6&&6(8+/'(+8(%"&(2)($#'%1-1$#,%0(:+'F&6(1,(+,&(0$&-1#.109=(A#0%'+1,%&0%1,#.("&#.%"=(:"1-"(:#0(

%"&'&8+'&('#%"&'(+<&';'&$'&0&,%&6?(@"&(1,M/1'B(+,.B(1,<+.<&6(T+,6+,(,/'0&0=(7/%(&<&,(:1%"1,(T+,6+,=(
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%"&B(9#B(,+%("#<&(7&&,('&$'&0&,%#%1<&?(b8(%"&(4)(,/'0&($#'%1-1$#,%0(:"+(:&'&(0%1..(:+'F1,A(#0(D50=()(

:+'F&6(8+'(H/0%(+,&(@'/0%?(@"10(9#B(#.0+("#<&(7&&,(#,(&88&-%(+8(0,+:7#..1,A('&-'/1%9&,%?(O191.#'.B=(1%(

:#0(61881-/.%(%+('&-'/1%($#'%1-1$#,%0(:"+(:+'F&6(1,(81&.60(%"#%(:&'&(%"&90&.<&0(61881-/.%(%+('&-'/1%(,/'0&0(

%+?(b,&(0/-"(#'&#(:#0('&$'&0&,%&6=(,#9&.B(-+99/,1%B("&#.%"=(7/%(+%"&'0=(0/-"(#0(&.6&'(-#'&=(:&'&(

,+%('&$'&0&,%&6(1,(%"10(1,M/1'B?((

]/'1,A(%"&(1,1%1#.($.#,,1,A(+8(%"&(1,M/1'B=(1%(:#0($+0017.&(%"&'&(:+/.6(7&(#(0"+'%#A&(+8(0/1%#7.&(,/'0&0(

:1..1,A(%+($#'%1-1$#%&=(#($'+7.&9(&,-+/,%&'&6(7B(+%"&'(M/#.1%#%1<&('&0&#'-"&'0(1,(,/'01,A(PD#B9+,6(&%(

#.=(2_4eR?(G,(%"10(1,M/1'B=(%"#%(-+,-&',(:#0(,+%('&#.10&6=(#,6(0/881-1&,%($#'%1-1$#,%0(:&'&('&#61.B(

'&-'/1%&6?(L+:&<&'=(%"&0&(&#'.B(-+,-&',0(9#B("#<&(9&#,%(1,0/881-1&,%(%"+/A"%(:&,%(1,%+('&-'/1%1,A(#(

<#'1&6(0#9$.&=(6/&(%+(#('&./-%#,-&(%+(%/',(6+:,($+%&,%1#.($#'%1-1$#,%0=(:"&,(1,(8#-%(-"++01,A(7&%:&&,(

$#'%1-1$#,%0(9#B("#<&($'+<16&6(#(7'+#6&'('#,A&(+8(&I$&'1&,-&?(S+'(1,0%#,-&=(%"'&&(+8(%"&($#'%1-1$#,%0(

"#6(%'#1,&6(+<&'0&#0=(7/%(%:+(+8(%"&0&(A'&:(/$(#,6(:&'&(%'#1,&6(1,(%"&(0#9&($.#-&=(%"&(Y"1.1$$1,&0?(

N"1.0%(%"10(6+&0('&8.&-%(%"&("1A"(,/97&'(+8(Y1.1$1,+(,/'0&0(:+'F1,A(1,(%"&(ha=(1%(9&#,%(%"10(1,M/1'B(616(

,+%(%#F&(%"&(+$$+'%/,1%B(%+(1,-./6&(#(:16&'(<#'1&%B(+8(+<&'0&#0($#'%1-1$#,%0?(

V(0%'1F1,A(8&#%/'&(+8(%"&(81,61,A0(10(#..(7/%(+,&(+8(%"&($#'%1-1$#,%0(:&'&("1A".B(0#%1081&6(:1%"(%"&1'(

,/'01,A(-#'&&'0(P%"&(&I-&$%1+,(:#0(@'/6B(iR?(h01,A(0,+:7#..1,A(#,6($&'0+,#.(F,+:.&6A&=(&88+'%0(

:&'&(9#6&(%+(81,6(0+9&(/,"#$$B($#'%1-1$#,%0=(%+(&,0/'&(#(7'+#6('#,A&(+8($&'0$&-%1<&0(:&'&(+88&'&6?(

V(8&:(:&'&(16&,%181&6(#,6(-+,%#-%&6(7B(%"&('&0&#'-"&'=(7/%(+,.B(@'/6B(i(#A'&&6(%+($#'%1-1$#%&=(#,6(

+,.B(/01,A(:'1%%&,('&0$+,0&0?(@"10(9#B(6&9+,0%'#%&(%"10(A'+/$(-#,(7&("#'6(%+(#--&00(8+'('&0&#'-"(

$/'$+0&0?(L+:&<&'=(%"&(+$&,(1,<1%#%1+,(%+(0&<&'#.(,/'0&0(9&#,%(7+%"(%"+0&(,/'0&0(:"+(:&'&("#$$B(

:1%"(%"&1'(-#'&&'0(#,6(%"+0&(:"+(:&'&(/,"#$$B(-+/.6("#<&(/0&6(%"&(+$$+'%/,1%B(%+(610-/00(%"&0&(

100/&0?(@"&(A&,&'#.(-+,%&,%9&,%(#9+,A0%(%"&($#'%1-1$#,%0(-+/.6($+%&,%1#..B('&0%'1-%(%"&(#$$.1-#71.1%B(+8(

%"10(1,M/1'B(7&-#/0&(%"&(,/'01,A($'&00('&$+'%0(:16&0$'&#6(6100#%108#-%1+,(#9+,A0%(,/'0&0?(b,(%"&(
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+%"&'("#,6=(%"&(6#%#(A#%"&'&6(8+'(%"10(1,M/1'B(-+/.6(#--/'#%&.B('&8.&-%(%"&(8&&.1,A0(+8(T+,6+,(,/'0&0(

#,6(%"&(,/'01,A($'&00(+<&';'&$+'%($'+7.&90?((

V0(+%"&'('&0&#'-"&'0("#<&(8+/,6=(#..($#'%1-1$#,%0("#6(61881-/.%B(&I$.#1,1,A("+:(%"&B("#6(9#6&(%"&1'(

-#'&&'(6&-101+,0d(%"&B(%&,6&6(%+("#<&('&.1&6(+,(0B0%&9(GG=(:"1-"(10(1,%/1%1<&=('#%"&'(%"#,(0B0%&9(G=(

:"1-"(10(&I$.1-1%?(N"1.0%(%"10(10=(1,(1%0&.8=(#,(19$+'%#,%(#,6(1,%&'&0%1,A(81,61,A=(1%(,&<&'%"&.&00(9#6&(

#,#.B01,A(%"&(6&-101+,0(61881-/.%?(L+:&<&'=(#(0%'&,A%"(+8(,#''#%1<&(#,#.B010(10(%"&(+$$+'%/,1%B(%+(

'&%'+0$&-%1<&.B(9#F&(0&,0&(+8(%"&1'(6&-101+,0(#,6(%+(6&<&.+$(-+"&'&,%(,#''#%1<&0?(@"&(-+,%'17/%1+,(+8(

%"&(9#,#A&'0(#,6(&6/-#%+'0(:#0($#'%1-/.#'.B(<#./#7.&("&'&(7&-#/0&(#,(+7H&-%1<&($&'0$&-%1<&(/$+,(

+%"&'($&+$.&X0(-#'&&'(6&-101+,0("&.$&6(7/1.6(%"&($1-%/'&?(@"&(M/#.1%#%1<&('&0&#'-"(9&%"+6(#..+:&6(

0+9&(,#''#%1<&0=(#$$#'&,%(&#'.B(+,=(0/-"(#0(%"&(19$+'%#,-&(+8('&.#%1+,0"1$0=(%+(7&(&I$.+'&6(9+'&(

8/..B?(b%"&'0(:&'&(16&,%181&6(.#%&'(1,(%"&('&0&#'-"(#,6(9#B(,+%("#<&(7&&,(8/..B(&I$.+'&6?(S+'(&I#9$.&=(

"+:($#'%1-1$#,%0(:&'&(#7.&(%+(8/.81.(%"&1'(8#91.B(#0(:&..(#0(%"&1'($'+8&001+,#.(-+991%9&,%0=(#,6(9/-"(+8(

%"&(610-/001+,(#7+/%(-"1.6-#'&(:#0(0$&-/.#%1<&?((

@"10(1,M/1'B(-+,81'9&6(,/'0&0(-#,($'+<16&(#('1-"(0%+'B(+8(%"&1'(-#'&&'(#,6(&I$&'1&,-&0=(#,6(.1%%.&(

$'+9$%1,A(:#0('&M/1'&6(%+(A#1,(1../91,#%1,A(6#%#?(@"&('&0&#'-"&'X0(1,&I$&'1&,-&(-+,%'17/%&6(%+(%"&(

1,%&'<1&:0(+--#01+,#..B(.#-F1,A(8+-/0?(@"&('&0&#'-"&'(:#0(9/-"(+7.1A&6(%+(%"&($#'%1-1$#,%0=(#,6(

0+9&%19&0(%'&#%&6(%"&(1,%&'<1&:0(#0(0+-1#.(-+,<&'0#%1+,0=('#%"&'(%"#,('&0&#'-"(1,%&'<1&:0=(#,6(:#0(

-+,0&M/&,%.B('&./-%#,%(%+(61'&-%(%"&(-+,<&'0#%1+,0?(]/'1,A(%"&(-+,6/-%(+8(%"&(1,M/1'B=(%"&('&0&#'-"&'(

1,-'&#0&6("&'(0F1..0(#%(61'&-%1,A(%"&(-+,<&'0#%1+,=(:"1.0%('&9#1,1,A(-+/'%&+/0(#,6(F&&$1,A(%"&(

$#'%1-1$#,%0X(#--+/,%(#%(%"&(8+'&8'+,%(+8(%"&(1,%&'<1&:?((

 Implications for practice and recommendations  

N"1.0%(#-F,+:.&6A1,A(%"&(.191%#%1+,0=(1%(10(0%1..($+0017.&(%+(0%#%&(0+9&(19$.1-#%1+,0(+8(%"10(1,M/1'B(#,6(

8+'9('&-+99&,6#%1+,0(8+'($'#-%1-&=(&6/-#%1+,=(#,6('&0&#'-"?(@"&0&(:1..(7&($'&0&,%&6(1,(%"#%(

0&M/&,-&?(
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5/'0&0('#'&.B("#<&(-#'&&'(#971%1+,0=(7/%(%"&B(6+("#<&(-+,-&',0(#7+/%(%"&(8/%/'&?(@"&B(:+''B(#7+/%(

7&-+91,A(7+'&6(#%(:+'F=(%"&1'("&#.%"(8#1.1,A(+'(7&1,A('&M/1'&6(%+(/,6&'%#F&(8/'%"&'(0%/6B?(@"10(10(

-+9$+/,6&6(7B(%"&(+$#M/&(-#'&&'(0%'/-%/'&(1,(,/'01,A=(&0$&-1#..B(-+,-&',1,A(9+<1,A(1,%+(#6<#,-&6(

$'#-%1-&(#,6(7&B+,6?(Y/7.10"&6(1,8+'9#%1+,(#7+/%($+0%0(#<#1.#7.&(-#,(7&(/,'&.1#7.&?(@"10(10($#'%.B(

7&-#/0&(9#,B($+0%0(#'10&(1,('&0$+,0&(%+(.+-#.(,&&60(#,6(%"&(9#,,&'(1,(:"1-"("&#.%"-#'&(10(

+'A#,10&6(.+-#..B?(@"10(8.&I171.1%B(9/0%(7&('&%#1,&6=(7/%($+0017.&(-#'&&'($'+A'&001+,(,&&60(%+(7&(

%'#,0$#'&,%?(@"&("+.10%1-(,#%/'&(+8(,/'01,A(9&#,0(9#,B(0F1..0(#'&(19$+'%#,%(1,(#(:16&(<#'1&%B(+8(

6188&'&,%(-.1,1-#.(#'&#0=(7/%(%"&(<#./&(+8(C0+8%(0F1..0E(10(0+9&%19&0(/,6&'&0%19#%&6?(

6.6.1 Recommendations for nursing practice and management 

• 5/'0&0(-+/.6('&<1&:(%"&1'($+0%=($#'%1-/.#'.B(18(%"&B(#'&(,+%(8/.81..&6(#%(:+'F?(@"&B(0"+/.6(7&(

1,%'+6/-&6(%+(%"&(%++.(8+'('&8.&-%1+,?(@"10(0"+/.6(&,#7.&(%"&9(%+(16&,%18B(%"&(-#/0&(+8(%"&1'(

6100#%108#-%1+,(#,6(%+('&<1&:(:"&%"&'(%"10(-#,(7&('&<10&6(+'(:"&%"&'($+%&,%1#.($+0%0(:+/.6(

$'+<16&(8/.81.9&,%?(

• !#'&&'(9&,%+'1,A(0"+/.6(7&-+9&(#,(&I$.1-1%($#'%(+8(%"&(#$$'#10#.(0B0%&9?(5/'0&0(0"+/.6(

'&-&1<&(8&&67#-F(#,6(16&#0(8+'(-#'&&'(6&<&.+$9&,%?(

• D+/%&0(%+(#6<#,-&6($'#-%1-&(,&&6(%+(7&(8+'9#.10&6=(#,6(-#'&&'(9+<&0(7&B+,6(#6<#,-&6(

$'#-%1-&?(G%(10(19$+'%#,%(%+(-+,%1,/&(#..+:1,A(8.&I17.&('+.&(6&<&.+$9&,%(%+('&0$+,6(%+(.+-#.(

,&&60?(

• >#,#A&'0(-+/.6(-+,016&'(/01,A(%"&($'+$+0&6(%++.(%+('&<1&:($+0%0=(#,6(1%(9#B($'+<&(01,A/.#'.B(

/0&8/.(1,(%"+0&($+0%0(%"#%(#'&("#'6(%+(81..?(

• 5/'0&0(9#B(,&&6(%+(7&('&91,6&6(+8(%"&(19$+'%#,-&(+8(0+8%(0F1..0=('#%"&'(%"#,($'+-&6/'#.(

F,+:.&6A&=(%+(-#'&&'($'+A'&001+,(#,6("+:(%"&1'(&I10%1,A(0F1..0(9#B("#<&(#.'&#6B($'&$#'&6(

%"&9(8+'(#($+%&,%1#.(,&:('+.&?(
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• f9$.+B&'0(0"+/.6(&,-+/'#A&(,/'0&0(:"+(8&#'(7+'&6+9(%+(-+,016&'(+%"&'('+.&0(.+-#..B?(>+'&(

@'/0%0(-+/.6(-+,016&'(-#'&&'(8#1'0(+'(-#'&&'(-.1,1-0(%+("&.$(,/'0&0(:"+(:#,%(%+(&I$.+'&(#(

6188&'&,%(-.1,1-#.(#'&#(%+(0%1..('&9#1,(1,(%"&(0#9&(@'/0%?(

• U++6(%&#9('&.#%1+,0"1$0(9/0%(7&(8+0%&'&6(#,6(0/--&008/.(%&#90(+,.B('&;+'A#,10&6(:"&,(

#70+./%&.B(&00&,%1#.?(

6.6.2 Recommendations for HEIs and other education providers 

• LfG0(#,6(L&#.%"(f6/-#%1+,(f,A.#,6(9/0%($'+<16&(A++6(M/#.1%B(1,8+'9#%1+,(#7+/%(,/'01,A(

-#'&&'0(%+($'+0$&-%1<&(-#,616#%&0?(

• LfG^0(-+/.6(+88&'(>O-^0(1,(,/'01,A(:1%"(#,(+$%1+,(+8(1,-./61,A("1A".B(0$&-181-(0F1..0=(0/1%#7.&(8+'(

0+9&(!5O(+'(V5Y($+0%0?(@"&0&(-+/.6(7&(%#/A"%(&.0&:"&'&(P1,-./61,A(+,(%'#1,1,A(

$'+A'#99&0(6&01A,&6(8+'(9&61-#.($'#-%1%1+,&'0R=(B&%(0%1..(8+'9($#'%(+8(#,(#-#6&91-(#:#'6?((

• LfG0(0"+/.6(9#F&(&I$&-%&6(-#'&&'(A#1,0(8'+9(%"&1'($'+A'#99&0(&I$.1-1%?(

6.6.3 Recommendations for future research 

The findings could now be more widely tested. 

• V(.+,A1%/61,#.(0%/6B(-+/.6(9&#0/'&(%"&(%++.X0(#71.1%B(%+($'&61-%(-#'&&'(9+<&0(8+'(,/'0&0?(@"10(

-+/.6(7&(#-"1&<&6(7B(#0F1,A(,/'0&0(%+(-+9$.&%&(%"&(%++.(#%(#(8&:(0%#A&0(1,(%"&1'(-#'&&'0(#,6(

9#$$1,A(%"10(%+(-#'&&'(9+<&0(#,6(H+7(0#%108#-%1+,?(

• @"&(%++.0(-+/.6(7&(%&0%&6(7B(+%"&'(A'+/$0(+8("&#.%"($'+8&001+,#.0(#,6(,/'0&0(+/%016&(

T+,6+,=(%+(9&#0/'&(1%0(%'#,08&'#71.1%B?((

• b,-&(%"&(.191%#%1+,0(+8(%"&(1,M/1'B("#<&(7&&,(#66'&00&6=(1%(-+/.6(7&('&$&#%&6(%+(-#$%/'&(

%'&,60(#9+,A0%(B+/,A&'=(.&00(&I$&'1&,-&6(,/'0&0?(@"10(9#B(1../91,#%&(-/''&,%(%'&,60(#,6(

$'+<16&(#,(&,"#,-&6(/,6&'0%#,61,A(+8(%"&(8/%/'&?((
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 Review of objectives 

@"&(1,%'+6/-%+'B(-"#$%&'(16&,%181&6(+7H&-%1<&0(8+'(%"&(1,M/1'B(P0&-%1+,(4;3R(#,6(%"&(&I%&,%(%+(:"1-"(

%"&0&(+7H&-%1<&0("#<&(7&&,(8/.81..&6(:1..(,+:(7&(&I#91,&6?(

4? !+,6/-%(#(,#''#%1<&('&<1&:(+8(%"&(.1%&'#%/'&(#,6(#$$'#10&(-/''&,%('&0&#'-"(1,%+(,/'01,A(-#'&&'(

6&-101+,0(%+(16&,%18B(#,B(A#$0(1,(%"&(.1%&'#%/'&(#,6(%+("&.$(0"#$&(%"&(1,%&'$'&%1<&(.&,0(/0&6(8+'(%"10(

1,M/1'B?(!"#$%&'(2(0"+:&6(%"&'&(:#0(0+9&(.1%&'#%/'&(#7+/%(:"B($&+$.&(&,%&'&6(%"&(,/'01,A(

$'+8&001+,(#,6("+:(%"&B(8#'&6(/$+,('&A10%&'1,A?(@"&(6&#'%"(+8(.1%&'#%/'&('&.#%1,A(%+(-#'&&'0(+8(

9+'&(0&,1+'(,/'0&0(6&9+,0%'#%&6(%"&(,&&6(8+'(%"10(1,M/1'B?(!"#$%&'(2(1,-./6&0('&8.&I1<&(

-+99&,%#'1&0("1A".1A"%1,A(-+,%'17/%1+,0(+8(&I10%1,A('&0&#'-"(%+(%"&(1,%&'$'&%#%1+,(+8(%"&(6#%#(

A#%"&'&6(8+'(%"10(1,M/1'B?(>/-"(+8(%"&(&I10%1,A('&0&#'-"(:#0(7#0&6(+/%016&(%"&(ha?(

2? G6&,%18B(%"&(9+0%(0/1%#7.&(9&%"+6+.+AB(%+(-+..&-%(#,6(#,#.B0&(6#%#(%+(#66'&00(%"&(M/&0%1+,?(

!"#$%&'(3(#'A/&6(%"&(,#%/'&(+8(%"&(M/&0%1+,('&M/1'&6(#(M/#.1%#%1<&(#$$'+#-"=(:"1-"(:+/.6(-+,%'#0%(

:1%"(%"&($'&6+91,#,%.B(M/#,%1%#%1<&(#$$'+#-"(+8(9/-"('&0&#'-"(1,%+(-#'&&'0?(@"10(-"#$%&'(7'1&8.B(

&I$.+'&6(#('#,A&(+8($+%&,%1#.(M/#.1%#%1<&(#$$'+#-"&0=($#'%1-/.#'.B(#(-#0&;0%/6B(#$$'+#-"=(7/%(

-+,-./6&6(#(,#''#%1<&(1,M/1'B(:#0(%"&(9+0%(0/1%#7.&(7&-#/0&($&+$.&('&#61.B(-+,0%'/-%(%"&1'(0%+'B(

%+(9#F&(0&,0&(+8(%"&1'(.1<&0=(#,6(#(,#''#%1<&(1,M/1'B(#..+:&6(%"10(%+(7&(/0&6(%+(&,.1A"%&,(-#'&&'(

6&-101+,0(1,(,/'01,A?(

3? Y'&0&,%(%"&(6#%#(#,6(#$$'#10&(1%(%+(&I$.+'&("+:(,/'0&0(&0%#7.10"(%"&90&.<&0(1,(%"&1'($'+8&001+,=(

6&<&.+$(%"&1'(-#'&&'0=(#,6(0&&F(8/'%"&'(&6/-#%1+,?(!"#$%&'(W($'&0&,%&6(%"&(6#%#(#0(#(0&'1&0(+8(

,#''#%1<&0(#,6(-"#$%&'(Q(&I#91,&6("+:(%"10(#,0:&'&6(%"&('&0&#'-"(M/&0%1+,?(@"&B(0"+:&6(9#,B(

#0$&-%0(+8(%"&1'(:+'F(,/'0&0(<#./&(#,6(#'&($#001+,#%&(#7+/%=(#,6(#(8&:(%"&B(0&&F(%+(#<+16?(

5/'0&0(6+(,+%(9#F&(-#'&&'(6&-101+,0(1,(10+.#%1+,?(G,0%&#6=(%"&B(H/AA.&(%"&1'($'+8&001+,#.(#,6(

1,%&..&-%/#.(#971%1+,0(:1%"(#(6&01'&(%+(9&&%(%"&(,&&60(+8(%"&1'(-.1&,%0=(%"&1'(8&&.1,A0(+8(.+B#.%B(%+(

%"&1'($'+8&001+,#.(-+..&#A/&0=(#,6(%"&(,&&60(+8(%"&1'(8#91.1&0?(G%(0"+:0(,/'0&0(#'&("1A".B(9+%1<#%&6(

%+(#-"1&<&(#('&.1#7.&=(0&-/'&(1,-+9&(7/%(#'&(.&00(1,%&'&0%&6(1,(%"&(01J&(+8(%"#%(1,-+9&?(G%("#0(

0"+:,(,/'0&0("#<&(+,.B(%"&(<#A/&0%($.#,0(8+'('&%1'&9&,%(B&%(#'&(+$%1910%1-(#7+/%(1%?(

@"&(&6/-#%+'0(#,6(9#,#A&'0(1,(%"10(1,M/1'B(:&'&(/,#,19+/0(1,(0%#%1,A(%"&B(:&.-+9&6(,/'0&0(

0&&F1,A(-#'&&'(#6<1-&(#,6(%"10(10(#,(#0$&-%(+8(%"&1'('+.&(%"&B(&,H+B=(&<&,(%"+/A"(0+9&(+8(%"&1'(

#6<1-&(9#B(,+%(7&(&<16&,-&;7#0&6?(G,(-+,%'#0%=(9+0%(+8(%"&(,/'0&($#'%1-1$#,%0(6&,1&6(&<&'("#<1,A(

'&-&1<&6(-#'&&'(9&,%+'1,A?(j&%(1%(:#0(#$$#'&,%(0+9&("#6(7&,&81%%&6(8'+9(+--#01+,#.=(1,8+'9#.(

610-/001+,0(#,6(&,-+/'#A&9&,%(#7+/%(%"&1'(-#'&&'0?(@"&'&(10(&<16&,-&(,/'0&0(:"+(.&#<&(%"&(
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$'+8&001+,(&#'.B(9#B(6+(0+(:1%"(0+''+:?(S+0%&'1,A(A++6('&.#%1+,0"1$0(:1%"1,(%"&(%&#9(#,6(A++6(

-#'&&'(9&,%+'1,A(-+/.6(+--#01+,#..B($'&<&,%(%"10(.+00?(

W? ]10-/00(%"&(.191%#%1+,0(+8(%"&('&0&#'-"?(@"10(-"#$%&'("#0(#-F,+:.&6A&6(%"10(1,M/1'B(1,<+.<&6(H/0%(#(

09#..(,/97&'(+8($#'%1-1$#,%0(1,(#(%1A"%.B(6&81,&6(01%/#%1+,=(7/%(%"&(9#,,&'(1,(:"1-"(%"&(6#%#(:#0(

-+..&-%&6=(#,#.B0&6=(#,6($'&0&,%&6(0"+/.6(#..+:(1%(%+(7&('&.#%&6=(:1%"(-#/%1+,=(%+(+%"&'(01%/#%1+,0?((

Q? fI#91,&(%"&(&I%&,%(%+(:"1-"(%"&(6#%#(A&,&'#%&6(8+'(%"10(1,M/1'B($'+<16&0(&<16&,-&(+8(&I10%1,A(

-#'&&'(%"&+'1&0(#,6(18(,+%=($'+$+0&(#(,&:(#$$'+#-"?(O+9&(81,61,A0(#7+/%(,/'0&0X(-#'&&'(

6&-101+,0(#'&(-+,010%&,%(:1%"(+%"&'(-#'&&'('&0&#'-"&'0=(:"+("#<&(0"+:,(%"&(9+0%(0/$&'1+'(

6&-101+,0(#'&(9#6&(/01,A(#(C6&.17&'#%1+,(:1%"+/%(#%%&,%1+,E(#$$'+#-"=(1,(#(9#,,&'(-+,010%&,%(:1%"(

Y.#,,&6(L#$$&,0%#,-&?(@"&(-"#$%&'0(&I#91,&6(%"&($#'%1-1$#,%0^(#--+/,%0(+8(%"&1'(-#'&&'(

6&-101+,0(#,6(6&9+,0%'#%&6(,/'0&0(:&'&(/0/#..B(/,#7.&(%+(#--+/,%(8+'(9+0%(+8(%"&0&(#,6(,+,&(

"#6(#(-#'&&'($.#,(%"&B("#6(#-%&6(/$+,?(This inquiry has shown nurses can respond to 

unexpected career opportunities and &,H+B(#$$.B1,A(%"&1'(F,+:.&6A&(#,6(0F1..0(1,(,&:(:#B0?(

L+:&<&'=(&I10%1,A(%"&+'&%1-#.(#$$'+#-"&0(6+(,+%(#6&M/#%&.B(&I$.#1,(9#,B(-#'&&'(6&-101+,0(1,(

,/'01,A?(@"10(.&6(%+(%"&(6&<&.+$9&,%(+8(#(,&:(A'#$"1-=(0/99#'101,A(%"&(81,61,A0(+8(%"10(1,M/1'B(

#,6("1A".1A"%1,A(%"&(-+,%'17/%1+,0(9#6&(%+(-#'&&'0('&0&#'-"?(@"&(%++.0($'+<16&(#($'#-%1-#.(:#B(+8(

/01,A(%"&0&(,&:(1,01A"%0(%+("&.$(,/'0&0(7/1.6(%"&1'(-#'&&'0(#,6(9#,#A&'0('&-'/1%(%+($+0%0(+'(

#'&#0?(@"&(,&:(:#B0(+8(%"1,F1,A(1,(-#'&&'(%"&+'B(10($#'%1-/.#'.B(19$+'%#,%(1,(#(Y"](%"&010=(0/-"(#0(

%"10=(7&-#/0&(1%(9/0%(6&9+,0%'#%&(#(/,1M/&(-+,%'17/%1+,(%+(F,+:.&6A&?((

 Reflections upon an inquiry 

@"10(0&-%1+,('&8.&-%0(/$+,(%"&(:"+.&(+8(%"&('&0&#'-"($'+-&00(#,6(10(:'1%%&,(1,(%"&(81'0%($&'0+,?(

G($+,6&'&6(/,6&'%#F1,A(#(9#H+'($1&-&(+8('&0&#'-"(8+'(0&<&'#.(B&#'0(#,6(:#,%&6(%+('&A10%&'(8+'(#(Y"]=(

:"1-"(10(:16&.B('&A#'6&6(#0(#(%'#1,1,A(8+'(&9&'A1,A('&0&#'-"&'0?(G("#6(1,1%1#..B(#00/9&6(G(:+/.6(6+(

%"10(1,(%"&(#$$.1&6(71+.+A1-#.(0-1&,-&0(7&-#/0&(%"+0&(:&'&(%"&(0/7H&-%0(G(%#/A"%(#,6(G("#6(#(%'#-F(

'&-+'6(+8($/7.10"1,A(1,(%"+0&(#'&#0?(L+:&<&'=(G(7&.1&<&6(9B(%&#-"1,A(:#0(,+%("#9$&'&6(7B(#(.#-F(+8(

'&0&#'-"(1,(%"&0&(0/7H&-%0?(G,(-+,%'#0%=(G(8&.%(19$&6&6(7B(#(.#-F(+8(F,+:.&6A&(#,6(&I$&'%10&(1,%+(

-#'&&'0(#,6(-#'&&'(A/16#,-&?(G('&#6(#'+/,6(%"10(#,6(:#0(6109#B&6(%+(.&#',(%"10(6&81-1%(:#0(:16&.B(

0"#'&6?(
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G(F,&:(%"10(:+/.6(7&(#(6&9#,61,A($'+-&00=(7/%(G(9#B("#<&(/,6&';&0%19#%&6(%"&(61881-/.%B(+8(9+<1,A(

8'+9(#(71+.+A1-#.(0-1&,-&(7#-FA'+/,6(%+(#,(&6/-#%1+,#.(+,&?(G(:#0(+8%&,(%+.6(%+(C9#F&(9B(<+1-&(

"&#'6E=(7/%(0%'/AA.&6(%+(&,0/'&(9B(#,#.B010('&8.&-%&6(%"&($'&<1+/0('&0&#'-"(#,6(%"&($#'%1-1$#,%0X(

0%+'1&0?(G("#6('&#6(&I%&,01<&.B(#7+/%(%"&($'+-&00(+8(#,#.B01,A(M/#.1%#%1<&(6#%#(#,6(G(F,&:(%"&(#,#.B010(

:+/.6(7&(1%&'#%1<&(#,6(&#'.B(#,#.B010(:+/.6(#.%&'(0/70&M/&,%(6#%#(#,#.B010?(G,1%1#..B=(%"10(8&.%(k9&00Bk(

7/%(+<&'(%19&(G(-#9&(%+(0&&(%"10(C9&001,&00E(:#0(&9$+:&'1,A(7&-#/0&(1%($&'91%%&6(9&(%+(61A(6&&$&'(

1,%+(,&:(#,6(/,&I$&-%&6(#'&#0?(G(8&.%(%"&0&(-"#,A&0(#.0+(&,#7.&6(9&(%+(6+(H/0%1-&(%+(%"&($#'%1-1$#,%0(

7&-#/0&(1%(#..+:&6(9&(%+('&8.&-%(%"&1'(16&#0(#,6(&I$&'1&,-&0(1,(0/70&M/&,%(6#%#(A#%"&'1,A?((

G(6&<&.+$&6(0&<&'#.(16&#0(8'+9(%"&(6#%#(#,#.B010(7/%(:#0(,+%(-+,816&,%(%"&0&(%'/.B('&8.&-%&6(%"&(

8&&.1,A0(+8(%"&($#'%1-1$#,%0?(V$#'%(8'+9('&.#%1+,0"1$0=(%"&'&(:&'&(,+(#0$&-%0(+8(%"&1'(-#'&&'(6&-101+,0(

%"#%(#..($#'%1-1$#,%0(:&'&(/,#,19+/0(#7+/%?(G(:#,%&6(%+(7&(#7.&(%+(0%#%&("+:(-+,816&,%(G(:#0(#7+/%(9B(

&9&'A1,A(16&#0=(#,6(0+(G(.#/,-"&6(%"&(0/'<&B?(G(&I$&-%&6(%+(7&(#7.&(%+(-.#19(#("1A"($'+$+'%1+,(+8(9B(

$#'%1-1$#,%0(#A'&&6(:1%"(9B(81,61,A0(#,6(:#0(610#$$+1,%&6(%"10(616(,+%("#$$&,?(b,&('&#0+,(10(0+9&(

+8(9B(M/&0%1+,0(9#B("#<&(7&&,(1,%&'$'&%&6(6188&'&,%.B(7B(%"&($#'%1-1$#,%0(-+9$#'&6(%+(9B(1,%&,%1+,=(

#,6(#.0+(%"&('&0$+,0&('#%&(:#0($++'?(K&1,A($&'-&1<&6(#0(#,(C1,016&'E(9&#,%(%"&($#'%1-1$#,%0(-+/.6(

%#.F(8'&&.B(:1%"(9&=(-+,816&,%(G(:+/.6(/,6&'0%#,6(%"&1'(H#'A+,(#,6(7&(0B9$#%"&%1-(%+(%"&1'(61.&99#0?(

G,%&'&0%1,A.B=(%"10(9#B(#.0+("#<&(#$$.1&6(%+(9B(C:+'F1,A(9+%"&'E(0%#%/0(7&-#/0&(%:+($#'%1-1$#,%0(
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Appendix 1: Nursing grades, titles, and NHS salaries April 2020-

2021 

Table ap 1.1 Nurses’ pay titles and bands 
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Table ap 1.2 London weighting 
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Appendix 2: Search of the literature 
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The tendency among undergraduate nursing students to choose care of older people after graduation increases as their score on 
altruism decreases, but is not correlated with their score on theoretical knowledge.  
The tendency to choose psychiatric fields increases with an increasing score on perceived practical skills and decreases with an 
increasing score on perceived theoretical knowledge. 
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Three themes which encouraged nurse retention: Overcoming Stereotypes to Develop Career Pride, Positive Team Dynamics, 
and Remaining Hopeful. Nurse educators can inspire students’ to pursue a psychiatric nursing career, while nurse managers and 
clinical specialists contribute to retention.  
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A lack of consensus about the nature of clinical expertise and a diverse range of pathways towards consultantship were 
identified. There are opportunities for consultants to be entrepreneurs but inflexible programmes to support aspiring consultants 
may limit the opportunities to develop these entrepreneurial skills.  
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Staff stayed through commitment to profession, admin support & belief that they were good teachers. Younger staff more likely 
to consider leaving.  
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Nurses working in elderly care perceived their professional work as holistic and respectful nursing. Three categories of work 
that they valued were: long-term relationships, with clients; nursing beyond technical skills; balancing independence and a sense 
of loneliness. Contrasts with popular image 
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Key factors affecting nursing turnover were limited career opportunities; poor support; a lack of recognition; and negative staff 
attitudes. The environment is characterised by inappropriate skill-mix and inadequate patient-staff ratios; a lack of overseas 
qualified nurses with appropriate skills; low involvement in decision-making processes; and increased patient demands. These 
issues impacted upon heavy workloads and stress levels with nurses feeling undervalued and disempowered. Nurses described 
supportive strategies: improving performance appraisals, responsive preceptorship and flexible employment options.  
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The students on the comprehensive program represented in Australia were much less likely to indicate that mental health 
nursing was definitely not a career option, compared to UK student on a mental health programme. This would be expected in 
view of the different nature of the pre-registration programmes in the 2 countries. In both groups a higher level of motivation to 
work in mental health emanated from personal experience and/or work experience/exposure to mental health care.  
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Found 3 reasons newly registered nurses consider leaving their jobs or the profession: poor nursing practice environments; lack 
of support, orientation and mentoring, and nursing as a ‘second best’ or serendipitous career choice. 
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Intent to stay for newly registered nurses is tied to aspects of scheduling, co-worker and physician relationships, professional 
growth opportunities, recognition, control, and responsibility. 
Some things improve significantly over 18 months: understanding leadership expectations, ability to manage job tasks, and 
awareness of development opportunities. 
Several variables worsened before they improved, reflecting a "honeymoon" period 
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Nurses’	intention	to	leave	is	determined	by	their	general	satisfaction	with	management	and	leadership	quality,	their	satisfaction	with	pay	and	
benefits,	their	job	satisfaction	and	work-to-home	interference	issues	they	have	to	deal	with,	but	not	by	career	development	opportunities. 
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Newly registered nurses were unlikely to choose a career in public health, but this does increase the longer that they have been 
registered. The	top	three	recruitment	strategies	ranked	by	students	were	comparable	wages,	flexible	scheduling,	and	tuition	reimbursement.	 
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Requests for clinical placements analysed, just over 10% related to aged care: of those, 66.1% were students requesting not to be 
allocated residential aged care for next placement, primarily due to previous experience in the sector; 17.1%, referred to aged 
care in a neutral manner, focusing on conflict of interest, but 16.8% were a request for an aged care placement. 
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Identified	6	areas	of	focus	for	newly	registered	nurses	retention:	1)	well-planned,	supported	and	structured	transition	periods;	2)	consideration	
of	rotation	through	different	areas	with	a	six	month	minimum	for	skills	development;	3)	empowering	decision	making;	4)	placement	
opportunities	and	choice	in	decisions	of	where	to	work;	5)	career	advice	and	support	that	considers	their		personalities	and	skills;	and	6)	
encouragement	to	reflect	on	career	choices.(
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Little	encouragement	is	given	to	men	to	join	the	profession,	and	for	men	who	have	chosen	to	nurse	attempt	to	distance	themselves	from	
traditional	motivations	for	choosing	nursing	such	as	caring	and	vocationalism.	 
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8% of the students began their course wanting to work with older people. Overall the ranking of ‘working with older people’ for 
commencing students was 7 out of ten. This decreased throughout their course to become the least desired career choice of 
graduating nurses with only 3 of the 150 participants stating a desire to work with older people. Career choices divide along the 
lines of ‘high- tech’ and ‘low-tech’. Nurses are influenced by socialising factors within the education process, negative clinical 
experiences and the ageist bias within the broader community.	 
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Study of “intention to leave” relate to the intensification of nursing (higher acuity and bed occupancy), and the need for sufficient nursing 
resources, flexible management and better support for older nurses. 
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Table ap2.2 Appraisal of the quality of qualitative studies (“the CASP tool”) 
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Appraisal tool, questionnaires 

(
Research question and study design 
What information did the researchers seek to obtain? 1 
Was a questionnaire the most appropriate method and if not, what 
design might have been more appropriate?  

2 

Were there any existing measures (questionnaires) that the researchers 
could have used? If so, why was a new one developed and was this 
justified?  

3 

Were the views of consumers sought about the design, distribution, 
and administration of the questionnaire?  

4 

Validity and reliability 
What claims for validity have been made, and are they justified? (In 
other words, what evidence is there that the instrument measures what 
it sets out to measure?)  

5 

What claims for reliability have been made, and are they justified? (In 
other words, what evidence is there that the instrument provides stable 
responses over time and between researchers?)  

6 

Format 
Was the title of the questionnaire appropriate and if not, what were its 
limitations?  

7 

What format did the questionnaire take, and were open and closed 
questions used appropriately?  

8 

Were easy, non-threatening questions placed at the beginning of the 
measure and sensitive ones near the end?  

9 

Was the questionnaire kept as brief as the study allowed? 10 
Did the questions make sense, and could the participants in the sample 
understand them? Were any questions ambiguous or overly 
complicated?  

11 

Instructions 
Did the questionnaire contain adequate instructions for completion—
eg example answers, or an explanation of whether a ticked or written 
response was required?  

12 

Were participants told how to return the questionnaire once 
completed? 

13 

Did the questionnaire contain an explanation of the research, a 
summary of what would happen to the data, and a thank you message?  

14 

Piloting 
Was the questionnaire adequately piloted in terms of the method and 
means of administration, on people who were representative of the 
study population?  

15 

How was the piloting exercise undertaken—what details are given? 16 
In what ways was the definitive instrument changed as a result of 
piloting?  

17 

Sampling 
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What was the sampling frame for the definitive study and was it 
sufficiently large and representative?  

18 

Was the instrument suitable for all participants and potential 
participants? In particular, did it take account of the likely range of 
physical/mental/cognitive abilities, language/literacy, understanding 
of numbers/scaling, and perceived threat of questions or questioner?  

19 

Distribution, administration and response 
How was the questionnaire distributed?  20 
How was the questionnaire administered?  21 
Were the response rates reported fully, including details of 
participants who were unsuitable for the research or refused to take 
part?  

22 

Have any potential response biases been discussed? 23 
Coding and analysis 
What sort of analysis was carried out and was this appropriate? (eg 
correct statistical tests for quantitative answers, qualitative analysis for 
open ended questions)  

24 

What measures were in place to maintain the accuracy of the data, and 
were these adequate?  

25 

Is there any evidence of data dredging—that is, analyses that were not 
hypothesis driven?  

26 

Results 
What were the results and were all relevant data reported? 27 
Are quantitative results definitive (significant), and are relevant non-
significant results also reported?  

27 

Have qualitative results been adequately interpreted (e.g. using an 
explicit theoretical framework), and have any quotes been properly 
justified and contextualised?  

29 

Conclusions and discussion 
What do the results mean and have the researchers drawn an 
appropriate link between the data and their conclusions?  

30 

Have the findings been placed within the wider body of knowledge in 
the field (eg via a comprehensive literature review), and are any 
recommendations justified?  

31 

Table ap 2.3: key to questions about quality of questionnaires (“The BMJ tool”)
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Outcomes of appraisal of questionnaires 
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Table ap 2.4 Appraisal of quality of research using questionnaires 
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Appendix 3: Interviews 

Interview schedules and prompts 

4.&$,5(,.($.,#*(

• These are guides for the researcher; they are intended to indicate the type of material to 

be covered, and to act as a prompt.  

• It is not necessarily expected that all the questions will be used, and not necessarily in 

that order 

• The interviews will be audio recorded, and later transcribed 

• The interviews are expected to last about one hour, and must be finished by 90 minutes 
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Nurses – first set 

78%(9#(&$,#:#5,#%(,.(;$.<(<-1(1.=(>""/&#%(?.:(,-&5(".5,@(%&%(1.=(A.$5&%#:(>$1(.,-#:5B(

C#?/#A,&$0(.$(<-1(1.=(>""/&#%(?.:(,-&5(".5,D(->E#(1.=:(-."#5(?.:(&,(9##$(?=/?&//#%B(

F->,(>9.=,(1.=:(".5,(9#?.:#(,-&5(.$#@(>$%(,-#(.$#(9#?.:#(,->,GGGGGGGB(

F->,(%.(1.=(?##/(>9.=,(,-#(&$?.:H>,&.$(1.=(->%(>9.=,(".55&9/#(".5,5B(

I&%(1.=(:#A#&E#(>$1(-#/"(.:(0=&%>$A#(>,(>$1(".&$,(&$(1.=:(A>:##:B((

J>E#(1.=(:#A#&E#%(H#$,.:&$0(K(-.<(<>5(&,B(

L$#(.?(,-#(;#1(,-&$05(&$(,-#(/&,#:>,=:#(&5(,-#(#',#$,(,.(<-&A-(<.:;#:5(>:#(?:##(,.(H>;#(,-#&:(.<$(A>:##:(

A-.&A#5G(M.(<->,(#',#$,(->E#(1.=(9##$(>9/#(,.(H>;#(1.=:(.<$(A>:##:(A-.&A#5(>$%(,.(<->,(#',#$,(

->E#(1.=(9##$(A.$5,:>&$#%(91(.,-#:(?>A,.:5B(

J>E#(1.=(#E#:(->%(,.(A.H":.H&5#(&$(1.=:(A>:##:(":.0:#55&.$N>&H5B(

O>$(1.=(:#H#H9#:(<-1(1.=(#$,#:#%($=:5&$0(.:&0&$>//1D(>$%(,.(<->,(#',#$,(->5(,-&5(9##$(?=/?&//#%B(

F->,(%.(1.=(H.5,(#$P.1(>9.=,(1.=:(<.:;B(

F->,(H.,&E>,#5(1.=B(

F->,(&5(1.=:(0:#>,#5,(5.=:A#(.?(5>,&5?>A,&.$(&$(1.=:(<.:;B(

J.<(%.(1.=(;$.<(<-#$(1.=(->E#(%.$#(>(0..%(P.9B(

75(,-#:#(>$1(<>1(,->,(1.=(->E#(>/,#:#%(,-#(:./#(.:(,-#(<>1(1.=(%.(&,B(J.<(.:(<-1(%&%(&,(A->$0#B(
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Nurses – final set 

v What are nurses looking for in their careers? 

Why did you enter nursing originally, and to what extent has this been fulfilled?  

Why did you apply for this particular post/ for this type of work, and to what extent has this 

been fulfilled?  

What do you most enjoy about your work? 

What motivates you? 

What do you feel about the pay you receive? 

 

v What decision making styles are they employing and do these change? 

C#?/#A,&$0(.$(1.=:(A>:##:(%#A&5&.$5D(-.<(%.(1.=(0.(>9.=,(,-#5#B(

J>E#(1.=(A->$0#%(,-#(<>1(1.=(H>;#(A>:##:(%#A&5&.$5B(

Can you remember any career decision (eg the last one) and how did you go about it? What 

was going on in your life at the time? 

Do you have any ideas as to what your next decision will be (including staying put)?  

How do you commonly make decisions about your career? Do you act quickly or ponder it? 

Has this changed over your career? 

What factors do you consider when you make a career decision? 

Do you check on jobs eg NHS jobs or press, or put your CV online, LinkedIn? 

 

v How far into the future are they planning? 

Reflecting on the roles you had did you plan a few years ahead? 

Do you have goals for the future? 

Have you thought about retirement – are you doing anything to prepare for it? 

 

v Do they have to compromise on what they really want and what is achievable? 

Have you ever made a wrong decision, have you ever thought you had? 

To what extent are you free to make your own decisions? 
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v Have they received mentoring and how has these impacted on their career 

decisions? 

Have you had career guidance or mentoring which has had an impact on your career 

decision?  

What was it and why? 

Where do you go for help and guidance with your work, and is this sufficient? 

Is there anything you know now that you wish you had known 20 years ago? 

 

v Very many thanks for all your help and sincere appreciation of your time 

!  
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Managers, educators (first and final set) 
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Decision tree showing that this inquiry did not require full IRAS 

ethics approval 

 

 

National Research Ethics Service  

Does my project require review by a Research 

Ethics Committee?  

  

National Research Ethics Service  

Does my project require review by a Research Ethics Committee?  

This algorithm is designed to assist researchers, sponsors and R&D offices in determining whether a 
project requires ethical review by a Research Ethics Committee under the UK Health Departments‟ 
Governance Arrangements for Research Ethics Committees (GAfREC), a harmonised version of 
which came into effect on 1 September 2011. It encompasses the requirements for ethical review 
under both the policy of the UK Health Departments and legislation applying to the UK as a whole or 
to particular countries of the UK.  

Researchers requiring further advice should contact their R&D office in the first instance. Further 
advice may also be sought from a REC office or the NRES Queries Line at nres.queries@nhs.net by 
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sending an outline of the project (maximum one page), summarising its purpose, methodology, type 
of participant and planned location. 
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GAfREC is available at http://www.dh.gov.uk/en/Publicationsandstatistics/Publications/PublicationsPolicyAndGuidance/DH_126474. This updated version 

of the algorithm takes account of paragraph 2.3.8A of GAfREC which was re-included in February 2012 following publication of an erratum.  

In this document the term “Research Ethics Committee‟ means a REC within the UK Health Departments‟ Research Ethics Service, i.e. the National 

Research Ethics Service (in England) and the equivalent Research Ethics Services in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. It does not include other 

RECs such as university RECs.  

    

1  

A. Is the project research?  

A1  

 

Is the project classified as research, or is it another type of activity such as clinical audit, service evaluation, public health surveillance, case study, satisfaction 

survey or equipment/systems testing?  

Please refer to our leaflet “Defining Research” at http://www.nres.nhs.uk/applications/is-your-project-research/  

Specific guidance on the classification of post-market surveillance of CE marked medical devices is available within our guidance on approval for medical devices 
research at http://www.nres.nhs.uk/applications/guidance/guidance-and-good- practice/?esctl1507888_entryid62=66940  
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If the project is not classified as research, review by a REC is not required. Host care organisations may have other arrangements in place to review the activity. Please seek 

advice from the R&D office or clinical governance office in the first instance.  

If the project is research, proceed to Section B.  

B. Is there a legal requirement for REC review of this research?  

The requirements in Section B apply whether or not the participants are patients or service users within the services for which the UK Health Departments 

are responsible.  

The requirements apply to the whole of the UK except where stated.  

2  

Ref.  Question  Relevant legislation  

B1  
Is the research a clinical trial of an investigational medicinal product?  

Refer to the MHRA algorithm at  

Medicines for Human Use 

(Clinical Trials) Regulations 2004  
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http://www.mhra.gov.uk/Howweregulate/Medicines/Licensingofmedicines/Clinicaltrials/Is 
aclinicaltrialauthorisationCTArequired/index.htm#1 to determine whether the trial is subject to the Clinical Trials Regulations. 
Contact the MHRA Clinical Trials Helpline for further advice.  

 
  

B2  

Is the research a clinical investigation of a non-CE Marked medical device, or a device which has been modified or is being used 

outside its CE Mark intended purpose, conducted by or with the support of the manufacturer or another commercial company to 

provide data for CE marking purposes?  

Refer to our guidance on approval for medical devices research at http://www.nres.nhs.uk/applications/guidance/guidance-and-

good- practice/?esctl1507888_entryid62=66940  

or MHRA guidance at  

http://www.mhra.gov.uk/Howweregulate/Devices/Clinicaltrials/index.htm  

Contact MHRA Devices Division for further advice.  

  
  

Medical Devices Regulations 

2002  

B3  Does the research involve exposure to any ionising radiation?  
Ionising Radiation (Medical 

Exposure) Regulations 2000  
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Refer to our guidance on research involving radiation at  

http://www.nres.nhs.uk/applications/guidance/research- guidance/?esctl1428683_entryid62=67014  

   

3  

B4  

Will the research involve at any stage intrusive procedures with adults who lack capacity to consent for 

themselves, including participants retained in the study following loss of capacity?  

An adult is any living participant aged 16 or over. Intrusive procedures are those requiring consent in law, 
including use of identifiable tissue samples or personal information.  

Applies in England, Wales and Scotland only.  

Section 51 of the Adults with Incapacity (Scotland) 

Act 2000  

Sections 30-33 of the Mental Capacity Act 2005  

B5  

Will the research involve storage of relevant material from the living or the deceased on premises without a 

storage licence from the Human Tissue Authority (HTA)?  

Relevant material means any material from a human body consisting of or including cells, except for hair or 
nail from the living or embryos outside the body.  

Includes storage of imported material. Does not include „storage incidental to transportation‟ or temporary 

storage pending extraction of aceullar material for research provided that residual relevant material is 

Human Tissue Act 2004 (Ethical Approval, 

Exceptions from Licensing and Supply of Information 

about Transplants) Regulations 2006  
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disposed of within hours or days (or at most a week).  

Applies to England, Wales and Northern Ireland only.  

B6  
Will the research involve storage or use of relevant material from the living, collected on or after 1 

September 2006, and the research is not within the terms of consent for research from the donors?  
Section 1(9) of the Human Tissue Act 2004  

4  

 Does not include imported material.  Applies to England, Wales and Northern Ireland only.   

B7  
Will the research involve analysis of DNA in material from the living, collected on or after 1 September 2006, and the analysis is 

not within the terms of consent for research from the person whose body manufactured the DNA?  

Section 45 of the Human Tissue 

Act 2004  

 

For further guidance on B5-B7, refer to http://www.nres.nhs.uk/applications/approval- requirements/ethical-review-
requirements/requirements-for-ethical-review-under- legislation/human-tissue/ or the HTA Code of Practice on Research at 
http://www.hta.gov.uk/legislationpoliciesandcodesofpractice/codesofpractice.cfm  

Guidance on defining „relevant material‟ is available from the HTA at  

http://www.hta.gov.uk/legislationpoliciesandcodesofpractice/policiesandpositionstateme nts.cfm  
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B8  

Will the research involve either of the following:  

. (a)  organs retained from a post-mortem examination carried out on the instructions of the Procurator Fiscal   

. (b)  organs, tissue blocks or slides retained from a hospital post-mortem examination, or tissue blocks or slides retained from 

a post-mortem examination carried out on the instructions of the Procurator Fiscal, unless lawful authorisation has been 

given for use in research?   

Human Tissue (Scotland) Act 2006  

5  

 Applies in Scotland only.   

B9  

Will the research involve access to, or processing of, the confidential information of patients or service 

users by researchers outside the normal care team without consent?  

Applies in England and Wales only.  

In addition to REC review, application must be made to the National Information Governance Board‟s 

Ethics and Confidentiality Committee (NIGB ECC). Refer to http://www.nigb.nhs.uk/s251 for further 
guidance. Specific advice may be sought from the NIGB http://www.nigb.nhs.uk/contact-us  

Health Service (Control of Patient Information) 

Regulations 2002  

Section 251 of the NHS Act 2006  
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B10  

Will the research involve processing of disclosable protected information on the Register of the Human 

Fertilisation and Embryology Authority by researchers without consent?  

Authorisation for the research is required from the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority (HFEA). 
A favourable opinion from a REC is a required condition of authorisation. The NIGB ECC advises the 
HFEA on applications for authorisation. Please contact the NIGB for further advice 
http://www.nigb.nhs.uk/contact-us.  

  

Human Fertilisation and Embryology (Disclosure of 

Information for Research Purposes) Regulations 

2010  

B11  
(a) Will the research involve patients (or information about patients) receiving treatment in or for the 

purposes of an independent hospital or independent clinic?  

The Independent Health Care (Wales) Regulations 

2011  

6  

 

Applies in Wales and Northern Ireland only. (b) Will the research involve patients (or information about 

patients) receiving treatment  

in or for the purposes of an independent medical agency? Applies in Northern Ireland only.  

(Note: The Private and Voluntary Health Care (England) Regulations 2001 were revoked by the Health and 
Social Care Act 2008 (Commencement No. 16) Transitory and Transitional Provisions Order 2010 (SI 

The Independent Health Care Regulations (Northern 

Ireland) 2005  
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2010/87)  

B12  

Will the research involve residents (or information about residents) at a residential care home or nursing 

home?  

Applies in Northern Ireland only.  

Residential Care Homes Regulations (Northern 

Ireland) 2005  

Nursing Homes Regulations (Northern Ireland) 2005  

B13  Is the research a clinical trial involving the participation of practising midwives?  
Nursing and Midwifery Council (Midwives) Rules Order 

of Council 2004  

If the answer to any of the questions in Section B is Yes, application for ethical review should be made to a Research Ethics Committee within the UK Health Departments‟ 

Research Ethics Service, except for research recruiting through the UK Armed Forces or otherwise within the remit of the Ministry of Defence Research Ethics Committee 

(MoDREC).  

Specific requirements apply to the allocation of certain types of application. Further guidance is available from  

http://www.nres.nhs.uk/applications/booking-and-submitting-your-application/ or from the NRES Central Allocation System or Local Allocation Systems (see link for contact 

details).  

  

7  

If the answer to all the questions in Section B is No, please proceed to Section C to check whether any other policy requirements for ethical review apply to 
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the study.  

C. Is there a policy requirement for REC review of this research?  

The requirements in Section C apply to the whole of the UK.  

Ref.  
 

Question  
Explanatory comments  

C1  

Will the research involve research participants identified from, or because of 

their past or present use of, services for which the UK Health Departments are 

responsible (including services provided under contract with the private or 

voluntary sectors), including participants recruited through these services as 

healthy controls?  

The relevant services are:  

Adult and children‟s healthcare within the NHS/HSC (UK-wide) Adult social care 

(England, Wales, NI) Children‟s social care (Wales, NI)  

Refer to Supplementary Note 7 below for further guidance on social care 

research.  

    

C2  
Will the research involve research participants identified because of their status 

as relatives or carers of past or present users of these services?  
 

8  
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C3  
Will the research involve collection of tissue or information from any users of 

these services, including those who have died within the last 100 years?  

Tissue means any material consisting of or including cells.  

Includes tissue or information collected in the course of normal care, where 

research use is intended at the time of collection.  

C4  

Will the research involve use of previously collected tissue or information from 

which the research team could identify individual past or present users of these 

services, either directly from that tissue or information, or from its combination 

with other tissue or information in or likely to come into their possession?  

Tissue means any material consisting of or including cells.  

Refer to Supplementary Notes 1-3 below for further guidance on circumstances 

where REC review is not required for secondary use of tissue or information 

previously collected in the course of normal clinical care.  

C5  
 

Is this a health-related research project involving prisoners?  

A prisoner for this purpose means a person in the custody of the National 

Offender Management Service (i.e. the Prison Service in England and Wales), 

the Scottish Prison Service or the Northern Ireland Prison Service?  

C6  
 

Does this research involve xenotransplantation?  

Xenotransplantation means putting living cells, tissue or organs from animals into 

people.  

C7  
 

Is this a social care research project funded by the Department of Health?  
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If the answer to any of the questions in Section C is Yes, application for ethical review should be made to a Research Ethics Committee within the UK Health Departments‟ 

Research Ethics Service.  

9  

Where research approved by the Ministry of Defence Research Ethics Committee (MoDREC) continues within the services for which the UK Health 

Departments are responsible following transfer of participants into their care, it does not then require separate REC review.  

Specific „flags‟ apply to the allocation of certain types of application. Further guidance is available from http://www.nres.nhs.uk/applications/booking-and-

submitting-your-application/ or from the NRES Central Allocation System or Local Allocation Systems (see link for contact details).  
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Information for participants 
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6AHI#;,*(&$,#:9&#=(

Hello …….  

I don't know if you remember meeting me at the ……. You were kind enough to express an interest in 
my PhD research, which is about nursing careers; at the time you said you were willing for me to 
interview you about your career. 

I am now commencing these interviews, and am wondering if you are still willing to participate. I 
would come to you at your convenience, and it will take no more than 90 minutes. One other thing, 
at the moment I am only interviewing nurses who gained their registration between 1998 and 2008 - 
I don't know whether that includes you? 

If you think you may be willing to participate, I can send you more details before you finally decide. 

  

I look forward to hearing from you. 

  

Best wishes 

  

Alison Coutts 

  

Senior lecturer, City University  
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Dear……(

I hope that you are well.   I am hoping that you will be willing to participate in some research.  (

One of our lecturers, Alison Coutts, would like to interview you about your career to date. She is 

looking for adult nurses (and ex-nurses) who obtained their first nursing qualification between 1998 

and 2008. The interview will take about an hour, and definitely no more than 90 minutes. In order to 

participate in the study you need to be under 60 years of age, and also not be a current student at 

City, nor an applicant.(

If you would like to participate or need more information, please contact Alison Coutts on her email 

address: alison.coutts.1@city.ac.uk(

Thank you(

Sue(

Sue Rees 
Head of Alumni Relations(

Development & Alumni Relations 
City University London 

Northampton Square 

London, EC1V 0HB(

T: +44 (0)20 7040 5558(
E: sue.rees.1@city.ac.uk (
W: www.city.ac.uk/alumni(
(6A"".:,(,-#(@&,1(?A,A:#(?A$%(

((

(( (( (( (( (
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Thank you very much for your interest in this research. I have attached some information about the 

study; if you decide to participate it will involve my interviewing you for 60-90 minutes.  

 

I normally come to you at work to conduct the interview, but if you prefer you could come to the 

university, or we could meet somewhere neutral or we could do it over the phone. 

 

I hope to meet you sometime soon. 

 

best wishes, Alison 

( (
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Consent from A. Coutts 3rd draft November 2013 

 

Information Sheet: study into nursing careers 

 

Title of study: What influences nurses’ career decisions? 

I would like to invite you to take part in a research study. Before you decide whether you would like to 

take part it is important that you understand why the research is being done and what it would involve 

for you. Please take time to read the following information carefully and discuss it with others if you 

wish. Ask me if there is anything that is not clear or if you would like more information. 

Y-5,(&>(,-#("A:".>#(.J(,-#(>,A%1g((

The aim of the study is to explore the processes you have gone through in making career decisions; 
what has helped or hindered you in this, and how your personal attributes have contributed to your 
choices 
 

Y-1(-59#(V(H##$(&$9&,#%g(

I am recruiting about twenty nurses (adult branch) who obtained their registration between 1988 and 
2007. I believe that your insights into your career (your previous and present posts) may assist me in 
building a picture of nursing careers. 
 

e.(V(-59#(,.(,5<#("5:,g((

Participation is voluntary, and you may withdraw at any stage. You may also choose not to answer 
questions, for instance if you feel they are too personal or intrusive. 
 

[.A:("5:,&;&"5,&.$(&$(,-&>(>,A%1(=&//($.,(5JJ#;,(1.A:(JA,A:#(;5:##:B($.:(1.A:(:#/5,&.$>-&"(=&,-(@&,1(

h$&9#:>&,1((
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It is up to you to decide whether or not to take part. If you do decide to take part you will be asked to 
sign a consent form. Even if you decide to take part you are still free to withdraw at any time and 
without giving a reason.  
 

Y-5,(=&//(-5""#$(&J(V(,5<#("5:,g((

• You will be invited to a single interview, 
• I suggest that we meet at your place of work, but if you prefer we could meet elsewhere. You 

may prefer to be interviewed by telephone. This would be particularly suitable if you are no 
longer living or working near London, but you may prefer it for other reasons.  

• The interview will be recorded, usually using a voice recorder, but if you prefer the interview 
can be recorded by my taking written notes. 

• The recorded interview will take about one hour, certainly no longer than one and a half 
hours.  

• Allowing time for organizing and finishing the interview, I am asking you to allow up to two 
hours for this. 

• Once the interview is complete, I will write up exactly what has been said, and will forward a 
copy to you in order to give you opportunity to comment on the accuracy of this record, before 
it is used further in the study. 

• This interview and the others will be analysed, looking for any common themes relating to 
nurses career choices and what has influenced these 

• I am hoping to use some original quotes from these interviews in the final report; the source 
of any such quotes will only be identified by a pseudonym  

 

8'"#$>#>(5$%(W517#$,>(]&J(5""/&;5H/#`(

If we meet anywhere other than your place of work, I can offer modest travel expenses, but I am not 

able to offer any financial or other reward. 

Y-5,(%.(V(-59#(,.(%.g((

The interview will be about your career, and how you feel about it, please see the attached for an 
outline of the questions we will be exploring 

Y-5,(5:#(,-#(".>>&H/#(%&>5%95$,50#>B(5%95$,50#>(5$%(:&><>(.J(,5<&$0("5:,g((

There should be no risks involved in joining this research project, indeed I hope that you will enjoy the 
opportunity to reflect on your career. 
 

Y-5,(=&//(-5""#$(=-#$(,-#(:#>#5:;-(>,A%1(>,.">g((

The recording (or hand written notes) will be destroyed once there is a word-processed record of the 
interview. This record will be kept for ten years after the completion of the study, and then destroyed. 
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Only one researcher will have access to the original record of the interview, and only she will know 

whose interview it is. The recording may also be heard by a professional transcriber. 

The interview transcript will be fully anonymised before anyone working with the researcher sees it. 

For this purpose you will be asked to choose a pseudonym, and your contribution will be referred to 
using that name throughout the remainder of the project. 

Furthermore, any names you use in the interview, for instance of colleagues or employers\places of 

work, will be removed and not appear in the transcript 

The only possible exception is in the unlikely event that you reveal unreported criminal activity or 

professional misconduct, which the investigator feels obliged to report.  

The transcripts will be stored, in a locked cabinet within City University and will be shredded after ten 

years. 

What will happen to results of the research study? 

The research is being undertaken as part of a doctoral course, and will be written up to in support of 

an application for award of PhD. It is also hoped that a much briefer account will be written up in the 

nursing or educational press. 

Throughout this your chosen name will be used to refer to you and that name will be used to identify 

any of your quotes that are used in the report; that means that you should be able to recognise your 

contribution to this research, but no one else will be able to. Additionally the names of people you 

have worked with and the names of the places you have will not appear in any form. 

What will happen if I don’t want to carry on with the study?  

You are free to withdraw from the study at any time. You can also ask, at any time, for your transcript 

to be removed from the analysis so that it does not contribute to the final research report. 

What if there is a problem? 

If you have any problems, concerns or questions about this study, you should ask to speak to a 

member of the research team> If you remain unhappy and wish to complain formally, you can do this 

through the University complaints procedure. To complain about the study you need to phone 020 
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7040 3040. You can then ask to speak to the Secretary to Senate Research Ethics Committee and 

inform then that the name of the project is: what influenced nurses’ career decisions?. 

 

You can also write to the secretary: 
Anna Ramberg, Secretary to Senate Research Ethics Committee 
Research Office, E214 
City University London 
Northampton Square 
London  
EC1V OHB 
Or email: Anna.Ramberg.1@city.ac.uk  
 

City University London holds insurance policies which apply to this study. If you feel you have been 

harmed or injured by taking part in this study you may be eligible to claim compensation. This does 

not affect your legal rights to seek compensation. If you are harmed due to someone’s negligence, 

then you may feel you have grounds for legal action 

Who has reviewed the study? 

This study has been approved by City University London the MA/PhD programme management 
committee which incorporates the Research Ethics Committee for student projects. 

 

Further information and contact details 

Researchers name Email address Telephone number 

Alison Coutts a.m.coutts@city.ac.uk 020 7040 5797 

Dr. Pam Parker P.M.Parker@city.ac.uk 020 7040 )EF4 

 

Thank you for taking the time to read this information sheet.   
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Title of Study: What influences nurses’? 

 

Please initial boxes 

1. I agree to take part in the above City University London research 

project. I have had the project explained to me, and I have read the 

participant information sheet, which I may keep for my records.  

 

I understand this will involve an interview by the researcher 

allowing the interview to be recorded 

use of a computer to write up and analyse the data 

possible use of anonymised direct quotes from my transcript 

 

2. This information will be held and processed for the purpose of the 

research projec 

I understand that any information I provide is confidential, and that 

no information that could lead to the identification of any individual 

will be disclosed in any reports on the project, or to any other party. 

No identifiable personal data will be published. Any identifiable data 

will not be shared with any other organisation.  

 

10. Consent Form 
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I understand that I will be given a transcript of data concerning me 

for my approval before it is included in the write-up of the research. 

3. I understand that my participation is voluntary, that I can choose not 

to participate in part or all of the project, and that I can withdraw at 

any stage of the project without being penalised or disadvantaged in 

any way. 

 

4. I agree to City University London recording and processing this 

information about me. I understand that this information will be used 

only for the purpose set out in this statement and my consent is 

conditional on the University complying with its duties and 

obligations under the Data Protection Act 1998. 

 

5.  I agree to take part in the above study. 

 

 

____________________ ____________________________ _____________ 

Name of Participant  Signature    Date 

___________________ ____________________________ _____________ 

Name of researcher  Signature    Date 

When completed, 1 copy for participant; 1 copy for researcher file. 

(

(
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Appendix 4: Results 

Career stories 

These are told using the participants’ own words as far as possible. They are mostly told in the present tense, because that is how they 
were described, although the participants did discuss past events. The quotes are verbatim, including the researcher’s (Alison) 
encouragements. They are in italic without speech marks, unless they are quoting themselves or another person. The same convention 
has been used as in chapter 3. 
 

symbol [] () … - 
meaning material omitted to guard confidentiality unintelligible omitted for brevity interruption 

 
The extracts here are complete, with all the idioms of speech included 
 

Name Year of registration Current post Gender Age 
Alice X 2008 Airline cabin crew member Female  40s 

Alice was born in England but brought up in South Africa. She entered nursing because she liked working with people. Furthermore, her 
father had been in hospital and the teenaged Alice was interested in everything she saw. I like to travel and I thought it was quite a good 
idea, you know it gave you - it was a job that gave you - scope and also it was job - it was a job for life, I could look as a career. She had a 
couple of years after school when she did some additional A’ levels, then trained in London.  
She stayed in London, working in an intensive care unit in a teaching hospital: that was a nice environment, I worked with really nice 
people, it was challenging, but yes - I really enjoyed (it). She then stopped nursing to travel, taking several trips, returning to work in a 
high-dependency unit in Scotland, believing that her long-term career may be in intensive care. This post she did not enjoy, as it was too 
stressful, yet she remained there for two years: I didn’t realise, I think that the environment was highly stressed, I think people in that unit 
were highly stressed. I don’t think I am really - but it really rubbed off and you got to the point when you are worried about going to work 
because when you got something wrong…they really came down on you. 
She moved to Australia and worked there, which she initially enjoyed and I thought I could stay there, but they nurse differently, there - 
within three months you are like - you run the whole ward - I wasn’t enjoying it. She returned to the UK and worked with an agency, but 
bank nursing wasn’t helping me feel part of the unit, and that’s when I enjoyed nursing, when I was part of the unit. Actually, you know - 
it’s staff that make it. Well I suppose you pull together and you have a team here kind of friends and she was at a loose end: I didn’t know 
where I was going in nursing. 
She saw the cabin crew posts advertised, which appealed to her desire to travel, and applied. This was not part of a long-term plan, rather: 
I just wanted to break and - yeah that’s what happened to be.  
Alice is proud of using her nursing skills in caring for people during flights – and I will tell you another thing people get sick, quite a lot in 
the air. You know what, I mean fainting - I am really good at fainting, what you know from nursing but you  know your first aid your first 
aid is really good. I felt that my first aid is better here than it was as a nurse. However, she is aware that she has a high level of nursing 
skills that she is not using: I quite used to feel guilty when I first left as I thought: I was trained so I should be giving these skills. Sometimes 
you hear about the nurses in NHS hospitals, and bringing them in from other countries. She can also find the trivial nature of some of the 
problems difficult: pleasing people, you know after when I joined here, these people get on make it - so, annoyed about the smallest things, 
and coming from nursing that was like: somebody who I have looked after major transplant just got more grace than you will ever have 
moaning about your boarding, you know, but that’s human nature isn’t it?  
She commented that her current job is not stressful, and wonders if that is one of the things she likes about it: it’s not stressful job, unless 
something’s going to go wrong on the plane, but it is not really a stressful job there’s no pressure Maybe that’s me, because I felt the 
pressure in nursing; although I like the challenge of being in a high dependency unit and looking after someone…. I don’t know if I am one 
of those people who just don’t want the responsibility and I don’t think it is a good trait (both laugh). Asked whether she enjoyed all the 
travelling, Alice said that now she really appreciates being at home; indeed, for several years she did not even travel on holiday! She does, 
however, like to be out and about: I like getting out there, I like, I don’t like being closed in, I like to be out seeing what is going in the world 
- interacting. Yes, just life. Yeah. This job sometimes can be you are going somewhere that is really nice; so, yes that motivates me. She 
appreciates occasional stop-overs in her work, and also 10 days off a month: so, I mean that’s bonus of it – it wouldn’t happen in nursing! 
(laughs). Do you know what scary I found, almost to the day that I started here I got paid more money as well (Alison: yes); from the day I 
joined here, I was earning more than hospital nurse. And when I () that’s a sad, sad fact as well.  
(Alison: You are being paid more now than-) Definitely now but when I joined (Alison: As soon you joined your payments went up?) Yes, 
maybe slightly but now it is more, I mean I don’t know what nurse gets paid now; but definitely paid more which is sad, a sad fact. She also 
appreciates the flexibility of her work: I can put in a request for the type of work I like to do (Alison: Why?) So I can choose to be home 
every night or I can choose to go away for a few nights we have a lot – er - of choice of what type of work we do. (Alison: and that’s not on 
a moment by moment basis? I want to be away a lot this month but I want to be at home next month, you don’t even have to commit to a 
lifestyle forever?) So, I can choose to be home every night or I can choose to go away for a few nights we have a lot - er - of choice of what 
type of work we do. She also enjoys the teamwork and the social aspects of her work: you know, when we get down we have a glass of 
wine, it is a quite a sociable job and that’s another similarity to mention it is quite sociable. and you just put it into a computer you might 
not get 100% of what you want but they aim to give you - er - 60 % 
She now sometimes regrets not nursing now and certainly regrets not keeping her NMC registration active: I mean we have a lot, well not 
a lot, but we have quite a few nurse cabin crew here, it is not uncommon - I have lost my registration (Alison: right, so they have kept their 
registration?) Some of them do, because you can reduce your hours here, we have got some male midwives, people who can do intensive 
care, people from A&E - it is kind of normal for nurses to come here. So it is more then, I can think of my few in my head here actually and 
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some do still nurse. As well as working here – yeah - To keep up the registration… I didn’t know where to go in nursing and I saw an 
interview for this - that changed and I gave up and I should have kept my registration but I didn’t. The airline, in common with many 
employers, like to have registered nurses on the staff, and would have facilitated her undertaking the clinical or other work that keeping 
her registration active would have required. She is also aware that she has lost her confidence, and this is significant to her: Just because 
when move around you don’t gain that confidence and I think. That’s is really important in nursing, to be confident in the kind of your skill 
and that way it have to be how it would be for me, or how I envisage it would be. So far, she has made two attempts to regain her 
registration, but has not been successful. The first attempt was in Scotland: I was working full time here and the course was there - there 
was couple of days in the university and then you were just left to try and get this placement done and this essay which you got given a 
sentence say, I am not the most academic person and it was - how do you find information, when there is no one to help you and they 
came back and said you didn’t ask us enough but, they didn’t really help you, you given a sentence and got to try and make an essay out of 
it, I found that incredibly hard, and so I gave up. The second attempt was quite recent, in England: they mentioned 14 funded places; so, 
but then I think she got a lot of people that were back in and basically I was on a holiday for the first round of interviews and so I missed 
that, so I don’t know if she recruited, she did interview me and then said we don’t know with your commitment with [] but to be honest I 
have to work full time to live, I know it would be tough for a few months - but I wanted to do it you know, and it was convenient near to my 
home and I probably could have taken some time off, you know, but she didn’t let me on the course. So, I should get back in touch and try 
again, you know. However, she knows that if necessary she could re-gain her registration - or even work as a care assistant - which means 
that she will always be able to earn her living, and this is important to her. She would recommend flying, but only for a short time: so, I 
would say take a year off nursing, fly for a year, and see the world and then go back to nursing and that wouldn’t be what I would do that 
year, but that would be what I would recommend someone to do, just if you are a bit jaded or anything, come and do this! 
It’s the little things people could get very upset, it does give you a sense of what’s important, this job, that your family and your friends and 
that’s what, I think nursing did that as well kind of thing. In the interim I lost my brother and that probably stop me nursing as well he died 
very suddenly from cancer, (Alison: oh my goodness)  that would have - I probably might have gone back in a bit earlier, but I backed I 
backed away - for few years and I think, maybe I would have tried to nurse, but he died unfortunately a year and after I left nursing that 
probably was – yeah - And gives you that maybe made me look at nursing differently  
She is aware of other career possibilities, management and rostering of cabin crews, or aviation medicine, although that involves a 
demanding training with repeated updates. 

Name Year of registration 
Current post Gender Age 

Amber X 1989 Senior lecturer (non-nursing) Female 40s 
Amber became interested in nursing young, working as an unqualified assistant in a care home. She was employed to work in the kitchen, 
but occasionally helped out with patient care: and I actually remember looking after a patient... and I had great pleasure in telling her that 
I was going to become a teacher and she said to me ‘don’t you dare become a teacher, you have to become a nurse!’ and it was the first 
time I had actually contemplated it. I had already applied to university, I was accepted, to do a degree and I was going to do my teacher 
training... and it all changed! To the utter horror of my family, who stated that nurses were ‘2 a penny’. They saw that she had potential 
and did not want it wasted. But when they saw that her mind was made up they were supportive, pleased when she started her BSc, were 
the proudest of parents at graduation. Her father felt that she had exceeded all expectations when she commenced PhD, but sadly died 
shortly before it was complete. 
The sudden decision to enter nursing has been the right one for her: it felt a privilege, actually, to be a nurse, and I have always felt that. 
And to be present at moments in people’s lives in terms of distress, but happiness, joy the whole remit, it’s always just been a pleasure, and 
I have loved every single bit of it.  
Amber trained and worked in London, and then worked in America as a nurse before returning to the UK, still working as a nurse. She met 
her husband whilst planning the move to the USA. This was a difficult time because she was tempted not to go, and also because her 
departure date was continually postponed due to problems with her visa. Once there her work was initially unsatisfactory because at the 
private hospital she was placed in; she planned to give some care but was sent away because the patient was on a business call. She spoke 
to the agent that had recruited her, who stated ‘I know exactly the place for you’ and moved her to a public hospital, which she much 
preferred. Being in LA was like being in a gold-mine without a shovel, we were surrounded by great and conspicuous wealth, but could not 
partake in it; we were accommodated in a plush apartment but could not afford to do much in it. And what made it worse was that the 
local nurses were paid more! In the end she enjoyed her time in America, and her (now husband) was able to spend some time there with 
her. At that time, she worked and he had an extended holiday. 
I do miss being a nurse I mean I will always be a nurse, erm, and it’s still the first thing I tell people about myself (Alison: so I suppose the 
obvious question is why did you leave?)  because I had my family... at a time before child-care really came in, so there wasn’t much child-
care, and my husband was also doing shifts, so between the two of us it was almost impossible! But she also felt that healthcare was 
changing: having a 24 bedded unit and being told that you had to get 3 lots of patients into the same bed during the day, so actually you 
were nursing sometimes 36, 38, 40; and then running a ward and just finding everything being so stretched. I had already started to feel 
really frustrated, just finding everything being so stretched, and the one thing that I remember really vividly was working in a hospital and 
on a Sunday of a bank holiday weekend I was asked for a blind lady to be discharged back to her home, and she was frail, she was single, 
and it just made me question everything. 
Amber’s initial decision to teach and then to enter nursing were done without much thought, but since then she has put a lot of thought 
into her career decisions; for instance she was offered two lectureships and was in a dilemma as to which to take: it actually made me ill, 
making, trying to make the decision, because they were both amazing opportunities, one post was more prestigious and also nearer her 
home but and then I met her and just, I don’t know, (sighs) I went with my heart! um (Alison: mm hm) I went with my heart, we just clicked 
(Alison: mm hm) and, yeah, no, it just felt right, but the - my head was telling me that I should have taken the position in []; it would have 
been much better for my career (Alison: oh right!) academically because at the end of the three years I would have ended up with papers, I 
would have - and it was very research-based. It would have been 20 minutes from my house (Alison: yes!) I wouldn’t have had to travel up 
and down to London! But I think this, this particular role gave me autonomy, um, and a little bit of flexibility and, you know, and I could still 
see that there was room to continue doing something medical, and I knew that [] was also working in a brain-injury clinic. So, one of the 
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first things she said, she said ‘you would be perfect for doing that’, so I think that also sort of swayed it as well. However, she knows the 
person who did take it and is now happy that she took the correct post. She does not regret any of her career decisions, but continues to 
ponder issues related to her career, such as her pursuit of clinical work that she loves: I have been reflecting on whether I am a good 
academic, because, whereas probably I should be coming away from the clinic - so, the thing that suffers the most is me getting papers out, 
which is actually the currency of my academic profession - that I am not a good academic. She also feels that the less academic nature of 
her current institution means that she has more difficulty obtaining research grants: but it would be nice to have a little bit more academic 
kudos, yeah, if I’m honest. 
She has recently moved, with her department, to a new site, and that was the last time that she actively considered moving jobs: there 
was a difficult transition period, urm when we weren’t really feeling connected within the department….. and it’s a very different 
philosophy, but again I think that’s because academics, academia has now become quite ruthless and people are fighting for, like the 
number of hours, like they’re trying to reduce their hours so they have more time to do papers. There is also pressure to generate an 
income for the university.  
Amber kept her registration until after her PhD in neuropsychology, indeed she used it then to give patients drugs. Amber is happy with 
the way her career is working out, and enjoys the way in which her teaching and research complement each other. She does miss nursing 
and values her clinical time but is aware that the way she works may not be best for her career prospects.: the only thing I would like is an 
occasional day on the ward, to run a ward - (Alison: To get them all sorted out!?) and get - yeah (both laugh) oh dear, yeah! But what’s 
really interesting is I work as a [] so I still see patients. I do miss being a nurse. Deep down - I will always be a nurse; it’s still the first thing I 
tell people about myself. She feels that she is lucky that she can devote time to it, but that does mean that she does not get as many 
publications as her colleagues, which is actually the currency of my academic profession. She laughs because, after all, she has ended up 
teaching and worries that enjoyment of her job means that she sometimes takes on too much. Looking to the future: I probably will have 
to give up some of my teaching in order to carry on because - we also do a lot of research, and we also do a lot of other things, and we just 
get to the point we realise we cannot do all of it, as much as I would like to. She is also training to be a CBT therapist (and has since 
completed this training). 
Amber’s husband retired relatively early, but Amber has no retirement plans at present. This means a role reversal for them, as Amber had 
time away from work to care for the children, and it is now him who has more time for the family and home; this has worked because: so it 
has always been the two of us trying to do the best for the children, the best for each other and taking time, we have just completely 
swapped roles (Alison: mm) we just completely understand each other, and I think that has always been a really good support the whole 
way through everything because he understands my job and I understood his job. 
 

Name Year of registration Current post Gender Age 
Daisy N 1993 8A nurse colposcopist. RCOG\BSCCP accredited Female 40s 

Daisy came from a family of nurses, and decided to be a nurse herself quite early. She opted to take her A’ levels as part of a pre-nursing 
course; she did well and was encouraged to apply for her nurse training in London, believing that she would receive the best nurse 
education. She didn’t get the A levels needed for the degree programme but did the Diploma. Her first post was with the same health trust 
that she trained with, and she has been there ever since: I’ve found it very welcoming... and - I didn’t ever want to work anywhere else, I 
just found the community here to be such a nice community. She worked on a gynaecology ward in her third year and found the work 
interesting and satisfying: we helped them through the process and sent them home well. She liked the team; they suggested that she 
return to do some bank work whilst she completed her training, and she opted to return there for her final student placement, and was 
appointed to her first post there too. During that time Daisy benefitted from encouragement from both senior nurses and also senior 
medical colleagues: so, they basically ‘I’m going to being to do this lady’s surgery for this and this would you like to come and watch me do 
this operation?’ ... if thing’s were looking quiet at [] the sister from there would ring the sister from here and say ‘would you like Daisy to 
come across to do some chaperoning and assisting for you?’.  
Daisy continues to value the team spirit That was the team - oh, it was lovely! yet she also takes a pride in the independent nature of her 
work and the fact that she does it to a high standard I’m an independent practitioner, I provide a good level of care to the women that 
attend and see me - you know, I’m a key worker for a lot of women. there’s an awful lot of paperwork (Alison: ohhh) lots of paperwork, lots 
of computer work, but you do - when you’re doing a clinical sessions - when you’ve got ten, twelve women booked for an afternoon or a 
morning you do actually need to have a break from the constant (Alison: yes) one on one and doing examinations and doing a lot of talking 
about HPV and cervical abnormalities. You do actually need to have this! Daisy’s role in unusual for a nurse: I do like runnin’ my own 
service and knowing that that is - before I took it on - it was always a doctor’s role. She was working in outpatients, assisting in thousands 
of procedures, going on to train as a nurse colposcopist - an initiative taken by medical practitioners. She was aware that nurses could do 
this role from the professional press, yet was still surprised when they suggested it. The training was the same as that undertaken by 
medical practitioners, and took four years; longer than normal because of the volume of her work, and the fact that she was fulfilling 
multiple roles. The pioneering nature of her work means that her nurse manager does not fully understand her work, so she is more likely 
to turn to a medical colleague for help in her clinical role. Nurses doing this work are now increasing in number and Daisy, in turn, 
supports nurses following in her footsteps. However, she worries that younger nurses may not have her patience: people don’t just give 
time to settle in - get to know a place and work they’re all just (snapping her fingers) ‘I wanna move, I wanna move up, I wanna move 
up!’... they don’t seem to understand; you get the experience; you get the knowledge; that’s the time to move up. She can see the impact 
she has made: looking at statistics, the DNA  rate, it’s a lot better than it used to be... So, the women are happy coming back; they feel 
comfortable coming back. She is aware that she has no succession plan in place. She has a close nurse colleague who is busy running the 
outpatient department, and Daisy feels that these roles require single-minded commitment. Daisy also took an initiative that has led to 
her department having a research link. This meant that Daisy undertook a lot of data entry work, mostly in her own time, which she does 
not regret: the information we’ve now got out of there, the reassurance I can now give women - from that data - is brilliant! 
Daisy has difficulty in explaining career decisions she has made, as they were based on the fact that she found she liked her student 
placement: you know you do sometimes wonder ‘well I never got to see what cardiac nursing was like - I never got to see what - you know 
we only had a short exposure to midwifery’ and it does - yeah - so it does make you wonder, I might have more interested in one of those. 
She has never had a career plan, although she knew what she did not want: I think you take steps along the way and I think you have to 
make it as something comes up. You just think - I was offered when I was D grade - in fertility, as an E grade and I just went ‘I don’t want to 
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be working in fertility, I’m not gonna take advantage of becoming an E grade in fertility because that’s not where I want to go’...  I was 
then asked to apply for the E grade on the gynae ward. And I thought ‘fantastic- that’s the next, that’s what I wanna do’. She contrasts her 
own career, which is characterised by staying in the same Trust, with others: I do just feel nowadays that they don’t... people don’t just 
give time to settle in... get to know a place and work they’re all just (snapping her fingers) “I wanna move, I wanna move up, I wanna move 
up!” But I just, they don’t seem to understand; you get the experience; you get the knowledge. That’s the time to move up... there are so 
many people just moving around the [] system just having no idea what they’re dealing with. 
Nevertheless, she has made some career decisions, such as when she wanted to become a sister in gynaecology. I’m gonna have to look, 
to see what opportunities there are and at the that point they’d moved general gynaecology over from the [] and they were looking for a 
junior sister and it was very… it’s not gynae oncology, it’s not outpatients but it is a job doing gynaecology and it’s a more, it’s a junior  
management position, I’m gonna gain experience and it’s only across the corridor from where I was working. So, you know - so I took that 
opportunity. Daisy then talked about another career decision which was when the sister from women’s outpatients got pregnant. She 
went on maternity leave, they said well the only person that’s experienced enough to just take over, erm is Daisy so I came over here - 
s’posed to just fill in for maternity leave, she decided not to come back and, um, I then was asked to apply for the full-time F grade over 
here. So yeah, I think you make career decisions along the way as opportunities come up. 
Daisy has always found learning highly motivating: I then had another fantastic leader in [] taught me loads of things; taught me how to 
manage; give me more management experience... doing things like rotas and all of those jobs that you don’t do until you’re a sister. 
She is unsure about her next move, as there is no career structure: I think when you do get to a certain level in colposcopy... that’s where 
you are. The only other things you can do is to go into more of the protocol side and that - I’m already in that slightly... I don’t see it as an 
avenue of being someone that wants to work up to being a senior nurse - deputy head of nursing for a trust that sort of thing. 
 

Name Year of registration Current post Gender Age 
Danny N 1991 Practice nurse Female 40s 

Danny had obtained a place at University to read botany but declined this; she really wanted to study alternative medicine but there 
wasn’t any such thing in 1987 and I fell into nursing by default basically and I - my plan was to do nursing, get the basic physiology, you 
know pharmacology then go to do alternative medicine Meanwhile she was working in a care home, initially as a cleaner and worked up to 
care assistant, and enjoyed it, so she decided to read nursing in order to study life sciences and then go to do alternative medicine - and 
then I never did, and I’ve stuck in nursing and other healthcare things ever since; never done anything else. Alison: Yes, that must be very 
satisfying. Um, what motivates you? 
Danni:   ah! Umm, just being able to help people really, 
Danny trained as a nurse and then as a midwife. She has moved around extensively: I think that’s one of the good things about nursing, 
and when I was younger I was able to move, you know I did my nurse training in [], I did my midwifery training in [] and then went over to [] 
and worked in women’s health over there for a while. I used to do a fair bit of that: worked for a while, go abroad for a while, just a bit 
travelling; come back do a bit more work, then – nursing’s good like that. Her first overseas post was in women’s health in Africa. She then 
heard of a job in another African country: – I’d travelled prior to getting that job I’d travelled all around Africa for over a year, um and 
ended up in Kenya and then Tanzania and then went back to Kenya and I stumbled into that job, completely; I was talking to somebody in a 
bar and they said ‘you would great person to come and work for us’ and they gave me just an address. She enjoyed travelling for the 
variety and excitement, but it wasn’t always what she expected: it was more bureaucratic and administrative than I was hoping; as a nurse 
I wasn’t expecting that at all, the things that I really enjoyed was the clinic visits and the training of the healthcare workers, that’s what I 
was signed up to do, I didn’t expect to spend nearly a week every month doing reports! Yeah, yeah, it drove me mad, it’s probably a large 
reason why I didn’t stay. She never worried about getting a job: it used to be a lot easier than it is now, you know, I used to be able to – you 
know – I’d have a pick of jobs. She decided to move into humanitarian relief, but was careful: they gave me three choices: Afghanistan; 
Somalia; Cambodia: Afghanistan in 1999 no, no no no; Somalia was also a little bit on the unstable side as well. So, she settled on 
Cambodia. She then decided I wanted to sort of move other things in life, so, yeah, I think it’s one thing either you do it for a short period of 
time, a year’s a short period of time, and then come back or there were some of the people on team I had been there forever; there was 
one of the doctors and she’d made her life out there.  
On her return to the UK I was at a conference and got talked into a job in London; came down to London with a five year plan. (Alison: Five 
year, as in you were going back after five years?) Danni: yeah, yeah, that was long time ago (laughs) (Alison: so what was it that attracted 
you to London?) Danni:  erm, ooh, well the particular job that I got recruited to do you could only do in London (Alison: mm) um, and so it 
was a very specialist area, it was taking the job that I was doing an extra step, um and, ooh there were just lot of things about London, 
obviously there is - I mean I’d been to London a thousand times before, I wasn’t one of these people that never been to London. (Alison: so 
you knew it?) Danni: yeah, I never, I wasn’t somebody that’d never spent any time – in fact I was in, at a conference in London when I was 
working in Manchester and got asked to come down “oh, come and have a chat with our clinical director, she’d love to meet you and blah” 
when I got there it was basically a case of “right, we’re interviewing you and this is the job” This post was in pre-implantation diagnostics, 
which she found fascinating and completely absorbing. During this time, she allowed her midwifery registration to lapse, as she could not 
devote the time to it that re-registration would have required. Then everything changed: I - realised that actually I’d - it was the sort of job 
that took over your life and you know you were - my son’s first Christmas - he was born in July, he was about six months old I was called 
into work on Boxing Day; I was supposed to be off, but something had gone wrong and I was the person that was rung when stuff went 
wrong and I realised then “I can’t continue doing this” if I want to have a family, yes so I came out of that floundered a bit about what to 
do and decided something completely different went into intensive care started at the bottom worked my way up again. She suspects that 
her colleagues did not help her in her part-time role: I worked Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday instead of full time, my consultant 
wanted me there full-time, he would ring me on a Monday and the Friday, when I was home with my son… he was an astounding person to 
work for but, he did have a slightly, um, archaic, view of how nurses should, should be, so yeah, yes, so family got in the way of my career 
really. … As I say, my consultant made I very difficult for me to work part time already, and so, but I was teetering with that, and I was 
coping just about with that, but then once these, these problems started to come to light it was, yeah, this isn’t this isn’t gonna work. He 
has long term health problems (Alison: ahh) yeah, he has a genetic condition actually, which the irony, the irony of that just never, it never, 
yeah.  
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She has known other people do things differently: she had her children much younger (Alison: mm hm) than I did, and she worked - she’s a 
midwife she worke  
d on nights the whole way through when her children were young, and then over the past five years, her children are now she’s got 18 year 
old twins and a 16 year old, the past five years she’s gone boom, (Alison: yes) worked her way right up and she’s now head of midwifery, 
the trust that she works in.  
Commencing her family also prevented her returning north, as she originally intended yet, she felt she needed to move out of London: we 
were living in a one-bedroom basement flat and we wanted to move out to the house and we needed to be somewhere with a direct train 
line into London... it was just a one-bedroom basement flat with a shared garden; we bought a three-bedroom house with a decent 
garden! Initially she worked in a hospital near that house, but missed the buzz because all the really exciting stuff getting shipped to 
London. Indeed, one of the best parts of her job was nursing people in the ambulance during their transfer to London, because this role 
involved quite a lot of autonomy. She therefore moved to work in intensive care in London. I worked 12 hour shifts (Alison: which I think 
would help) so I was only 3 or 4 days a week but even that is um – and I’m really sorry I forgot to offer you a drink - (Alison: that’s quite all 
right, thank you) mm, three or four hours – um three or four days a week but twelve and half hour shift so I was leaving the house at 6 
getting  the half pass 6 train up to London Bridge, leaving on the to the same bridge leaving on the 8:47 (Alison: laughs) I think from 
London Bridge, getting home at 10 to 10 (Alison: right)and I couldn’t carry on doing that… so family things the commute, oh and I know 
what the other - I knew there was another, um, reason, the other reason that I chose to look at the time that I chose to look was they’re 
redeveloping London Bridge, and my local train service (Alison: oh yes!) is no longer stopping at London Bridge, it’s going straight through 
to Charing Cross and, or Cannon Street depending on which train, um because they’ve demolished all the platforms (Alison: they have, yes!) 
that was (Alison: have you been through it recently) no I haven’t been back to London actually since December the 15th was the last day, I 
am actually going on Monday (Alison: oh right!) but, um yes it’s been the longest period I haven’t been to London for ages She had an 
account with NHS jobs and also read the RCN Bulletin I do tend to flick through. I wasn’t definitely, definitely ‘I must change my job’, but if 
something had come up I decided to apply for it. She took a part time practice nurse post, which gives her quite a lot of autonomy, seeing 
her own patients with a variety of health needs. This post also has the advantage of using all her eclectic experience I am doing my own 
thing; and I have already started to build up a little bit of a, a patient group of my own who want to come back to see me to do various 
things. A lot of that is women’s health related stuff (Alison: yes), but some of that is also people that’ve had serious illness, have been in 
intensive care when they’ve come here I have known what they are talking about (Alison: yes) and so they, yeah, and I quite like that, I like 
the fact that I have now a broad and quite um, significant lot of experience under my belt; I mean have been a qualified nurse since 1991 
however many years. It’s a fair amount of time, erm, and I think just the ability to be able to actually help people, help point people in the 
right direction, if I can’t solve their problems, um but help them to manage their health better… intensive care I’ve met and awful lot of 
people with COPD (Alison: yeah, yeah)  more so than asthma, but although you know, the only time I have met asthmatics in the past and 
my only experience is when they’ve been ventilated (laughing), and we are trying to wean them back off (Alison: and you are trying to 
avoid that here!) yeah, absolutely; the same with COPD, but at least I have some understanding of what COPD is; the difficulty. I am seeing 
the other end of the spectrum, aren’t I, of COPD management now, the last ditch, we’ll ventilate, we don’t really want to but we will 
because it will save this person’s life, all the way back to first diagnosis and the initial management.  
She likes the autonomy, and is building up a client group, who select to come to her. However, she resents her low pay: having being 
qualified as long and have, worked my way up and I was at one-point Band 8A and I now find myself down at the bottom of the scale; I am 
employed on the same level as one of the colleagues who is been qualified six months! Considering I have been nursing as long I have, and I 
have the level of experience that I have I think it’s appalling really, but that’s the way it is, they don’t really give you an awful lot of credit 
for your previous experience…. I mean when I first came here they wanted me to do a - take a certificated course to take blood; I’ve been 
taking blood from people for so long, but because I don’t have a piece of paper that says, you know, you have been -  I have been trained 
successfully to take blood, so we sort of negotiated and somebody watched me do a few and basically said, yeah, but actually interestingly 
I was actually mentored by a band 4, but hey ho… Despite the fact that I have taken hundreds of cervical smears in the past – I’ve got to do 
training for that, because I haven’t done it for long time; I have got to do training for ear syringing; I’ve got to do training for 
immunizations and vaccinations, erm, what else I got to do training for? There’s another one that’s popping up erm - She also pointed out 
that she has worked her way up from the bottom a few times before!  
(Alison: Mm, great! I think I know the answer to this; have you changed the way you make career decisions?) Danni: ermm, yes because it 
used to be purely on a professional level (Alison: yes) but having had a family and having got bit older there’s other considerations now… I 
love the job, well nursing generally, I do, I absolutely love it; but if I could go - turn the clock back 20 odd years would I do again? No, I 
wouldn’t; because I find myself now at the age of 46 with no financial security She plans to ask for a pay rise once she has completed all 
her practice nurse trainings.  
Reflecting back on everything that I have done in my career, what could I do now? I thought about may be going back to midwifery doing 
something in women’s health but… this just seemed the best fit (Alison: mm) I suppose (Alison: Mm, great I think I know the answer to this; 
have you changed the way you make career decisions?) Danni: ermm, yes because it used to be purely on a professional level (Alison: yes) 
but having had a family and having got bit older there’s other considerations now. I like nursing. I like people, you know, so and I could 
almost work anywhere, to an extent, (Alison: yeah) you know it’s - there are certain areas of nursing and health care that interest me more 
than others; but really the bottom line of wherever you work is you are working with people  
After such a varied career, I haven’t, I haven’t drifted, but I have been pulled in directions that I wasn’t expecting sometimes, so… I hope 
that actually I will probably stay in practice nursing now. I am, what, 46 years old, I don’t really want work too much past 55 if I can help it, 
and I think probably I’ll, I’ll be here; whether it’s here-here, but in practice nursing I think, I don’t know; who know? Nobody’s got a crystal 
ball (Alison: no!) nobody’s - but I don’t have any plans, I mean I have only  been in this post a short time, but I do really like the way practice 
nursing is helping me to pull together all of the experience that I have got previously; plus I am being offered the chance to develop my role 
in whichever way I choose to go, um, so yes 
 

Name Year of registration Current post Gender Age 
Dee N 2005 Research nurse band 6 Female 30s 

Dee’s parents owned a care home, and she always assumed that she would enter one of the health professions; she wanted to study 
medicine, but her family and financial background ensured that dream was quickly popped.  
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After her training, she worked for several years in the emergency department, which she loved: A&E was a brilliant experience and at the 
time it was lots and lots of hard work and being very tired for years but I learnt so much being in A&E …... and seeing what the emergency 
nurse practitioner were doing was just - wow, it completely ignited my fire to carry on with nursing…. The nature of the work affected her 
perspective: I think my first research post I just became very disillusioned with public and society in general because we see such a 
squeewed perspective of what people are like, because, yes, in [] A&E you get all sorts coming in and four years of, like, people shouting at 
you; threatening to stab you; vomiting; spitting; kicking; hitting.  
Unfortunately, this coincided with a difficult time in her personal life: I was getting divorced; the house was on the market... so working 
shifts in ITU, trying to sleep during the day on someone’s floor. I took this research role because, you know, I was getting divorced; the 
house was on the market; I was sleeping on friends sofas at the time and working with shifts (Alison: what!?) yes so working shifts in ITU 
trying to sleep during the day on someone’s floor, it just, oh yeah, it wasn’t happening, so yeah I just made the decision to quit ITU and get 
a nice predictable, regular research job. nurse. Her reasons for enjoying research nursing were rather prosaic: the hours are nice, nine to 
five, your weekends are off... you have lot more times spent at home. There were aspects of this role that she enjoyed, particularly having 
time to build relationships with patients they send me pictures of their grandsons, and yes, yes, we have got a very good relationship, 
because as I see them so often. I mean the nice thing about research is that we can spend two or three hours with your patients and not 
feel guilty. She then moved to another trust also as a research, but it contrasts with the first: My first research job was great; I had lots of 
my own studies and... um... yes it was really good, I didn’t realize how lucky I was being so clinical in my previous research job and this 
research job I have stayed in because I was finishing my MSc dissertation basically and I didn’t want to swap jobs, and yes the way they run 
research jobs in [] was very different from []. Lots of the time I am a glorified secretary or nurse, yes, I am screening clinic lists highlighting 
people for inclusion / exclusion criteria; not seeing patients so much and whereas at [her previous post] it was very, very much clinical even 
though both posts had the same title and grade. The research nurses here, we treat patients; give them the patient information sheet and 
go through the, what kind of study it is; do the measurements, but we don’t anything to do with writing... whereas at [] the nurses work 
very closely with doctors and they often get their names on papers… then I just have been taken off studies and put on other studies and – 
just - kind of carried on. It’s not very satisfying when you don’t get ownership of anything. This causes problems: I think that’s why there is 
quite high turnover with research nurses here, because we are not used to our full capabilities yes. Which is a shame… I will be working on 
various studies and then I’ll go into work the next day and I’ll have a week’s notice to say that I am being moved off from my cardiovascular 
studies and into diabetes; diabetes I know very little about, you know I really had to do my reading about chronic kidney disease and 
different stages…. and  yes I find that very difficult because again the sense of ownership of your studies and being able to talk people 
through the protocols and the patient information sheet is completely gone out of the window really, and it doesn’t feel great when you 
are talking to patient and I ask you a question and you can’t answer it, yes I have never worked in diabetes and I have to say to them that ‘I 
will answer that question for you, but I just need to go and ask my colleague’ and it just yes it just doesn’t make you feel particularly good 
at your job when you are having to say ‘no, sorry, I don’t know’ of course you can’t know the answer to everything. Dee feels that there 
was nothing that she could have used to identify that this post was different. Indeed, it was not even the job she applied for: When I 
applied I was supposed to be a dermatology research nurse. Before I started my job, role was changed there many times and since then it’s 
changed immeasurably. She also has concerns about ethical practice: (the patients) don’t even know what the study’s about and, you 
know, you can’t continue (Alison: it’s not informed consent) no, no and you get the doctors, doctors that just try to do things in a back-
handed way and really…. It’s very wrong, it goes on still, you know ‘oh just take 5mls. from that person that you consented for that study 
and we can use it for that study’ no, no that’s not how, but it, still happens, so research nurse are very much and a patient advocate, they 
have a very strong position to being a patient advocate.  
She has seen others suffer from stress: So ideally, I would have liked to stay in A&E, toughed it out and, you know, been working as a nurse 
practitioner years ago but…mm…yeah. One of the nurses I worked with in A&E, one day she just didn’t come to work, and um…a few days 
later we were told that she was in a mental health institution, her hair’s gone grey, she spent a month there, literally after two months she 
was learning how to wash her hair again, yeah, and that, you know you just wouldn’t have known, because she would come to work, and 
be all jokey and lovely, but actually she was having a massive break down, there were other, outside, contributing factors, it was that that 
made me think, yeah, actually you know it’s making my marriage suffer. 
Her previous experience has been useful in research: because of my A&E experience I can cannulate and take blood; no problem  
(Alison: I was thinking that, a newly qualified nurse couldn’t do that and would they train them up?) 
Dee: Yes, yes (Alison: But they were very happy that you could do it already?  
Dee: Yes which has been really handy because…um… lots of nurses, the same as me, came out of intensive care into research, and, of 
course if you have only worked in ITU, lots of ITU nurses can’t cannulate because, of course, you get you patients with () lines, with central 
lines. 
Dee loves nursing: It sounds really corny but knowing that I am going to be able to help and make a positive impact, and it sounds really 
cheesy but – yes - if I am just coming to work ticking boxes and that doesn’t give me any job satisfaction at all, because I have done 
something to help that process - that’s what makes me happy in my job. She dislikes being too busy to do her work well, as happened in 
ITU: (they) quite often tripled the patients and you can’t…yeah…can’t give the care that you want. However, she does like being busy: I 
think maybe I am a bit stress junkie, I like busy, busy clinical areas like A&E and yes, I do like physically being busy and running around….. 
So that’s the nice thing about nursing research you can actually spend time with your patients in …you know… feel, yes they come away 
saying you know, “you are really lovely”, you know, the team here are great and I kind of have to explain to them that most nurse and 
doctors are, it’s just that we have luxury of being able to spend time and actually give them the care.  
She is positive about the future: there are so many opportunities within nursing you can work anywhere in the world and if I wanted to 
move to the countryside in the future. I could you know, there are jobs there, you don’t always have to work in a big, busy city, and you do 
get immense job satisfaction if you find, if you are lucky enough to find the type of nursing that you love you couldn’t wish for any more, 
you know and yes, with a lot of jobs, friends that aren’t nurses, thinking about PA and things, they go to work, they really don’t enjoy it, 
and they you know what they do enjoy is coming home, and yes I think nurses are lucky and then yes you do have an opportunity to do 
something you love and think a lot jobs don’t offer that, quite often its money or just  pay the bills and yes it’s not same, this is a vocation 
isn’t it and yes definitely nursing has a lot more to offer to every day nine to five job. Although she does not have family responsibilities, 
working as a research nurse has still been useful: basically it’s like a little respite (both laugh) because you will hanker after being clinical 
again and its really nice and that’s what happens there’s so many ICU nurses that taken up a research jobs – they go back, we all go back 
so I would say that research is quite nice for that, it actually, “this is what I want to do, I want to be caring for patients, I don’t want to be 
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ticking boxes”, it offers a breathing space to think, rather than, “Oh God, o’ clock start and back again tomorrow to do my shift”. You do 
need a little bit of a - little bit of a - I am really happy with the way my career has gone. It would have been nice to solely focus on my 
career, but life gets in the way, doesn’t it (Alison: yep) and I think you need to do what’s best for you to keep sane and, you know, 
sometimes…. you do need to learn as you go along and do what’s best for you at that time, and (long pause) yes, and yes, I think I am quite 
happy with the way my career’s meandered! 
She has seen others take a different pattern: I have been a bit of a job hopper these last few years, but do you know what I think is it is? 
My friends: one is an oncology, heamatology oncology nurse; he runs two units across London, he’s band 8c – he’s made it.  My other best 
friend she is a palliative care nurse you know, she has always worked there. Maybe that’s what I am comparing myself with, my friends, my 
good friends that I studied with, that I am still friends with, they have been very focused and the first jobs that they got they stayed in that 
specialty and they have just excelled in it (Alison: yes) and maybe that is what I am comparing myself to. Dee is rather disinterested in her 
pay: when I said I was leaving my manager said, ‘well if we offered you a band 7 what would you say?’ ... I just didn’t have the heart to tell 
her that... an extra £100 or £200 a month for doing the job isn’t doing it for me. but it depends upon your definition progression, and, yeah, 
the money isn’t my idea of progressing, it is progressing my knowledge, that’s what my definition would be. 
(Alison Where do you go for help and guidance in your work?) 
Dee:  Umm. she isn’t my manager anymore, I have just got a new manager because she moved, [] has been research matron for a years 
and she’s lovely and she is very experienced research nurse she used to be a midwife and yes she’s great…um…. she doesn’t make you feel 
like you are troubling her, her door is always open and … yes…. you don’t have to try and pretend with her but if you want something you 
can say “look I don’t any instructions with this machine that I have just been given to do some measurement some on the patients what 
shall I do?” and she’s great yes my old matron, I still go get back to her  
She had recently completed her MSc in nursing and successfully applied for a post as a nurse practitioner and I’m over the moon, I can’t 
believe that I am going to be doing the job that I have been dreaming of for the past five years. She was attracted to the role because it’s 
completely clinical and it is autonomous - lots of challenges and huge learning that I am going to be undertaking which also motivates me. 
I did it the scenic route but finally (Alison: Oh, I don’t know I think it is a quite a coherent … quite a coherent story there, really) Dee: laughs 
Yes and so yes definitely and I finally got my dream, dream nursing job and so I am everso excited about starting! 
 
 

Name Year of registration Current post Gender  Age 
Faye N 1991 Clinical specialist – gastrointestinal nursing (band 8, 0.6wte) Female 40s 

Faye believes she is not academic and did not want to go to university: I was going to go to drama school (Alison: laughs) and I got 
interviewed and then my mum was diagnosed with terminal cancer. She was a nurse, my sister was nursing, I thought “no I will do nursing 
‘cos I need to be in a job where I am getting paid”.  
Alison: So ...what, you are concerned that your financial situation with your mother being so ill? Faye: I think, yeah, I just thought I need to 
know that I am going to be okay and she will know that I will be okay. Alison: Gosh, how sad Faye: Yeah so I did nursing! 
Her last student placement was a colorectal ward, which that I really loved, and she got a staff nurse post there. After several months she 
wrote a patient information leaflet, which was based on her own research into life for patients with a certain condition. She undertook 
this partly because she felt there was a lack of relevant, practical information, but also because she understood that, in order to gain 
promotion, she had to show that you were willing to do something else. Faye was promoted to band E and the leaflet is still in use today. 
However, she had always thought she would like to be a children’s nurse because she liked children and had worked with them in a 
voluntary capacity before she started nursing. She moved to London in order to take a ‘conversion course’ for adult nurse to child nurse. 
However,  within two months I realised I absolutely hated it (Alison laughs)... stuck it out for nine months passed every assessment but 
thought  “this isn’t for me” and decided to leave.... because parents look after children in hospital (Alison yes), which is quite right, so you 
weren’t actually able to do much as a nurse really Alison: And that was the problem with it? That you weren’t actually doing the nursing? 
Faye: Yes! Alison: So what were you doing if you weren’t nursing? Faye: well you would - giving medication; taking observations. But you 
weren’t doing, you weren’t involved in the way you are in adult nursing. I stuck it out for nine months just to double check that I’m not on a 
whim here. I was very much told off  by the tutors there saying “you will never get a senior nurse post, you’ve wasted this” and I said “I’m 
so sorry, I’ve made a mistake, this is my one mistake in my career and I have made it - and then got a job as a team leader a promotion on 
a gastro ward in [] (Alison oh, yeah, yeah) which I went for the interview and I didn’t even bother to phone up (laughing) to see if I had got 
the job because I presumed I hadn’t! So they had to phone me!  
She worked outside gastroenterology: when the kids were little I did community night nursing for 2 years, three nights a week; nearly killed 
me because I’d work from 10:30 to 6:30 and then come home, get them off to nursery, have, like, 2 to 3 hours sleep get up and get back to 
work again. I don’t know how I did it now – I think I was brain dead half of the time, but you do it, don’t you? It was a busy, demanding 
post I knew by that point, it was kind of getting to the point to where I’d done - I was married then and I was doing nights and lates and 
earlies and it was mega busy. I’d have 19 patients in my team with me and maybe a healthcare assistant - really busy and heavy (Alison: 
and they were really sick patients) oh yeah, you’d get everything you know and I loved it and it was a great team, but you couldn’t do that 
for ever more. She saw her present role advertised and respected the consultant who was overseeing the work  And I thought “I’m at the 
point now where I do want to specialize in something” but I didn’t want to be a stoma nurse and I didn’t want to be a ward manager 
because I am not into meetings and things, so she applied for a post as a specialist nurse within gastroenterology and thought “yeah I like 
this, I can do this, I kinda like this, it’s gut stuff which I love”. 
Faye has high ideals: I like to work hard and I like to feel I’m giving something back and doing a good job and I know that it sounds really 
bleurgh (Alison laughs) but that’s what I need to do but also that her attitude has matured: like that you can’t get them all better (Alison 
no) and I think probably with maturity I’ve come to accept that more now as before I always felt I’d failed if they hadn’t got better. You sort 
of think “what have I done wrong?” and be sad and now I think “no I’m definitely not gonna get them all better”. For Faye the best part of 
her work is her relationships, particularly with her colleagues: The fact that you’re with a - a good team, with a good leader and with the 
two consultants that I very much respect. So even if you’ve had a rubbish day with patients or whatever being difficult if you’ve got a nice 
team, then that’s okay. She also likes the continuity of contact with her patients and the fact that she works autonomously, planning her 
own clinics and patient contacts. She is saddened by the way nursing is changing: I think it’s so much more complicated now and I wish it 
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wasn’t quite so complicated to do a good job and get caught up in auditing and all the stuff I hate because I’m not very good at it and it 
scares me. 
She works part time in order to support her family, and enjoys the variety this brings. You have to keep going and now because I’ve got 
kids and everything, am married and I can’t afford to not work. So that kinda - so in some ways that’s quite good because you don’t have 
the choices that some people do ()  you don’t have to do things and, in some ways, it limits your choices because you’re not so driven then 
to have to do that, because also I had to get a job - you know - I knew I had to get a job. So I kinda of joke with my husband I’d like to be a 
lady who lunches (both laugh) but actually I’d be so bored if I did it! 
 She has worked in this capacity for 17 years, and feels that the work is changing because her patients are now more ill and complex and 
also more likely to complain. I’ve had a complaint - from a patient this week who didn’t like it that I said that “I have never heard of 
somebody getting paralysis from eating an orange or a banana”  I didn’t say “no you don’t get it”. She is fully supported by her colleagues, 
but she feels that this tendency is forcing health professionals to respond differently to patients, and I can never collude with that. The 
nature of her work is also changing because she is increasingly training up more junior nurses. 
I do what development I like, I’m picky on this (Alison: I know!) um, what I feel will help me further and what I’d like to do and - for example 
when I’m asked... if I’m asked to speak at study days and things or um, like [] has asked me to chair and talk about advanced peritoneal 
aid, I jump at that because I learn so much at those as well as the opportunity to present and I love all that. And if I see a course available 
that I think will be good and relevant then I’ll apply to go on and it. She will only attend something if it is likely to be of direct benefit to her 
patients, and for that reason she does not want to do a degree nor to commit the time required and she also believes that she is not 
academic enough. Her sister, also a nurse, is currently studying, she works in a hospice and she knows they could drop her band... she’s due 
to retire in a few years and they could drop her band if she hasn’t got a degree so she’s working all the hours God sends, paying I don’t 
know how much to do it. Also, part of me- it’s just I’m a bit of a rebel... ‘bog off I’m not doing it because I didn’t do a degree for my nurse 
training does that mean it was any less good and why penalise us for it now?’ Isn’t that bloody awful, yeah? Faye says that she would leave 
nursing if she had to study for a degree: 100% I will not do one - yeah. So partly on principle and partly because I don’t want to do it. 
She lives outside London and the journey in takes about an hour, which she is happy with, although she does feel that it is an expensive 
journey. 
When she goes through a difficult time at work, Faye sometimes thinks she would really like to be an undertaker, as she would like to 
work with bereaved families, but is aware that they pay is not sufficient. Yeah, you go through patches - don’t you find in work you go 
through patches where you just hate it and you think everything’s going wrong and everyone’s on your case and you think I need to leave 
now and then you go through patches when you love it, most of the time actually (Alison: you do love it) I love so yeah…... I suppose the 
other good thing about nursing is, and I presume this is till the case, there is lot, as a nurse, you’ve got the potential to do so many different 
specialities with nursing which you don’t get. If you join a bank or something- you’re in a bank I mean it’s kind of a bit one way. In nursing 
you can do kind of anything with it. 
 
 

Name Year of registration Current post Gender Age 
Felicity N 1982 clinical specialist – long term effects (band 8a) Female 40s 

Felicity grew up in a medical family; my Father was a doctor and my Mother was a nurse and I just always wanted to be a nurse - I played 
doctors and nurses when I was a child, and I didn’t consider any other career. However, her academic school felt that she should be a 
medical doctor: people said “well why don’t you consider medicine?”. They did not advise her about nursing, so she missed a place on a 
sick children’s course and only had a limited choice of adult training places. After that she trained as a sick children’s nurse and worked in 
a children’s hospital, both in London. She worked in East Anglia and met her husband: we stayed together and he came to London and we 
got married and then I thought I’d have a little bit of a break. She became pregnant which changed everything: it wasn’t going to interfere 
with my career and I was gonna go back and I was gonna carry on in my career path um - and I always assumed that I’d be a ward sister- 
and then I had a child and I loved being a Mum and I had left work because, because I couldn’t take maternity leave so I then changed tack 
a bit really - I just pottered along really for years - just being a Mum. I did all the school bits, I helped out at school and I enjoyed being a 
Mum - what I did I liked to do well so if I was gonna be a Mum I was gonna be a good Mum. So, having said that it wasn’t going to interfere 
with my career it completely did, but I enjoyed those years, and I could still do a bit of nursing- those years were good years.  
From there, she got a job as a staff nurse on a paediatric ward doing regular, part time work, but when 12-hour shifts were introduced she 
found they did not fit into family life you don’t see your child before you go to work in the morning and you don’t see them when you get 
home at night and I didn’t want to do 12 hour shifts and there was no flexibility about that so that sort of pushed me, I guess, into the next 
move and she applied for a school nurse post, also studying for a degree in community care. The hours suited family life, but she did not 
enjoy the work itself and: my husband also said “you know you keep moaning about this job but if you’re not happy do something about it 
- or find some satisfaction in it but don’t be moaning about it!” Which was pretty good advice really!… This degree is not taking me to the 
career that I actually eventually want to have and actually when you’re getting to my age you can’t hang around messing about doing the 
wrong thing because you haven’t got time to switch and do the right thing so I withdrew from the degree course. My Mum sort of gave me 
an excuse because I don’t drop out of things and I think I probably wouldn’t have dropped out. She shouldn’t have had that long (Alison 
laughs), but you know - I didn’t expect her to have that long. We had - there were good times and she lived with me when she was having 
treatment so - but I had times when I was - you know - trying to meet a deadline for an assignment and she was living with me and I would 
- I would be taking annual leave days to do that rather than (academic work). When I had trained at [] I had enjoyed working on the 
paediatric oncology unit - that had been probably my - I enjoyed that work, that was one of my highlights. Before I had the children that 
would always have been my plan to go back to that. So I started just looking out for - for other jobs. And - um - I saw a paediatric day care 
oncology job advertised advertised (Alison: right) ok? So that gave me Monday to Friday (Alison laughs) working and I rang the sister on 
the ward and I said that “I’m working as a school nurse at the moment, my oncology experience is from my training and from my general  
paediatric experience” which was quite extensive but it was over a number of years but at a low level, so she said ‘well, come and have a 
chat with me - but you know - we might be interested’. So, I came - I didn’t have - it wasn’t a formal interview I went and have a chat; and I 
was very cheeky so I said “I have children” they were still, they were still, they were at secondary school by now but they were still, you 
know, needing - my input; they still want their Mum so I said- “I would really like to work on your ward but um, I have a Mum who’s, you 
know, who’s dipping in and out of being treated for cancer” so by now I was doing my school nursing job 3 days a week so I could manage 
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my Mum’s chemotherapy so I said “I can manage- um, I’d like a term time only; Monday to Friday; three days a week job” (Alison: laughs) 
and they’d never considered that before but they said they “would think about it”. My husband thought I was really pushing my luck to ask 
for a term time contract but actually - you don’t ask you don’t get. So, they’d apparently never offered a term time contract to anybody 
before but they considered it.  
Following that, she felt that she should get a promotion, and applied for a senior staff nurse post, which she did not get but was offered a 
staff nurse post in late effects of cancer, a new field. She now feels that this was ideal but that she could not have planned it: but I found 
that out along the way and I don’t think I had ambitions to be a clinical nurse specialist - it wasn’t - I didn’t - even when I took the staff 
nurse post - so that staff nurse post at that time it was a band - it was an F grade so it was a senior - so that was my - that was my escape 
from the, you know sitting at a band E for the rest of my life (Alison laughs) so I thought I’d do the band F- it wasn’t actually a job I 
particularly wanted to be doing… I figured it wasn’t going to do me any harm (Alison: mm) because it would be good experience and then I 
might be in a better position to apply for the senior staff nurse role when it came up again on the ward but I loved it! It just - it just drew on 
everything I’d ever done; it drew on my school nursing… and I felt quite comfortable and I had teenage children. 
She studied for a diploma in nursing with the Open University, which she chose because that fitted around the family - I could do it - it was 
self-directed learning, it was - it was er  monthly tutorials. I don’t know if you’ve ever seen Open University courses but they’re very, very 
good for fitting around family life (Alison: mhm) and they provide you with packages - really good quality packages of learning… I did, um, 
a Health and Social Welfare diploma (Alison: ah right) through the Open University. Fantastic course - not nursing at all (Alison: no). I was 
working with - I don’t know - vicars and social workers and community workers and met some really interesting people (Alison: yes) and did 
um- a modular diploma which I enjoyed and that took, that took me time - I did a module a year, took me three years to get my diploma in 
health and social work. So, I have done a module - it nearly killed me (Alison laughs). Had to be prepared to work every weekend; so you 
work, you work a - you don’t work 8 hour days in these jobs - you work nine or ten hour days and then you try and study on top of that and 
then you work at weekends to do academic courses and then you have nothing else in life (Alison: no) and I - so I - yeah, that’s my little 
rant! And I did it for the degree, so I figured - I needed to keep up with what was going on (Alison: yes). So, at that time it seemed like a 
diploma was good enough to be - you know up there with everybody else.  
I was pursuing a career now but very late. You know I was probably by now in my mid 40s so - but I actually really enjoyed it and it - and it - 
so it brought in aspects of my adult nurse training, my advantage came in because I had my dual - I was adult trained and paediatric. Her 
degree dissertation examined transition care1, the consultant I worked with at that time wasn’t particularly encouraging he said “well they 
don’t have cancer they don’t fit into an adult cancer service” but I still pursued that idea that we should have some sort of transitional – um 
- service. So, I took a business case to our senior nursing group and said I want to set up a transitional - nurse led-transition clinic where the 
focus is on patient education, health education, healthy lifestyle and preparing these young people for life in adult health care. I do think 
the nursing degree took me to a level that I wouldn’t have got to because the work that I did for transition - I think, unless you’re forced to 
do a piece of work. She was well-supported during her degree (for instance she was given time to work on other wards and in the 
community), but feels that the improvement in service has justified this investment by her Trust. I think the way I talk to patients is 
different (Alison: mm). I think... I think they’ve been in..um.. medically led clinics for many years and they have very little understanding of 
what happened because they’re not being talked to in a way that they understand... (Alison: mm) so I think I can... I think... I think and I 
don’t know if that’s a nursing skill but I think that’s my skill... talking to patients in a way that they understand and giving them the 
freedom to actually ask questions and feel comfortable asking questions. 
She went on to complete her BSc on generous terms: I’d’ve been foolish not to do the degree because it was offered to me on a plate 
(Alison: yes). “Felicity, there is a place on the degree course, we will fund it” you can’t turn that down  up until the point that I had to do my 
dissertation; but no, I had, I had, I had time to study; I had placements in other hospitals to gain experience - Yeah. It was a modular degree 
so - so - so I did, I came over here and worked on the teenage unit just as an experience working on the teenage unit. I don’t think that 
happens now. She now says: if I’d known that - see it’s really - if you’d’ve know how things were going I - I wonder If - there was point at 
which I’d completed my degree and to get an honours degree I had to do a dissertation (Alison: mhm) and I could of just cashed in my 
points and got an ordinary degree; and I was encouraged to do the dissertation to get a honours degree. But I think at that point, perhaps I 
should have just - moved straight onto a MSc (Alison: mm), because - but I didn’t know it - I don’t think - I don’t think we knew then that 
MSc’s were gonna become so become so important (Alison: mm) and I don’t know if MScs are so important everywhere- I think if you’re in 
a big teaching hospital MScs are incredibly important. Her clinical interests led her to attend a conference in America, where she met 
three other British nurses working in the field, and they formed a network for UK nurses, and together wrote a book chapter. There are 
about 40 in the group now! At this time her medical consultant encouraged her to apply for the position of nurse consultant to a national 
project on cancer survivorship. She is surprised now she had the confidence to do this but I was beginning to sort of feel quite comfortable 
with myself, I was beginning to be recognised as an expert, as a nursing expert within this field. She was involved in writing guidelines at 
national level and became concerned that the different hospitals that she was working with were not transferring care efficiently. I 
recognise that I do have expertise and I recognise that some of my colleagues who are now appointed into other services - and it doesn’t 
need to mention where they are - but within the London area there are other services with nurses who’ve been appointed into clinical nurse 
positions which - and there’s no training for this job so there’s no - there’s no late effects training. She had the opportunity to undertake a 
leadership course, and as part of that carried out a mapping exercise. This led to a business case for new nursing and administrative posts 
with the adult care team, and Felicity applied herself, which is her current post.  
Working alone can be a problem: If I go on holiday I can be here ‘til ten o’clock at night clearing my desk and then I come back from my 
holiday and I have to clear what’s built up while I’ve been away - I don’t have young children now; it makes a huge difference so I can do 
that and I enjoy my work so it becomes - it’s not a grind of a job it’s a satisfying job and I’m prepared to do that - I don’t think it’s about 
financial reward I think it’s about job satisfaction and I don’t think I’ve ever come to work and not really felt like I was doing something 
purposeful and – and - and of value. She works hard, which has become possible since the children have grown up. You can’t do 
everything! So, while I was working, you know I was doing my regular job and then I was working as an advisor on the survivorship 
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initiative and then developing services across here and you become - if you’re not careful you can become too stretched and you can’t do 
anything - well, so I concentrate now on the adult service here. I think nurses can - they can dip out of their career and dip in again, I think 
it’s a career that does fit round having a family (Alison: mm). I think I’ve proved that you can dip out for quite a long time (Alison laughs) 
and still reach a reasonably decent level (Alison: mm). In pay wise and satisfaction wise - I think it’s a shame people have to specialise so 
early. One way of building capacity is developing new staff: This morning I was meeting with a group of reasonably newly appointed late 
effects nurses – and - we have a sort of supervision - it’s an informal group but they can bring to that group any clinical issues that that 
they have - that they’d like advice about. I guess it’s a bit like clinical supervision but not within our-. it’s broader than our hospital. This is 
necessary because even specialist courses rarely mention long-term effects.  
She is now pondering applying for a nurse consultant post, but feels that to achieve that she would need to undertake an MSc, even PhD, 
and she worries that an academic focus can even be a distraction. I don’t have an MSc and I know that there’s a real push now for nurses 
working in my type of job - I think I’m probably quite unusual but I think my expertise was recognised - um, but I don’t think going forward 
that people without MScs will be able to do jobs like mine, and I think what I bring to this job is my adult nursing experience, my time in the 
community. I have something else and maybe it’s just life experience. You know I’ve got adult children now who I enjoy being with and I 
and I enjoy a social life and if you’re not careful your work can become the all-consuming thing and I don’t know if that’s entirely healthy, 
actually. So I’m saying to me colleagues “think very carefully” because they’re thinking about what qualifications they do next and a lot of 
them are under pressure to do masters. I think master’s qualifications - maybe in psychology - I think psychology or counselling or – or- so - 
there are other things to do (Alison: other than in nursing) other than advanced practise - I don’t want to be a not a very good a doctor 
(Alison laughs) that- that might be unfair but I want to be a really good nurse… I feel slightly aggrieved that the goal posts keep changing - 
so you never actually quite get there…. you know, my kids both came to my degree ceremony and I thought “yeah now I feel, I feel good 
about myself (Alison: yeah) for having a degree”. I don’t think I’ve got the energy to – if - if I was to do an MSc, yeah - so I don’t want to 
sound like an old fuddy-duddy who’s aggrieved about having to study but, I think - I look at my sister who’s a head teacher who has a very 
good maths degree and they’re very happy for her to be a head teacher without - without a master’s qualification because she’s a really 
good teacher, and she’s proved herself on the job and she has, has a degree…. I don’t consider myself academic, I consider myself very 
practical - I think I’m very practical and I think I’ve got a lot of common sense (Alison laughs) and I think I’m good at my job. I wouldn’t even 
tell you what my O-level and A- level results were because they were pretty poor, actually (Alison: yeah, yeah) and I think it would have 
been a shame if I’d - I think now if I was applying for nursing I might not even - well I wouldn’t be accepted on a degree course probably… 
which I think would have been a shame because I believe I have been a really good nurse. 
(Alison. So if somebody coming along ten years behind you wanted your job, are they gonna have it easier or more difficult than you had?) 
Yeah they’re gonna have it more difficult; they’re gonna have to have an MSc. They’re probably gonna have to a PhD actually - I absolutely 
respect you for doing a PhD - I don’t know if you know [], but I work with her very closely, so she has a doctorate and works at [] and 
through [] University and I absolutely admire her but I think there’s a place for people like me who have a clinical expertise. I don’t think I 
am academic, but I think I’ve got something to contribute. 
Felicity feels that she could have approached her career differently, because she now knows about all the possibilities: when I was - when I 
started the career route was: staff nurse, senior staff nurse, ward sister, nursing officers (Alison: that’s right) - we had nursing officers, do 
you remember nursing officers - so nursing officers were like - that was - you know that was (Alison: that was it really) that was it, wasn’t 
it? That was as high as you were gonna go! Um and I - and I suppose I always thought that’s the route I would take I always thought I was 
gonna be a nursing officer I was quite cocky, I thought I was pretty good. I thought I was gonna be a nursing officer and then, you know, I 
had children and all that changed a bit (Alison laughs) but, um, and I suppose I thought I was gonna be a ward sister one day and I never - I 
never was (Alison: no). Most clinical nurse specialists do probably take that route (Alison: I think) though probably. There wasn’t such a 
thing as a nurse consultant. So I think they should know what - they should know - what’s available and I think they should know the 
difference - so if you go into a research career you’re probably moving away from clinical nursing, if you’re go down a consultant nurse 
path - so if I was in nursing for another ten years I think I’d probably be looking towards aiming for a nurse consultant post, because that - 
that would give me some research and - but keep my clinical involvement going. I think that’s fair to say - I’m just thinking of the nurse 
consultants I know... they’re still doing clinical work but what I’m doing is not very different (Alison: no) actually - it’s not very different 
(Alison: it isn’t) and probably my sticking point is the MSc., actually but I think I’ve made a decision that it’s too big. However, she also feels 
that I missed a trick with the transition work ‘cos that’s now been taken forward by the medical teams - and they’ve taken a lot credit for 
that work- that was a nurse led initiative. Yet her young clients want their story to be told (Alison: oh right) they want people to know 
(Alison: what’s they’ve been through) what they’ve been through and that, you know, that just treatment and cure is not the end of the 
story - and they want people to know that. 
(Alison: and the young people are urging you to do this?) These are people in their twenties and thirties, who want - they want - they want 
to be on the map- they feel they’re a bit of a lost group, so they’re quite keen to-. 
Some of the career decision were around the fact that we would never had been able to pay our mortgage on my salary because we live in 
London, my husband’s always earned probably at least twice much as me if not more so he was always the main earner and I - I feel a bit 
embarrassed to say it -  but I was always saw my salary as, sort of, a bit of an add on really (Alison: mm). And his salary was what we all 
lived off (Alison laughs) you know he paid the mortgage and I dipped out of my career because we could afford to live on his salary to be 
perfectly honest. So my career decisions were made I suppose being able to afford - I could afford to be at home (Alison: mm) just about. 
We - we weren’t wealthy, we were tight for money but he could afford to keep us all going (Alison: mm) so that contributed. And 
sometimes I regret it- I think said at one point- I sometimes wonder if my career had taken a different path if I’d been forced (Alison: if you 
needed the money) if I’d needed the money and had to work. Cos I always say my career didn’t really take off until I was in my 40s; I think 
all my other jobs were sort of - fiddling around really (Alison: mm) but I would - I suppose I’d maybe I would consider this a career job but 
um- the earlier job was - I always wanted to keep my registration and I wanted to - I enjoyed nursing (Alison: mm) so I wanted to work so 
money was a consideration. 
Felicity thinks her next move will be retirement: that’s another thing that none of us- nobody talks to us about retirement. However: I 
don’t feel anything like old enough to retire yet. You don’t do you? You sort of - it comes up on you - I’m 54 now (Alison: blimey) - I don’t 
want to retire! I’m not ready to retire at 55. (Alison: no) But I’d quite like to know I could if I wanted to (laughs) but she feels that she has 
been misled because her gap in service could have a serious effect on her pension entitlement: then I thought I’d have a little bit of a 
break. Now I had no thoughts about pension or - future ‘cos you don’t at that age (Alison: no) so I suppose if you’re looking at how people 
might be advised that’s something that I regret that I took a break in career at that time, and I remember somebody saying to me when I 
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was in my 30s “I hope you’re one of these women who thinks they can rely on their husband’s pension” because at that time there was an 
option to top-up and pay-back if you were working part time and I didn’t - I just - you don’t think about the future- I just figured “well that’s 
a long way off and I’d rather have the money (Alison: now) in my hand now” (Alison: yeah) and I - you know I was in a stable relationship; 
my husband was working; he had a good salary… I didn’t know that - I thought 55 was early retirement but she said ‘no that’s not the case 
your normal retirement age would have been 55 except you’ve got this big chunk of gap in service’ which I’m disputing actually, I’ve got, 
I’ve kept records. 
 

Name Year of registration Current post Gender Age 
Florence N 1988 Preceptorship coordinator Female 50s 

Florence received poor quality careers advice at school: our careers advice, if you like, was secretary - or maybe go and work in a factory or 
something like that - Or a mill or, or whatever, and umm, I thought, you know. We went on visits and I thought ‘this is not for me’! My 
sister um was a nursery nurse, and that wasn’t something I was particularly interested in, but my mother had some, quite a lot of health 
problems, so I guess kind of nursing seemed the most appropriate progression. And I umm and that’s really I suppose what made my 
decision (Alison: Mm?)  was I suppose - dismissing all the other - well the other two options (laughs). Uniquely for this group, she initially 
undertook her pupil nurse training, because qualifying after just two years appealed to her; although she does not regret it, she 
nevertheless feels that this was another result of having poor advice. 
As an enrolled nurse she worked overseas, returning to the UK to gain her registration. After that her first post was in women’s health, 
which she loved, but she felt that the promotion opportunities beyond ward sister were limited. So then I went to umm another London 
trust, and unfortunately, although it was a really good job, I was managed by the general manager - a complete bully. And she made my 
life absolute hell. I hated it - I though I’ve gotta get out of this place, you know. Because, it really eroded my confidence in a dreadful, 
dreadful way. It was absolutely awful I can’t tell you. And umm, so this was kind of a, an opportunity that came up that kind of got me out 
of the situation. At this time, Florence benefitted from coaching to: help me to understand, where I was and how, these situations had 
arisen, and to kind of stop, stop the self-destruction really - it’s like fighting your way out of a paper bag - that I was, felt I was going 
through. You know, and sort of blaming yourself for everything that went wrong in the department. She later undertook a management 
course, which: helped me in thinking that I needed to something different, and that really encourages you to take risks with your career, 
and your life really. So, it really kind of, you know, encourages you to kind of think outside the box and step into some, step out of your 
comfort zone. Thus encouraged she applied and was seconded to a deputy general manager post. She left this for reasons she could not 
explain, in a knee-jerk reaction, she resigned and joined her husband working overseas. However, her husband’s job did not last as long as 
expected and they returned to the UK, and she commenced job-hunting.  
She has pondered taking a very senior post: I mean I was potentially, when I was doing the deputy general managers job, I was potentially 
thinking that I could do the general management job; but actually now I am glad I never did, because um, that is a, you know, I mean I 
don’t even look at those jobs anymore (Alison: no) because it just doesn’t – the stress levels are just huge, and, you know, life’s too short 
(laughs), um, and to me it’s all about, now it’s, it’s all about quality as opposed to quantity, I think, um, so, I, have I, yes, I suppose I have, I 
suppose I have, I mean, I would have probably, I would probably never have left um, the hospital, this, this trust if there’d have been a 
career opportunity like I have found at the other trust (Alison: mm) I probably would’ve stayed, but there didn’t seem to be anything to 
kinda, for me to sort of, you know I was, I was chomping at the bit really, to kind of go up, and there wasn’t, there didn’t seem to be 
anywhere to go. 
Instead, Florence has trained, in the last few years, as a foot health practitioner, she says she wanted to do something for myself and she 
also wanted to run her own business, as her husband had always done, and is successfully building up a private practice. She was inspired 
because her husband is diabetic: my husband’s diabetic, and he was having somebody to come and do his feet, and, and then he was 
having difficulty finding somebody, so I thought “oh well, yeah, maybe it’s something that I could do”. And you know, I’d never worked for 
myself before, I’d never run my own business, or anything like that, and it was a completely kind of, left hand curve if you like. And err, so I 
did the training. Yeah I did all that, and then umm, you know obviously I’m all sort of fully, fully public liability insurance, and all set up 
properly as a small trader. but I love it... I’ve got my regulars, who I sort of see and catch up on about, you know their holidays, what 
they’re doing with their families and all this kind of stuff, and then you meet new people and you find out all about, I mean I love meeting 
new people. The business is going well: I’ve just had my accounts back for this year, and I’ve made quite a decent profit, so I’m really 
pleased. Florence has kept her registration, and this gives her work as a foot health practitioner some credibility. She currently does this 
work for three days a week, but this could expand, particularly if she were to advertise. This also met Florence’s desire to return to clinical 
work.  
She looked for work agency work to tide her over whilst the foot-health business became established, but saw her current post as a 
professional education practitioner. She knew the health Trust and had always enjoyed teaching and seeing nurses develop and so 
applied, despite the fact that this was on a lower band than she had previously been on. It did, however, allow her to develop her business 
two days a week whilst providing a safe income for three days a week. It was a six-month contract, but it was repeatedly renewed and she 
is now nearing the end of three years. She was also promoted from band 6 to band 7, whilst continuing to do similar work. She has 
enjoyed this work, but now feels that it is not challenging enough: So I’ve been doing it as band 7 since, I suppose, January. Umm, Am I still 
enjoying it? I’m enjoying it (short pause) to a point, I think I’m getting to stage where I’ve kind of been there, done that! (Alison: Mm) seen 
it. And I’m probably looking for a, if I’m completely honest looking for more of a, a challenge, now. I can do it fairly easily, the programme 
runs, the programme’s set. I think, I mean I don’t know this might be one of the questions, but one of the things that is frustrating me 
about, the job at the moment is that, there’s sort of changes happening sort of in the macro environment if you like, but it’s not kind of 
filtering down, in a very timely way, or in a very, communicated very well in the micro way. I suppose, over the years I’ve become a bit sort 
of project orientated, where I like to come in, do something, and then move on. So if somebody said to me, even within the same team or 
organisation that they would like me to do A, B or C, over this period of time, you So that sort of concerns me about how it’s gonna, go… 
It’s not, it’s probably the least stressful Job I’ve ever had, so that part’s good, so I know I can go to sleep at night! Her role includes giving 
career advice. I think a lot of it’s about knowing where to go for the information... Because the other thing that I spent, I spent a lot of time 
with her... going through the NHS jobs website, and putting the appropriate filters in for her. I said to her, I said ‘you need to phone these 
people up, and say –‘, you know there were some jobs advertised, and I said you know, I said ‘you need to phone them up and say you 
know, ‘I’m interested in doing this, I don’t have community skills but can I come and talk to you?’’ You know and I said “and you really need 
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to focus on just transferable skills that you’ve got, not what you haven’t go” (both laugh). So, uh, so yeah! So anyway, so I’m pleased about 
that, so she’s – (Alison: Yes!) I think she’s going in September. She has always been quite good at maintaining professional contacts. I had 
some contacts in [] that’s where I got this job and advises others to: I am saying, if there is nothing else you get out of this programme, you 
know make sure that you kind of meet as many people here as you can (Alison: mm) they are all from different hospitals, they are all from 
different backgrounds, you know, it’s an opportunity to start sort of building those professional networks because it’s not like, you know, 
you never know when you might need them, but it’s also about kind of sharing knowledge as well, and if you want some advice or – or 
whatever – you know just somebody to pick up the phone to, and say “you know, I’m struggling with this”, or “I’m thinking of doing this, 
what do you think?”. (Alison: mm!) and you know, bat ideas about. She worries that modern nursing misses some important aspects of 
care, such as spirituality, and ponders that it would be nice to return to return to clinical work for a while but feels she is too de-skilled But 
I mean, I just, you know, the wards now are just so - I think it would terrify me. 
(Alison: Mm) You know, I’d be terrified of making errors and things like that. I really wish I’d have kind of – although I’ve enjoyed what I 
have done, and I have really enjoyed the management side of things... I feel very de-skilled, and I wish I’d have kept more of a clinical focus. 
This is one of the few aspects of her work she regrets, feeling that taking a management post had moved her away from clinical care. This 
is a short-term contract, and is due to finish about three months after the interview. Florence has the sensation that her career is coming 
to an end; she no longer looks at potential nursing posts: I’ve not made any plans for my NHS career or my nursing career if you like, 
beyond January (this recorded July) (Alison: mm mm) which is a bit scary, but is also a bit, kind of, well just wait and see what happens, you 
know, I have survived this far (laughs) and you know if I, if I could do some project work, or some consultancy work or, or something, you 
know, but I’ve still got my business, so, I don’t feel too vulnerable (Alison: yes) at the moment. My husband and I, have planned ahead sort 
of quite successfully; we own a house in France and we spend a lot of time over there, and we are planning to retire there, um, whether 
that will be in the next 2-3 years (soon) I would be in France, in my little house, hopefully with my husband, if he is still alive (laughs) um – 
surrounded by animals and (Alison: lovely!) people and - yeah   
 

Name Year of registration Current post Gender Age 
Gem N 2000 Senior sister – intervention radiology Female 40s 

Gem grew up in the Philippines and saw nursing as a way out, from the Philippines, to earn more money, you have to take up nursing. So, 
there’s a lot of us who did nursing, and my grandmother who lives in America wanted me to become a nurse, said it was easier for me to 
go to America, it’s either you go into computers, which is big back then, or nursing. And I took up nursing. Obtaining a nursing post after 
qualifying was difficult, and she undertook further training in intensive care nursing, before working for four years. However, she found 
nursing in the Philippines dissatisfying because nurses have a low status, and Gem describes herself as competitive. America was not 
recruiting overseas nurses but the UK was, so she applied via an agency. She came to a northern city to undertake her adaptation course, 
and then started working, first in a private hospital and then an NHS hospital, all in the same city. However, she became resentful of the 
amount of responsibility she had as a band 5, particularly when more senior staff were away; I was very demoralised because they 
wouldn’t give me the band 6 job. And I thought that’s really unfair because I feel it’s cheap labour. You’re just taking advantage of me! 
Although we have a registrar, but then we come down at night to see ECG’s. And decide, “Oh this patient is suitable for Thrombolysis”. And 
I, but it, it’s not all that, only that, we have a chest pain assessment unit, and as a senior E grade, you’re, you’re there. And you look after 
people who have chest pains, well no, not really, but you sort of work as a clinical nurse specialist, because you look at ECG’s (Alison: Yes, 
that is) And then you, “this patient’s having a heart attack or ischaemia” it doesn’t really matter, then you and discuss it with a consultant. 
(Alison: Mm) And I thought “This is too stressful”. And not, it’s not, it’s not, how do you say it is, it’s not in your pay grade (Alison: laughs) 
Because if you’re on an, on a day, the lead person in a chest pain unit is a band 7? A G grade I think it’s a band, I don’t know. (Alison: 
something like that, it doesn’t matter, yeah) They’re a G grade, yeah so, and then they would expect you to do it, at night, well you do it 
every day anyway, but, but I just though I do not like this kind of environment, it’s too, you’re putting a lot of pressure for somebody who’s, 
more or less junior. At this time, she saw others in her age group getting married and having children, and she wanted to move on with her 
own life. She wanted to move to London and saw it as a chance to live alone, rather than share, as she had been doing. She approached 
the agency that originally recruited her but a friend, who had recently moved to London, advised her that there was a band 6 post 
available in the cardiac catheter laboratory, and Gem moved there. When the band 7 became vacant the senior nurse, who first recruited 
Gem to London, suggested that Gem apply; she had not thought of so doing, but always liked a challenge, so she successfully applied for 
the job, her current post. Shortly after the appointment she was offered the opportunity to have mentoring, she believes that her medical 
colleagues wanted to protect her as the post had been difficult to fill. This gave her the opportunity to explore her new role, and she 
found it very helpful. 
The basic pay is actually - I don’t know. It’s probably Ok with me. But the, but I’m not happy with, there’s no increase every year. (Alison: 
Mm hmm) And you’re, stagnant. Unless you do increment. Alison: Are your increments ended?) No, no, no, you get increments isn’t it, but 
then you do not get, the, so if you hear the news about this MP’s going to get (Alison: I know) 5% pay increase, or even the doctors. The 
doctors get a pay increase, I think? (Alison: I’m not sure.) Okay because I was reading through the RCN and, and the nurse, and the 
government is saying no to a 1% pay increase for the nurses. (Alison: I know, I know.) And that’s frustrating. (Alison: Mm mm.) Because 
what would happen if you, you’re in the front line! (Alison: Mm) Surely you should be appreciated. (Alison: Mm) 
What would happen if there’s no nurses? (Alison: laughs) It’s not very, our radiographers for example, but they earn a lot. So... yeah. 
(Alison: Mm mm. So it’s enough? What you’re saying I think is it’s enough but you see other people doing better? Which isn’t fair.) Yeah. 
Yes. So I think it’s OK,  
(Alison: huh) But where’s the fear fairness in... why would they give a lot of money for, for, I’m sure doctors will have a lot of money, but 
why do they get an increase but not us? (Alison: Mm) And we cannot even go on a strike! (Alison: Not easily, no.) Nurses never. (Alison: We 
don’t, no.) You, you just still have to stay here, and look after patients. (Alison: Yes. Mm, that’s fair enough. Umm) Although I must say 
some of my band 5’s, earn more than me. Because we do on call and we - and they do. (Alison: Oh right) And then we, umm, that is they, 
they get called up quite a lot? I don’t do as much. (Alison: That’s interesting. So the actual amount they take home is, is, is greater than 
yours?) Yes (Alison: because of these extra payments?0 
She also is overly busy technically, I’m supposed to be 60% management, and 40% clinical - never happens, so today, I’m supposed to be 
non-clinical. But because we’re short staffed I have to take myself out and do clinical work. Gem looks at job adverts, and receives email 
alerts from jobs websites, but: I think this is more about for everybody working in the NHS at the moment, they’re all looking for jobs and, 
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and they look and then they decide “Oh that looks nice”, but then you end up staying in the same place because it’s not always great 
somewhere else! Furthermore, Gem feels that she is still learning in her current role, and there is much to keep her interested, particularly 
as My Matron thinks that she’s grooming me, become the next matron. And I said “I don’t really want to become a matron, but –“ we shall 
see, because I’d rather stay clinical, than go in the more of the management. She feels that there is no progression for her in clinical roles, 
particularly as her specialism is small, and does not use clinical nurse specialists, there’s nothing in interventional radiology unless you 
become a matron. There’s just no CNS, there’s nothing else. Gem wonders whether she was wise to leave cardiology, which is a bigger 
specialism. It’s like, occasionally there is a cardiac setting, and I always thought, err, you have more option of transferring somewhere else 
if you have, if you’re cardiac trained. (Alison: Yes, yes.) Because with, I do not (), there’s nothing in interventional radiology unless you 
become a matron. There’s just no CNS, there’s nothing else (Alison: Right). So unless you transfer to another hospital as another senior 
sister, then, the only way up, is a matrons’ post. The specialist nature of the work also makes it hard to recruit more staff, as applicants 
tend not to understand the role. This in turn causes Gem stress, because she is unable to provide staff to fulfil all the requests she 
receives, such as following up their patients on wards. 
Gem has pondered her retirement, Err, so, I pay the pension, and in it, I () (Alison: Which in fact is compulsory, you couldn’t not do?) Yeah, I 
can, err no, no, no you can opt out of the pension. (Alison: Yes you can now can’t you?) Yeah. And I’m just continuing it. But I don’t think 
that’s going to be enough if I stay here. That’s one of the reasons I think, if... (Alison: Oh!) I don’t think () Is not enough when you grow old I 
think. (Alison: How interesting, so do you think that your pension wouldn’t be enough to live in London, but might be enough, the same pot 
of money, might be enough to live in the Philippines?) Yes it will be more than enough! She assumes that she will remain in nursing until 
then, but vaguely hopes not in the same role! 
 

Name Year of registration Current post Gender Age 
Jack N 1994  Senior sister – oncology (band 7)  Male 40s 

Jack entered nursing for traditional reasons: Wanted to care, wanted to do something that was worthwhile, rewarding… also like when you 
were visiting people when they were having treatment in hospital and you saw, it was at [] and saw the student nurses running around, 
and I thought “this looks quite interesting, I wouldn’t mind having a go at doing that”. He commenced his training as Project 2000 was 
coming in, but he opted to do the traditional training, believing it to be more practical, which he enjoyed.  
And I suppose it was when you were working on a general medical ward, and some of the patients were then having chemo on this ward, 
and you sent them to [] for their, transplants and things. And you sort of thought “This looks a bit more interesting” (Alison: Mm) “what is 
it that they’re doing up there, that we’re not doing here?” and that’s what got me to apply 
He commenced on a general medical ward; the ward I was on actually closed to be decorated. When and, got moved to the haematology, 
oncology and general medical ward, we were doing some chemotherapies to patients there, and then thought “I want to look more into 
this”? So then ended up - eventually getting a job on the bone-marrow transplant unit here. He found this rather limiting because the 
patients were quite well: But because - to go for your bone marrow transplant then you had to be quite fit and well - there wasn’t much 
hands on. After that he worked an oncology rotation before returning to medicine. He applied for one job, but did not get it So I then saw 
that there was a local hospital that was do - had oncology bed. But, it was the worst, (Alison: laughs) decision! I suppose I didn’t really give 
it long enough. I stayed there 3 months, but when - Well, you know when you feared for your registration? And you just did not know, no 
orientation, no nothing. And they said “Oh this was your orientation, but they’ve just slashed our staffing, so it got ripped up”. I was like 
“Oh!”! And they said You’re in charge, this was on my second day, and I went “could somebody tell me how you bleep a doctor?” And I’d 
lasted 3, and then after the 3, you know, you’re all doing extra shifts to cover each other. (Alison: Gosh.)  And I just though, I thought “My 
haematology wards at [], they had the staff”, but it was just busy and chaotic. But I just thought “No. I won’t end up nursing, the way this 
was”. Beds that still didn’t go up and down, they were flat level beds, had to fight to get pressure mattresses.  
He returned to his original employer: I phoned my old line - umm senior nurse at [], said “Can I have my old job back?” and she said “no. It 
won’t look good on your CV. But you can have a job, on the haematology oncology”, which had the worst reputation, at [] - because it was 
so busy, it was in a portacabin. And I just thought “Well at least it’s 5 or 6 qualified”! He says of that advice: And again I think some of that 
was the fact, that the other ward was desperate for staff! But because - to go for your bone marrow transplant then you had to be quite fit 
and well (Alison: Yes) there wasn’t much hands, there was hands on care when they got sick, but it was different. (Alison: Mm). So when I 
went and did the oncology course and did the placement on [], it was like general medicine with a speciality. (Alison: Mm) And it was 
getting right back to, cos the population was generally older, getting back to what I love doing which was the hands on physical care. What 
I call proper nursing!  He planned to: do that for a bit, until I find something, so did it for about a year, I think.  He then saw the previous 
post re-advertised and applied, this time successfully. But because there was no staff whatsoever, and everybody thought it was the time 
when [] had the threat of closure. (Alison: Yes.) And everyone’s at []’s like “what are you going there for, it’s closing down?”. (Alison: Yes. 
Yes, it was) I said “I want to go and see, what, they do in a specialist centre”. Ideally I’d like to have gone to [], ‘cos that’s where our 
patients went to (Alison: Mm hmm, mm hmm.) but there was never any jobs advertised, it was always seemed to be recruited in-house. 
And then that job was there, and then, I come, and thought I only ever thought I’d come for 6 months. (Alison: So that was the risk you 
were prepared to take, that they would close []?) Mm, yeah. And just think. And 6 months, then go back to [], (Alison: Right.) So that I could 
then put into practise back there (Alison: Yeah) stuff, so that, but, I’ve come and I’ve stayed. 
Asked why this application was successful, he was unsure, but thought that it may have been technical knowledge, or maybe they were 
desperate! Shortly after: I ended up (applying for the ward managers post), well actually I was told I needed to apply for the post. (Alison: 
laughs) Because there’s been a number of sister’s who’d had it, who were either short term, covering, maternity leave, (Alison: Right.) 
people on long term sick. And they actually said ‘Oh we could do with a bloke in that role, who’s good for -’ Despite this, he still does a lot 
of bed-side care: I’m very much a ha - some of the charge nurses will put themselves in the office, and go on the ward, not very often. But I 
do it the other way around! I’ve always been the hands-on person, and recently with the changes in terms of, the matrons have gone, and 
you’re, they’re divulging that role down to us. It’s just pulling you a bit more away from the bedside. And I don’t like it (laughs). But I still 
probably do far more out there, and then tend to do the extra bits in your own time. Rather than, come away from doing what you enjoy, 
and missing the patients sort of thing. This surprises some people: I said “That’s what nursing, I didn’t come into nursing to hug a 
clipboard” (Alison: laughs) “I came in to care. And if this is what the patient needs this is what caring, this is how care should be done”. This 
means that he works long hours: You’re often doing 70, 80 hours a week. And then you do, you know, you’ll be here till an early shift’s 
supposed to finish at 3:30, earliest I leave is 5, sometimes you’re here, this afternoon I’ve gotta stay do an extra shift cos it’s not been filled. 
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And then I feel that I can’t leave my 3 nurses and an agency A grade to look after 20, 22 patients (Alison: Yeah) It’s not safe. So, because of 
the team spirit on the ward. It would be possible to work fewer hours, but Jack thinks that this shows: But, you sort of look at them and 
they’ve done it, and there was always a high standard of care on those wards. Those that 3:30 run out the door, the wards were awful! 
…  Cos last week, cos we’ve got at the moment all these appraisals to get done by a certain deadline, and was on days off coming to try and 
get it done, locked in here, it was awful…. And then you get frustrated cos systems don’t work (Alison: sighs) and they crash, and you just 
think: “there’s a patient to wash that’s the easy”.   
Recently, he was obliged to apply for his own job, during the consultation. This was flowered up as development. But, it wasn’t, it was a 
way of “Who had the skills?” you had to prepare this big document to give evidence to justify why you did what you did. And then - And 
what you’d, achievements you had made to support you in  there. Then you was in like an exam condition room, and we sat there for 3 
hours, and then you were given, one of them was you just got, and it was all, it was all - you’re not meant to have said what happened but 
it was all ages ago now - but - You were say given a budget statement, and you had to work out the staffing for this unit, where would, and 
we’d never ever done, but it was the processes you did to work out how you would sort these things out. And then part way through, and 
there was all different scenario type, but slightly longer questions, and then when you’d done that, half way, part way through the exam 
you were called out for an interview, and it was a scenario, what, how you would deal with certain things. And I got something - one of 
your, umm nurses has given an IV antibiotic and the patient had anaphylactic shock, had a cardiac arrest, what would you do? They 
wanted your answer. And then, if they were, and then they just drilled you down, drilled you down until you’d say what you’d have done 
and why do that, and when would you have esc-, and who would you have got involved etc etc. You know “How do you think you would 
sup-, support the staff member?”. And you thought “Well they wouldn’t be able to work because of what’s happened, you’d need to 
probably provide counselling, the doctor, the whole team. Because everybody, you know, if somebody hears that in the hospital, then the 
ward gets labelled as - and all of that. And there’s all those issues and the stigma”, and stuff. (Alison: And you weren’t given any help with 
preparing for this?) No… And then once it’d all done, and they submitted it in the computer and it was all analysed (Alison: Huh.) You then 
got feedback, and you could have either been red, amber, green or very green. (Alison: laughs). And I think, mine, within cancer in general, 
we all scored quite highly. But they said, I think I got one of, they said one of the highest ones in the, in the thing. (Alison: oooh!) Jack: But 
the only thing that pulled mine down was the fact I hadn’t got my degree. And it had highlighted that, my corporate leadership skills 
needed development. (Alison: Right, so you got that out of it.) So in leading, yeah, so from leading I then shadowed the regional nurse – 
(Alison: So they did do something to address that?) Yeah. We did it once, and then, that was it. (Alison: laughs) But that was an awful time 
for  (Alison: It is!)  all the band 7’s. (Alison: Yeah, yeah.) And those who didn’t meet it were then either, slotted into different positions, and 
it was when we was all work - I suppose it was at the time when they were looking at [], there would be different number of wards, a way 
of justifying who’d got what Job - (Alison: And you were called in from leave to do this?) I’d been off, and, I was off, I think, was I off? I think 
I was off ‘cos my brother had died, was only about a week or so after he had died. And they said “Well you’d have to do it”, and then they 
said “No you’ve got to do it”. And probably, because of all what was going on, I was probably quite angry, anyway. And the fact I’d, it 
come, and it’s like, that, that question about the anaphylaxis, and an emergency situation, it was all, he died of a PE on the ward. (Alison: 
Oh.) He’d broken his leg. (Alison: Oh!) So he’d been at home, and he developed a DV-, he was 35, developed a DVT. So, to me, the question I 
got, was quite similar. (Alison: close) And it was all a bit close, so... And they said “you answered it excellently”, I said “Well it’s a shame I 
wasn’t there at the time, when this had happened with him”. 
Apart from clinical care, Jack’s favourite part of the job is: seeing the students come through. They all think “Oh it’s Oncology, oh my God 
it’s gonna be...” (Alison: They’ll be frightened.) And by the end of it’s like, they’re general med- it’s general, you’ll get a lot of general 
medical, and a lot, what we do here: yes we are a speciality, but management of pain, management of nausea it’s all transferable to any 
other area. You go in the community, it’s transferable…..  seeing them develop. Quite often, on here, we, well I prefer that we appoint the 
newly qualified? And then. (Alison: Bring them up.) you can then bring them up, and you nurture them to how you want them. And then 
eventually they will go off and do stuff (Alison: Mm) and they’re actually surprised as to how much they do learn, while they’re here with 
us. (Alison: Mm) Or when they go to other areas and they say, cos we look after, we’re the designated ward for tracheostomy, we’re the 
designated ward for inotrope care. And they don’t actually appreciate how much they’ve learnt (Alison: laughs) or the skills they’ve 
developed, until say, they’ve moved on somewhere else. Or they go to other areas and think “what we did on that ward, was all one in 
an HTU or an ITU, (Alison: Yes) but we do it here”… And trying to get some of them to lead on some of the projects that the wards have 
been doing. And that’s worked, one of the staff nurses is quite recognised now, quite high up, with all the work he’s done with his pressure-
sore patients…. So he now represents the cancer cag (commissioning group) at meetings at trust level, because of the work that he’s done. 
It was part of umm, a quality improvement programme, we got some of the staff nurses involved in it, and with the tissue viability stuff, 
and then trialling things, changing it. And that’s how it’s moved forward, (Alison: mm) and that’s how, he’s carried on taking it forward. 
And err, has now got this recognition.  
His enjoyment of teaching has given him career ideas: I’ve always wanted to be, like a lecture-practitioner. But having (laughs), but 
because of working here, they usually, when we’ve had them, they’re the first posts to be.. gone…. And also, I think - and to me that still 
keeps you clinical, but developing the teaching role which I quite like teaching, well I do enjoy teaching the students. His interest in the 
work is what keeps him here: I think it would come to the point where if you weren’t feeling motivated, in the role that you do, would be 
the time when you definitely got to think about doing something different, or, if this go, if they try and make this even more of an admin 
manager (Alison: sighs) rather than a nursing type of role. And then I would say, “I’ll have the band 5 that’s being advertised”. Or do 
something diff- yeah. Not leave nursing, but perhaps, even though it’s something I’ve not thought, cos to me a CNS had, a CNS type role, 
you’ve got to be all singing all dancing about everything. The other thing that keeps him here is friendship: I think I’d feel I was leaving, 
letting down my team; who would take them on? Because a lot only stay here because of the support and the camaraderie of the team. 
Because they could all go in to get the same money, on a much easier ward than what we’ve got here. And then once a year, what we 
sometimes do as a team, umm we all used to go away, so the band 6’s, myself, the families, and then we’d all hire 3 or 4 caravans, they 
bring their husbands, their children. (Alison: Yeah) And we’ve had, sometimes, last year we had 3 caravan fulls. (Alison: Yeah) Have a 
barbeque. And they used to do it around about my birthday.  
In contrast, pay is no longer an incentive I think, when you’re going up the pay band - is fine. But I think when you get to the top of it, and I 
reached to top back in 2010, so the last 4 years I haven’t had a pay rise, there’s no actual incentive to stay in a ward manager role in terms 
of financial. You don’t do nursing for the money! He is considering his options for promotion, but none really appeal: And I think a lot of 
CNS’ get their roles now far too early in comparison to what, (Alison: yes.) you know. They’re, and now they’re quite junior who get in 
them. (Alison: That’s interesting!) And I just think ‘What have, you’ve got a band 7 as a, as a CNS, you’ve never even looked after that 
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group of patients, but -’ Somebody who’s got umm, an I post recently has got no I experience, has got a band 7 CNS. Someone’s who’s 
never looked after lymphoma patients, has got a lymphoma CNS post. I think there’s too many people getting them they’re giving them 
out, and then that sort of then devalues (Alison: It does doesn’t it?) Those CNS’, who like our uro-oncology CNS who’s been doing it for 
donkeys years (Alison: Yeah.) who, what she doesn’t know you write on a post-it note! But these people think they can do that role (Alison: 
Yeah.) And they, they haven’t got a patch on them. and they’ve done - one, this girl, she’s a friend but, (Alison: yes.) you know she’s been a 
band 5 on the ward, went to the community, didn’t like that, come back got a band 6 research nurse post. Has done that for about 18 
months, she got a band 7. I just think it’s ridiculous that they’re putting people into these things. But then you think “Oh she was the only 
applicant, so –“. (Alison: No!?) And so you sort of think, “ooh a bit”, and then to me, the next step up would either be, a CNS role or a 
matron, which brings in the clipboard, but the clip, they’ve all (Alison: yup) - Or sort of practise development, that sort of stuff which I 
would like to do, but those are the first posts that seem to get chopped whenever the trust has a budget reduction. So I feel you might as 
well stay in the role that you’ve got - that you love and enjoy, and just put up with the fact that you don’t get financially rewarded for it.  
Jack starts out being quite systematic in his career decisions, but does not see this through: I would write down, and at that time I had 2 
posts that were being offered. (Alison: Mm hmm) So I looked at the positives and the negatives of each role, went for the interview and 
then, weighed it up that way - weighed it up - but in the end I think my heart was, I was a medical nurse rather than a surgical nurse. I 
mean my head was telling, cos one of the jobs was a 6 month temporary job, which was on a ward I was working on, and the other 
post was a permanent post at [] in the end I went with heart, rather than what my brain was telling me, my heart was saying I want to stay 
with the team that I’ve worked. I did do the right thing! Jack is also aware of his other responsibilities: I suppose with your parents getting 
older, it might sway you as to where, and my brother died about 3 years ago and was younger than me, so, (Alison: Oh dear, I am sorry) 
because they’re.. they’re around, if I wanted to, say, go and, but then that could be moving, it could be work, like go further afield, that 
might prevent me from doing that. He feels that this does not restrict him: But then I think you work in London, you should, you’ve got 
most of the opportunities here. He is not actively looking for work but may view NHS jobs when he is advertising a post out and then notice 
others, but has not even created his own account.  
He has had careers advice, but mostly has ignored it. For instance, he was advised against one hospital which was supposed to be closing 
but went anyway. He planned just to do six months, but is still in the same trust. Although happy in his present role, he is aware that it 
should not last forever: I think though now you’re at this post, you’re, you get a bit stuck. As to how, and whether now because you’ve 
been, I’ve been in this role for - this is my 14th year. You’re a bit (laughs). Somebody did say to me, “do not get stuck in that role for a long-
“ and I’ve done exactly what they said not to do. And I think now, because you’re comfortable in it, I’m quite nervous about, (laughing) 
going somewhere else. He worries that the role may change: if they try and make this even more of an admin manager rather than a 
nursing type of role, and then I would say, “I’ll have the band 5 that’s being advertised”. And more audits, and you’ve got to justify things, 
and what the government, there’s lots of tick box exercises (Alison: Mm mm) you know, you can be judged, not on the care you provide 
(Alison: I know) but, have you produced the right piece of paper. And I think really (?) And it’s quite frustrating sometimes, and if, you 
know, that’s not picked up on, but there might be a compliment on excellent care that’s been provided, that sort of, doesn’t matter, cos 
that’s not a tick! He would like to complete a master’s degree, particularly as he is aware that now all students are undergraduates or 
graduates, and has even experienced hostility from some of these students: And you sometimes get the comment of, ‘Oh, what do they 
know? If they’ve not got a degree, how can they teach us? (Alison: You don’t get that do you?) Did years ago, long while ago. (Alison: Gosh) 
But sometimes they say ‘Oh, if you’ve not a degree, and I’m on the degree pathway, how can you mentor me?’ You do sometimes get 
comments like that. He is about to complete his degree, but it has not been easy: And the level of study, I think I’m not an academic 
enough to go into that sort of - (Alison: Right) part, I’ve done it at [], so everyone says they’ve got a different standard to everywhere else. 
But it just - Whether it would be t- It’s just put me right off of it.  
(Alison: That’s a shame!) I’ve got one more exam to do, (Alison: Right.) and then it’s done. Cos I started my degree with [], and then there 
was issues on the ward, in terms of allegations made against you about patient care blah blah blah. (Alison: Right.) That investigation went 
on for about 18 months. (Alison: I can imagine.) So then, courses I’d done were then becoming out of date, and then all I had left was the 
dissertation. By the time I got back to do the dissertation, it had all - they said, just because the [] don’t accept anything. Here therefore 
started again, at a different institution: (Alison: is the standard [] higher? Academic standard?) It seems, it’s different. I’m much stronger on 
the practical type ones, in comparison to the, theories, So like, I struggle, when I did [], umm, the [] courses with the umm, the one that’s 
got the ’professional’ the ones more about your professional and accountability. And then the exam was an essay. And it’s one of the 
compulsory parts of that. And then like, your re- the preparation for research. That’s what I struggled with. And at [] it’s been the similar, 
the practical ones have been alright. But the more - I suppose with me, because my pra- working seems, I take that as the pri- and I always 
put my personal stuff on the back burner. So if I actually spent more time on it, I probably would have found, (Alison: Right. That’s fair 
enough.) But I think it’s the ones that, the practical ones, like I’ve just done acute cancer care, and then you’re in like the simulation lab and 
things like that, which was the first ever time I’ve done something like that. (Alison: laughs) That’s been quite good. And the ones that are 
all practical related but, (Alison: Yeah) some of the more theoretical ones - He has found some of the modules helpful: And it was looking 
at things differently, and we had to write these patches, and when you sometimes listen to them at handover, and they were going “Oh, 
that relative’s been in and they do nothing but worry, or they’re very anxious” blah blah blah. And then I’ve actually made me sort of stop 
them and say “You, your, it’s your son, or it’s your daughter in that bed”. He also wonders how long he can work in his current way I think 
we’ve sort of made a pact on here. “I will probably still be here, when we retire!” But then other times we think “How can we still be 
running around like this? We’ll be on our Zimmer frames!” They said “Can you let us know if you are, cos if you go, we’re going’. He also 
feels loyal to his team: And like when our trust has gone through all the changes they’ll go “Oh you could go and get a job any- you know, 
anywhere”. And I went “Well I don’t think so” and a bit of you thinks “Yes, we’ve had this turbulent time, I’d like to try and see it through, 
and if we come out the other end”. And if it doesn’t, then, you can look then. And you just think, some places, you know, how could it be so 
different somewhere else? To me, it must just be, exactly the same, just with a different logo and a different name.  
 

Name Year of registration Current post Gender Age 
Josh N 2010 clinical specialist – gastrointestinal nursing (band 6) Male 30s 

Josh grew up in the Philippines, wanting to be a lawyer. He started university, but found that all his friends were reading nursing. His first 
year, a foundation year, included science, and he found an aptitude for biology. Furthermore, studying law would have taken about eight 
years, with consequent costs, so he transferred to nurse training. He is happy he did because he finds nursing interesting and satisfying, 
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but also it was easier to travel with a nursing qualification. Indeed not starting nursing sooner is one of his few career regrets. He was 
doing well in his career, working in the prison service: it’s very interesting because its little bit dangerous (both laugh) you will be dealing, 
er, you know, with prisoners as well (Alison: yes) and you don’t know them, you know some of them would have paranoia and everything 
(Alison: yes) the criminal minds, but it was interesting. He was aware that this was a rather small specialism: it’s like you only know about 
prison nursing, but the outside world has - especially with hospital, er, setting - you don’t know much about it. So that’s what I thought 
about it, and gives me the courage to really – you know - to decide that have to leave Philippines, I have to apply for that professionally and 
personally would develop you as a nurse. He wanted enhanced professional opportunities but felt that promotion was slow unless you 
were in a favoured family: You could stay in a very modest pay for 10 years without being promoted and that’s it. And we have that 
favouritism, if you are a bit close to the manager you will be given some education at the same time, but in there as well you have to pay 
for it, if you want to further your education, but if you want to have a master’s degree there you have to really work heard but we don’t 
know how to - even though you work hard still you will not be able to cope with the fees (Alison: no, no) but at the same time, here I think - 
if you work hard, if you get to do some bank shifts - you will be able to pay for your university fees and he decided to move to the UK. To be 
honest, professionally, um professional development, um, I believe that UK has big things to offer when it comes to education; even though 
we had universities that is also offering this kind of job but I think, um, globally, um globally UK is offering the things that heads; you have 
the competitive heads when it comes to nursing (Alison: yes) to the facilities as well, at the same time. And second, well, of course, you 
need to also have - um - you need to look - to think about your future (Alison: mmm), because in the Philippines nurses are only paid very 
um - the salaries are a little bit low.   
He knew that this would involve a loss of prestige: but I was really happy to do that, Alison, because I know that when I came here - I know 
in my mind this is just a steppingstone, and I need to have a little bit of experience. Indeed this was even an advantage: it’s good to start 
the, you know, from the lowest level, and then you come up yeah? So I just thought it’s a good thing, yeah? And then at least you know the 
lowest level how they feel! When he first arrived he lived with his aunt, who had helped him get to the UK, and she remains the only 
person who has given him career advice. She did not want him to be a nurse and he studied business studies (she ran her own hospitality 
business) and also improved his English. He found the course interesting, but really wanted to get back to nursing, so took a job in a care 
home, as an unqualified nurse. The care home supported his undertaking a course leading to registration in the UK by allowing him to 
work flexible shifts and providing suitable clinical experience. However, it was still hard work, as he had to travel a significant distance to 
college, requiring him to leave home at 4am. Once registered, the care home would have employed him as a staff nurse, but were 
generous in not insisting that he stay with them, and he moved to a local hospital. He is grateful for all the training and development 
opportunities he has had: even though they want me to stay there but have the choice, you know, that’s the good thing here (Alison: it is, 
isn’t it, yes) so no string attached - even though my manager helped - me no string attached you can go any time you want so it’s for your 
own good. 
His first post was in a renal ward. He loved this work and found it very interesting. However: So I was 18 months there, more or less 18 
months, I loved the job - it was very interesting, very er - what you call that - er interesting and challenging, yeah, and then, it just 
happened - even though I loved the job - it  just happened my wife, now, was working as well [] London so we met, so took up the short 
straw (Alison: laughs) because, you know, I have to be with my -um - girlfriend at that time, so I decided to look for something that is would 
also would interest me; for some reason the neurology, when I applied for it, first caught my attention, so because it is a different field, 
(Alison: yes, indeed) so I want to try, I want to try a, er, very different field; I don’t want to be going to the same, er, you know, otherwise 
you will not know, you know, you have to be - as a nurse - I think, you should be, um, you should be with your own knowledge should not be 
confined with only one thing, with only one field of nursing you should have knowledge of almost everything under nursing. Although 
interesting he felt that that post was physically very demanding and left no energy for him to pursue his career: so I am just saying “how I 
am going to – you know -  do my further studies if the workload is too much?” – you know -  if its physically exhausting at the same time 
mentally exhausting so when I saw this job on the NHS jobs, so it’s like “Oh its giving me something to” – you know – er,  it’s like something 
I hope that professionally and personally will develop me as a nurse. Furthermore, his employer offered limited career prospects; after 
about a year, he wanted promotion but even more he wanted to develop his expertise. Towards the end of the interview, Josh shared that 
before he moved, he had witnessed a significant lapse in the quality of care: actually I have seen that happen in my previous trust when I 
have done an incident report; because I don’t want that to happen its pure dealing with er, you are dealing with lives, Alison, just imagine, 
Alison, it was my night shift when I received the handover there are some patient who haven’t had any observation done since morning, 
(Alison: mmm) (they were receiving infusions of infliximab, a powerful anti-inflammatory drug) so looked like, okay, what I have done I 
make sure - I am not the person, Alison, that would really, you know, really fault finder, but I have decided because – on that day – I have 
decided because I have been seeing it for how many days already, so it’s not good, so I need to make a statement “you should not be doing 
this, this is not acceptable” so I have done incident report. So the whole morning shift staffs had been investigating (Alison: had been talked 
to) yes, because this should not happen. Josh himself did not link this with his wish to move posts, but it is possible that it contributed to 
his dissatisfaction. After three or four months of looking a new jobs he saw his current post advertised on NHS jobs. This was the first post 
he had seriously considered; it caught my attention because these patients often experienced gastro-intestinal disturbance. He was also 
attracted by the possibility of undertaking research. Before I decided to apply for a job I had a previous, previous - thing what you call that.. 
pre employment visit, sorry, (Alison: oh right, yes) I had a pre employment visit so I was able to see what’s [] is really doing during the - you 
know - because I - I need to know if I would going to love the job (Alison: yes, indeed) if I am going to like the job. So somehow when that 
pre employment visit I was able to decide Oh I think the job is little bit...it’s interesting - because from my previous job that is band 5, band 
5, so it’s a bit, it’s a lift to band 6 so it’s a bit of a big responsibility and at the same time I think I just thought this would be challenging as 
well, so I need to be ready, that’s why I, I, I made sure that I would have the pre employment visit, otherwise - you know - if you could not 
do good with the job why apply for it? His expertise in neurology stood him in good stead at interview, but he made clear that he did not 
have gastro-intestinal experience: I was also, by one of our - my colleagues that, er “don’t worry if - um - you don’t know everything about 
gastroenterology because I know you are coming from neurology; if there will be studies to be done there will be trainings to be done 
(Alison: yes) so - the only thing that we want to see if are - if you have the character, and if you have the responsibility that you can take on 
the job” and he decided that he would love the work.   
His wish for professional challenges in the UK has been satisfied: he has worked in a variety of settings and loves his present post; he finds 
meeting and assessing the patients deeply satisfying: What motivates me? Well, Alison, it’s the challenge - for every case, a different case - 
you have to face, you have to face every day, because some of them it will be just be easy to talk, but some of them will be a little bit tricky, 
you know, they will not answer you directly (laughs), they will not answer you directly so - so you have to work around it. And sometimes 
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they would not, they would not right away believe your explanation (Alison: I can imagine) so you have to be really, if not at least a bit 
evidence based, know what you are talking about. ‘before you see the patient - you have to look at their profile, everything: medical 
condition and everything; any test that have been done. You have to be able to explain to them the importance of that thing, of that test or 
of that management of their symptoms. So I find that one a little bit challenging! Furthermore he has participated in research and even got 
his name on a paper. Asked about mentoring he had received, he discussed training in procedures which had occurred in his different 
posts.  
He is happy that his current employers are generous in their support for professional education, and he feels that he is learning every day; 
in the near future he would like to do an MSc, but he is not sure which and is vague as to the exact benefits of a degree: it would improve 
my, er, er.. nursing skills; my nursing knowledge and at the same time my, yeah, mostly with my skills and knowledge in order to - you 
know - to further improve my nursing. He thinks that he is fulfilling his potential, and has few long-term plans.   
 

Name Year of registration Current post Gender  Age 
Margaret N 1991 Senior lecturer, community nursing  Female 40s 

Margaret felt that her career options were limited when she left school: I’d have been doing my A levels at school and wasn’t predicted to 
do very well, and my mum said “why don’t you become a nurse?”. She knew that I would want to leave home (long pause) and it was a 
way that you could leave home and have a career. So it was either that or going to secretarial college. So I became a nurse! She opted to 
train in London, again influenced by her mother: my mum spent her youth in London - I think they were possibly the happiest days of her 
life. I think she thought London was the place for an eighteen-year to be.   
After registering, she wanted a post on her final student placement, a renal ward: I don’t know why - I wanted a job in urology and um, I 
kind of - I don’t know – it would have been 1991 or something, and you know, you do your management placement, and they kind of 
promise you job back, don’t they, back in the 1990’s, and the sister kind of promised a me a job when a vacancy came up, so I was waiting 
and I was waiting and I was waiting, and I went to do some agency erm, on a care of the elderly ward, and I kind of enjoyed my care of the 
elderly placement, but it wasn’t really what I wanted to do, erm, and I got sharps injury… so I had to go and see the site manager and the 
site manager essentially offered me a job and I thought “this is been silly, I have been waiting for my urology job so long that I might as 
well, erm, take this job” and it was, was the wrong decision (Alison: taking the job the site manager offered you was the wrong decision?) 
well yes and no, I guess I should have just bided my time, because I think I took the job and then literally a month later I got a letter 
inviting me to interview for urology, (Alison: mm) but I thought I had taken the job be wrong of me kind of jump ship, and it was OK, it 
wasn’t really the right job for me, it was just a little bit - it was the culture on the ward wasn’t very, didn’t, wasn’t very forward thinking, it 
was a bit of a kinda dead-end kind of place, erm didn’t have much pace there, it was all bit kind of sedate for newly qualified nurses but I 
guess had I gone and done a urology post then I wouldn’t have left to do my degree (Alison: mm) and, you know, it was because I wasn’t 
feeling very challenged on care of the elderly ward, they were nice, I met some nice people, nice patients, nice staff, it were nice, but it 
wasn’t challenging, in any way, it wasn’t vibrant enough, um, that made me leave to do something different. 
She returned to university to do a first degree (using a student grant) then did a masters then kind of entered community nursing really 
just by, by accident so whilst I’d been at university I’d always been working agency (Alison: ah ha) and then, after the four years, it’d been 
mixed of nights and working in a day hospital and then nights again and then when I finished my master’s I just said to my agency “ah, 
have you got anything different?” and they said “we’ve got a line of work in the community” and I said “fine, I’ll take it!” Soon after that 
she successfully applied for a research post: they were looking for a community nurse, who they could support doing either a masters or a 
PhD, I think at the time there probably wasn’t a great deal of competition to be fair. Whilst doing this she also completed her district 
nursing training. Once she finished her PhD I suppose I could at that point have gone straight to education but I felt like I had taken quite a 
lot - I think I had quite lot of support from the NHS, and - it wasn’t appropriate to jump ship straight away... Didn’t apply for it, but I would 
have had to put an application in (Alison: you must have done, yes) yeah, yeah, but you know, they asked me to do it - mm, so, um, 
obviously once I’d finished my district nurse training, because I had been sponsored by [], automatically they were going to offer me a 
band 7, and so that’s what they did…. and then when I left that post I did leave intentionally because another post had been advertised, 
but again I think I was asked to apply for it, it was um, a post working with, um, metropolitan police, and kind of assessing older patients 
who’d been victims of crime - I was finishing off my PhD for part of it, so it was either five days then some of it was four days, and that 
kind of was of interest to me because my degree and my masters were, well my was primarily criminology and then my masters was 
criminology justice policy so, and a few people kind of knew that so that’s way I was approached about that position, um, but it made 
sense for me to apply to that, and then after that - that was just a project - and when it came to an end I kind of automatically slotted into 
another post, another professional development post, and then like I said [] so a lot of it, it’s just been kind of chance really, people telling 
me about jobs, asking me to apply for jobs, so I applied, you know. After a few years she was invited to apply for promotion if you 
think what an employer wants from an 8A then, I had it so they asked me to do it - didn’t apply for it -.  
She made an unsuccessful application with her current employers, a university, but they contacted her when another became available 
and she successfully applied for that. She was glad to move: I had been working clinically more or less from the age of eighteen to forty-
four and I couldn’t deal with the aggravation anymore - I felt it was taking years off my life that is, you know, I wasn’t having – well, you 
know kind of just having palpitations every day, yeah, thinking it was normal to be super anxious - it wasn’t fun anymore! 
She feels that working for the NHS for a while was important: I’ve since seen people who’ve been supported to do degrees; master’s 
degrees and so on, who as soon as they’ve got that master’s degree they are out of the NHS, teaching, and I do always say to myself “well I 
am glad that wasn’t me” and I do always say to myself (Alison: yeah, yeah), I am glad that I’ve, you know, done my God knows how many 
years in the NHS. However, there was no requirement for a period of service after her education.  
She is concerned about the security of her employment: obviously security so, um, take into account whether it is permanent post or not 
(Alison: mm) so when I came into this post at [] it would say, initially it was a one year fixed term contract, so I arranged for it to be a 
secondment from my permanent employer, but still obviously didn’t want a fixed term contract, it’s no use to man nor beast, is it (both 
laugh) so, er I arranged to go on secondment, so certainly to a certain extent security. She continues to receive daily job alerts: (laughing) I 
don’t know why! Just in case, you never know… Oh yes! I get daily alerts from jobs.ac.uk, I’m always flicking down it, flicking through 
it! (Alison: laughing why?) (laughing) I don’t know why! Just in case, you never know, so yeah everyday get daily alert (Alison: and that 
comes from NHS jobs) No from jobs.ac.uk  (Alison: ah, right, and you get one every day?) Everyday! (Alison: you are quite unusual!) It used 
to be just in London, and then I thought ‘no I’ll widen it out just in case I ever want to move out of London’ so, I’ve looked at jobs in 
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Northumberland (Alison: so that daily alert comes in, do you look at it?) Oh, yeah, on the bus, on the way in! Yeah (Alison: that’s hilarious!) 
mm, because sometimes it’s just, you know, it’s just  you see a job and then - sometimes it’s just you do on a bus on the way home; I’d 
never go and work for university of [], because it used to be a college, the tech. (Alison: and that’d be obvious for you because it would be 
going back to your roots?) I was just thinking of it as an example so university of [] had a post for a health care lecture or something 
relatively recently, like I say I wouldn’t go back to university of [] for many reasons, and I wouldn’t go to [] college because for me its main 
college is the cookery college, but its still, you know, interesting just to open it up, look at the JD, look at person spec, look at the pay - it 
always makes me think I have got options - but you know, you do actually think, you know, it’s nice to know that you, one has options 
(Alison: yes) and if nothing else maybe that’s why I look at it so I know that, you know, if it came a time when I couldn’t bear it, couldn’t 
face it, I don’t want to be sitting in the  corner whingeing all day long (Alison: no) you know, that you just move on…  
(Alison: you haven’t got a LinkedIn or Facebook or -?) No, no, I think I started to do one of those LinkedIn profiles but I don’t think I got 
further than my name. I have got Facebook for friends (Alison: right, so you do have Facebook, but you don’t use it?) professionally, no  
She retains ambitions within her current post, for instance she would like to undertake a new research project. She is rather ambivalent 
about her pay it’s alright, it’s not enough to meet my financial needs but um it’s alright – yeah...  how many hours (agency) do I probably 
do? About, only do about five hours a month or something -  maybe I am not just good with money maybe (both laugh) it’s just living in 
London isn’t it, it’s expensive, it’s expensive. However, she has no plans to move this is me now, until retirement. She is vague about 
retirement: Do I prepare? Um, no, no. I kind of think about it in of my pension, I think about it (Alison: right) so when I came to [], um well 
obviously I was on secondment so I didn’t have to worry about my pension, but then I became permanent at [] I had to start thinking 
about whether or not to transfer (Alison: ah ha, yes) my NHS pension over into, erm, whatever it is called, and those kind of 
things  (Alison: are you paying any extra AVCs or anything?) No! (Alison: and you’ve not go to private – pension or anything) No, I mean I 
have times thought about when I was working in the NHS because I had these kind of four years out, whether to buy back the years 
(Alison: ah ha) um, and I remember inquiring about it, and I can’t remember, but I never did buy them back, (Alison: no) I kind of wish I 
had but - I don’t even know how old I am going to be when I retire, so I don’t know, I don’t know.  
Margaret says that she has never had any career counselling and she makes her own career decisions, she has no children but she is 
married: No, he’s a teacher so he just moves from one north London school to another north London school to another north London 
school (Alison: There’s plenty of teaching to be done, isn’t there?) Yeah, particularly in [], so no, it doesn’t impact, but I can imagine, I can 
see how it might do if you are outside London. I can remember when my dad moved we all had to up sticks (Alison: yeah) and move, yeah. 
She says she tends to act quickly in her career decisions, and has never sought nor received career advice: I don’t think I have ever made a 
career decision! I don’t think I have ever, ever made a career decision; everything has just been chance, knocked onto chance, knocked on 
to chance, knocked onto chance. I have never made any major career decision because I have never changed career, I have been a nurse 
since I was eighteen.  
 

Name Year of registration Current post Gender Age 
Mark X 2008 Emergency planner; ambulance service  Male 30s 

Mark knew he wanted to do a vocational degree when he left school: I applied to two completely different things at University, so I really 
didn't know what I wanted to do; I applied to do nursing and I applied to do merchant shipping operations course. He decided that the 
merchant navy, which involved long periods of time away from home, would not suit him, so he commenced a nursing degree. He enjoyed 
his course but: towards the end of my nursing degree, I was really enjoying the clinical placement fine, but finding it really frustrating; um - 
I think - I don’t know, I guess I have always had an eye on – kinda - the wider politics, and the finance and the - so seeing some of the things 
that were going on round the care that you were giving - you know - on the ward and elsewhere was just really frustrating sometimes. By 
that time he had developed an interest in emergency care So I got involved in that in a voluntary capacity, um, whilst I was studying, um 
and then towards the end of the nursing course we did a study day on major incident with [] and – er - got talking to, to him and to people I 
knew who worked in the field and decided that at some point after I qualified I would, sort of, do a masters in that, which I did.  
He commenced his MSc immediately upon graduation: I funded it myself initially, it looked really interesting, um and I kinda wanted to do 
the role of [] was focussed on the kind of preparedness, resilience kind of thing (Alison: mmm) um, what was really nice in that it still gave 
me some clinical insight, um, and I think I have found that all the way through. It is that clinical insight and being able to kinda understand, 
then influence from a clinical perspective as well from a management perspective (Alison: mmm) has been really useful. He was appointed 
to the ambulance service part time whilst he completed his studies: initially it was a kinda temporary, well, not temporary but a part time 
administrative role because I really wasn’t sure exactly what I wanted to be doing, and, I had signed up to do the masters and I knew that 
was going to be taking a lot of my time (Alison: mmm) um, so yeah, it really started very much as a part time administrative role with the [] 
and kinda broadened out and eventually it was a, a full time role working on various different projects, um, all from a - an emergency 
planning point of view, um but working quite closely with a lot of the clinical team and scientists, because a lot of my colleagues from the 
emergency planning world were - retired military and retired police (Alison: laughs) and that was - that was the cohort of people that 
historically have done emergency planning roles (Alison: Ohh!) um there are a lot more sort of masters courses, and you have some degree 
courses now, so people are coming into it, as a profession. It is that clinical insight and being able to kinda understand, then influence from 
a clinical perspective as well from a management perspective (Alison: mmm) has been really useful. His work involves running a series of 
short term projects: really varied, really rewarding, um, and I think because I have got a fairly project-based role, and because I have done 
lots of different things over the last five years, I am quite lucky in that they are all - you know they are quite happy to set me up with a new 
challenge, and say ‘we want you to look at this for the next year, and then we are going to pull you out and get you to look at something 
else’. He enjoys the degree of autonomy he gets, and the satisfaction of delivering a good project on time. He also enjoys the amount of 
inter professional and interagency working his work involves.  
This is not a nursing post, and he now wishes he had spent a few months consolidating his nursing degree, but he feels that his background 
gives him valuable insights, and he has retained his nursing registration as his employer has allowed him time to undertake clinical work. I 
am quite lucky in that the trust are really proactive in terms of getting people engaged clinically (Alison: mmm) I think probably 5 of our 7 
board are clinicians, so there is a real kind of - top down approach to making sure that people do get clinical time I am quite lucky in that I 
probably get a day a month as clinical, to kinda maintain my skills, which is really good, I think, in hindsight, if I did it again - I would be 
tempted to spend some more time clinically, um, before I sort of dived in, I think it would have been finding a, again for me, it would have 
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been finding a challenge, which as a newly qualified nurse is quite hard to do (Alison: mmm), and I think that’s probably why I took a 
sideways step at that point, where I could, kinda, grab hold of something and start to shape it.  
He has a lot of contact with young people through his voluntary work: you have got be a certain kind of person and I wouldn’t necessarily 
say its er - standard, you know it’s not a standard career trajectory (Alison: no) for a nurse, erm, so I think that the kinda people coming 
out, you know, newly qualified - I come into contact with an awful lot of students, particularly through the involvement in [charity] and an 
awful lot of student nurses are at (Alison: really?) yeah, masses, and student paramedics. Although he followed an unusual path, he finds 
he can easily recommend nursing because of the excellent opportunities to be had: I tend to have a lot of conversations with the students 
and they speak I think quite broadly the range of opportunities that are out there, you know, it’s not just being a ward nurse, being a A&E 
nurse, being a district nurse (Alison: mmm) there are so many opportunities out there, um, you know whether it is education or research or 
management, I look at what, you know, my friends I have stayed in touch with from my cohort have gone off and done – a really broad 
range of things, so I think it just kinda widening people’s horizons as to the kind of things that are out there. 
For his own part he is pondering his future: if you had asked me a year ago I would have said there (Alison: up the hierarchy?) yeah, but I 
look at what they do, and - they don’t have any more influence to change things, they just have an influence on different things. He is also 
considering undertaking another degree, possibly a PhD or MBA or work in the private sector for a short time in order to gain experience: I 
really struggled to find something that, not knowing what I want to do, finding something that’s engaging now, that will still be engaging 
and relevant to me in 4,5,6 years’ time is a real challenge and I think the way my career is going - unless you’ve got some kind of finance or 
-  some kind of private-sector health-care or business experience it’s becoming increasingly hard to kinda make that move into a senior 
management post…. I think I’ve got to the point where there are two or three different options, but they are quite long-term - pathways. 
You know I’ve got to make a decision now about the next 5 or 6 years (Alison: right) um, and decide one way or the other, which is probably 
why I have been kinda mulling it over and not made a decision yet, um, but I think in terms of opportunity in the NHS the opportunities are 
there in abundance, you have got to go and find them, you’ve got to – you know – proactively hunt them down and ask for them. His next 
career decision is likely to have quite long-term implications, so needs to be pondered carefully: whether that will be the same in 5 years’ 
time, probably not, when we will have had our next re-organisation and we will be going in a different direction, but at the moment that’s 
where a lot of people are. He feels emergency planning now has a clear career trajectory, which was missing when he entered: with that 
comes the career progression, erm, huge amount or research is starting to happen, which is brilliant because it is an area that has had very 
little in terms of research and development and so there’s a huge number of opportunities. And I think the other thing I would say about it 
is that it exposes you to - the whole of an organisation: you’ve really got to understand a little bit about the whole organisation, to be good 
at the job, erm, so even if that’s not their end aspiration it’s a really good way of understanding an organisation (Alison: mmm) and 
meeting lots of people in the organisation and across other organisations. I have been kinda proactively looking at options over the last 3 
months and there are secondment opportunities all over the place (Alison: oh!) erm, there’s – you know – external funding for a - a 
master’s course, and I have just finished a, um, some work with (name of organisation withheld) um, for 6 months on leading change 
management. So, there are lots of things out there, um, but yeah, they are not presented in a brochure (Alison: no, laughs) you’ve got to go 
and hunt for them.  
However, health care is not as structured as other careers, where progression is more clearly defined: to become a sergeant you go on a 
course and sit exams (Alison: yes) and is really structured, the NHS is really haphazard, in comparison, in the way that it - um - it recruits 
and develops managers, um, so you get a really broad range of people in those roles, which is good, um, but sometimes it lacks structure 
and – like I said earlier – there are the opportunities out there to formalise that; there are, kinda, courses and development (Alison: mmm) 
but it’s not offered in a structured way, I don’t think, um, it’s something you generally have to go and find. Um, I think that some trusts are 
starting to organise that and provide it in a - a structured way um, but I don’t think that is a consistent approach.  
 

Name Year of registration Current post Gender Age 
Mary N 2005 Ward Manager (acting), coronary care unit  Female 50s 

Mary left school interested in nursing but: I went to college with my friend, and did hair dressing and beauty culture; And I wasn’t really 
that keen on it, but it was that time when it was really hard to get a jobs... And we used to have a factory in the town where we lived. And 
when I was at school I said ‘I would never ever, work in that factory’ and then I did actually end up in this factory which was a good 
experience ‘cos I made lots of good friends and there’s a lot of ladies in there that have you know big characters... but there’s some nice 
people there. She left to have a baby and then moved to Germany and then to London, both with her husband’s job, and, influenced by 
another friend who was a nurse, decided to undertake an access course to study nursing. Her later entrance into nursing is one of her few 
career regrets. 
Her nurse education was complicated by her young children: ‘obviously it affected my daughters when they were younger, you know they 
had to go to after school club and breakfast club, even though they didn’t want to. But where we live we’ve got some good friends and, you 
know, we used to take it in turns to take the kids to school, so it - I’ve always had good support. And my husband’s really, he’s really good, 
you know, he’ll put himself out, for things that I want to do, vice versa. But, you know, sometimes you just have to go and do it, and sort it 
out as you go along. But where we live, umm, we’ve got some good friends, and you know we used to take it in turns to take the kids to 
school, so it. No, I think umm, I don’t think I’ve got any constraints. I mean the children are sort of more grown up now, and, I know my 
husband would support me in, you know, anything that I wanted to do. However, she is proud of the manner in which they coped and that 
she never had to ask for special arrangements.  
She initially thought that she would like to do community nursing, but was allocated to a cardiology ward during her final student year I 
wasn’t too sure about it at first, but gradually got to know what the ward was about - And then the manager then, because I was really 
interested, she said “Well if you’d like to come back for your last placement, we’d be pleased to have you”.  So I came back in my last 
placement and they offered - they’d consider me for a, a job on (the same ward).  So, I got the job and started as a newly qualified nurse. 
Mary continues to work on the same ward, although I did leave once - And at that moment I was a bit sort of, ‘Why did I - sort of - come 
into nursing and -’ we were short of staff and it was so busy, and I was a bit sort disillusioned with the whole thing - So I applied for a job. 
She liked the new work itself, which involved caring for elderly men: You know there’s a lot of lovely men there. And they had lots of good 
stories to tell…. But, when I got there it wasn’t - what I thought it was going to be! It was more like a nursing home type of environment… 
because I thought it was gonna be a medicals admission, so if they were ill, they would come to this ward, they had a lot of umm, sort of 
dementia care and things like that. But this was supposed to be, umm an admissions ward. So, if they had a, if they needed antibiotics, but 
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what i didn’t know that, they couldn’t do the IV antibiotics there, they would have to go to []. So even, (Alison: Oh) sort of to give in IV’s 
and, things like that - So, I applied for my job back on here, and took me 6 months to get back here!... I knew, the first week that I got 
there, I thought ‘Mm, this isn’t for me.’ The slower pace of the work caused her to worry about becoming de-skilled: And I thought ‘this is 
no good cos I’m gonna lose all those skills that I learnt when I was here. Another problem was that her previous colleagues had now 
become friends, and because our ward manager then she said, you know, cos I was upset about leaving, she said ‘Don’t worry’ she said 
‘you can always come back if you want to’ (both laugh) So yeah, so I’ve been here! (Alison: laughs. So you must have initiated that process 
within weeks of arriving at -) I did. (both laugh) I knew, the first week that I got there, I thought “Mm, this isn’t for me.” I mean, because 
the staff on [], they were, they were like friends and I’d know them when I was a student, even my mentors that were here. They, they were 
like friends? because the patients become, can become ill, that fast, it was so fast paced - You know, everybody was.. they’re there for you 
really. And it’s, the ward’s always been like that. 
After her return, a band 6 post became available, but she was unsure about applying: “I thought ‘Ohh, I don’t think I’ve got that in me, 
could I be a band 6?’. And my husband sort of pushes ‘Yeah yeah, you can do it.’ Her husband also helped her prepare her presentation for 
the interview. After that she had the opportunity to act as ward manager, whilst the manager was on maternity leave. Initially it was to be 
shared with another nurse, but that nurse was “debanded” to band 5, so not eligible. She was unsure about taking it but I said it would be 
good experience anyway - I didn’t do it for the money. It’s a good job as well (laughs). She has enjoyed it, and would like to continue even 
though it is hard work because you’re sort of involved in clinical and management. But I enjoy people coming to me, even though I 
complain sometimes you know you just get - they’ve got this problem, that problem. And I do complain; but I enjoy trying to solve their 
problems… Yeah I’m actually not a, an assertive person anyway, so it’s good for me in a way. Yeah. However, she notices that her role is 
less clinical than it was I do miss sort of getting involved the patients. Nevertheless, when they are short staffed she does get to do clinical 
care. She also likes the hours in the manager post, which are traditional 7½ shifts (rather than 12-hour shifts), Monday to Friday. She is 
very satisfied in her post although it can be stressful but: everybody’s so supportive… everything on the ward, especially cardiology, 
because the patients become, can become ill, that fast, it was so fast paced? And it was pretty scary, but everybody was supportive, and 
said ‘If you don’t know anything, or you’re worried about anything, you just let us know, don’t feel silly or… whether it’s just cos it’s new to 
me, this management. Umm, you know. And it’s a big learning curve, and it’s a big learning curve when you become a qualified nurse. But 
this is, even from being a sister, because we didn’t get that involved in the management side of it when, as band sixes on the ward, going 
to a band 7 and sort of doing recruitment and things like that, it is - I just, I enjoy the responsibility, yeah. I like the managerial side of it, 
even though, as I said before, we do complain about it. And your emails, and all that sort of - But it’s a good sort of, there’s a lot of new 
thing, like there’s variety, when you’re doing the management, stuff, and then you’re looking after your patient, and I enjoy it, when I get a 
day when I do have to look after the patients and I, I don’t think about that management stuff. So I can have the best of both worlds really. 
Mary and the Alison also discussed the consultation and debanding: We had to do an assessment, and she (the nurse who would have 
shared the band 7 post with her) actually lost her band 6. But she’s, at the moment she’s acting up into my band 6. (Alison: Right.) So, she’s 
kept her band 6 for, we don’t know how long. (Alison: Blimey!) And that’s why we’ve lost quite a few staff, because of the debanding... 
Some people didn’t really show that they were bothered about it but yeah. I think I would have actually left and found something else as a 
band 6 if I’d have lost my umm band 6. 
Mary never intended to have a career: when I was a band 5, I didn’t think I was really, what’s the word? Umm, I was quite happy, I wasn’t 
really looking to go, you know, like forward, like into band 6, and and never ever thought about a 7,  -… Cos when I was a band 5 I thought 
‘Ooh no’. I, you know, I couldn’t be a band 6 with, you know, people looking at me to sort of solve things, and being responsible, and, you 
know. Umm, but yeah, I do look at it different now. You, you can do things, (Alison: Mm) you know, if you say... you can surprise yourself.… 
You, you can do things, you know, if you say... you can surprise yourself!... I think it was a gradual process really. Umm, when I first took 
over the band 7, it was a bit, umm like - overwhelming? You know the things that I had to do. But you just have to, sort of, take each day as 
it comes and just, you know there’s always help there, you know people with more experience, and we’ve got a good matron. And she’s 
always there to help. Because sometimes you think ‘Mm, I, I don’t really want to ask for help’. Because they might think, you know, ‘God, 
does she know what she’s doing?’ (Alison: Yeah.) But you have to, and they’re there for you, you know if you’re, if you’re not sure? So, you 
just have to, you get through it. (Alison: Mm) Sometimes I think “Oh God, I’ve just got too much to do”. But, you get through it. (Alison: You 
manage?) Yeah, yeah. Yeah.( Alison: Mm) I try not to think about it when I go home though (laughs). I think sometimes you have to shut off 
when you go home. 
She has never had career guidance nor any career plans, however if the ward manager returns she would look for a different job, partly 
because: I don’t really want to go back to long days and night shifts. Sometimes I say “I need to start looking”, umm but unless somebody 
says, “Oh I’ve seen such and such a job”, my friend does, and says “you know there is some heart failure specialist nurse posts out there”. I 
looked the other week, but - no I don’t. The ward is due to move into the newly refurbished hospital, but not everyone is looking forward 
to it: Because a, there’s few people on here that would like to stay here, because we’re in our comfort zone. She is interested in the 
community, as she originally intended and, although she does not look at different posts, there was some posts out a couple of weeks ago, 
but I thought “Oh no, I’ll leave it for a bit and just wait and see what happens”, but yeah. I would like to stay in this role, but if it doesn’t 
work out that way, then yes, I will look for umm, something else. She does not seem to really want to move: I like this, I like the ward, I like 
the people that I work with (Alison: Mm); I like the speciality and it’s something that I’ve been doing for quite a few years. Umm, I like the 
managerial side of it, even though, as I said before, we do complain about it. And your emails, and all that sort of - But it’s a good sort of, 
there’s a lot of new thing, like there’s variety, when you’re doing the management, stuff, and then you’re looking after your patient, and I 
enjoy it, when I get a day when I do have to look after the patients and I, I don’t think about that management stuff. So, I can have the best 
of both worlds really. Unless they want to offer me something else in the trust (laughs) (Alison: Oh, that’s possible?) Yeah. Cos we are 
actually moving over to the new hospital in probably 2016, over there. 
She rarely thinks about retirement: Mm, God, I haven’t thought. Cos I’ve only been doing, you know I’ve only been a nurse since 2005 (10 
years ago), even though -Alison: Yeah. That’s not long - Mary: You know I’m 52 now and it’s like - you know. Alison: It’s like what? Mary: 
Well, I’ve just, well I feel as though I’ve just started really. Alison: Yeah, yeah. Mary: You know, we have got a nurse on here, that, he’s 
been, well he’s been in the trust 25, year, then he’s a few, years older than me, and he’s thinking about retirement. And I’m thinking, ‘Oh 
gosh’. Alison: Oh. Mary: Yeah but. Just have to keep fit, and keep going… I don’t want to think about that, cos it’s thinking about getting 
older -. One of her colleagues is much older: He’s been doing nursing for a long time. (Alison: Yeah) And I think his body’s, just about had 
enough. 
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Name Year of registration Current post Gender Age 
Melody N 2007 Clinical nurse specialist (gastro-intestinal nursing) band 7  Female 40s 

Melody can remember exactly why she came into nursing: my dad; he worked as a nurse in army and he used to talk about nursing all the 
time... he retired at an early age, from the army... Then he always come home telling us how it is in Africa once people know you are a 
nurse they come to you with all their problems. And he was ever ready, no matter who you are. So, to be honest that really started me 
thinking, he always used to tell me ‘oh gosh! You will be a good nurse’. I am a daddy’s girl and I will follow him everywhere. However, in 
her native Africa there was a shortage of nurse training, and Melody was unsuccessful in her application, so she studied first agriculture 
and then dispensing, and also had a family, all the while wishing she was nursing. Again, her father influenced her: he used to say, ‘when 
are you going to do that nursing yet’?... he told me that in London, United Kingdom, even after having kids, you can still go to school so…. I 
went to college one year, to do access to nursing and then the tutor really promoted [] ‘one of the country’s top universities and they will 
support you, I mean they will be with you throughout. So, she advised us and, well I took it and I went and I didn’t regret.  
Melody’s first job was on a gastro-intestinal ward in the hospital where she had done much of her training, and she saw the clinical nurse 
specialists at work: Because we will get the specialty nurses do come on their ward and watching them and a friend of mine, she is done as 
practice nurse, we used to stand back and just admire it, and we will stand and admire them. So we always say gosh we will go into specialty,. 
She applied in urology, I was to do urology, because I was the link nurse that was () and I didn’t get in. so this came and I said off course 
elimination is the elimination yes, so adopted and I did, did because it was more of doing anyway on that ward, so applied and I got the post 
and () so I started there before coming here.  
Before applying for that post: I think the best thing that I did was I spent a day with - prior to the interview I went an informal visit, and 
when I got that post - before starting - I spent a day with the clinical nurse specialist, I said I really want to spend some time, she said don’t 
worry, you don’t have to come, you will be with me, you know, you will shadow me for about two month before we let you - two, three 
months depend on how you do before we let you go, so don’t worry. I spent a day with her, it was okay actually it wasn’t that bad, I 
thought I was really expecting something really bad, it was fine I think it was her, as well. She made me feel at ease so it wasn’t that bad. 
She worked there for two years and then I had a meeting with line manager, because... what I was doing I know it wasn’t a band six post, 
it was a band 7 post. But I was told you know, when because of the cuts and everything, we didn’t have enough funding so I was told I 
won’t get a band 7, I will be working for a band 6... ‘till thy kingdom comes, so I said well if something comes up, I will go. She actively 
looked for other posts and shortly after a band 7 post became available at another London hospital, and she applied successfully, which is 
her current post. 
She enjoys the autonomy of the role, although she is aware of the degree of responsibility she carries, and she worries that she is 
sometimes expected to work outside of her specialism: but when I first joined this trust, I commented to my colleague, that ‘gosh you do a 
lot of things’ and she said ‘yes, we are jack of all trades’ and I thought ‘well, I think that is not right’ and although, yes we are all doing the 
pelvic floor, we should - we all have our interests, so I think we should be put at where are strengths are… What I just hinted it to the 
management and what she said was I want everyone to have…. to know a bit of everything so that when someone isn’t there you would be 
able to cover, there is five of us so -. She is also aware that patients rely on her, and continued to work when she had a twisted ankle, 
because she did not want to cancel a clinic for which patients had waited two months. Indeed she can become very close to her patients, 
and when she left her previous post: It was just heart-breaking, I had one clinic for patients come they come in every week and you know 
you get to know them, you really bond with them and some of them cried, it was, even now, I am just - it was the thank-you cards; the 
presents; it was just - overwhelming and - 
Melody has had good experiences of professional education. She believes that effective communication is central to her role, because of 
the need to explain things to clients: I will say, I did a communication in-role development module that was something, I will advise 
everybody to do that course, it was part of CPD, it changed me so much the way my approach especially speaking to my colleagues, not so 
much my patients, because with the patients you get the training in the class room; how to approach patients everything, but the 
relationship, team work, colleagues, you know all that, how can you pick that up? When I did that module, so that () module has really 
helped me in the way we speak; how you approach; the tone of your voice; body language: you know you never think these things really 
matter but that particular module taught me so much... She stresses the importance of informal learning: As a clinical nurse you really 
have to open your eyes and open your ears and don’t stop learning, because there is so much every day... With my career I would love to do 
my masters - you know - I really - I like learning, I think it’s good, and I would like to do my masters’, and I am looking at too, my final goal, 
I would like to be a nurse consultant, that’s what I am looking up to. Oh yes, this afternoon I had a chat with - I was late coming down with 
a nurse consultant [] and I just admire her so much, I sat in her clinic a few times, Tuesdays, and I just - Oh Gosh! But the way she, you can 
tell that she knows what she is talking about, the information, how she speaks and how she answers questions from patients and the way 
she explains things, and even with her, how she examines patients its different, it’s completely different… with my time I’ll read. I did seek 
advice from her, I said look how can I develop myself, in my own time is there any books that I can read, any journals, anything I can do and 
she advised me a book, that I can get from the library, read this? Of course, you are doing everything, you’re sitting () when you are free, 
with one of us which is good, read this book make sure you subscribe to ‘Gastrointestinal nursing’, which I do, so she said then you will be 
fine. And I attend relevant courses which I do, seminars I make sure - all the relevant ones - I make sure I go   
I love it, I love it, I love my career. Alison: That’s great isn’t it? Melody: I really enjoy what I am doing, yes, I think working autonomously… 
So, you really have to think and that is a big responsibility (Alison: it is) but I find that very good, actually, it makes me feel you know you 
always want to, really want learn more and you want to develop yourself, you don’t just sit, () it gives, it challenges you, yes that is it, It 
really challenges you. She finds that others seek her help in professional matters: Actually, this afternoon, during my lunch break I was 
having a chat with someone… she works on medical ward and she said she is fed up with the ward and it’s just too much. Fed up on the 
ward or the ward environment she wants to move out, so I was advising her. However, her work has caused her anxieties: Personally, if I 
have known what I know now about the pelvic floor I wouldn’t have had a vagina delivery it’s really scaring me now and I think about it 
every day, I think I am starting to get nightmares. Alison: Do you really think about that every day? Melody: Every day when I see patients 
when they come in and when they leave it sets me off and I start thinking and for that evening for that evening I will do pelvic floor 
exercises (laughs) and I start thinking about it, but with my professional -. 
After the recording Melody told me that she had been at her Church and health professionals were invited onto the stage so that they 
could be publicly thanked. Later her friends teased her for being the first onto her feet, but she did not mind because she is so happy and 
proud to be a nurse! 
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Paula N 1989 Deputy director of nursing Female 40s 
Paula had always wanted to be a nurse: I don’t remember ever not wanting to be a nurse - I had just very naturally looked after everybody 

all my life. I’m quite bossy and I like herding people. Even from quite a young age she was aware of senior roles: I started to read the 

‘Nursing Times’; didn’t really understand very much about it - but started then following the Chief Nursing Officer... which is really odd! 

When I was younger I thought, “Oh my God, that’s - what an amazing job!” However, she hated school and left at 16 without 
qualifications, but with a place on a pre-nursing course including ‘O’ levels in the humanities, which she loved. After that she attended a 
school of nursing. 
I was interested in public health right from the very minute of starting, but didn’t know what it was... I would never have called it that and I 

was always interested in people’s lives and where they came from and where they going back to. I always spent far too long with patients; 

always got told off for spending far too long with patients. She nursed for a few years and then did a full-time degree in health studies and 
entered health visiting and was promoted to nurse consultant.  
She loved health visiting and was promoted to health visiting manager but: my middle manager, the one above me, the service manager 

bullied me without me realising it for quite a long time, all incremental and then it got to a point where it was no longer viable. And I, so I 

left that organisation because the organisation made me feel uncomfortable, probably for my registration but I didn’t think about it at the 

time. Alison: You weren’t thinking in those terms; you were just thinking that you were - Paula: Yeah, I had to get out, in order for me to 

survive, it didn’t fit, it didn’t fit me and I didn’t fit that. I still don’t think they’re right. I think, I think they’re still quite a dysfunctional 

organisation, ten years on but that’s up to them. I left because, yeah, I left for personal preservation reasons and it was the best decision 

because then I came to the health protection agency. So again, I probably would never have left health visiting because I loved the job had it 

not been for that manager so I’ve got her to thank in one bizarre respect… Well until I got bullied and then you don’t know you’re being 

bullied - that’s the problem and then it’s, then it’s much more difficult to move because then your confidence is completely knocked. (Alison: 

You don’t realise it’s because you’re being bullied you think it’s because you’re rubbish.) And it’s only far later on when you, you reflect 

years later that you just think ‘Oh how on earth did you ever, ever...how did you ever find yourself in that position?’ but, you know, 

everybody does. She embarked upon her MSc, where some of her fellow students were involved in public health, and she was fascinated: I 
said, ‘What’s that mean? Who are you? Where do you work?’ I’d never heard of it in my life, and I went to shadow them for the day as part 

of the course, and fell in love with it. Shortly after graduation one of these students emailed her about a vacancy, which she applied for 
successfully: and so, I’ve got her to thank! I don’t really worry about stuff too much, er I don’t - ‘cos I’ve had my fingers burnt with that 

bullying. No, um, I just used to move. (Alison: laughs) Well until I got bullied and then you don’t know you’re being bullied - that’s the 

problem and then it’s, then it’s much more difficult to move because then your confidence is completely knocked but I think. 

She moved into public health. Of this she says: I’ve taken some risks in my career, believe me: I went from a G grade to an I in a completely 

different organisation. I was a - God only knows how I did that but anyway I did, probably not the right thing to do but I did - So, it’s just, it 

was moon and stars, it was just that kind of nothing could have been planned it just plonked in my lap and I went, “Oh I will give it a go, 

I’ve got nothing to lose. I’m bored out of my tree now, I’ve been doing.” Alison: You were bored, the job you were in? Paula: Oh, oh I was 

really bored. And when I get bored I get naughty! Of her years as a nurse consultant she says: I was a maverick, a terrible maverick; it was 

brilliant! I had the best eight years of my career because... I knew exactly what I was doing, and I pushed boundaries; and I didn’t care, and 

I didn’t follow rules and I didn’t care. However, she felt that she had reached a glass ceiling with nowhere to go, so she briefly entering 
teaching: Oh, I loved it, every sodding minute of it, and I - because I love teaching. She was beginning to build up a research and teaching 
portfolio when a job became available at her present employers. 
Now, if I was a deputy director of nursing, but not in [], I would not be in that job. I would never have gone for it (Alison: oh, I see!) 

because my view is that, and my view always has been that when I look at directors of nursing, and I know loads of them and I work with 

them, I like to leave! I like to go and see them but I like to leave them because I don’t like - it never appealed to me. Their jobs don’t appeal 

to me. Erm, it’s too, they’re too structured, you’re in a massive organisation that is constricting you because you are just another...you’re 

on a treadmill, and you have very little autonomy actually, because there are rules and regulations and targets and financial penalties and 

the system pushes you. And so, there’s this huge thing about the revolving door of nurse directors and it’s absolutely true. There is a 

revolving door. They don’t last very long. And so, it, so knowing, so the more senior I got, I became nurse consultant so therefore I was 

mixing with nursing directors all the time… I think, you know, you just kind of get to a bit of a hiatus, a bit of a kind of this glass ceiling 

because there was nowhere else for me to go unless I did a PhD which I didn’t want to do… I’d reached the top of it. Er I got bored, ‘cos I 

just - I could have done some things, but there was nowhere else for me to go nursing wise, I couldn’t have become an advanced consultant 

nurse. You know that’s kind of it; clinically that’s about it.  
She was now working at national level: I have to think more strategically about - political messages that we give out, about our own 

behaviour... my gutsiness, my obstreperousness (if that’s a word) and my maverick tendencies probably haven’t changed too much! This 
organisation was amalgamated with several others, and a director of nursing was appointed, who Paula admired and wanted to learn from. 
Paula started to deputise for her occasionally: So, she said, ‘Would you go and do this event for me?’ I did that for her... fed back, all that 

kinda thing, like a good girl. I went all good girlish. I went all kind of head girl, all of a sudden, did as I was told because I had my eye on 

the prize and that’s what I do - I can be a really good girl sometimes. Paula even suggested to her that a deputy director of nursing be 
appointed and she herself successfully applied for that, her current post. However, it was advertised nationally, and Paula had to undergo a 
tough interview to be appointed. She also did it openly: I’d been very open – so with the [Senior nurse] Group, …. I was very open from the 

beginning and said, ‘I’m applying for this job, okay?’ ‘If you are, fantastic, let’s support each other through.’ And I said, ‘May the best 

person get this because this is a really important job, so if you’re with me fine, erm, but if you want to do it then completely fine and I will 

support you as well.’ So, I was absolutely honest about it, and that was the best decision I ever made to do that. Nothing was covert at all 
and now I’m reaping the benefits because they’re all completely with me. This meant that I started this job knowing that I didn’t have to 
worry that anybody had shoehorned me in any way. There was none of this ‘jobs for the boys’ or nepotism. 
Once in post she took a year to feel that she was effective at that level, and that was partly as a result of feedback she was receiving: 
Luckily for me I had an amazing boss who let me do it, she let me do it, and she’s a medic. Um, and that’s the only reason really that I ever 
came into this job, because without knowing, without realising it, I had the skills to do this job. (Alison: So, when did you realise you did 
have the skills?) About four weeks ago! (Alison: laughs) Yeah! When I was in it for a year I suddenly felt ‘ah, it’s okay, I’m not going to get 
found out’. All this imposter syndrome stuff, I’m not - I don’t think I’m going to get found out now. So, I’ve been in this job now a year and 
people, the big people in this organisation are beginning to know, ‘Oh Paula, right Paula, I know Paula, oh you’re Paula.’ Then I started to 
get feedback from people who actually deliberately have given my boss feedback to give to me. (Alison: mm, yes) That’s when I started to 
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realise ‘Good God that’s taken a year’ internally. Up to that point. a few months prior to the interview: I have been flapping about, I’ve 
been making some of it up as you go along, partly because nobody has had this job before.this recognition is quite widespread: So 
job scouts get hold of me and say ‘Would you like to come work in Dubai?’ I say ‘no thanks. What a lovely thought; very happy where I am; 
off you go.’ Some other people have made contact but not that many but it’s okay, it’s up there and I do my bit and tick the box. 
Paula says that she quickly becomes bored with work: And I’d done it for eight years and if you looked at my CV I have never done a job for 
longer than two years at a time in the whole 20 odd years, no never, because I just can’t be doing with it, because I’m like, I’m like, is it a 

magpie. I just, I just go, ‘Oh that looks really good, oh can I do that now, oh that looks?’ And I don’t think about what I’m leaving be’ind, I 

could leave stuff behind, I don’t care, em, I’ll just go and do it. Although always interested in senior positions, she never thought such was 
for her: because I assumed that these jobs were pen pushing jobs that were grey suits, that were quite civil service, that you’d have to do as 

you’re told and you’d be, you’d just be kinda treading this big treadmill. And, and that‘s what I assumed this job was... I’m watching my 

colleagues and they’re in a very, very different place. They’re grey, they’ve visibly grey. I’m sorry, my life’s too short. I’ve got a four-and-a-

half-year-old. Um, no I don’t want to have my life shortened because I can’t sleep at night, because the Chief Executive is on my back. I 

don’t have a Chief Executive like that. She is happy in her present post, but worries about the possibility of her boss leaving: I said to [] the 

other day that I really feel - I said between three and five years minimum that I’d want to be here before I even thought about anything else. 

Alison: But she will be thinking about succession planning. Paula: She’s been thinking about it since the day I started the job, yeah. So, so 

yeah, so we’re talking about it. So, I suppose her job but there may not be her job in five years. 
She has no career regrets: I went back once. I said I was never going to go back. Don’t ever go back. I don’t know who says this but I say 

this. So, I went from [town A] to [town B]; [town B] to [town C]; [town C] to London and then London for years, London, London, 

London. Then I went back to [town A]; (Alison: mm) but it wasn’t a bad career choice because I went back for a reason, but actually what 

it, what it did for me was to cement why I was in London in the first place because [town A] are about 20 years behind, and I was told 

categorically by my manager that over her cold wet dead body were they ever going to have nurse consultants in [town A] (Alison: laughs) 

and I said, ‘Goodbye’ er – and I don’t think they still have, I don’t think they are still! Er, so I came back to London again, and so that 

wasn’t a bad career choice it was just a challenging one because I, I was a maverick but I couldn’t get me own way – I couldn’t get my way 

and I don’t like not getting my way. And they just weren’t listening and I, I think I was, I was ten years ahead of them. It wasn’t they were 

ten years behind everybody else, but I was ten years ahead of them thinking-wise. And I didn’t fit because nobody understood what I was 

talking about. I was talking about population in health and public health and they didn’t get it. They don’t get it. They still don’t get it. 

I left clinical nursing in 19 -, really properly in about 1996, so, and I went into health visiting. Well you know, I went to college for three 

years but then I went into health visiting in 1999. So I’ve not been in clinical nursing for a very, very long time but it’s the bedrock of who I 

am, and I... so all the skills of being a nurse – you know - and the attributes of being a nurse are through my core from top to bottom but 

what I don’t see in a nurse director...so we’re talking about acute trust’s nurse directors or community trusts or even strategic health 

authority nurse directors, commissioning is that they don’t have any freedom. I might be wrong but that’s what I saw… I was never ready 

for this before, I couldn’t.. even a year before I wouldn’t, I wouldn’t have known.’ I would have said, ‘What you talking about I’m not doing 

that crap, no I’m not doing that!’ I wouldn’t have been ready. So, it’s just, it was moon and stars, it was just that kind of nothing could have 

been planned it just plonked in my lap and I went, ‘Oh I will give it a go, I’ve got nothing to lose. I’m bored out of my tree now, I’ve been 

doing. She believes that it is important to remain grounded: my closest colleagues and friends keep saying to me, ‘Never lose yourself, never 

ever lose who you are. Be your authentic self. Be, you know, be, you have to be credible, but be yourself, don’t try and be anybody else.’ 

And I know now what they mean. I didn’t know what they meant at first, but they, I know now what they mean, and it’s absolutely right you 

have to be true to yourself but that’s possible in this organisation. That wouldn’t have been possible, I don’t think in an NHS 

organisation…. but I’m now getting to a point where - I feel more confident in speaking up, for what I think is right, and, and that I now 

know that we’re all making it up to some degree. We’re all making it up, because somebody has got to make the decision haven’t they, 

somebody’s got to take a punt, somebody’s got to take a risk at some point. 

In spite of her career success, Paula insists that she has never had a long-term plan; I fell in, you fall in-and-out, don’t you? And I think this 

is the point, in nursing you fall in and out of stuff, and it’s not good enough. She does not actively look for jobs but she does work very hard: 
I have worked my arse off (laughing) for 25 years. I really have worked my arse off. I absolutely love it though... This is not a job; this is my 

life! She now tries to avoid taking work home with her, and this has been facilitated by moving out of London. I knew I wasn’t getting 

pregnant and I lived in London and I said to my husband, ‘We’ve got to move out of London I can’t do this anymore. It’s driving me – I 

can’t, I’m so stressed out getting to and from work every day. I can’t do it.’ So we bought this little house in []… just the very fact that I was 

going on a train out in the open. Back and home. I thought, , ‘We’ve got to move out of London I can’t do this anymore. It’s driving me – I 

can’t, I’m so stressed out getting to and from work every day. I can’t do it.’ So we bought this little house out in West Byfleet, near Woking 
and just the very fact that I was going on a train, a train, out in the open. Back and home. I thought, “How nice is this, I can see the sky, 

beautiful.” I couldn’t get pregnant for a very long so my job became very more important to me. The minute I got pregnant that was it - 

finished, gone home, rest, relax and I have done it very well since. Intrinsically weirdly I’m quite a lazy person. It’s weird. When I’m not at 

work oh I can kick back fine, lovely, bring it on. I had a whole year off with him which was the best year of my life, of my life!! Ooh, I loved 

every minute of it! I absolutely loved not being at work. I never missed it for one sec (laughs). And when I came back I found it, I found that 

nurse consultant job really difficult, and I never quite settled in again… Since then actually it’s changed me, it’s changed me forever. She 
has to rely on childcare by her parents, indeed she planned that before even applying for her current post. We had a family meeting with the 

job description and everybody went, ‘Oh fuck.’ I went, ‘Oh yeah, this is a really big deal. This is a really, really bloody big deal, I have to 

know you’re with me or else I’m not going to go for the job.’ They said, ‘Right we’ll move ‘ouse.’ So, they moved down, to do childcare, 

which they do, yeah, and it’s worked out alright.  So even though I don’t know anybody else, by the way, who is in my position with a four 

and a half year old at this level, no. Everybody will say to me, ‘You’ve got what, a four and a half year old? Jesus!’ Most nurse directors 

are older or they’ve had kids younger because I’m late aren’t I 
She does not look for jobs and is not highly active online: so, I’ve got a LinkedIn profile; I’ve got bits and bobs to hand but, it’s not 

brilliant, it’s okay. It’s a way in. The only thing, the only, the only reason for LinkedIn is, is, you know, is for scouts. So, job scouts get hold 

of me and say ‘Would you like to come work in Dubai?’ I say ‘no thanks. What a lovely thought; very happy where I am; off you go.’ Some 

other people have made contact but not that many but it’s okay, it’s up there and I do my bit and tick the box. She monitors NHS jobs but: 
This is actually, you know, me making sure that we are recruiting properly and we haven’t got any grievances further down the line because 

blah, blah and blah, you know. So that’s why I look at them, but I don’t have any, I don’t have any alerts coming through for directors of 

nursing anymore. Instead: I’ve never, ever set up an alert with anything ever in my life. I fall in and out of jobs. Mm, oh God, I think I’ve 

just been extremely lucky. (Alison: I don’t believe in luck.) Well (sighs) erm, right place, right time. I don’t actually know, unconscious, 

subconscious whichever it is. Unless I’ve got my id you know, my id and superid, whatever it is, something else is controlling me that I’ve no 

idea what’s going on, I don’t know, you know, phew! 
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She occasionally ponders her retirement: I’m 45, right; potentially I could retire at 55 ‘cos I’m on that pre-1995 and I’m going to keep that 

bugger as long as I can! But to have the option. So part of me just thinks, ‘Oh I can’t go in ten years, are you joking? That’s really weird.’ I 

feel like a ten-year-old. I feel 20 still but my other part of my brain goes, ‘Well, um, my husband’s South African; we have family who live in 

Cape Town, and I want to be in Cape Town thanks very much.- but in really weird way, in a kind of ethereal way really because I can’t 

imagine ever not working - I can’t imagine being any older than I am! so I mean partly, we dream, me and [] dream every now and again 

about oh, wouldn’t it be brilliant if we could retire but then I immediately think about all the NGO stuff I could do in South Africa. (Alison: 

So it’s not going to be a retirement?) No because I would go and do NGO work because the amount of stuff that can be done in South Africa 

is huge, so it would just be changing places. I might retire from a job but then I’d have freedom. Aw, I can’t wait it would be amazing. So, 

er, I’ve already got potential, potential things I can do. 

 

Name Year of registration Current post Gender Age 
Pitchie N 2001 Charge nurse Male 40s 

Pitchie was born in Cameroon. His mother was a nurse and he saw what she did, even helping occasionally, and admired her work. He 
considered studying medicine, but getting to education - your orientation became something different which actually didn’t lead you to that 

pathway so he studied law for two years, but then needed to look for work due to the family’s changed financial circumstances. He obtained 
a job in as a clerk in a civil engineering company. He felt his career was going quite well, and he took further qualifications in stock control. 
However, he became aware that all his friends were moving away: I was even the last person in my batch of friends from school because it 

was like: ’oh no he travelled, he’s not here’. Someone else has travelled. You end up making new friends again, all your mates are gone... 

All my people, they’ve gone and I came here and met so many people that I didn’t even know! So, he moved to the UK and studied business 
during the day, whilst working in a supermarket at night to fund it. 
However, a friend was concerned about how hard he was working, and advised him to undertake nurse training; Pitchie believed that his 
immigration status would not allow that but, to his delight, found that he was allowed and that he already had the required academic 
qualifications, and he applied successfully to several universities to do adult and also mental health nursing, but chose the adult branch 
because he considered himself a very handy man, I like practical things. Initially he was unsure about it, but now he believes that he was led 
to do nursing: I just said maybe that’s the way God directed me to go but I was not seeing it, until that is, you have to stumble across all this, 

until you find the right path. He had to apply for his visa to change his training: I just sent it to the Home Office. I think that was quickest 

visa and passport I ever had, (Alison: laughs) it came so quickly! Pitchie still takes a pride in using his business acumen: the stock control 
on the ward where he is charge nurse is excellent and he finds that his law background helps with ethics decisions. His only regret is that he 
did not enter nursing earlier, and possibly would have climbed higher in his career. In spite of all this he still sometimes wishes he had 
studied medicine. it’s a career which is so rewarding and so satisfactory and you’re actually helping other people to gain back their life. 

And. It’s so, so amazing actually, it’s not something which erm, you work () and guess work, that’s the way it works, it’ll work fine, that’s it, 

I don’t care.  When you’re dealing with people which all need a life like you so you,  
As a student nurse he enjoyed a short elective placement on an orthopaedic ward: I realised that: orthopaedics was a straightforward thing! 

(Alison: laughs). It’s a specialty where a bone is a bone, there’s no guess-work in there. You have a fracture, it’s a fracture and you can see 

where the fracture is, there is no guess work. If you have to nail it, you nail it. If the person has to walk, he has to walk, if he can’t walk you 

say he can’t walk. If they have to chop off your leg, they’ll tell you they have to chop of your leg because they see the damage. But when I 

look at medical, someone comes in and complains of stomach pain, I don’t know how many things are inside your stomach. (Alison: 

laughs). How do you figure out which one is what? Is it gastritis, is it a stomach ulcer, is it um, um - a rotted bowel?  Is it appendicitis? You 

find a lot of guess work there and a lot of investigation why we think the patient is deteriorating. But I get it on the ward, this one I just have 

to nail it and I nail it and off you go, you see: two crutches, you’re out of the door, very realistic.it was a straightforward thing! It’s a 

specialty where a bone is a bone, there’s no guess work in there. You have a fracture, it’s a fracture and you can see where the fracture is, 

there is no guess work! His second choice would have been a cardiac ward but I’ve always had a problem reading ECG! (laughing) I might 

learn at some point, but it was always one day you can get it, next day; forget it (Alison: I know, terrible, isn’t it!)  it and that’s dropping 

again and too much up and down. It was good. He is now settled it’s realistic and it made me happy. I had job satisfaction with the 

orthopaedics. I stopped here and said I’m not going anywhere, I’ll work here and that’s it! 

He finds his work satisfying work: Thanks from the patient. He’ll tell you, ‘Thank you, nurse, I never knew I was going to walk but I’m 

walking’! So, I’m helping people, you’re seeing a result, you are seeing the results and the people are really happy. Their lifestyles change, 

people, they’re back again to their independence. So!  
He feels the pay is adequate: You know pay is something people are never satisfied with, however much money they give you - So, it’s 

something which I say, I leave to the specialists. Probably realise that our job, what they pay you, it’s, it’s commensurate with the job that 

you do. But being a human being, I would’ve said probably maybe they would have valued that work more and see if they could do 

something much better than what you actually receive at the moment. (Alison: mm). Yeah, because you can, imagine you, you say you work 

– what – about fifteen years I’m working here, physically it’s like you’re still in the same place, just stagnant, which I must say, is not really 

enough… It’s ok.  
Asked about career decisions, he discussed professional decisions associated with work. He has never had career advice. And yet, he is 
beginning to become dissatisfied and would now like to chat matters over: but you always try to look forward, what do you think next, I can 

do. (Alison: I was going to ask you about that) I can do a managing role, more advanced, or you know, like at one point I was saying I 

might want to, um, take on the MSc programme, MSc programme but what should I do? So you probably need somebody to advise, discuss, 

might talk about it at some point. Again, I say if I take that now, where does that take, lead me to? (Alison: yeah), so those are things which 

are in process. Where am I aiming to? Become one trust manager somewhere, very high up there? ... You want to take more challenging 

roles as you go along… I do think about the future, not being stuck in one place... Probably at some point I might get fed up with this and 

say I’ve managed so much, the same thing has become a routine (Alison: mm). Decisions that I make now I don’t really () to make because 

it’s some things I’ve been doing for years, (Alison: yes) managing the ward, running, doing this, how TCIs come in, how do I manage my 

beds, who goes out, who goes in, should this be cancelled because I cannot have a bed anticipating that tomorrow that this does not work, 

this works, (Alison: yes) then I liaise with whoever is involved. 
He does not look on NHS jobs, and does not have professional online presence, of LinkedIn he says that link I was even trying to do, 

thinking I might have a go because I’ve got requests... but do I have time actually to sit down to prepare all these things and really put all 

those information in? He and his work-friends ponder their retirement, but only in an abstract way You see at some point one has to start 

preparing to retire, what are the things I have to do? You know, I keep thinking.  Sometimes we talk here, ‘You don’t expect me to be 

running here at some point?  Would I be using a Zimmer frame to run to catch up with a patient who is using the call bell?!’ 
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Name Year of registration Current post Gender Age 
Rosie N 2008 Research nurse, commercial sector female 40s 

Rosie was born in Africa, and went to university there. Six months after graduating with a degree in sociology she moved to the UK with 
her fiancé in order to have a short experience of another country. There was an absence of career advice, so she took whatever work she 
could, a job in retail. She then started her family and found the hours difficult to manage. Meanwhile she found herself building a life here, 
and drifting away from her African roots; when she visited home, everything had changed. Therefore, she knew that she was staying in the 
UK, so after three years with the health visitors I knew I had to leave, ‘twas time to develop yourself, that’s when the IT boom came, well I 

thought I’d do something IT related so I enrolled to do software engineering at master’s level. But it was a bad choice and I identified that 

very quickly, within the month... it wasn’t my skill set and it needed much more time and commitment. thinking I could learn sort of like 

programming quite quickly. But I think also it was a bad decision without any guidance just following the boom (laughs). (Alison: Yes) Yes 

so I dropped out quite quickly within a month I dropped out. She bought national newspapers to job search, and got one as an IT analyst, 

but found it dull. She did this for three years, returned to Africa for three years, then came back to the UK: you always come back and look 

for work, you think: what am I, who am I, what am I looking for? What job am I gonna do? So, I didn’t like not having any profession, any 

career, any - just nothing to come back to, nothing to build on to and she became convinced that she wanted to nurse. She had left her 
husband and children in Africa; she planned for them to attend British schools, and by the time they were old enough for this she had almost 
finished her two year post graduate nursing programme. so  Umm - I had worked as, I had worked previously as a support worker for nurses 

and health visitors. Umm - I began to know a lot more about their role and I felt it was, er, quite a responsible role that was recognised and 

had quite a good contribution to society and also quite respectable; I worked with health visitors (Alison: Yeah) so what they did was very, 

very – umm - worthy and worthwhile protecting children, and I felt I had the skills to do it. But I still wanted to develop my experience and 

skills, I went into nursing, I love medicine, loved it, loved learning about things, love developing my experience and competence and 

knowledge, and I knew I could, that was my character, I like to care for people and make a difference to their day 
Because I always wanted to be a nurse and nursing to me is really caring for people that are ill. (Alison: mm) (laughs) That’s my definition 

of, of a nurse. And that’s what I wanted to do. She thought perhaps she would be like her mother who planned immunisation programmes, 
so her work influenced my views that she did quite good work within, within her field, so I did like that sort like community, she influenced 

me - so I knew eventually I’d like to specialise in some community work. Rosie always knew that her career would not be ward-based, a 
belief re-enforced by some unhappy ward placements as a student: I did feel that, in comparison to my colleagues, my, you know, the rest of 

my class, I had a pretty hard journey in difficult wards, that’s what I felt… There was thinking about, in the community, district nursing, just 

something within the community. Alison: Yeah, Rosie: Yeah absolutely. So, when I had the opportunity in, as a student, to do the, the umm, 

the community work I did it in [] Alison: mm hmm Rosie: and, I thought was an absolutely great trust, and I would have loved to have 

worked for them, but err, when I, when I got work it was with the trust that I actually did the your original placement which was err [] 
However, she took a post on one of her wards that she had hated as a student: I got offered a job with the, my very first placement, the one I 

had the worst experience. Alison: Right. And you took it, you went? Rosie: I took it, because I was advised to - Alison: (laughs) Rosie: 

because the clinical nurse educators said ‘just get a job, 6 months experience, you can move on’ ... was their advice they gave me... I stayed 

a year! (laughs) I stayed a year! In terms of the nursing skills and practise and experience that it gives you, it’s amazing [but it was] 
probably one of the worst, my worst experiences. Although she enjoyed the specialism, she found the work-load overwhelming. It’s just the 

workload, the work shifts; they do this 12-hour shifts – very, very heavy ward, I think it’s like slave labour; I think management know that, 

they don’t do anything about it, they don’t listen to staff. And they just accept it. I did it for a year partly because it’s very difficult to find 

work when you’re in a job that just takes everything out of you... I did it for a year partly because it’s very difficult to find work when you’re 

in a job that just takes everything out of you. Alison: mm Rosie: Completely! I can’t, I couldn’t even walk from the station home, I could beg 

my husband ‘please pick me up’ (laughs) yeah. Alison: Yeah, you were that tired. Rosie: That exhausted. (Alison: And so you, you couldn’t, 

you couldn’t be going on NHS jobs or anything like that) Yeah Never! (laughs) Absolutely, and I think lots of the people that stay there, it’s 

because of that! But the variations between some wards and why they... have that opportunity to work in such flexible ways, as opposed to 

others, I don’t understand it, within the same trust! It just doesn’t make sense, and everybody knows ... In the NHS no-body is friendly; not 

because they’re not friendly in nature, but they’re so under pressure not to help you, no-body helps you or trains you, looks after you, 

there’s absolutely nothing. You’re just thrown in - survive. I just was determined to just look for work and when I looked for it, I found 3 

jobs at once. And, my ideal job was a community work, but unfortunately when I went for interview I was so exhausted and I thought that 

the commute to there would be too far... when I got it I turned it down for a research job that was quite near home, it was probably just 15 

minutes from home by car - I didn’t really want to go into research. It was, I knew about it, but I still wanted to develop my experience and 

skills, I went into nursing, I love medicine, loved it, loved learning about things, love developing my experience and competence and 

knowledge, and I knew I could, that was my character, I like to care for people and make a difference to their day. Alison: So why did you 

go into research job? Rosie: Because I was exhausted and just needed an escape! (Alison: laughs) I needed something easy. Something to 

look after me.  Just - As she seemed to expect the work itself did not interest her: so, you’re dealing with healthy volunteers. I even hated it 

more because they were just all healthy (laughs)! We were just doing procedures - It’s not really research in terms of developing anything 

in knowledge, in research. But there were definite advantages to the role I did stay a long time partly because it’s quite a unique place in 

terms of it’s a really nice company to work for -I’ve never experienced a job, where you walk out, you can go to the changing room and 

change 5 minutes before 4, 4 o’clock you’re walking out the door! At the NHS the standard was I give the NHS an hour, at least an hour of 

my time on every shift, without any recognition - no recognition at all! 
In her research post she found a high level of support: The training was wonderful there; you were trained for 4 weeks! You need to the law, 

the CGP (Good clinical practice; an international ethical and scientific quality standard for the design, conduct and record of research 

involving humans).... small things - the training was so comprehensive. This contrasted with the NHS: it shouldn’t be like that, but I was 

signed off my drugs in one night. How did it make me feel in terms of security? Every day on the train I’m reading my BNF. Because I didn’t 

feel I should have been signed off.  She could have progressed into nurse management: That wasn’t, that’s not where I see myself, and look 

after Human, you know personnel, look at people’s training… That’s not sort of like me. And to look at disputes and people’s satisfaction... I 

guess I could do it, but that’s not at the stage I was at - I like to be stuck in it. So I didn’t want t go more office based and just – manage. 
The lack of ownership of the research further frustrated her: [I left] partly because you reach a ceiling as well, in terms of, as I say, it’s 

clinical trials, it’s not something that you can truly continue to develop She was escorting a patient for a scan at another research company, I 
came quite, quite often into [] because some studies involved PET scanning. So um, I just came, came here, bringing my volunteer. My 

volunteer would go into the scanner, I would just, you know, hang about, wait for them to have the scan and, talk to the staff. (Alison: 

laughs) I came a few times, and then [], one of the nurses said ‘There’s a Job here! Apply, apply!’ I wasn’t keen at that particular - you 

know you go through phases - I think looking for jobs it all depends on how happy you are in a particular time and point. At that time I was, 

I was quite happy, but... the job came and ‘Ok, I will just apply because he said apply’. So, I applied - Sometimes you’re keen to get out, but 
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at that particular point, I was quite happy at []. Quite, quite happy; suited everything. Alison: (laughs) Rosie: in terms of my own personal 

life. Wasn’t ready to leave, ‘cos at, (name of previous employer withheld) you fluctuate, sometimes you’re happy, sometimes you’re 

unhappy, and - Alison: Right. Rosie: I think looking for jobs it all depends on how happy you are in a particular time and point. At that time 

I was, I was quite happy, but... the job came and ‘Ok, I will just apply because he said apply’. So I applied. The interview was tough and the 

other people who also applied were bank workers within this company, so I didn’t feel I had a chance. Alison: Yeah. Rosie: I didn’t feel I 

had a chance. So I didn’t give it much importance in my mind if I didn’t get it, ‘cos there were already people they knew who knew more 

about the workings of this place, but the manager there had suggested some of the questions that were likely to come up. Rosie: She, she, 

she gave me just a hint just to think of examples, because their interview is very example based (Alison: right) And that’s very, very difficult, 

very, very difficult… Give us an example where you find it, where you found challenges and contradictions and things, of, and what you 

did… But I found it very difficult and it was quite traumatising, traumatising interview in the sense that, if you had to ask a person all these 

examples and their career, and life, to give an example of a certain situation scenario where they demonstrated this ABC. It’s quite difficult, 

and I found it quite, quite traumatic and I had a really, of the night I couldn’t sleep (laughs) thinking about it. And how you came across in 

quite a difficult -. The key attractions were that this post offered was that it was convenient for home and she worked office hours, rather 
than shift working. This meant that, although the pay was better, she actually earned a similar amount because she lost her unsocial hours 
pay. Also, she missed the vibrancy of working for a big company. 
Rosie now feels rather stuck in her work, she is not learning much, and there are few prospects for promotion, but the work-life balance suits 
her: I sort of like got the conditions in terms of the work life balance (Alison: Yes) that I, I, I need in terms of family life, and, time for your 

children and family. I’m happy with that here, but in terms of the work I feel like here I, I’m reaching the ceiling (Alison: yeah), in terms of 

the work and the challenge and you know, the learning, the learning curve. So I’m not sure - But I’m still sad that I haven’t gone into sort of 

like the career path where I’d develop myself, clinically into some sort of niche area where I have expertise, and maybe I could do some 

research, and maybe do my masters – ‘cos I don’t want to do my master for masters sake. I want to do my masters in something I’m 

interested and passionate about, and really want to research. So I haven’t found it yet… Ok I’m going on in age, do I accept that? (short 

pause) Shouldn’t really. (laughs)... I don’t have that extra feeling that - that I’m still learning, I’m still challenged. She is aware that she has 
priorities other than her own career: my daughter, firstborn was quite a high achiever and she’s not a high achiever because she just has it 

naturally, because she works hard, and she asks for help... So lots of time I’m doing essays, researching... And coming up to the, even, even 

the GCSE’s she was the 10 A*’s child, but I did lots of input... And A levels, the same. Going into, you know, applying in the medicine 

process, it’s a very challenging time. We had to do lots of preparation in terms of all the extra things you have to do, and - so, helped her 

with a lot of that. Thankfully now she’s in medicine and she’s gone! (laughs) And it’s now - time for me… I’d like to travel maybe 

experience, somewhere else, partly because I’m also bored of, life (laughs). There’s nothing that offers, there’s none much to offer it, 

doesn’t offer anything, so maybe learn about another country, another culture, another system... I could travel. So I’m toying with that idea 

as well, maybe, we can take it as an opportunity maybe we can go 2 years in Australia, my husband is also a nurse, in fact he’s just 

qualified as a mental health nurse… So it’s, it’s, it’s I’m looking at other places that I know it’s going to be much more difficult - I don’t 

know yet. I’m looking - I might find something - Alison: Yeah. Rosie: I might find something, I’m positive. Yeah… I’m positive, I’m positive I 

think I might find some - It’s just that with, with age as well comes the psychology that you know, things, life is passing you by, are you that 

skilled, cos there’s so much competition in young people that’s so good and [] and you think, you think that’s your ceiling as an older 

person… once met a patient who says ‘after 40’s done you’re all the way’ (laughs)… and err I didn’t believe her then, but I’m tending to 

believe her now because I’m also seeing the, how things are cropping up. But I don’t think any severe that can affect me although... I don’t 

think so yet. I’d like to think not, but obviously, there’s certain things sometimes that start affecting your, your, your cognitive, what you 

think is your cognitive ability, maybe it’s just confidence as well, I don’t know. (Alison: Yeah) But as the moment I’d like to say no to that. 

(laughs) 

In the long-term she does have a plan: When I don’t have the responsibility and, well, the responsibility and err, of, of, of children and 

families, I would like to do more charity work and more in, in developing countries. (Alison: Oh!) Cos I’m originally from developing 

country.( Alison: Indeed!) So I would like to do that. Alison: Yes. Rosie: I’d like to, to go back to a situation where I’m really looking after 

people who sort of like my services will be quite essential. (Alison: Yeah, yes) And would make a real difference. I’d still like to do that. That 

was my original plan when I started off (laughs). (Alison: Oh was that your plan when you went into nursing? To go back?) It was my plan 

even, I think, as, as, as a person at school. I always wanted to do something for really grass roots level, even whether it wasn’t healthcare, it 

was community development, agriculture... you know, environment. I always wanted to work with people who, in, you know. Who I could 

make a difference to – (Alison: Yeah) in the country where it’s sort of like valued your services. I thought, that is my sort of my ideal work. 

(Alison: Yes. Do you think you will?) I think so -I’d still like to do that. Yeah that would be absolutely amazing! 
 

 

Name Year of registration Current post Age 
Tanya N 2005 Lead nurse, quality assurance and compliance 40s 

Tanya grew up in Africa, and often had to care for her mother who had chronic ill health, which put her off a career in health, preferring first 
teaching and then business studies. As a girl growing up in war-torn Rhodesia / Zimbabwe, she was not encouraged to study, married young, 
and started to work in academic administration. She had no career advice, but was inspired by seeing others study, and decided to undertake 
a secretarial course, funding it herself by taking additional work as a courier. Her career was going well when, tragically, her daughter was 
killed in a road traffic accident and the following year her brother died suddenly. In her grief she looked for somewhere different to go; she 
was proud of her school qualifications, which were British, and her secretarial course was taught by two British women whom she 
respected. Her current employer was also British he said to me, ‘you know what, girls like you, they do very well in England, go there on 

holiday. You can make something useful of your life’ but I didn’t know what he meant! However, she decided to come to the UK for a 
holiday, leaving her husband and children in Africa. She had enough money for six months and initially did not like London: I just didn’t 

like it. (Alison I am not surprised!) I didn’t like it (Alison: no) because it was like - I just felt - everything not - it was dark, and I used to 

watch people and I always used to see people are sad. She did, however, admired the business culture she saw about her. But then, what 

happened was somehow in the process, I met these um, Zimbabweans, who were - he was going to open an employment agency in London. 

And then he said ‘oh, he needed help to start up, so just typing documents’ (Alison: yeah, yeah) and I said to them ‘oh well, I can do that’. I 

was just doing that; they were paying me and suddenly - I stayed for two months and communicating with my husband and said ‘just to see’ 

and now I’m talking to people.  
However, whilst in the UK, she realised that her home was becoming unsafe due to violence, and many of the potential employers were 
closing. She needed to find work to extend her visa, so she worked as a clerk and a nursing assistant, which was relatively well-paid. She 
was finding that she had a gift for working with people that others found difficult, and thought that she could help families who were 
bereaved, and also possibly find healing for herself. She met some compatriots who were applying to study nursing, and they encouraged 
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her to do likewise, which would have allowed her to stay in the UK, and also bring her family here to safety. She says now that she was 
ignorant about health and the NHS, yet she enjoyed her training and found the university supportive. She now regrets not continuing on to 
obtain a BSc or MSc, but feels that, at the time, she did not have a long-term plan, but she stayed in the NHS for security. So I, I did stay in 

NHS, erm, mostly for security, (Alison: yes) that’s the main thing why I stayed on because of security.  
Once qualified she got a post in the Emergency Department where, as she has hoped, she was able to help bereaved families, because I just 

wanted that direct care to people who are having tragedy just like me, so that’s the point when I accepted to say ‘I can now relate to people 

who are going through what I went through’. So that’s how I got the healing for my daughter, that’s the time I stopped talking about it, 

because I never used to stop talking about it. I could explain to you the death as if it happened yesterday (Alison: I’m sure) yes, but working 

in Accident and Emergency, it was just like ‘here I am, this is the place’. When I come across people coming in after, you know, road 

accidents, trauma, anything, I can relate to them so it helped, it helped, it worked.  
After a while, Tanya got bored and saw a band 6 post managing a team of temporary nurses, which appealed because it was business and it 
was quite a high-profile job; so I can work with anybody... and I got the job because nobody was applying for it!  Whist she was there she 
felt that she was working at a skill level higher than band 6, because her colleagues were senior to her. After about 18 months, funding for 
this post ceased, but a similar one became available in another hospital: the director of nursing at that time was a fantastic lady and she 

really liked me. That was a window of opportunity for me, I should’ve just grabbed it, her mentoring around for me to do whatever I wanted 

but somehow, I think I was slow because I was busy focusing, you know, with work instead of me, you know, developing in other areas. The 
offer was withdrawn due to the costs of the project but one of the managers then approached me... ‘do you mind applying for this job?’ I 

said I don’t want to because I don’t like wards!... She said ‘how come?’ I said ‘it’s boring; I find it boring for me’! But then I think that time 

it was - because I’d been in A&E and I’d got this team of nurses who didn’t work in one specific area, it was all over So it gives me time to 

really just plan my way out. This was a post as ward sister on a gynaecology ward, and she applied because of the personal recommendation 
and: it gives me time to really just plan my way out and there was a lot of work and investigations happening there, a lot of things that I 

learned, you know, that can happen.  
She liked the variety of the work, which involved caring for day cases as well as ward work. This gave her ideas about improving efficiency 
and she would have liked to have studied that for her MSc dissertation. She was concerned about unethical and inefficient practices. I felt it 

wasn’t supported and the promises that were made were never fulfilled – training, erm, courses, it was difficult to get a course approved. 

Things came to a head when an allegation was made against her, a nurse and a patient what happened was they just plotted something with 

her patient. They told the patient what to say about me, so a lie was created. She believes that the nurse was a known trouble-maker who 
had not been effectively managed in the past: so what happens is managers have left because of the nurse but. As well as being malicious, it 
badly managed Some people have got a passion to love but with her, in summary, she’s got a passion to hurt which is very sad, very sad. 
They told the patient what to say about me, so a lie was created and that lie, instead of it being managed properly, it was mismanaged 

(Alison: mm).  Every corner, the wrong thing got to be believed, and it got to be believed to the extent that what I thought was a joke tended 

to be a nightmare. It costed me a lot (Alison: mm), it costed me a lot, meaning my mental status, my well-being, my chi... everything, 

because it got to the point where, er I didn’t even know what it was all about. Because one day I turned up, after the incident, it was just like 

now saying a patient has complained that I didn’t want her on the ward, that’s what the patient was saying. But what I didn’t know was this 

was a well-framed plotted thing. It only came out to surface three years down the line. (Alison: gosh) Investigation upon investigations, I 

went through a disciplinary process, I went through a nightmare, until it was so bad that, um, you start to have dark thoughts in your mind, 

because you’re thinking, why is this happening? Well, it didn’t make sense. Why? What was happening? Yeah. It was a nightmare, Alison! 

Then I had a breakdown, so I collapsed, I lost my hair.  I never used to wear this. (Alison: Is that a wig?) It’s a wig, I never used to wear a 

wig. I lost all my - It’s like my hair just fell: At that time, I was being told they didn’t want me to touch any patient because I’d caused harm 

to a patient and I’m thinking ‘what did I do to her, I don’t even know this lady; I didn’t look after her’. The only contact with me and the 

patient was when I’m called by the doctors to say this patient is complaining and I’m going there as a unit manager to speak to a patient, 

and then (long pause) It costed me a lot (Alison: mm), it costed me a lot, meaning my mental status, my well-being, my chi - everything, 

because it got to the point where, er I didn’t even know what it was all about - Investigation upon investigations, I went through a 

disciplinary process, I went through a nightmare, until it was so bad that, um, you start to have dark thoughts in your mind, because you’re 

thinking, why is this happening? Well, it didn’t make sense. The investigation was done and they pulled a big report like this. When I read 

the investigation document, I wept, I cried, I was hurt. What hurt me was that staff were lying through their teeth. People I had supported, 

you know, you carry people to support, they were giving statements like, um, I don’t like Muslims, I don’t like, erm, black people, I’m a 

coconut
2
. It took a year to have a disciplinary meeting and another two years for Tanya to be cleared: the HR lady was sitting in that 

disciplinary, came to me later and apologised. She said ‘every time I saw you after that disciplinary meeting, I’ve never felt so wrong 

because I could see an innocent person just being torn into pieces… And then she said to me ‘but the truth is that day, all the 

documentation, they wanted to dismiss me’. Alison: But why? Tanya: That was the question, why! Up to today I don’t know Alison. She 
mentioned in passing that she believed this was racially motivated, but also says that this is the only time she feels she has been the victim of 
racial discrimination. She tried a support group for BME women but: I said but I didn’t like it because she - the approach was not for me. 
After that she had several months off sick with depression and fibromyalgia. On her return, despite some individuals being supportive, she 
did not feel safe to work clinically, ward because if people can lie, what more will they do if I go back? She considered studying to be a 
health visitor, but felt that she was not yet emotionally ready for it: So, it was quite a time where I would, rise up, one moment you can see 

I’m happy but another moment you can see I’m low. Instead she worked in compliance. This is 2 years after the closure of the allegation and 
was followed by the consultation, during which some nurses were made redundant. Indeed, it was suggested that she should be down-
banded because she was working in women’s health yet did not have a midwifery qualification. She feels that she was not made redundant 
partly because she was protected by a few senior nurses, some of whom seemed to feel bad about the allegation. One such worked in 
governance. She worked for there a while, preparing for the mergers following the consultation. From there she moved to a branch of 
governance dealing with, ironically, complaints. He’s the one who’d been given the dirty job to investigate me and he felt so bad, every time 

he sees me. He said to me, ‘What do you want to do?’ I said ‘I don’t know but I wouldn’t mind managing complaints for you’. He just said, 

‘Are you mad?’ I said ‘no, I’m not, I just want to manage the complaints, if there is anything for - you know - ‘cos otherwise I don’t really 

feel confident to go to the ward, it’s too early for me. She likes this work, which is interesting, complex, and detailed; she works 

(

2 Coconut: a derogative term describing someone who is of black skin but, allegedly, demonstrates the behaviour and attitudes of a white 

person 
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autonomously alongside senior managers. She enjoys the challenge of gaining people’s trust and getting to the bottom of what actually 
happened.  
Tanya has pondered suing the employer about the allegation: Some people they will feel happier with money. Maybe I’m one of those 

strange people whereby that money would look like dirty money to me.  It’s like something that I don’t know, that might continue to attract 

bad things in my life. I know people complain, ‘Oh, you know what, I’m not getting enough’ I think sometimes it’s about what you do with it, 

isn’t it? And I feel contented with what I’m paid, the reason being.... I am in a position where I see myself blessed. I have what - I’m living 

on it comfortably, (Alison: yes) I’m contented. I didn’t stretch myself to be what I’m not. I plan my life with what I have. If I have to make 

extra, there’s always room for hustling (Alison: chuckles), there’s always room for business because with that business mindset, I do 

catering. I don’t know. So, I just said ‘you know I wanted answers’. She is motivated by her religious beliefs. And every day… I actually 

read the book of Proverbs so it’s the wisdom I gain… That’s the one thing I desire, more wisdom would help. She supplements her income 
by catering for functions, because she loves cooking. She feels that, since coming to London, she spends money unnecessarily, and would 
like to stop this. She believes that she has skills that valuable in Africa, and would like to return there to work, unpaid, after her retirement. 
She is endlessly interested in learning: Because as a nurse, when I was a nurse, I would always say today I want to learn something from a 

patient I look after, every single one of them, the difficult ones, the quiet ones, the boring ones, the talkative ones, I have to learn something. 

But I think it’s um, we don’t give ourselves time to reflect on those things. She is still pondering studying for her MSc: I was trying to 

identify courses in governance. There’s a course, that’s mentioned there ‘Understanding governance’ or something but it never had a date 

on it, I don’t know if that course has ever run. There was a course at, erm, [] University and the time I wanted to do it they said no, they’re 

not doing it so I’ve been told there is a governance module as part of the MSc. But I’m not sure which, which MSc the module comes in. So, 

I would love to do, to really expand in governance, just to be a governance person because I feel that with governance you, you have such 

an important role. Because some of the things you identify, the managers on the ward might not have time to look at them and think about 

them. The consultants themselves, some of the things that are reported they would not have known about them, that junior staff did. So I 

really want, my focus at the moment, I really want to work on my courses in governance, and just to be actively involved in governance. 

She thinks her future is likely to be in governance, and she is not currently job-hunting. She reads job adverts in the nursing press and 
checks the NHSjobs website and watches her senior colleagues, to see how managers work: because I work with the band 8a and 8b and 

these managers that are interacting they are quite senior managers. So, my first process now, I always say, ‘you know what? I’m not going 

to be thinking like a band 7’! I have to learn, if they say things I will have to learn so in a way. You know, when I did my nursing, I actually 

did a five-year plan. (Alison: chuckles) I did a five-year plan and one of the things I put down was by the time I get ten years in NHS; I want 

to be a director but then I didn’t know a director of what!  NHS is massive! So, I used to think ‘OK director of what?’ I used to have this 

lady boss and I was a band 6 but I was being managed by the Director of Operations, who was managing band 8 but I’m being directly 

managed by her. I had a budget of £2 million plus in band 6. So, I used to question ‘band 6, why am I this level’ and I used to go to the 

Operations Director report meetings so I’d email her and say, ‘Am I supposed to be coming for these meetings?’ and she’d just say, ‘I want 

to see you in that meeting,’ so I would just turn up, and I did learn a lot. It appears that the allegation finished such ambitions: So, before 

this - er what I explained to you what I went through - I used to operate with targets, this time I want to be doing this. She is an avid reader: 
People love – maybe - other things; clothing, for me it’s the books, there’s something about books.  Stephen Covey’s book, ‘The 7 Habits of 

the Most Effective People,’ I got a copy in 2000 even when I was doing my training; I used to read that book all the time...  sometimes I 

might feel quite low. I have to be honest, after the experience [of disciplinary action] I tend to be quite depressed at times, days where I just 

feel low. So, in my library, I just go and open a book so I can read something and it will cheer me up.  
She remains aware of her job security: like let’s say – God forbid, I don’t what the career goes – let’s say there’ll be another consultation, 

they say they don’t want this role, I can easily just go back to clinical, you know, or something else. But one thing I’ve learned is you need 

to be connected, you need connection to people because whatever I’m interested in, you might even know who needs somebody but 

sometimes I think in isolation, you are on your own. You don’t know what is happening and when you are affected by these situations, it 

does hit you very hard. There’s a lot to learn, yeah, there’s a lot to learn! 
She is beginning to plan her finances for retirement, and also to think about saving for her children’s futures now it’s about being satisfied, 

it’s about making a difference with what I do, and then also investing, living, inheritance for my kids. So, I’m working on that one because 

the plan I’ve got in my head it is quite crazy. Because I read that there’s a point whereby your investment should be three quarters of your 

salary (Alison: gosh) you know three quarters of what you earn should be your investment because if you calculate that in ten years’ time, 

it’s a lot of money. Because it would, the discipline to do it, if I manage to save three quarters of my earnings in a year, then it’s easy.  The 

difficult part is the first year… I said immediately I turn 47, I’m going to do that.  By the time I’m 57, even if it means to pay off the house. 
She feels that much money is spent unnecessarily, and tries to avoid this. When I retire, I’m not going to be a sitting at home person, not me. 

(Alison; no I had a feeling that is what you were going to say!) Not me! Because I do have, sometime I think, not even I think, I believe I will 

do it as long as I focus and I put my thoughts into it, I’ll do it… I still want to do, there’s some projects I do want to get involved in, erm, 

back home. One of the things I have always felt, you know, feeding children, at a specific age and at the moment I don’t really know how 

I’m going to do that. Because a lot of people have studied charities back home and there’s some charities that start and don’t go anywhere 

and I don’t want to do that. I want something that will stay. I want something that will stay. So I still do, now and again, think and be 

involved if there are functions with people, I do go and see and be part of it but I would love to be involved in the health of a woman, part of 

having women in gynae because in the African culture there are still a lot of beliefs where people use potentially dangerous products for 

their well-being. 

 

Name Year of registration Current post Age 
Trudy X 1989 Social worker 40s 

Trudy was unhappy as a nurse and agreed to take part in the research but declined to be interviewed: I don't feel I want to revisit over 30 

years ago. 

Trudy never wanted to be a nurse, but when she left school at 18 she was too young to commence training in social work, so instead of 

waiting, I started my nurse training and undertook a diploma in nursing, and then trained as a midwife. She moved to work in the 
community, which she much preferred. She identified that her patients with leg ulcers were not benefitting from modern treatments, and so 
introduced new methods, and went on to train other nurses and also General Practitioners in these methods.  
Her husband’s employer was moving out of London, so she and her husband moved with them. She obtained a post, working part time and 
in a lower band, but however, when the grading system came into being it made a huge difference to how I was able to practice e.g. 
When I worked in [] I was pivotal in introducing a new treatment for leg ulcer management and trained over 20 nurses in using a Doppler 

to improve assessments. I also arranged training sessions for local GPs. When I moved to [] I worked part time on a lower grade and even 

thought I had the experience I was not permitted to assess patients, support with leg ulcer management. This increased my frustration 

towards nursing. 
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Nevertheless: throughout my time working as a nurse, the desire to be a social worker remained. At the age of 38 it was make-or-break; 

nursing was changing. In order to progress further I would need to complete a nursing degree. I made the decision to train as a s/w and 

qualified at the age of 40. I have never looked back. She does not regret her time as a nurse, but she also feels that she would not enter 
nursing now. 
Had I not retrained I think I would have given up nursing. I, like many of my generation, look back at the ‘good old days’ of nursing when 

nurses nursed and cared for patients. I have been chatting with nurse friends and the majority say they would not now go into nursing today 

because of the changes. We are all of similar ages and often say ' we wish we could go back to the good old days of nursing'. 

She worked as a medical social worker, based in a hospital: I loved being a hospital social worker; I hated working as a nurse in hospital! 
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Raw data from Survey Monkey 
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Early career decisions 

(

Table 3.1 Entering nursing 
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Nurses Managers educators

People enter nursing with long term career plans

Strongly agree agree neither agree nor disagree disagree strongly disagree
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Table ap 3.2 Influence of clinical placements 
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Nurses managers educators

The final one or two placements as a student influence the 
remainder of a nurses career

Strongly agree Agree Neither agree nor disagree disagree Strongly disagree
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Working as a nurse 

(

Table ap 3.3: Nurses believe their work is important 

(

Table ap 3.4: Going with their hearts 
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Nurses Managers

Nurses believe their work is important to other people

strongly agree Agree Neither agree nor disagree disagree strongly disagree
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Nurses managers / educators

When nurses make career decisions they tend to "go with 
their hears"

strongly agree Agree Neither agree nor disagree Disagree Strongly disagree
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Table ap 3.5: Continuing to use nursing skills 
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Table ap 3.6 Valuing relationships with colleagues 
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People who have left nursing often continue to use their 
nursing skills

strongly agree Agree Niether agree nor disagree Disagree Strongly disagree
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Nurses value relationships with work colleagues

Strongly agree agree Neither agree nor disagree Disagree strongly disagree
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Table ap 3.7 Nurses value relationships 
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Table ap 3.8 Nurses do not mind…. letting down their team 
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Nurses Managers / educators

Nurses value relationships with patients and their carers

Strongly agree Agree Neither agree nor disagree Disagree Strongly disagree
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Nurses Managers / educators

Nurses do not mind moving jobs even if this means letting 
their team down

Stronly agree Agree Niether agree nor disagree disagree Stronly disagree don't know
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On-going career decisions 
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Table ap 3.9 Clinical work or management 
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A key career decision is whether to seek promotion in 
clinical work or in management work

Strongly agree Agree Niether agree nor disagree Disagree strongly disagree Do not know
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Table ap 3.10 Further study 

(

Table ap 3.11 Benefit to patient or client 
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Nurses Managers / educators

Nurses feel under pressure to undertake further study

Strongly agree Agree Niether agree nor disagree
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Nurses believe the main purpose of education is to benefit 
the patient or client

Strongly agree Agree Niether agree nor disagree
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Table ap 3.12 Prioritise pay 

(

Table ap 3.13 Well paid 
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Nurses Educators / managers

Nurses priotisise increasing their pay

Strongly agree Agree Niether agree nor disagree Disagree Strongly disagree
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Nurses believe they are well-paid
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Table ap 3.14 Professional opportunities 
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London offers excellent professional opportunities for 
nurses

Strongly agree Agree Niether agree nor disagree Disagree Strongly disagree do not know
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Worries 

(

Table ap 3.15 Patient complaints 
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Table ap 3.16 Disciplinary action 
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Nurses Managers / educators

Nurses worry about the possiblity of a patient complaining 
about them

Strongly agree Agree Niether agree nor disasgree Disagree strongly disagree
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Nurses worry about the possibility of their employer or 
manager taking disciplinary action against them

Strongly agree Agree Niether agree nor disagree Disagree strongly disagree
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Table ap 3.17 Emotional demands 
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Table ap 3.18 Redundancy and down-banding 
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Nurses Managers / educators

Nurses tend to worry about the physical or emotional 
demands of the job

Strongly agree Agree Niether agree nor disagree Disagree Strongly disagree
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